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Buoyancy-Induced Flow in Open
Rotating Cavities
Buoyancy-induced flow can occur in the cavity between the co-rotating compressor disks
in gas-turbine engines, where the Rayleigh numbers can be in excess of 1012. In most
cases the cavity is open at the center, and an axial throughflow of cooling air can interact
with the buoyancy-induced flow between the disks. Such flows can be modeled, compu-
tationally and experimentally, by a simple rotating cavity with an axial flow of air. This
paper describes work conducted as part of ICAS-GT, a major European research project.
Experimental measurements of velocity, temperature, and heat transfer were obtained on
a purpose-built experimental rig, and these results have been reported in an earlier
paper. In addition, 3D unsteady CFD computations were carried out using a commercial
code (Fluent) and a RNG k-� turbulence model. The computed velocity vectors and
contours of temperature reveal a flow structure in which, as seen by previous experiment-
ers, “radial arms” transport cold air from the center to the periphery of the cavity, and
regions of cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation are formed on either side of each arm.
The computed radial distribution of the tangential velocity agrees reasonably well with
the measurements in two of the three cases considered here. In the third case, the com-
putations significantly overpredict the measurements; the reason for this is not under-
stood. The computed and measured values of Nu for the heated disk show qualitatively
similar radial distributions, with high values near the center and the periphery. In two of
the cases, the quantitative agreement is reasonably good; in the third case, the compu-
tations significantly underpredict the measured values. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719260�

1 Introduction
Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of a high-pressure com-

pressor rotor through the center of which is an axial flow of air
that is used downstream for turbine cooling. When the cooling air
has a lower temperature than the rotating surfaces �as is the case
for steady-state engine operation�, buoyancy-induced flow can oc-
cur in the cavity between the disks.

In contrast to the open cavity considered above, in some en-
gines the cavity is closed: the air is enclosed by the rotating disks
and by inner and outer cylindrical surfaces. For the case where the
outer surface is hotter than the inner one, King et al. �1� showed
that Rayleigh-Bénard convection could occur, as shown in Fig. 2.
For a rotating inviscid fluid, a radial velocity is only possible if
there is a circumferential gradient of pressure; without this, the
flow would be thermally stratified and convection could not take
place. Counter-rotating cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, with
their axes parallel to the axis of rotation, respectively, create re-
gions of low and high pressure; these provide the circumferential
pressure gradients that allow convection to occur.

The main features of the flow in the open system can be mod-
eled by the simplified rotating cavities shown in Fig. 3. Most of
the experimental work to date has been conducted with either a
central inlet or with an annular inlet for the cooling air. In the
latter case, the inner cylinder rotates at the same speed as the
disks; in an engine, it usually rotates at a slower speed. In the
open cavities, the axial throughflow tends to induce a toroidal
circulation near the center, and buoyancy-induced flow occurs at
the outer radii.

An experimental project on an open cavity has recently been
published �2�. The work was carried out as part of a major Euro-
pean research project, entitled “The Internal Cooling Air Systems
of Gas Turbines” �ICAS-GT�. The project, which was sponsored

by the European Commission, ran from 1998 to 2000 and in-
volved ten gas turbine companies and four universities. The Uni-
versity of Bath carried out experiments in a rotating cavity with an
annular inlet �as shown in Fig. 3�b��, and Volvo Aero Corporation
conducted computations of the flow in the system.

This paper describes the computational method used and pre-
sents comparisons between the computed and measured results.
The principal objectives are to improve the understanding of these
complex rotating flows and to see if CFD codes are capable of
providing predictions that could be used in the design of internal-
air systems in gas turbines.

Section 2 is a brief review of some relevant research; Sec. 3
describes the experimental apparatus; Sec. 4 outlines the compu-
tational method; and Sec. 5 discusses comparisons between com-
putations and measurements. The principal conclusions are sum-
marized in Sec. 6.

2 Review of Previous Work
Although the paper concentrates on open cavities, it is useful to

consider some of the published research on closed systems. Bohn
et al. �3–6� made heat transfer measurements in a sealed rotating
annulus �with a /b=0.35 and 0.52� where the heat flow could be
either axial �from a hot to a cold disk� or radial �from a hot outer
cylinder to a cold inner one�. For the radial case, they correlated
their Nusselt number, for Rayleigh numbers up to 1012, by Nu
�Rac, where the constant c was approximately 0.2. Sun et al. �7�
used an unsteady 3D CFD code, with no Reynolds averaging or
turbulence model, to compute the flow in a sealed annulus with a
radial heat flow. Their computed Nusselt numbers were in good
agreement with the correlations of Bohn et al.

King et al. �1� used unsteady 2D and 3D CFD codes, with no
Reynolds averaging, to compute the heat transfer in a sealed an-
nulus with a radial heat flow for Ra�109. The computed stream-
lines showed that Rayleigh-Bénard convection occurred, with cy-
clonic and anticyclonic vortices in the r-� plane. The time-
averaged Nusselt numbers were in good agreement with
correlations for a stationary cavity �with the gravitational accel-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received June
19, 2006; final manuscript received January 11, 2007. Review conducted by Dilip R.
Ballal. Paper presented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2006: Land, Sea and Air �GT2006�,
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eration replaced by the centripetal acceleration�, but they were
significantly higher than the correlations of Bohn et al.; the reason
for this overestimate of Nu was not understood.

The Sussex group �8–13� made measurements and computa-
tions for an open cavity �with a /b�0.1� with an axial through-
flow of cooling air. There was no central shaft or cylinder, and the
outer cylindrical surface and/or the disks could be heated.

Farthing et al. �8� carried out flow visualization and LDA �laser-
Doppler anemometry� studies in both isothermal and heated cavi-
ties. In isothermal cavities �14� with large gap ratios �G�0.4�, the
axial throughflow generated a powerful toroidal vortex, the
strength of which decreased as the Rossby number Ro decreased.
Depending on the values of G and Ro, axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric vortex breakdown were observed in the central jet.

When one or both of the disks were heated, the flow in the
cavity became non-axisymmetric, and cyclonic and anticyclonic
vortices were observed, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. Farthing
et al. used the so-called linear equations for rotating flows to
explain that, as stated above, the cyclonic and anticyclonic circu-
lation generated the circumferential pressure gradient that is
needed to produce a radial flow inside the core of fluid between
the disks. In particular, they observed a “radial arm” that con-
vected cold air from the center to the periphery of the cavity. The
core of fluid precessed at an angular speed ��c say� slightly less
than that of the disks; the ratio of �c /� decreased as the tempera-
ture difference between the disks and the cooling air increased.

Owen and Powell �2� made measurements in an open cavity,
where a /b=0.4 and G=0.2, in which one of the disks was heated.
LDA and heat transfer measurements were made for 1.4�103

�Rez�5�104 and 4�105�Re	�3.2�106. Spectral analysis
of the LDA measurements revealed a multicell structure compris-
ing one, two, or three pairs of vortices. As found in the experi-
ments of Farthing et al., the core of fluid between the disks pre-
cessed at an angular speed, �c, less than that of the disks, and
�c /� decreased as the temperature of the heated disk increased.
At the smaller values of Rez, the measured Nusselt numbers were
consistent with buoyancy-induced flow; at the larger values of
Rez, the effect of the axial throughflow became dominant.

Tian et al. �15� computed the flow and heat transfer in a rotating
cavity based on the geometry of Farthing et al. Their 3D, steady,
turbulent computations showed that the flow structure comprised
two parts: Rayleigh-Bénard convection at the larger radii, and
forced convection in the central region. The computations sug-
gested that there is a critical Rayleigh number above which the
flow becomes unstable and time dependent.

Johnson et al. �16� investigated the stability characteristics of
variable-density swirling flow in rotating cavities. Using a
narrow-gap approximation for inviscid flow, they produced crite-
ria for the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability. When
the rotating surfaces are colder than the “cooling air” �such as at
take-off in an aeroengine� the flow is stably stratified: the axial
throughflow cannot penetrate very far into the cavity and the re-
sulting convective heat transfer is relatively low. Conversely,
when the rotating surfaces are hotter than the air �at cruise and
landing�, the flow is unstable, the axial flow can readily enter the
cavity, and the heat transfer is increased as a consequence.

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of high-pressure compressor rotor
with axial throughflow

Fig. 2 Rayleigh-Bénard vortices in a closed rotating cavity

Fig. 3 Rotating cavity with axial throughflow of cooling air

Fig. 4 Schematic of flow structure in a heated rotating cavity
with an axial throughflow of cooling air
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3 Experimental Setup
The experimental apparatus and instrumentation are described

below; more details are given in �2�.

4 Experimental Rig
The Bath rotating-cavity rig is shown in Fig. 5. The salient

dimensions of the cavity were a=150 mm, b=371 mm, 
r
=4.8 mm, and s=75.2 mm �xa=a /b=0.40, G=s /b=0.20�.

The downstream disk was made from 10 mm thick steel, the
back face of which was radiantly heated by a 21 kW stationary
electric heater, and the front �cavity-side� face was covered by a
1 mm thick glass-fiber mat in the outer surface of which ten RDF
fluxmeters and ten thermocouples were embedded. The upstream
disc, which was 12 mm thick, was made from transparent poly-
carbonate. The outer shroud was made from 5 mm thick glass-
fiber composite, the inner surface of which was thermally insu-
lated by a 5 mm thick layer of Rohacell foam. The inner cylinder,
which was made from Rohacell foam, rotated synchronously with
the two disks and the shroud. So-called cobs, also made from
Rohacell foam, were attached to the two disks; the cobs crudely
modeled the geometry of compressor disks, and they also pro-
vided annular passages at inlet to and outlet from the cavity to
encourage the air to enter and leave in the axial direction.

The rotating cavity and heater unit were enclosed by a station-
ary steel casing, designed to withstand a differential pressure of 3
bar. A window, in the upstream side of the casing, provided optical
access for LDA measurements. Cooling air for the cavity, and
pressurising air for the outer casing, was supplied by a Bellis &
Morcom compressor with a maximum output of around 1 kg/s at
4 bar absolute pressure. The cooling air was supplied, via station-
ary piping and an inlet volute, into the annular space between the
rotating inner and outer tubes. The air then flowed radially out-
ward through the axial and radial clearances between the rotating
inner cylinder and the upstream disc. After flowing axially
through the cavity, the air left the system, via the axial clearance
between the inner cylinder and the downstream disk, through the
rotating inner tube from where it flowed into a stationary tube.
Radial vanes, attached to the upstream and downstream radial
faces of the inner cylinder, ensured that the air entered the system
with solid-body rotation.

Owing to stress considerations, the maximum speed of the
polycarbonate disk was limited to 1500 rev/min. The cavity was
rotated by means of a combination of two thyristor-controlled dc
motors �not shown in Fig. 5�, with a total output of 26 kW, and

the rotational speed of the cavity could be controlled to
±1 rev/min. A toothed-belt and pulley system was used to transfer
the power from the motors to the upstream and downstream discs;
a layshaft ensured corotation of the two disks.

5 Instrumentation
As stated above, there were ten thermocouples and ten fluxme-

ters on the front �cavity-side� surface of the heated downstream
disk. �Owing to failures, and to the fact that insulating foam cov-
ered some of the instrumentation, not all the fluxmeters were ser-
viceable.� The signals from the rotating instrumentation were
brought out through a 52-channel silver/silver-graphite slip-ring
unit. The voltages were then measured using a computer-
controlled solartron data-logger and digital voltmeter with a reso-
lution of ±1 �V. The uncertainty of the thermocouple measure-
ments was estimated to be ±0.3°C. It was necessary to correct the
measured heat fluxes for radiation from the heated disk to the
unheated surfaces. Owen and Powell �2� suggested that their ap-
proximate black-body correction could result in an overestimate in
the Nusselt numbers; a positive bias of Nu�50 could occur in the
results presented here.

The temperatures of the air at inlet to and outlet from the sys-
tem were measured using total-temperature probes inserted in the
stationary tubing upstream and downstream, respectively, of the
rig. The voltage outputs from the total-temperature probes were
measured using the data-logger. No instrumentation was attached
to the shroud or to the inner cylinder, both of which were sensibly
adiabatic, or to the polycarbonate disk, which was quasi-adiabatic.

The flow rates of the cooling air and sealing air were measured
using orifice plates made to British Standards BS1042, and the
estimated uncertainty was ±3% of the measured flow rate. The
absolute pressures of the air, and the pressure drop across the
orifice plates, were measured using a pair of absolute and differ-
ential pressure transducers multiplexed by a Scanivalve system,
the outputs of which were recorded on the data-logger.

The LDA system used a 4W Spectra-Physics argon-ion laser,
the beam of which was transmitted to the optics through a fibre-
optics cable with an efficiency of around 50%. The TSI optics,
which were configured in a single-component back-scatter mode,
were mounted on an x-y traversing table, allowing movement in
the radial and axial directions. By turning the transmitting optics
through 90 deg, it was possible to measure either the radial or the
tangential component of velocity. The transmitting optics included
a Bragg cell, which allowed frequency shifts of up to 40 MHz,
and the beam spacing was 50 mm, which, with a 250 mm focal-
length lens, produced an optical probe volume around 1.4 mm
long and 0.14 mm diameter. The Doppler signal from the receiv-
ing optics was processed by a TSI IFA-750 burst-correlator, which
could handle frequencies up to 90 MHz with signal-to-noise ratios
as low as −5 dB. Micron-sized oil particles for the LDA measure-
ments were injected into the cooling-air supply upstream of the
rotating tubes in the rig. The estimated uncertainty in the velocity
measurements was 0.01�r.

6 Computational Method
The geometry and computational mesh for the Bath rig is

shown in Fig. 6. The final mesh had a total of 2,600,000 cells,
with 6500 in the r-z plane and 400 in the tangential direction. A
mesh study showed that it was important to have many cells in the
tangential ��� direction in order to resolve the thin radial arms
referred to above. Nonuniform grid spacing was used to ensure
that the values of y+ for the grid points nearest the walls were less
than unity.

The 3D unsteady compressible CFD simulations were com-
puted, in the rotating frame of reference, using the commercial
CFD code Fluent with a segregated implicit solver �SIMPLE�.
Second-order space-discretization, PRESTO pressure-
discretization, and second-order implicit time-stepping were used.

Fig. 5 Schematic of Bath rotating-cavity rig
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The renormalized group �RNG� k-� turbulence model was cho-
sen, and different time steps and numbers of subiterations per time
step were investigated. Before starting to collect results, the com-
putation was run for a significant time, monitoring the integrated
heat flux on the heated wall, to ensure that the final solutions were
independent of the initial conditions.

The CFD analysis was run on a Linux PC cluster of 8 to 16
CPUs, and the computations took about 1 week to complete.

7 Computational Results
The CFD analyses were performed for the three experimental

cases given in Table 1, and the radial distributions of 
T �where

T=Ts−Ti� for the heated disk are shown in Fig. 7.

Figures 8 and 9 respectively show computed contours of 
Tc
�where 
Tc=Tc−Ti� in the mid-axial r-� plane, at z /s=0.5, for
experiments 2 and 5. It should be noted that, as discussed below,
the flow patterns changed with time, and the contours and vectors
shown in Figs. 8–13 were the final ones computed.

It can be seen in Fig. 8, for experiment 2, that the axial through-
flow of cooling air creates a circular ring of cold fluid �colored

Fig. 6 Geometry and grid of CFD model

Table 1 Test matrix for the experiments

Experiment �÷106� Rez �÷104� Ro

2 0.430 0.303 0.674
5 1.57 0.164 0.100
6 1.63 0.295 0.173

Fig. 7 Radial distribution of �T „K… for heated disk

Fig. 8 Computed contours of �Tc „K… in mid-axial plane for
experiment 2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303…
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blue� at the center of the cavity. Radial arms �green�, similar to the
one shown in Fig. 4, transport some of the fluid from the center to
the periphery of the cavity, creating a thin layer of cold air �green�
adjacent to the unheated shroud. For experiment 2, two distinct
radial arms are clearly visible, and this is in agreement with the
two-cell structure that was observed experimentally. To the right
of each radial arm is a region of high temperature �red�, which, as
discussed below, is caused by air that is convected from the heated
disk into the fluid core.

The contours for experiment 5 in Fig. 9 are more complex.
Several large and small radial arms can be seen, and to the right of
each one is a high-temperature region. For this case, the experi-
mental observations were unable to determine the number of cells.
It is interesting to observe that the ring of cold air that can be seen
near the center of Fig. 8 for experiment 2 is much larger than that
in Fig. 9 for experiment 5. This is consistent with the findings of
Farthing et al. �8� that the radial extent of the toroidal vortex,
created by the throughflow, decreased as Ro decreased: for experi-
ments 2 and 5, Ro�0.674 and 0.100, respectively.

Figures 10 and 11 show the computed velocity vectors, in the
mid-axial r-� plane, corresponding to the temperature contours
discussed above. Some “streamlines” are superposed on the vec-

tors so that the general flow structure can be seen more clearly.
Colored contours, corresponding to the magnitude �in m/s� of the
vectors, are used to show regions where the velocity is large rela-
tive to the rotating disks.

The radial outflows that separate regions of cyclonic and anti-
cyclonic circulation in Fig. 10 correspond to the radial arms
shown in Fig. 8. Although it cannot be seen from this figure, the
axial width of the radial arms is the same as the spacing between
the two cobs. To the right of the radial arms the circulation is
cyclonic which, as noted by King et al. �1�, corresponds to a
region of low pressure in the core. In this region, air flows axially
from the heated disk into the core, raising the temperature of the
fluid in the mid-axial plane, as shown in Fig. 8. Conversely, in the
anticyclonic zones to the left of the radial arms, the high pressure
will create an axial flow towards the heated disk.

In a stationary fluid, a vertical plane plume of hot air creates
vortices on either side. In a rotating fluid, a radial plume, or radial
arm, of cold air creates a cyclonic and an anticyclonic vortex on
either side and, as stated above, these vortices produce the circum-
ferential gradient of pressure needed for the plume to penetrate
radially into the rotating fluid. In Fig. 9, several embryonic radial
arms can be seen, each with its associated pair of vortices, cir-

Fig. 9 Computed contours of �Tc „K… in mid-axial plane for
experiment 5 „Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164…

Fig. 10 Computed velocity vectors in mid-axial plane for ex-
periment 2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303…

Fig. 11 Computed velocity vectors in mid-axial plane for ex-
periemt 5 „Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164…

Fig. 12 Computed contours of Nusselt number for experiment
2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303…
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cumferentially to both left and right. There are also large values of
Nu in Fig. 12 near the center where the axial throughflow im-
pinges on the heated disk. Owing to the more complex flow struc-
ture in experiment 5, the similarity between the contours in Figs.
9 and 13 is less obvious.

Figures 14 and 15 show a time-sequence of computed contours
of 
Tc in the mid-axial plane for experiments 2 and 5, respec-
tively. The temperature scale for the contours is the same as that
shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

In Fig. 14 it can be seen that, although the overall flow structure
is virtually invariant with time, the two radial arms rotate in the
opposite sense to the rotation of the disks. This is consistent with
the experimental measurements, in a stationary frame of refer-
ence, which show that the core of fluid rotates at a slower speed
than the disks. Figure 15 shows that the core of fluid for experi-
ment 5 rotates in the opposite sense to the disks, but the overall

flow structure varies more with time than that for experiment 2.
Figure 16 shows the comparison between the computed and

measured radial distribution of V	 /�r in the mid-axial plane for
experiments 2, 5, and 6. It should be noted that the measured
velocities at a fixed radius were time-average values in a station-
ary frame of reference; as the core was rotating, these measured
values were, in effect, both time and circumferential averages. The
computations were made in the rotating frame, and the displayed
velocities are circumferential averages at the last time step; the
computed circumferential averages were found to agree well with
time averages.

Bearing in mind the 1% uncertainty in the measured velocities,
the computed distributions for experiments 2 and 6 show reason-
able agreement with the measurements. The measured velocities
of Farthing et al. �8� showed that V	 /�r1 in the core of an
isothermal cavity and, as a result of the toroidal vortex, which is
discussed above, a maximum value of V	 /�r occurred near the
center of the cavity, and this maximum value decreased as Ro
decreased. This effect is consistent with the computations shown
in Fig. 16: a computed maximum in V	 /�r occurs near the center
�x=0.4� for experiment 2, where Ro�0.674, but not for experi-
ments 5 and 6, where Ro�0.100 and 0.173, respectively.

The measured velocities for experiment 5 are significantly
smaller than the computations. In the experiments of Farthing et
al. �8�, the values of V	 /�r at the larger radii of the heated cavity
were mainly greater than 0.9. This was the also the case for
around half of the 24 experiments reported by Owen and Powell
�2�. In the other half, the measured values were similar to those
shown in Fig. 16 for experiment 5, and these unusually low values
for the core rotation did not appear to correlate with Re	, Rez, or
Ro. The differences between the computations and measurements
for experiment 5 are not understood: either there were unknown
experimental errors in the measurements or the low values were
caused by a physical phenomenon, such as vortex breakdown, that
was not captured by the computations.

Figure 17 shows the comparison between the computed and
measured radial distribution of Nu for experiments 2, 5, and 6.
The measured values of Nu were time-average values made by
fluxmeters located at fixed locations on the rotating heated disk.

Fig. 13 Computed contours of Nusselt number for experiment
5 „Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164…

Fig. 14 Computed time-sequence of contours of �Tc in mid-
axial plane for experiment 2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303….
Time in ms.

Fig. 15 Computed time-sequence of contours of �Tc in mid-
axial plane for experiment 5 „Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164….
Time in ms.
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The computed values represent circumferential space averages of
the last time step; the computed circumferential averages were
found to agree well with time averages.

In all three cases, the computations and measurements show
similar qualitative radial distributions: the higher values of Nu
measured near the center and shroud are captured by the compu-
tations. As stated above, the measured Nusselt numbers could be
biased by the approximate radiation correction; this could result in
a significant experimental overestimate of the true values of Nu.
Bearing in mind the experimental uncertainties, the quantitative
agreement is reasonably good for experiments 2 and 5, but the
computations significantly underpredict the measurements for ex-
periment 6; the underprediction is much greater than the maxi-
mum bias �Nu�50� in the measured values of Nu. It is possible
that a conjugate solution, taking account of the radiation to and
from the heated disk, could produce more accurate computations
of Nu, but this has yet to be tried.

8 Conclusions

3D unsteady CFD analysis of the flow and heat transfer in a
rotating cavity with an axial throughflow of cooling air have been
performed using a commercial CFD code �Fluent� incorporating
an RNG k-� turbulence model. The CFD results have been com-
pared with velocity and heat transfer measurements made in a
rotating cavity rig in which one of the two disks was heated.

The computed contours of temperature and velocity vectors re-
veal a flow structure in which, as seen by previous experimenters,
radial arms transport cold air from the center to the periphery of
the cavity, and regions of cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation are
formed on either side of each arm. In the regions of cyclonic
circulation, where the pressure is low in the core, axial flow from
the hot disk creates regions of high temperature in the core. The
impingement of the radial arms on the shroud, and of the axial

Fig. 16 Computed and measured radial distributions of V� /�r in mid-axial plane for experi-
ment 2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303…, experiment 5 „Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164…, and ex-
periment 6 „Re� /106=1.63, Rez /104=0.173…

Fig. 17 Computed and measured radial distributions of Nu for experiment 2 „Re� /106=0.43, Rez /104=0.303…, experiment 5
„Re� /106=1.57, Rez /104=0.164…, and experiment 6 „Re� /106=1.63, Rez /104=0.173…
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throughflow on the central region of the heated disk, creates re-
gions of high heat transfer at the large and small radii of the disk.

The computed radial distribution of V	 /�r at z /s=0.5 agrees
reasonably well with the measurements in two of the three cases
considered here. In the third case, the computations significantly
overpredict the measurements; the reason for this is not under-
stood.

The computed and measured values of Nu for the heated disk
show qualitatively similar radial distributions, with high values
near the center and the periphery. In two of the cases, the quanti-
tative agreement is reasonably good. In the third case, the compu-
tations significantly underpredict the measured values.

The research has been successful in helping to understand the
flow physics, but more work is required before the engine de-
signer can depend solely on CFD codes to predict buoyancy-
induced flow in rotating cavities.
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Nomenclature
a � inner radius of cavity �radius of inner cylinder�
b � outer radius of cavity
d � diameter of circular inlet
g̃ � acceleration
G � s /b, gap ratio

Gr � g̃L3�
T /�2, Grashof number
k � thermal conductivity
L � characteristic length
ṁ � mass flow rate
n � number of vortex pairs

Nu � qL /k
T, Nusselt number
Pr � � /�, Prandtl number
q � heat flux
r � radius

Ra � PrGr, Rayleigh number
Re	 � �b2 /�, rotational Reynolds number
Rez � WL /�, axial Reynolds number
Ro � W /�a, Rossby number

s � axial gap between disks
t � time

T � absolute static temperature
Tc � temperature in core at z /s=0.5
Ti � inlet temperature
Ts � surface temperature of heated disk

Vr ,V	 � radial, tangential components of velocity in
stationary frame of reference

W � bulk-average axial velocity at inlet
x � r /b, nondimensional radius

xa � a /b, radius ratio of cavity
z � axial distance from heated disk
� � thermal diffusivity
� � Ti

−1, volume expansion coefficient

r � radial clearance between disks and inner

cylinder

T � Ts−Ti, disk temperature difference


Tc � Tc−Ti, core temperature difference
� � dynamic viscosity
� � tangential coordinate
� � kinematic viscosity
� � density

� � angular speed of cavity
�c � angular speed of air
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Rotary Kiln Slow Pyrolysis for
Syngas and Char Production From
Biomass and Waste—Part I:
Working Envelope of the Reactor
A microscale electrically heated rotary kiln for slow pyrolysis of biomass and waste was
designed and built at the University of Perugia. The reactor is connected to a wet
scrubbing section, for tar removal, and to a monitored combustion chamber to evaluate
the lower heating value of the syngas. The system allows the evaluation of gas, tar, and
char yields for different pyrolysis temperatures and residence times. The feeding screw
conveyor and the kiln are rigidly connected; therefore, a modification of the flow rate
implies a modification of the inside solid motion and of residence time. The paper pro-
vides the theoretical and experimental calculation of the relationships between residence
time and flow rate used to determine the working envelope of the reactor as a function of
the feedstock bulk density and moisture content, given the actual heat rate of the electric
heaters. The methodology is extendable to any rotary kiln reactor with a rigidly con-
nected feeding screw conveyor, given its geometric and energetic specifications. Part II of
the paper will extend the energy balance, also introducing the yields of pyrolysis
products. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2720521�

Keywords: biomass, pyrolysis, rotary kiln, residence time, syngas, tar, char

Introduction
Residual energy sources, such as biomass and waste �B&W�,

may contribute effectively to meeting the Kyoto Protocol targets
by reducing both the recourse to fossil fuels and the volume of
waste to dispose of. Toward this aim, the University of Perugia
has developed the integrated pyrolysis recuperated plant �IPRP�
technology �1,2�, which allows B&W energy conversion on mi-
croscale in order to achieve sustainability for small communities.
The advantages of distributed generation from residuals are,
namely, the reduction of the local impact of the plant, of the
harvesting process, and obviously of transmission losses. A pilot
IPRP plant was built at the Terni facility of the University of
Perugia �3�. The core of the 70 kWel power plant is a rotary kiln
pyrolyzer previously designed and built with the help of data pro-
vided by a laboratory scale, electrically heated, rotary kiln that
was designed and built, to this aim, at the University of Perugia
�4�. The main characteristic of the laboratory pyrolizer is that the
rotary kiln and the feeding screw conveyor are rigidly connected,
so they must rotate together. The laboratory pyrolizer is briefly
described in the following section. The present paper describes the
theoretical and experimental activity that was carried out to deter-
mine the working envelope of the reactor, as a function of biomass
humidity and density, through a mass and energy balance.

Pyrolysis
Biomass pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of wood,

which is made up of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Cellu-
lose decomposition takes place at about 325–400°C; the mecha-
nism of cellulose decomposition as studied by Kilzer and Broido
�5� may be described as a sequence of events, such as dehydration

of cellulose �200–280°C�, depolymerization of cellulose
�280–340°C� and formation of volatiles, and decomposition of
hydrocellulose into gases and char residue via exothermic reaction
�320°C�. The volatiles formed during reaction, also known as
tars, consist mainly of levoglucosans. Primary and secondary re-
actions of cellulose pyrolysis can be modeled according to Di
Blasi �6�.

Hemicelluloses heated in a nitrogen atmosphere in a differential
thermal analysis study �7� show an initial endothermic process,
caused by bond-water loss, followed by exothermic processes,
beginning at about 180°C and reaching a peak at 255°C; there-
fore, hemicelluloses are the first compounds in wood to be ther-
mally degraded. According to Kudo and Yoshida �8�, lignin de-
composition begins at about 280°C, with a maximum occurring
between 350°C and 450°C. The degradation is completed at
500°C.

Browne �9� divides the pyrolysis processes into four zones, or
temperature ranges, all of which can be present simultaneously in
wood of appreciable thickness:

• Zone A, below 200°C, in which only noncombustible gases,
primarily water vapor, are produced. Dehydration of sorbed
water is complete.

• Zone B, from 200° to 280°C, in which the reactions
are endothermic, and the products are almost entirely
nonflammable.

• Zone C, from 280° to 500°C, in which active pyrolysis
takes place under exothermic conditions, leading to second-
ary reactions among the products. The products are largely
combustible �carbon monoxide, methane, etc.�, and include
the highly flammable tars in the vapor state.

• Zone D, above 500°C, in which the residue consists prima-
rily of charcoal, which provides an extremely active site for
further secondary reactions, therefore acting as a catalyst.

Temperature is therefore a very important parameter in pyrolysis
reaction because it influences both quantity and quality of the
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products obtained. About this topic, Bridgwater �10� asserts that
for fast pyrolysis the lower limit on wood decomposition is ap-
proximately 435°C for obtaining acceptable liquid yields of at
least 50% with low reaction times.

Thus, a “time-temperature history” can be a good approach for
a preliminary analysis of a pyrolysis reactor.

Residence time in a pyrolysis reactor is also a key parameter to
ensure that the reaction happens, needing to be greater than the
reaction time. Moreover, temperature is also influenced by radia-
tive and convective transport, internal conduction, and chemical
reactions; residence time depends on the path that particles follow
inside the reactor, which depends on particle density, gravity, size,
heat capacity, and rotational speed of the kiln.

In this paper an experimental analysis on mean residence time
of biomass in a rotary kiln reactor, and preliminary results of an
energy balance, are used to individuate which is the optimal rota-
tional speed for the rotary kiln pyrolyzer, as a function of biomass
characteristics; namely, humidity content and bulk density.

Test Bench Layout
To support the ongoing activities on pyrolysis at the University

of Perugia, with particular reference to the IPRP demonstrative
unit design and realization �3�, a laboratory rotary kiln pyrolyzer
was designed and built. With reference to Fig. 1, and to Ref. �4�

for a detailed description, the pyrolyzer is basically organized into
three main components:

• the pyrolyzer;
• the syngas cleaning section;
• the syngas burner.

The feeding section consists of an airtight hopper connected to a
screw conveyor, while the rotary kiln is made of an AISI 304 steel
pipe provided with ceramic external heaters to provide the reactor
and its content with the energy required to reach pyrolysis tem-
perature. An electric motor, through a gear and a chain, keeps
rotating both the kiln and the screw conveyor, which are rigidly
connected. The rotary kiln enters a coaxial stationary cylinder to
discharge pyrolysis products �char and gas�.

The gaseous phase �composed by syngas and tar vapors� passes
through a cleaning section; namely, a calm chamber, for char par-
ticulate elimination, and a humid quencher-scrubber, made of a
cylinder full of water through which the gas gurgles, condensing
water and tar vapors. Fine particulate, light tars, and water pass to
a secondary vessel and are eventually discharged. Heavy tars ac-
cumulate in the bottom of the main vessel.

The syngas burner is monitored in terms of both syngas flow

Fig. 1 Test bench layout †1‡
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and air flow; temperatures are also measured before and after the
combustion, so that a mass and energy balance can be carried out
to evaluate the LHV of the gas.

Objectives
The residence time of the feedstock in the reactor is a very

important parameter in pyrolysis process because it determines the
energy received by the biomass at a given heating rate. This pa-
rameter strongly influences the yield of the products given the
humidity content and the size of the biomass. In rotary kilns,
residence time is usually a function of the mean volumetric flow
and of the rotational speed of the kiln. In this particular case, the
two quantities are not independent variables because the screw
conveyor is rigidly connected to the kiln �Fig. 2�; therefore, they
both rotate at the same speed. The rotational speed �n� of the
screw conveyor therefore determines the feed rate and the bed
depth inside the kiln, which have a direct effect on mass and
energy balance. The rotational speed of the kiln �n� determines the
motion of particles inside the kiln, directly affecting both heat
transfer and residence time. For a given heat rate, and where ro-
tational speed is directly related to volumetric flow, as in our case,
it is essential to determine the optimal rotational speed �n� that
guarantees that enough energy reaches the feedstock before it ex-
its the reactor. This energy is obviously a function of feedstock
characteristics.

When the rotary kiln and screw conveyor are not rigidly con-
nected, it is possible to change the rotational speed of the reactor
without affecting the feed rate and consequently the bed depth
inside the kiln, which directly determines the transverse motion of
the particles. The rotational speed as a function of feedstock char-
acteristics may be addressed as the working envelope of the kiln
reactor, which is the aim of the present paper.

Methodology
The transverse motion that assures a correct mass and heat

transfer for the pyrolysis process is the so-called rolling motion
�11–13�. It is possible to evaluate the particle trajectory under this
solid bed condition by means of equilibrium equations that de-

scribe mean excursion time, which is the average time required by
a particle to pass through the reactor, and mean volumetric flow,
as a function of rotational speed and biomass and reactor charac-
teristics. However, they require correction with experimental data
obtainable through the technique of tracers. This analysis also
provides the minimum rotational speed value �nmin� that guaran-
tees rolling motion.

Eventually, a balance between the energy supplied by shell
heaters and the energy required to bring biomass to pyrolysis ini-
tial conditions, provides the maximum rotational speed �nmax� as a
function of the physical characteristics of the material �moisture,
bulk density�, and also the minimum residence time.

Solids’ Transverse Motion
In this first part of the work, an analysis of the dynamics of

solid materials in the bed is carried out. Different types of motion
can develop in a rotary kiln, but only rolling motion is desirable
for a good pyrolysis.

In this motion regime, the bed material may be divided into two
regions: a thinner active layer and a thicker stagnant one. The
rolling motion is characterized by a uniform flow of the particles
inside the active layer, while particles in the stagnant region are
carried upward by the rotating wall, until they enter the active
layer and roll again.

This motion assures a mixing of the solid bed, which optimizes
mass and heat transfer thus accelerating pyrolysis reactions. MET
�of the solids through the reactor� and MVF �or mass flow� are
directly affected by:

• characteristics of the feedstock �dynamical angle of repose�;
• geometric characteristic of the reactor �roughness of the in-

side wall, exit dam, internal structures�;
• operating parameters �kiln slope and rotational speed�.

MET and MVF can be determined theoretically from the analysis
of solids particle motion inside the reactor. Models in the Litera-
ture can be subdivided into two groups:

• axial distribution model, in which solid particles are consid-
ered like an ideal fluid �14�;

• particle trajectory model, in which solid particles are con-
sidered like a granular substance �15�.

This paper focuses on vector analysis of gravity-induced axial
displacement of a solid particle in a single rolling step �16�, which
is based on PTM. The trajectory of a single particle is traced under
the hypothesis of the rolling bed, while MET and MVF are, re-
spectively, shown in Eqs. �1� and �2�

MET =
L sin �d

2�Rn�tan � + cos �d tan �̄�cos2 �̄
�1�

MVF =
4

3
n� cos2 �̄� tan �

sin �d
+ cot �d tan �̄��2Rh0 − h0

2�3/2 �2�

as in �16�, where L is the axial length and R the internal radius of
the reactor, while �d is the dynamical angle of repose, � the kiln

slope, h0 the inlet depth of solid bed, and �̄ the averaged bed
slope. The mean mass flow is the product of MVF and bulk den-
sity �. The geometrical characteristics of the reactor are reported
in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Graphic—experimental calculation of the dynamic
angle of repose for pellet „above… and wood chips „below…

Table 1 Geometrical characteristics of the reactor

External diameter �cm� 32.5
Internal diameter �cm� 31.9
Thickness �cm� 0.3
Length �cm� 100.0
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No dam at the outlet section, and a horizontal kiln ��=0� were
considered. Friction characteristics were determined experimen-
tally for two different feedstocks, namely, chips and pellet, as
follows.

The dynamic angle of repose influences the transport and the
mixing of solids into the reactor and it can be considered constant
in rolling motion. The dynamic angle of repose was calculated on
multiple images of the rolling bed motion through a 3D rendering
software �Fig. 2�. Results show very low data scattering and are
consistent with the ones provided by the rotary drum method �17�.

Similarly, wall friction factor �W was calculated tilting a sur-
face with the same roughness of the reactor and previously cov-
ered with the material. The angle at which solids fall is the friction
angle �Fig. 3�. The values of the wall friction factor, reported in
Table 2, show that the cylindrical shape of pellet favors their fall
along the inclined surface, while the tabulate shape of wood chips
increases adhesion.

Checking of Rolling Motion. Equations �1� and �2� are valid
for a rolling motion which, according to �11�, requires the follow-
ing conditions:

• 10−4�Fr�10−2

• f �0.1
• �W��WC

where Fr is the Froude Number, f is the filling degree, �W is the
wall friction coefficient, and �WC is the critical wall friction co-
efficient.

Check of Froude Number. The Froude number is the ratio of
centrifugal force to gravity

Fr =
	2R

g
�3�

Therefore, for D=0.319 m, rolling motion is always possible in
the range of 0.75 rpm to 7.5 rpm, which includes the chosen
working condition.

Check of Filling Degree. According to �11�, the filling degree is
defined as the portion of the cylinder cross section occupied by
the bed; it is determined through the filling angle as follows

f =
1

�
�


2
− sin




2
cos




2
� �4�

where 
 represents the bed angle of the circular segment occupied
with solids and it is obtained as follows


�z� = 2 cos−1�1 −
H�z�

R
� �5�

where H�z� is the solid bed’s depth as a function of z, which
represents the kiln axis. The height of the bed was measured at the
inlet and outlet of the kiln for both pellet and wood chips, and
results are shown in Table 3.

Results show that the rolling motion condition is always veri-
fied for wood chips, while pellets tend to reduce their tendency to
roll the farther they proceed into the kiln. The 0.1 limit for the
filling degree is therefore crossed at the very end of the kiln and
may be raised by introducing a dam at the end.

Hence, it may be concluded that the rolling motion condition is
verified.

Check of Wall Friction Coefficient. The critical wall friction
coefficient ��WC�, may be defined as

�WC =

2 sin3 


2
sin �d

3�f�1 + Fr�
�6�

which leads to the results highlighted in Table 4.
Rolling motion is therefore verified also with respect to friction.

Results and Discussions
The aim of Part I of this paper is to define the working envelope

of the rotary kiln from the particle motion point of view without
any heat applied. Therefore, possible alterations of a particle when
heated, such as stickiness, as well as tendencies to swell and to
agglomerate, are neglected.

MET and MVF must be calculated once the system has reached
steady state condition; that is, when feed rate and output of the
materials are the same. Toward this aim, the mass flow was mea-
sured by collecting samples every minute and weighting them
with an electronic balance. Steady state was assumed to be
reached when the difference between two consecutive samples
was negligible ��0.5% �. Results are shown in Fig. 4.

Values obtained for steady state mass flow are shown in Table 5
together with values obtained from screw conveyor theory: a good
agreement is detectable.

MET was also experimentally evaluated through the technique
of tracers �18�, assuming the hypothesis of a normally distributed

Fig. 3 Graphic—experimental calculation of the friction angle
for wood chips

Table 2 Feedstock characteristics

Material Shape

Bulk
density
�kg/m3�

Middle
size �mm�

Dynamic
angle of
repose
�deg�

Friction
factor
�W

Average
bed

slope

�̄
�deg�

Pellet Cylindrical 650 �6�20 372% 0.61 8.10
Wood
chips

Tabulate 200 15�40�5 452% 0.93 5.82

Table 3 Filling degree of the kiln at inlet and outlet for pellet
and wood chips

Bed depth
�cm�



�deg� f

Check rolling
motion f �0.1

Pellet Hin
13.0 158.68 0.380 Yes

Hex
2.0 58.00 0.026 No

Wood chips Hin
18.5 161.00 0.600 Yes

Hex
8.0 120.20 0.200 Yes

Table 4 Wall friction coefficient for pellets and wood chips

�W �WC �W��WC

Pellet 0.61 0.37 Yes
Wood chips 0.93 0.43 Yes
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excursion time. Once steady state was reached, 60 tracers were
introduced inside the reactor, each tracer being a particle of ma-
terial colored with paint, as shown in Fig. 5.

Tracers were divided into three groups, colored with different
paints �red, blue, green�, and each group was inserted at a differ-
ent time. The inlet time of each group of tracers was recorded, as
well as the number of exit tracers in each time interval. With these
data, the mean value and variance of MET were calculated as
follows:

MET � �
i=1

I

tiE��ti� �7�

�2 � �
i=1

I

�ti − MET�2E��ti� �8�

where t is the MET of the ith sampling interval of amplitude �ti,
I is the number of sampling intervals, and E is the number of
tracers in the interval normalized to the total number.

Data obtained are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 6 shows the comparison between theoretical values
�PTM� and experimental values for MET and MVF. Results show
an average underestimation of MET ranging from 30% for pellet
to 40% for wood chips.

The difference may be due to having discarded the interaction
between particles and kiln surface. In particular, the presence of
internal ribs slows down the flow, especially when the feedstock is
not of regular shape. This explains also why the underestimation
is higher for chips than for pellets.

Correction coefficients were then introduced to meet experi-
mental results as shown in Table 6. The magnitude of the correc-
tion coefficients, and therefore of the error committed on the
evaluation of MET, points out the necessity of experimental veri-
fication of real values of MET for best design and control of kiln
reactors.

Fig. 4 Steady state mass flow for pellet and wood chips

Table 5 Steady state mass and volumetric flow for pellets and
wood chips

Pellet Wood chips

Bulk density �kg/m3� 650 200
n �rpm� 1 2
Time necessary to get the steady state �min� 22 34
Mass flow �kg/min� 1.028 0.437
Volumetric flow �dm3/min� 1.580 2.180
Screw conveyor mass flow �kg/min�
Q=���DSC�2 p�n � 4

1.030 0.431

Fig. 5 Colored tracers for MET evaluation

Fig. 6 MET normal distribution for pellets

Fig. 7 MET normal distribution for wood chips
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Kiln Working Envelope
According to Browne �9� endothermic reactions of wood py-

rolysis start at about 200°C, that is almost the same activation
temperature of hemicellulose �	180°C� �7�. Therefore, assuming
a pyrolysis starting temperature of 200°C, energy supplied by the
electrically heated ceramic shells equals the energy required to
heat the biomass from ambient temperature to 200°C plus the
energy absorbed by the water content of biomass to reach the
same temperature �also considering evaporation�

P� = MVF �C�Ts − Ta� + m MVF ��h �9�

where P is the electric power provided by heaters, � is the heat
exchange efficiency �experimentally evaluated in a drying test�, C
is the specific heat of the biomass, m is the moisture content, and
�h is the water enthalpy variation. Considering data provided in
Table 7 and introducing Eq. �2� into Eq. �9�, the resulting equation
will provide the required rotational speed as a function of biomass
humidity and bulk density.

The above-derived relation may be plotted in a 3D surface that
depicts the maximum rotational speed required to start pyrolysis,
as a function of biomass humidity and bulk density.

The upper limit of 3 rpm corresponds to the maximum rota-
tional speed of the reactor when the frequency provided by the
inverter of the motor is 50 Hz.

The lower limit for rotational speed is imposed by the rolling
motion conditions and does not depend on material characteris-
tics. The surface in Fig. 8 is therefore valid only above 0.75 rpm
�plane surface in Fig. 8� if rolling motion is desired. Under these
conditions pyrolysis can start only for materials with a very low
humidity content �for wood chips the humidity has to be less than
50%, but for a material with a higher bulk density, i.e.,
600 kg/m3, humidity reaches almost 0%�. In order to use feed-
stocks with higher water content, the uncoupling of the screw
conveyor from the kiln is then required. On the other hand, a kiln
designed with a lower diameter would have a higher representa-
tive surface, therefore a higher rolling motion limit �Fig. 9�.

Conclusions
The working envelope of the laboratory kiln pyrolyzer of the

University of Perugia was determined with a theoretical and ex-
perimental approach. The kiln utilizes a single electrical engine
for the rotation of both the screw conveyor and the kiln, and the
working envelope is a 3D surface that provides rotational speed as
a function of biomass humidity and bulk density.

To this aim, the mean excursion time was calculated, but the
theoretical approach did not provide reliable results and an experi-
mental validation was necessary. Results show that when a rolling
motion is required, only dry biomass must be used; otherwise, it is
necessary to uncouple screw and kiln. If the coupling is desired
for economical reasons and energy saving, the kiln must be de-
signed with a smaller value of internal diameter. In Part II of this
work, the energy balance �9� will be further developed introducing
a pyrolysis model that takes into account the reactions and the
yields of products. Eventually, the energy balance will provide the
yields of products as a function of rotational speed.
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Nomenclature
B&W � biomass and waste

C � specific heat, J /kg K
D � diameter, m

DTA � differential thermal analysis
E � number of tracers in the sampling interval nor-

malized to the total number
Fr � Froude number

I � number of sampling intervals
L � axial length, m

LHV � lower heating value, MJ/kg
MET � mean excursion time, s
MVF � mean volumetric flow dm3/min

P � electric power, W
PTM � particle trajectory model

R � internal radius of the reactor, m
T � temperature, K
F � filling degree of kiln reactor
g � gravity acceleration, m/s2

Table 6 Comparison between theoretical values „PTM… and experimental values for MET and
MVF

METPTM
�s�

METEXP
�s�


t

� METEXP

METPTM
� MVFPTM

�dm3/min�
MVFEXP

�dm3/min�


 f

� MVFEXP

MVFPTM
�

Pellet 439.8 642.7 1.46 2.26 1.58 0.70
Wood
chips

305.4 538.2 1.76 3.30 2.18 0.66

Table 7 Constant values used in the energy balance

Parameter Value Source

P �kW� 7.5 Measured
� 0.7 Measured
Ts �K� 473 Assumed
Ta �K� 293 Assumed
C �kJ/kgK� 2.567 �19�
�h �kJ/kg� 2790 Assumed

Fig. 8 Working envelope of the reactor
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h � depth of solid bed, m
m � moisture, %
n � rotational speed, rpm
p � step of the propeller, m

Symbols
�h � enthalpy variation, J/kg
�t � amplitude of the sampling interval, s
� � kiln slope, deg
� � averaged bed slope, deg


 /2 � filling angle of kiln reactor, deg
� � heat exchange efficiency
� � angle of repose, deg
� � friction coefficient
� � variance, s
� � bulk density, kg/dm3

� � filling degree of screw conveyor
	 � rotational speed, rad/s

Subscripts
SC � screw conveyor

W � wall
WC � wall critical

a � Ambient
d � Dynamic
i � ith sampling interval
o � inlet
s � pyrolysis starting
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Rotary Kiln Slow Pyrolysis for
Syngas and Char Production From
Biomass and Waste — Part II:
Introducing Product Yields in the
Energy Balance
A microscale electrically heated rotary kiln for slow pyrolysis of biomass and waste was
designed and built at the University of Perugia. The reactor is connected to a wet
scrubbing section, for tar removal, and to a monitored combustion chamber to evaluate
the lower heating value of the syngas. The system allows the evaluation of gas, tar, and
char yields for different pyrolysis temperature and residence time. The feeding screw
conveyor and the kiln are rigidly connected; therefore a modification of the flow rate
implies a modification of the inside solid motion and of residence time. Part I of the paper
describes the theoretical and experimental evaluation of the working envelope of the
reactor, that is, rotational speed as a function of feedstock density and humidity content,
to obtain pyrolysis conditions inside the kiln. This paper describes the development and
resolution of an energy balance of the reactor under pyrolysis conditions. Once the
rotational speed n is fixed, the aim of the balance is to obtain the yield of wood biomass
pyrolysis products such as syngas, tar, and char. Results can be used to choose the correct
rotational speed of kiln and feeding screw before doing the real pyrolysis test.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2720539�

Keywords: biomass, pyrolysis, syngas, tar, char, residence time, rotary kiln, energy
balance

Introduction
Residual energy sources, such as biomass and waste �B&W�,

may contribute effectively to meeting the Kyoto Protocol targets
by reducing both the recourse to fossil fuels and the volume of
waste to dispose of. Toward this aim, the University of Perugia
has developed the integrated pyrolysis recuperated plant �IPRP�
technology �1,2�, which allows B&W energy conversion on mi-
croscale in order to achieve sustainability for small communities.
The advantages of distributed generation from residuals are,
namely, the reduction of the local impact of the plant, of the
harvesting process, and obviously of transmission losses. A pilot
IPRP plant was built at the Terni facility of the University of
Perugia �3�. The core of the 70 kWel power plant is a rotary kiln
pyrolyzer that was designed and built with the help of the data
provided by a laboratory scale, electrically heated, rotary kiln pre-
viously designed and built, to this aim, at the University of Peru-
gia �4�. The laboratory pyrolyzer was briefly described in Part I of
this work �5�, pointing out the peculiarity of its having the feeding
screw mechanically connected to the kiln; therefore, both rotate at
the same speed. In the first part of this work, a theoretical and
experimental activity was carried out to determine mean residence
time inside the kiln and mean mass flow, as a function of the
rotating speed of the kiln and of biomass characteristics �humidity
and bulk density�. This was used to determine the minimum rota-
tional speed required to maintain optimal rolling motion inside the
bed and the maximum value above which pyrolysis does not start

because the heat available is not sufficient. The aim of this second
part of the work is to introduce a biomass pyrolysis model into the
energy balance to obtain the yield of pyrolysis product as a func-
tion of rotational speed and as before of biomass humidity content
and bulk density.

Energy Balance
In Part I of this work, biomass pyrolysis was considered start-

ing at a temperature of 200°C. Below this temperature, the exter-
nal energy supplied is used to heat biomass from ambient tem-
perature to 200°C and to heat and vaporize the humidity present
in the biomass by means of Eq. �1�

P� = MVF �CB�Ts − Ta� + %m MVF ��h �1�

where P is the electric power provided to heaters, � is the heat
exchange efficiency, CB is the specific heat of the biomass, %m is
the moisture content, and �h is the water enthalpy variation. This
balance provides the pyrolysis retention time �PRT� inside the
kiln, that is, the time necessary to obtain starting pyrolysis condi-
tions, as a function of rotational speed, humidity content, and bulk
density of the feedstock.

When PRT is smaller than the overall kiln residence time �RT�,
that is, the time required for a particle to pass through the whole
kiln, the biomass begins to decompose into gas, tar, and char with
a mechanism that will be described in the following section.

In this case there exists a time interval �RT–PRT� in which the
energy provided by the electrical heaters will be partly used to
decompose the biomass, partly to heat residual dry biomass and
water vapor, and partly to heat pyrolysis product as described in
the energy balance of the kiln �Eq. �2��
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ES = EG + ET + EC + QG + QT + QC + QB + QV �2�

where

ES�External energy supplied from time equal to
pyrolysis retention time
EG�Energy used up for gas production
ET�Energy used up for tar production
EC�Energy used up for char production
QG�Energy absorbed to warm up the gas
produced
QT�Energy absorbed to warm up the tar
produced
QC�Energy absorbed to warm up the char
produced
QB�Energy absorbed to warm up the residual
dry biomass
QV�Energy absorbed to warm up the vapor

Pyrolysis

To evaluate the energy required by the pyrolysis reaction, we
will refer to the kinetic scheme shown in Fig. 1 derived from
�6–10�. According to �10�, the primary reaction is the thermal
degradation of biomass into gas, tar, and char; eventually, when
the temperature reaches a higher value, with reference to Fig. 1,
tar decomposes into gas and char in secondary reactions. The first
three reactions are endothermic, while the fourth and fifth are
exothermic. According to Browne �11�, primary reactions for
wood begin at about 200°C, while the secondary exothermic re-
actions begin at about 280°C, in which active pyrolysis takes
place under exothermic conditions. The energies required to carry
out the above reactions may be expressed as the product of the
mass produced and the heat of reaction: hence, they may be cal-
culated through five equations in the form.

Ei = Himi �3�

where the index i refers to the five reactions; E and m are, respec-
tively, the energy required by, or released from, the ith reaction
and the mass produced, while H is the heat of reaction �positive
for i=1 to 3 and negative for i=4 to 5�. The yields of the different
products �ranging from 1 to 5�, and the contemporary diminution
of biomass, are a function of both time and temperature. Mass
variation with time may be expressed as shown in Eq. �4� accord-
ing to �10�

�
dmB

dt
= − �k1 + k2 + k3�mB

dm1

dt
= k1mB

dm2

dt
= k2mB − �k4 + k5�m2

dm3

dt
= k3mB

dm4

dt
= k4m2

dm5

dt
= k5m2

�4�

The dependence on temperature is intrinsically introduced with
the equilibrium constants ki of primary �k1 ,k2 ,k3� and secondary
�k4 ,k5� reactions. They may be expressed with the Arrhenius cor-
relation

ki = Aie
−Ei/�RT� i = 1 . . . 5 �5�

in which A is the frequency factor, E is the activation energy, R is
the gas constant, and T is the temperature at which the reaction
takes place. Considering an infinitesimal time interval dT in which
the temperature may be kept constant, Eqs. �4� can be integrated
assuming as initial conditions:

�1� for primary reactions �t=0�:

�mB = m0

m1 = m2 = m3 = 0
�6�

�2� for secondary reactions �t= t*, where t* is the time corre-
sponding to a T=280°C, that is, the temperature at which
the secondary exothermic reactions begin�:

Table 1 Physical characteristics of wood chips and rotational
speed range for rolling motion as derived from †5‡

Material Bulk density �kg/m3� Moisture �%� nmax
�rpm�

nmin
�rpm�

Wood chips 200 10 1.97 0.25

Fig. 1 Simplified scheme for biomass pyrolysis as derived
from †10‡

Fig. 2 Temperature as a function of residual time after PRT
„�=200 kg/m3; %m=10%; 1.385 rpm…
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�m4 = 0

m5 = 0
�7�

Heating Terms
The heat required to warm up the yields may be expressed as

Qj =�� dmjCjdT j = G,T,C �8�

The index j refers to gas, tar, and char, and the infinitesimal
masses dmj, which experience the temperature excursion dT, are
expressed as in Eq. �9� directly derived from the solution of Eq.
�4�

dmG = dm1 + dm4 = �k1mB + k4m2�dt

dmT = �k2mB + �k4 + k5�m2�dt

dmC = dm3 + dm5 = �k3mB + k5m2�dt �9�
The heat absorbed to warm up the residual biomass is expressed
as

QB = m0CB�T − 473 K� −�� �k1 + k2 + k3�mBCBdtdT �10�

The heat absorbed from water vapor �QV� to warm up from 473 K
to the temperature T is easily derived from steam tables.

Solving
Equations �10� and �8� are double-integrals in time and tem-

perature, and their ranges are

0 � t � �RT − PRT�; 473 K � Temp � T

The left side of the energy balance �2� is only a function of the
residence time, while the right member is a function of both resi-
dence time and temperature. This balance was solved in MATLAB®

environment for each given rotational motion of the kiln and for a
range of rotational speed between rolling motion condition �lower
limit� and the maximum value, where PRT is coincident with RT.

The software outputs the temperature trend of the biomass in-
side the kiln, as it proceeds from the PRT instant until it exits the
kiln, and also the yield of pyrolysis products.

The energy balance was carried out for wood chips. This ma-
terial was studied in Part I of the work, in which the maximum
and minimum values of rotational speed were determined �Table
1�. Table 2 shows the constant values used to solve the system of
equations.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of temperature at a rotational

speed of 1.385 rpm, which is the maximum rotational speed that
still allows a complete pyrolysis process for the infinitesimal mass
dm within the length span of the reactor; that is, when pyrolysis is
complete at the outlet of the reactor.

Fig. 3 Residual dry biomass and pyrolysis products yields as function of
residual time after PRT „�=200 kg/m3; %m=10%; 1.385 rpm…

Table 2 Constant values used in the energy balance

Parameter Value References

P�W� 7500 Experimentally determined
� 0.7 Experimentally determined
H1=H2= H3�kJ/kg� 420 Di Blasi �12�
H4=H5 �kJ/kg� −40 Liden et al. �13�
A1 �s−1� 1.44�104 Thurner and Mann �14�
A2 �s−1� 4.13�106 Thurner and Mann �14�
A3 �s−1� 7.38�105 Thurner and Mann �14�
A4 �s−1� 4.28�106 Liden et al. �13�
A5 �s−1� 1�105 Di Blasi �12�
E1 �kJ/mol� 88.6 Thurner and Mann �14�
E2 �kJ/mol� 112.7 Thurner and Mann �14�
E3 �kJ/mol� 106.5 Thurner and Mann �14�
E4 �kJ/mol� 107.5 Liden et al. �13�
E5 �kJ/mol� 107.5 Di Blasi �12�
R �J /mol K� 8.314
CB �J /kg K� 2567 Fantozzi et al. �5�
CT �J /kg K� 2500 Di Blasi �13�
CG �J /kg K� 1100 Di Blasi �13�
CC �J /kg K� 1000 Di Blasi �13�
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The curve shows the presence of two flexions. The first one,
approximately at 150 s, is caused by the beginning of primary
reactions, that are endothermic, hence increasing absorbed energy
for product formation and decreasing the T rise rate. The second
flexion, approximately at 270 s, is caused by a lower amount of
biomass available �which tends dramatically to zero in the last
sections of the reactor� while the same heating rate is provided: a
temperature increase in the feedstock is therefore experienced.

The maximum value of temperature reached is 650 K after
325 s; it is obvious that for longer residence times the temperature
will still be growing, but the chemical reactions will be completed
by then.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of biomass and pyrolysis
products as a function of residual time after PRT; that is, RT
−PRT. To pyrolyze all initial biomass m0 in the chosen conditions
at least 360 s are required, which corresponds to a rotational
speed of about 1.385 rpm. This result shows that pyrolysis of
wood chips with a humidity content of 10% and a bulk density of
200 kg/m3 is consistent with the range of rotational speed im-
posed by rolling motion conditions �see Table 1�. The time evo-
lution of tar yield shows a growing trend which gradually dimin-
ishes as secondary reactions begin �second flexion, Fig. 2�. As the
thermal degradation of tar in gas and char proceeds during sec-

Fig. 4 Residual dry biomass and pyrolysis products yields as function of
axial length „�=200 kg/m3; %m=10%; 1.385 rpm…

Fig. 5 Residual dry biomass and pyrolysis products yields as function of
axial length „�=200 kg/m3; %m=20%; 1.385 rpm…
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ondary reactions the curve inverts the trend and a maximum value
of about 15.6% �time=330 s, temperature=630 K� is present;
eventually, tar is consumed and reaches zero.

The time evolution of char and gas are both increasing, until a
maximum value of �31% for char and �67% for syngas is
reached when biomass and tar have completely reacted. These
curves are consistent with trends available in the literature
�16,17�.

Figure 4 shows the same curves as a function of the axial length
of the reactor. It can be noticed that since pyrolysis is complete
approximately at outlet of the kiln, the yields of pyrolysis prod-
ucts remain constant and a complete biomass conversion is
achieved. As stated in Table 1 and referring to Fig. 4, for rota-

tional speeds above the maximum value �1.97 rpm� pyrolysis does
not begin, while values below 1.385 rpm are not necessary be-
cause the complete conversion of biomass is achieved at this
speed.

Figure 5 shows that increasing the humidity of the biomass
�from 10% �wb� to 20% �wb�� at the same rotational speed �n
=1.385 rpm�, results in a pyrolysis process far from completion. A
lower value of the rotational speed �1.17 rpm�, as shown in Fig. 6,
is therefore necessary to pyrolyze the more humid feedstock.
Similarly a humidity of 30% �wb� needs a rotational speed of
1 rpm to pyrolize the whole feedstock �data not shown in figure�.

Similar trends are observed when increasing bulk density for a

Fig. 6 Residual dry biomass and pyrolysis products yields as function of
axial length „�=200 kg/m3; %m=20%; 1.17 rpm…

Fig. 7 Residual dry biomass and pyrolysis products yields as function of
axial length „�=300 kg/m3; %m=30%; 0.75 rpm…
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given humidity �with a bulk density of 300 kg/m3 and a humidity
content of 10% �wb�, a rotational speed of 0.94 rpm is required to
pyrolize the whole feedstock�. For a higher bulk density
�300 kg/m3� and a higher humidity content �30% �wb�� at the
lower limit of rotational speed �0.75 rpm�, imposed by rolling
motion conditions, it is not possible to pyrolyze the whole feed-
stock �Fig. 7�.

Conclusions
The working envelope of the laboratory kiln pyrolyzer of the

University of Perugia was determined with a theoretical and ex-
perimental approach. The kiln utilizes a single engine for the ro-
tation of the screw conveyor and the kiln which therefore rotate at
the same speed. A pyrolysis model adapted from the literature was
developed in a MATLAB® environment giving results consistent with
literature data. The model was eventually inserted into the energy
balance of the kiln in order to obtain pyrolysis products as a
function of biomass humidity and bulk density. Data show that
increasing the humidity �or the bulk density� of biomass results
into a lower value of rotational speed if a complete pyrolysis of
the feedstock is required; however, the rolling motion lower limit
should not be trespassed if an optimal heat exchange and kiln
efficiency are required. A powerful tool for operational optimiza-
tion of a rotary kiln pyrolysis reactor in off-design conditions was
then obtained. Considering the extreme variability of residual fu-
els characteristics, the software may be also used for on-line speed
adjusting. Further developments of the work will consider the
tuning of the model and eventual experimental verification with
data from the test bench.

Nomenclature
A � frequency factor, s−1

C � specific heat, kJ/kg K
E � activation energy, kJ/mol
H � heat of reaction, kJ/kg

MVF � mean volumetric flow, m3/s
P � power, kW

PRT � pyrolysis retention time, s
Q � heat, kJ
R � gas constant, kJ/mol K

RT � residence time, s
T � temperature, K
h � enthalpy, kJ/kg
k � equilibrium constants, s−1

m � mass, kg
%m � moisture content

n � rotational speed, rpm
t � time, s

wb � wet basis

Symbols
� � bulk density, kg/m3

� � efficiency

Subscripts
B � biomass
C � char
G � gas
S � supplied

T � tar
V � vapor
a � ambient conditions
i � index
s � starting pyrolysis
0 � initial conditions
1 � gas from biomass
2 � tar from biomass
3 � char from biomass
4 � gas from tar
5 � char from tar
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Liquid Fuel Combustion Using
Heat Recirculation Through
Annular Porous Media
A counter-flow annular heat recirculating burner was designed for lean prevaporized,
premixed combustion. Prior to entering the combustor, the reactants are passed through
a porous media-filled preheating annulus surrounding the combustor. Kerosene is dripped
by gravity onto the porous media and vaporized by the heat conducted through the
combustor wall. Experiments were conducted to evaluate heat transfer and combustion
performance at various equivalence ratios, heat release rates, and inlet air temperatures.
Results show low CO emissions over a range of equivalence ratios. NOx emissions were
high at high heat release rates, indicating inadequate prevaporization and premixing of
fuel with air. Heat recirculation and heat loss characteristics are presented at various
operating conditions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719259�

Introduction
The mixing of fuel and air is the key component of combustor

design. In a typical gas turbine, the liquid fuel is atomized by an
injector before combustion occurs in the primary zone. The injec-
tor must provide fine atomization resulting in small fuel droplets
and excellent dispersion. In a spray with fine droplets, a signifi-
cant portion of the fuel evaporates to form fuel/air premixture,
which burns at the temperature determined by the local fuel/air
ratio. The flame temperature of the resulting fuel lean �or fuel
rich� mixtures is significantly lower than the stoichiometric flame
temperature. Alternatively, in a coarse spray, the fuel evaporates
slowly and, hence, a major portion of the fuel burns in droplet
combustion �or diffusion� mode, which produces high flame tem-
peratures and consequently high NOx levels through the thermal
NOx mechanism. Moreover, the fuel pyrolysis is enhanced in the
droplet combustion mode to result in large amounts of soot. The
spray dispersion characteristics impact the distribution of fuel/air
ratio, which also affect the NOx emissions. Thus, the liquid fuel
injector must be designed to form fine droplets, which are dis-
persed to produce a uniform fuel/air ratio distribution across the
combustor �1�. Recent concepts to enhance fuel/air mixture uni-
formity include lean-premixed/prevaporized �LPP� combustion
�2,3� and lean direct injection �LDI� combustion �4,5�.

The underlying principle of the LPP combustion concept is to
supply homogeneous fuel/air mixture to operate the combustor
near the lean flammability limit. A premixer is used to achieve
complete evaporation and mixing of fuel and air upstream of the
combustion zone. Lean combustion not only eliminates soot emis-
sions but also reduces the heat radiated to the liner wall�s�. The
main drawback of the LPP concept is the long residence time
required for fuel evaporation and fuel/air premixing, which can
cause autoignition or flashback, especially at higher compression
ratios �6�. Lean blowout and acoustic resonance are other prob-
lems associated with lean premixed �LPM� combustion. In the
LDI concept, the fuel is injected directly into the air stream to
produce lean fuel/air mixture prior to combustion. Good atomiza-
tion and vigorous fuel/air mixing are key requirements of this
approach. Samuelsen and McDonnel �4� developed an LDI design

consisting of an airblast radial injector and a mixing region
dubbed as the “quarl.” A multipoint LDI concept has been inves-
tigated by NASA and Parker Hannifin �5�. The spray nozzles
etched on a thin sheet of material were used for multipoint injec-
tion. Multipoint injection provided more uniform distribution of
fuel/air ratio into the combustor.

In the present study, a design concept involving porous inert
media filled annulus around the combustor is utilized to recircu-
late energy from the reaction zone to prevaporize and preheat the
reactants. The porous media are intended to increase the heat
transfer from the product gases to the reactants and also to pro-
mote mixing between fuel and air. The concept of recirculating
energy from the reaction zone to the reactants in the so-called
“excess enthalpy flame” was proposed by Wienberg �7,8�. Lloyd
and Wienberg �9� demonstrated a Swiss roll style burner design to
achieve LPM combustion of gaseous fuels at very low equiva-
lence ratios. Kotani and Takeno �10� used a combustion chamber
filled with alumina tubes to transfer heat from the flame zone to
the reactants. By introducing a solid medium in the reaction zone,
they demonstrated the extension of the lean stability limit of meth-
ane at low flow rates. Another method to recirculate energy from
the flame to the reactants involves the use of porous inert media
�PIM� to stabilize the flame �11–14�. Recently, Marbach and
Agrawal �15� compared natural gas flames stabilized on the sur-
face and inside the PIM at identical conditions. They found that
the lean blow off �LBO� limit and the NOx and CO emissions
were lower for combustion inside the PIM compared to those on
PIM surface, suggesting greater heat recirculation for the former
case. Heatly and Agrawal �16� found lower LBO limit for pre-
vaporized, premixed combustion of kerosene inside PIM.

Few studies have been conducted on combustion of liquid fuels
using porous inert media. Kaplan and Hall �17� investigated va-
porization and combustion of a heptane spray in a porous ceramic
burner. The heat recirculated from the flame by the porous media
caused sufficient prevaporization and premixing to support com-
bustion, although the operating range was narrow. Tseng and
Howell �18� showed that the droplet size of the injected fuel did
not affect combustion, so long as the droplets were completely
vaporized before reaching the combustion zone. Jungai and
Narongsak �19� utilized porous media strictly as a preheating de-
vice, rather than a flame holder. Kerosene was dripped by gravity
onto porous media heated by a downstream flame. The swirling
flame observed in their experiment yielded low CO emissions, but
NOx emissions were high: 60–70 ppm at �=0.7–0.55 and en-
ergy release rates of Q=2.62 to 3.49 kW. Marbach and Agrawal
�20� showed that increasing the mixing length improved emissions
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performance of kerosene flames in a combustor using porous inert
media. Recently, Liedtke et al. �21� presented a combustor design
for micro-turbines that utilized a concentric-tubes setup with re-
actants entering through the inner tube and product gases exiting
through the annulus. Heat from product gases was recovered to
evaporate the fuel oil sprayed onto the inner tube surface.

The present combustor system has features similar to those of
Liedtke et al. �21�. Previously, Newburn and Agrawal �22� con-
ducted experiments using this burner operated on methane. They
showed low CO and NOx emissions and lower LBO limits, com-
pared to typical swirl-stabilized combustion systems. The objec-
tive of present work is to obtain heat transfer and combustion
performance of the proposed burner design operated on kerosene.

Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental setup.

Air entered through the inlet section and mixed with natural gas
�at the start of burner operation� in a diffuser with a porous piece
to promote mixing. The burner system consists of three concentric
stainless steel tubes resulting in two annular spaces. Natural gas
and air entered through the outer annulus before turning into the
preheating annulus surrounding the combustor chamber. The pre-
heating annulus was filled with stainless steel beads of 0.48 cm
diameter. Liquid kerosene was fed by a peristaltic pump into a
tubular ring positioned at the top of the preheating annulus. The
kerosene was dripped by gravity through 12 equidistant holes
around the ring onto the stainless steel beads. The kerosene was
prevaporized and premixed with air in the annulus filled with steel
beads. Furthermore, the premixed reactants were preheated by
heat transfer through the combustor wall before entering the com-
bustor chamber through a swirler with a centerbody. The product
gases from the swirl-stabilized combustor exit to the atmosphere
at ambient pressure. Key dimensions of the burner system are
provided in Table 1. The dimensions of the burner and beads were
chosen to demonstrate the concept and, hence, no geometric opti-
mization studies were carried out.

The air was supplied by a compressor, dried, and then measured
by a laminar flow element calibrated for 0 to 300 standard liters
per minute �slm�. An electrical heater was used to preheat air to
the desired inlet temperature. The temperature on the exterior sur-
face of the system was monitored by K-type thermocouples at five
locations �shown in Fig. 1�. Table 1 lists thermocouple locations
measured with respect to the combustor inlet plane �z=0.0 in Fig.
1�. A K-type thermocouple was used to measure temperature at

the inlet of the system and the combustion chamber. The product
gas temperature was measured at the combustor exit plane using
an R-type thermocouple, which was mounted on a traversing sys-
tem. No measurements were taken inside the porous media. Tem-
perature measurements are reported without corrections for heat
conduction or radiation. The gas samples were taken by a quartz
sampling-probe with a tapered tip to quench reactions. The prod-
uct gases passed through an ice bath and driers before CO and
NOx emissions were measured by electrochemical analyzers.
Table 2 summarizes the measurement uncertainties. The measure-
ments were taken for equivalence ratio, �, starting at 0.58 and
reduced in 0.025 decrements, until the lean blow off �LBO�. The
equivalence ratio was varied by maintaining the airflow rate con-
stant as the fuel flow rate was varied. The combustor was started
on natural gas until steady state was reached. Then, the natural gas

Table 2 Measurement uncertainties

Instrument/
Quantity n Precision Bias Uncertainty

Gas analyzer 5 1 ppm 2 ppm 2.2 ppm
Thermocouple 5 2.5°C 2.2°C 3.3°C
Fuel flow 5 0.2 slm 0.6 slm 0.63 slm
Air flow 5 1 slm 3 slm 3.2 slm

Fig. 2 Exterior surface temperature profiles at steady state for
�=0.57.

Fig. 1 System configuration: overall system „Left…, combustor
details „Right…

Table 1 Key dimensions of the burner

Component
Dimensions

�cm�

Combustion chamber L=27.9
ID=6.7
OD=7.0

Preheating annulus L=25.9
ID=7.0

OD=10.2
Outer annulus L=36.2

ID=11.4
OD=13.4

Exterior
thermocouple

locations �measured
from the combustor
inlet plane, z=0.0

cm�

z1=7.6
z2=17.8
z3=22.9
z4=25.4
z5=27.9
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flow rate was reduced to nearly the LBO limit and the peristaltic
pump was turned on to provide the desired flow rate of kerosene.
Next, the natural gas flow rate was reduced gradually, until the
system operated only on kerosene.

Results and Discussion
First, experiments were conducted to determine steady-state

characteristics of the burner system operated on kerosene. Mea-
surements were taken at two heat release rates, Q=2.22 and
5.55 kW, for a constant equivalence ratio, �=0.57. The kerosene
was represented by n-dodecane and complete combustion of fuel
with air was assumed to compute the equivalence ratio from the
measured oxygen concentration in the products. Figure 2 presents
the temperature profile on the exterior surface of the burner sys-
tem after steady state was reached. At steady state, the absolute
temperature was within 2% of the previous reading at all measure-
ment locations in the 5 min recording interval. Results show that
the surface temperature is constant along much of the system
length, with a slight rise observed near the burner exit. Increasing
the heat release rate increased the surface temperature by about
50 K, indicating higher heat loss �in kW� at the higher heat release
rate. The product gas temperature measured at the combustor exit
plane for different heat release rates is shown in Fig. 3. Measure-
ments show that the temperature is uniform across the combustor
exit, except for a slight dip near the wall. Moreover, the product
gas temperature is higher for the higher heat release case. Even
though the net heat loss is higher for Q=5.5 kW, the product
temperature is higher because a larger fraction of heat released is
retained within the system. For both cases, the product gas tem-
perature is below the calculated adiabatic flame temperature,

Fig. 3 Radial temperature profile at the combustor exit „z
=27.2 cm…

Fig. 4 Emissions in the streamwise direction at r=0.0 cm: „a…
CO „top… and „b… NOx „bottom…

Fig. 5 Emissions profiles at the combustor exit plane: „a… CO
„top… and „b… NOx „bottom…
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which is also shown in Fig. 3. Flame temperature lower than the
adiabatic value signifies heat loss to the surroundings, which is an
undesirable feature of the present design. However, it is antici-
pated that the heat loss may be minimized by optimizing geomet-
ric parameters and by properly insulating the exterior surface of
the burner system.

Emissions measurements were taken to determine completeness
and uniformity of combustion. Figure 4�a� presents CO concen-
tration in the streamwise direction at the combustor centerline. All
CO measurements are less than 10 ppm, indicating nearly com-
plete combustion for both heat release rates. The NOx emissions
for the two heat release rates are shown in Fig. 4�b�. For Q
=2.22 kW, the NOx concentrations are within 10 ppm along the
combustor length. However, significantly higher NOx values are
observed for Q=5.5 kW. Visual observation of the flame in this
case revealed localized regions with features of a diffusion flame.
Thus, the fuel is not completely prevaporized and premixed with
air, within the limited residence time at high heat release rates
�and, hence, high fuel and air flow rates� available in the preheat-
ing annulus. Results suggests that a fuel injection system produc-
ing fine droplets will be required to ensure prevaporization and
premixing of fuel with air, especially at high heat release rates.
The decreasing trend of NOx concentration in the flow direction is
attributed to local mixing of products generated at stoichiometric
and lean conditions. Radial profiles of CO and NOx emissions at
the combustor exit plane are shown in Fig. 5. Both CO and NOx

emission profiles show little variation, indicating uniformity at the
combustor exit plane. Once again, NOx concentrations are more
pronounced at the higher heat release rate.

Emissions measurements were taken at various equivalence ra-
tios obtained by fixing the fuel flow rate �in ml/min� and varying
the air flow rate. Figure 6 shows CO concentration varying be-
tween 4 and 10 ppm, indicating that CO emissions are indepen-
dent of the heat release rate and equivalence ratio, within the

Fig. 6 Emissions versus equivalence ratio in the center point
at the combustor exit plane: „a… CO „top… and „b… NOx „bottom…

Fig. 7 „a… Preheat temperature, „b… percent heat loss, and „c…
percent heat recirculation
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range of the experiment. The NOx emissions increased with in-
creasing equivalence ratio, because of the greater importance of
the thermal NOx mechanism. At high heat release rate, inadequate
prevaporization of fuel resulting in localized diffusion flames has
caused high NOx emissions, as discussed previously. The data
points at the lowest equivalence ratio represent the LBO limit,
which is higher for the higher heat release case.

Thermal characteristics of the system are presented in terms of
preheat temperature, percent heat loss, and percent heat recircula-
tion. The preheat temperature refers to the value measured up-
stream of the combustor at the swirler inlet. The heat loss was
defined as the difference between the enthalpy of the products at
the adiabatic flame temperature, Tad, and the enthalpy of products
at the temperature measured at the exit plane, Tex. The percent
heat loss was taken as a percentage of the lower heating value of
the fuel, or the difference between the enthalpies of the products
and reactants at the reference temperature shown below.

Qloss =
�HP�Tad� − HP�Tex��
�HP�Tref� − HR�Tref��

�1�

Heat recirculation was defined as the difference between the en-
thalpy of the reactants at the temperature measured at the com-
bustor inlet, Tcin, and the enthalpy of the reactants at the system
inlet temperature, Tin. The percent heat recirculation was calcu-
lated as follows.

Qrecir =
�HR�Tcin� − HR�Tin��
�HP�Tref� − HR�Tref��

�2�

Figure 7�a� shows a preheat temperature of about 425 K, which
is independent of � and heat release rate. Figure 7�b� shows that
the percent heat loss from the exterior surfaces depended on both
equivalence ratio and heat release rate. High flame temperatures at
higher equivalence ratios contributed to increased percent heat
loss. The percent heat loss is much higher for the lower heat

Fig. 8 Effect of inlet air temperature: „a… CO „top… and „b… NOx
„bottom…

Fig. 9 Effect of air temperature on „a… Pre-heat temperature,
„b… percent heat loss, „c… percent heat recirculation
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release rate. The heat recirculation, shown in Fig. 7�c�, is about
10%, and it decreased with increasing equivalence ratio because
of the higher heat loss to the surroundings.

Next, experiments were conducted using inlet air preheated to
430 K by an electrical heater. Figure 8 shows nearly the same CO
emissions using unheated and heated air. The NOx emissions in-
creased with heated air because of the rise in the flame tempera-
ture increasing reaction rates of the thermal NOx mechanism.
Higher inlet air temperature produced higher reactant temperature
before combustion, as shown in Fig. 9�a�. Figures 9�b� and 9�c�
show that air temperature had little effect on percent heat loss or
percent heat recirculation.

Conclusions
A heat recirculating combustor with a porous media filled an-

nular preheating section was designed and tested using kerosene.
The system was shown to produce low emissions by operating in
lean prevaporized, premixed combustion mode using room tem-
perature air. However, the prevaporization and premixing with air
was incomplete at higher heat release rates because of the smaller
residence time in the preheating annulus. Visual examination after
the experiment revealed no fuel coking in the porous media annu-
lus. It is believed that coking is avoided in the present system
because of the low temperature and presence of air in the preheat
region. The present design shows potential to effectively recircu-
late energy generated in the combustion zone to improve combus-
tion of liquid fuels. However, practical implementation of this
approach will require a fuel injection system producing finer drop-
lets, a burner with optimized geometry to reduce heat loss to the
surroundings, and insulation on the exterior surface to further re-
duce the heat loss.
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Nomenclature
HP � enthalpy of products
HR � enthalpy of reactants
Ql � heat loss
Qr � heat recirculated

r � radial coordinate
Tad � adiabatic flame temperature
Tcin � combustor inlet temperature
Tex � temperature at the combustor exit plane
Tin � system inlet temperature

z � streamwise coordinate
� � equivalence ratio
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Numerical Simulation of Liquid
Jet Atomization Including
Turbulence Effects
This paper describes numerical implementation and validation of a newly developed
hybrid model, T-blob/T-TAB, into an existing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) pro-
gram for primary and secondary breakup simulation of liquid jet atomization. This model
extends two widely used models, the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability of Reitz (the
“blob” model) (1987, Atomization Spray Technol., 3, pp. 309–337) and the Taylor-
Analogy-Breakup (TAB) secondary droplet breakup of O’Rourke and Amsden (1987, SAE
Technical Paper No. 872089) to include liquid turbulence effects. In the primary breakup
model, the level of the turbulence effect on the liquid breakup depends on the character-
istic scales and flow conditions at the liquid nozzle exit. Transition to the secondary
breakup was modeled based on energy balance, and an additional turbulence force acted
on parent drops was modeled and integrated into the TAB governing equation. Several
assessment studies are presented, and the results indicate that the existing KH and TAB
models tend to underpredict the product drop size and spray angle, whereas the current
model provides superior results when compared to the measured data.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2747253�

Keywords: atomization, spray, secondary breakup, numerical modeling

Introduction
Atomization of liquid jet into a gaseous surrounding plays an

important role in combustion dynamics of many industrial power
and propulsion systems. Jet inertia, aerodynamic forces, as well as
the surface tension all contribute to the liquid stream breakup
process. In addition, the turbulence behavior inside the liquid jet
also contributes to the jet disintegration. Often the geometrical
sharpness of the injection nozzle inlet, along with appropriate flow
conditions, can create cavitations inside the nozzle. The collapse
of this cavitation can generate a flow fluctuation, leading to a
more aggressive disintegration of the liquid jet. Traditional spray
atomization models, such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz �KH� instabil-
ity model of Reitz �1�, the TAB of O’Rourke and Amsden �2�, and
some enhanced models �3,4�, did not account for the liquid turbu-
lence effects. Recently, Nishimura and Assanis �5� developed a
phenomenological cavitation model in which the liquid turbulence
motion within the injector was formed by the bubble collapse and
the fluid turbulence motion. Their model was applied to the pri-
mary breakup regime. Considering the nozzle exit turbulence con-
ditions of diesel sprays, Huh et al. �6� proposed a scheme taking
into account two independent mechanisms, wave growth and tur-
bulence in the atomization process. The turbulence is character-
ized partially by the injection nozzle geometry, whereas the wave
growth is derived from the KH instability theory. The aforemen-
tioned models were formulated with semi-empiricism. More re-
cently, several efforts using sophisticated numerical approaches
have been performed in modeling the detailed turbulent flow
fields in the liquid and gas during the atomization process. In the
large eddy simulation �LES� spray modeling of Apte et al. �7�, a
stochastic approach for droplet breakup taking into account a
range of product droplet sizes was developed for modeling of
secondary breakup regime. De Villiers et al. �8� applied LES to

resolve the primary atomization under more realistic operating
conditions found in diesel engines. These methods have a real
potential of providing a complete physical description of the liq-
uid jet breakup with minimum assumptions; however, they require
submicron spatial elements in size and picoseconds in time steps
to properly predict the atomizing sprays at the high-velocity in-
jection conditions. Consequently, grid mesh size and the consid-
ered physical domain must be taken care of so that the computa-
tional time and memory storage requirements can be manageable.
At the present time, they are still too expensive and generally
impractical in terms of computational time and power require-
ments for engineering calculation applications. Hence, the engi-
neering analysis and design of the liquid spray devices must still
rely on phenomenological engineering models.

Based on two widely used models, Reitz’s primary atomization
�blob� �1� and the Taylor-Analogy-Breakup �TAB� �2� secondary
droplet breakup, a hybrid T-blob/T-TAB model was recently de-
veloped by Trinh and Chen �9� to include liquid-phase turbulence
effects in both primary and secondary breakup regimes. The “hy-
brid” model is used to explicitly differentiate between the primary
and secondary breakup mechanisms that occur in different re-
gimes. The hybrid model can account for the flow conditions in-
side the injector hole, such as liquid turbulence levels, which is
important for atomization at high injection pressure. The ap-
proaches described in �5,6,10,11� are hybrid models. In hybrid
models, transitions of the primary breakup to secondary breakup
models were incorporated. However, the switching criteria are
somewhat arbitrary �see Ref. �10��. In the primary breakup model
of Trinh and Chen �9�, the T-blob model, the level of the turbu-
lence effect on the liquid breakup depends on the characteristic
time scales and the initial flow conditions. This treatment offers a
competitive contribution of liquid turbulence and perturbed sur-
face wave physical phenomena on the liquid breakup process. For
the secondary breakup, T-TAB, an additional turbulence force
acted on parent drops is modeled and integrated into the TAB
governing equation. The “switching” and drop size formation
from the primary to secondary breakup regime is estimated based
on the energy balance before and after the breakup occurrence.
The turbulence energy is also considered in this process. Detailed
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model development and theoretical formulations, as well as sev-
eral fundamental test cases and energy budget calculations were
described in �9� for simple prescribed flow fields �one-way cou-
pling� to validate several model coefficients. Model constants as-
sociated with this phenomenological model were also determined
based on pure one-way Lagrangian study in �9�. In order for the
model to be applied to broader engineering applications, the
model has to be tested in two-way coupled atomization/spray sys-
tems. This paper focuses on incorporating this newly developed
hybrid phenomenological T-blob/T-TAB model into a computa-
tional fluid dynamics �CFD� methodology based on Eulerian
�gas�-Lagrangian �liquid� two-way coupling formulation �12� for
complicated injector liquid-atomization and spray simulation.
Several assessment studies with comparison to available measured
data are conducted. This effort may be considered as a closure of
our model development.

Model Description
Detailed development and theoretical foundation of T-blob/T-

TAB model was described in �9�. Only the final forms of the
model are summarized here.

T-blob Model for Primary Breakup. In this model, the drop
breakup rate and the mean drop size are given by

da

dt
= − �a

�
− Ca�Lw

�w
−

Lt

�t
��, when rp � a �1�

rp =
rwrt

�1 − ct�rt + ctrw
�2�

The characteristic length scale Lw and time scale �w are associated
with the droplet surface wave instability. These two scales along
with � and Ca are formulated from the original “blob” model �1�
as: Lw=�, �w=a /��, �=3.726B1a /�� and Ca=B0 /3.726B1.
The turbulence characteristic length scale Lt and time scales �t
were derived based on analytical solution of the k-� turbulence
model

�t = �t
o + 0.0828t �3�

Lt = Lt
0�1 +

0.0828t

�t
0 �0.457

�4�

The time t is counted from the time at which the parent drop
leaves the injection nozzle exit. The initial turbulence length scale
Lt

0 and time scale �t
0 are evaluated from the initial turbulent kinetic

energy kt
0 and its corresponding dissipation rate �t

0 at the injector
exit,

Lt
0 = c�

�kt
0�3/2

�t
0 , �t

0 = c�

kt
0

�t
0 ; where c� = 0.09

The initial turbulent kinetic energy kt
0 and its corresponding dis-

sipation rate �t
0 can be modeled �13� as

kt
0 =

U2

8L/D
� 1

Cd
2 − Kc − �1 − s2�� �5�

�t
0 = K�

U3

2L
� 1

Cd
2 − Kc − �1 − s2�� �6�

with K�=0.27. The velocity U is the liquid velocity at the injec-
tion nozzle, which has length L, and diameter D. The discharge
coefficient, the loss coefficient due to the nozzle entrance sharp-
ness, and the downstream-to-upstream contraction area ratio of
the injection nozzle are represented by Cd, Kc, and s, respectively.
The parent drop would no longer strip its mass to create the prod-
uct drop when the parent drop radius a is less than the radius, rp,
of the product droplet. In Eq. �2�, determination of the radius rw
associated with the wave motion follows the original formula of

�1�; and the value of rt, as well as weighting coefficients can be
found in �9�. Along with the inclusion of the turbulence effect on
the primary atomization process, the subject phenomenon also is
transitioned to the secondary droplet breakup model, the T-TAB
model. The required initial velocity fluctuation quantity of the
product drops right after their formation was obtained by examin-
ing the energy conservation during the primary breakup process.
By equating the change in the energies of the parent drop with the
energy of the product drops, the turbulent kinetic energy for the
product drop was derived �9� and used to estimate the initial ve-
locity fluctuation for the secondary breakup process, which is dis-
cussed next.

T-TAB Model for Secondary Breakup. To account for liquid
turbulence effect, the original TAB model was modified to

ÿ =
CF

Cb

�g

�l

W2

rp
2 + Ct

�o

Cb
2rp

2� k

ko
�C�

ẏ−1 − Ck
�

�lrp
3 y − Cd

�l

�lrp
2 ẏ �7�

Except for the second term on the right-hand side, Eq. �7� is the
same as the governing equation of the TAB model. Again, Ref. �9�
should be consulted for detailed derivation of this model. To esti-
mate the post-breakup drop size, a similar method as used in the
TAB model is employed for the calculation of Sauter mean radius
�SMR�:

SMR =
4	rp

3�

Epar −
	

6
rp

5�lẏ
2

�8�

Based on the conservation principle, the initial turbulent kinetic
energy �k0� and dissipation rate ��0�, in Eq. �7�, of the new drop
were formulated �9�. Epar in Eq. �8� is the total energy of the
original drop prior to the breakup and is determined from the
original TAB model.

Model Implementation
For primary atomization using T-blob model, the liquid is as-

sumedly injected in a form of “blob” parcels containing spherical
drops with their initial size equal to the nozzle exit dimension.
The computational approach for the primary atomization proposed
by Reitz �1� is adopted in the present study. Extra relations repre-
senting the turbulence are described here. The initial turbulence
quantities are estimated based on Eqs. �5� and �6�. Values of the
turbulence characteristic scales are then calculated from these tur-
bulence values. An individual parcel is tracked at each time step,
and change in “blob” drop size is also determined using Eq. �1�.
Next, the mass stripped from the parent drops is computed and
formed into a new product drop parcel. The primary breakup of
the blob drops continues until their size reduces to the dimension
of the product drops. It is not necessary to create a new parcel in
each computational time step. For the purpose of saving computer
memory and computational time, the stripped mass would be ac-
cumulated until certain criteria are met. Then, a new parcel is
added to the computations and its drop size is calculated from Eq.
�2�. The criterion of forming a new parcel varies among authors.
For instance, Reitz �1� defined the creation of a new parcel when
the accumulated mass had exceeded 3% of the original parcel
mass, whereas Huh et al. �6� used the value of 10%. It was found
that at least for the test cases of interest, the computational results
from theses two criteria are not much different, although the num-
ber of parcels in the computational domain varies considerably. In
the original CFD-ACE+ �14�, a new parcel is created when the
number of product drops is 
20% of the ones in the parent. In the
present study, the initial turbulent kinetic energy of the product
drops is estimated from the energy conservation formulation de-
scribed in �9�. When this estimated energy is �0.1% of the kinetic
energy of the droplet motion, it is assumed that the turbulence
motion within the droplet becomes insignificant. Then, no turbu-
lence is considered in the secondary breakup for subject droplet,
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and the classical TAB model is employed. Otherwise, the drops
would be considered for the secondary breakup with the turbu-
lence effects that are described in the Results and Discussion.

While the parcels produced from the primary atomization are
continuously tracked in the Lagrangian coordinate system, they
are also considered for the secondary breakup, which is governed
by Eq. �7�. This equation is solved in the same way as the classical
TAB model �2� but using the finite difference method since its
exact analytical solution does not exist. To develop the finite dif-
ference formulation for Eq. �7�, it is convenient to define a new set
of coefficients for this equation as follows:

C1 =
CF

Cb

�g

�l

W2

rp
2 , C2 = Ct

�o

Cb
2rp

2� k

ko
�C�

, C3 = Ck
�

�lrp
3 ,

C4 = Cd
�l

�lrp
2 ,

By substituting the above coefficients, Eq. �7� becomes

ÿ = C1 + C2ẏ−1 − C3y − C4ẏ �9�
In contrast to the TAB model, an exact solution cannot be ob-
tained since it contains an extra nonlinear term �second term on
the right-hand side�. Instead, a second-order finite central differ-
ence scheme in a time step was used �13�. The deformation dis-
placement y is computed at every time step. The secondary
breakup assumedly occurs when y approaches 1. Then, the prod-
uct drop size is calculated from Eq. �8�. At the same time, its
initial turbulence quantities are estimated �9�. Again, the new
product drops are continuously tracked until they leave the com-
putational domain. When the product drop size is smaller than the
Kolmogorov length scale, the turbulence activity of the new drop
is no longer considered. In this case, the present model would
recover the classical TAB model.

The T-blob/T-TAB model was incorporated into the
CFD-ACE+ �14� program for two-way gas-liquid atomization cal-
culations. This code, together with its liquid spray module, solves
the equations of steady state as well as transient flow with chemi-
cally reactive fluid dynamics and droplet spray. The governing
equations and the numerical solution method are discussed in �14�
and are only described briefly here. The Navier-Stokes equations
and RNG �renormalized group� k-� turbulence model for a gas
phase are solved with a finite volume method. A time-marching
with a high-order accurate explicit scheme is employed in the
transient calculation. For spray, numerical parcels of drops are

tracked in a Lagrangian framework. The parcel represents an en-
semble of identical drops occupied in the same space at a given
time. Subsequently, the spray properties at each point are de-
scribed by statistically sampling the spray parcels. The drop par-
cels exchange mass, momentum, and energy with the gas through
source terms in the Navier-Stokes equations.

Results and Discussion
Several relevant test cases selected from available research pub-

lications for performing numerical simulations are shown in Table
1. Variations in the predictions from the two classical KH and
TAB models and the present models are also examined. The two-
dimensional axisymmetric flow of a cylindrical liquid jet located
at the centerline of the computational domain is simulated. It
should be noted that the current version of CFD-ACE+ does not
have collision/coalescence models. Because of the observation of
these phenomena �15�, a module was written �13� to compute the
droplet collision and coalescence based on model of �16�. The
time-transient liquid jet breakup and the ambient gas behavior are
computed for an incremental time step, �t, of 2.510−6 s. The
spray trajectory is tracked in the Lagrangian coordinate system. A
different time step, which is normally smaller, is applied for this
coordinate system. CFD-ACE+ recalculates this time step con-
tinuously based on criteria of preassigned maximum allowable
changes in drop velocity and diameter. The Lagrangian tracking
time step used in the simulations for this study ranges from 1/3 to
1/10 of �t. It should be noted that a solution sensitivity study for
various numerical parameters, such as grid mesh size, time step
values, etc., has been performed �13� prior to obtaining the results
of this investigation.

The spray tip penetrations from the exit port into the ambient
gas for test cases H-1 and H-2 are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function
of time. Both predictions from the T-blob/T-TAB and KH/TAB are
similar. Nearly straight lines of the tip penetration curves at the
beginning indicate that the tip velocity of the liquid jets remains
almost constant. Once the jet is fully converted into droplets, the
surface area of the spray nose is radially expanded because of
droplet’s radial momentum components. The jet speed is also re-
duced due to aerodynamic force and drag. Hence, the penetration
curve has a smaller slope at the later time. Furthermore, the results
also reveal that the spray penetrates at faster rate into a lower-
pressure gas. In comparison to measurements, the tip penetrations
in both cases are slightly underpredicted with analytical models at
the beginning of the spray; however, they are overpredicted some-

Table 1 Test cases and measured data used in the computation

Case H-1 H-2 H-3 K

Nozzle diameter �mm� 0.3 0.24
Ambient gas Nitrogen Nitrogen Nitrogen Nitrogen
Ambient pressure �MPa� 1.1 3 5 2.17
Ambient temperature �K� 298 298 298 298
Density �kg/m3� 12.36 33.7 56.17 24.51
Liquid fuel Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel
Density �kg/m3� 840 840 840 840
Viscosity �Kg/ms� 2.910−3 2.910−3 2.910−3 5.010−3

Surface tension �N/m� 2.0510−2 2.0510−2 2.0510−2 2.0610−2

Injection velocity �m/s� 102 90.3 86.41 133.81
Initial turbulence quantity
Kinetic energy �m2/s2� 2.88102 2.26102 3.94101 5.22102

Dissipation rate of kinetic
energy �m2/s3�

1.06108 7.34107 1.22107 3.14108

Average Weber number of
primary atomization

940.93 2010.68 3068.81 2556.43

Average drop diameter on 2nd
droplet breakup �mm�

0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Average Weber number of
secondary atomization

156.82 335.11 511.47 535.19

Reference Hiroyasu et al. �5� Koo �17�
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what at the later time. Overall, the computational results show a
close agreement with the experimental data. Variations in the
spray angle due to different ambient gas pressures for test cases
H-1–H-3 are depicted in Fig. 2. This angle is a global parameter
used to characterize the radial expansion of the spray. For an
axisymmetric case this angle, as shown in Fig. 2, is formed by the
two opposite tangent lines drawn along the spray envelop. The
results portray higher back pressure with a larger radial expansion
of the spray. A further examination of the atomization modeling
suggests that the radial product drop velocity is related to the
wavelength and its maximum growth rate. The values of these

parameters, however, are dependent on the liquid-to-gas density
ratio. Consequently, higher gas pressure would result in a larger
radial-to-axial velocity ratio and a wider spray angle. In compari-
son to the results of the KH/TAB models, a favorable larger spray
angle is predicted by the present models. As stated in �9�, the
T-blob model estimates considerably larger product drop sizes
than the KH model, which leads to the prediction of a stronger
radial momentum. Consequently, liquid drops are spread outward
more in the T-blob model when compared to the predictions pro-
vided by the KH models. As shown in Fig. 2, a better agreement
with the measured data is obtained with the present models.

The computed spray shapes and tip penetrations from the
present models are displayed in Fig. 3 for three different back
pressure conditions after 2.5 ms of liquid injection. It should be
noted that the injection velocity is higher for a lower back-
pressure condition. Hence, the spray tip penetrates faster into a
lower-pressure environment, although the drag increases on the
periphery of the spray contour. This phenomenon leads to parcels
containing small drops being dragged into the wake behind the tip
region, which clearly can be observed in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. It is
also interesting to note that larger drops appear on the spray tip as
well as on the peripheral regions near the tip. Generally, large
drops carry a stronger momentum, which decays less than their
smaller drop counterparts. Hence, the large drops tend to travel
faster downstream than the smaller drops do. In addition, large
drops found in these regions reflect the effect of drop coales-
cences. The coalescence is more pronounced in an elevated gas
pressure. As illustrated in Fig. 3�c�, a larger drop size can be
observed in the tip region at higher ambient pressures. Weber
numbers for primary and secondary droplet breakups are also es-
timated and listed in Table 1. In secondary atomization regimes,
We numbers are much smaller. In phenomenological modeling,
detailed breakup regimes, such as column breakup, bag breakup,
multimode breakup, shear breakup, catastrophic breakup, etc.,
were not separately modeled. Based on the We number calculated
and Oh number used, the secondary breakup is within the shear
breakup regime where the aerodynamic force dominantly causes
the droplet breakup process.

Fig. 1 Comparison between numerical and measured tip
penetration

Fig. 2 Variations in spray angles versus back pressure

Fig. 3 Predicted variations in spray shape, tip penetration,
and drop size at t=2.5 ms due to different back pressures using
the T-blob/T-TAB model: „a… 1.1 MPa, „b… 3 MPa, and „c… 5 MPa
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The following results are collected from numerical simulations
of test case K �see Table 1�. This test case is selected to evaluate
the atomization models because of its available measured drop
size data. In the experiment, Koo �17� measured diesel sprays with
a phase/Doppler particle analyzer �PDPA� system. In general, a
PDPA can recognize only a defined range of droplet diameters due
to digital processing hardware limitations. Normally, the ratio of
the largest observable droplet to the smallest observable droplet
cannot exceed 35. Regarding to this experiment, the instrument
was set to measure drop sizes from 1.8 �m to 246 �m. It should
be noted that the liquid fuel injection was driven by a cyclic
pumping system for which the mass injection rate is no longer
constant. To simulate more realistically the inlet flow conditions,
the transient injection velocity profile reported by Koo �17�, as
shown in Fig. 4, is utilized in the computations. Similar to the
previous computational cases, this test case is simulated also for
the transient flow field conditions with �t=2.510−6 s. It should
be noted that the present simulation utilizes the RANS approach
to obtain the mean velocity field of the gas phase. For statistically
nonstationary flows, which were investigated experimentally by
Koo �17� in this case, the interpretation of the averaging process is
the ensemble averaging; thus, the RANS formulation is justified
for the statistically transient case as indicated by the injector inlet
condition of Fig. 4. The predicted spray tip penetration and the
measured data are presented in Fig. 5, as are the grid-refinement
comparative results. With finer grids packed in the near nozzle
region, the spray seemed to be “denser” and penetrate further into
the gaseous environment. This is the general shortcoming of
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach utilizing particulate “point source”
assumption within the Eulerian grids �10,18�. Extremely fine grids
cannot be used. Within certain grid density, the spray exhibits
similar behavior. The predictions of this test case, made with both
the KH/TAB and present models, are slightly lower than the mea-
surement at the beginning of the injection; however, the predicted
curves approach the experimental data at a later time. It is noted
that Koo �17� reported the spray penetration length from the be-
ginning of the injection to the time of 1.5 ms, while the compu-
tation continues to 3.0 ms. In general, both the predicted tip pen-
etrations are similar and their values are in reasonable agreement

with the experimental data. Figure 6 displays the simulated spray
shapes along with the photographs recorded at several time inter-
vals in the experiment. In comparison to the photographs, the
simulated spray penetrates with a slightly shorter distance into the
ambient gas than the actual distance depicted from the photo-
graphs initially; however, the predictions improve significantly af-
terward. These results also reflect the same assessment of the tip
penetration comparison shown in Fig. 5. It is also interesting to
observe the degree of the spray being spread laterally and its tip
shape. All the models predict a similar radial expansion of the
spray for all considered time intervals and are compared reason-
ably well to their photographic counterparts. However, the nu-
merical simulations display the tip profile more like a conical
shape with parcels containing large drops rather than a round tip
shown in the photographs. Since the momentum of these large
drops is degrading much less than the one of the small drops, the
large drops move faster downstream than the smaller drops.
Therefore, the moving motion of the large drops creates the ap-
pearance of the conical shape at the tip. A series of the computa-
tional cases have been conducted to examine the tip shape varia-
tion for different initial spray angles. The analysis suggests that
the spray tip head-end changes to a round shape and does not
penetrate into the ambient gas as deep when increasing the initial
spray angle. The tip variation analysis is not addressed in detail
here, since it is not a main focus in this study. Further detailed
drop-size comparisons between the predictions and the measure-
ments are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 reveals the drop
sizes recorded at three axial locations along the center line of the
spray, which are identified in Fig. 7�a�. The results indicate that
the jet, with an initial diameter of 240 �m, breaks up into rela-
tively large drops along the centerline. Their product drop diam-
eters range from 100 �m to 200 �m at the stations of x=10 mm
and 20 mm �Figs. 7�b� and 7�c��. These results suggest that the
primary breakup process is dominant in these regions. Further
downstream, the drops undergo the secondary atomization, which
generates smaller drops. Figure 7�d� exhibits drops of
20–50 �m dia at the x=60 mm station. It should also be noted
that the fuel injection cycle for this test case is complete at
1.77 ms; therefore, the drop sizes shown in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c�

Fig. 4 Fuel injection velocity used in simulation for test case K
Fig. 5 Predicted and measured spray tip penetration for test
case K
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also reflect this end period at which the small drops are registered.
In Fig. 7�b�, the effect of finer grid within this region is also
observed. As discussed earlier, the finer grid system seems to see
“more” droplets even when the spray has been terminated �after
2 ms�. The small drops recorded after 1.77 ms are formed because
of the small injection rate at the tail end of the injection cycle, as
well as the small drops lagging behind in the spray motion. In
general, the predictions from the present models are in good
agreement with the measured data. In contrast, the KH and TAB
models underpredict the drop size for stations of x=10 mm and
20 mm; however, their predictions are improved significantly at
the x=60 mm station. This observation is consistent with earlier
results in �9�. The results also show that the KH model predicts
generally smaller drop sizes than the T-blob model. Figure 8 dis-
plays the drop sizes at three off-centerline locations �x ,y� shown
in Fig. 8�a�. For the location at �10, 0.5�, the measurement regis-
tered relatively large drops, the diameters of which are ranging
from 30 �m to 180 �m with a random order in time. Similar to
the results shown in Fig. 7, the smaller drops are also observed
after the end of the injection cycle at t=1.77 ms. The present
model predictions capture large drops intermittently at certain
short time intervals; however, both the KH/TAB and T-blob/T-
TAB atomization models project typically a much smaller drop
size than the measurement portrayed. In other words, the CFD
simulation indicates that the secondary droplet breakup process
takes place at this location but not the primary breakup. The drop
diameter at �10, 1.5� and �30, 2� in Figs. 8�c� and 8�d�, respec-
tively, varies from 20 �m to 50 �m. This suggests that consider-

ably smaller drops appear on the spray periphery and their pres-
ence in this outermost region forms the shape of the spray.
Furthermore, since the drop sizes at these locations are relatively
small, the secondary droplet breakup occurs mostly in these re-
gions. This assessment is consistent with the observation of Koo
�17� in his measured data analysis. He concluded that the small
droplets in the periphery of the spray are not those directly in-
jected from the nozzle. The small droplets from the nozzle travel
much slower than the large droplets, which are produced in the
primary breakup; hence, they cannot maintain the spray shape
observed in the experiments without the appearance of drops
formed by the secondary breakup mechanism. It is interesting to
note that the simulation with the KH and TAB models has a lim-
ited number of parcels and no parcel tracked at �30, 2� and �10,
1.5�, as shown in Figs. 8�c� and 8�d�, respectively. Again, this
examination reconfirms the display in Fig. 2 that the spray angle
predicted by the classical KH and TAB models is a little smaller
than the actual angle. In the present model, the numerical simula-
tion captures droplets at �10, 1.5� and �30, 2� only in a short time
span, and the predicted drop sizes at this interval are close to the
measured data.

Conclusions
We have successfully implemented a newly developed hybrid

T-blob/T-TAB atomization model into an existing CDA-ACE+
code for simulation of liquid jet atomization using two-way
Eulerian-Lagrangian method. A drop collision and coalescence

Fig. 6 Simulations and photographs of case K: „a… t=0.203 ms, „b… 0.601 ms, „c…
1.205 ms, and „d… 1.8 ms
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Fig. 7 Drop size distributions along spray center line for test case K

Fig. 8 Off-centerline drop size distributions for test case K
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model �15� has also been incorporated into the ACE+ code to
provide more realistic simulations. Assessments of the new model
have been performed against two experimental studies and several
observations and conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1. In general, the CFD simulations are able to capture similar
spray structures observed in the experiments. The spray tip
penetration lengths as well as the appearances of large drops
at the spray tips, which are predicted from the two sets of the
KH/TAB and T-blob/T-TAB atomization models, are compa-
rable to the measured data. However, the KH and TAB mod-
els estimate smaller spray angles for the test cases H-1–H-3
than the measurements indicate.

2. For the test case K, the drop measurements and the predic-
tions indicate that small drops created from the secondary
breakup appear in the outermost regions of the spray. Hence,
this breakup mechanism is responsible for the radial expan-
sion of the spray. These drops then form the profile of the
spray. On the other hand, the drops on centerline of the spray
are relatively large. Furthermore, the appearance of large
drops at the spray tips may result from drop coalescence. In
addition, the strong momentum of the large drops allows
them to travel ahead downstream.

3. In summary, for test case K, the CFD simulation using the
KH and TAB models tends to underpredict the drop size of
the spray, while it is able to capture reasonably the liquid
spray structure. On the other hand, the present models pre-
dict comparable drop sizes, as seen in the measured data.
Overall, the predicted results from the present models do
agree reasonably with the experimental data.
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Nomenclature
a � radius of blob or parent drop

B0 � constant �=0.61�
B1 � constant �=10.0�
Ca � constant �=Bo /3.726B1�
Cb � constant �=1/2�
Cd � discharge coefficient of injection nozzle; con-

stant used in Eq. �9�
CF � constant �=1/3�

Cjet � constant �=10�
Ck � constant �=8�
Ct � empirical constant involving turbulence force
C� � turbulence constant �=1.92�
ct � weighting parameter associated with turbulence

motion
cw � weighting parameter associated with surface

motion
D � diameter of injection nozzle
E � term associated with energy
k � turbulence kinetic energy per unit mass in the

k-� model
kt � turbulent kinetic energy

Kc � loss coefficient due to nozzle inlet geometry
K� � turbulence constant �=0.27�
L � length of injection nozzle

Lw � characteristic length scale associated with sur-
face motion

Lt � characteristic length scale associated with
turbulence

Oh � Ohnesorge number �We1
0.5/Re1�

rp � radius of a parent drop used in the secondary
breakup formulations

rt � radial length scale associated with turbulence
motion

rw � radial length scale associated with surface
wave motion

s � contraction area ratio of injection nozzle
SMR � Sauter-mean radius of product drop

t � time
U � liquid jet injection velocity
W � relative drop velocity with respect to local gas

velocity
We � Weber number ��gW2rp /��

y � nondimensional parameter of distortion dis-
placement �� /Cbrp�

Greek Letters
� � wave length of fastest growing wave
� � density
� � surface tension coefficient
� � dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy

per unit mass
� � time associated with surface wave motion

�w � characteristic time scale associated with sur-
face wave motion �a /���

�t � characteristic time scale associated with
turbulence

� � molecular viscosity
� � angular frequency
� � radial cross-sectional change of drop from its

equilibrium position
� � maximum wave growth rate

Subscripts
0 � initial value
g � value of ambient gas
l � value of liquid phase
t � parameter associated with turbulence

w � parameter associated with surface wave motion

Superscripts
o � initial value
· � first derivative with respect to time

·· � secondary derivative with respect to time
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Analysis of Combustion Induced
Vortex Breakdown Driven Flame
Flashback in a Premix Burner
With Cylindrical Mixing Zone
In earlier experimental studies of the authors a previously unknown mechanism leading
to flame flashback—combustion induced vortex breakdown (CIVB)—was discovered in
premixed swirl burners. It exhibits the sudden formation of a recirculation bubble in
vortical flows, which propagates upstream into the mixing zone after the equivalence
ratio has exceeded a critical value. This bubble then stabilizes the chemical reaction and
causes overheat with subsequent damage to the combustion system. Although it was
shown earlier that the sudden change of the macroscopic character of the vortex flow
leading to flashback can be qualitatively computed with three-dimensional as well as
axisymmetric two-dimensional URANS-codes, the proper prediction of the flashback lim-
its could not be achieved with this approach. For the first time, the paper shows quan-
titative predictions using a modified code with a combustion model, which covers the
interaction of chemistry with vortex dynamics properly. Since the root cause for the
macroscopic breakdown of the flow could not be explained on the basis of experiments or
CFD results in the past, the vorticity transport equation is employed in the paper for the
analysis of the source terms of the azimuthal component using the data delivered by the
URANS-model. The analysis reveals that CIVB is initiated by the baroclinic torque in the
flame and it is shown that CIVB is essentially a two-dimensional effect. As the most
critical zone, the upstream part of the bubble was identified. The location and distribution
of the heat release in this zone governs whether or not a flow field is prone to CIVB.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2747259�

Introduction
Flame flashback into the mixing section deteriorates the reli-

ability of premix burners, as premature heat release causes burner
overheat with subsequent failure of the entire combustion system.
Since these reliability problems are becoming more severe with
increasing air pressure as well as air and flame temperature, the
improvement of the existing knowledge concerning flashback
phenomena is crucial. Three mechanisms leading to undesired
flame propagation upstream are widely known and well under-
stood: If the turbulent flame speed is higher than the turbulent
burning velocity flashback will occur in the core flow. Upstream
propagation of the flame will be initiated in the wall boundary
layer, if the velocity gradient falls below a critical value. Violent
combustion instabilities can also lead to sudden transitions of the
flame position from the combustor into the premix duct. In an
experimental investigation of a gas turbine burner without center-
body �1–3� a fourth mechanism was explicitly observed for the
first time: Combustion Induced Vortex Breakdown �CIVB� is a
previously unknown form of flashback, which can occur only in
premixed swirling flames. Typically, the flame propagation driven
by CIVB through the entire mixing section occurs during the in-
crease of the equivalence ratio or the reduction of the mixture
mass flow �1�. Flame flashback due to CIVB differs substantially
from the other three forms, as the heat release alters the flow field
in the vortex core almost totally.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup �1�. The
swirl burner consists of a conical swirler followed by an optically

accessible cylindrical tube. It is attached to a combustor with a
considerably larger cross section. In the experiments, the reactants
were externally premixed to avoid any equivalence ratio fluctua-
tions. The mixture entered the tubular section of 75 mm diameter
via the ports in the swirl generator as well as via a small annular
gap near the centerline. This gap mass flow is only a few percent
of the mass flow passing the swirl generator. In normal operation,
the vortex breaks down downstream of the burner exit plane and
forms an internal recirculation zone �IRZ� �4� in the combustion
chamber. The IRZ transports heat and active chemical species
from the burnt region upwards to the tip of the flame and serves in
this way as aerodynamic flameholder.

Fritz �1� and Kröner �2� used several measurement techniques
for the investigation of the flow and the reaction zone during
flashback, particularly laser induced fluorescence �LIF� for the
location of the flame front, laser Doppler anemometry �LDA� for
the measurement of the velocity field and chemiluminescence re-
corded with a UV intensified high speed camera for the tracking
of the flame motion. In Fig. 2 an example of the recorded series of
flame chemiluminescence pictures is shown. It proves that the
flashback took place in the center of the flow, although the flow
velocity in normal operation was more than four times the turbu-
lent flame velocity. Since no reaction was observed near the walls
and the thermoacoustic velocity oscillations were very low in the
tests, Fritz and Kröner �1� concluded that they had detected a
previously unknown flashback mechanism. Their measurements
showed that the heat release of the flame located in the combustor
suddenly leads to the combustion induced vortex breakdown in
the tube with the formation of an upward traveling bubble acting
as the permanent flame ignition source. Figure 3 shows four snap-
shots taken during flashback to illustrate the appearance of the
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phenomenon. In this displayed computation the simulated flash-
back occured due to the increase of the equivalence ratio from
�=0.83 to �=0.91.

Qualitative numerical simulations published previously �5�
have proven that the basic features of CIVB can be captured nu-
merically with CFD computations. Fritz showed earlier that the
propagation velocity of the bubble can be properly calculated with
a global model based on mass and momentum conservation �6�.
Kröner was able to correlate the flashback limits for a wide range
of methane-hydrogen mixtures �3� successfully. The form of the
correlation he developed reveals that the heat release in the propa-
gating bubble is governed by the balance between turbulent mix-
ing and flame quenching.

Since the application of the vortex transport equation is some-
what particular in numerical combustion studies, Sec. 2 introduces
the relationships required for the analysis of the URANS data,
before in Sec. 3 the models used for the CIVB computations are
described. Finally, Sec. 4 presents the results and their interpreta-
tion before the conclusions are listed in Sec. 5.

Theory

Vorticity Transport Equation. Although the vortex transport
equation can be used for the computation of flows �e.g. �7��, in
CFD studies of combusting turbulent flows, mostly the Navier-
Stokes equations are employed for this purpose. The computations
of the flow during flashback presented below were also computed
on this basis, but for the analysis of the results, the vortex trans-
port equation was preferred, as this method provides a substan-
tially deeper insight into vortex phenomena than the discussion in
terms of the Navier-Stokes equations �8–10�,

D�

Dt
=

�

�t
��� + �U · ��� = �� · ��U − ��� · U� +

1

�2 ��� � �p�

�1�

Equation �1� describes the inviscid transport of vorticity �. On
the right-hand side of the equation the first term represents the
effect of stretching and tilting of vortices, the second describes the
volume expansion due to heat release, and the third term accounts
for the baroclinic torque. While the first term is caused by the flow
field and, therefore, exists also in the isothermal case, the other
two occur only in the reacting case and are generated by the heat
release in the flame. Contributions of viscous diffusion and dissi-
pation �10� are of minor influence and have therefore been ne-
glected.

Azimuthal Vorticity. The components of the vorticity vector
are given by

� =
1

r

��rV�
�r

� = −
�V

�z

� =
�U

�z
−

�W

�r

with the components �, �, and � in the axial, radial, and azimuthal
direction. U is the radial, V is the tangential, and W is the axial
velocity. These three relationships indicate that vorticity produces
additional velocity in the flow field. The occurrence of vortex

Fig. 1 Experimental setup employed for the CIVB studies

Fig. 2 Flame position during sudden vortex breakdown in the tubular burner
section „from high speed films recorded with a UV-intensified camera…
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breakdown is closely linked to the generation of axial velocity
wind in the opposite direction of the main flow. For the purpose of
the data analysis presented below only the azimuthal vorticity is
important, because only this component induces this negative
axial velocity in the case of rotational symmetry according to the
law of Biot-Savart �11�,

wind�z� =
1

2�
−�

� �
0

�
r*2��r*,z*�

�r*2 + �z − z*�2�3/2dr*dz* �2�

In the nonreacting case as well as in all cases with flame stabili-
zation in the combustor, the location of the upstream end of the
recirculation bubble is the result of the balance between the axial
flow and the induced velocity wind against the main flow. A more
detailed explanation is provided in �4�.

Numerical Simulation

Numerical Approach. In the URANS calculations the second
order LRR Reynolds stress turbulence model was used and for
combustion modeling the Schmid model �12� was employed. This
numerically robust combustion model was selected on the basis of
the encouraging results reported in the literature for a wide range
of premixed flames �12� also covering the thickended flame re-
gime, which is of particular relevance for the precise prediction of
the CIVB limits. Furthermore, it does not require any adjustment
of free parameters �5�. Tests revealed that the measured thickness
of the turbulent reaction zone in normal operation was predicted
properly, indicating that the ratio between the turbulent and the
chemical time scale was realistically determined.

Simplified Two-Dimensional Models. For two reasons a simpli-
fied two-dimensional model was implemented. On the one hand,
full three-dimensional CIVB calculations are computationally ex-
pensive. Thus, it was required to reduce to two dimensions, before
parametric studies covering the variations of the premixed
methane-air mass flow, the equivalence ratio, and the preheat tem-
perature could be accomplished. On the other hand, the compari-
son of the results from the two-dimensional axisymmetric model

with the full model allows the assessment of the question, to what
extent the observed flame propagation is governed by three-
dimensional effects.

As a first step, a limited number of CIVB computations were
done with the full three-dimensional model. After their successful
validation with experimental data these computational results
were used as inflow and reference data for the following reduced
models. Then a swirl source was implemented, which produces
profiles corresponding to these reference data �5�. In a further
simplifying step, a 2D-axisymmetric model with fixed profiles
taken from the three-dimensional computations at the inlet was
developed. Because this last version has the drawback of con-
straining vortex dynamics and cannot simulate the feedback of the
propagation flame on the flow in the swirl generator, flame flash-
back cannot propagate through the entire tube as experimentally
observed.

Figure 4 shows the axial velocity fields of the nonreacting flow
computed with the full 3D and the 2D axisymmetric model with
fixed inlet profiles. The conditions for these simulations were
70 g/s total mass flow with a gap mass flow of 0.5 g/s on the axis
�see Fig. 1�. A comparison of the results indicates that the simpli-
fications have negligible influence. Additional studies of the react-
ing case proved that the observed constraint does not negatively
influence the capability of the simplest model to compute flash-
back limits as well as the initial bubble propagation after the tran-
sition of the flow. For this reason and due to its high computa-
tional effectiveness the simplest form of the model is best suited
for parametric studies and it was selected for most of the flash-
back computations, which delivered the results presented subse-
quently.

Sensitivity Analysis. The quantitative prediction of the CIVB
flashback limits turned out to be challenging. The CIVB phenom-
enon reacts extremely sensitive on even small changes of the ve-
locity field of the vortex flow particularly near the centerline. For
example, the annular gap mass flow �see Fig. 1� influences the
nonreacting velocity field considerably and indirectly influences

Fig. 3 Numerical simulation of a flashback occurring by the increase of �
=0.83 to �=0.91
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flame flashback due to CIVB. Figure 5 shows this effect: A reduc-
tion of approximately 35% of this gap mass flow leads already to
a substantial shift of the recirculation bubble into the vortex tube.

Fritz �1� and Kröner �3� detected that each configuration is ei-
ther flashback safe or exhibits CIVB at a critical equivalence ratio,
and they showed that small changes of the velocity distribution in
the vortex core may lead to a transition from one case to the other.
For the comparison of both cases with the 2D axisymmetric model
the tangential velocity profile of a stable configuration was
slightly modified to obtain an unstable case. Both profiles follow
closely the results of the three-dimensional computations. Figure
6 shows the axial and tangential velocity components W and V for
these two cases. While the axial velocity distribution and the tur-

bulent quantities at the inlet remain unchanged, the moderate in-
crease of the tangential velocity V of approximately 5% near the
vortex core creates the unstable configuration.

Results

Distribution of the Azimuthal Vorticity. In order to illustrate
the influence of the three source terms of the right term of Eq. �1�
all three terms were separately calculated using the URANS data.
Figure 7 shows the results for a stable operating point and allows
us to evaluate the contributions of the three source terms in detail.
The solid black line and the dotted line show the position of the
recirculation bubble and the position of the reaction zone, respec-

Fig. 4 Comparison of numerical results obtained with the full 3D model and
the axisymmetric 2D model

Fig. 5 Model sensitivity regarding the annular gap mass flow „total mass flow
70 g/s…

Fig. 6 Velocity profiles employed for the CIVB analysis. The slight increase of
the tangential velocity V near the centerline converts the stable configuration
in a CIVB prone case.
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tively. The comparison shows that in absolute numbers the
stretching/tilting term due to streamline widening dominates over
the other combustion related terms representing the volume ex-
pansion and the baroclinic torque, but from this order of magni-
tude a comparison cannot be concluded, whose term is responsible
for flame flashback. Interestingly, the calculation of the difference
of the stretching/tilting term, which occurs when the equivalence
ratio is increased from �=0.67 to �=0.83 �Fig. 8�a�� is very
small compared to the differences seen for the two other source
terms. This indicates that the influence of the first term regarding
the generation of flashback is negligible and leads to the conclu-
sion that CIVB is initiated by one of the two other source terms. A
deeper analysis revealed two adverse effects that are generated by
the heat release: The volume expansion mainly creates positive
azimuthal vortictity in a narrow region upstream of the recircula-
tion zone, whereas the baroclinic torque is responsible for nega-
tive vorticity production in a wider area along the boundary of the
recirculation zone. As CIVB requires additional combustion gen-
erated negative vorticity and positive vorticity leads to a down-
stream shift of the stagnation point, only the baroclinic torque
stimulates the CIVB phenomenon, whereas the expansion tends to
stabilize the flow.

These findings are illustrated for an example in greater detail in

Fig. 8, which shows the sensitivity of each of the three source
terms regarding a step of the equivalence ratio. The differences
obtained when the equivalence ratio is increased towards the
CIVB flashback limit are plotted. As already mentioned, the
change of the azimuthal vorticity production caused by stretching/
tilting is almost negligible. Of particular importance, however, is
the local distribution of the last two combustion-related compo-
nents �Figs. 8�b� and 8�c��. The volume expansion reduces in the
existing negative azimuthal vorticity outside of the recirculation
substantially but also leads to the local production of some nega-
tive vorticity inside. This negative vorticity is moderate compared
to the negative vorticity generation by the baroclinic torque in a
larger zone along the recirculation zone boundary. In conclusion,
the occurrence of CIVB is closely linked to a flame generated
baroclinic torque, which is only in flashback prone configurations
large enough for the generation of a propagating bubble.

Turbulence-Chemistry Interaction. In order to further ana-
lyze the differences encountered in the stable and unstable cases
the streamlines near the recirculation bubble were investigated.
Figure 9 shows the streamline distribution for the following cases
in one common plot:

�=0.67, stable configuration �black line�

Fig. 7 The source term of the azimuthal vorticity transport
equation in the stable regime near the flashback limit: „a…
stretching/tilting; „b… volume expansion; „c… baroclinic torque

Fig. 8 Influence of the equivalence ratio change from �
=0.67 „black lines… to �=0.83 „red lines…: „a… stretching/tilting;
„b… volume expansion; „c… baroclinic torque
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�=0.83 for the CIVB safe configuration
�=0.83 for the CIVB prone configuration
For the ease of comparison the coordinate systems for all three

cases have been mapped such that the three stagnation points are
shifted to the common origin of the plot. Interestingly, both con-
figurations, the CIVB safe and the CIVB prone case, do not show
any differences upstream of the bubble. For this reason, the dif-
ferent behavior of the stable and the unstable configuration does
not result from different levels of stretching/tilting and the causes
for initiating CIVB in the unstable case are differences of the flow
downstream of the stagnation point.

The earlier studies mentioned in the Introduction already re-
vealed that the local heat release is governed by the interaction of
turbulence and chemical reactions, which can be expressed in
terms of the Damköhler number Da,

Da =
	t

	c
�3�

where 	t is the characteristic time for the turbulent flow and 	c is
the characteristic chemical time for the reaction �13�. Small
Damköhler numbers indicate that quenching of the reaction is
relevant, whereas the chemical reaction is fast enough to prevent
local quenching in zones of larger Da. Figures 10 and 11 show the
distribution of the Damköhler number extracted from the Schmid
model �12� in the form of isolines for both cases. Both figures
show a zone of low Da near the stagnation point outside as well as
inside the recirculation zones. However, the locations of the low
Da zones with respect to the stagnation point as well as their sizes
are considerably different for the two cases. In the stable configu-
ration the smaller quenching zone near the stagnation point gen-
erates a shift of the flame position upstream and thus does not
allow the generation of sufficient negative azimuthal vorticity
�Fig. 10�. However, in the unstable case �Fig. 11� the flame dis-
placement downstream due to the stronger quenching permits a
level of negative vorticity production, which is sufficient for the
formation of a propagating bubble.

Validation. Figures 12 and 13 show a comparison of the com-
putational results with experimental data taken from �1–3�. Figure
12 displays the axial velocity at different radial positions near the
propagating bubble tracked during flashback and shows a remark-
able quality of the simulation.

The most serious criterion for the verification of the simulation
quality is the validation of the observed flame flashback limits.
Figure 13 displays the numerically and experimentally determined
equivalence ratios, which separate the stable regime from the re-

Fig. 9 Streamlines for �=0.67 and for �=0.83

Fig. 10 Interaction between turbulence and chemistry, stable
configuration „c: reaction progress…

Fig. 11 Interaction between turbulence and chemistry, un-
stable configuration „c: reaction progress…

Fig. 12 Comparison of experimental and numerical results:
velocity profiles in the propagating bubble

Fig. 13 Comparison of experimental and numerical results:
flashback limits
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gime with CIVB driven flame flashback. The comparison shows
that the experimental values from �1� are predictable with a high
level of accuracy. Both the effect of the mass flow, as well as the
influence of the preheat temperature are well reproduced.

Effects Leading to CIVB Driven Flashback. The analysis of
the CFD results on the basis of the source terms of the vorticity
transport equation presented above provides the basis for the ex-
planation of the root cause for the observed sudden occurrence of
CIVB driven flame flashback of premixed, highly turbulent
methane-air flames. The relevant effects are illustrated schemati-
cally in Figs. 14, which splits the process into four characteristic
steps.

�a� In the nonreacting case the flow field induces the internal
recirculation zone at the transition from the vortex tube
into the combustor. This process is governed by stretching
and tilting of the vortices due to streamline widening nor-
mal to the main flow direction. The bubble position results
from the balance between the flow field and the isother-
mally induced force Iind,isotherm against the main flow di-
rection.

�b� In the reacting case the baroclinic torque in the reaction
zone contributes to the generation of negative vorticity
inside the bubble. This second contribution to the azi-
muthal vorticity induces additional negative axial velocity.

The bubble reaches a new position slightly further up-
stream and a stable steady-state is reached also in the re-
acting case.

�c� If the equivalence ratio is further increased, the reaction
zone will become more compact and the flame will move
upstream with respect to the location of the recirculation
zone. Due to the concentration of the reaction near the
stagnation point the generation of negative azimuthal vor-
ticity by the baroclinic torque will also increase. Exceed-
ing a critical value can lead to an unstable situation. If the
flame can be prevented from releasing substantial heat up-
stream of the recirculation zone, the levels of negative
vorticity production and induced velocity wind required for
the formation of a closed and propagating bubble will be
achieved and the final flashback will be initiated.

�d� Of particular importance for the occurrence of the CIVB
driven flame flashback is the existence of a distance be-
tween the upstream flame envelope and the location of the
stagnation point. If the reaction zone is able to pass the
stagnation point in upstream direction, the volume expan-
sion upstream of the recirculation zone generates positive
azimuthal vorticity and thus positive velocity, which sta-
bilizes the flow. This stable situation cannot be reversed by
further equivalence ratio increases. Although the baro-
clinic torque becomes stronger, the reduction of the total
induction by positive vorticity production inhibits the mo-
tion of the stagnation point and thus the initiation of
CIVB.

The decisive difference between the stable and unstable con-
figuration is as follows: In the stable case the flame quenching
upstream of the bubble is weaker than in the unstable configura-
tion �Figs. 5, 10, and 11�. Thus the flame reaches and even passes
the stagnation point in an upstream direction for the stable case.
This leads to further volume expansion upstream of the bubble
which prevents the flame from generating the necessary level of
induction of negative axial velocity. In contrast, the unstable con-
figuration reaches the required induction level and CIVB driven
flame flashback occurs suddenly after the critical equivalence ratio
has been exceeded.

Conclusions
Using a hybrid approach consisting of URANS-computations

and the data analysis on the basis of the source terms of the
vorticity transport equation, the effects leading to Combustion In-
duced Vortex Breakdown, a special type of flashback, were ex-
plained. In addition, the CIVB flashback limits were quanitatively
modeled for the first time with remarkable precision. The main
conclusions from the analysis are as follows:

�a� The flame changes the vorticity of the flow field due to its
volume expansion and the baroclinic torque.

�b� The baroclinic torque in the flame is responsible for
CIVB driven flashback, as only this term produces con-
siderable levels of negative axial velocity in the vortex
core.

�c� If the flame releases considerable heat upstream of the
stagnation point of the recirculation zone, the volume ex-
pansion stabilizes the vortex flow and prevents CIVB.

�d� The high accuracy of the results indicates that the com-
bustion model of Schmid is well suited for the computa-
tion of the reacting flow during CIVB driven flame flash-
back near the quenching limit.

�e� CIVB driven flame flashback in swirl burners is essen-
tially a two-dimensional phenomenon, which can be well
reproduced in two-dimensional URANS computations.

�f� The sudden occurrence of CIVB driven flame flashback
is governed by the spatial distribution of the turbulent
and chemical time scales in the core of the vortex flow.

Fig. 14 Sketch of the effects leading to Combustion Induced
Vortex Breakdown
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These conclusions point out that any condition changes, which
provide an upstream repositioning of the flame, can increase the
danger of CIVB driven flame flashback. To verify this important
implication the authors will carry out experiments as well as nu-
merical calculations on a new burner geometry prone to CIVB
flashback. This will confirm the geometry independence of the
shown results and clearify the significance of the swirl form and
level for burner stability �14�.

Nomenclature
D 
 mixing tube diameter, m
U 
 velocity vector, m/s
U 
 radial velocity, m/s
V 
 tangential velocity, m/s
W 
 axial velocity, m/s
c 
 reaction progress
p 
 pressure, Pa
r 
 radial coordinate, m
t 
 time, s

wind 
 induced axial velocity, m/s
z 
 axial coordinate, m

� 
 equivalence ratio
� 
 density, kg/m3

� 
 azimuthal vorticity, 1/s
	c 
 chemical time scale, s
	t 
 turbulent time scale, s
� 
 vorticity vector, 1/s
� 
 radial vorticity, 1/s
� 
 axial vorticity, 1/s
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Ignition of Lean Methane-Based
Fuel Blends at Gas Turbine
Pressures
Shock-tube experiments and chemical kinetics modeling were performed to further un-
derstand the ignition and oxidation kinetics of lean methane-based fuel blends at gas
turbine pressures. Such data are required because the likelihood of gas turbine engines
operating on CH4-based fuel blends with significant ��10% � amounts of hydrogen,
ethane, and other hydrocarbons is very high. Ignition delay times were obtained behind
reflected shock waves for fuel mixtures consisting of CH4, CH4/H2, CH4/C2H6, and
CH4/C3H8 in ratios ranging from 90/10% to 60/40%. Lean fuel/air equivalence ratios
��=0.5� were utilized, and the test pressures ranged from 0.54 to 30.0 atm. The test
temperatures were from 1090 K to 2001 K. Significant reductions in ignition delay time
were seen with the fuel blends relative to the CH4-only mixtures at all conditions. How-
ever, the temperature dependence (i.e., activation energy) of the ignition times was little
affected by the additives for the range of mixtures and temperatures of this study. In
general, the activation energy of ignition for all mixtures except the CH4/C3H8 one was
smaller at temperatures below approximately1300 K ��27 kcal/mol� than at tempera-
tures above this value ��41 kcal/mol�. A methane/hydrocarbon–oxidation chemical ki-
netics mechanism developed in a recent study was able to reproduce the high-pressure,
fuel-lean data for the fuel/air mixtures. The results herein extend the ignition delay time
database for lean methane blends to higher pressures �30 atm� and lower temperatures
�1100 K� than considered previously and represent a major step toward understanding
the oxidation chemistry of such mixtures at gas turbine pressures. Extrapolation of the
results to gas turbine premixer conditions at temperatures less than 800 K should be
avoided however because the temperature dependence of the ignition time may change
dramatically from that obtained herein. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2720543�

Introduction
For several years now, natural gas has been widely used as a

fuel for stationary power generation gas turbine engines �1�. Al-
though composed primarily of methane, natural gases can contain
from a few percent up to as much as 18% of other gases, depend-
ing on the international source �2�. These natural gas impurities
are usually higher-order hydrocarbons such as ethane and pro-
pane. Composition variations in native and foreign natural gases
can cause changes in the combustion chemistry, emissions forma-
tion, and stability, among other concerns �3–5�.

However, in the near future, power generation gas turbines may
be required to burn ever more exotic gaseous fuel blends in addi-
tion to indigenous natural gas. Typical fuel blends can include
potentially high concentrations ��10% � of hydrogen and even
larger concentrations of hydrocarbons than what are common in
natural gases. In addition to changes in the heating value of the
fuel blends, significant changes in the ignition chemistry occur
when gases such as H2 and C2H6 are added to methane. Accord-
ing to previous studies, even a few percent of higher-order hydro-
carbons can greatly accelerate the ignition process of a methane-
based fuel �2�. Even larger changes in the combustion chemistry
may then occur if the methane-based fuel were to contain signifi-
cant levels of hydrogen or hydrocarbons. Such chemical effects
can have dramatic impacts on existing gas turbine combustors
designed to operate on natural gases typical of those found, for

example, in the United States. These concerns are complicated by
the fact that few data exist on the fundamental effects of fuel
composition variation at the fuel/air mixture ratios, temperatures,
and pressures of interest to the designers of power generation gas
turbines.

Ignition delay time is a fundamental parameter often used to
provide chemical time scale information for the improvement of
chemical kinetics models. In a gas turbine application, the term
“autoignition” refers to a problem specific to engines employing
premixed combustion wherein the mixture might “autoignite”
prior to reaching the main burner. The term “ignition” in the
present paper refers to the more general kinetic definition and is
therefore not limited to the relatively low temperatures seen in the
premixer region of gas turbines ��800 K, typically�. Ignition de-
lay time measurements at relatively higher temperatures
��1100 K� are nonetheless useful for gas turbines because they
are used for the improvement of chemical kinetics mechanisms
that can be used for all regimes, and the kinetics at the higher
temperatures of the main burner may be of importance to flame
speed predictions, dynamics, and emissions predictions.

With these issues and concerns in mind, the authors are con-
ducting a research program to study ignition delay times and re-
lated chemical kinetics over a wide range of fuel composition,
mixture stoichiometry, temperature, and pressure. The present pa-
per concentrates on fuel blends and conditions of most concern to
the present generation of gas turbines, namely undiluted fuel-lean
mixtures ��=0.5� at pressures up to 25 atm for fuel blends that
contain mostly methane ��60% �. Gases blended with methane in
the present study include hydrogen, ethane, and propane. Pre-
sented first is a background review of the existing literature on
ignition-delay time measurements and the chemical kinetics of
methane-based fuel blends, followed by details on the current
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shock-tube experiments. The results of the experiments for each
additive are then summarized, and the methane-only results are
compared to an improved methane oxidation chemical kinetics
model designed for the higher-pressure, fuel-lean conditions of
this study.

Background
As summarized by Spadaccini and Colket �2�, methane ignition

and oxidation have been the subjects of many shock-tube investi-
gations. The strong interest in methane is because of its practical
significance as a fuel and because methane’s oxidation chemistry
is important in the combustion of all other hydrocarbons. While
the chemical kinetics of CH4 ignition are considered well known
at high temperatures ��1300 K� and pressures near or below
1 atm, the kinetics of CH4 ignition at pressures greater than atmo-
spheric, lower temperatures, and lower dilution levels are much
less known. Some high-pressure shock-tube methane ignition data
are available from the studies of Tsuboi and Wagner �3–300 atm�
�6�, Petersen et al. �1–480 atm� �7,8�, and more recently by
Zhukov et al. �9� and Huang et al. �16–40 atm� �10�.

Petersen and co-workers �7� presented a correlation of methane
ignition delay times over the wide range of pressures in their
experiments

�ign = 4.05 � 10−15�CH4�0.33�O2�−1.05 exp�51.8/RT� �1�

where the ignition delay time ��ign� is in seconds; the activation
energy �E� is 51.8 kcal/mol; R is the universal gas constant; T is
the temperature in K; and the concentrations are given in
mol/cm3. The correlation in Eq. �1� is valid for T
=1400–2050 K, �=0.5–2.0, and concentrations up to �CH4�
=3.6�10−5 mol/cm3; �O2�=3.6�10−5 mol/cm3; and �M�=3.6
�10−3 mol/cm3; the overall pressure dependence is P−0.72.

Some shock-tube ignition data are available for methane mixed
with other species, driven mainly by the importance of minor
components in natural gas combustion. Cheng and Oppenheim
�11� performed a study exploring combinations of H2 and CH4.
They looked at a wide range of CH4/H2 blends and stoichiometry,
with the % H2 varying from 0% to 100%. For all cases, the argon
dilution was 90% by volume, and the pressure ranged from 1 atm
to 3 atm. Lifshitz et al. �12� looked at the effect of small levels of
hydrogen addition on methane ignition. Krishnan et al. �13� con-
ducted a study of CH4 ignition when combined with the next
smallest hydrocarbon fuel, acetylene. They tested mixtures rang-
ing from 100% CH4 to 100% C2H2 for equivalence ratios ��� of
0.5, 1.0, and 2.0; with Ar dilutions near 90%; and pressures from
1 atm to 4 atm.

Because of the importance of ethane and other alkanes as trace
species in natural gas, a few shock-tube studies have been per-
formed to examine CH4/alkane ignition �14–16�. Crossley et al.
�14� tested small levels of C2H6, C3H8, C4H10, and C5H12 addi-
tives to a base stoichiometric concentration of 3.5% CH4 and 7%
O2 in Ar. Their reflected-shock pressures ranged from 6 atm to
10 atm. Similarly, Eubank et al. �15� and Zellner et al. �16� stud-
ied small additions of ethane, propane, and butane to stoichio-
metric methane oxidation, but for relatively dilute mixtures �96–
99% Ar� at about 4 atm. Frenklach and Bornside �17�
concentrated on additions of 0.19–1.9% propane to a mixture of
9.5% CH4/19.0%O2/Ar, and Higgin and Williams �18� examined
the effect of n-butane on the lean ignition of CH4–O2–Ar mix-
tures. In addition to H2, Lifshitz et al. �12� also looked at the
effect of small levels of C3H8 on methane ignition.

Spadaccini and Colket in their comprehensive article �2� pro-
posed a correlation of their own ignition delay time data for meth-
ane blends with small levels of hydrocarbons that generalizes all
additives by one concentration term, �HC�

�ign = 1.77 � 10−14�CH4�0.66�O2�−1.05�HC�−0.39 exp�37.1/RT�
�2�

The hydrocarbons tested included ethane, propane, and n-butane.
As expected, increasing hydrocarbon concentration leads to de-
creased �ign. The overall pressure dependence is P−0.78, and the
correlation is valid for temperatures between 1300 and 2000 K,
pressures from 3 atm to 15 atm, and �=0.43–1.25.

Nonshock-tube studies of methane ignition in mixtures with H2
and other hydrocarbons have also been performed. For example,
Griffiths et al. �19� measured autoignition temperatures of
CH4/C2H6 and CH4/n-C4H10 mixtures in a spherical reaction
vessel at atmospheric pressures, and Naber et al. �20� studied au-
toignition for various natural gas blends in a constant-volume re-
action vessel. Methane-based mixture variations were explored in
more practical settings by Jones and Leng �21� in a natural gas-
fired pulsed combustor and by Flores et al. �4,5� in a model gas
turbine combustor.

All of these studies demonstrated the accelerating effects of
hydrogen and higher-order hydrocarbons on methane ignition.
However, the focus of most of them was on stoichiometric meth-
ane oxidation; they were highly diluted; they were at pressures
less than 10 atm; and, relatively small levels of additive were
tested in most cases, corresponding to the levels seen in common
natural gas blends. Nonetheless, no shock-tube data are available
that cover simultaneously the pressures, stoichiometry, and wide
ranges of additive/methane ratio of interest to the present study.

Many studies have also been performed on the chemical kinet-
ics modeling of methane ignition and oxidation, but the key reac-
tions and overall mechanisms have been validated mostly at
higher temperatures and lower pressures. A good example of the
state-of-the-art in CH4 oxidation modeling is the latest mechanism
from the Gas Research Institute �GRI�, GRI-Mech 3.0 �22�. Some
methane oxidation models have been applied to available high-
pressure CH4 ignition data, including those of Li and Williams
�23�, Petersen et al. �24�, and Huang et al. �10�. The latter two are
based on the core GRI mechanism.

Modeling the addition of higher-order hydrocarbons to methane
combustion requires the addition of reactions that have been vali-
dated for the kinetics of the particular hydrocarbon�s�. The first
attempt to model the ignition chemistry of methane/ethane mix-
tures was the landmark study by Westbrook �25�. His model was
validated against the entire range of available ignition data from
pure methane to pure ethane. Westbrook and Pitz �26� later con-
sidered the effects of propane addition using an improved model.
A reduced kinetics mechanism based on the ignition of CH4/C2H6
blends was developed by Gardiner et al. �27�, and modeling to
support constant-volume autoignition experiments was performed
by Griffiths et al. �19� and Naber et al. �20�. More recently, Khalil
and Karim �28� assembled a kinetics model to look at the effects
of natural gas variation on ignition in diesel engines.

Many models for higher-order hydrocarbons exist in the litera-
ture, and all of these models have subsets for methane oxidation.
However, not all such models were tested against the conditions
and mixtures of interest herein, so applying them to situations
outside of where they were optimized should be done with cau-
tion. The approach herein was to utilize a mechanism from a
recent study and apply it to the experimental data to help elucidate
further insight and to determine the validity of the model for the
ignition delay times.

Experiment
A helium-driven shock tube with a 16.2-cm-diameter, 10.7-m-

long driven section was employed in the ignition experiments.
The shock-tube facility and techniques used to measure ignition
delay times are discussed in more detail elsewhere �29,30� and
will be briefly reviewed here. All experiments were performed
behind reflected shock waves, and ignition times were monitored
from an endwall location. The delay times were inferred from a
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PCB 134A pressure transducer and a photomultiplier tube
�Hamamatsu 1P21� detector monitoring CH* chemiluminescence
through a 430 mm±5 nm bandpass filter. Pressure and CH* emis-
sion were also measured from a sidewall window port, but since
the sidewall measurements for the undiluted fuel/air mixtures
herein are prone to gas dynamic effects, the sidewall data were not
used to determine �ign �8�. A combination of lexan and Al dia-
phragms was employed to achieve reflected-shock pressures from
0.5 atm to 30 atm. Ultimate pressures before each experiment
were approximately 1�10−5 Torr. As shown in Petersen et al.
�30�, the uncertainty in the test temperature when the temperature
is obtained by measuring the speed of incident wave in the au-
thors’ facility is less than 15 K for the conditions herein.

Seven different mixtures were studied. Each of the mixtures
was at a fuel-lean, fuel-to-air equivalence ratio of or near 0.5, and
three different gaseous species were mixed individually with the
methane/air mixtures: hydrogen, ethane, and propane. Table 1
summarizes the mixture compositions. Two levels of additive for
each CH4/additive blend were chosen to cover a general range of
conditions rather than to target certain mixtures expected in the
field. The equivalence ratios were based on the total carbon and
hydrogen content of the fuel blends rather than just on the base
methane since the non-CH4 species percentage was in all cases
10% or more of the blend. The gas purities were as follows: ul-
trahigh purity O2 �99.9995%�, ultrahigh purity nitrogen
�99.9995%�, research grade CH4, H2, and C2H6, and 99.98%
C3H8. Uncertainties in the mixture compositions listed in Table 1
are less than 1% of each minor constituent and less than 0.2% for
the nitrogen.

Figure 1 provides typical CH* emission and pressure time his-
tories for two different pressure extremes: Fig. 1�a� presents data
from a lower-pressure test with a reflected-shock pressure of
0.92 atm, and Fig. 1�b� presents data from a higher-pressure test
with a pressure of 23.8 atm. For both pressure extremes, ignition
is marked by the rapid increase in the CH* signal. Since CH*

chemiluminescence has been shown to be a good marker of igni-
tion in shock-tube studies of hydrocarbon oxidation �31�, �ign is
defined herein as the sudden rise in CH*, as shown in Figs. 1�a�
and 1�b�. Provided in Table 2 is a summary of all ignition data
from this study. The maximum uncertainty in �ign is 10% of the
stated values. Because the CH* formation and corresponding pres-
sure rise are nearly step functions at the time of ignition for the
undiluted mixtures herein, endwall emission and endwall pressure
measurement yield identical results for ignition delay time, as
seen in Fig. 1�b�. Any integration of the light signal from the
endwall port due to reaction at different locations in the tube does
not affect the determination of ignition for such exothermic mix-
tures. The following four sections present and discuss the data,
grouped by additive species.

Methane Mixtures
Methane-only fuels at two different CH4/O2/N2 ratios, both

with fuel-lean equivalence ratios near 0.5, were studied at pres-
sures between 0.54 atm and 23.8 atm and temperatures from
1243 K to 2001 K. These experiments were conducted to compare
the current experimental techniques and results with established

high-temperature methane ignition studies and to provide addi-
tional methane oxidation data at higher pressures and intermediate
temperatures.

Figure 2 presents the lower-pressure data corresponding to
Mixture 1. These data are compared to the master correlation of
Petersen et al. �7� presented above as Eq. �1�. The agreement
between the present data and the overall methane ignition corre-
lation covering a wide range of � and concentration is quite good.
The Mixture 1 data in Fig. 1 follow an activation energy trend of
41.5 kcal/mol. Table 3 summarizes the activation energies for
each mixture and for each temperature and pressure range as ap-
propriate.

The data in Fig. 2 span a pressure range of 0.54–0.92 atm but
are plotted as a line of constant pressure at the average pressure of
0.72 atm. Each �ign data point that is not at this average pressure is
plotted with a pressure adjustment to the average pressure using a
P−0.75 dependence. The same pressure dependence was used to
plot all the data in this study; the actual pressures for each data
point are listed in Table 2. This pressure dependence is based on

Table 1 Mixtures and compositions used in the present study

Mixture Blend XCH4 XH2 XC2H6 XC3H8 XO2 XN2

1 100% CH4
0.0525 — — — 0.2098 0.7377

2 100% CH4
0.0500 — — — 0.2000 0.7500

3 80/20% CH4/H2
0.0466 0.0117 — — 0.1978 0.7439

4 60/40% CH4/H2
0.0420 0.0280 — — 0.1950 0.7350

5 90/10% CH4/C2H6
0.0419 — 0.0047 — 0.2003 0.7531

6 70/30% CH4/C2H6
0.0288 — 0.0123 — 0.2015 0.7574

7 80/20% CH4/C3H8
0.0311 — — 0.0077 0.2020 0.7592

Fig. 1 Sample endwall pressure and CH* chemiluminescence
traces and definition of ignition delay time: „a… lower pressure
experiment; and „b… higher pressure experiment
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the average between the master correlation presented in Eq. �1�
�−0.72� and the methane/HC correlation in Eq. �2� �−0.78�.

Similar agreement is seen in Fig. 3 between the current Mixture
2 data at elevated pressures and the overall correlation of Eq. �1�.
Note however that Eq. �1� is only valid for temperatures greater
than 1400 K, so it is only plotted over that temperature range. At
lower temperatures, the slopes of the ignition delay time curves at
constant pressure get smaller due to the shift in kinetics that oc-
curs at lower temperatures and higher pressures. In the 19.4-atm
data, the activation energy at lower temperatures is 26.2 kcal/mol,
in contrast to the value of 40.1 kcal/mol for the higher-
temperature data.

Petersen et al. �8,24� observed comparable activation energies
at intermediate temperatures for a fuel-lean ��=0.4� mixture at
pressures from 44 atm to 161 atm. Their average value was
27.8 kcal/mol. The similarity between the activation energies at
the higher temperatures over a wide range of pressures �i.e., about
41 kcal/mol, Table 3� and between the E values at the lower
temperatures over a similar range of pressures �i.e., about
27 kcal/mol� indicates that the kinetics in the two temperature
regions are fairly independent of pressure �although the tempera-
ture at which transition between the two regions tends to occur
appears to be pressure dependent �24��. Of course, the transition in
activation energy is slightly more gradual than that implied in Fig.
2 �and in other figures herein� but is shown in that fashion for
presentation purposes to emphasize the shift in kinetics. Provided
in the “Kinetics Modeling” section are further details on the
chemical kinetics in the different temperature and pressure re-
gions.

Table 3 Ignition activation energies for each set of data

Mixture Blend
T

�K�
Pavg

�atm�
E

�kcal/mol�

1 100% CH4
1431–2001 0.7 41.5

2 100% CH4
1407–1625 10.8 44.4

2 100% CH4
1290–1407 10.8 36.1

2 100% CH4
1367–1659 19.9 40.1

2 100% CH4
1243–1367 19.9 26.2

3 80/20% CH4H2
1141–1553 21.1 41.4

4 60/40% CH4H2
1316–1409 23.3 45.1

4 60/40% CH4H2
1132–1228 23.3 31.1

5 90/10% CH4C2H6
1296–1532 22.4 42.1

5 90/10% CH4C2H6
1155–1296 22.4 25.4

6 70/30% CH4C2H6
1267–1437 22.0 40.2

6 70/30% CH4C2H6
1091–1267 22.0 28.9

7 80/20% CH4C3H8
1189–1615 12.2 41.9

Fig. 2 Ignition delay times for methane-only Mixture 1 at lower
pressure. Comparison is with the correlation of Petersen et al.
†7‡ „Eq. „1…… and correlation of current data.

Table 2 Ignition delay time data and experimental conditions

Mixture
T

�K�
P

�atm�
�ign

��s�

1 1431 0.92 2369
1451 0.80 1951

100% CH4
1526 0.74 978
1611 0.79 430
1673 0.73 284
1854 0.55 106
2001 0.54 56
1452 8.41 385

2 1290 10.3 1815
1312 10.8 1116

100% CH4
1361 10.8 818
1399 10.4 548
1407 10.6 569
1477 11.6 268
1535 10.9 145
1548 10.5 135
1625 11.1 69
1243 22.5 1318
1283 23.8 937
1289 22.4 814
1367 20.8 525
1416 20.0 271
1442 20.5 243
1460 19.8 215
1490 18.0 146
1533 19.0 101
1537 18.6 112
1606 16.7 64
1659 16.5 43

3 1141 25.1 1827
1251 23.8 684

80/20% CH4/H2
1305 21.7 416
1355 21.3 242
1383 20.2 185
1440 19.9 113
1459 19.0 96
1553 18.2 35

4 1132 25.0 1094
1170 25.3 582

60/40% CH4/H2
1201 25.0 437
1207 23.8 452
1228 23.7 378
1316 22.7 173
1345 21.6 80
1353 30.0 77
1392 20.5 69
1409 20.6 53

5 1155 24.9 1446
1181 25.2 1127

90/10% CH4/C2H6
1232 24.7 717
1281 23.3 588
1296 22.4 422
1330 21.7 276
1379 21.0 166
1399 21.5 142
1429 20.0 113
1532 19.4 40

6 1091 24.5 1164
1187 25.6 493

70/30% CH4/C2H6
1195 22.8 378
1244 24.1 245
1267 22.0 197
1327 21.5 130
1359 19.9 87
1402 18.5 53
1437 18.8 35

7 1189 11.1 1323
1222 11.3 941

80/20% CH4/C3H8
1353 11.1 183
1447 13.8 54
1497 13.2 34
1531 12.8 25
1615 11.8 12
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Methane–Hydrogen Mixtures
Two CH4/H2 blends were studied, with ratios of 80/20 and

60/40 �Table 1�. Both mixtures had fuel/air equivalence ratios of
0.5. The shock-tube data cover a range of pressures near 21 atm
�i.e., 18.2–25.1 atm� and temperatures from 1141 K to 1553 K.
These data are shown in Fig. 4 in a plot of �ign versus 1/T. Also
shown in Fig. 4 are the results from the methane-only experiments
for a similar pressure range, shown in the form of correlation lines
�Mixture 2, 19.4 atm�.

Two observations are most notable in the hydrogen blends. The
first observation is that the addition of H2 reduced the ignition
delay time significantly when compared to the methane-only fuel.
For example, the 20% H2 addition decreased reaction times by a
factor of 3, and the 40% addition by nearly a factor of 10. This is
not unexpected, however, and the effect increases with increasing
level of H2 in the fuel blend �11�. The second observation is that
the hydrogen addition did not seem to shift the dominant kinetic
regimes for the range of mixtures studied thus far; that is, the
activation energies of the ignition delay time curves in Fig. 4
differ very little from the CH4-only mixture over comparable tem-
perature ranges �Table 3�. The E value at higher temperatures for
Mixture 3 is 41.4 kcal/mol as compared to �41 kcal/mol for
Mixtures 1 and 2. Similarly, at lower temperatures, Mixture 4 has
a 31.1-kcal/mol activation energy as compared to similar values
for Mixture 2 �26.2 kcal/mol� and from the literature
�27.8 kcal/mol� �8�.

Methane–Ethane Mixtures
Figure 5 summarizes the ignition delay time results for the

ethane blends. Two fuel-lean ��=0.5� mixtures were studied, one
with a CH4/C2H6 ratio of 90/10 and one with a ratio of 70/30
�Table 1�. A temperature range from 1091 K to 1532 K and pres-
sures from 18.5 to 25.6 were tested behind reflected shock waves.
Similar results were observed for the ethane mixtures as were seen
in the hydrogen blends: the addition of C2H6 decreased ignition
times but with similar activation energies as the CH4-only mix-
tures. As seen in Fig. 5, a 10% addition of ethane decreased �ign
by a factor of three, and a 30% addition decreased it by a factor of
ten over the range of conditions in this work. At higher tempera-
tures, the activation energy slopes were 42.1 kcal/mol and
40.2 kcal/mol for Mixtures 5 and 6, respectively �Table 3�. At
lower temperatures, the activation energies were found to be
25.4 kcal/mol and 28.9 kcal/mol, respectively.

Methane–Propane Mixtures
One methane fuel blend containing 20% propane �Mixture 7,

Table 1� was studied at an average pressure of 12.2 atm �Table 2�.
Ignition delay times were measured at reflected-shock tempera-
tures ranging from 1189 K to 1615 K. An Arrhenius plot of the
resulting ignition times is contained in Fig. 6. When compared to
the methane-only results at a similar pressure �10.8 atm�, the pro-
pane addition again speeds up the ignition process but with the
same temperature dependence.

The ignition activation energy of the Mixture 7 data is
41.9 kcal/mol, and the addition of 20% C3H8 resulted in a six

Fig. 3 Results for CH4-only Mixture 2 at two different average
pressures: 10.8 atm and 19.9 atm. Comparison is with correla-
tion of Petersen et al. †7‡ „Eq. „1…… and correlation of current
data.

Fig. 4 Ignition delay times for the methane/hydrogen blends in
comparison to the methane-only data at similar pressures

Fig. 5 Ignition delay times for the methane/ethane blends in
comparison to the methane-only data at similar pressures

Fig. 6 Measured ignition delay times for the methane/propane
blend in comparison to the methane-only data at similar
pressures
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times reduction in �ign at 12.2 atm over the range of temperatures
studied. Interestingly, no shift in temperature dependence was ob-
served for Mixture 7 at the pressures studied, even for tempera-
tures below 1200 K. The differences in hydrocarbon content and
their effects on the chemical kinetics of methane blend ignition
can be further elucidated by the use of comprehensive chemical
kinetics modeling. The groundwork for such kinetics modeling for
the conditions of this study is presented in the following section.

Kinetics Modeling
While the data presented in this study constitute a fundamental

basis for understanding the high-pressure ignition of CH4/Air
mixtures at intermediate-to-high temperatures, extension of these
results to various working conditions would be impractical, or
even impossible, were new experiments necessary for every new
application. To aid in the extrapolation of these data, and in the
understanding of the detailed combustion chemistry, a kinetics
mechanism that suitably predicts the ignition delay times of the
methane–air mixtures at the conditions of interest is needed. Cur-
ran and co-workers have recently developed just such a model as
presented in detail by Petersen et al. �32�.

The comprehensive kinetics mechanism contains 663 reversible
reactions and 116 species and has been shown to accurately re-
produce shock-tube ignition data at elevated pressures for
methane/hydrocarbon mixtures �in fact, the mechanism is based in
part on the data presented herein when they were originally pre-
sented in the conference version of this paper�. Ignition delay
times were determined from the mechanism using CHEMKIN
�33� and the same definition of ignition described above for the
experimental pressure traces, assuming a constant-volume com-
bustion process. For the gas turbine operating conditions consid-
ered herein, i.e., fuel-lean and 20–30 atm, a large portion of the
methyl oxidation occurs through methoxy and methyl–peroxy
channels as follows.

CH3 + O2 � CH3O2

CH3O + CH3 � CH4 + CH2O

CH3O2 + CH3 � CH3O + CH3O

CH3O2 + HO2 � CH3O2H + O2

Other important reactions for the conditions and mixtures
herein include the ignition promoting reaction at lower tempera-
tures

OH + OH�+ M� � H2O2�+ M�
and the ignition-suppressing reactions

CH3 + CH3�+ M� � C2H6�+ M�

H + O2 + N2 � HO2 + N2

Figure 7 shows the relative significance of the most influential
reactions at the conditions studied in terms of ignition-time sensi-
tivities for the methane-only mixture 2 at a pressure of 20 atm and
two representative temperatures, 1290 K and 1490 K. The sensi-
tivity of �ign to each rate coefficient was defined as S=−�� /�ki so
that a positive sensitivity indicates a faster ignition �lower �ign�
with increasing ki. Reactions shown are those with the largest
sensitivity coefficients and from certain third-body pressure-
dependent reactions included in the mechanism �32�. As shown,
the sensitivity of �ign to the methyl recombination reaction rivals
or even exceeds its sensitivity to the classic chain branching reac-
tion

H + O2 � OH + O

Although this reaction was found by Petersen et al. �24� to be
less significant in fuel-rich methane mixtures at elevated pres-

sures, the excess oxygen available in the present experiments con-
sumes a large portion of the H atoms available in the radical pool
and is a primary ignition promoter.

As seen in Fig. 8�a�, the model agrees quite well with the
methane-only ignition data from Mixture 2. Also shown for com-

Fig. 7 Ignition–time sensitivity spectra for two target condi-
tions. Reactions shown are those with the largest sensitivity
coefficients of the current model †32‡: for Mixture 2 „CH4/Air,
�=0.5…. Sensitivity to the H+O2 chain branching step is shown
for comparison.

Fig. 8 Numerical simulations for fuel-lean, pure-CH4/air mix-
tures at elevated pressure. Models include GRI-Mech 3.0 †22‡,
RAMEC †24‡, and that adopted by the current study †32‡: „a…
Mixture 2, CH4/Air, �=0.5, 19.9 atm; and „b… Mixture 1 from Pe-
tersen et al. †8‡, CH4/O2/Ar, �=0.4, 50 atm.
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parison are the predictions of GRI-Mech 3.0 and RAMEC �24� for
the same data. As expected, GRI-Mech 3.0 does not capture the
higher-pressure ignition trends since it was designed using mostly
lower-pressure data. At the even higher-pressure, fuel-lean condi-
tions of Petersen et al. �8�, i.e., 50 atm, the current model per-
forms favorably, as shown in Fig. 8�b�.

Presented in Figs. 9 and 10 are the results of the model when
applied to the ignition conditions of the CH4/H2 and CH4/C2H6
blends, respectively. For both the hydrogen and ethane additives,
the model predicts well the reduction in ignition delay time with
the volumetric percentage of each additive. Note that the model
also produces similar ignition delay time slopes between the two
levels of additive, as observed in the data for the conditions herein
but underestimates the ignition delay time slightly, particularly at
the higher temperatures. Finally, Fig. 11 shows that the model also
performs well in the region where GRI-Mech 3.0 is known to
work best, that is lower pressures and higher temperatures. Both
the current model and GRI-Mech 3.0 perform similarly when
compared to the 0.72-atm CH4-only data for Mixture 1.

Discussion
When comparing the ignition delay time results from the vari-

ous mixtures, the ability of the nonmethane species to accelerate
the ignition process increases not only with increasing levels of a
particular species, but also with increasing levels of hydrocarbons
in general. For example, there was a factor-of-three decrease in
�ign for a 20% H2 addition �Fig. 4�, but a similar decrease was
seen with only a 10% C2H6 addition �Fig. 5� at pressures near
20 atm. A 20% propane addition led to a factor-of-six decrease in
�ign at a pressure near 10 atm �Fig. 6�. Other investigators ob-
served similar trends with modest additive levels ��10% additive�

�2,14–16�. One would expect that in the limit of a methane/ethane
�or other additive� blend, for example, the extreme values for
ignition time would be situated between the pure CH4 and the
pure C2H6 �or other HC� cases. The effects would be further com-
plicated if several hydrocarbon species were present simulta-
neously.

Although the experiments covered significant levels of addi-
tives in the methane-based fuel blends, the activation energy
trends observed in Figs. 4–6 indicate that the radical production
channels of all the mixtures are most likely still dominated by the
methane chemistry. The acceleration of the CH4 ignition process
with small-to-moderate levels of additional fuel species points to
the fact that the other fuels are merely supplying extra radicals to
the preignition radical pool; the dominant radicals and their for-
mation pathways are otherwise the same as for pure methane oxi-
dation. Upon addition of even greater volumetric percentages of
non-CH4 fuels, the chemistry at some point would shift to that of
the other fuel. For example, the higher-temperature activation en-
ergy of ethane ignition is lower than that of methane, i.e.,
28 kcal/mol for C2H6 �34� versus 41 kcal/mol for CH4 �Table 3�
at �=0.5, so a reduction in E for fuel-blend ignition would be
expected with levels of C2H6 greater than those studied herein.
Elucidation of such effects is important to understanding the igni-
tion chemistry of fuel blends and requires further study.

Deeper insight into each of these issues can be gained from the
chemical kinetics modeling. Covering the range from 100% CH4
to 100% other hydrocarbon�s� requires kinetics data and corre-
sponding reaction mechanisms and submechanisms for methane
as well as for each of the other hydrocarbons. The present paper
shows that the model of Curran et al. �32� performs well for the
mixtures and conditions herein and can form a useful start for
more detailed analysis of the effects of higher-order hydrocarbons
and hydrogen on the ignition of methane-based fuels. Problems
such as autoignition in premixed systems require accurate data
and kinetics mechanisms for temperatures as low as 700 K at gas
turbine pressures �1�. It should be noted that the ignition data and
kinetics modeling trends presented above should not be extrapo-
lated to the much lower temperatures of interest to the specific
problem of “autoignition” in premixed systems ��800 K�. The
temperature dependence of the ignition delay time at temperatures
less than about 1100 K is expected to change dramatically relative
to what it is for the intermediate temperatures of this study, lead-
ing to overprediction of the ignition time at compressor discharge
temperatures.

The experiments and modeling extend the database of methane-
based oxidation beyond previous studies, which focused primarily
on either methane-only mixtures or on lower-pressure natural gas

Fig. 9 Comparison between model †32‡ and experiment for
mixtures of methane and hydrogen in air „Mixtures 3 and 4…

Fig. 10 Comparison between model †32‡ and experiment for
mixtures of methane and ethane in air „Mixtures 5 and 6…

Fig. 11 Model and experiment at low-pressure, high-
temperature conditions. As expected, both the model adopted
herein †32‡ and GRI-Mech 3.0 agree favorably with the data and
each other at conditions where the latter model was
formulated.
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mixtures with relatively small levels of other hydrocarbons. The
present study focused on higher-pressure, fuel-lean mixtures with
additive levels as high as 40% of the fuel blend. However, a
thorough study of the ignition behavior and the development of
appropriate chemical kinetics mechanisms for every possible
combination of CH4 with H2, C2H6, C3H8, and other hydrocar-
bons requires an even broader range of mixtures and conditions.
Ignition experiments covering the range of 100% methane to
100% additive, stoichiometry from fuel lean to fuel rich, combi-
nations of multiple additives, pressures from subatmospheric to
30+ atm, and temperatures below 1100 K are required. To cover
such a broad array of parameters, an optimization approach has
been developed by the authors �35–37�. The resulting matrices of
mixtures and conditions build upon the experimental database and
theoretical foundation developed herein.

Conclusions
Over 50 experiments on the ignition of methane-based fuel

blends at gas turbine conditions were conducted behind reflected
shock waves. Seven different fuel-lean fuel/air mixtures were in-
vestigated: two CH4-only blends, two CH4/H2 blends �80/20 and
60/40�, two CH4/C2H6 blends �90/10 and 70/30�, and one
CH4/C3H8 blend �80/20�. Ignition was deduced from endwall
pressure measurements and CH* chemiluminescence measure-
ments taken from an optical port located in the shock-tube end-
wall. The temperatures in the experiments ranged from 1090 K to
2001 K, and pressures from 0.54 atm up to 25.3 atm were cov-
ered, with emphasis on pressures in the 19–25 atm range.

Each of the mixtures produced ignition delay time data with
activation energies that were well correlated. In general, the igni-
tion delay times decreased with increasing volumetric percentage
of additive and carbon–atom content, but no significant changes in
the activation energies were observed when compared to the
methane-only results. A chemical kinetics model presented in a
separate study was compared to the data and was seen to capture
the ignition trends of the data both in absolute magnitude and in
the effect of increasing levels of hydrogen and hydrocarbons.
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Nonlinear Breakup Model for a
Liquid Sheet Emanating From a
Pressure-Swirl Atomizer
Predictions of breakup length of a liquid sheet emanating from a pressure-swirl (simplex)
fuel atomizer have been carried out by computationally modeling the two-phase flow in
the atomizer coupled with a nonlinear analysis of instability of the liquid sheet. The
volume-of-fluid (VOF) method has been employed to study the flow field inside the
pressure-swirl atomizer. A nonlinear instability model has been developed using a per-
turbation expansion technique with the initial amplitude of the disturbance as the per-
turbation parameter to determine the sheet instability and breakup. The results for sheet
thickness and velocities from the internal flow solutions are used as input in the nonlinear
instability model. Computational results for internal flow are validated by comparing film
thickness at exit, spray angle, and discharge coefficient with available experimental data.
The predictions of breakup length show a good agreement with semiempirical correla-
tions and available experimental measurements. The effect of elevated ambient pressure
on the atomizer internal flow field and sheet breakup is investigated. A decrease in air
core diameter is obtained at higher ambient pressure due to increased liquid-air momen-
tum transport. Shorter breakup lengths are obtained at elevated air pressure. The coupled
internal flow simulation and sheet instability analysis provides a comprehensive ap-
proach to modeling sheet breakup from a pressure-swirl atomizer.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2747263�

Keywords: sheet breakup, atomization, computational modeling

Introduction
Pressure-swirl atomizers or simplex atomizers are used for liq-

uid fuel injection in a variety of combustion systems including
aircraft engines, marine engines, land-based gas turbine combus-
tors as well as industrial oil fired furnaces. Also, pressure swirl
atomizers are being considered for direct injection spark ignition
engines or gasoline direct injection engines. Pressure swirl atom-
izers are easy to manufacture even in small sizes, provide good
atomization quality, and have low clogging tendencies �1�. Figure
1 shows a schematic of simplex atomizer geometry. In a simplex
atomizer, the fuel is forced under high pressure to enter a swirl
chamber through tangential inlet slots. As a result of the swirling
motion �centrifugal forces� within the swirl chamber, the pressure
decreases towards the center axis. Due to the lower pressure near
the center axis, an air-core is formed along the centerline. Once
the liquid sheet exits the atomizer and moves away from the at-
omizer, waves are formed at the inner and the outer surface of the
sheet and the sheet becomes unstable. The difference between the
velocity of the sheet and the surrounding air or gas causes aero-
dynamic forces that amplify the waves on the sheet. The waves
grow until they reach critical amplitude and cause sheet breakup.
The internal flow characteristics in pressure-swirl atomizers are
important, because they govern the characteristics of the sheet
formed at the discharge orifice including the axial, tangential, and
radial velocity, and the sheet thickness.

To reduce emissions, it is critical to design fuel atomizers that
can produce sprays with predetermined droplet size distribution at
the desired combustor locations to enhance the mixing process
between the fuel and the air. It is well-known that the character-
istics of the liquid sheet emanating from the atomizer depend on

the atomizer geometry and the inlet flow conditions �1–5�. As
such, a comprehensive approach to modeling of atomization from
a pressure-swirl atomizer must include determination of the flow
field inside the atomizer, evaluation of the characteristics of the
liquid sheet exiting from the atomizer, and modeling of the sheet
instability and breakup. Earlier studies that follow such compre-
hensive approaches have relied on a linear analysis of sheet sta-
bility �6–8�. Cousin et al. �6� have used a simplified model for the
internal flow by treating it as single phase and have not taken the
air core into account. Liao et al. �7� have presented a comprehen-
sive model to predict the performance of a simplex atomizer. They
have predicted the internal flow and properties of the liquid sheet
emanating from the atomizer with the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-
Eulerian �ALE� method, followed by a linear instability analysis
to determine the mean drop diameter resulting from sheet
breakup. Using experimental data for breakup length, their predic-
tions of mean drop diameter agree reasonably well with experi-
mental data for large scale prototype atomizer. Ibrahim et al. �8�
have investigated the effect of liquid swirl velocity profile on
mean droplet diameter predictions for simplex atomizers. Their
mean drop size predictions match well with experimental mea-
surements. Once again, they have used known values of breakup
length from experimental measurements in their model to predict
mean droplet diameter. The linear stability theory used in these
studies can predict the onset of instability but is unable to predict
the sheet deformation to breakup due to the underlying assump-
tion of infinitesimal perturbation magnitude. Therefore to predict
the performance of a simplex atomizer, a nonlinear model is
needed that can determine the annular sheet evolution to breakup
and provide the sheet breakup length.

In this paper, we have computationally determined the pressure-
swirl atomizer internal flow field using the volume-of-fluid �VOF�
method. A nonlinear instability model is then developed to deter-
mine the sheet instability and the breakup length. The results for
sheet thickness and velocities from the internal flow solution are
used as input in our nonlinear instability model to determine the
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breakup length. For fuel injection systems used in gas turbine
combustors, the liquid fuel is atomized in an elevated pressure
environment. However, most of the reported experimental work
on atomizer internal flow and sheet breakup has been at atmo-
spheric pressure. We have used the coupled model of internal
flow/external sheet breakup to study the effect of elevated pres-
sure.

We first consider the computational modeling of the internal
flow field.

Internal Flow Field. A number of computational investigations
of the flow field inside pressure swirl atomizers are available. Yule
and Chinn �9� have performed computations for the liquid phase
in the atomizer. The boundary between the liquid and the air-core
is modeled with a free-surface routine, which adjusts the grid until
the static pressure at the boundary is equal to atmospheric pres-
sure. The two-phase flow in the atomizer has been modeled using
the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian �ALE� method by Xue et al.
�4�, Sakman et al. �5�, Jeng et al. �10�, and Xue et al. �11�; and the
volume-of-fluid �VOF� method by Hansen et al. �12�, Hansen and
Madsen �13�, Dash et al. �14�, and Ibrahim et al. �15�, among
others. These studies show that the ALE and the VOF methods
can be used to simulate the two phase flow in the pressure-swirl
atomizer and determine the properties of the liquid sheet exiting
from the atomizer. These computational studies have confirmed
the significant effect of atomizer geometry on the sheet character-
istics as shown earlier by the simplified inviscid flow analysis of
Giffen and Muraszew �16� and experimental investigations of
Rizk and Lefebvre �2,3�. The most important geometric parameter
was shown to be the atomizer constant, which is defined as the
ratio of inlet slot area to the product of swirl chamber diameter
and the exit orifice diameter. A decrease in the atomizer constant
increases the cone angle and reduces the film thickness and the
discharge coefficient. The effect of other geometric parameters of
the atomizer including the ratio of the exit orifice diameter to the
swirl chamber diameter, the length to diameter ratio of the swirl
chamber, and that of the exit orifice have been studied under con-
stant volume flow rate condition �4� and under constant pressure
drop across the atomizer �11�. Furthermore, Xue et al. �5� have
documented the effects of the inlet slot angle, the swirl chamber
convergence angle, and the trumpet length and angle on the liquid
sheet. Gavaises et al. �17� have shown that accurate estimation of
the atomizer flow exit conditions plays a dominant role in the
prediction of sprays injected from pressure swirl atomizers.

Nonlinear Instability. It is well known that the growth of dis-
turbances on liquid sheet lead to sheet instability and breakup.
Linear analyses are available in literature that cover a wide range

of configurations viz., viscous or inviscid annular sheets with or
without swirl and with or without surrounding viscous or inviscid
gas flows at equal or different velocities. A comprehensive review
of linear instability theories for liquid sheets and jets is given by
Lefebvre �1� and more recently by Lin �18�. A drawback of the
linear theory is that the underlying assumption of small distur-
bance amplitude limits applicability of the linear theory to the
initial short time interval. The linear theory can predict the onset
of instability but is unable to accurately predict the sheet defor-
mation to breakup �19�.

Only a few nonlinear analyses of thin annular liquid sheet
breakup have been reported �20–23�. Lee and Wang �20,21� de-
veloped a model for the dynamic formation of spherical shells
from an annular inviscid membrane issuing from a nozzle and
treated the liquid layer as a membrane moving under the influence
of its own inertia, surface tension, and gaseous hydrostatic pres-
sure difference between its two sides. They have assumed that the
liquid layer has zero thickness with no structure �internal flow� but
with finite inertia which is subjected to change due to stretching
and relaxing of the sheet during motion. Panchagnula et al. �22�
developed a nonlinear model of annular liquid sheet using ap-
proximate one dimensional equation derived by thin sheet ap-
proximations. They neglected the aerodynamic effects of the gas
phase inside and outside the liquid sheet. Mehring and Sirignano
�23,24� developed nonlinear models of axisymmetric thin inviscid
infinite �periodically disturbed� and semi-infinite �locally forced�
annular liquid sheets in a surrounding void with nonzero gas core
pressure at zero gravity by employing a reduced dimension ap-
proach �long-wavelength approximation�. In the present paper, a
nonlinear stability analysis has been carried out for annular liquid
fuel sheet subjected to unequal inner and outer gas velocities by a
perturbation expansion technique with the initial amplitude of the
disturbance as the perturbation parameter. The liquid sheet moves
at a uniform axial velocity and is subjected to inner and outer gas
streams of differing axial velocities.

Mathematical Formulation

Numerical Solution Procedure. Numerical simulations of the
two-phase flow field in pressure swirl atomizer are obtained by
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with the VOF
equation �25� implemented in the commercially available CFD
code Fluent-6.2 �26� with a surface tracking technique on a fixed
Eulerian structured mesh. In the VOF model, a single set of mo-
mentum equations is shared by the fluids, and the volume fraction
of each of the fluids in each computational cell is tracked through-
out the domain. In this method, the volume fraction of the first
fluid in the cell is denoted as �=1 for a cell containing only the
first fluid, �=0 for a cell with only the second fluid, and 0��
�1 when a cell contains the interface between the first and second
fluid. The turbulent stresses in the momentum equation are mod-
eled by the Reynolds Stress Model �RSM� �27�. This model has
been recommended for swirling flows where nonisotropic turbu-
lent effects dominate. Earlier studies on the computational simu-
lation of flow in a pressure-swirl atomizer �Hansen et al. �12� and
Hansen and Madsen �13�� have shown that the k-epsilon model
overpredicts viscosities in this flow and is not be able to provide
accurate solutions. It was found that Reynolds Stress Model was
able to capture the flow field which agreed with experimental
measurements �28�. Wall functions are used at all solid walls. This
model requires the resolution of five transport equations for tur-
bulent properties. The face fluxes for the VOF model are calcu-
lated using the geometric reconstruction scheme available in FLU-
ENT 6.2 �26�. The continuum surface force �CSF� proposed by
Brackbill et al. �29� is used for the surface tension model. A seg-
regated solver algorithm was used for all cases, where the govern-
ing equations are solved sequentially. The discretization scheme
used for pressure was PRESTO �Pressure Staggering Option�. The
SIMPLE method for the pressure-velocity coupling and second
order upwind schemes were used for the momentum equations.

Fig. 1 A schematic of pressure swirl atomizer
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Nonlinear Instability Analysis. A two-dimensional annular
liquid sheet of constant thickness h is considered as shown in Fig.
2. The annular liquid sheet moves at a uniform axial velocity UL
and is subjected to an inner gas stream moving with a uniform
velocity U1 and an outer gas stream moving with a uniform ve-
locity U2. The densities of the liquid, the inner and outer gas
phases are �L, �i, and �o, respectively. To maintain an annular
shape of the liquid surface, a constraint on the mean pressure of
the inner and outer air streams must be imposed as Pi− Po

=��Ra
−1+Rb

−1�. The effect of gravity is neglected because the
Froude number �defined as the ratio of liquid inertia to gravity� is
typically very large for practical sprays. Both phases are assumed
to be inviscid and incompressible. In the present formulation, liq-
uid and gas flows are assumed to be initially irrotational. There-
fore, the entire flow field can be treated as potential flow �30�.
Liao et al. �31� have shown that the disturbance growth rate in-
creases with Reynolds number and is the same as the growth rate
of an inviscid annular sheet at high Reynolds number. Hence, for
the cases considered here, effect of viscosity on sheet instability
can be neglected. We note that the liquid viscosity has a signifi-
cant effect on the internal flow �where viscosity is taken into
account in our model� but has a small effect on the breakup pro-
cess �where it is neglected�. When the base flow, described above,
is perturbed by a small disturbance, the two liquid-gas interfaces
are displaced to new locations denoted by ra=a+�a and rb=b
+�b. All physical parameters are nondimensionalized such that
length, time, and density are scaled with sheet thickness h, the
convection time h /UL, and the liquid density �L. The dimension-
less surface deformation �a and �b and the velocity potential �
for the liquid and the gas phases must satisfy the following gov-
erning equations:

Mass conservation:

��L
2 = 0 ra � r � rb �1�

��i
2 = 0 0 � r � ra �2�

��o
2 = 0 rb � r �3�

The kinematic and the dynamic boundary conditions are specified
at the two interfaces. The normal velocity at the interface can be
related to the displacement of the interface. This is known as the
kinematic condition. The force balance in the normal direction at
the interface is known as the dynamic boundary condition. The
kinematic conditions are:

For liquid

�La,r − �a,t + �La,x�a,x = 0 at ra �4�

�Lb,r − �b,t + �Lb,x�b,x = 0 at rb �5�

Inner gas: �i,r − �a,t + �i,x�a,x = 0 at ra �6�

Outer gas: �o,r − �b,t + �o,x�a,x = 0 at rb �7�

The dynamics boundary conditions at the two interfaces are

1

2
−

1

2
giUi

2 + gi�i,t − �L,t +
1

2
gi � �i

2 −
1

2
� �L

2

=
− 1

WeL
�1 +

�a�
2

r2 + �ax
2 �−�3/2��1

r
�1 +

2�a�
2

r2 + �ax
2 �

−
1 + �ax

2

r2 �a�� − �1 +
�a�

2

r2 ��axx +
2�ax�a��ax�

r2 �
+

1

WeLa
at r = ra �8�

1

2
−

1

2
goUo

2 + go�o,t − �L,t +
1

2
go � �o

2 −
1

2
� �L

2

=
1

WeL
�1 +

�b�
2

r2 + �bx
2 �−�3/2��1

r
�1 +

2�b�
2

r2 + �bx
2 �

−
1 + �bx

2

r2 �b�� − �1 +
�b�

2

r2 ��bxx +
2�bx�b��bx�

r2 �
−

1

WeLb
at r = rb �9�

In the above equations, the dimensionless liquid Weber number
�WeL�, and inner gas velocity ratio �Ui�, outer gas velocity ratio
�Uo�, inner density ratio �gi� and outer density ratio �go� are de-
fined as WeL=�LUL

2h /�, Ui=U1 /UL, Uo=U2 /UL, gi=�i /�L, and
go=�o /�L.

In order to obtain a solution for �a and �b, regular perturbation
theory is utilized with the initial disturbance amplitude �o as the
perturbation parameter. By means of series expansion method un-
der the perturbation scheme, the surface deformations or the loca-
tion of the two liquid gas interfaces are expanded in power series
of �o as

� j�x,�,t� = 	
n=1

n=	

�o
n� j,n�x,�,t� where j = a,b �10�

The term �o
0 is neglected from the expansion since it corresponds

to the unperturbed interfaces, which are known. Assuming that
�a,n and �b,n and all its derivatives are of the same order of mag-
nitude, the forms of the kinematic boundary conditions suggest
that the velocity potentials for the liquid and the gas phases can
also be expanded in power series of �o as

� j�x,r,�,t� = 	
n=0

n=	

�o
n� j,n�x,r,�,t� where j = L,i, and o �11�

where �L
0 =x, �i

0=Uix, and �o
0=Uox represent the base flow field.

Since Eqs. �1�–�3� are linear, each velocity potential ��L,n, �i,n,
and �o,n� must satisfy the governing equations independently. The
corresponding boundary conditions are obtained by substituting
Eqs. �10� and �11� into Eqs. �4�–�9�, and equating to zero the
successive coefficients of the same power of �o. Thus the govern-
ing equations and the corresponding boundary conditions for the
first and the second order are obtained and are

First order ��o�:

��L1
2 = 0 a � r � b �12�

��i1
2 = 0 0 � r � a �13�

Fig. 2 A schematic of annular liquid sheet
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��o1
2 = 0 b � r �14�

Interface conditions:

�L1,r − �a1,t + �a1,x = 0 at a �15�

�L1,r − �b1,t + �b1,x = 0 at b �16�

�i1,r − �a1,t + Ui�a1,x = 0 at a �17�

�o1,r − �b1,t + Uo�b1,x = 0 at b �18�

gi�i1,t − �L1,t + giUi�i1,x − �L1,x

=
1

WeL
��a1 + �a1,��

a2 + �a1,xx� at a �19�

go�o1,t − �L1,t + goUo�o1,x − �L1,x

=
− 1

WeL
��b1 + �b1,��

b2 + �b1,xx� at b �20�

Initial conditions:

�a1�x,�,0� = cos�kx + n�� and �a1,t�x,�,0� = 0 �21�

�b1�x,�,0� = cos�kx + n�� and �b1,t�x,�,0� = 0 �22�

Second order ��o
2�

��L2
2 = 0 a � r � b �23�

��i2
2 = 0 0 � r � a �24�

��o2
2 = 0 b � r �25�

Interface conditions:

�L2,r − �a2,t − �a2,x = �a1,x�L1,x +
�a1�a1,�

a2 − �a1�L1,rr at a

�26�

�L2,r − �b2,t − �b2,x = �b1,x�L1,x +
�b1�b1,�

b2 − �b1�L1,rr at b

�27�

�i2,r − �a2,t − Ui�a2,x = �a1,x�i1,x +
�a1�a1,�

a2 − �a1�i1,rr at a

�28�

�o2,r − �a2,t − Uo�a2,x = �a1,x�o1,x +
�a1�a1,�

b2 − �a1�o1,rr at b

�29�

gi�i2,t − �L2,t + giUi�i2,x − �L2,x −
1

WeL
��a2 + �a2,��

a2 + �a2,xx�
= ��a1,t�L1,r + �a1�L1,rt� − gi��a1,t�i1,r + �a1�i1,rt�

+ ��a1,x�L1,r + �a1�L1,rx� − giUi��a1,x�i1,r + �a1�i1,rx�

+
1

2
��L1,x

2 + �L1,r
2 � −

1

2
gi��i1,x

2 + �i1,r
2 �

+
�2�a1

2 + 4�a1�a1,�� − �a1,�
2 − a2�a1,x

2 �
2WeLa3 at a �30�

go�o2,t − �L2,t + goUo�o2,x − �L2,x +
1

WeL
��b2 + �b2,��

b2 + �b2,xx�
= ��b1,t�L1,r + �b1�L1,rt� − go��b1,t�o1,r + �b1�o1,rt�

+ ��b1,x�L1,r + �b1�L1,rx� − goUo��b1,x�o1,r + �b1�o1,rx�

+
1

2
��L1,x

2 + �L1,r
2 � −

1

2
go��o1,x

2 + �o1,r
2 �

−
�2�b1

2 + 4�b1�b1,�� − �b1,�
2 − b2�b1,x

2 �
2WeLb3 at b �31�

Initial conditions:

�a2�x,�,0� = 0 and �a2,t�x,�,0� = 0 �32�

�b2�x,�,0� = 0 and �b2,t�x,�,0� = 0 �33�

Solution Method
The first order surface deformation at the two interfaces can be

written in the following form:

�a1�x,�,t� = A1�t�exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c. �34�

�b1�x,�,t� = B1�t�exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c. �35�

Here c.c. indicates complex conjugate. Substituting Eqs. �34� and
�35� into Eqs. �15�–�18�, the forms for the liquid and gas velocity
potential can be obtained. Substituting these in Eqs. �12�–�14� and
solving, we get the liquid and gas velocity potential in terms of
A1�t� and B1�t�, its complex conjugate and modified Bessel func-
tions of r. Then substituting the gas and the liquid velocity poten-
tial in the dynamic boundary conditions �Eqs. �19� and �20�� and
solving using the method of Laplace transform we find

A1�t� = 	
j=1

j=4

c1ja1j exp�
1jt� �36�

B1�t� = 	
j=1

j=4

c1jb1j exp�
1jt� �37�

The disturbance growth rates 
11, 
12, 
13, and 
14 are the roots
of the dispersion equations

�11
1j
4 + �12
1j

3 + �13
1j
2 + �14
1j + �15 = 0 j = 1,2,3, and 4

�38�

The expressions for �1j are available in Ref. 28. It has been re-
ported �31–33� that the para-varicose disturbances dominate the
breakup process only at very low liquid Weber numbers. For prac-
tical fuel atomizers sheet Weber numbers are high and parasinu-
ous disturbances are expected to dominate the breakup process. As
such, parasinuous disturbance modes are considered in this study.
Note that for a planar liquid sheet the most unstable disturbances
are exactly out-of-phase �symmetric or varicose� and exactly in-
phase �antisymmetric or sinuous�. However, this need not be the
case for an annular sheet �18�. The disturbance nearly in-phase is
referred to a parasinuous and nearly out-of-phase as paravaricose.
The first order surface deformations at the two interfaces can be
written in the following form:

�a1�x,�,t� = �c11 exp�
11t� + c12 exp�
12t��exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c.

�39�

�b1�x,�,t� = �R�c11 exp�
11t� + c12 exp�
12t���exp�i�kx + n���

+ c.c. �40�
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c11 =

12

2�
12 − 
11�
, c12 =

− 
11

2�
12 − 
11�
,


11 = � − i� and 
12 = − � − i�

The first order liquid, inner and outer gas velocity potentials are,
respectively,

�L1 = 
 c11

2
�f1�r�m5 + f2�r�Rm8�exp�
11t� +

c12

2
�f1�r�m6

+ f2�r�Rm9�exp�
12t��exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c. �41�

�i1 = 
 f3�r�� c11

2
m17 exp�
11t� +

c12

2
m18 exp�
12t���

exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c. �42�

�o1 = 
 f4�kr�R� c11

2
m23 exp�
11t� +

c12

2
m24 exp�
12t���

exp�i�kx + n��� + c.c. �43�

The second order surface deformation at the two interfaces can be
written in the following form;

�a2�x,�,t� = A2�t�exp�2i�kx + n��� + c.c. + Da�t� �44�

�b2�x,�,t� = B2�t�exp�2i�kx + n��� + c.c. + Db�t� �45�

where

A2�t� = c1a exp�
21t� + c2a exp�
22t� + c3a exp�2
11t�

+ c4a exp�2
12t� + c5a exp��
11 + 
12�t� �46�

B2�t� = c1b exp�
21t� + c2b exp�
22t� + c3b exp�2
11t�

+ c4b exp�2
12t� + c5b exp��
11 + 
12�t� �47�

Da�t� Db�t� are required to insure a conservation of mass at t�0
and are obtained as

Da�t� =
�k2f3 +

n2

a2 f3 − f3����2 + �2�

8�2 �1 − cosh�2�t�� �48�

Db�t� =
�k2f4 +

n2

b2 f4 − f4����2 + �2�

8�2 �1 − cosh�2�t�� �49�

Following a procedure similar to the one described for the first
order solution, after lengthy and tedious manipulations, the second
order velocity potentials can be obtained as follows:

�L2 = ��f5�r�c1am1 + f6�r�c1bm3�exp�
21t� + �f5�r�c2am2

+ f6�r�c2bm4�exp�
22t� + �f5�r��c3am5 − m11� + f6�r��c3bm8

− m14��exp�2
11t� + �f5�r��c4am6 − m12� + f6�r��c4bm9

− m15��exp�2
12t� + �f5�r��c5am7 − m12� + f6�r��c5bm10

− m16��exp��
11 + 
12�t��exp�2i�kx + n��� + c.c. �50�

�i2 = �f7�r�c1am29 exp�
21t� + f7�r�c2am30 exp�
22t�

+ �f7�r��c3am17 − m20��exp�2
11t� + �f7�r�

�c4am18 − m21��exp�2
12t� + �f7�r��c5am19 − m22��

exp���
11 + 
12�t���exp�2i�kx + n��� + c.c. + Ai�t�
�51�

�o2 = �f8�r�c1bm31 exp�
21t� + f8�r�c2bm32 exp�
22t�

+ �f8�r��c3bm23 − m26��exp�2
11t� + �f8�r�

�c4bm24 − m27��exp�2
12t� + �f8�r��c5bm25 − m28��

exp���
11 + 
12�t���exp�2i�kx + n��� + c.c. + Ao�t�
�52�

where Ai�t� and Ao�t� are required to satisfy the dynamic boundary
conditions. After a considerable amount of manipulations, the fol-
lowing equation for the second-order disturbance growth rate is
obtained:

�21
2j
4 + �22
2j

3 + �23
2j
2 + �24
2j + �25 = 0 j = 1,2,3, and 4

�53�

The expressions for �2j are available in Ref. �28�.
The first and the second order dispersion equations are solved

using Mathematica™. The secant method is used which requires
two initial guess values. Solutions are considered convergent
when values of the left hand sides of Eqs. �38� and �53� are
smaller than 10−6. All constants in the above equations and solu-
tions for �a1, �a2, �b1, and �b2 are available in Ref. �28� and not
repeated here for brevity. The evolution of the inner and outer
gas-liquid interface can be obtained from the first and the second
order solution as

�a�x,�,t� = �o
1�a1 + �o

2�a2 �54�

�b�x,�,t� = �o
1�b1 + �o

2�b2 �55�

Results and Discussion

Internal Flow Field. In the computational model the flow has
been assumed to be axisymmetric based on the experimental ob-
servations of Ma �34�. Ma carried out detailed measurements of
the flow field in the swirl chamber of a large scale simplex atom-
izer using particle image velocimetry �PIV� and laser doppler ve-
locimetry �LDV� techniques and showed that the flow field in the
swirl chamber is axisymmetric even for an atomizer with only two
inlet slots. To compare the computational results with experimen-
tal measurements, the assumption of axisymmetry requires deter-
mination of an equivalent “annular” inlet slot instead of the finite
number of slots present in the real atomizer. The width of the
“annular” slot as well as the radial and tangential velocities at the
inlet are calculated by equating the angular momentum, total mass
flow rate, and the kinetic energy of the liquid at the inlet ports
with those in the experiments. The boundary condition for the
inlet was taken to be radial and tangential velocity components.
The inlet tangential and radial velocities at the wall of the swirl
chamber are obtained as

Winlet =
Q

Ap

�Ds − Dp�
Ds

and

Vinlet = ��Q/Ap�2 − Winlet
2

thus the inlet width can be calculated. At the outlet cross section,
pressure outlet boundary was prescribed. All wall boundaries are
taken as no-slip. For all cases, the fluids are air and water. The
geometric and flow parameters for the cases considered are shown
in Table 1.

Grid Independence and Validation. In order to ensure grid
independence of the results, two sets of results for the same flow
conditions and geometry of case 1 are shown in Table 2 with
26,682 and 46,932 cells, respectively. The difference in results
using the two grids is small and indicates that 26,682 cells or
similar grid is sufficient to get accurate results. The computational
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results were validated by comparison with experimental data from
Ref. �35� for discharge parameters, spray cone angle, film thick-
ness, and discharge coefficient for a large-scale atomizer.

Table 3 shows a comparison of computational predictions of
film thickness, spray angle, and discharge coefficient with experi-
mental measurements for all the cases. The discharge coefficient
was calculated as Cd=Q / �AOrifice

�2�P /�L�. The spray cone angle
is measured by making a tangent to the outer spray interface. It is
seen that the computational results agree very well with the ex-
perimental measurements.

Figure 3 shows computed velocity vectors on a planar cross
section in the pressure swirl atomizer for case 1. As the computa-
tional simulation is axisymmetric, only half of the flow domain is
shown. The velocity vectors have radial and axial velocity com-
ponents. The swirl velocity is perpendicular to the cross section
and hence the swirl velocity component is not shown in the figure.
As a result of the swirling motion within the swirl chamber, the
pressure decreases towards the center axis. Due to the lower pres-
sure near the center axis, an air-core is formed along the center-
line. The air enters the atomizer near the centerline and is dragged
along the liquid sheet exiting from the atomizer. As a result, the
air axial velocity is negative near the center and is positive close
to the liquid sheet. As expected the air axial velocity decreases
from the atomizer exit to the swirl chamber. In the liquid phase,
the positive and negative velocities indicate the existence of a
number of small-scale vortices in this region, and exhibit flow
patterns with recirculation, similar to flow field characteristics re-
ported by Ma �34�. The volume fraction contours are shown in
Fig. 4�a� and the visualization of the two phase interface for the
same case from Ma �34� is shown in Fig. 4�b�. The air core radius
is considered to be located at volume fraction of 0.5 in Fig. 4�a�.
The air core diameter is nearly constant in the swirl chamber and
it increases as the flow enters the exit orifice. This behavior
matches well with the results of Ma �34� shown in Fig. 4�b�.

The effect of elevated ambient pressure on the air core is shown
in Fig. 5 where the air-water interface is depicted for air pressures
of 1, 5, and 10 bars. It can be seen that at higher air pressure the
air core diameter in the swirl chamber decreases whereas, in the
orifice, a small decrease in the air core diameter is seen. The

average axial and tangential velocities are lower in the swirl
chamber compared to those in the exit orifice. Even with a tenfold
increase in air density, the liquid inertia force in the orifice is very
large compared to air friction. Hence the effect of increase in air
density on film thickness in the orifice is small.

Nonlinear Instability. The temporal evolution of the inner and
outer interfaces for axial liquid Weber number of 300 for two
wavelength intervals axial distance �4� /k� at different times are
shown in Fig. 6. The axial dominant wave number �k� is 0.16 and
the initial disturbance amplitude of 0.1 is considered. Clark and
Dombrowski �36� have measured the initial disturbance amplitude
of swirl spray sheets and reported a value of approximately
10−4 m. Therefore, an initial dimensionless disturbance amplitude
��o� of 0.1 is considered. The disturbance amplitude is made
dimensionless by the sheet thickness h. It is found that at the
initial time instant, the two interfaces are moving parallel to each
other. However, at a later time T=35, waviness appears at the
interfaces due to the nonlinear interaction between the first and
second order modes. As the time increases the disturbance ampli-
tude of the inner and outer interfaces increases. The deformation
of the inner and outer interfaces leads to thinning and thickening
of the liquid sheet. The time at which the thickness of the liquid
sheet reaches a near zero value is taken as breakup time.

Breakup Length Calculation and Validation. The nonlinear
instability model is validated with the available experimental data
for large scale prototype atomizer from Ref. �35� and semiempir-
ical correlation available in Ref. �37�. Gaster �38� has shown that
the spatial and temporal instability are related to each other for
large Weber numbers. Using Gaster transformation �38�, the
breakup length can be obtained from the breakup time. The
breakup length �Lb� of an annular liquid sheet is calculated from
the breakup time �tb� and the liquid velocity �UL� as Lb=TbUL
�39�. A comparison of experimental and prediction results of the
breakup length for large scale pressure swirl injectors is shown in
Table 4. The predictions and experimental results are in good
agreement.

Note that the growth rate is evaluated for all combinations of
axial and circumferential wave numbers to determine the combi-
nation of axial �k� and circumferential wave number �n� that has
the highest growth rate. This most unstable disturbance is imposed
on the sheet surface and its temporal evolution is evaluated. The
combination of k and n is a function of flow and geometry param-
eters. As such, the most unstable wave number may be different
for each case considered here and shows that the model is capable
of dealing with different initial conditions.

Table 1 Cases of study „orifice contraction angle is 45 deg for all cases…

Case
No. Number of ports

Inlet slot area
AP �mm2�

Orifice
Do, Lo �mm�

Swirl chamber
Ds, Ls �mm�

Mass flow rate
�kg/s�

1 2 203 21.6, 36.7 76, 38 0.5
2 4 406 28.8, 40.5 76, 38 0.95
3 2 203 28.8, 40.5 76, 38 0.95
4 2 203 21.6, 36.7 76, 89 0.63

Table 2 Results for two different grid densities for case 1

Film thickness,
h �mm�

Spray cone
angle �2��

Discharge
coefficient �Cd�

26682 cells 2.2579 86.18 0.178
46932 cells 2.2704 86.18 0.177

Table 3 Comparison of computational results with experimental measurements

Case
No.

Film thickness, h �mm� Spray cone angle �2�� Discharge coefficient �Cd�

Expt CFD Expt CFD Expt CFD

1 2.24 2.27 84.7 86.18 0.17 0.177
2 3.06 3.02 76.9 75.75 0.20 0.218
3 2.41 2.18 89.9 90.59 0.12 0.133
4 2.37 2.47 76.9 82.37 0.16 0.150
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Kim et al. �37� have studied the effect of flow condition and
geometry on flow characteristics of a swirl injector. They have
carried out measurements of breakup length of sheets exiting from
a pressure swirl atomizer. Kim et al. �37� have introduced a cor-
relation for the breakup length based on their experimental data as
a function of liquid Weber number �We�, orifice length �Lo�, ori-
fice diameter �Do�, inlet ports are �Ap� and orifice area �Ao� as

Lb/Do = 100.8 We−0.215�lo/Do�0.0424�Ap/Ao�0.395

where

We = �Ul
2Do/�

It is seen from Fig. 7 that the predicted breakup length is in good
agreement with the measurements of Kim et al. �37�.

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of the dimensionless
inner and outer surfaces deformation at the breakup time for equal
inner and outer gas to liquid density ratios of 0.0012, 0.006, and
0.012. These density ratios correspond to ambient pressure of

1 bar, 5 bar, and 10 bar, respectively. Increasing density ratio in-
creases the destabilizing effect of the aerodynamic forces �32�. An
increase in the aerodynamic forces leads to an increase in the
growth rate of disturbance and it induces a faster disintegration
process. The breakup times at gas to liquid density ratios of

Fig. 3 Velocity vectors in the atomizer „case 1…

Fig. 4 Volume fraction contours „case 4… „a… computational
prediction and „b… experimental observation from Ma †34‡

Fig. 5 Effect of air pressure on the air core diameter

Fig. 6 Evolution of the dimensionless inner and outer sur-
faces deformation at the dominant wave number of k=0.16 for
WeL=300, Ui=Uo=0, gi=go=0.0012 „�o=0.1… „a… T=0, „b… T=35,
and „c… T=54.5

Table 4 Comparison of predicted with measured breakup
length „large Scale nozzle †35‡…

Case
No. WeL at orifice exit

Breakup Length �mm�

�oExperiment Prediction

1 421 121 113 0.11
2 614 140 127 0.1
3 741 102 104 0.18
4 630 127 90 0.1
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0.0012, 0.006, and 0.012 are 139, 39, and 10. It can be seen from
Fig. 8 that the significantly shorter breakup lengths are obtained
due to higher liquid/air interaction with increased air-to-liquid
density ratio at elevated air pressure.

Conclusions
Computational modeling of the two-phase flow in a pressure-

swirl atomizer coupled with a nonlinear analysis of instability of
the liquid sheet exiting from the atomizer has been carried out.
The volume-of-fluid method is employed to determine the two-
phase gas-liquid flow inside the atomizer. A perturbation method,
with the initial amplitude of the disturbance as the perturbation
parameter, is used to model the nonlinear sheet breakup and
evaluate the breakup length. The models are validated using avail-
able experimental data of liquid film thickness, spray cone angle,
and discharge coefficient and sheet breakup length data and cor-
relation. The validated model is used to investigate the effect of
elevated ambient pressure on the atomizer internal flow field and
sheet breakup. Numerical results indicate that an increase in am-
bient pressure from 1 to 10 bar produces only small changes in
the internal flow field. The sheet thickness and discharge coeffi-
cient increase slightly with an increase in the ambient pressure.
However, the elevated pressure has significant effects on the sheet
breakup process. Shorter breakup lengths are obtained due to
higher liquid/air interaction with increased air-to-liquid density
ratio at elevated air pressure. The coupled internal flow simulation
and nonlinear sheet breakup model presented here can be used to
determine breakup length for a liquid sheet emanating from a
pressure-swirl atomizer.
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Nomenclature
a � nondimensional inner sheet radius
A � area, m2

b � nondimensional outer sheet radius
D � diameter, m
g � nondimensional gas density ratio
h � sheet thickness, mm
k � axial wave number, 1/m
L � length, m
P � Pressure, Pa
Q � liquid flow rate, m3/s
r � radial distance, m

Ra � inner radius of liquid sheet, m
Rb � outer radius of liquid sheet, m

t � time, s
T � nondimensional time
U � mean axial velocity, m/s

U1 � inner gas velocity, m/s
U2 � outer gas velocity, m/s
UL � liquid velocity, m/s

V � mean radial velocity, m/s
W � mean tangential velocity, m/s

We � weber number, �U2h /�
x � axial distance, m

Subscripts
a � inner sheet radius
b � outer sheet radius
i � inner gas
l � liquid

L � liquid phase
o � outer gas
p � port

Fig. 7 Comparison of dimensionless breakup length predic-
tions with Kim et al. †37‡

Fig. 8 Evolution of the dimensionless inner and outer sur-
faces deformation at different density ratios for WeL=300, Ui
=Uo=0, and �o=0.01. „a… gi=go=0.0012 and k=0.16; „b… gi=go
=0.006 and k=0.95; and „c… gi=go=0.012 and k=2.25.
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s � swirl chamber

Greek symbols
� � velocity potential function
� � displacement disturbance, m
� � fluid density, kg/m3


 � nondimensionalized growth rate
� � surface tension, N/m
� � half-spray cone angle, deg
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Nonlinear Flame Transfer
Function Characteristics in a
Swirl-Stabilized Combustor
An understanding of the amplitude dependence of the flame response to acoustic excita-
tion is required in order to predict and/or correlate combustion instability amplitudes.
This paper describes an experimental investigation of the nonlinear response of a lean,
premixed flame to imposed acoustic oscillations. Detailed measurements of the amplitude
dependence of the flame response were obtained at approximately 100 test points, corre-
sponding to different flow rates and forcing frequencies. It is observed that the nonlinear
flame response can exhibit a variety of behaviors, both in the shape of the response curve
and the forcing amplitude at which nonlinearity is first observed. The phase between the
flow oscillation and heat release is also seen to have substantial amplitude dependence.
The nonlinear flame dynamics appear to be governed by different mechanisms in different
frequency and flowrate regimes. These mechanisms were investigated using phase-locked,
two- dimensional OH Planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging. From these images,
two mechanisms, vortex rollup and unsteady flame liftoff, are identified as important in
the saturation of the flame’s response to large velocity oscillations. Both mechanisms
appear to reduce the flame’s area and thus its response at these high levels of driving.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2720545�

Introduction
This paper describes an experimental investigation of the flame

transfer function between flow disturbances and heat release os-
cillations in a lean, premixed combustor. This research effort is
motivated by the fact that modern gas turbines, operating fuel lean
to minimize exhaust emissions, are susceptible to self-excited
combustion oscillations �1,2�. These instabilities generally occur
when the unsteady combustion process couples with the acoustic
modes of the combustion chamber. The resultant flow and struc-
tural vibrations can substantially reduce hot section part life. As
such, avoiding operating regimes where high dynamics occur of-
ten requires operating at lower power outputs and/or higher pol-
lutant emissions than the turbine is otherwise capable.

Developing rational capabilities for controlling combustion
driven oscillations requires a thorough understanding of the
flame’s linear and nonlinear dynamics �3,4�. To illustrate, consider
an acoustic disturbance with some amplitude, A. Referring to Fig.
1, note that this disturbance amplitude stays the same, decreases,
or increases depending upon the relative magnitudes of the driv-
ing, H�A�, and damping, D�A�, processes; i.e., whether H�A�
=D�A�, H�A��D�A�, or H�A��D�A�, respectively. Linear com-
bustor processes generally control the balance between driving
and damping processes at low amplitudes of oscillation and, thus,
determine the frequency and growth rate of inherent disturbances
in the combustor. Nonlinear combustor processes control the finite
amplitude dynamics of the oscillations. Therefore, predicting the
limit cycle amplitude of self-excited oscillations requires an un-
derstanding of the nonlinear characteristics of H�A� and D�A�. To
illustrate, Fig. 1 depicts a situation where H�A� saturates and D�A�
remains linear, so that the two curves cross at the limit cycle
amplitude, ALC.

The key objective of this work is to determine the shape and

parametric dependence of this driving curve, H�A�, upon ampli-
tude. While studies to date suggest that the driving curve, H�A�
has the form shown in this figure �1,4–7�, its dependence upon
combustor geometry and disturbance parameters �e.g., frequency
and flame shape� is poorly understood. Furthermore, the mecha-
nism�s� responsible for these combustion process nonlinearities
are largely unknown. Several theoretical studies have proposed
nonlinear models based on local/global extinction of the flame
�4,8�, nonlinear boundary conditions �5�, equivalence ratio pertur-
bations �9�, and flame front kinematics �10�. There are few experi-
mental efforts, however, which have characterized the nonlinear
flame response to flow perturbations or determined the validity/
existence of these proposed nonlinear mechanisms �6,7,11–13�.
These studies are summarized next.

Bellows et al. �6� and Kulsheimer and Buchner �12� attempted
to quantify the nonlinear acoustic/heat release transfer function in
turbulent, swirling flames by simultaneously measuring the pres-
sure, velocity, and radical chemiluminescence over a range of dis-
turbance amplitudes, driving frequencies and equivalence ratios.
Bellows et al. �12� found that this relationship was linear for ve-
locity amplitudes below �20% of the mean velocity. At higher
forcing levels, they found that the heat release oscillation ampli-
tude began to saturate at CH*� /CHo

* values of �30–40%. Similar
results were reported by Lee and Santavicca �1� and Balachandran
et al. �7�. In a followup paper, Bellows and Lieuwen �14� con-
cluded that the saturation mechanism was the presence of the
so-called parametric instability, which is due to an instability of
the flame front due to the oscillatory acceleration field imposed on
the density jump across the flame.

While these studies confirmed the basic saturating characteris-
tics of the flame response to perturbations, the underlying mecha-
nism for saturation was not fully explored, primarily due to the
fact that they focused on global flame characteristics, such as
chemiluminescence, making it difficult to determine what the
flame is actually doing. While a number of higher fidelity optical
observations of the flame dynamics in unstable combustors have
been reported �1,7,11,15–17�, few have actually systematically
measured the flame response as a function of amplitude. Baillot
and co-workers �11,13� qualitatively discussed the change in
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flame shape/structure to imposed velocity oscillations for a lami-
nar, Bunsen flame over a large range of driving frequencies and
driving amplitudes. In addition, Balachandran et al. in a recent
experimental work investigated the nonlinear transfer function
and determined the flame response through simultaneous
OH–CH2O planar laser-induced fluorescence �PLIF� imaging in a
nonswirling, bluff-body burner �7�. They concluded that the rollup
of the flame sheet by vortices forced by the acoustic disturbances
played an important role in the saturation of the transfer function.

The objective of the present work is twofold: first, to system-
atically characterize the nonlinear flame response over a much
larger parameter range than looked at previously, in order to elu-
cidate the types of nonlinear flame responses and the key para-
metric sensitivities. Second, to perform detailed optical visualiza-
tions of the flame at a few selected points in order to better
understand the flame processes controlling its nonlinear response.

Instrumentation and Experimental Facility
Experiments were performed on an atmospheric, swirl-

stabilized burner, schematically shown in Fig. 2, which was oper-
ated at 10–20 KW. All tests were performed at a fixed equivalence
ratio of 0.8. The flow rate regime investigated ranged from Rey-
nolds numbers of ReD=21,000–43,000 �based on premixer hy-
draulic diameter at exit plane� corresponding to average premixer
exit plane velocities of 22–44 m/s. Reactant inlet temperatures
were kept constant at room temperature.

Natural gas and air are supplied from building facilities, whose
flow rates are measured with rotameters. In order to ensure that
acoustic oscillations do not affect fuel/air mixing processes, the
air and fuel are introduced upstream of a choke point. Thus, the

equivalence ratio of the reactive mixture entering the flame is
essentially constant. This was done because of the sensitivity of
the flame chemiluminescence levels to both heat release rate and
equivalence ratio �1�.

The mixture goes through the nozzle, consisting of a 40 deg
swirler and an annular passage, see Fig. 3. The flow expands into
a cylindrical 70 mm i.d. and 190-mm-long quartz tube combus-
tion chamber. Pressure oscillations are measured with Model
211B5 Kistler pressure transducers mounted downstream of the
swirl vanes, located 5.85 cm and 7 cm upstream of the flame
holder, respectively. Velocity oscillations are calculated using the
two microphone method, outlined in, e.g., Ref. �18�. These results
were checked with direct velocity measurements using a hot-wire
anemometer in cold-flow conditions.

The relative magnitude of the combustion heat release oscilla-
tions are obtained by measuring the global CH* and OH* chemi-
luminescence with photomultipliers fitted with a 10 nm bandwidth
filter centered at 430 nm and 310 nm, respectively. The fiber optic
is installed downstream of the flame zone at an angle such that it
is allowed to “view” the entire combustion zone. For the results
presented in this paper, the normalized chemiluminescence mea-
sured by the photomultipliers is nearly identical. Thus CH* chemi-
luminescence results will be shown for the remainder of the paper.
Oscillations are driven in the combustor by two loudspeakers
mounted into the 5.5-cm-diameter inlet section.

In order to observe the flame, OH planar laser-induced fluores-
cence �PLIF� was utilized to obtain a two-dimensional image of
the flame. Figure 4 shows the layout of the laser diagnostic facility
used in the present study. The laser system consists of a cluster of
an Nd:YAG laser, a dye laser, and a high-resolution inductively
charge coupled device �ICCD� camera. For OH PLIF, the
frequency-doubled output from the dye laser was tuned near
281.4 nm to pump the R1�9� transition of the A1 �−X2 ��1,0�

Fig. 1 Qualitative description of the dependence of acoustic
driving, H„A…, and damping, D„A…, processes upon amplitude of
oscillation, A

Fig. 2 Schematic of swirl-stabilized combustor

Fig. 3 Schematic of nozzle; all dimensions are in mm „not to
scale…

Fig. 4 Schematic of laser setup for OH PLIF imaging
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band. OH fluorescence integrated over a wave number range of
300–380 nm is captured by the ICCD camera through both a WG-
305 and UG-11 Schott glass filter.

The laser imaging was phase locked with the driving signal
input to the loudspeakers. The frequency of image acquisition is
limited by the frequency of the Nd:YAG laser which operates at
10 Hz. Therefore, since the frequencies of interest in this study are
much greater than this value, successive phase-locked images
were actually obtained several cycles apart from each other. Then,
the flame response over a sequence of phase angles is recon-
structed over different phases and different cycles. The acoustic
cycle was divided into eight phases, with 200 images taken at
each phase angle. The OH PLIF intensity images were corrected
for background noise and also for beam profile inhomogeneities.
These images were then filtered with a 3 pixel width Gaussian
filter.

Results and Discussion

Parametric Characterization of Nonlinear Flame Transfer
Function. Results were obtained by externally driving oscillations
in the combustor with varying amplitude at a fixed frequency.
Simultaneous measurements of pressure, velocity, and chemilumi-
nescence were taken. For all cases, the combustor was quite stable
in the absence of driving.

A typical transfer function between simultaneously measured
CH* chemiluminescence and velocity oscillations is shown in Fig.
5�a� at a Reynolds number of 21,000 and equivalence ratio of 0.8.
For low forcing amplitudes, Fig. 5 shows that the CH* chemilu-
minescence increases with perturbation amplitude in a linear man-
ner. At large velocity amplitudes, the CH* chemiluminescence
saturates at values of CH*�CHo

* of �0.45. These velocity and CH*

values where saturation occurs are consistent with our previous
work �6�. This result indicates that “global extinction” where os-
cillating heat release amplitudes reach 100% of the mean, pro-
posed theoretically by Dowling �4�, is not an important mecha-
nism at this condition. Figure 5�b� presents the corresponding u�
−CH*� phase relationship. The phase relationship exhibits a com-
plex amplitude dependence on the amplitude of velocity oscilla-
tions. First, the phase angle changes by nearly 50 deg over the
u� /u0�0.4 range, where the transfer function remains linear. The
sharp decrease in phase angle at u� /u0�0.45 occurs after the
CH*� /CHo

* value saturates.
Figure 6�a� presents transfer function results for driving fre-

quencies between 130 and 150 Hz at a Reynolds number of
21,000. Figure 6 illustrates that the transfer function at 130 Hz
and 140 Hz remains linear up to CH*� /CHo

* values near 0.95 be-
fore saturating. Thus, the saturation amplitude here is substantially
higher than that in Fig. 5, illustrating the substantial dependence
of saturation amplitude upon flow conditions and disturbance fre-
quency. Note that the saturation amplitude here is quite close to
100%, suggesting a “global extinction” type mechanism as pro-
posed by Dowling �4�.

Figure 6�b� presents the corresponding u�−CH*� phase. Similar
to the comparison between the saturation amplitudes between the
cases at 210 Hz and 130 Hz, the phase angle shapes for these two
frequencies are also quite different. The phase angle at these fre-
quencies exhibits significant amplitude dependence at velocity os-
cillation amplitudes where the gain of the transfer function re-
mains in the linear regime. This is consistent with our previous
results �6�. The phase angle is seen to remain almost constant as
well, around 85–90 deg, over nearly 50% of the velocity ampli-
tude range.

Both Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate typical shapes of transfer functions
that have been observed experimentally and proposed theoreti-
cally. For low velocity amplitudes, the corresponding heat release
oscillations increase linearly. At the largest velocity amplitudes,
the heat release fluctuations saturate. However, more complex am-
plitude dependencies were observed at other conditions. Figure 7

shows two such cases, obtained at 340 Hz and 410 Hz, respec-
tively. Both curves show that the CH* chemiluminescence in-
creases linearly with increasing velocity oscillation amplitudes at
low values of driving. At 340 Hz, the CH* oscillation amplitude
begins to saturate at values around 0.65–0.7 of the mean value.
However, instead of remaining nearly constant, with further in-
creases in excitation amplitude the response increases again.

In a similar manner, for 410 Hz, Fig. 7 shows that the transfer
function begins to saturate at a CH*� /CHo

* value of 0.35. Similar
to the 340 Hz case, the flame response begins to increase again
before saturating again at CH*� /CHo

*, value of nearly 0.6. This
trend is similar to the experimental results of Balachandran et al.
for a bluff-body stabilized flame without swirl �7�. The phase �not
shown� remains nearly constant over this amplitude range.

Even more complex behavior was observed at other conditions.
Figure 8 presents the u�−CH*� transfer function for 160–180 Hz
at a Reynolds number of 30,000 and equivalence ratio�0.8. For
these three cases, after an initial linear increase in heat release
oscillations, there is a sharp decrease in these values, followed by
an increase. This sharp decrease in the gain of the transfer func-
tion is also manifested in the corresponding phase between the
velocity and chemiluminescence oscillations. Figure 8�b� shows
the phase angle at fdrive=170 Hz drops considerably �over
100 deg� between normalized velocity oscillation amplitudes of

Fig. 5 Dependence of: „a… CH* oscillation amplitude; and „b…
u�−CH*� phase angle upon velocity oscillation amplitude „fdrive
=210 Hz, �=0.80 ReD=21,000…. CH* saturation amplitude�0.45.
Uncertainty in phase angle <5 deg.
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0.1 and 0.2. After this drop, the phase angle remains constant
around 80 deg, at similar values as the 130–150 Hz cases shown
in Fig. 6.

Analysis of the various spectra indicates that although the flame
response at the driving frequency decreases with amplitude, the
flame response at the first harmonic grows. Figure 9 presents the
Fourier transform of the chemiluminescence and one pressure
transducer for two cases: at the local maximum in the transfer
function and the local minimum in the transfer function �circled in
Fig. 8�. Comparing the two chemiluminescence spectra, it is clear
that the dominant flame response frequency shifts from the fun-
damental frequency to the first harmonic with an increase in driv-
ing from 10% velocity oscillation to 20% velocity oscillation. The
pressure and velocity spectra, on the other hand, always show a
response at the fundamental that increases with driving. There-
fore, the response of the flame at the driving frequency goes to
zero since the only response is at the first harmonic. Similar be-
havior has also been reported in bluff-body flames by Balachan-
dran et al. �7�.

One of the key conclusions we drew from this parametric study
was that the flame response characteristics are more varied and

Fig. 6 Dependence of: „a… CH* oscillation amplitude; and „b… u�−CH*� phase angle upon velocity oscillation amplitude, �
=0.80,ReD=21,000. CH* saturation amplitude È0.98. Uncertainty in phase angle <5 deg.

Fig. 7 Dependence of CH* oscillation amplitude upon ampli-
tude of velocity oscillations for two driving frequencies „ReD
=21,000,�=0.80…

Fig. 8 „a… Dependence of CH* oscillation amplitude upon am-
plitude of velocity oscillations for fdrive=160–180 Hz; „b… depen-
dence of u�−CH*� phase angle upon velocity oscillation ampli-
tude for fdrive=170 Hz. „ReD=30,000, �=0.80…
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complex than a simple linear response regime followed by a satu-
ration regime. However, one of our goals for the study was to
parameterize the dependence of saturation amplitude upon oper-
ating conditions, frequencies, etc. In order to compile all the re-
sults into one graph, we determined the chemiluminescence am-
plitude at which nonlinearity in the flame response becomes
evident, see Fig. 10. This amplitude was defined as the point
where the transfer function deviates from its linear value by more
than 10–20%. The lower limit is set for cases such as those in Fig.
6, where saturation occurs at nearly 100% of the mean chemilu-
minescence value. The upper limit is set for saturation/nonlinear
behaviors that occur at values much less than 100% of the mean,
e.g., Figs. 7 and 8.

At the lowest flow rate, Fig. 10 indicates that the saturation
amplitude varies with frequency by a factor of almost five. This
frequency sensitivity is diminished at the higher flow rates. At the
highest Reynolds number, the saturation amplitude is nearly con-
stant over the frequency range investigated. Saturation at 100%
chemiluminescence is only seen for the lowest flow rate. The re-
sults presented indicate that a variety of nonlinear behaviors can
exist in a single combustor.

Imaging of Flame Under Large Amplitude Forcing. During
this parametric study it was sometimes observed that the flame
visibly changed in structure at the point where the transfer func-
tion saturates �e.g., fdrive=210 Hz and 410 Hz�; however, this was

not necessarily the case in all situations �e.g., fdrive=130 Hz�.
High-speed line of sight images of the flame confirmed this ob-
servation, as shown in Fig. 11, which shows images of the flame
at two different driving amplitudes, corresponding to before and
after saturation of the transfer function in Fig. 7. These sequences
of images were obtained by phase locking an ICCD high-speed
camera to the input driving signal. The phase angles shown are
with respect to the driven velocity oscillations. The viewing area
is 70 mm�70 mm. A BG-38 Schott glass filter was placed in
front of the ICCD camera to eliminate wavelengths of light above
�700 nm.

Figure 11�a� shows the line-of-sight view of the flame at a low
velocity amplitude �u� /u0=0.2� where the transfer function re-
mains linear in Fig. 7. At this low amplitude of oscillation, the
flame has a well-defined stabilization point throughout the cycle.
In contrast, Fig. 11�b� shows the line-of-sight view of the flame at
a velocity amplitude �u� /u0=0.6� where the flame transfer func-Fig. 9 Fourier transforms of: „a… pressure; and „b… CH* chemi-

luminescence signals at local maximum of transfer function
and local minimum of transfer function for fdrive=180 Hz „ReD
=30,000,�=0.80…

Fig. 10 Dependence of CH* nonlinear amplitude on driving fre-
quency as a function of Reynolds number „�=0.80…

Fig. 11 Phase-locked instantaneous line-of-sight images of
flame over one cycle of acoustic forcing for: „a… low „linear,
u� /u0=0.2…; and „b… high „nonlinear, u� /u0=0.6… amplitude of os-
cillation „fdrive=410 Hz, ReD=21,000, �=0.80…
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tion has saturated. In these images, the flame no longer extends
from its stabilization point downstream of the centerbody, as
shown in Fig. 11�a�. Instead, the flame has no discernable struc-
ture. This behavior begins to occur exactly at the point of satura-
tion �e.g., u� /uo=0.35 in Fig. 7�.

Since similar flame behavior seen in Fig. 11 for 410 Hz was not
observed for 130 Hz, we will concentrate on these two results for
the remainder of the paper. In an effort to further investigate some
of the potential mechanisms controlling the nonlinear flame dy-
namics, we performed extensive OH-PLIF studies at these two
driving frequencies.

We should emphasize two key limitations associated with inter-
preting these images. First, the flow is highly three dimensional,
so that flame structures come in and out of the images. Second,
“consecutive” images are not truly consecutive, as they were
taken several cycles apart—thus, one should only attempt to infer
global flow features, and not try to track the evolution of a par-
ticular flow feature from image to image.

Figure 12�a� presents instantaneous OH PLIF images for the
130 Hz case at a low velocity oscillation amplitude �u� /u0=0.3�.
Here the heat release is in the linear response regime. The images
obtained are phase locked to the driving signal, but the phase
angles presented in these figures are with respect to the velocity
oscillations calculated from the two microphone method. These
figures indicate that the flame is anchored on the centerbody
throughout the cycle. The oscillating velocity is evident, as the
flame moves back and forth throughout the cycle; in some images,
the presence of convecting flow structures are perhaps evident.

Figure 12�b� shows the corresponding flame response for high
velocity oscillations �u� /u0=0.9�; at this level of driving, the in-
stantaneous flow velocity oscillates between 2 m/s and 42 m/s
throughout the cycle. Thus it oscillates between nearly reversing
itself to a very high speed jet. At the velocity minimum the tur-
bulent flame speed is on the same order as the local velocity value
and the flame propagates toward the nozzle. The flame, however,
does not flash back into the nozzle, but remains just outside the
nozzle exit. At the point of highest flow velocity and maximum
flame length, the clear rollup of the flame into the central recircu-
lation zone is evident, see 45 deg and 90 deg.

The rapid reduction in flame area associated with this rollup,

and the subsequent flame propagation and rapid reduction in flame
area, is the mechanism causing saturation of the flame response.
This explains why rollup is first observed roughly at the point
where the CH* chemiluminescence saturates, at u� /u0�0.8 in
Fig. 6. This is the same observation of Balachandran et al. in a
nonswirling flame �7�. Due to rollup, the flame area is very rapidly
reduced, due to flame propagation normal to itself.

Also, note that the flame remains attached throughout the cycle,
even at the highest amplitudes, in contrast to the 410 Hz result
shown next. In addition, the flame front is substantially more cor-
rugated at the point of highest jet velocity, 90 deg, relative to
lower velocity points. These images suggest that the turbulent
flame speed is modulated through the cycle.

This flame rollup can be further seen in Fig. 13 which illustrates
the manner in which the flame response at the point of its maxi-
mum downstream displacement varies with disturbance ampli-
tude. The dashed lines indicate the average flame front location
�obtained by averaging all the images at this particular phase and
using a gradient method to extract an edge� at excitation ampli-
tudes where the transfer function remains linear, u� /u0=0.3 and
0.6. These curves show that the downstream flame displacement
increases with perturbation amplitude, but with a similar shape. In
contrast, the solid lines show average flame front locations at
excitation amplitudes near and beyond the point where saturation
in flame response occurs, u� /u0=0.83 and 0.9. Here the down-
stream displacement of the flame position clearly stops growing
with perturbation amplitude. Instead, the reactants roll up into the
central recirculation zone, causing a more rapid reduction in flame
surface area relative to the lower amplitude cases due to flame
propagation normal to itself.

Consider next the 410 Hz results. Recall from Fig. 7 that satu-
ration occurred well below 100% CH* chemiluminescence ampli-
tude. Figure 14�a� shows the flame response at a low velocity
amplitude �u� /u0=0.2� for 410 Hz. Similar to the 130 Hz in Fig.
14�a� and inferred from Fig. 11, the flame is stabilized at the
centerbody of the premixer. The flame increases in length and
shows increased wrinkling at the peak of the cycle. Figure 14�b�
illustrates the flame response at a high-velocity oscillation ampli-
tude �u� /u0=0.6�, where the flame exhibits a very different behav-
ior from the 130 Hz results. First, at all eight phases, the flame is
clearly lifted off the centerbody and appears to be stabilized near
the stagnation point in a low velocity region, as also shown in the
direct flame images in Fig. 11. Only at one small part of the cycle,
45–90 deg, can the flame be seen attempting to stabilize itself on
the centerbody.

The liftoff of the flame from the centerbody with increasing
excitation amplitude can be seen from Fig. 15. Similar to Fig. 13,
dashed lines indicate the flame front where the transfer function is

Fig. 12 Instantaneous OH PLIF images showing evolution of
flame response over one cycle of acoustic forcing for: „a… low
„linear, u� /u0=0.3…; and „b… high „nonlinear, u� /u0=0.9… velocity
oscillation amplitudes „fdrive=130 Hz, ReD=21,000, �=0.80…

Fig. 13 Averaged flame edges at 65–110 deg phase angle at
four velocity oscillation amplitudes „fdrive=130 Hz, u� /u0=0.3,
0.6, 0.83, and 0.90…. Dashed „- - -…/ solid —… lines indicate peak
flame response when transfer function is linear/saturated,
respectively
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linear �u� /u0=0.2,0.3� and the solid lines indicates peak response
flame edges near and beyond the saturation point of the transfer
function �u� /u0=0.53,0.6�. The plot clearly shows the transition
of the stabilization point of the flame from the centerbody to a
point downstream with increasing disturbance amplitude.

Since the flame is lifted off, the two flames that are present in
the linear regime are merged together into one flame—it can be
seen that the flame area is lower than it would be if the flame were
attached. This unsteady liftoff, and consequent reduction in flame
area, is the mechanism of nonlinearity for this case. It is first
observed in the images at u� /u0 amplitudes around 0.35; i.e.,
where the transfer function begins to saturate

Conclusions
From the results presented, we can make the following conclu-

sions. First, substantial nonlinearities in the flame response to
forced velocity oscillations have been shown. The phase between
the flow oscillation and heat release is also seen to have substan-
tial amplitude dependence. Various mechanisms appear to be im-
portant in different frequency and flowrate regimes. For instance,
at low flow rates, the saturation amplitude of CH* can vary greatly
with driving frequency and range from 25% to 100% of the mean
value. In contrast, for higher flow rates, it is observed that the
nonlinear amplitude of CH* is roughly independent of driving
frequency. In addition, the shape of the transfer function can
change markedly for different driving frequencies and flow rates.
Therefore, there are a variety of behaviors which are present in a
single combustor. Thus, one single theory is not adequate to de-
scribe the nonlinear dynamics of a forced or unstable combustor.

OH PLIF imaging of the flame was performed at two frequen-
cies where two mechanisms potentially controlled the saturation
amplitude of the global heat release from the flame. Two phenom-
ena, vortex rollup and flame liftoff, are found to be the key
mechanisms which govern saturation of the flame transfer func-
tion from these images. The latter mechanism visibly changes the
flame structure when comparing these results with line-of-sight
images. Both mechanisms act to reduce the flame area.

No subharmonic flame response was observed in any of these
studies, as opposed to our earlier study in another combustor. This
result is not understood, as it is well known that parametric flame
instabilities occur at high forcing amplitudes, resulting in a sub-
harmonic response �13,14�. Future work will attempt to reconcile
these differing observations.
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Integrated in-Flight Fault
Detection and Accommodation: A
Model-Based Study
In-flight fault accommodation of safety-critical faults requires rapid detection and reme-
diation. Indeed, for a class of safety-critical faults, detection within a millisecond range
is imperative to allow accommodation in time to avert undesired engine behavior. We
address these issues with an integrated detection and accommodation scheme. This
scheme comprises model-based detection, a bank of binary classifiers, and an accommo-
dation module. The latter biases control signals with pre-defined adjustments to regain
operability while staying within established safety limits. The adjustments were developed
using evolutionary algorithms to identify optimal biases off-line for multiple faults and
points within the flight envelope. These biases are interpolated online for the current
flight conditions. High-fidelity simulation results are presented showing accommodation
applied to a high-pressure compressor fault on a commercial, high-bypass, twin-spool,
turbofan engine throughout the flight envelope. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2720517�

1 Introduction
Faults affecting aircraft safety must be detected quickly to

avoid undesired events such as engine surge/stall events, power
loss, severe vibrations, and loss of thrust control. These events, in
addition to inappropriate crew response, may lead to accidents �1�.
To reduce the number of accidents, NASA established the Avia-
tion Safety Program �2�. Within the scope of that program, this
paper investigates a number of faults for which in-flight accom-
modation is considered.

The goal of a fault accommodation system is to regain oper-
ability and maintain commanded thrust after a fault has been de-
tected by biasing aircraft control signals. Aircraft controllers are
highly sophisticated systems with strict safety limits based on that
many years of design experience. To stay within these safety con-
fines, the control signal biases are limited to established bounds.

Figure 1 shows the top-level conceptual architecture for the
detection and accommodation methods used. A model-based ap-
proach was employed to aid the diagnostics using extended Kal-
man filter �EKF� techniques with a component level engine model
�CLM� featuring nonlinear simulation of a commercial, high-
bypass, twin-spool, turbofan engine. The output of the diagnostics
triggers the accommodation �actuator control adjustments�. The
top-level inputs to the system are the pilot input throttle resolver
angle �TRA�, altitude �ALT�, Mach number �XM�, delta from ISO
standard day ambient temperature �DTAMB�, as well as engine
variation and health parameters �P�. Data were generated for a
large set of cases within the flight envelope. For all of the data
sets, random variations were added to the process and measure-
ments corresponding to engine-to-engine variation, deterioration,
sensor accuracy bias, and sensor noise. The modeling and diagno-
sis techniques are discussed elsewhere �3� in more detail. This
paper will focus primarily on the accommodation. In Sec. 2, we
will first briefly introduce the model and detection schemes used,
followed by a short discussion of the faults selected. Section 3
discusses fault accommodation; Sec. 4 concludes with a few final
remarks.

2 System Modeling, Detection, and Faults Selected

2.1 Model. For this study, two nonlinear models of an ad-
vanced commercial, high-bypass, twin-spool, turbofan engine
were used. Both models can be run in a transient or steady state
mode. The cycle workstation �CWS� is a high fidelity physics-
based aircraft engine model, which acts as the real engine
�“truth”�. Variation, deterioration, and fault models can be injected
into the CWS model. A simplified, physics-based, component
level model is used as the embedded model in conjunction with
the EKF to aid in fault diagnostics. The CLM takes less time to
run and is less accurate than the CWS.

The idea of a model-based approach is to compare the actual
plant output to the output estimated from a mathematical model
that attempts to mimic the system behavior �4�. An optimal esti-
mate of the state of the model in the presence of process noise,
sensor noise, and initial condition mismatch for a nonlinear plant
can be created using extended Kalman filtering techniques. The
difference between the plant output and the estimated output is the
residual. Residuals are used to detect changes in plant behavior:
they should be near zero in fault-free case and non-zero when a
fault has occurred. The detection process evaluates the residuals
and monitors if and where a fault has occurred.

2.2 Source of Variation. In order to realistically represent
engine behavior, sources of variation are included as simulation
inputs. Specifically, we consider variability between engines, ag-
ing, and measurement processes.

2.2.1 Engine-to-Engine Variation. An engine-to-engine varia-
tion model was created for the CWS engine model. The engine-
to-engine variation accounts for manufacturing and assembly
variation found in new engines. These variations can be described
or modeled by adding variation to the efficiency adder and flow
scalar parameters on the rotating components. The model used for
engine-to-engine variation adds a normally distributed random
value �based on measurements of a sample of the engine popula-
tion� to the nominal value of each parameter. The standard devia-
tion of the parameter variation values ranged from 0.0% to 1.1%.

2.2.2 Deterioration. A deterioration model was created for
both the CWS and CLM engine models. Some of the known de-
terioration mechanisms are seal and bushing leakage, clearance
increases, and other main or secondary flow leaks. After evaluat-
ing analytic engine teardowns, production test data, development
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test data, and overhaul engine findings, it was determined that the
rotating component efficiencies and flow parameters, as well as
leakage and clearances, are affected by deterioration. The deterio-
ration model used in the CWS engine model is a uniform random
distribution from new to fully deteriorated. The process is cen-
tered for the CLM engine model by running it only with a 50%
deterioration model.

2.2.3 Sensor Accuracy. There are several factors that affect
the measurement accuracy of any given sensor. Factors considered
here are:

• signal conditioning—accounts for excitation, A/D conver-
sion, filtering,

• sensor bias—accounts for sensor to sensor variation,
• profile error—accounts for radial and circumferential varia-

tion in the measured parameters,
• noise—accounts for other noise in the system.

All accuracies are two-sided �±� and modeled as normal distri-
bution with a 2-sigma maximum variation.

2.3 Faults. One of the goals of this project is to create general
diagnostic technologies for the different components of an aircraft
engine system. To that end, we wanted to select actuator, engine,
and sensor faults. We selected the variable stator vanes �actuator�,
high-pressure compressor and high-pressure turbine damage �en-
gine�, and compressor exit pressure �Ps3� sensor as the compo-
nents that are the most suitable to investigate for this project based
on an investigation of an engine events database of the past 20
years of DEC and FADEC controlled engines. The fault block
diagram is shown in Fig. 2 and the parameters and magnitudes
varied for each fault are given in Table 1.

These faults may have, by definition, safety-averse conse-
quences, such as loss of throttle control, compressor stalls, aborted
takeoffs, in-flight shutdowns, etc. It is therefore crucial to over-
come these situations through proper accommodation. A prerequi-
site for accommodation is detection before the negative effects
take place. The allowed detection time is based on criticality de-
termined by controls designers. Detection must be completed
within a time frame between 106 ms and 1.2 s, depending on the
fault type �Table 2�.

2.4 Diagnostics. Specifications about the false positive and
true positive rates �or false negative or true negative rates� guide
classifier design. The actual specification is driven by the applica-
tion and the domain wherein the classifier is executed. For ex-
ample, it might be extremely undesirable to issue false positives in
certain domains, while �even for the same application� it is more
important to avoid false negatives in a different domain �e.g.,
some military versus civilian applications�.

Model-based information is the foundation of many diagnostic
strategies, ranging from simple thresholding to Kalman filter
banks �5�. To maximize the diagnostic information, we add a clas-
sifier to the model-based detection. Specifically, we consider here
�after an initial of downselect as part of the classifier design step�
a support vector machine �SVM� as the classification engine �6,7�.

The overall classification approach followed the scheme shown
in Fig. 3. Inputs are the flight envelope �FE� data, sensor data, and
Kalman filter estimates. After a preliminary variable selection,
residuals are computed from which further features are calculated.
After a feature selection process, the features are subjected to the
classification. The classifiers were trained as binary classifiers us-
ing the fault data as one class and the normal and other fault
classes as the other class. The last step is the hypothesis test that
selects the final fault state.

One of the main distinctions of this study is that results are
compiled for faults that can occur at any point in the flight enve-

Fig. 1 High-level architecture of detection and accommodation strategy

Fig. 2 Fault block diagram

Table 1 Fault model parameters

Fault
type

Model
parameter
changed

Change from nominal

Small
fault

Medium
fault

Large
fault

HPC fault Efficiency −1.5% −3% −5%
flow −1.5% −3% −5%

HPT fault Efficiency −1.5% −3% −5%
flow 1.5% 3% 5%

VSV
fault

Bias 0.8 deg 2.5 deg 5.0 deg

Ps3 fault Bias −7 PSI −19 PSI −30 PSI

Table 2 Allowed fault detection time

Fault Allowed detection time

HPC 1.2 s
HPT 1.2 s
VSV 106 ms
Ps3 340 ms
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lope with any level of noise and engine deterioration. With a
mandated zero false positive rate �to avoid any inappropriate ac-
commodation�, results are as listed in Table 3 that shows the con-
fusion matrix for the output of the maximum likelihood fault se-
lection logic.

All faults are detected at zero false positive levels upward of
90%. Only HPT and HPC faults are misclassified. If accommoda-
tion mandates that no misclassifications be made at all, then the
results will deteriorate considerably because the particular combi-
nation of deterioration, flight envelope, and fault signature are
completely overlapping. However, the misclassifications occur in
large part only at the smallest fault level with very few misclas-
sifications at the medium fault level and no misclassifications at
the large fault level. That also implies that larger faults can be
accommodated safely.

3 Fault Accommodation
The following sections detail the accommodation of a high-

pressure compressor fault. The method described gives good re-
sults for HPT and VSV faults �3�, however, only the HPC results
are discussed in this paper.

A successful accommodation strategy will protect steady state
operability, limit maximum temperature, and ensure adequate
thrust. The critical measures of engine operability are the stall
margins for the fan, booster, and high-pressure compressor �SMF,
SMB, SMC, respectively�. The controller is designed, among
other things, to protect minimum stall margins required for safe
operation at different points in the flight envelope. The accommo-
dation goal is to achieve steady state stall margins in a faulted
engine that are equal to or greater than the pre-fault values.

Recall that the high-pressure compressor fault �such as a blade
failure� is modeled as a decrease in the efficiency and flow
through the HPC. Small, medium, and large faults are modeled,
respectively, to 1.5%, 3%, and 5% changes in efficiency and flow.
The fault occurs as a step change over a 0.01 s interval.

Figure 4 represents a CWS simulation of a large HPC fault
occurring at 0.5 s and subsequent results over the next 7 s. This
response is determined by a standard controller without fault ac-
commodation algorithms. The controller attempts to recover fan
speed and thus, thrust. As a result of the fault and subsequent
controller action, the booster and compressor stall margins drop
below their designed �safe� values.

While Fig. 4 shows aircraft operation at a particular point in the
flight envelope, one cannot necessarily extrapolate from that to

operation at other points in the flight envelope. Figure 5 encom-
passes an aggregation of many flight envelope points that were
chosen to cover the aircraft flight envelope. The histogram shows
the frequency of occurrence of a particular percentage change in
each parameter. The frequency is calculated using this following
equation for 458 flight envelope points

Ytfinal
− Yt0

Yt0

�1�

As expected, the high-pressure compressor fault causes a drop
in the compressor stall margin and a significant drop in the booster
stall margin. These values must be restored for safe operation of
the aircraft.

3.1 Solution Description. The nonlinearity of the FADEC
and the engine requires a nontraditional optimization technique to
find optimal, or even feasible, accommodation strategies. Genetic
algorithms �GAs� are well suited for this task. Genetic algorithms
are a general-purpose optimization method based on the theory of
natural selection. GAs make no assumptions about the search
space, so they can be applied to almost all optimization problems
�8�. However, GAs exchange applicability for speed—although
they can be used on a wide variety of problems, they are typically
slower to converge to a solution than algorithms designed for a
specific problem. The GA Optimization Toolbox �GAOT� �9� was
used to implement the GA.

This work assumes that the stall margin measures, i.e., SMF,
SMB, and SMC, are acceptable measures of operability. This im-
plies these faults are not concerned with lean blow out and that the
calculated variables are an accurate representation of the actual
margin between the current operating point and the stall line. Fi-
nally, it is assumed for steady state evaluation that the rate at
which the actuators move to their accommodated values does not
matter.

The optimization system takes the outputs of the engine simu-
lation �SMF, SMB, SMC, FN� as inputs. The GA then generates
control adjustments, which the FADEC translates to inputs for the
engine simulation. Figure 6 shows the optimization architecture.

3.2 GA Parameters. Run time is a critical factor in this ge-
netic algorithm design, as the CWS engine simulation runs more
slowly than real time. In order to maximize the number of runs
while still converging on a good solution, the optimization is de-
signed to take approximately 6 h. The simulations start with a

Fig. 3 Fault classification scheme

Table 3 Confusion matrix for rapid detection of selected faults
„FP forced to zero… with elbow feature

No fault
est.

HPC
est.

HPT
est.

VSV
est.

Ps3
est.

No fault 1 0 0 0 0
HPC 0.036 0.959 0.005 0 0
HPT 0.041 0.007 0.952 0 0
VSV 0.090 0 0 0.910 0
Ps3 0.049 0 0 0 0.951

Fig. 4 Engine parameters for single HPC fault simulation
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random initial population of 30 members and finish after 30 gen-
erations. A crossover rate of 60% and a mutation rate of 5% were
chosen.

3.2.1 Solution Representation. Most of the variables that rep-
resent a solution are bounded and continuous. These continuous
gene values and their bounds are listed in Table 4. Two of the
variables correspond to discrete switches, namely:

• auxiliary compressor bleed switch
• cowl anti-ice bleed switch

For these switches, a floating-point chromosome representation
was used for which the values were rounded off. Each individual
in the population is represented with a chromosome containing
floating-point representations of the values in Table 4.

3.2.2 Fitness Function. In every generation, each member of
the population is evaluated �each combination of control adjust-
ments is simulated� to determine how good the solution is, and the
fitness is appended to the chromosome. The goodness, or fitness,
of a solution is based upon the operability and performance mea-
sures, namely:

• fan stall margin �SMF�
• booster stall margin �SMB�
• compressor stall margin �SMC�
• exhaust gas temperature �EGT�
• net thrust �FN�

As previously defined, an optimal fault accommodation strategy
obtains thrust and stall margin levels similar to those prior to the
fault’s occurrence. A strategy is penalized for exceeding maxi-
mum temperatures. To quantify a strategy, J is maximized, where

j = ��
WeightSMF

�SMF

SMFt0

WeightSMB
�SMB

SMBt0

WeightSMC
�SMC

SMCt0

WeightFN
�FN

FNt0

� − �max�0,EGTtfinal

− LimitEGT	�exp �x = 
xt0
− xtfinal


 �2�

and

SMF _ WEIGHT = 1,

SMB _ WEIGHT = 2,

SMC _ WEIGHT = 2,

FN _ WEIGHT = 3,

EXPONENT = 2.

3.3 Test Points. Table 5 lists a sample of the flight envelope
points for which the GA was run.

3.4 Accommodation Results. At each point, a nominal,
healthy engine was simulated. At 0.5 s, a fault was inserted, and
2 s later, the adjustment parameters were changed to the accom-
modated variables determined by the genetic algorithm. The runs

Fig. 5 Histogram representing HPC fault trends

Fig. 6 Optimization architecture
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continued for 20 s to allow transients to settle and achieve the
steady state accommodated measures for operability and perfor-
mance. The temporal responses for a number of test points are
shown in Figs. 7–12, illustrating fan stall margin, booster stall
margin, compressor stall margin, and net thrust. The six points
shown are dispersed throughout the flight envelope and have dif-

ferent fault severity and throttle settings. In all cases, the stall
margins and thrust are restored to their pre-fault values.

3.5 Solution Analysis. Acceptable accommodation solutions
have been found at all flight envelope points tested. This is cau-
tiously taken as an indication that certain hardware faults can be
accommodated with control adjustments. Some parameters, such
as the max core speed adder, are not necessary for accommodation
of all points. This is evident in the seemingly random solution
provided for these variables from the GA. With the exception of
fault level, no statistically significant correlation is found between
the flight envelope points and the optimal control adjustments.
There are several implications.

This makes a priori scheduling the fault accommodation very
difficult. The current optimization strategy is much too slow to run
in real-time on the FADEC, so the accommodation strategy must
be pre-determined. This can be accomplished by solving the prob-
lem for corner and center points with the minimum number of
adjustments possible. These points can be included in a standard
schedule where in-between points are calculated using a weighted
average of adjustments corresponding to the N closest design
points. The weights are proportional to the inverse distances to the
design points �3�.

The plurality of optimal solutions suggests that effects of a
multivariate nature are not fully taken into account, which leads to
apparent lack of solution smoothness. Specifically, the GA gener-
ally finds the optimal solution for accommodation, which does not
necessarily correspond to the best strategy consistent with sched-
uling. Including a reward in the fitness function for solution simi-
larity to the accommodation strategy of a nearby point in the flight
envelope can take care of this issue. Other penalties can be em-
ployed, such as “low accommodation effort” �3�.

The genetic algorithm approach to the problem of finding con-
trol adjustments to accommodate faults is successful where hand
tuning and derivative approaches have been unable to find suitable
results. However, the runtime of the genetic algorithm is orders of
magnitude larger than real-time. Faster solving methods exist, but
none has yet been successfully employed in real-time to accom-
modate all flight envelope points. The dual approach of offline GA
accommodation and online interpolation between design points
has been shown to be successful.

Table 4 Continuous solution variables and bounds

Solution variable
�gene�

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

VBV adjustment adder �100 100
VSV adjustment adder �50 50
Max core speed adder 0 1060
Horsepower extraction 0 Original value
ACC multiplier 0 100
ACC adder 0 1
Throttle 97% of

original value
103% of

original value
Aux bleed switch 0 24
Cowl anti-ice switch 0 1

Table 5 Flight envelope test points

Run
HPC fault

level TRA ALT XM

1 Small Low Very low Low
2 Large High Med High
3 Small Med Low High
4 Large Med Very low Low
5 Small Low High High
6 Large Low Med Low
7 Small Med Med Low
8 Large Med High High
9 Large Med Low Med
10 Medium High Low Med
11 Medium Med High Med
12 Medium Med Med Very high
13 Small Med Low Med
14 Medium Very low Low Med
15 Medium Med Very low Med
16 Medium Med Low Very low
17 Medium Med Low Med

Fig. 7 Med. fault „med TRA, high Alt, med Mach…
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In some cases, the accommodation strategy causes a slight in-
crease in thrust. While this was a permissible change in the ex-
periment �and was bounded to small changes�, in practice, this
may be just as undesired as loss of thrust. Weighting the impor-
tance of thrust change in the fitness function should remedy this
problem. Additionally, running the GA for a larger number of
generations may be necessary for solution convergence.

Some strategies caused an initial loss of stall margin before
converging on the steady state values. While this would be unac-
ceptable in flight, the transient is ignored in the steady state evalu-
ation. Appropriately scheduling the speed at which the actuators
slew to the accommodated positions should remedy this problem.

3.6 Future Work. This method of discovering accommoda-
tion strategies should be very successful in the transient realm.
The stall margin numbers are generally used to protect an engine
from stall during transient operation. This same technique can
easily be used to construct a transient strategy. Steady state ac-
commodation is a necessary first step, but a complete fault accom-
modation strategy also schedules accommodation transiently. In
fact, there are many more handles to adjust, for example, the
acceleration and deceleration schedules as well as the actuator
gains. The large number of possible accommodation parameters
needs to be balanced with the need for solution smoothness, as
discussed earlier. This paper explored a strategy that relied on first

Fig. 8 Med. fault „very low TRA, low Alt, med Mach…

Fig. 9 Med. fault „med TRA, med Alt, very high Mach…
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principle understanding of experts to reduce the parameters to a
“good” set. A formal method should be explored that guides the
user in making these choices.

Other extensions include the investigation of complete systems
comprising engines and subsystems. Here, the possible interac-
tions will pose considerable challenges due to the expected in-
crease in complexity. An integrated approach might be explored
that ensures the overall stability of the system.

Lastly, the accommodation should be examined as part of a
comprehensive health management strategy that includes the sec-
ondary considerations beyond the immediate operability concerns.
While the accommodation strategies presented here do potentially
avert undesired system behavior, they do not address the root

cause. Dealing with the required maintenance should be consid-
ered as part of the overall decision making process, taking into
account impact on logistics, parts availability, flight schedule ad-
justments, shop loading, long-term prognostics, etc.

4 Conclusions
A method for integrated fault detection and accommodation in

turbofan engines via control adjustments was presented. For de-
tection, a scheme was employed that focused on rapid detection of
relatively small aircraft engine faults. A bank of binary classifiers
established the presence of the faults as determined by a quasi-
maximum likelihood hypothesis test within a millisecond range,

Fig. 10 Small fault „med TRA, low Alt, med Mach…

Fig. 11 Med. fault „med TRA, low Alt, very low Mach…
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while at the same time avoiding false positives. Next, a genetic
algorithm was used to identify the control adjustments necessary
to maintain operability and performance. Solutions for this highly
nonlinear problem were found for all fault levels and operating
points tested. A dual method to schedule design adjustments
across the flight envelope and interpolate between them for un-
scheduled operating points proved to be successful. We showed
performance results for a high-pressure compressor fault at vari-
ous levels of severity �small medium, high� and at different points
in the flight envelope.
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Nomenclature
ACC � active clearance control
ALT � altitude

CLM � component level model �software� of high-
bypass, two-rotor, turbofan

CWS � cycle workStation model �software� of high-
bypass, two-rotor, turbofan

DEC � digital engine control
DTAMB � delta from ISO standard day temperature

EGT � exhaust gas temperature
EKF � extended Kalman filter

FADEC � full authority digital electronic control
FE � flight envelope
FP � false positives
FN � net thrust
GA � genetic algorithm

GAOT � genetic algorithm optimization toolbox

HPC � high-pressure compressor
HPT � high-pressure turbine
PS3 � HPC exit static pressure

SMB � booster stall margin
SMC � core stall margin
SMF � fan stall margin
SVM � support vector machine
TRA � throttle resolver angle
VBV � variable bleed valve
VSV � variable stator vane

WF � fuel flow
XM � Mach number
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The Use of Probabilistic
Reasoning to Improve
Least Squares Based
Gas Path Diagnostics
A method is proposed to support least square type of methods for deriving health param-
eters from a small number of independent gas path measurements. The method derives
statistical information using sets of solutions derived from a number of data records, to
produce sets of candidate solutions with a lesser number of parameters. These sets can
then be processed to derive an accurate component fault diagnosis. It could thus be
classified as a new type of �concentrator� approach, which is shown to be more effective
than previously existing schemes. The method’s effectiveness is demonstrated by appli-
cation to a number of typical jet engine component faults. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2436548�

Introduction
Fault detection and isolation are of great importance for gas

turbines today, since they are related with issues such as safety,
aircraft availability, and fleet management. In recent years, a lot of
effort has been made in the field of engine diagnostics and a
significant number of methods have been proposed covering a
wide range of approaches for better and more reliable diagnosis.

Undoubtedly, the most popular approach is the gas path analy-
sis �GPA�. Engine diagnostics based on the GPA has been initiated
with linear GPA. The fundamentals of linear gas path analysis
have been posed by Urban �1�. Least squares techniques coupled
with gas path analysis have been presented by Doel �2,3�. These
methods interrelate through a linear system of equation, measur-
able quantities of thermodynamic nature along the engine �tem-
peratures, pressures, etc.� with flow capacity and efficiency factors
of engine components, representing their state of health. Linear
GPA is the diagnostic approach mostly used in engines in service
today applied under different formulation by the major engine
manufacturers �Urban and Volponi �4�, Doel �3,5�, Barwell �6��.

Nonlinear GPA approaches have been developed later and con-
stitute a more sophisticated approach, since the functional interre-
lation among the variables is more accurate. The first studies on
nonlinear GPA for health parameter estimations were introduced
by the group of the authors, through the adaptive modeling tech-
nique �7,8�, which was also applied on different engine types by
Tsalavoutas et al. �9� and Lambiris et al. �10�. Nonlinear GPA
studies have been performed by different authors �e.g., Lee and
Singh �11�, Gronstedt �12�, Chen and Zhu �13�, Biagioni and Ci-
notti �14��.

The application, however, of GPA methods for the estimation of
the health parameters of the engine in practical cases encounters a
number of difficulties. The most important obstacle is the lack of
measurements which lead to undetermined systems of equations,
since the estimation of more health parameters from fewer mea-
surements is required. In order to overcome this problem, many
approaches have been proposed among which Kalman filtering
�Provost �15�, Volponi �16�, Dewallef et al. �17�� and optimization
techniques �Kamboukos et al. �18�, Zedda and Singh �19�, Gulati
et al. �20�, and Sampath et al. �21��. The basic idea of all these

methods is that when individual component faults exist, they can
be detected by some first decision criteria. This allows a reduction
of the number of unknown health parameters which can then be
evaluated more accurately, provided of course that the faulty com-
ponent has been identified correctly during the first decision step.

Another problem is the inaccuracy of measurements due to the
presence of noise. The effect of noise can be reduced if a series of
measurements is available instead of a single measurement set.
The reduction of noise can then be achieved in many ways vary-
ing from a single averaging of the available series of measure-
ments �22� to the application of more sophisticated methods such
as Kalman filtering techniques �17�.

The work of the present paper uses the optimization algorithm
proposed by Kamboukos et al. �18� that comprises a least squares
based nonlinear gas path method for the diagnosis of component
faults, coupled with a procedure of statistical processing of the
diagnostic results. The proposed procedure aims to the estimation
of the probability density functions �PDFs� of the health param-
eters which are then used for deciding which the faulty component
is.

The Problem of Gas Path Fault Diagnosis
A formal description of the terms involved in the diagnostic

problem can be given if the engine is considered as a system
whose operating point is defined by means of a set of variables,
denoted as u. The health condition of its components is repre-
sented through the values of appropriate health parameters, con-
tained in a vector f. The engine is monitored through measured
variables �speeds, pressures, temperatures, etc.�, contained in a
vector Y.

The operating engine establishes a relationship between the
health parameters and the measured quantities, which can be ex-
pressed through a functional relation

Y = Y�u,f� �1�
The purpose of a diagnostic method is to determine the values

of component health parameters of an engine �vector f�, when a
set of measured quantities �vector Y� is available for given oper-
ating conditions �vector u�. In cases usually encountered in prac-
tice, the available measurements are less than the health param-
eters, leading to an underdetermined system of equations, not
allowing a unique determination of f.

Least squares based methods are used for at least 2 decades by
engine manufacturers to determine the health of gas turbines com-
ponents, namely to estimate the vector f of the health parameters.
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Least Squares Based Gas Path Diagnostic Method
The least squares based method applied in the present paper has

been proposed by Kamboukos et al. �18� and practically turns into
an optimization problem by the minimization of an appropriate
function.

When a set of measurement data from an engine is available, a
set of values for the health parameters can be derived by solving
an optimization problem, namely the minimization of a function
OF. The solution is obtained with the interaction of a nonlinear
engine performance model and an optimization algorithm, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Mathioudakis et al. �23� have shown that an appropriate func-
tion for minimization is the following

OF = �
i=1

M �Yi − Yi
g

Yi
g�Yi

�2

+ CA · �
j=1

N � f j − f j
r

f j
r� f j

� + CS · �
j=1

N � f j − f j
r

f j
r� f j

�2

�2�
The first term expresses the fact that the health parameters un-

der estimation f must be such that the vector of measured quanti-
ties Y is reproduced as accurately as possible. The second and
third terms ensure that the values of health parameters cannot be
significantly different from their reference; a fact resulting from
experience. It is the addition of these terms that allows the deri-
vation of a solution for f, even when a smaller number of mea-
surements is available. All deltas are weighted by the inverse of
the standard deviation of the corresponding quantity. Weight fac-
tors CA, CS are also included, for the possibility to change the
relative importance of the two groups of terms. The reference
values f of the health parameters can be chosen to represent a
“best” guess of the values to be determined.

The nature of this formulation of the diagnostic problem is that
it can effectively estimate the values of the health parameters
based on a limited set of measurements. However, since measure-
ment data are noisy, the estimations based on a single data set
differ from the actual values due to noise propagation. In order to
overcome this problem and improve the effectiveness of the diag-
nosis, more than one measurement data set is needed. Using a
series of data sets, the diagnosis is achieved through a two-stage
procedure. In the first stage, the least square based method pro-
vides us with estimations of the health parameters, with some
level of uncertainty due to the presence of noise. In the second
stage of the diagnostic procedure, this uncertainty is reduced
through statistical processing of the series of the health parameters
estimation.

Improvement of Diagnosis Using Statistical Processing
of Estimated Health Parameters

The first stage of data processing for locating the faulty com-
ponent is the most crucial in the procedure described above. It is
mainly for this stage that the method proposed here is suited. The

method is based on statistical processing of the values of health
factors determined by objective function minimization and is
schematically shown in Fig. 2.

Given a sequence of N sets of measurements, acquired from the
engine, a method using a minimization approach provides a series
of N sets of estimated values of the health parameters. They can
be expressed in terms of percentage deviations from their nominal
value, at the same operating conditions. For a health parameter
with value f at a specific operating point and nominal value �value
during a fault free operation of the engine at the same operating
conditions� f0, its percentage deviation is called delta of the health
parameter and is defined

�f =
f − f0

f0
� 100 �3�

The expression of the health parameters in terms of deltas pro-
vides us with data that have a weak dependence on operating
conditions, as commented on by Mathioudakis et al. �23�.

Given the value of a health parameter at a specific operating
point, its delta value can be obtained through the use of a perfor-
mance model adapted on the specific engine.

From the estimated deltas, the PDFs of the deltas of the health
parameters can then be estimated. By application of proper fault
isolation criteria on the estimated PDFs, the parameters of the
components that are faulty can finally be detected.

Estimation of the Probability Density Functions (PDFs). In
statistics, a way of estimating the probability density function of a
random variable is the Parzen window approximation �24�. Based
on this approximation, given some data about a sample of a popu-
lation, it is possible to extrapolate the data to the entire
population.

If �f1 ,�f2 , . . . ,�fN, is a sample of a random variable, like the
estimated deltas of a health parameter f for instance, the Parzen
window approximation of its PDF is

PDF��f� =
1

N
· �

j=1

N

w��f − �f i� �4�

where w is some probability density function �Fig. 3�.
Quite often w is taken to be a Gaussian function with zero mean

and variance �2. With this assumption, Eq. �4� turns into

PDF��f� =
1

N
· �

j=1

N
1

�	2�
· exp
−

��f − �f i�2

2�2 � �5�

In the present work, variance �2 has been considered the
sample variance s2, defined

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of diagnostic procedure

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the overall procedure of the proposed di-
agnostic method
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�2 = s2 =

�
j=1

N

�f j
2

N − 1
�6�

Fault Isolation Criteria. The idea that is put forward here is
that when the values of health parameters are evaluated from a
number of measurement sets, faulty components will result in
values consistently different from zero. We should expect that
corresponding health parameters should exhibit large deviations
with correspondingly “narrow” PDFs. Based on this, we introduce
a parameter which we call the diagnostic index. The diagnostic
index DIi of a health parameter f i is given by the product of the
maximum value of the estimated PDF of �f i and the absolute
value of the delta of the parameter for which the maximum value
of the estimated PDF is obtained �most probable value�, as shown
in Fig. 4. It is therefore

DIi = PDF��f i
max� · ��f i

max� �7�

where, for every �f i��f i
max, it is PDF��f i��PDF��f i

max�
Health parameters with large most probable values of delta or

high probability density for that value �indicating small uncer-
tainty on derived estimations� will present large values of diag-
nostic index. On the other hand, parameters with small most prob-
able deviations from reference value or small probability
density—indicative of large uncertainty on the derived
estimations—will have a high valued diagnostic index. It is thus
expected that health parameters which deviate due to the presence
of a component fault will have a high value of diagnostic index.
Based on this, we identify as faulty the component comprising the
health parameter with the highest value of diagnostic index �Fig.
5�.

Method Implementation on a Turbofan Engine
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,

application to a turbofan test case is presented. Apart from its
illustrative nature, the test case also represents a situation of prac-
tical interest in today’s jet engines applications. The type of en-
gine for this application is described in Appendix A. It is selected
as it has been used in applications of different diagnostic methods

by the authors and other researchers and can be considered to
constitute a benchmark case �Dewallef et al. �17�, Kamboukos
�18�, Romessis �22��.

The proposed diagnostic method has been applied for the diag-
nosis of the 15 benchmark fault cases, described in Appendix B.
From the series of 50 measurement sets, for each fault case, the
diagnostic index of the health parameters is shown in Table 1. The
highlighted values of the diagnostic indices indicate the highest
values on each fault case.

From these values and according to the diagnostic criterion set
in the previous paragraph, the components found to be faulty are
shown in Table 2, where the actually deviated health parameters
and suffered components are also presented.

From Table 2 we can conclude that in 13 out of the 15 fault
cases the faulty component of the engine was detected correctly.
The remaining two fault cases, where the method failed to detect
correctly the component fault, were a high-pressure compressor
�HPC� fault represented by a reduction of both efficiency and flow
capacity �fault case c� and a low-pressure turbine �LPT� fault also
represented by a reduction of both efficiency and flow capacity
�fault case j�. These are fault cases where observability problems
occur, as has been discussed by Kamboukos et al. �18�. In a few
words, this problem indicates that the available measurement set
is not adequate to distinguish these fault cases among several
others, with which they share a similar “signature of fault” �values
of the measurement set due to the presence of fault�. One way to
overcome this problem is the exploitation of information from a
number of different operating points by constructing a multipoint
diagnostic approach, as described in detail by Kamboukos et al.
�25�. This approach is practically the least squares based diagnos-
tic method described in the present paper with the difference that

Fig. 3 Estimation of PDF of variable �f from a sample of
values

Fig. 4 Calculation of DIi from the estimated PDF„�fi…

Fig. 5 Faulty component detection from estimation of PDFs
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is applied in several operating points at the same time combining
information that allows the increase of the number of measure-
ments, thus forming a well determined diagnostic system for the
estimation of the health parameters.

In order to evaluate the improvement that the multipoint ap-
proach can achieve, the diagnostic procedure proposed in the
present paper, using the multipoint approach instead of the least
squares based method, has been applied to the 15 benchmark fault
cases. The diagnostic indices of the health parameters for each
fault case are shown in Table 3.

From this table it becomes clear that the multipoint approach
handles efficiently the observability problems on fault cases c and
j, since these faults are detected correctly, improving the effec-
tiveness of the diagnostic procedure.

A further approach, regarding the uncertainty of the health pa-
rameters estimation this time, can be achieved if a second pass of
the diagnostic procedure follows. The basic idea is described in
Fig. 6.

First, from a given series of measurements data application of
the diagnostic procedure provides an estimation of the faulty com-
ponent of the engine. In a second pass, the diagnostic procedure is
applied once again for the same measurement data, with the dif-
ference that the unknown health parameters are now limited to
those describing the health condition of the component found to
be faulty in the first pass. The remaining health parameters are
given their nominal values since they describe the condition of
components found to be healthy.

This reduction of the number of the unknowns leads to a well

Table 1 Diagnostic indices of the health parameters for the data of the 15 benchmark fault
cases

Fault
cases SW12 SE12 SW2 SE2 SW26 SE26 SW41 SE41 SW49 SE49 ASIMP

a 0.233 0.86 0.032 0.064 0.107 0.015 0.000 0.021 0.011 0.008 0.003
b 0.018 0.321 0.033 0.004 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.08 0.004
c 0.004 0.003 0.048 0.240 0.016 0.090 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.004 0.003
d 0.004 0.002 0.055 0.106 0.196 0.392 0.008 0.013 0.016 0.004 0.029
e 0.035 0.094 0.056 0 0.231 0 0 0 0.032 0.038 0.082
f 0.052 0.016 0.061 0 0 0 0.390 0 0.07 0.39 0.017
g 0.153 0.017 0.03 0.036 0.069 0.020 0.553 0.196 0.215 0.281 0.139
h 0.066 0.076 0.092 0.012 0.040 0.013 0 0.227 0.139 0.123 0.156
i 0.07 0.01 0.012 0.047 0.04 0 0.014 0.033 0 0.529 0
j 0.005 0.024 0.078 0.046 0.021 0.013 0.007 0.094 0.025 0.023 0.030
k 0.053 0.043 0.055 0.023 0.055 0.012 0.015 0.017 0.124 0.008 0.053
l 0.075 0.02 0.011 0.003 0 0 0.008 0 0.198 0.057 0
m 0 0.004 0.09 0.023 0.006 0 0 0 0 0 0.188
n 0.003 0.004 0.026 0.040 0.04 0.014 0 0 0.007 0.005 0.314
o 0.090 0.117 0.052 0.003 0.019 0 0.006 0 0.023 0.043 0.334

Table 2 Diagnostic performance on the set of 15 benchmark
fault cases

Fault
case

Actually deviated
parameters

Affected
component

Estimated affected
component

a SW12, SE12, SW2, SE2 LPC LPC
b SE12 LPC LPC
c SW26, SE26 HPC LPC
d SE26 HPC HPC
e SW26 HPC HPC
f SW41 HPT HPT
g SW41, SE41 HPT HPT
h SE41 HPT HPT
i SE49 LPT LPT
j SW49, SE49 LPT HPT
k SW49 LPT LPT
l SW49 LPT LPT
m A8IMP Nozzle Nozzle
n A8IMP Nozzle Nozzle
o A8IMP Nozzle Nozzle

Table 3 Diagnostic indices of the health parameters for the 15 benchmark fault cases using the multipoint approach

Fault
cases SW12 SE12 SW2 SE2 SW26 SE26 SW41 SE41 SW49 SE49 A8IMP

a 0.272 0.194 0.152 0.008 0.000 0.024 0.035 0.000 0.057 0.006 0.080
b 0.135 0.612 0.005 0.008 0.010 0.003 0.028 0.000 0.049 0.020 0.113
c 0.001 0.022 0.002 0.126 0.358 0.324 0.000 0.034 0.007 0.052 0.000
d 0.077 0 0.005 0.052 0 0.508 0.037 0.005 0.059 0.025 0.047
e 0.044 0 0.012 0.054 0.200 0.020 0.024 0.009 0.010 0.048 0.030
f 0.069 0.007 0 0.061 0.002 0.018 0.616 0.006 0.080 0.040 0.052
g 0.006 0.007 0.004 0.093 0.042 0.046 0.380 0.427 0 0.027 0.008
h 0.047 0.003 0 0.058 0.013 0.049 0.029 0.538 0.043 0.018 0.067
i 0 0.007 0.017 0.124 0.057 0.043 0 0.013 0.009 0.488 0
j 0.018 0.006 0 0.098 0.010 0.038 0.018 0.026 0.095 0.242 0.009
k 0.056 0 0.020 0.076 0.004 0.050 0.029 0.027 0.096 0.050 0.048
l 0.007 0.005 0.019 0.055 0.011 0.006 0 0.009 0.075 0.185 0.009
m 0.090 0 0.003 0.052 0.001 0.007 0.029 0.006 0.037 0.026 0.067
n 0.026 0 0.004 0.061 0.003 0.021 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.206
o 0.040 0 0 0.090 0.015 0.050 0.011 0.036 0.002 0.056 0.0326
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determined diagnostic system allowing an estimation of the health
parameters with less uncertainty, expressed as smaller standard
deviations of the estimated PDFs.

Table 4 shows the mean values and the standard deviations of
the estimated PDFs of the health parameters of the components
found to be faulty for the 15 benchmark fault cases on the two
passes of the diagnostic procedure.

From this table we can see that in cases where the faulty com-
ponent was detected correctly from the first pass, the second pass
led to an estimation of the health parameters with significantly
smaller ranges of deviations. In cases where the first pass fails to
detect correctly the faulty component, of course the second pass
could not lead to a correct diagnosis.

Discussion
The proposed method focuses on the improvement of a stand-

alone diagnostic method by statistical processing of extracted di-
agnostic conclusions on a series of input information. It should
therefore be considered as a frame in which several methods can
be embedded improving their effectiveness.

The considered statistical processing targets the reproduction of
the probability density functions, from which the required statis-
tical parameters are calculated, rather than the direct calculation of
sample statistical parameters like other methods perform. This is
very important since the sample statistical parameters may lead to
incorrect diagnostic conclusions if the available measurement set
is poor or not representative of the population it represents. For
instance, Kamboukos et al. �18� proposed the use of a diagnostic
index, similar to the one proposed in the present paper which is,
however, calculated directly from the sample statistical parameters
that are the sample mean values of the estimated health param-
eters and the sample standard deviations of the estimations
�sample diagnostic index�. Table 5 shows the diagnostic indices,
as defined by Kamboukos et al. �18�, for the 15 benchmark fault
cases examined and the estimations of the health parameters with
the multipoint approach.

A comparison of this table with Table 3, where the diagnostic
indices are calculated through Eq. �7�, shows that the diagnostic
index proposed in the present paper leads to better results. In one
case �fault case k�, by use of the sample diagnostic index, the
actually deviated health parameter SW49 is not detected correctly,
since it does not have the maximum value of diagnostic index,
while this is achieved with the diagnostic index proposed in the
present paper. In many other cases, although both ways of defin-
ing the diagnostic index lead to the correct detection of the actu-
ally deviated health parameters, the proposed way provides the
actual deviated parameters with significantly higher values of di-
agnostic index than the other parameters �as for instance, fault
case c�.

Concluding Remarks
The method of statistical processing of the diagnostic conclu-

sions provided by a least-square based gas path diagnostic
method, in order to improve diagnosis, has been presented.

The statistical processing consists of an estimation of the prob-
ability density function of the estimated deviations of the health
parameters of the engine. Based on these density functions, a pa-
rameter indicative of the health condition of the components of
the engine, introduced in the present paper, can be calculated.

Application on a turbofan test case has also been presented. The
examined fault cases indicate that the proposed method is reliable
and can be used for the improvement of diagnosis of component
faults that the existing method leads to.
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Nomenclature
A8IMP � exhaust area

CA � weighted factor �Eq. �A1��
Cs � weighted factor �Eq. �A1��

DIi � diagnostic index of health parameter f i �Eq.
�7��

Fig. 6 Flowchart of the two-pass procedure for the improve-
ment of the health parameter estimation

Table 4 Mean values and deviations of the estimated PDFs on
the two-passes of the diagnostic procedure for the 15 bench-
mark fault cases using the multipoint approach

Fault
case

Detected
health parameters

First Second

�Mean val.� � �Mean val.� �

a SW12 −1.10 1.32 −1.03 0.38
SE12 −0.55 1.17 −0.57 0.67
SW2 −0.65 1.43 −0.73 0.55
SE2 0.20 1.67 −0.56 1.02

b SW12 −0.80 1.67 0.03 0.37
SE12 −1.10 0.65 −1.27 0.74
SW2 0.10 1.67 −0.08 0.33
SE2 0.20 1.67 0.03 0.84

c SW26 −1.70 1.42 −1.28 0.23
SE26 −1.05 1.20 −0.89 0.12

d SW26 0.00 1.67 0.16 0.74
SE26 −1.20 0.85 −1.10 0.28

e SW26 −1.25 1.67 −1.02 0.66
SE26 −0.20 1.67 −0.05 0.20

f SW41 1.30 0.80 0.95 0.21
SE41 0.00 1.67 0.01 0.07

g SW41 −1.00 1.05 −1.03 0.24
SE41 −0.80 0.72 −1.12 0.09

h SW41 0.25 1.67 −0.03 0.27
SE41 −0.90 0.60 −1.12 0.09

i SW49 −0.20 1.67 −0.04 0.25
SE49 −1.05 0.90 −1.07 0.13

j SW49 −0.70 1.67 −0.91 0.22
SE49 −0.65 1.10 −0.51 0.07

k SW49 −0.06 1.67 −1.01 0.20
SE49 −0.35 1.67 −0.02 0.13

l SW49 0.50 1.67 0.95 0.26
SE49 −0.60 1.40 −0.66 0.15

m SW12 −0.70 1.67 −0.51 0.21
SE12 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.01
SW2 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.01
SE2 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.01

n A8IMP −1.50 1.28 −1.00 0.18
o A8IMP 1.35 1.20 2.00 0.18
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EPM � engine performance model
f � vector of the health parameters of the engine

f0 � nominal value of a health parameter
fr � reference values of vector f

HPC � high-pressure compressor
HPT � high-pressure turbine
LPC � low-pressure compressor
LPT � low-pressure turbine

�i � efficiency of component with entrance at sta-
tion i

NOZZLE � nozzle
OF � function for minimization �Eq. �A1��

Pamb � ambient pressure
PDF � probability density function

Pi � total pressure at station i of the engine
SEi � efficiency factor at station i of the engine �Eq.

�A2��
SWi � flow factor at station i of the engine �Eq. �A1��

s2 � sample standard deviation �Eq. �6��
Ti � total temperature at station i of the engine
u � vector of measurements defining operating

point
w � probability density function �Eq.�4��

Wi � gas mass flow rate at station i
WFE � fuel flow rate

XNHP � high-pressure shaft rpm
XNLP � low-pressure shaft rpm

Y � vector of measured quantities on an engine
Yi

g � measured value of Yi
�f � delta of health parameter f
� � standard deviation

� f i � standard deviation of health parameter f i

Subscripts
1,2,..8 � station along the engine gas path, Fig. 7

ref � reference values �value in “healthy” engine�

Appendix A: Engine Layout and Representation
The layout of the considered turbofan engine, used as a test

case, and the considered set of measurements for monitoring the
condition of the engine is shown in Fig. 7. The choice of this type
of engine and instrumentation is discussed in Mathioudakis et al.
�23�.

The operating point of the engine is defined by measurement of
the quantities: Pamb, P1, T1, and WFE, forming vector u, while

rotating speeds of the two spools �XNLP and XNHP� and pres-
sures and temperatures at several stations form vector Y.

Component faults are simulated by deviations of several health
parameters from their nominal values. In the current work, flow
and efficiency factors of each module of the engine at Stations 12,
2, 26, 41, 49, and 8, forming vector f are used as health param-
eters �see also Stamatis et al. �26��. For a component with en-
trance at station i of the engine we have

flow factor: SWi = �Wi · 	Ti/Pi�/�Wi · 	Ti/Pi�ref �A1�

efficiency factor: SEi = �i/��i�ref �A2�
The quantitative interrelation among the health parameters and

the measurements is expressed through an engine performance
model �EPM� produced by Stamatis et al. �7� and adapted to in-
dividual engines to reproduce accurately their performance.

Appendix B: Benchmark Fault Cases
A set of fault scenarios has been examined, covering different

possible faults in all individual components on the engine. This set
of cases has been defined by Curnock �27� and the fault cases
have been used for evaluation by several researchers and diagnos-
tic methods �Dewallef et al. �17�, Kamboukos �18�, Romessis
�22�, and Mathioudakis et al. �23��.

For each examined fault case data from a sequence of 50 oper-
ating points are used. They are typical readings taken every 5 min
over the cruise sections of a flight.

Table 5 Diagnostic indices of the health parameters for the 15 benchmark fault cases using
the multipoint approach

Fault
cases SW12 SE12 SW2 SE2 SW26 SE26 SW41 SE41 SW49 SW49 A8IMP

a 1.193 0.922 0.745 0.107 0.014 0.305 0.452 0.041 0.374 0.159 0.445
b 0.521 2.179 0.128 0.098 0.123 0.075 0.357 0.027 0.336 0.258 0.468
c 0.032 0.296 0.055 0.407 0.917 1.954 0.057 0.439 0.095 0.457 0.004
d 0.358 0.009 0.134 0.294 0.039 1.895 0.472 0.144 0.385 0.318 0.321
e 0.314 0.050 0.158 0.381 0.520 0.252 0.313 0.228 0.132 0.426 0.274
f 0.403 0.178 0.026 0.319 0.051 0.228 1.955 0.157 0.385 0.345 0.365
g 0.107 0.171 0.097 0.461 0.285 0.412 1.247 1.767 0.000 0.349 0.104
h 0.351 0.067 0.032 0.432 0.165 0.429 0.378 2.183 0.255 0.224 0.382
i 0.005 0.169 0.214 0.405 0.317 0.373 0.035 0.336 0.113 1.652 0.027
j 0.155 0.412 0.024 0.433 0.131 0.327 0.231 0.333 0.466 1.055 0.120
k 0.330 0.017 0.255 0.432 0.092 0.436 0.357 0.340 0.411 1.055 0.314
l 0.088 0.122 0.241 0.271 0.146 0.141 0.002 0.233 0.474 0.811 0.108
m 0.448 0.001 0.068 0.248 0.035 0.156 0.370 0.144 0.248 0.334 0.371
n 0.235 0.080 0.094 0.295 0.84 0.263 0.232 0.191 0.107 0.221 1.050
o 0.269 0.016 0.027 0.478 0.195 0.432 0.291 0.455 0.051 0.486 1.770

Fig. 7 Layout and station numbering and measurements of
the considered turbofan engine.
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The considered component fault cases are representative of
those usually encountered in practice and can be expressed as
percentage deviations of the health parameters from their nominal
value �Table 6�.
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Table 6 Health parameters deviations for the considered fault
cases

Fault
case Actual deviations of health parameters

a �SW2=−0.7%, �SE2=−0.4%, �SW12=−1%,
�SE12=−0.5%

b �SE12=−1%
c �SW26=−1%, �SE26=−0.7%
d �SE26=−1%
e �SW26=−1%
f �SW41= +1%
g �SW41=−1%, �SE41=−1%
h �SE41=−1%
i �SE49=−1%
j �SW49=−1%, �SE49=−0.4%
k �SW49=−1%
l �SW49= +1%, �SE49=−0.6%
m �A8IMP= +1%
n �A8IMP=−1%
o �A8IMP= +2%
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A Generalized Fault Classification
for Gas Turbine Diagnostics at
Steady States and Transients
Gas turbine diagnostic techniques are often based on the recognition methods using the
deviations between actual and expected thermodynamic performances. The problem is
that the deviations generally depend on current operational conditions. However, our
studies show that such a dependency can be low. In this paper, we propose a generalized
fault classification that is independent of the operational conditions. To prove this idea,
the probabilities of true diagnosis were computed and compared for two cases: the
proposed classification and the conventional one based on a fixed operating point. The
probabilities were calculated through a stochastic modeling of the diagnostic process. In
this process, a thermodynamic model generates deviations that are induced by the faults,
and an artificial neural network recognizes these faults. The proposed classification prin-
ciple has been implemented for both steady state and transient operation of the analyzed
gas turbine. The results show that the adoption of the generalized classification hardly
affects diagnosis trustworthiness and the classification can be proposed for practical
realization. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719261�

Introduction
Gas turbine performance deterioration has a significant impact

on the engine lifetime and the owner’s revenue. In general, this
results in the engine operation at a higher inlet temperature for a
specified load. That is why a poorly maintained gas turbine uses
up its lifetime more rapidly. In order to improve engine reliability
and reduce operational costs, advanced condition monitoring sys-
tems have been developed. In these systems, fault localization
algorithms based on the gas path analysis may be considered as
important and sophisticated. They provide an insight into gas tur-
bine components’ performances, which can significantly reduce
total repair period and costs.

A lot of gas path faults, such as fouling, tip rubs, seal wear,
foreign object damage, and erosion, are well known. Their de-
tailed description can be found, for example, in the study con-
ducted by Mejer-Homji et al. �1�. The authors have provided a
thorough discussion of the gas turbine performance degradation
related to the above-mentioned faults.

These faults affect gas path monitored variables �pressures,
temperatures, rotation speeds, fuel consumption, and some oth-
ers�; therefore, actual fault types and engine component degrada-
tion can be potentially detected while analyzing gas path measure-
ment data. In practice, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact problem
just through monitored variables analysis. Firstly, the effects of
gas turbine operational conditions are much greater and obscure
fault influences. By operational conditions we mean all variables
that completely define gas turbine behavior at steady states or
transients. These variables can be divided into control variables
and ambient conditions. Possible control variables are fuel con-
sumption, rotor speeds, and some others. A control system main-
tains them at preset level or changes them according to a given
program. Ambient conditions include ambient air temperature,
pressure, and humidity. Secondly, due to the thermodynamic rela-
tions every fault influences all gas path variables and sometimes

the impacts of different faults are similar. Furthermore, measure-
ment and registration errors additionally mask fault displays.

To overcome the described difficulties, two general approaches
are followed in gas turbine diagnostics. The first approach �2–5� is
based on the identification techniques of a nonlinear thermody-
namic gas path model. As the components suffer damage, their
performances change accordingly. The thermodynamic model, in
addition to the monitored variables and operational conditions,
employs special internal parameters called “correction factors.”
These factors are able to shift component performance maps and
to simulate component degradation by direct use of the model. For
an inverse identification procedure, the goal is to find the correc-
tion factors that minimize difference between the model-generated
and measured quantities. Besides the model’s higher accuracy, the
simplification of the diagnostic process is achieved because the
determined factors contain information on the current technical
state of every component. For the sake of further accuracy en-
hancement, an identification procedure can involve gas path data
from different operating points to compute a single estimation of
the correction factors. Therefore, variable operational conditions
are not an obstacle here. However, this advanced diagnostic ap-
proach has some difficulties. The thermodynamic model is an in-
tegral part of diagnostic process, and, in addition to measurement
errors, the inherent inaccuracy of the model also affects the analy-
sis. The model’s ability to describe a normal engine’s technical
condition can be considerably enhanced using available data for
healthy engines but the real fault information is usually limited.
That is why inaccuracy of the thermodynamic model is related
first and foremost to a lack of accuracy in the fault simulation.

The presented paper follows the second approach because it has
a theoretical possibility to exclude complex thermodynamic mod-
els �and the related inaccuracy� from the diagnostic process and to
increase engine diagnosis reliability. This approach �6–10� in-
volves common methods of the pattern recognition theory to clas-
sify actual engine technical condition. The necessary fault classes
are constructed on real fault displays in the space of deviations of
monitored variables, and a diagnostic decision about the state is
made in the same space. The direct use of real fault data does not
mean giving up mathematical models altogether. A simplified
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data-driven model will be necessary, for example, to describe a
healthy engine’s behavior. Some features of the considered ap-
proach are noted below.

In practice, available actual information rarely suffices to form
a representative classification, especially in the beginning of an
engine life cycle. This occurs because of the rare and occasional
fault appearance, variations in fault displays for different engines,
different maintenance conditions, and very high costs of real fault
simulation on a test bed. These difficulties explain the lack of
quantitative information needed to form real classes. That is why
mathematical models are also involved �6,10–12�. Another pecu-
liarity of current studies of the second approach is the strong
interest in the practical results of the gas turbine diagnosis during
transient operation �7,10,12� that promises to increase diagnosis
accuracy. The growing application of such innovative recognition
tools as artificial neural networks �6,10,13� is also worthy of no-
tice.

With respect to the limitation of the reviewed studies, we can
point out the following. Firstly, there is no clear answer as to how
to take into account the changes in operational conditions while
describing the fault recognition process. Some works apply the
reduction of monitored variables to a common fixed operating
point and standard day conditions, but the reduction formulas are
not exact enough �14�. Moreover, it is not clear how to apply the
reduction for transient operation. In the other works, deviations of
the monitored variables from their normal values are computed to
avoid an effect of operational conditions. However, the deviations
still usually contain an influence of these conditions, which stands
in the way of a correct recognition. Secondly, the majority of the
works lack numerical estimation of the final trustworthiness of
diagnosis so they cannot ensure effectiveness of the proposed
techniques.

Over the recent years, while following the mentioned approach
to fault recognition, we have examined gas turbine diagnostic
techniques by means of fault simulation on the basis of the ther-
modynamic model, statistical testing of fault localization process,
and the analysis of the obtained diagnosis trustworthiness indices
�8,9,15�. The model allows us to estimate the diagnosis trustwor-
thiness because the faults are known beforehand. On the basis of
the obtained trustworthiness indices, various gas turbine diagnos-
tics problems can be effectively investigated that is hardly pos-
sible under field conditions. The thermodynamic model serves two
functions in these investigations: to determine variables of a
monitored healthy gas turbine and to compute the same variables
for different implanted faults. To take full advantage of this ap-
proach in the real diagnostic systems, the thermodynamic model,
complex and sometimes not accurate enough, can be replaced
with a simplified mathematical model of the healthy engine state
�for example, polynomial model �15�� and real fault description.

To continue with such investigations, the presented paper dis-
cusses a problem of gas turbine diagnosis by neural networks
under both steady state and transient conditions. The described
approach, algorithms adjustment, and the peculiarities of opera-
tion can present practical interest for specialists in gas turbine
diagnostics. However, the paper is chiefly concerned with the for-
mation of the generalized fault classification that would not be
sensitive to the changes in operational conditions.

The study was conducted for a two-shaft aero-derived gas tur-
bine driving a pipeline gas compressor. The gas turbine was pre-
sented in the simulation by static and dynamic models.

Technical Approach to Diagnosis at Steady States

Static Model. Nowadays computer models are indispensable
for the research and development of gas turbine diagnostics tech-
niques replacing expensive real engine tests. Since the studies of
Saravanamuttoo et al. �in particular, 2�, application of the nonlin-
ear one-dimensional thermodynamic models, such as the models
used in the present paper and other studies �4–6�, has become

standard practice.
Structurally, a nonlinear model of steady states �static model�

presents an �m�1� vector of gas path monitored variables Y as a
function of a vector of operational conditions �control variables
and ambient conditions� U as well as a vector of correction factors
�, which helps to describe component faults. This function can
thus be written as Y=F�U ,��. It is determined as a solution of
algebraic equation system reflecting mass, heat, and energy bal-
ance for all components under stationary conditions.

In order to extract useful diagnostic information from the raw
measured data, it is a common preliminary operation �see, for
example, 16� to calculate deviations of monitored variables.

Deviations. The expression

�Yi
* =

Yi
* − Y0i

Y0i
, i = 1,m �1�

introduces relative deviations �Yi
* of actual measured values Yi

*

from their normal values Y0i.
Taking into account that the given expression has a difference

type, assume that model and measurement systematic errors are
eliminated, vector �Y* only includes random errors, and these
errors have the limited Gaussian distribution. Their maximal am-
plitudes given by the vector aY are employed to obtain normalized
deviations Zi

* according to the following operation

Zi
* =

�Yi
*

aYi
�2�

that simplifies fault class description and, as shown in �7�, en-
hances diagnosis trustworthiness. Appendix A includes estima-
tions of the maximal amplitudes, which were obtained on real data
as described in �15�. It is clear that errors in all elements of Z*

have the equal scatter �−1,1� because of the normalization.
Employing the static model, the normalized deviations induced

by the faults can be written as

Zi =
Yi�U,�0 + ��� − Yi�U,�0�

Yi�U,�0�aYi
�3�

where �0 is a normal value of the correction factor vector and
�� is the fault-associated change.

The model-based vector Z only gives a systematic part of the
deviations. To simulate the deviation vector Z* associated with
real measurement, a vector � of random errors, normally distrib-
uted in the interval �−1,1�, should be added, so

Z* = Z + � �4�

The deviation vector Z* is considered as a pattern to be recog-
nized. The next subsection describes how to present a fault clas-
sification by a set of such patterns.

Fault Classification. Engine faults vary considerably. Hence,
for the purposes of engine diagnostics this variety has to be bro-
ken down into a limited number of classes. In the pattern recog-
nition theory, it is often supposed that an object state D can belong
only to one of q preset classes

D1,D2, . . . ,Dq �5�
We accept this hypothesis for a gas turbine fault classification.

There are many types of fault classifications. In this study, it is
assumed that every class corresponds to one engine component
and is described by the correction factors of this component. Such
class description is a common practice in gas turbine diagnostics
�1–3,10�. Two types of classes are considered: a single fault class
and a multiple one. The single fault class is formed by changing
one correction factor. The multiple fault class has two indepen-
dently changed factors for the same component.

First of all, to form any class from the patterns Z*, a nonlinear
dependency Y=F��� is determined by the piecewise-linear inter-
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polation between the points computed by a static model for dif-
ferent values of every correction factor. Then the deviation vectors
�3� corresponding to random changes of one or two correction
factors are generated using the above dependency. A uniform dis-
tribution of correction factor values inside of interval �0,−0.05� is
employed to describe random fault severity of the engine fleet.
The limit “0” gives the possibility to simulate incipient faults. The
limit “−0.05” approximately corresponds to significant changes of
the component performances, at which the gas turbine loses its
capacity for operation due to failures or economical reasons. Fi-
nally, the random errors � are added according to Eq. �4�.

Hence, every class is given by a representative sample of the
deviation vectors Z* and the whole classification is a composition
of these samples called a reference set Zr*. A plot of class repre-
sentation by the reference set may be found in �8�. The fault
classes are assumed to be equally probable and every class is
presented by the same pattern quantity N as others. So, a total
reference set volume Nr is equal to qN. Pattern generation in-
volves a simplified model Y=F��� instead of the thermodynamic
model because a pattern quantity Nr and corresponding number of
model calls may go as high as 10,000 and more.

Diagnostic Algorithms, Neural Networks. A nomenclature of
possible diagnoses

d1,d2, . . . ,dq �6�

corresponds to the accepted classification D1 ,D2 , . . . ,Dq.
To make a diagnosis d, a method-dependent criterion

Rj = R�Z*,Dj� �7�

is introduced as a measure of membership of a current pattern Z*

to class Dj. After calculating all values Rj , j=1,q, a decision rule

d = dl if Rl = max�R1,R2, . . . ,Rq� �8�
is applied. In the presented study, artificial neural networks are a
recognition tool and their output functions give necessary criterion
values Rj , j=1,q.

Neural networks present a fast growing computing technique in
many fields of applications, such as pattern recognition, identifi-
cation, control systems, and condition monitoring �17,18�. During
network supervised learning on the known pairs of input and out-

put �target� vectors, weights between the neurons change in a
manner that ensures decreasing a mean difference �error� e be-
tween the target and the network output. In addition to the input
and output layers of neurons, a network may incorporate one or
more hidden layers of nodes when high network flexibility is nec-
essary. Multiple layer perceptrons have been successfully applyied
�19� to solve difficult pattern recognition problems since a back-
propagation algorithm had been proposed for the training. We
have chosen this network type for the fault diagnosis at both
steady states and transients.

To apply a back-propagation algorithm, a layer transfer function
should be differentiable. Usually it is of the sigmoid type. In the
hidden layer, a tan-sigmoid function is employed. A log-sigmoid
function is assigned for the output layer.

The measurement system and fault classification structures
partly determine the composition of the used networks. The input
layer includes m elements according to the size of the pattern
vector Z* to be recognized. The output layer complies with the
classification structure and has q elements. The network complex-
ity and the resolution capability are in close relation with the
hidden layer quantity and node numbers. A network of one hidden
layer is accepted following preliminary calculations. The number
of its nodes will be chosen below.

The reference set Zr* includes all data necessary to train net-
works. Every pattern is employed as an input vector during the
learning. The element with the known fault class number in the
corresponding target vector is marked as “1” and the others are
zeros. The increase of the reference set volume Nr influences
positively the network resolution capability; however, it puts ad-
ditional strain on the computer resources. That is why the number
Nr is a compromise between diagnosis accuracy requirements and
an execution time.

Though the trained network is ready for practical use in a gas
turbine diagnosis, an additional stage of network verification and
diagnosis trustworthiness estimation is very important. It is in-
cluded in the developed procedure as well.

Network Verification, Trustworthiness Indices. There is a
common statistical rule that a function determined on one portion
of the random data should be tested on another. Consequently, to
verify a network trained on a reference set, we need one more set.
The necessary set Zt*, called a testing set, of a volume Nt is
created in the same way as the set Zr*. The only exception is that
different series of the random numbers are involved in the calcu-
lations of the fault severity and errors in the deviations.

During the learning, network quality for a reference set is con-
trolled by the behavior of the mean error function plotted versus
learning period. The residual error obtained on a testing set would
be used as a network quality criterion. However, an end user of
the developed diagnostic algorithms needs to know the properties
of the final diagnostic trustworthiness that, as the experience
shows, are not in one-to-one correspondence with the mean error
e. For this reason, for the verification of the network on its testing
set, probabilities of the diagnoses dl , l=1,q, are calculated when
the actual class is Dj. These probabilities Pdlj = P�dl /Dj� compose
a square matrix Pd of diagnosis probabilities. The diagonal ele-
ments Pdll form a probability vector P of true diagnosis that rep-
resents an index of classes’ distinguishability. Mean number of

Table 1 Diagnosis errors for single faults

Classification

Pe�

P̄e��Ac ��c �Ahpt ��hpt �Apt ��pt ��cc ��cc ��in

Conv. 0.166 0.266 0.132 0.265 0.146 0.172 0.154 0.174 0.168 0.1827
Gen. 0.156 0.275 0.131 0.269 0.148 0.190 0.161 0.184 0.180 0.1883

Fig. 1 Neural network structure
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these elements—scalar P̄—characterizes total engine diagnosabil-
ity. No diagonal elements help to identify the causes of bad class
distinguishability. These elements make up probabilities of false
diagnosis

Pej = 1 − Pj and P̄e = 1 − P̄ �9�
The above indices are also calculated for a reference set be-

cause the difference between the indices obtained on the reference
set and the testing set permits us to control the over-teaching
effect.

Thus, the described approach to gas turbine diagnosis under
stationary conditions includes the fault classification stages, for-
mation of network-based diagnostic algorithm, and estimation of
diagnosis trustworthiness indices. This approach has been imple-
mented in the steady state diagnostic procedure.

The next section specifies conditions for this procedure, de-
scribes optimal network configuration choice and parameters, and
gives the resulting trustworthiness of gas turbine diagnosis.

Diagnosis Under Steady State Conditions
For the nonlinear gas turbine simulation, a steady state opera-

tion was determined by fixed gas generator and power turbine
speeds under standard ambient conditions. To study different
steady state modes, 11 full and part-load modes were set by gas
generator speeds: 10,700, 10,600, …, 9700 rpm.

Monitored variables’ structure that is presented in Appendix A
corresponds to a typical gas turbine measurement system and in-
cludes six gas path variables. The single type fault classification
consists of nine classes, which are simulated by nine correction
factors of the thermodynamic model �see Appendix B�. The mul-
tiple type classification includes four items corresponding to four
main components: an axial air compressor, a combustion chamber,
a gas generator turbine, and a power turbine. The multiple fault
classes are simulated by eight correction factors.

According to the structures of monitored variables and fault
classes, the chosen network for the diagnosis at the steady states
�Fig. 1� has six nodes on the input layer and nine nodes �single
type classification� or four nodes �multiple type classification� for
the output layer. As for the hidden layer, the number of 12 nodes
was estimated as optimal �9�.

The precision analysis of the statistically calculated probabili-
ties shows that influences of the reference and testing set volumes
are practically equal. The analysis also demonstrates that 1000
patterns for every class are sufficient to ensure the necessary pre-
cision.

The parameters determined above present the most common
conditions of the calculations. Every deviation from these condi-
tions will be noted additionally.

As for the training process, there are many variations of the
basic back-propagation algorithm. To choose the most suitable
variation for gas turbine fault recognition, 12 variations were in-
cluded in the procedure one after another and compared by the
execution time �9�. Two of the algorithms with the shortest times,
resilient back-propagation �“rp”-algorithm� and scaled conjugate
gradient algorithm �“scg”-algorithm�, were chosen for next calcu-
lations. These calculations helped to verify more carefully both
training algorithms. Since in some cases the “scg”-algorithm

could not find the absolute minimum of the error function e, it was
decided that only the resilient back-propagation algorithm be
adopted for the future.

Thus, the applied network and the whole procedure have been
adjusted for the gas turbine diagnosis at the steady states. The next
section discusses the effects of the changes in the operational
conditions and a classification that is independent of such
changes.

Steady State Conditions: Generalized Classification
To diagnose the considered gas turbine at different operating

modes, it has been found out that class presentation in the diag-
nostic space Z is not strongly dependent on a mode change.
Therefore we intended to draw up the classification that would be
independent from operational conditions. To verify the idea of
such classification, it has been created by incorporating patterns
from all 11 steady states into every class of the reference and
testing sets. In this case, a region occupied by a class is more
diffused and induces greater class intersection, which leads to
losses in the diagnosis trustworthiness. But how significant are
these losses?

The diagnostic procedure, modified to work with a new classi-
fication, helped to quantify a possible negative effect of the pro-
posed classification generalization. Trustworthiness indices were
computed for the old and new classifications. To ensure firm con-
clusions, the classification comparison was drawn for both single
and multiple class types. Tables 1 and 2 contain the results. In
these and other tables below, the row “Conv.” means the prob-
abilities for the conventional classification averaged over all
steady states. The row “Gen.” contains the probabilities for the
generalized classification created for, and applied at, the same
steady states. It can be noted that differences of the probabilities
Pe� between the considered classifications are small for the both

class types. The mean probability P̄e� also rises just a little, by
0.0055–0.0056, in the row “Gen.” So the trustworthiness losses
resulting from the classification generalization are insignificant.

For additional verification of the generalized classification, pre-
vious analysis was also carried out for real operational conditions.
Two sets of 25 operating points were made up from a 6 month
database of gas turbine performance registration at different op-
erational field conditions. The points of each set correspond to the
maximally different conditions. Their changes contain the ranges
of �9430,10640� rpm for the gas generator speed,
�4740,6000� rpm for the power turbine speed, �−25,25�°C for
the ambient air temperature, and �96,100� kPa for the ambient air
pressure.

Table 2 Diagnosis errors for multiple faults

Classification

Pe�

P̄e��Ac ,��c �Ahpt ,��hpt �Apt ,��pt ��cc ,��cc

Conv. 0.100 0.205 0.073 0.133 0.1276
Gen. 0.105 0.213 0.076 0.138 0.1331

Table 3 Mean probabilities of false diagnosis under real operational conditions

Classification

Set 1 �points 1–25� Set 2 �points 26–50�

Single faults Multiple faults Single faults Multiple faults

Conv. 0.1836 0.1297 0.1834 0.1304
Gen. 0.1836 0.1310 0.1856 0.1275
Gen.* 0.1854 0.1285 0.1848 0.1293
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Table 3 presents the results of the comparison of both classifi-
cations under these conditions. The rows “Conv.” and “Gen.” re-
tain the same sense as in the previous tables. A new row “Gen.*”
corresponds to the experiment in which the generalized classifica-
tion is created at the points of one set but is applied to the other
set, which is indicated in the head of a column. Comparing the
rows “Gen.” and “Gen.*” with the row “Conv.,” we can see that
the differences are small for all considered cases and have differ-
ent signs. These differences can be considered as random calcu-
lation errors. Consequently, the proposed classification does not
cause additional trustworthiness losses. This still holds true when
the classification is used at the operating points different from the
points of classification formation. So, the generalized classifica-
tion can be applied not only to the operating points used for its
creation but also to any other points.

To further substantiate the idea of the generalized classification,
consider a real fault �compressor fouling� at different operating
points. The above-mentioned database gives the necessary infor-
mation. Figure 2 shows time plots of the deviations of two moni-
tored variables �CDP and EGT� and a control variable of fuel
consumption. A gradual change of the deviations illustrates the
fouling effect; jumps in point 920 are results of a compressor
wash. Comparing the plots, we can see that different operational
conditions that are indicated by considerable changes of the fuel
consumption do not induce visible shifts of the deviations. The
analyzed real gas turbine fault is then independent of operational
conditions. This is an additional argument for usefulness of the
generalized classification.

The two following sections describe diagnosing and forming
the generalized fault classification for the case of transients.

Diagnosis Under Transient Conditions
The approach to the diagnosis at transients generally follows

the approach to the diagnosis at steady states. The differences are
given below.

Features of the Approach. In the case of a transient simula-
tion, a time variable t is added to the argument set of the function
Y and the vector U is given as a time function, i.e., a dynamic
model has a structure Y=F�U�t� ,� , t�. Mathematically, the dy-
namic model is a differential equation system including time de-
rivatives and, for each time step, the solution represents a quasi-
steady state operating point.

On basis of the computed variables Y, a generalized deviation

vector W* is determined as follows. Transients for normal and
faulted engine states, which present trajectories in the space of
monitored variables as shown in Fig. 3, are divided into T time-
points �measurement sections�. The deviation vector Z is calcu-
lated at the next step for every pair of similar points of “faulted”
and “normal” trajectories in the same way as in the case of sta-
tionary operation. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the deviations of every
fault, which are marked by the same symbol, form a compact
group that will contribute to a better fault recognition. To deter-
mine Z*, errors are added then to every Z according to Eq. �4�.
Finally, the generalized �mT�1� vector W* is composed from all
successive vectors Z* of the same pair of trajectories.

As the deviation vector Z* for steady states, the generalized
vector W* is a pattern to be recognized at transients. A reference
set Wr* and a testing set Wt* are created from the patterns W* in
the same way as in the case of stationary operation. A graphical
presentation of the sets Wr* and Wt* is similar to the plot of a

Fig. 2 Time plots of the fuel consumption and the deviations
of the compressor discharge pressure „CDP… dPc and the gas
generator turbine exhaust gas temperature „EGT… dThpt. „The
deviations are calculated according to expression „1….…

Fig. 3 Transient trajectories of simulated faults in the space of
monitored variables. „Normal behavior D0 and faults D1, D2,
and D3 are simulated at transient 1 of Table 8. The faults cor-
respond to maximal change of the first three correction factors
listed in Table 7. The coordinates Y1, Y2, and Y3 are compres-
sor discharge pressure, gas generator turbine exhaust gas
temperature, and gas generator rotation speed.…

Fig. 4 Fault presentation by the deviations for transient opera-
tion. „The monitored variables and the transient are the same
as in Fig. 3. Faults D1–D8 correspond to maximal change of the
corrections factors listed in Table 7. No measurement errors
are applied.…
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reference set at steady states, which can be found in �8�.
Taking into account the described features, a transient diagnos-

tic procedure was developed. The conditions of its operation, ad-
justment of network parameters, and the first results are given in
the next section.

Adjustment of the Network Used. For a gas turbine dynamic
modeling, a fuel consumption variable has been chosen as a con-
trol variable. Seven gas path variables presented in the table in
Appendix C were used to describe the faults. Different transients
were simulated as specified in Appendix C. Every transient is
determined by the time profile of fuel consumption �transient pro-
file� under constant ambient conditions. The dynamic operation
analyzed in this section corresponds to the first transient in the
table in Appendix C.

Due to total computational complexity of the transient diagnos-
tic procedure, only the single type fault classification was imple-
mented. It incorporates eight classes simulated by eight correction
factors listed in Appendix B.

According to the mentioned numbers, the network for the diag-
nosis at transients has 98 nodes on the input layer and 8 nodes on
the output layer. The other network parameters have been esti-
mated in a series of 48 calculations. Quantity of nodes in the
hidden layer, pattern number to describe one class, and time steps
�epochs� of the learning period were varied independently in order
to define conditions for the highest diagnosis trustworthiness. The
results found in Table 4 led us to draw the following conclusions:

• An increase of the pattern number N visibly reduces the
error probabilities, particularly when N changes from 500 to
1000.

• An increase of node number causes growth of the over-

teaching because of reduction in P̄e�.
• An influence of epochs is not too high and the random na-

ture of the fault simulation affects systematic tendencies
here.

Taking into account these conclusions, as well as the results of
extra calculations, the parameters 1000 patterns, 25 nodes, and
200 epochs have been chosen as basic. According to the table,
error probability under these conditions works out at 0.114 �prob-

ability of true diagnosis 0.886�. An estimated standard deviation
�=0.0031 of this probability characterizes a computational inac-
curacy of this basic calculation.

In summary, the procedure for gas turbine diagnosis under tran-
sient conditions has been adjusted. It is estimated that the level of
diagnosis errors can be reduced down to 11% compared with 18%
obtained under stationary conditions for the single fault classes. In
the next section, the effect of variable operational conditions is
studied and the possibility of using the generalized fault classifi-
cation for diagnosis at transients is discussed.

Transient Conditions: Generalized Classification
If different stationary modes do not influence significantly fault

class description, why can this not be true under transient condi-
tions? To answer this question, fault displays have been investi-
gated at 16 transients under different operational conditions. The
table in Appendix C specifies differences between the transients,
which include independent variation of three factors: transient
profile, atmospheric temperature TH, and transient type �accelera-
tion or deceleration�.

Figure 5 helps to visualize the faults for these transients. Every
fault has its own mark, which is the same for all transients. One
can see that points are grouped by a mark. Compare Fig. 5 with
Fig. 4, which shows the faults for the first transient only. It may be
concluded that although fault regions became more diffuse, most
of the faults are still easy to distinguish. So, the influence of
transient change on fault description is not significant.

In order to prove this conclusion and possibily to form the
generalized classification, quantitative analysis was performed for
the described transients. The effect of transient peculiarity on di-
agnosis trustworthiness was initially checked up on in the conven-
tional classification at every transient. The resulting error prob-
abilities for all 16 transients are presented in Table 5. They show
that the trustworthiness of the diagnosis is not greatly affected by
the transient peculiarity and the variation of any of the mentioned
factors.

The generalized classification was then created for all transients
in the same way as previously described for steady states. Its
probabilities are found in the last row. Comparing them with the
probabilities of the conventional classification averaged over all

Table 4 Mean probabilities of false diagnosis for different network configurations. „Scalars P̄e�

and P̄e� mean probabilities obtained on reference and testing sets correspondingly. For every
combination of given pattern and node numbers, the lowest probability P̄e� is marked in bold.…

N Epochs

Nodes

12 25 50

P̄e� P̄e� P̄e� P̄e� P̄e� P̄e�

500 50 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.0630 0.1352
100 0.0725 0.1385 0.0525 0.1365 0.0422 0.1330
200 0.0598 0.1380 0.0395 0.1380 0.0265 0.1395
300 0.0538 0.1380 0.0338 0.1405 0.0230 0.1375
400 0.0508 0.1360 0.0318 0.1357 0.0223 0.1380
500 0.0485 0.1348 0.0305 0.1348 0.0215 0.1372

1000 50 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.0819 0.1161
100 0.0954 0.1185 0.0844 0.1154 0.0598 0.1126
200 0.0816 0.1180 0.0706 0.1140 0.0469 0.1151
300 0.0745 0.1175 0.0629 0.1159 0.0414 0.1179
400 0.0720 0.1179 0.0594 0.1178 0.0389 0.1189
500 0.0695 0.1195 0.0305 0.1348 0.0373 0.1202

2000 50 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.0941 0.1139
100 0.1066 0.1213 0.0887 0.1154 0.0813 0.1131
200 0.0927 0.1151 0.0771 0.1162 0.0672 0.1138
300 0.0876 0.1137 0.0689 0.1156 0.0596 0.1164
400 0.0844 0.1136 0.0661 0.1170 0.0562 0.1174
500 0.0813 0.1136 0.0642 0.1181 0.0543 0.1180
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transients �row “Conv.”�, it can be stated that the differences are
higher than in the case of steady states. However, they are not too

high: �P̄e�=0.0360. Given the above, the diagnosis based on the
generalized classification does not lead to substantial trustworthi-
ness losses.

In addition to the fault classes presented in Table 5, which are
common for steady states and transients, some specific faults may
take place in dynamic operation. For example, the authors of stud-
ies �10,12� consider bearing faults under transient conditions. In
order to examine the applicability of the proposed classification
principle to such specific faults, we introduced into the classifica-
tion two additional classes of bearing faults of gas generator and

power turbine rotors. These classes were determined by the same
mode as basic classes. The maximal fault severity was given by a
fourfold increase of the mechanical losses from their nominal val-
ues. The previous calculations with the generalized and conven-
tional classifications have been repeated at transients 1–4 for a
new class structure �ten items� and an old one �eight items�. The
mean additional trustworthiness losses induced by the generalized

classification were found to be comparable: �P̄e�=0.0192 �new

structure� and �P̄e�=0.0139 �old structure�. The individual losses
0.0320 and 0.0077 for new classes are not greater than for the
basic ones �differences between the rows “Gen.” and “Conv.” of
Table 5�. Consequently, the faults specific for transient operation
such as the bearing faults do not cause any difficulties for imple-
menting the generalized classification.

Besides the changes in operational conditions considered in this
section, a different inlet air pressure and humidity can also affect
the results. However, such influence is not expected to be high.
Furthermore, changes of real operational conditions are often
more limited than the simulated changes. That is why the trust-
worthiness losses of 3.6% can be further reduced. The generalized
classification thus seems to be acceptable for the gas turbine di-
agnostics under dynamic conditions.

Conclusions
By way of summing up, we would like to emphasize the fol-

lowing:
On the basis of common approach to gas turbine diagnosis in-

volving artificial neural networks, diagnostic procedures have
been developed to be used at steady states and transients. The
diagnosis trustworthiness was estimated through stochastic simu-
lation of the procedures’ operation.

Experiments in the simulation of the diagnosis process under
different conditions helped us to estimate the best conditions and
accumulate the experience of diagnostic algorithm adjustment,
which may prove useful in the practical implementation of algo-
rithms. During the experimentation, the lowest probabilities of

Fig. 5 Fault presentation by the deviations for different tran-
sients. „The faults are simulated at the 16 transients of Table 8.
Fault severity corresponds to maximal change of the correc-
tions factors listed in Table 7. No measurement errors are
applied.…

Table 5 Probabilities of false diagnosis at different transients

Transients

Pe�

P̄e��Ac ��c �Ahpt ��hpt �Apt ��cc ��cc ��in

Acceleration, TH=288.15
1 0.077 0.208 0.076 0.227 0.098 0.089 0.101 0.098 0.1218
2 0.098 0.218 0.077 0.218 0.094 0.108 0.092 0.127 0.1290
3 0.152 0.231 0.079 0.252 0.103 0.118 0.103 0.201 0.1549
4 0.075 0.162 0.069 0.169 0.095 0.089 0.096 0.089 0.1055

Acceleration, TH=243.15
5 0.088 0.181 0.078 0.191 0.100 0.105 0.094 0.096 0.1166
6 0.099 0.179 0.084 0.195 0.087 0.104 0.086 0.113 0.1184
7 0.154 0.224 0.082 0.230 0.117 0.117 0.098 0.189 0.1514
8 0.087 0.165 0.071 0.165 0.084 0.109 0.075 0.079 0.1044

Deceleration, TH=288.15
9 0.097 0.198 0.070 0.165 0.099 0.108 0.091 0.088 0.1145
10 0.105 0.189 0.088 0.175 0.106 0.108 0.077 0.084 0.1165
11 0.166 0.232 0.093 0.256 0.094 0.133 0.105 0.190 0.1586
10 0.089 0.174 0.071 0.180 0.079 0.114 0.087 0.083 0.1096

Deceleration, TH=243.15
13 0.099 0.138 0.078 0.146 0.099 0.104 0.085 0.084 0.1041
14 0.090 0.145 0.084 0.162 0.102 0.120 0.076 0.099 0.1098
15 0.165 0.248 0.092 0.235 0.111 0.129 0.107 0.174 0.1576
16 0.094 0.149 0.065 0.165 0.078 0.108 0.072 0.109 0.1050

Averaged probabilities obtained on the conventional and generalized classifications
Conv. 0.108 0.190 0.079 0.196 0.097 0.110 0.090 0.119 0.1236
Gen. 0.159 0.262 0.094 0.240 0.112 0.148 0.093 0.169 0.1596
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false diagnosis were found. This permitted us to determine reach-
able trustworthiness levels for gas turbine diagnosis at steady
states and transients.

The main accomplishment of the presented research is the re-
alization and examination of the idea that fault classification can
be independent from the actual operating mode. A generalized
classification has been proposed. It combines faults descriptions
obtained under different operational conditions and allows diag-
nosis under any conditions. The proposed classification principle
was verified separately for steady states and transients. In both
cases, the results have shown that the generalized classification
practically does not reduce the trustworthiness level. On the other
hand, the suggested classification drastically simplifies the gas
turbine diagnosis because it is formed once and used later without
changes. Therefore, the diagnostic technique based on the gener-
alized fault classification can be successfully implemented in gas
turbine health monitoring systems.
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Nomenclature
aY � vector of maximal amplitudes of random errors

in the deviations �Y*

D � fault class
d � diagnosis
e � mean error function

m � number of monitored gas path variables
N � number of patterns to describe one class
P � vector of true diagnosis probabilities

P̄ � mean probability of true diagnoses
Pd � matrix of diagnosis probabilities
Pe � probability vector of false diagnosis

P̄e � mean probability of false diagnoses
q � number of fault classes

“rp” � resilient back-propagation learning algorithm
“scg” � scaled conjugate gradient learning algorithm

t � time variable
T � number of measurement sections for one

transient
U � vector of operational conditions

W � vector of normalized deviations of monitored
variables at transients

Wr* � reference set for transients
Wt* � testing set for transients

Y � vector of gas path monitored variables
Z � vector of normalized deviations of monitored

variables at steady states
Zr* � reference set for steady states
Zt* � testing set for steady states

� � absolute change of any variable
�A � flow correction factor
�� � efficiency correction factor
�� � total pressure recovery correction factor
�Y � vector of relative deviations of monitored

variables
� � vector of normalized random errors
� � standard deviation
� � vector of correction factors

Subscripts and Superscripts
* � measured value
c � compressor

cc � combustion chamber
hpt � high pressure turbine

in � inlet device
pt � power turbine
i � index of gas path variable Y
j � index of class D
l � index of diagnosis d

r� �� � reference set
t� �� � testing set

Appendix A
See Table 6.

Appendix B
See Table 7.

Appendix C
A simulated gas turbine transient is a dynamic process of the

fixed period of 2.8 seconds. It is determined by a transient profile,
fixed atmospheric temperature, and standard atmospheric pres-
sure. The transient profile is given by a section of fuel consump-
tion constant value Gf1, a section of a lineal consumption change
from Gf1 to Gf2 during a time t, and a section of constant value
Gf2.

Table 6 Accuracy and structure of monitored variables „+
=monitored variable, −=idle variable…

No. Variable aY

Steady state
condition

Transient
condition

1 Compressor discharge total
pressure

0.015 � �

2 Gas generator turbine total pressure 0.015 � �
3 Compressor total temperature 0.025 � �
4 Gas generator turbine exhaust

gas total temperature
0.015 � �

5 Power turbine total temperature 0.020 � �
6 Fuel consumption 0.020 � �
7 Gas generator rotation speed 0.005 � �
8 Power turbine rotation speed 0.005 � �

Total quantity m of monitored
variables

6 7

Table 7 Structure of varied correction factors for simulating
the fault classes „+=utilized factors, −=idle factors…

No. Correction factor

Steady state
condition

Transient
condition,

single
classes

Single
classes

Multiple
classes

1 �Ac—compressor flow
factor

� � �

2 ��c—compressor
efficiency factor

� � �

3 �Ahpt—high pressure
turbine flow factor

� � �

4 ��hpt—high pressure
turbine efficiency factor

� � �

5 �Apt—power turbine flow
factor

� � �

6 ��pt—power turbine
efficiency factor

� � �

7 ��cc—combustion
chamber total pressure

recovery factor

� � �

8 ��cc—combustion
efficiency factor

� � �

9 ��in—inlet device total
pressure recovery factor

� � �

Total quantity of factors 9 8 8
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The totality of simulated transients includes 16 items and is
presented in Table 8. As can be seen, these transients are deter-
mined by an independent variation of the transient profile �four
profiles�, atmospheric temperature TH �two values�, and transient
type �two types�. The profiles of deceleration are similar to the
acceleration profiles; the only difference is the opposite direction
of a fuel consumption change.
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Table 8 Simulated transients

Transient
no. t �s� Gf2 /Gf1

Transient
profile TH �K�

Transient
type

1 1.5 2.0 1 288.15 Acceleration
2 2.2 2.0 2 288.15 Acceleration
3 0.1 1.2 3 288.15 Acceleration
4 0.6 2.0 4 288.15 Acceleration
5 1.5 2.0 1 243.15 Acceleration
6 2.2 2.0 2 243.15 Acceleration
7 0.1 1.2 3 243.15 Acceleration
8 0.6 2.0 4 243.15 Acceleration
9 1.5 1/2.0 1 288.15 Deceleration
10 2.2 1/2.0 2 288.15 Deceleration
11 0.1 1/1.2 3 288.15 Deceleration
12 0.6 1/2.0 4 288.15 Deceleration
13 1.5 1/2.0 1 243.15 Deceleration
14 2.2 1/2.0 2 243.15 Deceleration
15 0.1 1/1.2 3 243.15 Deceleration
16 0.6 1/2.0 4 243.15 Deceleration
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Introduction
Early detection of faults is an important aspect in the health

management of aircraft gas turbine engines. Undetected faults can
lead the aircraft engine into an undesirable operating condition
where the compressor stall margin is reduced or turbine tempera-
ture is higher than the expected value. Under such a condition,
safety and efficiency of engine operation may be compromised.
Thus, it is critical to detect faults as early as possible and take the
necessary corrective actions to avoid undesirable engine opera-
tion.

To achieve a real-time fault detection capability, on-line diag-
nostic algorithms have been developed by several researchers
�1–4�. An on-line diagnostic algorithm is designed to run on an
on-board engine computer in real time. It processes measured en-
gine outputs to detect and, if possible, isolate a fault. Fault detec-
tion is pursued based on the fact that the measured engine outputs
deviate from their reference condition values when an aircraft
engine experiences a fault. An on-line diagnostic algorithm, how-
ever, encounters a challenge in achieving reliable performance.
This challenge arises from the fact that the measured engine out-
puts are influenced not only by faults but also by engine health
degradation. Engine health degradation is a normal aging process
that all aircraft engines will experience due to usage and therefore
is not considered as a fault, whereas a fault is an abnormal, unex-
pected event. Given the measured engine outputs, it is difficult to
discern whether the engine output deviations are due to a fault or
health degradation. Unless this issue is addressed, the on-line di-
agnostic algorithm will lose its effectiveness to detect faults as the
engine degrades over its lifetime.

One approach to address the above issue is to integrate the
on-line diagnostic algorithm with an off-line trend monitoring al-
gorithm. The task of an off-line trend monitoring algorithm is to
track the engine health condition over the lifetime of an engine. It

estimates the engine health condition based on steady-state engine
output data recorded during flight �5–7�. Since health degradation
is a gradual process, the off-line algorithm needs to update its
estimate at a relatively low frequency, such as once per a few
flights or days. This periodically updated knowledge of engine
health condition can be used to adjust the on-line diagnostic algo-
rithm. Through this integration, the on-line diagnostic algorithm
becomes aware of health degradation, and its effectiveness to de-
tect faults can be maintained while the engine continues to de-
grade.

In this paper, an on-line fault detection algorithm and an off-
line trend monitoring algorithm are integrated, and the benefit of
this integration is investigated in a simulation environment. The
on-line fault detection algorithm is based on the hybrid Kalman
filter �8,9�, and the off-line trend monitoring algorithm is based on
the extended Kalman filter �10�. In the following sections, the
details of each algorithm are described, followed by the applica-
tion of the design methodology to a large commercial aircraft
engine model. Then, the effectiveness of the integrated diagnostic
approach is evaluated using simulated examples of health degra-
dation and faults.

Problem Background: Influence of Faults and Health
Degradation

Although aircraft gas turbine engines are highly reliable, they
may encounter numerous types of faults during flight. Sensor
faults are most likely to occur �1�, but rotating components and
actuators may also experience faults. When an aircraft engine ex-
periences a fault, the measured engine outputs deviate from their
reference condition values. Therefore, fault detection can be ac-
complished by monitoring for shifts in measured engine outputs
induced by faults. This is, however, a challenging problem since
shifts in measured engine outputs are induced not only by faults
but also by engine health degradation. Engine health degradation
is the result of usage and manifests itself as degraded performance
of engine components such as compressors and turbines. As it
worsens gradually over time, the deviation of the measured engine
outputs from their reference condition values increases.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received April
26, 2007; final manuscript received May 1, 2007. Review conducted by Dilip R
Ballal. Paper presented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2007: Land, Sea and Air �GT2007�,
May 14–17, 2007, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Paper No. GT2007-27518.
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Figure 1 shows the influence of health degradation and faults on
a measured engine output. The horizontal axis indicates the
sample index with a relatively long time interval �e.g., a few
flights or a few days�. The vertical axis indicates the measured
engine output at a specific flight condition. The reference is an
expected value of that engine output, and it is derived at a specific
health baseline �e.g., nominal health condition�. The gradual de-
viation of the engine output from the reference indicates the in-
fluence of health degradation. The discrete jump from point “a” to
point “b” at the kth sample indicates fault occurrence. At the
sample point k, the engine output shift �k from the reference is
induced by health degradation while a fault induces additional
shift ��. Thus, the total shift ��k+��� is observed through a
sensor. An on-line diagnostic algorithm, in general, has to process
this total shift in order to detect the fault. If the algorithm does not
have the capability to handle the health degradation-induced shifts
in the sensor measurements, it may either miss the fault or gener-
ate a false alarm. Missed detection may occur when the fault is
masked by health degradation. A false alarm may be generated
when health degradation is misdiagnosed as a fault. Either way,
the on-line algorithm will eventually lose its diagnostic effective-
ness.

To address the problem described above, the integration of an
on-line fault detection algorithm and an off-line trend monitoring
algorithm was proposed in Refs. �8,9�. The integration architec-
ture of the two diagnostic algorithms is shown in Fig. 2. The
on-line algorithm processes measured engine outputs in real time
to detect faults during flight. Such an algorithm is generally de-
veloped at a specific health baseline, and its reference for mea-
sured engine outputs is fixed. Therefore, the measurements pro-
cessed in real time contain health degradation-induced shifts,
which gradually increase over the lifetime of an engine. To ac-
count for the influence of health degradation, the health baseline
of the on-line algorithm must be updated periodically so that the
algorithm can operate in the vicinity of the degraded engine’s
health condition. Through the health baseline update, the refer-
ence for measured engine outputs is shifted to the vicinity of the

degraded engine’s outputs �for instance, the reference is shifted to
the vicinity of point “a” in Fig. 1�. Consequently, the health deg-
radation induced-shifts that the on-line algorithm encounters are
significantly reduced as compared to the fixed reference case.

The health baseline which is needed to update the on-line algo-
rithm is provided by the off-line trend monitoring algorithm as
shown in Fig. 2. The off-line algorithm processes data post-flight
to estimate the health condition of the degraded engine. This data
may contain engine outputs recorded at a single or multiple oper-
ating conditions. Since health degradation is a gradual process, the
frequency at which the off-line algorithm operates is much lower
than that of the on-line algorithm.

The algorithms used in this paper for on-line and off-line diag-
nostics are based on model-based estimation techniques. The on-
line algorithm for fault detection is based on the hybrid Kalman
filter �HKF� technique. The HKF is a uniquely structured Kalman
filter which lends itself to the health baseline update. The off-line
algorithm for trend monitoring is based on a derivative of the
extended Kalman filter �EKF� technique. A description of each
algorithm is given in the following sections.

Integration of On-Line and Off-Line Diagnostic
Algorithms

The on-line and off-line diagnostic algorithms discussed in this
section are based on a well-known estimation technique: the Kal-
man filter. Both algorithms update their estimations as new mea-
surement data become available. The major factor that differenti-
ates these algorithms is the frequency at which the measurement
data is sampled. Because of this difference, the aircraft engine is
described in a different form for each algorithm. In this section,
the description of the aircraft engine is given first. Then, the de-
scriptions of on-line and off-line diagnostic algorithms are given.

Aircraft Engine Description. An aircraft engine under consid-
eration for on-line diagnostics is described by nonlinear equations
of the following form:

ẋ = f̄�x,hk,ucmd,e�

y = ḡ�x,hk,ucmd,e� + v �1�

The vectors x, ucmd, and e contain state variables, control com-
mand inputs, and environmental parameters, respectively. Health
degradation of the engine is represented by the vector h which
contains health parameters. Health parameters are efficiencies and
flow capacities of the engine components such as compressors and
turbines. As they deviate from the nominal �healthy� baseline, the
performance delivered by each component degrades. Since health
degradation progresses gradually over time, the health parameter
vector is treated as a constant at the time scale where on-line
diagnostics is performed. The subscript k of the health parameter
vector indicates the sample index at the time scale where off-line
diagnostics is performed. For given inputs, the nonlinear functions

f̄ and ḡ generate the state derivative vector ẋ and the sensor output
vector y, respectively. The sensor outputs are corrupted by the
white noise vector v.

While the aircraft engine is described in the form of Eq. �1� for
on-line diagnostics, it is described in the following form for off-
line diagnostics:

Yk = ḡSS�hk,Uk,Ek� + Vk �2�

The vectors Y, U, and E contain steady-state values of sensor
outputs, control command inputs, and environmental parameters,
respectively. The subscript k indicates the sample index. The non-
linear function ḡSS is equivalent to ḡ in Eq. �1� at steady state. The
vector V represents “steady-state” white noise, and its magnitude
is much smaller than that of actual noise v contained in the raw
measurements. The steady-state noise represents small biases that

Fig. 1 Influence of health degradation and faults

Fig. 2 Architecture of integrated diagnostic approach
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exist at the time of data sampling.
In the off-line trend monitoring problem, the health parameter

vector is treated as time variant; the health condition can change
over the time interval between the sample points. Because of the
gradual nature of health degradation, the time interval can be
rather long. Depending on how the off-line trend monitoring is
performed, the time interval can be a few flights or a few days.

On-Line Algorithm: Hybrid Kalman Filter. The objective of
on-line fault detection is to detect faults as early as possible from
the observed engine outputs. To achieve this objective, the sensor
outputs in Eq. �1� are continuously processed in real time so that
any shift induced by faults can be detected. The on-line diagnostic
algorithm, which pursues the above objective, is based on the
hybrid Kalman filter �HKF� technique �8,9�. The HKF is a
uniquely structured Kalman filter which utilizes a nonlinear on-
board engine model �OBEM� of the following form:

ẋOBEM = f�xOBEM,hOBEM,ucmd,z�

yOBEM = g�xOBEM,hOBEM,ucmd,z� �3�

This form is similar to the assumed form of the aircraft engine in
Eq. �1�. The vector xOBEM contains the state variables of the
OBEM while the vector z contains the measured parameters
which define the flight condition. The vector hOBEM represents the
health baseline of the OBEM. By utilizing the state and output
vectors of the OBEM, the following HKF equation is obtained:

ẋ̂ = A�x̂ − xOBEM� + K�y − ŷ�

ŷ = C�x̂ − xOBEM� + yOBEM �4�

The vectors x̂ and ŷ represent the estimate of x and y of the plant
in Eq. �1�, respectively. The state-space matrices A and C are
derived through the linearization of the nonlinear plant model �in
the present case, OBEM�. The matrix K represents the Kalman
gain. Similar to the general linear Kalman filter approach, the
matrices A, C, and K are derived at multiple operating conditions
to cover a wide operating range of the aircraft engine. Once de-
rived, these matrices are saved in table lookup form for real-time
execution of Eq. �4�.

The Kalman filter, in general, is able to accurately estimate the
sensor outputs as long as the plant operates under the conditions
expected by the Kalman filter. When the plant experiences unex-
pected events such as faults, the estimation performance of the
Kalman filter becomes poor, causing an increase in the residuals,
�y− ŷ�. Therefore, fault detection can be achieved by detecting
such an increase in the residuals. To detect fault-induced shifts in
the residuals, weighted sum of squared residuals �WSSR� signals
are constructed as follows:

WSSRHKF = �y − ŷ�T�−1�y − ŷ�

WSSROBEM = �y − yOBEM�T�−1�y − yOBEM� �5�

where

� = diag��2�

The vector � represents the standard deviation of the sensor mea-
surements. The square matrix � normalizes the residual vectors
�y− ŷ� and �y−yOBEM�. The fault indicator signals, WSSRHKF and
WSSROBEM, indicate the existence of faults; they will increase
when the engine experiences faults. To detect faults, these signals
are compared against pre-established thresholds. Fault detection is
declared when at least one of the two fault indicator signals ex-
ceeds a threshold. As demonstrated in Ref. �9�, the utilization of
the two fault indicator signals improves the fault detection capa-
bility since these signals have different sensitivities to different
types of faults.

The HKF designed at any particular health condition eventually
loses its estimation accuracy as the engine degrades over its life-

time, and thus the fault indicator signals will increase. This is due
to the fact that the discrepancy between the design health condi-
tion of the HKF and the actual health condition of the engine
increases over time. In the HKF approach, the design health con-
dition is defined by the vector hOBEM at which the OBEM operates
and also by the health condition at which the matrices A, C, and K
are derived.

In Refs. �8,9�, it is shown that the HKF is able to maintain its
estimation performance as long as the health baseline of the
OBEM remains in the vicinity of the engine’s health condition.
Thus, the HKF-based on-line fault detection algorithm is able to
maintain its effectiveness by periodically updating the health
baseline of the OBEM to a new condition as follows:

hOBEM = ĥk �6�

The vector ĥk represents the estimate of the health parameter vec-
tor hk in Eq. �1�. This estimate is provided by the off-line trend
monitoring algorithm, which will be discussed in the following
section. The update process for the HKF is relatively simple; it is
completed by feeding the estimated health degradation values into
the OBEM. The matrices A, C, and K do not need to be rede-
signed as the health baseline of the OBEM is updated. This rela-
tively simple update process is a major benefit of the HKF ap-
proach.

Off-Line Algorithm: Extended Kalman Filter. The objective
of off-line trend monitoring is to track the health condition of an
engine over its lifetime. This objective is accomplished by accu-
rately estimating the health parameter vector hk in Eq. �2� from
the steady-state sensor outputs Yk. The off-line diagnostic algo-
rithm used in this study is based on a derivative of the extended
Kalman filter �EKF� technique �10�. The EKF is similar to the
general linear Kalman filter except that a nonlinear plant model is
successively relinearized so that the validity of a linear plant rep-
resentation is maintained as the plant moves from one operating
condition to another. Therefore, a nonlinear plant model functions
as part of the algorithm in the EKF approach. The nonlinear air-
craft engine model used in the current study is given in the fol-
lowing form:

Ŷk = gSS�ĥk,Uk,Zk� �7�

This form is similar to the assumed form of the aircraft engine in
Eq. �2�. The vector U is the same vector that appears in Eq. �2�.
The vector Z contains the steady-state values of measured param-
eters that indicate the flight condition. The subscript k indicates

the sample index. The vector ĥ represents the estimate of the
health parameter vector h, and this vector must be derived by the
off-line trend monitoring algorithm.

The above nonlinear plant model can be presented in the fol-
lowing alternative form:

Ŷk = Gk�k−1�ĥk − ĥk−1� + Ŷk�k−1 �8�

where

Ŷk�k−1 = gSS�ĥk−1,Uk,Zk� �9�

Gk�k−1 =
�

dĥ
gSS�ĥk−1,Uk,Zk� �10�

The vector ĥk−1 represents the health parameter vector estimated
at the previous sample point, k−1. The matrix Gk�k−1 represents
the influence coefficient matrix derived from the nonlinear func-

tion, gSS�ĥk−1 ,Uk ,Zk�. Given the vectors ĥk−1, Uk, Zk, and Yk, the
health parameter vector at the sampling point k is estimated as
follows �6�:
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ĥk = ĥk−1 + L�Yk − Ŷk�k−1� �11�

where

L = P0Gk�k−1
T �Gk�k−1P0Gk�k−1

T + R�−1 �12�

The matrices P0 and R represent the error covariance and mea-
surement covariance, respectively. In the general Kalman filter
approach �both linear and extended�, the error covariance matrix
is updated as the new measurement data become available �10�.
This matrix, however, may diverge unless the number of available
measurements is greater than or equal to the number of health
parameters to be estimated. In general, the number of sensors
installed on an aircraft engine is less than the number of health
parameters. To avoid the divergence, the error covariance matrix
is kept constant. Otherwise, the matrix update must be done with
a special treatment, such as the soft-constraint approach demon-
strated in Ref. �11�.

Equations �9�–�12� represent the EKF algorithm. The algorithm
updates its estimate as new data Yk, Uk, Zk become available. To
check the validity of the estimated health condition, the following
weighted sum of squared residuals is computed:

WSSREKF = �Yk − Ŷk�T�−1�Yk − Ŷk� �13�
This signal is compared against a predetermined threshold. If the
signal exceeds the threshold, it is considered that the estimated
health condition is inaccurate, and thus further investigation is
needed to determine a cause of inaccuracy.

After validation, the estimated health condition ĥk is used to
update the health baseline of the OBEM as described by Eq. �6�.
Through this update, the effectiveness of the on-line fault detec-
tion algorithm is maintained in the presence of health degradation.
The estimated health condition also gives valuable information for
engine health management. The snapshot estimation at a sample
point can be used to consider whether a maintenance action is
necessary or not. Thus, condition-based maintenance is possible
instead of time-based maintenance. Engine health management
can be further improved by interpreting the history of the esti-
mated health condition. The estimated health condition from the
past to the present reveals the degradation profile under which a
specific engine operated. From this information, the health condi-
tion at a future point can be anticipated, and necessary actions
may be taken to improve the safety or efficiency of the engine
operation.

Application of the Integrated Methodology to an
Aircraft Engine Model

The algorithms described in the previous sections require a
nonlinear plant model. More specifically, the on-line algorithm
requires a nonlinear model that can be executed in real time. In
this section, a description of the aircraft engine model is given.
For the results presented in this paper, the same model used by the
diagnostic algorithms is also used to represent a real engine. The
health degradation profile that the real engine may undergo is also
discussed.

Engine Model. The engine model used in this paper is a non-
linear simulation of an advanced high-bypass turbofan engine, a
typical power plant for a large commercial aircraft. This engine
model has been constructed as a component level model �CLM�,
which consists of the major components of an aircraft engine. The
CLM represents highly complex engine physics while being de-
signed to run in real time. Engine performance deviations from
the nominal health baseline are modeled by adjustments to effi-
ciency and flow capacity scalars of the following five compo-
nents: fan �FAN�, booster �BST�, high-pressure compressor
�HPC�, high-pressure turbine �HPT�, and low-pressure turbine
�LPT�. There are a total of 10 adjustments that are called health
parameters. The engine state variables, health parameters, actuator

variables, and environmental parameters are shown in Table 1.
There are a total of 11 measured parameters �y and z� that are

available to the digital control unit of this engine. Table 2 shows
seven sensors �y� along with their standard deviations given in
percent of steady-state values at the ground maximum power con-
dition. The control actions and diagnostics are based on those
sensed variables. Table 3 shows four additional measured param-
eters �z� along with their standard deviations given in their actual
engineering units. These four parameters indicate the ambient and
engine inlet conditions. The measurements of the inlet condition,
T2 and P2, are used for parameter corrections �12�.

The nonlinear engine model is used in the subsequent sections
to represent a real engine in Eq. �1� and the engine models in Eqs.
�3� and �7� for on-line and off-line diagnostics. The engine model
representing a real engine operates at given health conditions, and
its flight condition is specified by the three environmental param-
eters listed in Table 1. This engine model operates in closed loop
with a control system described in Ref. �9�. In the current control
architecture, the power lever angle �PLA� is converted to desired
corrected fan speed �an indicator of thrust�. The control system
adjusts three actuation variables to cause the corrected measured
fan speed to match the desired value. The closed-loop system runs
in a simulation environment at the frequency of 50 Hz.

The two engine models used for on-line and off-line diagnostics
are identical except that they operate at different time scales.
These two engine models operate at estimated health conditions,
and their flight condition is specified by three measured param-
eters: Tamb, Pamb, and T2. From these three measurements, the
engine models calculate the altitude, Mach number, and the tem-
perature deviation from the standard day condition. The two en-
gine models receive the three control commands �Table 1� gener-

Table 1 Engine model variables

State variables XNL, XNH, TMHS23, TMHS3
TMHSBL, TMHSBC, TMHS41
TMHS42, TMHS5

Health parameters FAN efficiency, FAN flow capacity
BST efficiency, BST flow capacity
HPC efficiency, HPC flow capacity
HPT efficiency, HPT flow capacity
LPT efficiency, LPT flow capacity

Actuators WF36, VBV, VSV
Environmental parameters Altitude, Mach number

Ambient temperature

Table 2 Standard deviations of controls and diagnostics sen-
sors „� in percent of steady-state values at ground maximum
power condition…

Sensors �y� � �%�

XN12 0.25
XN25 0.25
P25 0.50
T25 0.75
PS3 0.50
T3 0.75

T49 0.75

Table 3 Standard deviations of ambient and engine inlet sen-
sors „� in actual units…

Sensors �z� �

Tamb 5.0°F
Pamb 0.1 psi
T2 5.0°F
P2 0.1 psi
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ated by the control system.
In the current study, the same engine model is used to represent

a real engine and the engine model for diagnostics. This, however,
does not represent a realistic application environment; there will
typically be a mismatch between the real engine and the engine
model due to unmodeled and incorrectly modeled physical phe-
nomena. To represent such a mismatch, a turbine clearance model
�TCM� is added only to the engine model representing a real
engine. The TCM captures the turbine clearance behavior with
high fidelity, and its addition results in output mismatch between
the real engine and the engine model at steady-state conditions
and during transients.

Health Degradation Profile. Each aircraft engine degrades dif-
ferently depending on the environmental conditions the engine is
exposed to. For instance, a high concentration of sand or salt can
accelerate fan or compressor degradation while tropical heat can
accelerate turbine degradation. Thus, there is no such thing as a
typical degradation profile that engines will undergo �13,14�. To
capture this randomness, health degradation profiles considered in
this paper are generated as follows:

hk
i = hk−1

i + ��i

q
��k

i if k � 0

hk
i = �k

i if k = 0 �14�
where

k = 0,1, . . . ,q

i = 1,2, . . . ,p

The integers q and p indicate the number of sample points and the
number of health parameters, respectively. Equation �14� gives the
value of the ith health parameter at the kth sample point. The
scalar �i specifies the maximum amount that the ith health param-
eter can deviate over q sample points. The random number � is
uniformly distributed over the range between 0 and 1. At the
initial point k=0, each health parameter is specified by �, a ran-
dom number uniformly distributed over the range of ±0.5%. The
initial health condition represents engine-to-engine variations due
to manufacturing tolerance.

With the above equation, each health parameter undergoes a
unique degradation profile. The degradation profile depends on the
scalar � specified for each health parameter and the random num-
ber �.

Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the off-line trend monitoring

algorithm is investigated first, using a specific degradation profile.
The off-line algorithm estimates the engine health condition at
each sample point. The estimated health condition is then used to
update the on-line fault detection algorithm. After the health base-
line update, the on-line algorithm’s capability to detect sensor
faults is evaluated. The engine to be diagnosed by both algorithms
contains the TCM in order to represent model-plant mismatch that
exists in the real environment.

Off-Line Trend Monitoring. The off-line trend monitoring al-
gorithm in Eqs. �9�–�12� receives the steady-state vectors Yk, Uk,
and Zk and estimates the engine health condition at each sample
point. The time interval between the sample points is rather long
as discussed earlier. The steady-state data used in this section are
generated from the engine model in Eq. �1� through the following
steps. First, a degradation profile that the engine model will un-
dergo over its lifetime �q sample points� is generated using Eq.
�14�. The degradation profile specifies a unique health condition at
each sample point. Then, at each sample point, the engine model
is run at a steady-state cruise condition. The operating condition
of the engine is specified by the health condition, PLA, and envi-

ronmental parameters in Table 1. From the steady-state simulation
run, one-second time histories of y, ucmd, and z are collected.
Then, the noise-corrupted time histories are averaged to obtain the
steady-state vectors Yk, Uk, and Zk.

In the real environment, the steady-state flight condition of the
engine can vary from flight to flight even at cruise. To capture this
variation, PLA, altitude, Mach number, and ambient temperature
are randomly varied from sample point to sample point. The PLA
is varied over the range between 62 and 66 deg �intermediate
power at cruise�. Altitude is varied over the range between 33,000
and 37,000 ft �10,058–11,278 m�. Mach number is varied over
the range between Mach 0.83 and 0.85. The ambient temperature
is varied within ±30°F from the standard day condition.

During a preliminary evaluation study, it was found that the
off-line trend monitoring algorithm had difficulty in estimating
FAN flow and LPT flow. When the actual FAN flow and LPT flow
deviated toward a certain direction from their initial condition
values, the estimated FAN flow and LPT flow did not follow the
actual values. Instead, these estimated values deviated toward the
direction opposite of the actual FAN flow and LPT flow. In the
current estimation problem where the number of unknown param-
eters �health parameters� is greater than the number of known
parameters �sensor outputs�, a unique solution does not exist. The
trend monitoring algorithm estimates the health parameters in
such a way that the difference between the engine and model
outputs is minimized in a least squares sense, while simulta-
neously minimizing the difference in the estimated health condi-
tions at the current and previous sample points.1 This approach
may produce health parameter estimates that are inaccurate. To
work around this problem, the following constraint is imposed:
the estimated health parameters are constrained to change in the
specific direction expected from the heuristic knowledge regard-
ing health degradation. All estimated health parameters are not
allowed to increase from the estimation values at the previous
sample point, except for HPT flow and LPT flow which are not
allowed to decrease. If an estimated health parameter changes in
the direction opposite of that expected, then the estimation value
at the previous sample point is used as the current estimation
value.

Figure 3 shows the actual and estimated health conditions over
300 sample points of engine life. The estimated health parameters
were generated under the constraint previously discussed, except
for the first five sample points. During the first five sample points,
the health condition of the engine is maintained at the initial
health condition representing engine-to-engine variation due to
manufacturing tolerance. The estimated health parameters which
are initialized at the nominal health condition are allowed to
change in any direction; constraints are not imposed on the esti-
mated values during this period. The first five samples are simply
used to let the estimated health parameters settle to any values in
the presence of initial model-plant mismatch, which not only in-
cludes health condition mismatch but also the mismatch due to the
TCM.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the algorithm is able to follow the
degradation profile quite well for three components: BST, HPC,
and HPT. There are estimation errors, but the errors remain almost
constant across the sample points. Thus, the deviation from the
initial condition can be accurately tracked for these three compo-
nents. The algorithm displays some difficulty in estimating the
health parameters of FAN and LPT components; the estimation
errors increase with time. The cause of this divergence is not clear.
It may be due to the underdetermined nature of the current prob-
lem, or the location of the sensors may not be suited for estimat-
ing these health parameters. When this study was repeated using

1The algorithm given by Eqs. �11� and �12� is equivalent to the maximum a
posteriori estimator �15,16� and the minimum variance estimator �15,17�.
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different patterns of health degradation profile, a similar tendency
was observed. A total of five patterns of degradation profile, gen-
erated from Eq. �14�, was investigated.

Health Baseline Update of On-Line Fault Detection
Algorithm. The on-line fault detection algorithm in Eqs. �3� and
�4� receives the vectors y, ucmd, and z and generates the sensor
output estimates and the on-board model outputs at each sample
point with the time increment of 0.02 s �50 Hz�. Based on the
residual vectors �y− ŷ� and �y−yOBEM�, the two fault indicator
signals in Eq. �5� are computed, and they are compared against
pre-established thresholds. If at least one of the two fault indicator
signals exceeds the threshold for 25 consecutive time steps, fault
detection is declared as demonstrated in �9�.

Before evaluating the fault detection capability of the on-line
algorithm, the benefit through the integration of the on-line and
off-line algorithms is investigated. As discussed earlier, the on-
line fault detection algorithm will eventually lose its effectiveness
as the engine degrades over time. This happens because the fault
indicator signal values increase with the increase in discrepancy
between the engine and the OBEM. To maintain diagnostic effec-
tiveness, the health baseline of the OBEM must be updated peri-
odically. This update is completed by feeding the estimated health
condition values from the off-line trend monitoring algorithm to
the OBEM. The importance of this health baseline update is illus-
trated in Fig. 4 where, over its lifetime of 300 sample points, the
aircraft engine is subject to the specific health degradation profile
shown in Fig. 3. At each sample point, the engine and the on-line
diagnostic algorithm are run at the following cruise condition:
35,000 ft �10,668 m� altitude, Mach 0.84, 65 deg PLA. Figure 4
shows the steady-state values of the fault indicator signals for the
following two cases: �1� the health baseline of the OBEM main-
tained at the nominal condition and �2� the health baseline of the

OBEM updated to the estimated health parameters shown in Fig.
3. The dashed lines indicate fault detection thresholds. The thresh-
old values were determined using health condition mismatches
between the engine and the OBEM as done in Refs. �8,9�.

As can be seen in the figure, if the health baseline of the OBEM
is not updated from the nominal condition, WSSRHKF exceeds the
threshold around the 130th sample point while WSSROBEM ex-
ceeds the threshold around the 30th sample point. This means that
the fault detection algorithm will start misdiagnosing health deg-
radation as a fault around the 30th sample point. To avoid gener-
ating false alarms, the thresholds must be set at much higher val-
ues. However, doing so will compromise the fault detection
capability and will increase the missed detection rate when the
engine is at or near the nominal health condition.

When the health baseline of the OBEM is updated periodically,
the fault indicator signals remain fairly constant over the lifetime
of the degrading engine. In Fig. 4, the OBEM is subject to the
estimated health condition shown in Fig. 3, therefore, the estima-
tion error in some of the health parameters increases over time.
This increase in the estimation error seems to have a very minor
influence on the fault indicator signals. The reason for this may be
attributed to the nature of the off-line trend monitoring algorithm.
The off-line trend monitoring algorithm estimates the health pa-
rameters in such a way that the difference between the engine and
model outputs is minimized in a least squares sense �15–17�.
Thus, the estimated health parameters are not necessarily accurate,
but they are ones that minimize the difference between the engine
and model outputs. When these estimated health parameters are
fed into the OBEM, the outputs of the OBEM match well with the
engine outputs. Consequently, the fault indicator signals remain
small.

Updating the health baseline of the OBEM has the effect of
shifting the engine output reference to a new value. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, the original reference at which the algorithm is designed
becomes obsolete as the engine continues to degrade. By shifting
the reference to a new value, such as point “a” in the figure, the
on-line algorithm can detect the fault-induced shift, ��, more re-
liably.

On-Line Fault Detection: Sensor Bias Case. The on-line al-
gorithm’s capability to detect sensor bias faults is evaluated in this
section. For this evaluation, the closed-loop engine is trimmed at a
specific cruise condition of 35,000 ft �10,668 m� altitude, Mach
0.84, and 65 deg PLA, in the presence of health degradation and a
bias in a single sensor. Then, the engine and the on-line algorithm

Fig. 3 Actual and estimated health degradation over the en-
gine’s lifetime

Fig. 4 Influence of engine health degradation on steady-state
values of WSSRHKF and WSSROBEM
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are run for 100 s at steady state. The smallest magnitude bias that
is detected for each sensor is shown in Table 4. In this study, the
aircraft engine and the OBEM are subject to, respectively, the
actual and estimated health conditions in Fig. 3 at three sample
points: k=100, 200, and 300.

From Table 4, it can be observed that the on-line algorithm
performs consistently in the presence of health degradation; the
detected bias magnitudes are almost the same at three health con-
ditions, except for slight variations in the XN12 and XN25 sen-
sors. For some of the sensors, detected bias magnitudes are not
symmetric between the positive and negative directions. As dis-
cussed in Ref. �8�, health condition mismatch between the engine
and the OBEM has an effect of counteracting a sensor bias to
some extent. As a result, depending on the bias direction, it takes
smaller or larger magnitude for the fault indicator signals to ex-
ceed the fault detection thresholds. This lack of symmetry, how-
ever, is not as prominent as the result in Ref. �8�.

As mentioned earlier, three sensor measurements, Tamb, Pamb,
and T2 are used to define the flight condition for the OBEM. A
bias in these sensors, therefore, causes the OBEM to operate at a
flight condition different from the true condition. The table shows
that biases of small magnitude are detected for these three sensors.
The on-line algorithm is not able to detect a bias in the P2 sensor.
This sensor is currently used for the correction of pressure mea-
surements. Since both measured and estimated pressure values are
corrected by the P2 value, a bias in this sensor does not increase
the residuals. The reader should be reminded that the fault detec-
tion algorithm will not identify the biased sensor; it only indicates
that a fault exists. After the detection of a fault, the identity or
severity of the detected fault must be classified through the fault
isolation process �18�.

Discussion
The study in this paper reveals the benefit of integrating the

on-line and off-line diagnostic algorithms. Through this integra-
tion, the on-line fault detection algorithm is able to maintain its
diagnostic effectiveness as the aircraft engine degrades over its
lifetime. The integration of the two algorithms, however, is not a
trivial step. In this section, the practical aspects of the integrated
approach are discussed.

One issue that influences the practicality of the integrated ap-
proach is the complexity involved in the update process of the
on-line algorithm. If the update process involves a redesign of the
entire on-line algorithm, such as the case for the piecewise linear
Kalman filter approach �18�, the redesign process may have to
take place on a ground-based computer with human intervention.
Furthermore, after the redesign process, the on-line algorithm
must be uploaded to an on-board engine computer. Such complex-
ity makes that approach impractical. It is desirable to keep the
update process as simple as possible. In the case of the HKF, the

algorithm is updated through a relatively simple process: by feed-
ing the estimated health condition values to the OBEM. Thus, the
HKF is well suited for the integrated approach.

Another issue that influences the practicality of the integrated
approach is the location of the off-line trend monitoring algo-
rithm. In general, a trend monitoring algorithm resides on a
ground-based computer. In that case, the data for post-flight analy-
sis and the off-line diagnostic results must be transmitted between
the ground-based and on-board computers. There would be a
number of communication and certification issues that would have
to be addressed to achieve this integration.

The difficulties associated with off-board to on-board data
transmission can be avoided if the off-line trend monitoring algo-
rithm is capable of running on an on-board engine computer. Such
a capability heavily depends on the off-line algorithm’s robust-
ness. As discussed earlier, trend monitoring is generally an under-
determined problem, and therefore an infinite number of solutions
exist. Under this circumstance, the off-line algorithm must gener-
ate a solution �estimated health condition� “close enough” to the
true solution; otherwise the algorithm may become unstable. In
this paper, a simple constraint was imposed on the EKF: the esti-
mated health parameters were constrained to change in the ex-
pected direction. The constraint was based on heuristic knowledge
regarding health degradation, and it improved the stability of the
EKF. Such an additional step is necessary for obtaining a reason-
able solution in the underdetermined problem.

Another way of improving the stability of the EKF is to utilize
steady-state measurement data obtained at multiple operating con-
ditions. At distinctly different operating conditions, the same
health condition can induce different signatures in the measured
engine outputs. The utilization of multipoint data augments the
number of known parameters �sensor outputs� in the problem, and
therefore can improve the stability and also estimation accuracy
�19,20�. Through this extra step, the robustness of the off-line
algorithm may be improved, making the algorithm capable of run-
ning on an on-board engine computer.

Conclusion
A challenge in developing an on-line fault detection algorithm

is making it adaptive to engine health degradation. If the algo-
rithm has no adaptation capability, it will eventually lose its diag-
nostic effectiveness. To address this problem, the integration of
on-line and off-line diagnostic algorithms was investigated. The
off-line trend monitoring algorithm periodically estimates engine
health condition over the course of engine’s life. Based on the
estimated health condition, the on-line fault detection algorithm is
updated. Through this integration, the on-line fault detection algo-
rithm maintains its effectiveness while the engine continues to
degrade over time.

The integrated approach was investigated in a simulation envi-
ronment using a nonlinear engine model. The evaluation result
showed that this integration is essential to maintain on-line fault
detection capability in the presence of health degradation. Practi-
cal issues of the integrated approach were also discussed. The
communication between the on-line and off-line algorithm can be
made less complex if the off-line algorithm is operated on an
on-board engine computer. To make this possible, further research
is needed in the area of off-line trend monitoring.
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Nomenclature
BST � booster
EKF � extended Kalman filter
HKF � hybrid Kalman filter

Table 4 Minimum sensor bias detected at cruise with 65 deg
PLA

k=100
���

k=200
���

k=300
���

XN12 2.6/−4.5 2.9/−4.5 2.9/−4.4
XN25 3.2/−3.8 3.4/−3.7 3.3/−3.6
P25 1.3/−1.3 1.3/−1.3 1.3/−1.3
T25 2.1/−2.2 2.0/−2.1 2.0/−2.1
PS3 1.7/−1.6 1.7/−1.7 1.7/−1.7
T3 2.6/−2.6 2.6/−2.6 2.6/−2.6
T49 2.9/−3.5 2.9/−3.5 2.9/−3.5

Tamb 0.3/−0.3 0.3/−0.3 0.3/−0.3
Pamb 0.5/−0.5 0.5/−0.5 0.5/−0.5
T2 0.4/−0.4 0.4/−0.4 0.4/−0.4
P2 ¯/¯ ¯/¯ ¯/¯
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HPC � high pressure compressor
HPT � high pressure turbine
LPT � low pressure turbine

OBEM � on-board engine model
P2 � engine inlet pressure

P25 � HPC inlet pressure
Pamb � ambient pressure
PLA � power lever angle
PS3 � combustor inlet static pressure

T2 � engine inlet temperature
T25 � HPC inlet temperature

T3 � combustor inlet temperature
T49 � LPT inlet temperature
Tamb � ambient temperature

TCM � turbine clearance model
TMHS23 � BST metal temperature

TMHS3 � HPC metal temperature
TMHS41 � HPT nozzle metal temperature
TMHS42 � HPT metal temperature

TMHS5 � LPT metal temperature
TMSHBC � combustor case metal temperature
TMHSBL � combustor liner metal temperature

VBV � variable bleed valve
VSV � variable stator vane

WF36 � fuel flow
WSSR � weighted sum of squared residuals
XN12 � fan speed, measured
XN25 � core speed, measured
XNH � core speed, actual
XNL � fan speed, actual

e � environmental parameter vector
h � health parameter vector

ucmd � control command vector
v � sensor noise vector
x � state variable vector
y � sensor output vector �controls/diagnostics�
z � sensor output vector �ambient/engine inlet�
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Cycle Optimization and
Combustion Analysis in a
Low-NOx Micro-Gas Turbine
The authors discuss in this paper the potential of a method for NOx suppression from
power plants based on microgas turbines. The method is based on the mild combustion
concept but needs to be adapted to the actual operating parameters of the microturbine,
thus resulting in an effective employment of the flue gas recirculation for diluting the
oxygen in the inlet air. The results are first presented on a thermodynamic basis, and
some cases are then analyzed with a computational fluid dynamics simulation. Both
approaches suggest good perspectives for the nitric oxide control but also highlight some
disadvantages in terms of increase in carbon species. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2718232�

Introduction

The microgas turbine �MGT� employment in a wide range of
power or combined generation applications solicits the academic
and industrial researchers to define an optimal operating range in
terms of both energetic and environmental performance. Previous
authors’ works �1–6� have underlined the effectiveness of the
“partly recuperated cycle” concept as a tool for adapting the MGT
operation to variable thermal and electrical demands. The same
papers have also evidenced that the part-load operation may be
characterized by an increasing NOx production, due to the need of
sustaining the flame with a considerable amount of fuel addressed
to the stoichiometric pilot line.

An efficient and up-to-date way to overcome the NOx increase
at part-load operation can be found in the “mild-combustion”
emerging technology �7–10�. Really, the mild or “flameless” com-
bustion regime produces an effective control of the thermal
mechanism of the nitric monoxide formation because of the si-
multaneous occurrence of a temperature peak cutoff and of an
oxygen defect in the oxidizing species. In order for such a regime
to take place, both a high reactant temperature and the oxidant
dilution with inert species are needed. The first requirement is
easily met in a recuperated microturbine, while the compliance
with the second one implies a flue gas recirculation whose amount
must be optimized in order to avoid an excessive penalty in the
cycle efficiency and specific power.

The present work is addressed to the cycle optimization for a
100 kW MGT operating with a variably “recuperated and recircu-
lated” cycle. The combined activation of the recuperator by-pass
option and of the variable exhaust gas recirculation �EGR� estab-
lishes a set of independent variables that must meet a given level
of thermal and mechanical output, and it also allows the combus-
tion to take place within the mild regime. The simultaneous goal
of acceptable performance and reduced emission is controlled by
an integrated methodology based on the component matching
analysis and the computational fluid dynamics �CFD� simulation
of the combustion process. The latter refers to a lean-premixed
combustor �1,4,11,12� whose adaptation to the mild regime is
checked under a wide variety of conditions originated by the
choices for both the recuperator by-pass and the exhaust recircu-
lation ratios. The numerical simulation pays therefore a particular

attention to the identification of the reactant self-ignition as a con-
sequence of the oxidant dilution with exhaust gases and of the
inlet temperature as well.

The variations in combustor boundary conditions could also be
induced by the possibility of operating the MGT with variable
shaft speed, thus producing significant changes in air mass flow
rate and pressure ratio �2–6�. The proven existence of multiple
degrees of freedom suggested the authors disregard this further
option and proceed, in this paper, with the search of the optimal
solution, in terms of energy and emission indices, within the space
of the two independent variables listed before.

Micro-Gas Turbine Base Features and the Modified
Layout

The main specifications and the base plant layout of the MGT
considered in this paper are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1, respec-
tively. The recent technical literature �1,2,11–17� agrees with as-
signing a key role to the gas-to-air recuperator for both the ener-
getic performance and the off-design behavior of the system.

A recuperator by-pass system �Fig. 1� enhances the plant flex-
ibility, since a wider range of thermal-to-mechanical load ratios
can be covered. The possibility of splitting the exhaust mass flow,
either to the recuperator or directly to the heat recovery boiler
inlet, takes place according to the by-pass ratio

Xb = 1 −
ṁg,R

ṁg

�1�

where Xb=0 corresponds to a fully recuperated cycle and Xb�0
increases the amount of recoverable thermal output.

The MGT off-design conditions are therefore induced by either
a variation in the fuel mass flow rate ṁf or by a change in the
by-pass valve parameter Xb. The simultaneous control of both
parameters allows the system to meet variable thermal and me-
chanical requirements �2,3�. All the computations discussed in the
next sections refer to natural gas supply with the properties given
in Table 2.

The previous authors’ works �1–5� have demonstrated that the
full-load operation without the by-pass option activation is char-
acterized by an acceptably reduced level of NOx emission because
of the efficient combustor operation under lean-premixed condi-
tions. Conversely, both the part-load operation and the partial by-
pass of the internal recuperator produce a temperature drop at the
combustor inlet. In such cases, the ignition of the lean fuel-air
mixture must be aided by an increased fuel supply to the pilot
line. The resulting stoichiometric flame extends the region with
considerable temperature peaks within the burner, and therefore,
the thermal NO mechanism is dramatically enhanced.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received May
16, 2006; final manuscript received December 3, 2006. Review conducted by Dilip
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�GT2006�, May 8–11, 2006 Barcelona, Spain. Paper No. GT2006-90240.
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In order to overcome the problem outlined above, a classical
way to be followed consists of the oxidant dilution with inert
species. Conceptually, this could be obtained by a partial recircu-
lation of the exhaust gases: in this sense, some proposals exist in
the technical literature with reference to twin-spool gas turbines
�8� that allow an exhaust bleeding after the high-pressure turbine
to dilute the air at the low-pressure compressor discharge.

In practice, the simple mechanical arrangement of the micro-
gas turbine implies that the recirculated exhausts must be neces-
sarily addressed to the compressor inlet. In such a case the poten-
tial benefits in terms of pollutant control could be negatively
balanced by a significant performance decrease of the microtur-
bine. Really, the temperature increase after the mixing with the
exhaust gases would affect the compressor flow capacity and the
compression work as well.

Based on the above considerations, the changes in the plant
layout that are proposed in this paper �Fig. 2� include a cooling
heat exchanger after the air mixing with the exhaust fraction re-
circulated according to the XEGR parameter.

As it is self-evident, the role of the cooler is establishing the
adequate temperature level at compressor inlet. On the other hand,
the cooling intensity must be controlled in order to find the best
compromise between two conflicting needs:

• As stated, the compressor inlet temperature should be low-
ered for avoiding an excess in performance decay.

• The combustor inlet temperature, as resulting from the com-
pression and internal heat recovery processes, should be suf-
ficiently high in order to ensure an efficient self-ignition of
the reacting mixture with poor oxygen contents.

The latter statement explains the sense of the rather unusual
cycle optimization, which is discussed in this paper: the extended
objective is represented by the best performance level that com-
plies, for each MGT load condition, with a safe combustor opera-
tion in terms of both combustion sustenance and pollutant control.
The independent variables of such a process are of course the
recuperator by-pass fraction Xb and the recirculation fraction
XEGR, together with the temperature level at compressor inlet.

Some preliminary considerations can be derived from the mass
balance of the plant in Fig. 2

EGR mass flow rate: ṁEGR = �1 − Xb�XEGRṁg �2�

Oxidant mass flow rate: ṁox = ṁa + ṁEGR �3�

Mass flow rate to HRSG: ṁg,HR = Xb�1 − XEGR�ṁg �4�
The EGR activation reduces, therefore, both the amount of inlet

air and the exhaust flow to the heat recovery device, so that the
pollutant control seems to involve a disadvantage in terms of en-
ergy saving. Thus the combined use of both parameters, say the
XEGR and the Xb ratios, may simultaneously pursue the environ-
mental and the energetic objectives. Of course, a full recuperator
by-pass �i.e., Xb=1� would prevent any EGR option; on the other
hand, this possibility is however unrealistic because an excess in
gas temperature at the HRSG inlet would occur.

Even if the proposal originates from the need of reducing the
NOx emission at part load, the benefits expected from the present
proposal may be exploited also at full-load conditions. The fol-
lowing section will demonstrate that the exhaust recirculation may
lead to a nearly zero or “one-digit-parts-per-million” emission.
Furthermore, the semi-closed cycle associated with the plant ar-
rangement in Fig. 2 results in an effective alternative to a water
or steam injection system, thus avoiding a demineralized water
consumption.

Although a preliminary thermodynamic analysis is helpful to
derive a provisional prediction of the potential of the above pro-
posal, a component matching approach is more appropriate to
describe the changes within the microturbine operating region.
The cycle analysis must be then completed with some case of
CFD simulation in order to check the actual effectiveness of the
optimal operating points detected.

Table 1 Base features of the MGT

Micro-GT Specifications

Mech. arrangement Single shaft
Pressure ratio 3.9
Turbine inlet temp. 1223 K
Combustor inlet temp. 905 K
Overall fuel/air eqv. ratio 0.142
Rated mech. output/speed 110 kW/64,000 rpm
Compressor 1 Radial flow compressor
Turbines 1 Radial flow turbine

Table 2 Natural gas features

Fuel composition �%, molar�

CH4
92.00

C2H6
3.70

C3H8
1.00

C4H10
0.25

N2
2.90

CO2
0.15

Molecular mass, g/mol 17.34
LHV, kJ/kg 47182
h0f, kJ/kg −4266.9
fst

0.0620
T0f, K 2220

Fig. 1 Schematics of micro-gas turbine integrated with de-
vices for recuperated cycle and heat recovery

Fig. 2 Modified plant layout with the exhaust recirculation
option
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Methods for Power Plant Simulation

Preliminary Thermodynamic Estimate. In order to proceed
with a first trial estimation of the potential of the recuperated and
recirculated cycle, which results from the plant layout in Fig. 2 a
thermodynamic analysis was carried out, according to the specifi-
cations recalled below �3�

• The thermochemical equilibrium of the species involved in
the several processes is calculated by accessing the JANAF
tables �15�.

• The recuperator efficiency and the related pressure losses
are computed as a function of the actual gas flow rate
through this device �18,19�, and therefore, both parameters
are affected by the power output, and by the by-pass and
EGR ratios as well.

• A thermokinetic model describes the mechanism of thermal
NO formation �3,20�. The related equations are solved are
solved in the combustor residence time domain, and the
model is sensitive to a number of conditions, such as

• The local temperatures and species concentrations
• The time and mass flow rate splitting in the combustor

regions �i.e., primary, secondary and dilution zones�
• The fuel subdivision between the lean-premixed and the

pilot line

In this preliminary application, the thermodynamic model was
employed for testing the response of the system in Fig. 2 to dif-
ferent values of the XEGR ratio. The performance and emission
prediction are summarized in Table 3.

The results in this table refer to full-load conditions, fully recu-
perated cycles, at the maximum level allowed for the turbine inlet
temperature. The activation of the exhaust recirculation reduces
the mass flow rate of external air ṁa, so that the oxidant mass flow
consists of an increased amount of inert species. Although no
component matching is estimated at this step, the oxidant mass
flow rate ṁox is scaled according to the modified conditions at the
compressor inlet: really, the inlet temperature is higher than the
ambient one, despite of the high effectiveness assumed for the
intercooler, and a pressure drop is also considered throughout this
component.

The differences in combustor inlet temperature with respect to
the reference conditions �i.e., with XEGR=0� are due to variations
in the recuperator efficiency, but the levels are however high
enough to ensure a correct self-ignition of the reactants.

The data in Table 3 result from the thermodynamic analysis of

the MGT performance as a function of the EGR ratio: the curves
in Fig. 3 display the behavior of some emission and energy indi-
ces with this parameter: as expected, the EGR practice demon-
strates a good effectiveness for the thermal NO control, whose
amount can be substantially reduced for XEGR levels close to 0.6–
0.65. The method is, on the contrary, unfavourable in terms of
CO2 control due to the combined effect of its contents increase in
the exhaust and of the thermal efficiency decay. It should be also
pointed out that the EGR option involves both additional pressure
losses through the intercooler and a temperature increase at com-
pressor inlet: this explains the discontinuity observed in Table 3
for the XEGR=0 case. The related performance parameters must be
intended as those obtainable when the original layout in Fig. 1 is
maintained.

Both Table 3 and Fig. 3 also remind us that the EGR activation
results in a decrease of the recoverable thermal output and, there-
fore, in an unacceptable drop of the energy saving index �defined
by the comparison between the primary energy supplies needed
for separated and combined production of thermal and mechanical
energy� when the maximum in NO reduction is achieved. More
favorable results can be obtained if considering the recuperator
by-pass option for increasing the thermal output availability. As
examples, the curves in Fig. 4�a� show that, for a given level of
the EGR ratio, increasing the recuperator by-pass may lead to a
good compensation of the thermal efficiency decrease.

The more comprehensive diagram in Fig. 4�b� provides a better
overview of the results that are expected from the simultaneous
employment of the EGR and the recuperator by-pass valves. Both

Table 3 Results from the thermodynamic analysis at different
EGR levels

ISO conditions full load TIT=1223 K
XEGR

0.0 0.35 0.65

ṁa, kg/s 0.808 0.511 0.275

ṁox, kg/s 0.808 0.791 0.799

�N2�, % molar 78.98 78.35 76.82
�O2�, % molar 20.98 19.16 14.76

�CO2�, % molar 0.01 0.852 2.872
�H2O�, % molar 0.01 1.636 5.546

ṁf, g/s 6.948 6.940 7.540
Comb. inl. temp., K 905.9 898.6 872.5
Turb. out. temp., K 951.8 953.9 958.8
Rec. out. temp., K 530.8 569.7 599.4

Air-exh. mix. temp., K — 389.0 493.2
Compr. inl. temp., K 288.1 308.1 308.1

Mech. output, kW 109.7 98.6 102.0
Thermal efficiency 0.334 0.301 0.287

Thermal output, kW 108.7 91.8 60.5
EICO2, g/kWh 621.6 709.3 805.1
�NO�, ppm dry 36.06 30.81 4.02

Fig. 3 Emission and performance parameter trend with the
EGR ratio
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the Xb and the XEGR ratio are not explored in the full theoretical
range �0–1� since, as stated, limitation on the HRSG temperatures
are imposed and an EGR excess would produce the steam satura-
tion within the exhaust-air mixture, resulting in liquid water con-
tents in the oxidant flow at the compressor inlet. Higher values of
the EGR ratio are only allowed for increasing values of the recu-
perator by-pass ratio, since the actual mass flow rate of recircu-
lated gases is however limited according to Eq. �2�.

Finally, the diagrams in the space of the independent variables,
Xb and XEGR, clearly show the effect of the exhaust recirculation
which mainly consists of a reduction in the combustion tempera-
ture peaks that slows down the mechanism of thermal NO forma-
tion �Fig. 5�. As expected, an increase in the recuperator by-pass
ratio requires a higher amount of flue gas recirculation in order to
achieve a relevant reduction in nitric oxides. These results, ob-
tained on a thermodynamic and thermokinetic basis, must be in-
tended as a qualitative outline of the potential of the method pro-
posed in this paper. A CFD-based analysis of the combustion
process under the new conditions induced by the EGR activation
is therefore needed for obtaining a more definite answer about the
actual possibilities of the combustor operation with a low oxygen
contents.

Off-Design Matching Analysis. Although the component
matching analysis should be applied to the whole MGT operating
range, a single example is presented in Fig. 6 and discussed in the
following. The results refer to a constant-speed, variable-load op-
eration in the two-dimensional space of independent variables, say

the mechanical output and the EGR ratio. As known, this method
allows evaluation of the actual power plant performance by in-
cluding the limits in turbine and compressor flow capacities �3�.

Therefore, each operating point in Fig. 6 is calculated by con-
sidering the changes in oxidant and gas flow rates through the
rotating and stationary components with the corresponding pres-
sure ratios or drops. Figure 6�a� displays the thermodynamic con-

Fig. 4 Combined effect of the by-pass and EGR ratio on the
MGT performance parameters

Fig. 5 Combined effect of the by-pass and EGR ratio on the
thermal NO formation

Fig. 6 Effect of variable-load, variable EGR ratio on the condi-
tions for the thermal NO formation
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ditions at the combustor inlet to be employed as boundary data for
the CFD simulation. The information is of particular interest at
part load, since the changes in inlet pressure and temperature play
an important role in the combustion development. Figure 6�a�
highlights that the EGR activation induces choking phenomena
that result in a pressure increase with the XEGR parameter.

Further interesting indications are provided by Fig. 6�b�, which
summarizes the overall reactant composition at the combustor in-
let, together with the expected emission of thermal NO. Display-
ing the fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio seems to be appropriate for
estimating the global effect of the variations in both fuel and air
mass flows and of the exhaust recirculation as well. It is worth
noting that, in terms of NO reduction, the same equivalence ratio
is nearly ineffective at full-load operation while at part-load con-
ditions, it leads to a better pollutant control. Such consideration
contributes to the identification of the cycle optimization criteria
of the modified plant in Fig. 2, also at off-design conditions.

CFD Validation of the EGR Potential

The Lean-Premixed Combustor. This chamber, of the tubular
type, was expressly conceived by the Ansaldo Research Center
�11,12� for the MGT application, and it consists of a burner,
whose primary zone is supplied by a circular bladed swirler, and
an external liner, which addresses the airflow to both the cooling
slices and the dilution holes �4,5,11,12�.

The radial fuel injection takes place immediately downstream
of the blade channel through 18 injectors with 4 holes each. A
complete fuel and air mixing is therefore attained prior to the
primary region inlet, with an equivalence ratio of 0.55 at base
rating. The mixture ignition is aided by a pilot stoichiometric
flame. The rate of fuel supplied to the pilot line, through six single
hole injectors, is of nearly 10% at the baseline operation
but it should increase both at part load and at reduced inlet air
temperatures.

A comprehensive three dimensional �3D� sketch of the combus-
tion chamber is given in Fig. 7, together with a complete outline
of a meridional section. Because of the complexity of the com-
bustor geometry, an accurate CFD simulation requires a well-
refined computational mesh. The need of examining a large num-
ber of operating conditions, in accordance with the purpose of this
work, suggested the authors to employ a simplified two-
dimensional �2D� domain as displayed in Fig. 8. The fully 3D
computations were only employed for providing some boundary
conditions to the 2D computations as detailed later on.

The two-dimensional domain was derived from the 3D one, but
with a number of fundamental approximations, as follows:

• The air inlets to the external liner and to the lean-premixed

line are kept separated, while in the 3D simulation the
airflow split between the two regions is automatically
estimated.

Fig. 7 Lean premixed combustor

Fig. 8 2D computational domain and details of the unstruc-
tured and of the block-structured mesh
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• The flow through the swirling vanes is not estimated, so that
the inlet swirl angle is assigned according to the 3D results.

• A simplified geometry is also assumed for the cooling and
diluting holes which are replaced by slices of equivalent
flow areas.

The type of boundary conditions that are to be assigned result
from the above items and are summarized as follows:

• The inlet boundaries in the 2D domain are of the velocity
inflow type, and the inlet velocities are assigned in accor-
dance with the flow rate splitting between the primary air
and the secondary and dilution airflows through the liner, as
estimated by the 3D flow solver.

• The swirled intake into the premixed line is given in terms
of the average flow angle resulting from the 3D flow
through the inlet bladed channel �Fig. 7�.

• The inlet turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate
may be derived from the more detailed viscous flow com-
putation in the 3D domain.

• The set of boundary condition is completed by the values of
the recuperator exit temperature and pressures. Both values
result from the thermodynamic simulation of the whole
MGT system, together with the oxidant composition.

Preliminary 2D computations were carried out with both the
FLUENT® and the KIVA3V �21� flow solvers, the first one adopting
unstructured meshes, the second one operating with block-
structured grids. In both cases, the grid independency was reached
after a mesh refinement up to nearly 30,000 nodes. The same Fig.
8 reports details of the two meshes, with 49,000 and 32,000
nodes, respectively, with enhanced resolutions of the fuel injection
regions and of the burner primary zone.

CFD Analysis of the Combustion Chamber. The fully devel-
oped combustion analysis under a variety of load and EGR con-
ditions was carried out with the KIVA3V solver which incorporates
a reliable model for the identification of the mixture self-ignition
�1,3–5�. The FLUENT was only employed for a preliminary valida-
tion of the results expected in terms of temperature and pollutant
distribution throughout the combustor.

Both solvers assume the finite-rate–eddy-dissipation model�22�
with a kinetic scheme based on a global two-step methane oxida-
tion mechanism �23,24�. The model also allows estimation of the
residual CO contents at combustor outlet. The simultaneous solu-
tion of the Zel’dovich kinetic equations leads to the thermal NO
calculation �20�.

As stated, the self-ignition conditions are identified by means of
two empirical correlations for the delay time of a methane/air
mixture, the first one proposed by Spadaccini and TeVelde �25�
and holding in a temperature range above 1300 K, the second one
by Li and Williams �26� and Roy et al. �27� for the temperature

range lower than 1300 K. In previous works �1,4,5�, the time-
delay concept was transformed into a spatial shift of the self-
ignition region by the authors, thus leading to a model that is
sensitive to the local temperatures and to the fuel and oxygen
concentration as well. The model is therefore suitable for a satis-
factory prediction of the effect of changes in the oxidant compo-
sition related to the EGR activation.

Table 4 summarizes the computational cases that were exam-
ined, first by referring to the full-load, fully recuperated cycles,
and then by analyzing both a part-load condition and an example
with the activation of the recuperator by-pass.

All the outlet data in this table are the mass averaged values

through the combustor exit open surface and, in particular, the T̄ex
values are the average levels of the firing temperature, therefore
close to those expected for the TIT. As a general comment, all the
results confirm the qualitative thermodynamic predictions in terms
of the thermal NO decrease related with the employment of the
EGR option. Regarding to the full-load operation, it is confirmed
that a 0.35 value of the XEGR ratio is almost unsuccessful while
the limiting value of 0.65 produces successful results in terms of
nitric oxide reduction. Conversely, a slight increase in CO produc-
tion is observed, due to the progressive oxygen lack with the XEGR
levels. However, the combustion regime is fairly distant from a
true mild regime, which is also included, as a theoretical example,
in Table 4. Really, the typical oxygen contents inducing a mild
regime �i.e., with a molar fraction lower than 10%� are never
achieved with the EGR activation because of the poor fuel-air
equivalence ratio required for the MGT to reach the maximum TIT
level. Therefore, this example only recalls that a true mild com-
bustion could take place in the combustor examined and would
lead to practically zero NO emission, with a non-negligible carbon
monoxide increase. More severe results are exhibited by the
FLUENT computations, which indicate in Table 4 a relevant CO
production both at the baseline condition and, increasingly, at the
mild regime. These calculations confirm that the changes in the
oxidant composition lead to a smoother temperature profile, the
latter displayed along a straight line starting from the lean-
premixed channel �Fig. 9�. Consequently, the thermal NO mecha-
nism undergoes a significant slowing with substantial benefits in
terms of control of this polluting species.

The numerical agreement between the results from the two dif-
ferent solvers is only qualitative, mainly due to the adoption of an
effective self-ignition model only within the KIVA code. Neglect-
ing the ignition delay of the fuel-air mixture leads, in the FLUENT

results, to a temperature peak not only along a line starting from
the pilot diffusive channel, but also along the premixed line �Fig.
10�. Figure 10 shows that the more realistic estimation of the
ignition start in the KIVA solver produces a fairly flatter tempera-
ture profile starting from the lean-premixing duct.

For the above reasons, the considerations in the following refer

Table 4 Input data and average properties at combustor exit from KIVA computations „number in brackets refer to FLUENT results…

Operating
condition XEGR

Inlet data Outlet

Over.
eqv.
ratio

�O2�
�%, mass�

T̄ex
�K�

�NO�
�ppm�

�CO�
�ppm�

Xb=0
Full load

0.0 0.149 23.27 1252
�1245�

26.1
�31.8�

2.19
�64.8�

0.35 0.166 21.33 1252 20.2 2.93
0.65 0.214 16.61 1244 7.03 4.51

Mild regime 0.301 11.67 1239
�1225�

0.06
�2.83�

19.6
�115.8�

Xb=0.0
60% load

0.0 0.130 23.27 1080 45.4 0.672
0.65 0.187 16.30 1074 1.74 1.09

Xb=0.25
Full load

0.0 0.169 23.27 1274 106.5 10.7
0.80 0.251 16.43 1276 7.84 39.3
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only to the KIVA computations. First, the temperature distributions
throughout the combustion chamber �Fig. 11� put into evidence
that the EGR solution is able to reduce both the temperature peaks
in the primary region and the extent of the region, above 2000 K,
with high formation rates of thermal NO. The mild regime would
lead to a complete removal of such regions together with the local
peaks. Nevertheless, the thermal NO contours in Fig. 12 confirm
that the combustor operation with the oxidant originating from an
XEGR value of 0.65 would be effective enough to control the
mechanism of formation.

A more impressive overview of the effect both of the increasing
EGR ratio and of the theoretically achievable mild regime is given
in Fig. 13. An exhaust recirculation set at the 65% level already
cuts off the peaks in the pilot diffusive region, while a lower level
�e.g., of 35%� is unable to substantially modify the temperature
profile. Of course, the true mild combustion would produce a
completely smooth temperature pattern and this would result in a
practically negligible NO production. However, the XEGR=0.65
choice induces a decrease in the formation rate of nearly an order
of magnitude, as demonstrated by Fig. 13�b�. Figures 13�c� and
13�d� highlight the strict dependence of the CO formation on the
oxygen concentration in the reactants so confirming that conflict-
ing effects arise from the method discussed in this work. Further
refinements are therefore needed to optimize the simultaneous

control of both nitric and carbon monoxides.
For the sake of completeness, Fig. 14 displays the same curves

as in Fig. 13�a� and 13�b� along the premixed line. In this case, the
temperature profile with increasing EGR levels are fairly over-
lapped, but a reduction in the NO formation, however, occurs
because of the decrease in the oxygen contents, which plays a
fundamental role in the related mechanism �20�. Even along the
premixed path, a mild regime would be characterized by a very
flat temperature pattern that agrees with the enhanced uniformity
already observed in Fig. 11.

The results related to the part-load operation in Figs. 15 and 16,
confirm the considerations made in the previous sections:

• Operating the micro-gas turbines at constant speed, de-
creased fuel flow rate, reduces the overall fuel-air equiva-
lence ratio and the combustor inlet temperature. The latter
effect results from the decreased heat recovery through the
recuperator.

• For both reasons, the lean mixture ignition must be aided by
a stronger diffusive flame which, at 60% load, requires the
50% of the fuel to be supplied to the pilot injectors.

• Consequently, an enlargement is observed in the high tem-
perature region with relevant NO formation rates.

Fig. 9 Temperature and NO distributions from FLUENT

calculations

Fig. 10 A comparison of FLUENT and KIVA results

Fig. 11 Temperature distributions for different combustion
regimes

Fig. 12 Thermal NO distributions „ppm… for different combus-
tion regimes
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The oxygen reduction with the exhaust recirculation results in a
drastic cutoff of the temperature peaks, which can be better ap-
preciated in Fig. 16. The temperature profiles for standard and
low-oxygen combustion strongly differ within the primary region,
and they practically overlap along the secondary and the dilution
zones. In this way, the reduction in the thermal NO formation is
ensured, as confirmed by the related curves in the same Fig. 16. It
is also of interest that the results in Table 4 confirm the indications
provided by the matching analysis: the same fuel/oxygen equiva-
lence ratio as at full-load conditions induces, at part-load, a more
effective NO control. The last case listed in Table 4 refers to a
full-load partly recuperated cycle condition. This situation in-
volves a decrease in the air temperature at the combustor inlet, but
it also implies a greater fuel mass addition for reaching the same
TIT level as in the fully recuperated conditions. The combustor
operates therefore with an increased overall fuel-air equivalence
ratio, and the local value of this parameter is above the stoichio-
metric threshold along the pilot diffusive line.

Consequently, enlarged high-temperature regions are created
and the local oxygen defect delays the carbon monoxide conver-
sion. The synthetic results in Table 4 confirm that both the NO and
the CO production are increased even with the standard �i.e., with
XEGR=0�. Furthermore, the thermokinetic model underpredicts the

NO formation in this case, as demonstrated by the comparison of
results in Tables 3 and 4. A strong reduction in such species is
therefore needed, and this objective can be pursued, as suggested
in Fig. 5, by a relevant amount of the EGR fraction. The related
results, with XEGR=0.80, evidence a reasonable effectiveness in
the nitric oxide control. Figure 17 compares the standard and the
low-oxygen combustion results, and the effect of the flue gas re-
circulation clearly results in a delay of the kinetic mechanism, so
leading to a considerable decrease in NO contents. The results in
Table 4 remind us, on the other hand, that the simple application
of the EGR option to this operating condition involves unaccept-
able carbon monoxide levels. More refined strategies of pollutant
control must be therefore set up whenever the NO reduction is
balanced by such an increase in CO production.

Conclusion
Although the mild combustion regime can be only approxi-

mated by the micro-gas turbine, the adoption of the exhaust gas
recirculation produces attractive effects in terms of nitric oxide
control in a wide operating range. The simultaneous choice of the
EGR fraction and of the recuperator by-pass ratio also allows to

Fig. 13 Axial distributions for different combustion regimes
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prevent an excess in energetic performance decay, while achieving
a satisfactory control of the thermal NO formation so contributing
to the total NOx reduction.

The CFD-based analysis offers good perspectives with regard
to the lean-premixed combustor operation with a low-oxygen oxi-
dant, but it also highlights the typical problems related to the
increase in carbon monoxide. Two typical ways must therefore be
followed to reduce this undesired effect:

• Considering the variable speed operation for the microtur-
bine, allowed by the emerging technology of the variable-
frequency electrical generators, as a tool for a better control
of the fuel-to-air ratio at both part-load and partly recuper-
ated cycle conditions.

• Improving the combustor fluid dynamics in order to enhance
the full oxidation of the unburned and partly oxidized
species.

Both strategies are included in the integrated methodology pro-
posed in the most recent authors’ papers �1–6� and will be there-
fore the subject of their future activities for improving the poten-
tial of the method outlined in this work.

Fig. 14 Axial distributions for different combustion regimes

Fig. 15 Temperature distributions at part-load conditions

Fig. 16 Axial distributions at part-load conditions
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Nomenclature
EGR � exhaust gas recirculation

f � fuel-to-air ratio
h0f � enthalpy of formation

LHV � lower heating value
ṁ � mass flow rate

MGT � microgas turbine
ppm � parts per million

T ,TIT � temperature turbine inlet temperature
Xb � recuperator by-pass ratio

XEGR � EGR ratio

Subscripts
a � air

cc � combustion chamber inlet
ex � combustion chamber outlet

f � fuel
g � exhaust gas

ox � oxidant
R � recuperator
st � stoichiometric
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Combined First and Second-Law
Analysis of Gas Turbine
Cogeneration System With Inlet
Air Cooling and Evaporative
Aftercooling of the Compressor
Discharge
A conceptual gas turbine based cogeneration cycle with compressor inlet air cooling and
evaporative aftercooling of the compressor discharge is proposed to increase the cycle
performance significantly and render it practically insensitive to seasonal temperature
fluctuations. Combined first and second-law approach is applied for a cogeneration
system having intercooled reheat regeneration in a gas turbine as well as inlet air cooling
and evaporative aftercooling of the compressor discharge. Computational analysis is
performed to investigate the effects of the overall pressure ratio rp, turbine inlet tempera-
ture (TIT), and ambient relative humidity � on the exergy destruction in each component,
first-law efficiency, power-to-heat ratio, and second-law efficiency of the cycle. Thermo-
dynamic analysis indicates that exergy destruction in various components of the cogen-
eration cycle is significantly affected by overall pressure ratio and turbine inlet tempera-
ture, and not at all affected by the ambient relative humidity. It also indicates that the
maximum exergy is destroyed during the combustion process, which represents over 60%
of the total exergy destruction in the overall system. The first-law efficiency, power-to-
heat ratio, and second-law efficiency of the cycle significantly vary with the change in the
overall pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature, but the change in relative humidity
shows small variations in these parameters. Results clearly show that performance evalu-
ation based on first-law analysis alone is not adequate, and hence, more meaningful
evaluation must include second-law analysis. Decision makers should find the methodol-
ogy contained in this paper useful in the comparison and selection of advanced combined
heat and power systems. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2747257�

Keywords: first-law, second-law, exergy destruction, gas turbine cycle, inlet cooling,
evaporative after cooling, reheat, regenerative heat exchanger, cogeneration

1 Introduction

During the last few decades, there have been many attempts, by
introducing more complex arrangements, to improve the perfor-
mance of thermal power systems. Among these, reheat, intercool-
ing, regeneration, and steam injection in a gas turbine cycle has
been commercialized and has played an important role in the elec-
tricity generation industry because their performance greatly im-
proved the output power in comparison to those systems using
conventional gas turbine cycles. More recently, inlet air cooling
and evaporative aftercooling of the compressor discharge have
been used in gas turbines to further increase its power output and
thermal efficiency. Inlet air cooling reduces the work of air com-
pressors as compressor work is a function of the temperature of
inlet air. As compressor work decreases, cycle efficiency in-
creases. Evaporative aftercooling is injecting water at the inlet of
a regenerative heat exchanger. The injected water is converted
into steam and absorbed in the air stream. The energy gained by

the injected water reduces the temperature of the air mixture,
which increases the removed heat, the capacity of the regenerative
heat exchanger, and cycle thermal efficiency.

In an attempt to obtain enhanced power output and thermal
efficiency, De Lucia et al. �1� studied gas turbines with inlet air
cooling and reported that evaporative cooling could enhance the
power produced by 2–4% per year, depending on the weather.
Bartolini and Salvi �2� reported an 8% increase in power and 4%
increase in thermal efficiency of steam injected gas turbines when
cooling the inlet air using an absorption chiller. Najjar and
Zaamout �3� reported on increasing the efficiency of the gas tur-
bine regenerative cycle by about 13% using evaporative aftercool-
ing. Bassily �4� carried out the first law of thermodynamics or
energy balance analysis of gas turbine cycles and reported that
introducing indirect inlet air cooling, evaporative aftercooling of
the compressor discharge along with regeneration, intercooling,
and reheat increase the performance significantly. The first law of
thermodynamics or energy balance method is the most commonly
used; however, this is concerned only with the conversion of en-
ergy, and therefore, it cannot show how or where irreversibilities
in a system or process occur. Thus, while producing the final
design result, energy balance analysis is incapable on its own of
locating sources of losses. Second-law analysis gives much more
meaningful evaluation by indicating the association of irrevers-
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ibilities or exergy destruction with combustion and heat transfer
processes and allows a thermodynamic evaluation of energy con-
servation option in power cycles, and thereby provides an indica-
tor that points the direction in which engineers should concentrate
their efforts to improve the performance of thermal power sys-
tems. Recently, Khaliq and Choudhary �5� carried out the com-
bined first- and second-law analysis of a gas turbine cycle sub-
jected to inlet air cooling and evaporative aftercooling of the
compressor discharge. Their analysis indicates that the exergy de-
struction in various components of the gas turbine cycle is signifi-
cantly affected by compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet tem-
perature, and not at all affected by ambient relative humidity.

This general theme of renewed analysis of gas turbines using
the second-law approach has been applied to all of the conven-
tional thermal power cycles; the cogeneration cycle has received
its fair share of attention, due to its energy efficiency enhancement
and thus reduces net energy consumption in almost all those situ-
ations where both heat and power are required, such as the sugar
industry, pulp and paper industry, petroleum refining industry, tex-
tile mills, etc. Huang et al. �6� applied the exergy methodology for
the thermodynamic analysis of a cogeneration system with steam
injection and multiple effect evaporation. Tuma et al. �7� have
derived the equations for calculation of the overall energetic and
exergetic efficiency of a gas-steam cycle cogeneration system. A
comparison between energy and exergy efficiency has been per-
formed. Recently, Khaliq and Kaushik �8� conducted a study for
the performance evaluation of a gas turbine cogeneration system
with reheat and defined the energetic and exergetic efficiencies.
They observed the effect of process steam pressure, pinch point
temperature, and reheat on energetic and exergetic performance.
Their results led to the conclusion that inclusion of reheat in co-
generation system provides significant improvement in electrical
power output, process heat production, energetic efficiency, and
exergetic efficiency. More recently, Khaliq and Khan �9� analyzed
the performance of an intercooled reheat regenerative gas turbine

based cogeneration system. Their results indicate that the first-law
efficiency is approximately independent of pressure losses, but the
second-law efficiency and the power-to-heat ratio reflects the fact
that the higher pressure drops degrade the thermodynamic perfor-
mance significantly.

As is seen in most of the studies in the above-cited literature,
there is no study that was conducted to observe the effect of inlet
air cooling, evaporative aftercooling, reheat, intercooling, and re-
generation on the performance of gas turbine based cogeneration
systems, by means of combined first- and second-law analysis.
The exergy balances for the cycle and its components are pre-
sented and are compared to energy balances. The loss mechanisms
in the combustion and heat transfer processes in various heat ex-
changers are identified, quantified, and broken down into their
sources by component and by thermodynamic processes. The ef-
fects of compressor pressure ratio, turbine inlet temperature �TIT�,
and ambient relative humidity � have been observed on the ther-
modynamic performance parameters of the cycle viz.: first-law
efficiency, second-law efficiency, power-to-heat ratio, and the
magnitude of exergy destruction in each component of the cycle.
Emphasis is placed throughout on realistic component modeling
based on current technological constraints.

2 System Description
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a gas turbine cogen-

eration system with inlet air cooling and evaporative aftercooling
of the compressor discharge. Ambient air is cooled and humidified
in the air humidifier �AH1� before it counterpasses the inlet air to
the low-pressure compressor �LPC� in the air cooler �AC1�, cool-
ing the inlet air. Air at 2 is cooled to a temperature that is close to
the wet bulb temperature at 1. Compressed air from the low-
pressure compressor at 3 is cooled to 4 in an indirect intercooler
using ambient humidified air that is humidified in the air humidi-
fier �AH2� and has a lower temperature than ambient temperature.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the gas turbine cogeneration system with inlet air cooling and evaporative aftercooling of the
compressor discharge
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This cooled air enters the high-pressure compressor �HPC� and is
compressed from state 4 to state 5. The outlet air of HPC at 5 is
cooled in the aftercooler �AC� using water injection. The injected
water is warmed using the exhaust of the heat recovery steam
generator �HRSG� in the water heater �WH�. The humid cooled air
at 6 enters the regenerative heat exchanger �HE�, where it ex-
changes heat with power turbine �PT� exhaust at 11, gets heated at
7 and supplied to the combustion chamber �CC� �where fuel is
burned�, producing hot gases at 8. The hot gas is then expanded to
9 in the high-pressure turbine �HPT� to a lower pressure and tem-
perature before it is recombusted in the reheater �reh�, after which
the reheat gas expands through a power turbine to drive a load.
Part of the heat of hot exhaust gas is used in the HE, and part of
this heat is utilized in the HRSG to generate steam, and hence to
produce the process heat.

3 Thermodynamic Analysis
Energy technologies are normally examined using energy

analysis. A better understanding is attained when a more complete
thermodynamic view is taken, which uses the second law of ther-
modynamics in conjunction with energy analysis, via the exergy
method �10�. An exergy analysis is the combination of the first
and second laws of thermodynamics, in which the efficiencies of
processes and devices are evaluated and the locations and cause/
sources of major inefficiencies are identified.

If the system operates in a steady-state, steady flow condition
and all the nonreacting gases are arbitrarily assigned as zero ther-
momechanical enthalpy, entropy, and exergy at the condition of
ambient pressure and temperature regardless of their chemical
composition, then the entropy of mixing different gaseous com-
ponents can be neglected, and the general exergy-balance equation
is given by �11�

ĖW = �
i=1

n

�ĖQ�i + �
in

ṁe − �
out

ṁe − ĖD �1�

For single stream flow,

ĖW = ĖQ + ṁein − ṁeout − ṁeD �2�

Specific exergy e is given by �12�

e = �cpa
+ �cpv

�Ta� T

Ta
− 1 − ln

T

Ta
� + �1 + �̃�RaTa ln

p

pa

+ RaTa��1 + �̃�ln�1 + �̃a

1 + �̃
� + �̃ ln� �̃

�a
�	 �3�

where

�̃ = 1.608� �4�
The mass, energy, and exergy balances of the component of the
plant are given below.

3.1 Air Humidifier. Applying the mass balance equation
yields

�ao
= �ai

+ mw �5�

Temperature and humidity ratio at the exit of a air humidifier can
be calculated by energy balance given as

hai
+ ��ao

− �ai
�hw = hao

�6�

The enthalpy h is calculated by

h = 1.005t + ��2500 + 1.872t� �7�
The exergy balance for the air humidifier gives exergy destruction
eD,AH

eD,AH = eai
+ mwew − eao

�8�

where ew is given by �12�

ew = hf − hg�Ta� − Tasf + Tasg�Ta� + �p − psat�v f − RvTa ln �a

�9�
The dry airflow rate through the air humidifier is assumed to be
1 kg/s.

3.2 Air Compressors. For a given compressor isentropic ef-
ficiency �C and pressure ratio rC, other state variables for the
incoming and outgoing streams can be calculated. The inlet and
outlet humidity ratios will be the same. The energy balance yields
the compressor work WC, and the exergy balance for the compres-
sor gives the exergy destruction eD,C

�ai
= �ao

�10�

WC = hao
− hai

�11�

eD,C = WC + �eai
− eao

� �12�

The temperature at the compressor outlet can be calculated from
the following equation �13�:

Tao

Tai

= �rC���C−1/�C�C� �13�

where �C is the specific heat ratio across the compressor and is
given by

�C =
cpc

cvc

�14�

where cpc
and cvc

can be determined from the following relations:

cpc
= cpair

+ �ai
cpH2O

�15�

cvc
= cvair

+ �ai
cvH2O

�16�

cpair
and cvair

are evaluated at the average temperature across the
compressor from the following relations �14�:

cpair
=

8.314

28.97
�3.653 − 1.337 � 10−3 Tav + 3.294 � 10−6 Tav

2

− 1.913 � 10−9 Tav
3 + 2.763 � 10−13 Tav

4 � �17�

cvair
= cpair

− 0.287 �18�

cpH2O
and cvH2O

are evaluated at the average temperature across the

compressor from the following relations �14�:

cpH2O
=

8.314

18.02
�4.07 − 1.108 � 10−3 Tav + 4.152 � 10−6 Tav

2

− 2.964 � 10−9 Tav
3 + 8.07 � 10−13 Tav

4 � �19�

cvH2O
= cpH2O

− 0.4614 �20�

3.3 Gas Turbines. For the expansion ratio, re temperature at
the exit of the turbine isentropic process can be calculated by

Tgos
= Tgi

�re���g−1�/�g �21�

The actual temperature Tgo
at the exit of the turbine can be calcu-

lated by

�T =
Tgi

− Tgo

Tgi
− Tgos

�22�

The inlet and outlet humidity ratios will be the same,

�gi
= �go

�23�

The energy balance yields the turbine work WT and the exergy
balance for the turbine gives the exergy destruction eD,T as
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WT = hgi
− hgo

�24�

eD,T = �egi
− ego

� − WT �25�

3.4 Heat Exchanger. Temperature of air �Tao
� at the exit of a

heat exchanger can be calculated by

�HE =
Tao

− Tai

Tgi
− Tai

�26�

Assume that the air- and gas-side pressure drop, both are 2%, so
that

pao
= 0.98pai

�27�

pgo
= 0.98pgi

�28�

The inlet and outlet humidity ratios will be the same for both air
and gas so that

�ai
= �ao

�29�

�gi
= �go

�30�

Applying the energy balance equation on the heat exchanger
yields

hao
− hai

= hgo
− hgi

�31�

The exergy balance of the heat exchanger yields exergy destruc-
tion

eD,HE = �eai
− eao

� + �egi
− ego

� �32�

3.5 Combustor. Mass of fuel supplied can be calculated by
energy balance

Hf = �CCmfCC
�Hr = hgo

− hgi
�33�

The exergy balance of the combustion chamber yields exergy de-
struction.

eD,CC = mfCC
efCC

+ eai
− ego

�34�

efCC
= �gr + RfTa ln

pf

pa
�35�

�gr = �Hr − Tav�sP − sR� �36�

where �sP−sR� is the entropy change during the combustion pro-
cess and is given as �12�

sP − sR = xa�cpa
ln

Tgo

Tai

− Ra ln
pgo

pai

	 + xv�cpv
ln

Tgo

Tai

− Rv ln
pgo

pai

	
�37�

where

xa =
1

1 + �̃
�38�

and

xv =
�̃

1 + �̃
�39�

Neglecting the effect of water vapor present in fuel, the inlet and
outlet humidity ratios will be the same,

�ai
= �go

�40�

3.6 Heat Recovery Steam Generator. The amount of pro-
cess heat produced is given by

qp = hgi
− hgo

�41�

The temperature of gas at the exit of HRSG can be calculated by
�15�

Tgo
= �TP + pp� −

�Tgi
− �TP + pp���hf − hc�

�hg − hf�
�42�

assuming saturated feed water enters HRSG and saturated steam
leaves the same at 1 MPa.

The inlet and outlet humidity ratios will be the same so that

�gi
= �go

�43�

Mass of water can be calculated by the energy balance equation as

hgi
− hgo

= mw�hwo
− hwi

� �44�

Exergy destroyed in HRSG can be calculated by

eD,HRSG = �egi
− ego

� − mw�ewo
− ewi

� �45�

4 Performance Parameter
The relevant parameters required for the combined first- and

second-law analysis of gas turbine cogeneration system with inlet
air cooling and evaporative aftercooling of the compressor dis-
charge may be considered as follows.

4.1 First-Law Efficiency „�I…. The ratio of all the useful en-
ergy extracted from the system �electricity and process heat� to the
energy of fuel input is known as the first-law efficiency. By defi-
nition,

�I =
Wel + qp

Hf
�46�

where Wel is the electrical power output and is given by

Wel = �genWnet �47�
where

Wnet = WHPT + WPT − WLPC − WHPC �48�

4.2 Power-to-Heat Ratio „RPH…. The cost effictiveness of
any cogeneration system is directly related to the amount of power
it can produce for a given amount of process heat added. Hence,
another parameter used to assess the thermodynamic performance
of a cogeneration system is RPH which is defined as

RPH =
Wel

qp
�49�

In both the first-law efficiency and power-to-heat ratio, power and
heat are treated as equal. This reflects the first law of thermody-
namics, which is concerned with quantity, not energy quality.
Thus �I and RPH are also known as first-law efficiencies.

4.3 Second-Law Efficiency „�II…. Since exergy is more valu-
able than energy according to the second law of thermodynamics,
it is useful to consider both output and input in terms of exergy
�16�. The amount of exergy supplied in the product to the amount
of exergy associated with the fuel is a more accurate measure of
the thermodynamic performance of a system which is defined as

�II =
Wel + eP

ef
�50�

where

ef = efCC
+ efreh

�51�

5 Results and Discussion
In this paper, the effects of pressure ratio across the compressor

rP, turbine inlet temperature �TIT�, and the ambient relative hu-
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midity � on the first-law efficiency and power-to-heat ratio RPH is
obtained by the energy-balance approach or the first-law analysis
of the cycle. However, the exergy destruction or thermodynamic
losses in each component and the second-law efficiency of the
cycle has also been investigated under the exergy-balance ap-
proach or the second-law analysis of the cycle. To examine the
effect of these operating variables on the performance parameters
of the system, operating under different conditions, the following
common characteristics were chosen: The relative humidity at the
air humidifiers’ outlet and the evaporative cooler is 100%; the
pressure drop for air in the humidifiers is negligible; the pressure
drop for air in the air intercooler is 1%; the pressure drop for air in
the air cooler �AC1� is 1%; the pressure drop for gas in the water
heater �WH� is 1%; the pressure drop for air in the air evaporative
cooler �AC� is 2%; the pressure drop for air in the regenerative
heat exchanger �HE� is 2%; the pressure drop for gas in the re-
generative heat exchanger is 2%; the pressure drop in the com-
bustion chamber and reheater is 4%; the effectiveness of the air
cooler �AC1� is 85%; the effectiveness of the air intercooler is
90%; the effectiveness of the regenerative heat exchanger is 85%;
the compressor isentropic efficiency �C is 87%; the turbine isen-
tropic efficiency �T is 89%; efficiency of the combustion chamber
and reheater ��CC and �reh� is 95%; generator efficiency ��gen� is
97%; pinch point �pp� is 25°C; the temperature of condensate
return is 100°C; process heat pressure is 1 MPa; the fuel is meth-
ane gas, which has a lower heating value of 50,016 kJ/kg; and the
ambient pressure and temperature are, respectively, 1 bar and
298 K �4,5,8,17�.

Figure 2 shows the variation of power-to-heat ratio RPH, first-
law efficiency, and second-law efficiency for the advanced cogen-
eration cycle with a compressor pressure ratio for TIT=1600 K
and �=60%. As the pressure ratio rp increases the compressor
work increases, raising the temperature at the compressor outlet.
Increase in pressure ratio also increases the turbine work and the
net work output of the cycle. Therefore, as rp increases the air
temperature at the inlet of HE decreases, that reduces the capacity
of HE. Hence, the gas temperature at the exit of HE increases. As
a result, the energy available to generate the process heat in-
creases. Hence as rp increases the power-to-heat ratio decreases,
because at much higher pressure ratio the process heat increases
significantly. As the pressure ratio increases, the air temperature at
the inlet of the combustion chamber decreases due to decrease in
capacity of the HE, which results in increasing the heat added to
the cycle. The ratio of net work output to the heat added repre-
sents the first-law efficiency of the cycle. Hence, as rp increases,
the first-law efficiency of the cycle increases to its maximum
value at rp=36. Further increase in rp reduces the first-law effi-

ciency significantly because, at much higher pressure ratios, the
heat added to the cycle increases as shown in Fig. 2. It also shows
the variation of second-law efficiency, which is a more accurate
measure of thermodynamic performance. Since the quality of fuel
�i.e., exergy associated with the heat addition� is more than the
heating value or energy of fuel because the exergy of fuel would
increase while bringing it from the ambient pressure to combus-
tion pressure at ambient temperature. Hence, exergy associated
with the heat addition will be equal to exergy associated with the
heating value of fuel plus exergy increase, i.e., mechanical exergy
due to increase of pressure of fuel from the ambient to combustion
state. Therefore, the second-law efficiency of the cycle is slightly
lower than the first-law efficiency. The difference between the
second-law efficiency for cogeneration and the gas turbine cycle
is less as compared to the difference between the first-law effi-
ciency of both the cycles because the exergy associated with pro-
cess heat will be less than the energy of process heat as shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the first-law efficiency, the
second-law efficiency, and the power-to-heat ratio with the change
in turbine inlet temperature for rp=36 and �=60%. For a given
pressure ratio and ambient relative humidity, the first-law and
second-law efficiencies increase with the higher TIT significantly
because in a given cycle, due to evaporative aftercooling as the
warm water coming out from water heater evaporates after com-
ing in contact with air, the air temperature inlet to the heat ex-
changer decreases. This will enhance the heat transfer rate by
absorbing greater heat from turbine exhaust in the heat exchanger,
and hence the temperature of air inlet to the combustion chamber
would increase, which in turn would increase the mean tempera-
ture of heat addition that leads to reduction of the magnitude of
heat addition in the cycle. Therefore, cycle efficiency increases
with an increase in TIT. But the power-to-heat ratio decreases
appreciably because the increase in generation of process heat is
greater than the electric power output at higher TIT as shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the first-law efficiency, the
second-law efficiency, and the power-to-heat ratio with the change
in ambient relative humidity for TIT=1600 K and rp=36. The
increase in ambient relative humidity results in increasing the
compressor inlet air temperature, which increases the mean tem-
perature of heat addition slightly but increases the mass of fuel per
kilogram of dry air significantly, which results in a larger amount
of heat addition to the cycle. Therefore, the first-law efficiency of
the cycle decreases initially with the increase in relative humidity.
For further increase in relative humidity �40–80 %�, there is sharp
increase in the work output for a given heat input. Hence, the

Fig. 2 Effect of variation of pressure ratio on �I, �II, and RPH

Fig. 3 Effect of variation of turbine inlet temperature on �I, �II,
and RPH
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first-law efficiency starts increasing at higher ambient relative hu-
midity as shown in Fig. 4. As the ambient relative humidity �
increases, the wet bulb temperature increases, which results in an
increase of the inlet temperature to the compressor and HE due to
reduction in the effect of evaporative cooling and also the mass
flow increases; hence, the compressor work and heat produced in
HRSG increase. Enthalpy change per kilogram of dry air across
the turbine increases due to increase in specific humidity of the
working fluid, which results in the increase of turbine work. The
net effect is to decrease the RPH as shown in Fig. 4. The second-
law efficiency of the cycle also decreases initially with increase in
ambient relative humidity. Further increase in ambient relative
humidity results in increasing the second-law efficiency. This is
because at higher ambient relative humidity the work output of the
cycle is much higher, which gives 100% contribution to exergy.
Hence, the second-law efficiency of the cycle is higher at higher
relative humidity as shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1 shows the variation of the magnitude of exergy destruc-
tion in each component of the plant with the change in overall
pressure ratio for TIT=1600 K and �=60%. It is found that the

exergy destruction in the combustion process dominates the ex-
ergy destruction picture, as expected; it represents over 60% of the
total exergy destruction in the overall system. The exergy destruc-
tion in the regenerative heat exchanger comes next. As the pres-
sure ratio increases, the exergy destruction in the combustion
chamber and reheater increases significantly. This is because the
increase in pressure ratio implies higher combustion pressure,
which leads to larger destruction as it is seen from Eqs. �34� and
�35�. As the pressure ratio increases the temperature at the inlet of
the intercooler increases. Thus, the temperature gradient for heat
transfer in it increases with higher pressure ratio. This explains
more exergy destruction in the intercooler for higher pressure ra-
tio. On the other hand, the exergy destruction in the regenerative
heat exchanger decreases as the pressure ratio increases. This is
because the higher pressure ratio results in the lower power tur-
bine exit temperature as well as higher temperature at the inlet of
the HRSG as explained earlier. As a result, the exergy destruction
in the HRSG increases with higher pressure ratio. As the pressure
ratio increases, the exergy destruction in WH decreases because
the gas temperature at the exit of the HRSG decreases for a given
pinch point temperature. At a given TIT, as the pressure ratio
increases the exergy destruction in the compressor and turbine
increases. The exergy destructions in air humidifiers and air cooler
are constant because at all pressure ratios it has been used for the
same working condition. The exergy destruction in the evapora-
tive aftercooler increases as pressure ratio increases.

Table 2 shows the variation of the magnitude of exergy destruc-
tion in each component of the plant with the change in turbine
inlet temperature for rp=36 and �=60%. As the TIT increases, the
exergy destruction in the regenerative heat exchanger increases
because the temperature gradient for heat transfer in it increases
with higher TIT. The exergy destruction in the combustion cham-
ber and reheater also increases because the logarithmic mean
combustion temperature for the whole cycle increases. The exergy
destruction in the HRSG increases because the temperature differ-
ence between the two heat exchanging fluids �flue gas and water/
steam� increases, and for the given pressure ratio of the cycle,
more steam is generated by the HRSG with the higher TIT, which
produces larger process heat. With increase in TIT the exergy
destruction in WH decreases as the gas temperature at the exit of
the HRSG decreases for a given pinch point temperature. The
exergy destructions in air humidifiers, air cooler, evaporative

Fig. 4 Effect of variation of ambient relative humidity on �I, �II
and RPH

Table 1 Effect of variation of pressure ratio on exergy destruction in different components of the cycle for TIT=1600 K, �
=60%, patm=1 bar, Tatm=298 K

rp

eD,AH1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,LPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AH2
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,I
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,WH
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HE
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,CC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,reh
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,PT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HRSG
�kJ/kg

da�

12 0.1114 1.771 12.82 0.1114 5.24 10.7 12.35 6.38 66.08 164.06 22.74 118.44 21.94 10.01
20 0.1114 1.771 14.5 0.1114 7.22 12.26 16.52 5.92 56.07 192.96 26.85 149.21 25.99 12.94
28 0.1114 1.771 13.7 0.1114 8.83 13.14 19.51 5.69 49.61 209.98 30.62 168.99 29.73 14.04
36 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 4.93 43.34 224.45 33.43 183.7 32.58 16.27
44 0.1114 1.771 15.8 0.1114 11.00 14.41 24.1 3.85 38.9 239.1 35.85 193.8 35.08 21.25
52 0.1114 1.771 16.4 0.1114 11.83 14.82 25.74 2.34 34.2 247.23 41.1 200.8 36.95 20.26

Table 2 Effect of variation of turbine inlet temperature on exergy destruction in different components of the cycle for rp=36, �
=60%, patm=1 bar, Tatm=298 K

TIT
�K�

eD,AH1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,LPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AH2
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,I
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,WH
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HE
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,CC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,reh
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,PT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HRSG
�kJ/kg

da�

1300 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 6.14 29.17 205.7 33.45 173.3 32.69 6.09
1400 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 5.75 34.46 215.5 33.55 176.74 32.7 9.37
1500 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 5.3 39.88 220.03 33.47 180.2 32.63 12.74
1600 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 4.93 45.34 224.45 33.43 183.7 32.58 16.27
1700 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 4.57 50.83 234.00 33.43 187.4 32.6 19.9
1800 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 4.15 56.3 238.4 33.46 188.0 32.4 23.6
1900 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 3.75 61.83 242.6 33.26 189.14 32.4 27.4
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cooler, intercooler, compressors, and turbines are also shown in
Table 2 and are constant. Again, the combustion chamber and
reheater are found to be a major source of irreversibility.

Table 3 shows the variation of the magnitude of exergy destruc-
tion in each component of the plant with the change in ambient
relative humidity � for TIT=1600 K and rp=36. It is shown that
the exergy destructions in all components of the plant are more or
less independent of change in ambient relative humidity.

6 Conclusion
It is observed that the exergy destruction in each component of

the cycle is significantly affected by the overall pressure ratio and
turbine inlet temperature and not at all affected by the ambient
relative humidity. The maximum exergy is destroyed during the
combustion process, which represents over 60% of the total ex-
ergy destruction in the overall system. The next-largest exergy
destruction occurs in the regenerator, turbine, compressor, evapo-
rative aftercooler, intercooler, and then in the inlet air cooler. The
first-law efficiency, power-to-heat ratio, and second-law efficiency
of the cycle are significantly influenced by the overall pressure
ratio and TIT, and small variations were observed in these param-
eters with the change in ambient relative humidity.

It may further be reported as the following:

1. The exergy destruction in the combustion chamber and re-
heater increases significantly, while in the heat recovery
steam generator �HRSG�, it increases slightly with the in-
crease in pressure ratio. But the exergy destruction in the
regenerative heat exchanger decreases as pressure ratio in-
creases.

2. The exergy destruction in the regenerative heat exchanger,
combustion chamber, reheater, and HRSG increases with the
increase in TIT but the exergy destructions in the air humidi-
fier, air cooler, air evaporative cooler, intercooler, compres-
sors, and turbines seem to be constant for all TITs.

3. The exergy destructions in all components except the
HRSG, water heater, and air humidifier are seen to be ap-
proximately independent of change in ambient relative hu-
midity for a given pressure ratio and TIT.

4. The second-law efficiency increases sharply up to the pres-
sure ratio �rp=36�, and a further increase in pressure ratio
causes reduction in the second-law efficiency. Therefore, the
optimum pressure ratio for a given cogeneration system cor-
responds to the maximum second-law efficiency found to be
36.

5. The second-law efficiency of the cogeneration system de-
creases initially with the increase in ambient relative humid-
ity for the value �=20–60% and further increase in ambient
relative humidity causes increase in the second-law effi-
ciency. Therefore, the ambient relative humidity corresponds
to the minimum second-law efficiency found to be 60%.

Consequently, the values of second-law analysis can be used to
identify the less efficient components of the system and also to
modify them. Moreover, the suitability of the selected components
can be judged by this analysis.

7 Recommendations for Future Work
Combined first- and second-law analysis can also be applied to

all the energy conversion processes with thermal phenomena and
all systems operating with thermal phenomena. Further work in
this direction can be undertaken as follows:

1. Combined first- and second-law analysis of an indirect-fired
gas turbine cogeneration system can be carried out because
it has been recognized as a promising concept for energy
conservation by permitting the use of coal or other low-cost
fuel; significant savings of gas and oil could be realized once
this technology is fully developed.

2. The worldwide demand for combined cycle power plants
has increased over the last decade, especially the IGCC plant
in which coal is gasified completely and the synthetic gas
produced is used as fuel for the gas turbine in an integrated
gasification combined cycle �IGCC�. Therefore, the com-
bined first- and second-law analysis for IGCC plants with
inlet air cooling and evaporative aftercooling of the com-
pressor discharge can be carried out to observe the complete
thermodynamic view of IGCC plants.

Nomenclature
Ė � exergy rate �kJ/s�

Hf � heat supplied by fuel �kJ/kg �da��
�Hr � heat of reaction of fuel �kJ/kg of fuel�

pp � pinch point temperature
R � gas constant �kJ/kg K�
T � absolute temperature �K�

TP � process heat temperature �°C�
W � work �kJ/kg �da��
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �kJ/kg K�
cv � specific heat at constant pressure �kJ/kg K�
e � specific exergy �kJ/kg �da��

eP � specific exergy associated with process heat
�kJ/kg �da��

�gr � Gibbs function of fuel �kJ/kg�
h � enthalpy �kJ/kg �da��

hc � enthalpy of condensate return �kJ/kg�
hf � enthalpy of saturated water at process steam

pressure �kJ/kg�
hg � enthalpy of saturated vapor at process steam

pressure �kJ/kg�
m � mass �kg�
p � pressure �bar�

qP � process heat �kJ/kg �da��
re � expansion ratio
rp � pressure ratio
s � entropy �kJ/kg K�
t � temperature �°C�
v � specific volume �m3/kg�

Greek Symbols
� � humidity ratio �kilogram of water vapor per

kilogram of dry air�

Table 3 Effect of variation of ambient relative humidity on exergy destruction in different components of the cycle for rp=36,
TIT=1600 K, patm=1 bar, Tatm=298 K

�
�%�

eD,AH1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC1
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,LPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AH2
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,I
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,AC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,WH
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HE
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,CC
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HPT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,reh
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,PT
�kJ/kg

da�

eD,HRSG
�kJ/kg

da�

0.2 0.58 1.8 14.8 0.58 8.79 13.3 22.2 12.3 47.47 219.5 33.21 177.99 32.35 12.35
0.4 0.29 1.78 15.1 0.29 9.96 13.55 22.6 5.02 45.52 224.5 33.34 178.3 32.51 15.15
0.6 0.1114 1.771 15.3 0.1114 9.95 13.82 22.2 4.93 45.34 224.5 33.43 183.7 32.58 16.27
0.8 0.021 1.77 12.43 0.021 9.9 14.14 21.6 4.92 45.43 229.4 33.57 184.1 32.81 17.05
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� � relative humidity �%�
� � effectiveness �%�
� � efficiency �%�
� � specific heat ratio

Subscripts
AC � air evaporative cooler

AC1 � air cooler 1
AH1 � air humidifier 1
AH2 � air humidifier 2

C � compressor
CC � combustion chamber

D � destruction
HE � heat exchanger

HPC � high-pressure compressor
HPT � high-pressure turbine

I � intercooler
LPC � low-pressure compressor

P � product
PT � power turbine
Q � heat
R � reactant
W � work

WH � water heater
a � ambient air

av � average
f � fuel
g � gas

gen � generator
i � inlet
l � liquid
o � outlet

reh � reheater
sat � saturated

v � water vapor
w � water

1,2,3,…,16 � state points in the cycle
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Transient Modeling of the NETL
Hybrid Fuel Cell/Gas Turbine
Facility and Experimental
Validation
This paper describes the experimental validation of two different transient models of the
hybrid fuel cell/gas turbine facility of the U.S. DOE-NETL at Morgantown. The first part
of this work is devoted to the description of the facility, designed to experimentally
investigate these plants with real components, except the fuel cell. The behavior of the
SOFC is obtained with apt volumes (for the stack and the off-gas burner) and using a
combustor to generate similar thermal effects. The second part of this paper shows the
facility real-time transient model developed at the U.S. DOE-NETL and the detailed
transient modeling activity using the TRANSEO program developed at TPG. The results
obtained with both models are successfully compared with the experimental data of two
different load step decreases. The more detailed model agrees more closely with the
experimental data, which, of course, is more time consuming than the real-time model
(the detailed model operates with a calculation over calculated time ratio around 6).
Finally, the TPG model has been used to discuss the importance of performance map
precision for both compressor and turbine. This is an important analysis to better under-
stand the steady-state difference between the two models. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2747265�

Introduction
Hybrid systems based on the coupling of high temperature fuel

cells with micro gas turbines are considered promising energy
systems for the future, especially for stationary applications. Com-
mon high temperature fuel cell technologies are two: MCFC �1–3�
and SOFC �4–6�. This paper deals with SOFC hybrid systems.
The SOFC hybrid technology can reach a very high efficiency
level, even in small size plants, given a high average operative
temperature �around 1000°C� inside the stack. Furthermore, hy-
brid systems will have ultra low emissions �7–9� and exhausted
gases at a high temperature condition, useful for co-generative
applications �10�. Another important feature regards noise pollu-
tion. Since the fuel cell itself does not have moving parts, the
noise level is very low, coming only from the micro turbine usu-
ally equipped with a noise reduction case, already available for
commercial machines �11�.

Even though these systems have already been studied in previ-
ous works �10,12� both at on-design and off-design conditions, a
transient analysis is mandatory before a wide commercialization.
A transient simulation is useful �13� for choosing the control strat-
egy to avoid malfunctions or damages during rapid load variations
�12�, such as:

• an excessive temperature or temperature gradient in the fuel
cell;

• too high a pressure difference between the cathodic and the
anodic sides;

• too low a steam-to-carbon-ratio value in the reformer;
• too high a microturbine rotational speed;

• an operating condition too close to the compressor surge
line �surge margin�;

• excessive thermal stress in the heat exchanger and the cell.

To support the first transient theoretical analysis �13–15� of the
SOFC/mGT systems, the Office of Research and Development at
the National Energy Technology Laboratory �NETL� commis-
sioned the Hybrid Performance Project �Hyper� facility to exam-
ine, from the experimental point of view, issues related to compo-
nent integration and control system development. This is a
physical simulator of a Direct Fired Fuel Cell Gas Turbine Hybrid
System �Fig. 1� with turbomachinery, a recuperator, and two ves-
sels used to generate the volume capacity effect of the stack and
the postcombustor. This facility has been designed to simulate a
300 kW fuel cell with a turbine load up to about 100 kW. The
thermal effect of the SOFC is simulated with a natural gas-fed
combustor, controlled by a real-time fuel cell model �13�. This
facility, available for public research collaborations with universi-
ties and industries, is very useful for the transient validation of the
models used for the cathodic side �compressor, recuperator, vol-
umes, pipes, and turbine� simulation. This paper shows the com-
parison of two MATLAB®-Simulink® transient models with ex-
perimental data of the Hyper facility. While the first model has
been implemented at the NETL obtaining real-time performance
�16�, the second one has been implemented using the TRANSEO
tool �17,18�.

Facility Layout
The Hyper facility �Figs. 2 and 3� is a recuperated micro gas

turbine connected to two vessels to simulate the volume capaci-
tance of the stack and the postcombustor. As already reported in
�19�, the main flow coming from the two recuperators �E 300 and
E 305� downstream of the compressor �C 100� goes through the

Submitted to ASME for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TUR-
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Fig. 1 Layout of a representative direct fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid system †20‡

Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the Hyper facility at NETL †20‡
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“Air Plenum” of 2 m3 �V 301�, necessary to simulate the stack
cathode empty volume behavior. After this component the flow is
fed to the combustor, called “Fuel Cell Simulator” �V 302�, used
to generate the same thermal effect of the cell and to sustain the
machine. The combustor exhaust gases go through the “Post Com-
bustor Volume” of 0.6 m3 �V 304�, necessary to simulate the vol-
ume capacitance of this component, and enters the turbine �T
101�. The expanded gases are used in the hot side of the recupera-
tors and driven to the outlet stack. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that
the facility has been designed to work in parallel with a real-time
SOFC model, equipped with reformer and postcombustor, used to
calculate the fuel mass flow rate necessary to simulate with the
combustor the real stack thermal behavior. However, in this paper
the SOFC model is not used, but a PI controller regulates the fuel
valve �FV 432� with the objective to maintain constant the ma-
chine rotational speed, because the aim of this work is not the
analysis of the hybrid system problems, but the experimental vali-
dation of the transient models of the Hyper facility.

The facility is also equipped with three air bypass valves, FV
162, FV 170, and FV 380 �see Fig. 2�. These valves provide
flexibility for the start-up and for the operative conditions. The
bleed valve �FV 162� is used to avoid surge conditions directly
discharging to the outlet stack a part of the compressor flow. There
is a cold air bypass valve �FV 170� downstream of the compres-
sor, upstream of the heat exchangers, and a hot bypass valve �FV
380� downstream of the heat exchangers. These are used to divert
flow around the fuel cell simulator volumes �V-301 and V-302�.

Microturbine. The microturbine is a 120 kW Auxiliary Power
Unit �APU� designed for aircraft, consisting of a single shaft di-
rect coupled turbine �T 101�, a radial compressor �C 100� and a
gear driven electrical generator working at 400 Hz and loaded by
an insulated resistor bank �E 105�. The compressor is designed to
work at a pressure ratio of about 4 delivering approximately
2 kg/s of air.

Turbine Insert Modification. The fuel system and the combus-
tor of the original APU have been substituted with an insert modi-
fication �E 001� necessary to extract compressor air from the com-
pressor discharge, without reducing the air flow required to cool
the turbine scroll, and to route the hot gases from the fuel cell
simulator to the turbine. The compressor air is driven around the
turbine scroll and concentrically around the insert. It picks up heat
from the turbine inlet gases, driven in the internal pipe of the
modification, increasing its temperature of about 20 K at design
point.

Heat Exchangers. The two counter flow heat exchangers �E

300 and E 305� are Solar Turbine Primary Surface Recuperators
�PSR33� used in parallel to preheat the air going into the fuel cell
pressure vessel �V 301�. While the maximum operating tempera-
ture on the exhaust side is limited by restrictions on the turbine
exhaust gas temperature to 910 K, the maximum operating tem-
perature on the pressure side is limited to 780 K. The combined
volume of the pressure sides and exhaust sides of the recuperators
is 0.11 m3 and 0.26 m3, respectively.

Pressure Vessels. A first pressure vessel �V 301� is used to
physically simulate the volume of the cathode and the air mani-
fold of a 300 kW size SOFC. This is a stainless steel �AISI 304�
vessel of 2 m3 with the associated piping, designed to work at
operative conditions up to 760 K. A second vessel of 0.6 m3 �V
304� is used to emulate the behavior of the postcombustor down-
stream of the fuel cell. It has been built in Inconel �800HT� to
support temperatures up to 1200 K at the operative conditions of
4 bar.

The Combustor. The combustor is a natural gas diffusion
flame burner �V 302� used to simulate the thermal characteristics
of the exhaust gases exiting the postcombustor of an SOFC sys-
tem. It can be controlled to maintain constant the machine rota-
tional speed, as performed in this work, or directly controlled by
the real-time fuel cell model, as explained in other papers �19,20�.
The volume of this combustor is 0.022 m3.

Instrumentation. The test rig is equipped with sensors to ac-
quire all the significant properties. Rotational speed is measured
by an optical sensor �ST 502� which picks up laser light reflected
from a rotating target on the end of the generator shaft. Pressures
and temperatures are measured with apt sensors located upstream
and downstream of the plant components: compressor inlet �PT
116, TE 112�, compressor outlet �PT 151, TE 147�, recuperator
outlet �PT 382, TE 326�, turbine inlet �PT 180, TE 350�, turbine
outlet �PT 200, TE 202�, fuel cell vessel �PT 305, TE 301�. There
are other differential pressure sensors to measure with good accu-
racy the pressure losses of the most significant components �20�.
The air mass flow rates are measured with annubar flow meters at
the compressor inlet �FE 110�, at the fuel cell vessel inlet �FE
380�, and in the cold bypass line �FE 162�. Another mass flow
meter is used for the natural gas �FIT 432�. Further details about
the instrumentation performance of this test rig are reported in
previous works �19,20�.

Models
Both models of the Hyper facility have been developed in the

MATLAB®-Simulink® environment to perform plant transient
simulations. The first model has been developed by the NETL
staff with the objective to reach real-time performance with suffi-
cient fidelity of process evaluation �16�. The second one has been
implemented using the TRANSEO tool �17�, a software developed
at TPG. Both models use the same blocks for the fuel valve and
the controller, developed by Woodward Governor and the NETL
staff �16�.

The NETL Model. This model has been expressly developed
to study the transient behavior of the Hyper facility with a sim-
plified approach. All the components have been modeled with a
lumped volume approach using global balance equations and em-
pirical equations for losses �16� and for the recuperator effective-
ness �21�. The rate of recuperator heat transfer is calculated
through a ProTrax® equation �Eq. �1�� �16�, chosen for its proven
reliability and applicability.

q =
ex

� ex

Fhot · cp�hot
−

1

Fcold · cp�cold
� �Thot,i − Tcold,i� �1�

With x calculated through Eq. �2�:

Fig. 3 Picture of the Hyper facility †16‡
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x = Nu · kbulk ·
AHX

gap
· � 1

Fhot · cp�hot
−

1

Fcold · cp�cold
� �2�

AHX has been derived from information provided by Solar Tur-
bines and �21�.

The general approach is based on flow calculating modules
connected with pressure calculating modules, as completely ex-
plained in �16�. This structure assures correct pressure-flow solu-
tions and keeps the model consistent.

Performance maps for the compressor and turbine were ob-
tained from the manufacturer and used in the form of look up
tables according to the Beta Line method as shown in Walsh and
Fletcher �22�. Since the maps did not match experimental data
exactly, the maps were scaled at zero load conditions to match
experimental data. Presently, a simple scaling factor is applied to
the rotational speed.

The TPG Model. The TPG model has been implemented using
the TRANSEO tool, developed at the University of Genoa in pre-
vious works �17,18�. It is a Matlab®-based tool, organized in a
library of components available through Simulink®, with about
30 modules and using mixtures of 27 different gases plus the
water vapor. It has been developed for the off-design, transient
and dynamic analyses of advanced energy systems based on mi-
croturbine technology. TRANSEO uses a standard interface be-
tween two subsequent components that is necessary to ensure the
high flexibility in defining the cycle layout.

In this model the same lumped volume approach of the NETL
model has been used for the compressor, the turbine, the combus-
tor, and the volumes. Compressor and turbine are based on the
interpolation of performance maps �23� obtained from the manu-
facturer and scaled on the basis of experimental tests. The recu-
perators have been modeled with a quasi 2D approach �17,24�. In
the TPG model two “pipe” components have been introduced for
the connecting pipes between the fuel cell volume and the com-
bustor and to simulate the effects downstream of the postcombus-
tor vessel. They introduce significant thermal losses typical of
these zones �Eqs. �3�–�5��,

dTmetal

dt
=

qmetal − qloss

Mmetal · cmetal
�3�

qmetal = Aint · hint · �Tav − Tmetal� �4�

qloss = Aext · hext · �Tmetal − Text� �5�
In order to model the compressor and turbine performance ac-

curately, data from the experiments have been used to generate the
turbomachinery maps. This is a reason that allows the TPG model
to be more accurate than the NETL model �which scales maps
provided by the manufacturer� in the range where data were ac-
quired for the maps. The advantage for the NETL method is that a
complete map is available prior to experimental testing.

In the TPG model, the coefficient values for the pressure losses
and the heath exchanges have been assumed at on design condi-
tions in accordance with the phenomenon analyzed. At off-design
and transient conditions nothing has been manually tuned because
these coefficients follow standard correlations �23�.

Results
A comparison with the experimental data acquired with the Hy-

per facility is presented for both the NETL and TPG models.
Starting from stationary conditions, two different power demand
variations have been considered:

• 15 kW load step decrease
• 30 kW load step decrease

Both the tests reported in this work to validate the theoretical
models have been carried out without bleed and hot bypass, main-
taining the fractional opening of the cold bypass valve opened at

40%. Table 1 shows some data used for the transient calculations
and the nominal percentage of compressor air considered for the
leakage between the compressor and the turbine �16�. The system
has been operated as a conventional constant speed machine, with
extensive piping between compressor and turbine. The starting
conditions considered in the following results are indicative for a
300 kW fuel cell hybrid system with 60 kW and 45 kW loads. For
the transient behavior, it is important to point out that with the
2 m3 plenum the energy stored in the cathode volume is an order
of magnitude greater than that stored in the rotational equipment.
This is a significant aspect for the shaft oscillation behavior.

15 kW Load Step Decrease. The results reported here show
the transient effects due to a 15 kW step decrease �from
60 to 45 kW� of the electrical power demand, performed at time
zero of the graphics. In this test, the Atlas PI controller and the
simulated controller implemented in both models have used a pro-
portional gain of 0.001 and an integral one of 0.00075. The first
important validation regards the rotational speed of the machine.
Figure 4 shows that the calculated results of both models are in
good agreement with the experimental data. It should be noticed
that the TPG model developed with the TRANSEO tool generates
closer dynamic and steady-state results probably because of its
more detailed heat transfer approach, and because the compressor
and turbine maps were generated from the experimental data for
the range of conditions studied in this paper. Figure 5 shows that
the fuel mass flow rate has similar results to the turbine speed as
would be expected. Looking at the air flow rate, Fig. 6, the TPG
model predicts the magnitude closer. Because the NETL fuel flow
magnitude prediction matches very closely and the air flow rate is
high by approximately 7%, it is likely that something has pro-
duced an error in the overall energy balance in the NETL model,
such as the efficiency of the compressor or turbine, or heat loss to
the cathode pressure vessel �V 301�, or postcombustor vessel �V
304�. One difficulty in the NETL model comes from attempting to
match numerous conditions using only a simple scaling procedure
of the original turbomachinery maps. As it will be shown later, not
only this is a cause for potential error in the steady-state magni-
tude prediction already shown, but there is also some effect on the
dynamic behavior. Both Figs. 5 and 6 show that the NETL model

Table 1 Data used in the simulations

Nominal rotational speed 40,500 rpm
Shaft mechanical inertia 0.027 kg m2

Plenum mass: fuel cell 1310 kg
Plenum mass: postcombustor 1800 kg
Plenum volume: fuel-cell 2 m3

Plenum volume: postcombustor 0.6 m3

Recuperator nominal mass flow rate 1.0 kg/s
Cold bypass nominal mass flow rate 0.54 kg/s
Compressor/turbine leakage 10.5% ¯

Fig. 4 15 kW load step decrease; rotational speed comparison
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predicts an apparently more oscillating behavior of the system
than the experimental data and the TPG model; this may be due to
a less detailed representation of thermal capacitances.

Another important comparison regards temperatures. The fuel
cell plenum inlet temperature is shown in Fig. 7. It is significant
for the hybrid system emulation, because it is used as an input for
the fuel cell real-time model �see Fig. 2�. Furthermore, this prop-
erty has to be checked over time because a too high fuel cell inlet
temperature or temperature gradient can damage the cell stack or
reduce its life. A good transient model has to well predict this
temperature trend over time. Also for this property �TE 326�, char-
acterized by a high time scale response because of the high ther-
mal capacity, the calculated transient behavior of both models is
in good agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 8 shows TE 307, the combustor inlet temperature. The
only difference between TE 307 and TE 326 �Fig. 7� is the heat
loss of the pressure vessel used to simulate the cathode volume �V
301�. As well described in the previous paragraph, in the TPG
model development the attention has also been focused on the

simulation of the heat losses in vessels and in pipes, using average
heat coefficient values. Only after several simulations, it was pos-
sible to calculate the combustor inlet temperature �TE 307� with
higher accuracy than the NETL model results. The heat loss simu-
lation has not been introduced in the NETL model because its
main objective is the real-time performance, while the TPG model
operates with a calculation over calculated time ratio around 6.

30 kW Load Step Decrease. The 30 kW step decrease �from
45 to 15 kW� of the electrical power demand has been carried out
with doubled gain values in the fuel valve PI; the proportional
gain has been set to 0.002 and an integral one to 0.0015. This
reason can explain the transient behavior of the system that, even
if the power step is doubled, the oscillation magnitude in the
rotational speed and in other properties is similar to the one pre-
sented for the 15 kW step. Furthermore, the 15 kW and 30 kW
decrease tests have been carried out on different days and, for this
reason, the steady-state conditions of this second test does not
exactly match the final state of the previous one. Figure 9 shows
that, also in this case, both model results and the experimental
data are in good agreement with the experiments for the rotational
speed of the machine. The fuel mass flow rate �Fig. 10� and the air
mass flow rate at fuel cell plenum inlet �Fig. 11� show the reduced
error obtained with the TPG model, as in the 15 kW step case.
However, also the faster NETL model can show the transient be-
havior with enough accuracy predicting the oscillations of the
system.

Another important validation regards fuel cell plenum inlet
temperature �Fig. 12�. Also in this case it is possible to see the
performance improvement obtained with the TPG model increas-
ing the calculation accuracy. However, the transient trend and the
time scale characterization have been predicted with enough ac-
curacy by both models.

Fig. 5 15 kW load step decrease; fuel mass flow rate
comparison

Fig. 6 15 kW load step decrease; fuel cell plenum mass flow
rate comparison

Fig. 7 15 kW load step decrease; fuel cell inlet temperature
comparison

Fig. 8 15 kW load step decrease; combustor inlet temperature
comparison

Fig. 9 30 kW load step decrease; rotational speed comparison
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Importance of Performance Map Precision
This section shows the importance of performance map preci-

sion for both compressor and turbine and explains some of the
discrepancy between TPG and NETL models. For this reason,
some simulations have been carried out with the TPG model
studying the effects of a compressor or a turbine efficiency varia-
tion typical of manufacturer map tolerance. However, a similar
discussion, not reported here for brevity, can be performed for the
mass flow rate maps. The attention has been focused on the fuel
cell inlet temperature because its importance from the cell safety
point of view. However, the simulations have shown that the per-
formance map precision affects all the temperatures of the facility.
Figures 13 and 14 show the values of the fuel cell inlet tempera-
ture, obtained at steady-state conditions, versus the normalized
values of compressor or turbine efficiency. In all these results the
electrical power demand has been maintained at 60 kW and the
valves have been set as in the results reported in the previous

paragraph. While Fig. 13 reports the effect �TE 326� of compres-
sor efficiency tolerance, Fig. 14 shows the variation of the same
temperature coming from a turbine efficiency small variation.
These figures point out that the temperature result can be signifi-
cantly different for a slight difference in turbomachinery effi-
ciency. In both cases, the machine efficiency increase changes the
power balance between compressor and turbine and, to maintain
constant the rotational speed, generates a fuel mass flow rate re-
duction. As a consequence, the TIT decrease generates a TOT
reduction and, because the cycle is recuperated, a fuel cell inlet
temperature decrease. This influence of performance map varia-
tion justifies the importance of obtaining, if possible, accurate
map data for use in the simulation models as done with the TPG
model.

To conclude this analysis, the TPG model has been used to
resimulate the 15 kW load step decrease with a 1% turbine effi-
ciency increase. Figure 15 shows a slight increase in the ampli-
tude of the rotational speed transient behavior, and Fig. 16 shows
a 10°C TE 326 decrease during the whole time dependent phe-
nomenon. However, since the frequency is not much affected, a
model based on manufacturer maps, as the NETL one, is enough
to calculate the property transient trends preventing risky situa-
tions for the system.

Conclusions
This work regards the experimental validation of simulation

tools for hybrid system applications. The activity has been carried
out with the U.S. DOE-NETL Hyper facility at Morgantown
�WV�. The main activities presented here are:

• a brief description of the facility for the emulation of hybrid
systems with a recuperated micro gas turbine coupled with
two vessels for the fuel cell and postcombustor volume ca-
pacitance physical simulation;

Fig. 10 30 kW load step decrease; fuel mass flow rate
comparison

Fig. 11 30 kW load step decrease; fuel cell plenum mass flow
rate comparison

Fig. 12 30 kW load step decrease; fuel cell inlet temperature
comparison

Fig. 13 Fuel cell inlet temperature; compressor efficiency
variation

Fig. 14 Fuel cell inlet temperature; turbine efficiency variation
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• the presentation of the main characteristics of both NETL
and TPG models of the Hyper experimental facility;

• the model validation successfully comparing the results with
the experimental data. For this reason two load step de-
creases have been considered showing the main differences
in the performance of the models. The results have shown
the NETL model to characterize the frequency of the oscil-
lations and time scales of the transients fairly well, despite
having some difficulties with the steady-state and amplitude
predictions. The TPG model has performed better primarily
because it has used the experimental data to generate the
turbomachinery maps for the range of conditions consid-
ered, and because it considers a more detailed heat transfer
approach, including heat losses in the cathode plenum �V
301� as well. Unfortunately, the heat loss characteristics of
the postcombustor plenum are more difficult to obtain ex-
perimentally and therefore to compare with.

In conclusion, while the NETL model is essential to get real-
time predictions of qualitative transient response over a broad
range of off-design operating conditions, the more precise and
more time consuming TPG model would be better when higher
fidelity results are needed. However, both models calculate with
good accuracy the transient trends of phenomena preventing risky
situations for the plant components.

It is important to underline that both validated models are cur-
rently used inside further works to study the coupling between
various SOFC stacks and microturbines and to develop complete
control system strategy for these hybrid plants �14,25�.
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Nomenclature
APU � Auxiliary power unit
DOE � Department of energy

MCFC � Molten carbonate fuel cell
mGT � micro gas turbine

NETL � National Energy Technology Laboratory
NG � natural gas

PI � proportional integral controller
SOFC � solid oxide fuel cell

TPG � Thermochemical Power Group

Variables
A � thermal exchange area, m2

c � specific heat, J/kg K
cp � constant pressure specific heat, J/kg K
F � mass flow rate, kg/s

gap � distance between heat exchanger plates, m
h � exchange coefficient, W/m2 K

kbulk � bulk thermal conductivity, W/mK
M � mass, kg
N � microturbine rotational speed, rpm

Nu � Nusselt number
P � pressure, Pa
q � heat flux, W
T � temperature, K

TIT � turbine inlet temperature, K
TOT � turbine outlet temperature, K

x � dimensionless parameter of Eq. �1�

Subscripts
0 � on design

av � flow average
comp � compressor

ext � external
HX � heat exchanger

i � counter increment
int � internal

turb � turbine
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Rotordynamic Performance of
Flexure Pivot Hydrostatic Gas
Bearings for Oil-Free
Turbomachinery
Micro-turbomachinery demands gas bearings to ensure compactness, light weight, and
extreme temperature operation. Gas bearings with large stiffness and damping, and pref-
erably of low cost, will enable successful commercial applications. Presently, tests con-
ducted on a small rotor supported on flexure pivot hydrostatic pad gas bearings
(FPTPBs) demonstrate stable rotordynamic responses up to 100,000 rpm (limit of the
drive motor). Test rotor responses show the feed pressure raises the system critical speed
(increase in bearing direct stiffness) while the viscous damping ratio decreases. Predic-
tions correlate favorably with experimentally identified (synchronous) direct stiffness
bearing force coefficients. Identified experimental gas bearing synchronous damping co-
efficients are 50% or less of the predicted magnitudes, though remaining relatively con-
stant as the rotor speed increases. Tests without feed pressure show the rotor becomes
unstable at �81 krpm with a whirl frequency ratio of 20%. FPTPBs are mechanically
complex and more expensive than cylindrical plain bearings. However, their enhanced
stability characteristics and predictable rotordynamic performance makes them desirable
for the envisioned oil-free applications in high speed micro-turbomachinery.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2720518�

Keywords: gas bearings, rotordynamics, oil-free turbomachinery

Introduction
Gas film bearings offer low friction and small power dissipa-

tion, enabling their successful application in air-cycle machines,
high-precision instruments, auxiliary power units, and high-speed
micro-turbomachinery �1,2�. In addition, gas bearings do not re-
quire costly, complex sealing and lubricant circulation systems,
allowing for compact rotor-bearing systems with fewer parts. Fur-
thermore, oil-free bearing turbomachinery eliminate process fluid
contamination and are environmental friendly.

However, gas film bearings have low load capacity because of
the inherently low viscosity of the gas, and thus require a minute
film thickness to accomplish their intended function. Gas bearing
fabrication and installation tends to be expensive and time con-
suming. In addition, rigid surface geometry gas bearings offer
little damping and may not limit effectively rotor motions while
traversing critical speeds. Hydrodynamic gas bearings are prone
to show self-excited subsynchronous instabilities, limiting their
application to rotor speeds not exceeding, approximately, twice
the first natural frequency of the rotor-bearing system �3�.

Two kinds of �self-excited� instabilities are apparent in hybrid
�hydrodynamic/hydrostatic actions� gas bearings �4�. The pneu-
matic hammer is due to gas trapped within local volumes and
whose pressure is out of phase with the rotor dynamic motion �5�.
Improper restrictor design with large discharge volume leads eas-
ily to this dangerous instability, which can occur even without
rotor spinning. Hydrodynamic instability is due to the sudden loss
of effective damping at whirl frequencies typically 50% of rotor
speed, and coinciding with a system natural frequency. San An-
drés and Childs �6� demonstrate that hybrid bearings with angled

injection improve rotordynamic performance with virtual elimina-
tion of cross-coupled stiffness coefficients and null or negative
whirl frequency ratios.

Czolczynsk �7� provides a comprehensive review of gas bearing
applications and the numerical analysis for prediction of
frequency-dependent force coefficients. San Andrés and Wilde �8�
advance the accurate and numerically stable finite element analy-
sis of gas bearings into very high-speed numbers.

References �9–11� detail the research at the authors’ institution
on inexpensive gas bearings for oil-free turbomachinery. Wilde
and San Andrés �10,11� report on the dynamic forced performance
of a high-speed rotor supported on �rigid� multiple lobed hybrid
gas bearings. In general, as the supply pressure into the bearings
rises, the test bearings show an increase in direct stiffness, albeit
the damping ratio of the rotor-bearing system decreases consider-
ably. Sufficiently large external pressurization enables safe rotor
operation at speeds well above the system’s first natural fre-
quency. Nonetheless, severe hydrodynamic instability eventually
becomes apparent, thus limiting the reliability of the tested bear-
ing configurations.

Tilting pad gas bearings eliminate the well-known hydrody-
namic instability by not generating cross-coupled stiffness coeffi-
cients. However, this type of bearing is mechanically complex
since each pad has several degrees of freedom, including pitch,
yaw, and roll. The multiplicity of parameters governing the per-
formance of tilting pad gas bearings demands complex analytical
methods for prediction of force coefficients and rotor-bearing sys-
tem stability. Lund �12,13� introduced a perturbation solution of
the Reynolds equation to obtain frequency dependent, linearized
dynamic force coefficients of a tilting pad bearing, and investi-
gated the influence of pad flexibility on the dynamic force
coefficients.

Conventional tilting pad oil-lubricated bearings support high
performance turbomachinery operating well above critical speeds.
However, the bearings’ time-accumulated drawbacks, namely, pad
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wear and flutter and loss of nominal clearance, result in poor
performance in the long run. The flexure pivot tilting pad bearing
�FPTPB� offers a marked improvement over the conventional de-
sign since its wire electro discharge machining �EDM� construc-
tion renders an integral pads-bearing that eliminates pivot wear
and stack-up of tolerances on assembly �14�. Each pad connects to
the bearing shell through a thin flexural web that provides a low
rotational stiffness, thus ensuring small cross-coupled stiffness co-
efficients and delaying or avoiding altogether subsynchronous ro-
tordynamic instabilities �15�. The rotational structural stiffness of
the pad web determines the amount of cross-coupled stiffness co-
efficients. A thick web renders a nearly rigid pad bearing with its
inherent instability limit. Low rotational web stiffnesses �thin
webs� make an ideal tilting pad bearing; however, concentrated
web stresses and fatigue may be of concern �16�. Nonetheless,
proper engineering design can lead to a substantial margin of the
endurance limit for the web structural material.

Armentrout et al. �16� show that large pad clearances aid to
improve the stability of oil-lubricated FPTPBs. Chen et al. �14�
also demonstrate that offset pivot designs provide higher stiff-
nesses, reduce the bearing sensitivity to clearance changes, and
offer a higher logarithmic decrement �more damping�. Successful
applications �17,18� demonstrate oil lubricated FPTPBs have a
larger load capacity and lower lubricant temperature rise than do
conventional tilting pad bearings. Applications of FPTPBs with
compressible fluids, namely, air, are of current interest and hereby
advanced.

This paper advances the technology of gas film bearings,
FPTPB type, for applications to oil-free turbomachinery by dem-
onstrating their rotordynamic performance, reliability, and dura-
bility. The objective is to investigate experimentally the dynamic
forced performance of a rotor supported on gas FPTPBs supplied
with pressurized air, i.e., a hybrid bearing configuration. Rotordy-
namic displacements and bearing transmitted forces are measured
during coast-down tests to baseline and calibrated imbalance
masses. Run-up tests are conducted to high speeds in search of
regions of rotordynamic unstable response. The bearings synchro-
nous stiffness and damping coefficients are estimated from the
measured responses. Predicted stiffness coefficients are in close
agreement with the identified bearing parameters.

Experimental Facility
Figure 1 depicts the test rig of symmetric construction and with

a steel main body integrating a brushless electric motor armature.
The controller provides 0.9 kW of continuous power, and the mo-
tor can reach a speed of 100,000 rpm. The motor drives a rotor
supported on two identical flexure pivot pad gas bearings. This
rotor consists of a steel shaft, 15 mm diameter and 190 mm in
length, onto which two cylindrical sleeves are press-fit. The rotor
has a machined diameter of 28.48±0.001 mm. A coating of
Teflon® �solid lubricant with low friction� enlarged the rotor di-
ameter to 28.52±0.003 mm at the bearing locations. The coating
is applied as a spray at room temperature �19�. Eight holes, each
1 mm in diameter, are spaced equally at each rotor end face. Im-
balance masses can be placed in these holes for imbalance re-
sponse measurements. Thrust pins in both casing covers prevent
axial rotor movements.

Figure 2 depicts the design drawing and a photograph of the
test FPTPBs. Each bearing has four arched pads, each with 60%
pivot offset. The nominal bearing bore diameter is
28.56±0.003 mm with a 40% machined preload. Pressurized air
flows into the bearing middle plane through eight identical ori-
fices, 0.38 mm in diameter. Four radial holes are machined di-
rectly through the flexural webs and serve to pressurize directly
each pad. The other four holes �not radial due to construction
difficulties� discharge in the regions between adjacent pads. The
bearings are installed in the �static� load on pad configuration.
Table 1 lists the main dimensions of the test rotor and the hybrid
FPTPBs. The radial clearance of the bearing pads is just
�0.020 mm.

Three piezoelectric load cells are attached to the bearing outer
diameter, and this is installed into the test rig using three align-
ment bolts 120 deg apart. A cover plate pushes each bearing into
the test rig, and O-rings on each bearing side seal the bearing
chamber preventing air leakage. The airflow into each bearing is
controlled by on/off valves connected to the main pressure source
�shop line�. The gas piping system includes a pressure regulator,
dryer/filter, pressure gauges, and flowmeters. On each casing end,
two orthogonally positioned eddy-current displacement transduc-
ers are installed to measure rotor motions, as shown in Fig. 1. An

Fig. 1 Schematic cross sectional view of test rig „unit: cm…
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infrared tachometer installed inside one of the bearing chambers
records the rotor speed and offers a key phasor signal for rotor
vibration data. Refer to �9,10� for an extensive description of the
test rig features.

Experimental Response of the Rotor Supported on
FPTPBS

Coast-down speed tests record the rotor dynamic motions and
transmitted bearing loads for various imbalance conditions and
three feed absolute pressures, 2.39, 3.77, and 5.15 bar �20, 40, and
60 psig�. The imbalance measurements consist of a baseline �rem-

nant imbalance� response and calibrated mass imbalance re-
sponses. Pressurized air enters into each bearing pad through the
small feed orifices in the webs. The holes in between adjacent
pads are obstructed. Table 2 summarizes the imbalance configu-
rations for tests exciting the rotor cylindrical and conical modes of
motion. Identical masses �mi� are located at the rotor ends, at the
same angular location and displaced 180 deg to excite cylindrical
and conical modes.

Coastdown Imbalance Response. Figures 3 and 4 depict the
peak-peak amplitudes of rotor motion and bearing transmitted
load for a supply pressure equal to 3.77 bar �absolute�. The graphs
show the responses at the left bearing �vertical plane� for the
remnant imbalance and two calibrated imbalances, U1 and U2,
respectively. Note that the added imbalance mass increases the
critical speed from 13,500 rpm �baseline� to 14,100 rpm. The
conical mode imbalance distribution �U2�, determines larger am-
plitudes of motion in displacement and transmitted force than the
cylindrical mode excitation �U1�. The rotor displacements while
crossing the critical speed are at least 40 �m in magnitude, i.e., as
large as the bearing nominal diametrical clearance of 40 �m, thus

Fig. 2 Flexure pivot hydrostatic pad gas bearing. Photograph of bearing and details of bearing geometry.

Table 1 Main parameters of test rig and flexure pivot bearings

Parameter Value

Rotor mass M 0.827 kg
Final rotor diameter

with coating d
28.52±0.003 mm

Bearing bore diameter D 28.56±0.003 mm
Bearing diametrical

clearance 2C
40±4.5 �m

Bearing axial length L 33.2 mm
Pads number and arc

length
4 �72 deg�

Pad pivot offset 60%
Pad preload r 40%

Pad mass moment of
inertia

0.253 gram mm2

Web rotational stiffness 20 Nm/rad
Number of feed orifices 8

Feed orifice diameter 0.38 mm

Table 2 Mass imbalances for cylindrical and conical mode
motions

Imbalance
name

Mass mi
�g�

Displacement u
��m� Location

U1
0.050 1.45 In phase 0 deg

U2
0.050 1.45 Out of phase 180 deg

Note: Uncertainty in mass is 0.008 gram and displacement �u�±0.02 �m
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demonstrating the tilting ability of the test bearings. The waterfall
plot in Fig. 5 shows the frequency content of the rotor vibration as
the rotor speed increases to 50 krpm and evidences no rubbing or
apparent instability, as expected. The displacement response is
mostly synchronous, albeit small amplitude motions at twice rotor
speed are evident. The test measurements demonstrate the enhanc-
ing stability characteristic of the FPTPB. The largest transmitted
force is �11 N, more than twice the magnitude recorded from the
baseline response, and 2.75 times half the rotor weight. Rotor
motion amplitudes and transmitted bearing forces at the other
bearing �right� and at the horizontal plane are similar in magni-
tude, and not reproduced for brevity. The rotor responses did not
show conditions of subsynchronous activity in any of the experi-
ments to speeds as high as 99 krpm. Recall that earlier tests with
rigid surface hybrid bearings �see �9–11�� revealed severe hydro-
dynamic instabilities.

Figure 6 depicts the synchronous peak-peak amplitudes of rotor
motion versus speed for three increasing feed pressures into the
gas bearings. The supply pressures are 2.39, 3.77, and 5.15 bar
�absolute�, and determine critical speeds at 11,400, 13,500, and
15,300 rpm, respectively. Note that the rotor motion amplitude
increases with feed pressure while traversing a critical speed.

Thus, as previously shown in �9,11�, hydrostatic pressurization
increases the gas bearing direct stiffness but lowers the system
damping ratio. Figure 7 displays the transmitted �left vertical�
bearing loads versus rotor speed for increasing feed pressures.
Note the rapid increase in transmitted load as the feed pressure
increases. The largest magnitude of about 6 N is nearly 50%

Fig. 3 Synchronous peak-peak rotor amplitudes versus rotor
speed for remnant imbalance and two imbalance conditions ex-
citing combined cylindrical/conical modes. Imbalances U1
=1.45 �m, U2=1.45 �m. Supply pressure 3.77 bar „absolute….

Fig. 4 Transmitted amplitudes of bearing load versus rotor
speed for remnant imbalance and two mass imbalances excit-
ing combined cylindrical/conical modes. Left bearing vertical
force sensor. Imbalances U1=1.45 �m, U2=1.45 �m. Supply
pressure 3.77 bar „absolute….

Fig. 5 Waterfall plot of rotor amplitudes with conical imbal-
ance excitation U2. At left bearing vertical plane „LV…. Test at
3.77 bar „absolute… supply pressure.

Fig. 6 Baseline synchronous rotor peak-peak amplitudes ver-
sus rotor speed for three supply pressures „absolute…

Fig. 7 Baseline transmitted bearing force amplitudes versus
rotor speed for three supply pressures. Left bearing vertical
load sensor.
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higher than half the rotor weight �4.05 N�. The bearing transmit-
ted loads are obviously almost negligible in the high-speed range,
i.e. 20,000 rpm to 45,000 rpm.

Estimation of Damping Ratios and Equivalent Stiffness. The
Q-factor method is used in lightly damped systems to estimate the
viscous damping ratio ���0.1� of the rotor on its bearings. The
equivalent bearing stiffness �Keq� is easily determined from the
critical speed ��c� and the rotor mass shared by each bearing, i.e.,
Keq= 1

2 M�c
2. Table 3 presents the critical speeds, estimated damp-

ing ratio, and equivalent stiffness for the left bearing �horizontal
direction� as determined from the rotor imbalance responses for
the baseline condition and calibrated imbalance responses. Damp-
ing ratios shown decrease as the supply pressure increases. An
average damping ratio of 10% appears adequate for most test
conditions.

Equivalent gas bearing stiffnesses �Keq� at the critical speed
increase from �0.6 MN/m to 1.2 MN/m as the supply pressure
increases from two to five times the ambient value condition.
Table 3 also shows that the supply pressure increases the rotor-gas
bearing system critical speed from 11 krpm to nearly 16 krpm.
The drop in damping ratio is solely due to the increase in stiffness
rather than a decrease in the physical damping magnitude. Wilde
and San Andrés �10� report similar experimental performance
characteristics for other simpler gas bearings.

Determination of Threshold Speed of Instability. The rotor
mounted on the flexure pivot hydrostatic pad gas bearings shows
dynamically stable responses to rotor speeds as high as
99,000 rpm, thus evidencing the test bearings provide little or
negligible cross-coupled stiffness coefficients. Experiments under
pure hydrodynamic operation �no external feed pressure� were
conducted at rotor speeds well above the rigid mode critical
speeds ��11 krpm to 16 krpm�. The supply pressure lines are
closed after the rotor passes through the critical speed and reaches
the lowest test speed of 20 krpm. The rotor runs up in speed to a
top speed of 90,000 krpm. During this operating condition, the
bearings are self-acting, i.e., working as hydrodynamic bearings.
Figure 8 depicts a waterfall of the rotor displacements, amplitudes
and frequency content, as the speed increases to 90 krpm. A sub-
synchronous instability, of hydrodynamic type, appears at a speed
of 81,180 rpm �1,353 Hz� with a whirl frequency equal to 271 Hz
�16,260 rpm�. The whirl frequency ratio is 0.20. Most impor-
tantly, however, the whirl frequency corresponds closely with the
lowest critical speed �natural frequency� of the rotor on its bear-
ings. The Appendix shows a more conservative prediction of in-
stability with a whirl frequency ratio equal to 0.30 under pure
hydrodynamic operation. Recall that the bearing is not an ideal
tilting pad bearing due to its integral construction, i.e., pads at-
tached to a flexural structural element. Opening the air supply line
and pressurizing the gas bearings immediately stabilized the rotor.

A series of experiments were conducted with the feed orifices
into the pads plugged �no hydrostatic pad pressurization� and the
orifices in between adjacent pads open. At the beginning, the rotor
would not lift with the four orifices in-between pads supplied with
external pressure. Apparently the discharge plenum has a large
volume and the orifice pressures acting on the rotor surface could
not lift the rotor. The two top in-between pad orifices were then
obstructed to provide a hydrostatic push upwards, thus ensuring
rotor lift-off and avoidance of rotor rubbing at start up. The lift-off
supply pressure is 5.15 bar �absolute�. However, when the rotor
speed approaches the lowest motor speed �10,400 rpm� severe
subsynchronous amplitude motions became apparent. The subsyn-
chronous instability gradually vanishes as the air supply pressure
is reduced and eventually removed. This event shows that pneu-
matic hammer is the cause for the instability since the discharge
curtain volume �between orifice end and rotor� is quite large.

Experimental Estimation of Bearing Dynamic Force
Coefficients. Imbalance responses, referring to the configurations
shown in Table 2, facilitate the identification of bearing force
coefficients over a speed range. Since the test gas bearings offer
little cross-coupling stiffness, the method simplifies to an estima-
tion of the transfer function, load over displacement, and from
which the bearing stiffness and damping can be obtained. Let
�FX ,FY� be the synchronous components of the transmitted forces,
and �X ,Y� be the complex amplitudes of motion. The force coef-
ficients, direct damping and stiffness, can then be obtained from
the fundamental relationships

KXX + i�CXX =
FX

X
KYY + i�CYY =

FY

Y
�1�

where � is a frequency synchronous with rotor speed. Note that in
the identification procedure, a vector addition renders the vertical
�X� and horizontal �Y� transmitted loads from the measured forces
at the three angular locations, 120 deg apart.

Figure 9 shows the identified synchronous speed direct stiffness
�KXX� and damping �CXX� coefficients for the three test supply
pressures. In general, the direct stiffness �KXX ,KYY� increase both
with pressure supply and rotor speed. The estimated coefficients
correlate well with the equivalent stiffness determined from the
rotor amplitude at the critical speed, as shown in Table 3. On the
other hand, the direct damping coefficients show an erratic behav-
ior with rotor speed, though decreasing in magnitude as the feed
pressure increases. Note that the physical magnitude of the damp-
ing coefficients is rather small. In the speed range from 20 krpm
to 30 krpm, the identification of damping coefficients is not reli-
able since the shaft amplitudes of motion are quite small. Recall
that damping is best extracted from large amplitude motions while

Table 3 Estimated gas bearing damping ratio and equivalent
stiffness extracted from rotor imbalance responses. Left bear-
ing — horizontal plane.

Imbalance
condition

Supply absolute
pressure �bar�

Critical
speed �rpm�

Damping ratio
�

Keq

�MN/m�

Remnant 2.39 10,800 0.111 0.529
3.77 13,190 0.080 0.789
5.15 15,000 0.080 1.020

U1
2.39 11,700 0.090 0.621
3.77 14,100 0.053 0.902
5.15 15,600 0.048 1.100

U2
2.39 11,990 0.113 0.652
3.77 14,400 0.083 0.940
5.15 16,500 0.082 1.230

Fig. 8 Waterfall plot of rotor amplitudes at right bearing verti-
cal plane „RV…. Speed run up test without external pressuriza-
tion. Speed range 20 krpm to 90 krpm.
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crossing a critical speed.
The prediction of bearing synchronous force coefficients is

based on finding the gas flow and film pressure in the bearings. A
computational finite difference analysis solves Reynolds equation
for gas films, i.e.

1

R2

�

��
� Ph3

12�

�P

��
� +

�

�z
� Ph3

12�

�P

�z
� =

�

2

�

��
�Ph� +

�

�t
�Ph� �2�

Small-amplitude rotor motions about an equilibrium position
lead to a nonlinear partial differential equation for the static pres-
sure field, and a set of first-order linear partial differential equa-
tions for perturbed pressures. The first-order pressure fields deter-
mine the rotordynamic force coefficients, stiffness, and damping,
as functions of the excitation frequency and other operating con-
ditions. The Appendix presents the prediction of the FPTPB static
eccentricity, power loss, and force coefficients with synchronous
and non-synchronous analysis �20�. The computational analysis
used to obtain the predictions does not include hydrostatic
pressurization.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the predicted synchro-
nous direct force coefficients and the experimentally derived di-
rect stiffness and damping coefficients. The test coefficients are
determined from the imbalance response measurements and the
lowest feed pressure of 2.39 bar �absolute�. The predicted direct
stiffnesses �KXX ,KYY� match well the experimentally identified co-
efficients, in particular at high rotor speeds where hydrodynamic
effects dominate the fluid flow in the bearing. Test direct damping
coefficients are substantially smaller than the predicted coeffi-

cients. These results are demonstrative of the limited damping
characteristics of gas bearings. The predicted damping coeffi-
cients, larger than those experimentally derived, evidence a limi-
tation of the lubrication model implemented. Perhaps the operat-
ing gas viscosity is less and the actual bearing clearance larger
than the values used in the simulations.

Finally, Ref. �21� includes comparisons of the test force coeffi-
cients to predictions from an updated computational analysis that
accounts for the effect of hydrostatic pressurization through the
feed holes into the bearing pads. The latest predictions are in
better agreement with the experimental results than the ones
hereby presented.

Conclusions
Comprehensive experiments conducted on a test rotor sup-

ported on hybrid flexure pivot tilting pad bearings �FPTPBs� dem-
onstrate their excellent stability characteristics and ability to carry
dynamic loads. Imbalance responses tests were conducted for feed
pressures up to five times ambient and for rotor speeds as high as
100,000 rpm. The rotordynamic performance of the FPTPBs is
superior to that of pressurized three-lobe cylindrical bearings
tested earlier �10,11�, and which showed severe subsynchronous
instabilities, in particular at low feed pressures.

The imbalance response measurements demonstrate that hydro-
static pressurization increases the gas bearings direct stiffness co-
efficients, raising the first rigid mode rotor-bearing system critical
speeds. The viscous damping ratios determined from the rotor
peak response at its critical speed decrease as the feed pressure
increases. Predictions for direct stiffness correlate well with ex-

Fig. 9 Estimated experimental gas bearing direct stiffness and
damping coefficients „KXX ,CXX… versus rotor speed for three
supply pressures. Synchronous speed force coefficients,
X-vertical.

Fig. 10 Comparison of predicted and experimentally identified
„2.39 bar supply pressure… synchronous direct stiffness and
damping force coefficients for gas bearing. Predictions do not
include external pressurization.
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perimentally identified synchronous force coefficients. Test damp-
ing coefficients are about 50% or less of the predicted magnitudes.
Measurements without external feed pressure show the onset of a
subsynchronous instability at about 81 krpm with a whirl fre-
quency ratio equal to 0.2. The instability caused large �harmful�
amplitude motions with the rotor rubbing on its bearings.

The experiments and analysis advance the application of gas
bearings for oil-free turbomachinery applications. FPTPBs are
more mechanically complex and costlier than cylindrical plain
bearings. However, their enhanced stability characteristics and
predictable rotordynamic performance makes them desirable for
high-speed micro-turbomachinery.
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Nomenclature
C � bearing radial clearance �m�

Cij � bearing damping coefficients; i , j=X ,Y �N-s/m�
d � nominal rotor diameter with coating �m�
D � bearing bore diameter �m�

eX ,eY � journal eccentricity displacements �m�
FX ,FY � transmitted �synchronous� bearing forces �N�

h � film thickness �m�
Kij � bearing stiffness coefficients; i , j=X ,Y �N/m�
Keq � bearing equivalent stiffness coefficient �N/m�
K�� � pad moment stiffness coefficients �N/m�

L � bearing axial length �mm�
mi � calibrated imbalance mass �g�
M � rotor mass �kg�
P � film pressure �bar�

r � bearing preload
R � rotor radius �m�

R� � radial location of imbalance mass �m�
u � imbalance displacement �m�, u=miR� / �mi

+0.5M�
U1 ,U2 � calibrated imbalance displacements �m�
X ,Y ,Z � inertial coordinate system

�c � rotor critical speed �rad/s�
� � rotor speed �rad/s�
� � excitation frequency �rad/s�
� � damping ratio at critical speed
� � circumferential coordinate �rad�
� � gas viscosity �Pa s�

Appendix: Prediction of Gas Bearing Static and Dy-
namic Performance Characteristics

A computational program analysis calculates the static and dy-
namic forced response of flexibly mounted, multiple pad �hydro-
dynamic� gas bearings and seals �20�. The flexural web in the
FPTPB provides nearly rigid radial and transverse stiffness. The
moment stiffness K��=20 Nm/rad is known from the bearing pro-
vider. The static load on each bearing equals 4.05 N and the rotor
speed varies from 10 krpm to 80 krpm. Force coefficients are cal-
culated for a range of operating speeds and synchronous whirl
frequencies or for a number of whirl frequencies keeping the rotor
speed constant.

Figure 11 shows the journal eccentricity components and drag
power versus rotor speed for the applied �static� load of 4.05 N.
The journal eccentricity component �Y�, transverse to the load
direction �X�, is slightly larger than the �X� component, thus de-
noting a degree of cross-coupling in the FPTPB. Note that the

Fig. 11 Predicted journal eccentricities „e /C… and power loss
versus rotor speed for tilting pad gas bearing without external
pressurization

Fig. 12 Predicted synchronous stiffness and damping force
coefficients versus rotor speed for tilting pad gas bearing with-
out external pressurization
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rotor approaches the centered condition, null eccentricity, as the
journal speed increases. The bearing drag power is very small, i.e.,
a few watts, and is proportional to the rotor speed to the power 2.

Figure 12 displays the bearing synchronous stiffness and damp-
ing force coefficients versus rotor speed. These force coefficients
are evaluated at a frequency coinciding with the rotor angular
speed in cycles/s, and thus are appropriate to conduct imbalance
response predictions of the rotor-gas bearing system. The cross-
coupled stiffness coefficients are in general small, while the direct
stiffness coefficients increase with rotor speed. The direct damp-
ing coefficients, on the other hand, decrease rapidly as the rotor
speed increases, denoting a reduction in the ability of the gas
bearing to attenuate high frequency vibrations.

Figure 13 depicts the effect of excitation frequency on the force
coefficients for operation at a rotor speed of 40 krpm. In the
graphs, the vertical lines mark the excitation frequency coinciding
with rotor speed. Note that the direct stiffness coefficients increase
rapidly with frequency showing the typical gas bearing hardening
effect. On the other hand, the direct damping coefficients reduce
dramatically as the excitation frequency raises. Cross-coupled
stiffness coefficients show a similar behavior. It is well known that
at high excitation frequencies, gas bearings become quite

stiff �hardening effect�, with little or no viscous damping force
coefficients.

The predictions show the FPTPB has a whirl frequency ratio of
about 0.30 for operation above 30 krpm. However, since the gas
bearing direct stiffness increase with speed, the rotor-bearings sys-
tem natural frequency also raises thus delaying the onset of a
hydrodynamic instability.
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The Lomakin Effect in Annular
Gas Seals Under Choked Flow
Conditions
The paper deals with the static stability of annular gas seals under choked flow condi-
tions. For a centered straight annular seal, choking can occur only in the exit section
because the gas is constantly accelerated by friction forces. From the mathematical
standpoint, the flow choking corresponds to a singularity that was never dealt with
numerically. The present work introduces an original numerical treatment of this singu-
larity that is validated by comparisons to the analytical solution for planar channel flow.
An interesting observation stemming from these results is that the usual hypothesis of
considering the flow as being isothermal is not correct anymore for a gas accelerated by
a pressure gradient; the characteristics of the flow are the same but the quantitative
results are different. The analysis of eccentric annular seals then shows that choked flow
conditions produce a change in the static stiffness. For a subsonic exit section, the
Lomakin effect is represented by a centering radial force opposed to the rotor displace-
ment. For a choked exit section, the radial force stemming from an eccentricity pertur-
bation has the same direction as the rotor displacement. The annular seal becomes then
statically unstable. From the physical standpoint, this behavior is explained by the modi-
fication of the Lomakin effect, which changes sign. The pressure and Mach number
variations along the seal depict the influence of high compressible flow regimes on the
Lomakin effect. This characteristic has never been depicted before.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2434344�

Introduction: Compressible Channel Flow

Annular gas seals usually work under weak or mild subsonic
flow conditions, but for certain ratios between the exit and the
inlet pressures, the regime can become transonic. Figure 1 depicts
the Mach number inside a straight stator-grooved annular seal.
This result was obtained by numerically integrating the complete
Navier-Stokes equations. The flow is accelerated from an incom-
pressible Mach number in the feeding chamber and in the inlet
section toward M =1 in the exit section. For a simple annular seal
�without grooves� the flow shows the same characteristics. These
can be explained by the influence of the friction forces as it fol-
lows �1�. It is common knowledge that the nonviscous subsonic
flow in a nozzle is accelerated by the decrease of the normal
section. After reaching the sonic conditions �M =1�, its accelera-
tion is still possible by an appropriate increase of the normal sec-
tion. The pressure driven flow in a parallel channel with closely
spaced walls has a similar behavior. Because of the small channel
height compared to its length, the wall friction forces cannot be
neglected anymore as in the case of the nozzle. Moreover, these
viscous forces have a tremendous importance. Under the influence
of friction, the subsonic flow in the constant height channel is
accelerated in exactly the same manner as in the converging part
of the nozzle. The difference from the case of the nozzle is that
once the sonic regime is attained it cannot be exceeded in the
parallel channel. Indeed, in the case of nonviscous flow, for accel-
erating the flow beyond M =1 the nozzle must switch its shape
from convergent to divergent after the sonic section. This corre-
sponds to a change of the dS /dx sign from negative to positive.

Unlike the section of the nozzle, the viscous forces �wall friction�
in the parallel channel cannot be forced to change their sign. If the
walls of the channel are parallel, there is no mean to accelerate the
flow beyond M =1. It means that sonic conditions can occur only
at the exit section of the parallel channel.

This remark holds for a subsonic flow. If the flow at the inlet
section of the parallel channel is supersonic, then viscous forces
will decelerate the flow. Sonic conditions can occur at the exit
section, but again, due to the fact that viscous forces that are of
constant sign are responsible for decelerating the supersonic flow,
the regime can never become subsonic. From the standpoint of
compressibility effects, a parallel channel can be regarded as a
converging nozzle, either accelerating a subsonic flow or deceler-
ating a supersonic one but never going beyond M =1 in the exit
section �Table 1�.

A centered annular seal is normally considered as a parallel
channel with a length much larger than its height. All the above-
mentioned remarks made for the compressible channel flow hold
also for the centered annular seal. The pressure-driven flow is
subsonic in the inlet section and is next accelerated under the
influence of the viscous forces toward the exit section. For certain
ratios between the exit and the inlet pressure, the flow regime in
the exit section can reach M =1. As for the nozzle, the flow is then
choked. This means that lowering the exit pressure and keeping
the inlet pressure constant will not lead to an increase of the mass
flow rate. The physical explanation borrowed from the compress-
ible nozzle flow is that once the sonic conditions are attained in
the exit section, the information of a decreasing exit pressure can-
not be transmitted in the upstream part of the seal. Of course,
increasing the inlet pressure and keeping the exit pressure con-
stant will equally lead to sonic conditions in the exit section but to
a larger mass flow rate because different flow conditions are
forced in the upstream part of the channel.

This peculiar behavior of annular seal flow has never been de-
scribed theoretically because of the numerical difficulties that will
be explained in the following. Published experimental results of
the dynamic characteristics of annular seals �2,3� have only

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received May
29, 2006; final manuscript received August 30, 2006. Review conducted by J. Jeffrey
Moore. Paper presented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2006: Land, Sea and Air, May
8–11, 2006, Barcelona, Spain. Paper Number GT2006-91151.
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pointed out the existence of choked flow conditions. In the mean
time, due to the lack of a theoretical model, the stability of annular
seals under choked flow conditions was never tackled. It is com-
mon knowledge that for incompressible or mildly compressible
annular seals the Lomakin effect is responsible for the static sta-
bility of the seal; the radial force arising with increasing eccen-
tricity is negative and cancels the displacement perturbation. The
goal of the present work is to show that for a choked annular seal
the Lomakin effect can be different and the seal can become stati-
cally unstable.

In the following, the main idea enabling the numerical solution
of choked annular seals will be described and validated. In the
second part, the direct stiffness and the Lomakin effect of annular
seals will be discussed together with the conditions of static sta-
bility.

Numerical Treatment of the Choked Flow
The flow in annular seals is dominated by inertia forces so the

mathematical model is represented by the system of the bulk-flow
equations �4�

���H�
�t

+
���HW�

�z
+

���HU�
R��

= 0 �1�

���HW�
�t

+
���HWW�

�z
+

���HUW�
R��

= − H
�P

�z
+ �Sz + �Rz �2�

���HU�
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���HWU�

�z
+

���HUU�
R��

= − H
�P

R��
+ �S� + �R� �3�

cp
���HT�

�t
+ cp

���HWT�
�z

+ cp
���HUT�

R��
= �q̇S − q̇R� + H� �P

�t

+ W
�P

�z
+ U

�P

R��
� + �R��R�

H − W��Sz + �Rz� − U��S� + �R���

�4�
These equations are generally integrated using a finite volume

discretization and a segregated approach borrowed from compu-

tational fluid dynamics �5�; for strong compressible flow, the nu-
merical approach is based on a density upwind procedure and was
previously described in Ref. �6�.

A peculiar problem arises for imposing the exit boundary con-
ditions for choked flow. If the flow in the exit section is subsonic
Mexit�1 then the corresponding pressure has its downstream im-
posed value, Pexit= Pdownstream. �It is supposed that there is no
pressure recovery effect in the exit section.� If the flow in the exit
section is choked, Mexit=1, then the corresponding pressure is no
longer linked to the imposed downstream pressure. The exit pres-
sure must be then extrapolated from pressure values in the vicinity
of the exit section and inside the seal

Pexit = �Pdownstream, Mexit � 1

EXTRAPOL�Pint� , Mexit = 1�or Mexit � 1� � �5�

The value EXTRAPOL�Pint� is larger than Pdownstream. From the
mathematical standpoint, this discontinuity in the exit pressure
values corresponds to a singularity enlightened by the simplified
one-dimensional bulk-flow equation in a parallel channel for adia-
batic flow ��1�, pp. 136–137�,

1 − M2

�M4�1 +
� − 1

2
M2�

dM2

dx
=

4f

Dh
�6�

It is clear from Eq. �6� that if M =1 then dM /dx→ ±� in order
to have a finite friction coefficient f . This peculiar behavior of the
bulk-flow equations in the exit section made impossible a numeri-
cal solution for exactly choked flow conditions. This difficulty is
now overridden by using artificial continuous pressure boundary
conditions in the exit section

Pexit = 	
Pexit 0 = Pdownstream, Mexit � M0 = 0.95

Pexit 0 +
Pexit 1 − Pexit 0

1 − M0
�Mexit − M0� , M0 � Mexit � 1

Pexit 1 = EXTRAPOL�Pint� , Mexit = 1 �or Mexit � 1�

 �7�

Validation of the Numerical Approach

This new numerical approach was validated by comparisons to

analytical results of the isothermal flow in a parallel channel with

closely spaced walls ��7�, pp. 404–407�

1

2
�1 − P̄2� + �Minlet

* �2 ln P̄ = 	Minlet
* x̄

Table 1 Effects of compressibility for non—viscous and vis-
cous flows

Fig. 1 Mach number in a straight stator-grooved annular seal
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P̄ =
P

Pinlet
x̄ =

x

L
	 =

12
L

C2�Pinlet�inlet

�8�

Equation �8� is similar to �7� but for isothermal flow conditions.
Indeed, the isothermal inlet Mach number can be expressed in
function of the mass flow rate in the channel

Minlet
* =

ṁ

C�Pinlet�inlet

, ṁ = �VC �9�

For a given pressure ratio between the exit and the inlet section

P̄exit= Pexit / Pinlet and for x̄=1, Eq. �8� can be regarded as a
second-order algebraic equation for Minlet

* and the mass flow rate
ṁ. This second-order algebraic equation has real solutions only

for P̄exit�Minlet
* ; for values P̄exit�Minlet

* , the pressure derivative at
the exit section has a singular behavior indicating the presence of
a choked flow.1.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� depict the variation of the pressure and of
the Mach number along a parallel channel �
=1.8�10−5 Pa s,
L=35 mm, C=50 
m, Tinlet=25°C� for the same inlet pressure
and two different downstream pressures. On Figure 2�a� the flow
in the exit section is subsonic and the imposed downstream pres-
sure of 2 bar is equal to the calculated exit pressure. The numeri-
cal results are identical to the analytical ones. The results depicted
on Fig. 2�b� show a choked flow for an imposed downstream
pressure of 1 bar. In this case, the calculated exit pressure is esti-
mated by extrapolating inner values and is larger than the imposed
downstream pressure. Because of the regularization of the pres-
sure described by Eq. �7�, the numeric solution cannot accurately
match the analytical results in the vicinity of the exit section.
Moreover, due to the singular behavior underlined by Eq. �6�, the
analytic solution cannot be calculated in the close vicinity of the
sonic exit.

Figures 3 and 4 show the typical behavior of a choked flow in
a parallel channel. It is to be underlined that the classical treat-
ment of gas lubrication problems is to consider that the flow is
isothermal. Figure 3 depicts the mass flow rate calculated for iso-
thermal and nonisothermal �adiabatic walls� conditions as well as
the analytic solution obtained for isothermal flow. The effect of
flow choking �constant mass flow rate when lowering the down-
stream pressure� is clearly depicted by the two numeric results and
by the analytic solution. In spite of this expected result, there is a
very good agreement between the isothermal numerically calcu-
lated results and the analytic values. Results depicted on Fig. 3
prove the correct use of the pressure regularization relation �7�.
Moreover, a somewhat unexpected result is the difference be-

tween the isothermal and the nonisothermal numerical solutions.
It is common practice in gas lubrication to consider the flow as
being isothermal. This is not correct for pressure-driven condi-
tions where the flow acceleration is accompanied by an important
decrease of the temperature. Qualitatively, the isothermal and the
nonisothermal results show the same behavior, but the quantitative
results can be different.

Figure 4 depicts the exit pressure and Mach number when low-
ering the downstream pressure for a constant inlet pressure of
6 bar. One can see that as long as the flow is subsonic, the exit
pressure is equal to the downstream value. The flow becomes

1By deriving Eq. �8�, one obtains dP̄ /dx̄= �	Minlet
* P̄� / ��Minlet

* �2− P̄2�.

Fig. 2 Pressure and Mach number variations in a parallel channel

Fig. 3 Mass flow rate in a parallel channel

Fig. 4 Exit pressure and Mach number in a parallel channel
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choked for a value of the downstream pressure of 1.75–2 bars.
For lower downstream pressures, the exit pressure has a constant
value and Mexit=1, showing the usual behavior of a choked flow.

Static Analysis of an Annular Seal: Lomakin Effect
Figures 5�a� and 5�b� depict the radial and tangential forces in

an annular seal with increasing eccentricity. The geometric data
and working conditions of the seal are L=35 mm, R=38.25 mm
C=200 
m, �=2576 rad/s, inlet=0.1 and exit=1 �no exit pres-
sure recovery�. The feeding temperature was Tinlet=25°C, and the
corresponding properties of the air were �=1.225 kg/m3 and 

=1.8�10−5 Pa s. The upstream pressure was held constant
Pupstream=3.5 bar, whereas the downstream pressure was varied
between 0.5 bar and 1.75 bar �pressure ratios between 0.143 and
0.5�. For large downstream pressures, the exit flow is subsonic,
whereas for the lower ones, the exit section is choked. For a
subsonic exit flow, when Pexit�1.5 bar the values of the radial
force with increasing eccentricity are negative. This is the well-
known centering Lomakin effect of annular seals. The physics of
this effect as it is encountered in an incompressible or mildly
compressible annular seal are depicted in Fig. 6. The Lomakin
effect is responsible for the static stability. As any hydrostatic
system, an annular seal is statically stable if its natural tendency is
to cancel any eccentricity perturbation. It then means that the
radial force arising from an increasing eccentricity must be of
opposite sign �negative�. For a choked flow �Pexit�1.5 bar�, the
values of the radial force depicted in Fig. 5�a� have positive val-
ues, which show a tendency to increase the eccentricity perturba-
tion. The annular seal is then statically unstable. In order to ex-
plain this peculiar behavior of the radial force, one must analyze
the pressure variation along the lines of minimum and maximum
film thickness of the annular seal. Figure 7�a� depicts these two

pressure variations compared to the pressure along the centered
annular seal for the case of subsonic flow exit �Pexit= Pdownstream

=1.75 bar�. The flow is accelerated from almost zero velocity in
the upstream chamber to a low compressible velocity in the inlet
section. This acceleration is governed by inertia effects, producing
a pressure drop that can be described by the Bernoulli equation,
Pupstream= Pinlet+ �1+inlet��Winlet

2 /2. �Generally, the flow in the in-
let section of the seal is incompressible, and the original Bernoulli
equation can be used.�

The pressure variation is not different from the one depicted in
Fig. 6. Compared to the case of the centered annual seal, the inlet
pressure drop is smaller in the minimum film thickness section
and higher in the vicinity of the maximum one. The fact that close
to the minimum film thickness the pressure drop is smallest shows
that the axial velocity also has the lowest value. Similarly, the
axial velocity is largest in the vicinity of the maximum film thick-
ness.

Figure 7�b� depicts how the compressible flow is then acceler-
ated toward the exit section due to the friction forces in the annu-
lar seal. For a high downstream pressure, the flow is subsonic in
the exit section and the pressure along the minimum film thick-
ness line is always larger than the one along the maximum film
thickness �P�-1-� and P�-2-� in Fig. 7�a��. This behavior explains the
classical centering Lomakin effect and the static stability of the
annular seal that can be roughly described as

�10�
Figures 8�a� and 8�b� depict the pressure and the Mach number

variations along the seal when the downstream pressure is low and

Fig. 5 Forces in an annular seal

Fig. 6 Centering Lomakin effect for an incompressible flow regime
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the exit section is choked. Figures 9�a� and 9�b� depict the con-
tours of the Mach number inside the unwrapped seal for the same
cases; it can be seen that the exit Mach number is sonic �Mexit
=1� in the minimum film thickness as well as in the maximum
film thickness section. Figures 8�b� and 9 show that the inlet flow
is accelerated at different rates toward the same Mach number in
the exit section. The acceleration of the flow is higher along the
line of minimum film thickness than along the line of maximum
film thickness. This leads to a negative contribution of
P�-1-�-P�-0-�, and for high compressible regimes, even P�-0-�-P�-2-�
can become negative. In this case, the resulting force will have the
same sign as the eccentricity and the Lomakin effect is negative.
The annular seal can be statically unstable if the exit flow is
choked.

Figure 5�a� depicts that for high eccentricities and for Pexit
=1.25 bar the slope of the radial force becomes negative. This
means that the static stiffness has negative values and the effect of
the choked exit section is not dominant anymore. Indeed, Fig. 10
shows that for high eccentricities the exit section is not completely
choked and subsonic flow conditions appear in the vicinity of the
minimum film thickness section.

These conclusions were obtained for isothermal flow. It was
shown that an accelerating high compressible flow cannot be con-
sidered as being isothermal because it naturally lowers its tem-
perature. The results obtained for nonisothermal compressible

flow with adiabatic walls are not presented for brevity, but they
show the same negative Lomakin effect and static instability of
choked annular seals.

Summary and Conclusions
The paper presents the numerical treatment of choked flow in

parallel channels and annular seals. Up to now this problem was
unsolved due to the singularity accompanying these flow condi-
tions in the exit section. The numerical analysis then showed that
under exit choked flow conditions annular seals can be statically
unstable. This means that the radial force arising in a choked
annular seal tends to increase an eccentricity perturbation. This is
opposite to the classical Lomakin centering effect but is not sur-
prising. Indeed, the Lomakin effect was enlightened for incom-
pressible annular seals, and it was shown in this paper that the
effect prevails under weak or mild compressible flow conditions
leading to a subsonic exit section. It is only under choked flow
conditions in the exit section �sonic flow� that the annular seal can
become statically unstable. Nevertheless, Fig. 5�a� shows that the
absolute values of the negative static stiffness are lower than the
values of the static stiffness obtained when the seal is statically
stable.

Fig. 7 Pressure and Mach number variation for a subsonic exit

Fig. 8 Pressure and Mach number variation for a sonic exit
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Nomenclature
C � clearance �m�
cp � specific heat �J/kg/K�

Dh � hydraulic diameter �m�
eX,Y � static eccentricity �m�

f � friction coefficient
H � film thickness �m�
M � adiabatic Mach number, M =V /��P /�

M*
� isothermal Mach number, M*=V /�P /�

ṁ � mass flow rate �Kg/m/s�
L � characteristic length �m�

P � pressure �Pa�
q̇ � wall heat flux, q̇i= �k�T /�y�i, i=R ,S
R � rotor �journal� radius �m�
T � temperature �K�
U � circumferential velocity �m/s�
V � resultant velocity �m/s�
W � axial velocity �m/s�

x=R� � circumferential direction
z � axial direction
� � relative eccentricity, �X,Y =eX,Y /H
� � ratio of specific heats �1.4 for air�

Fig. 9 Mach number variation in the unwrapped annular seal for a choked exit section „blue line: minimum film section; red
line: maximum film section…

Fig. 10 Pressure and Mach number variation in the unwrapped annular seal for Pexit=1.25 bar and �X=0.6 „blue line:
minimum film section; red line: maximum film section…
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 � concentrated inertia coefficient
� � angular coordinate �rad�

 � dynamic viscosity �Pa s�
� � density �kg/m3�
� � shear stress �N/m2�
� � rotation speed �rad/s�
� � linear pressure drop

Subscript
R ,S � rotor, stator
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A Virtual Tool for Prediction of
Turbocharger Nonlinear Dynamic
Response: Validation Against
Test Data
Advances on the modeling of nonlinear rotor-bearing models for prediction of the dy-
namic shaft response of automotive turbochargers (TCs) supported on floating ring bear-
ings (FRBs) are presented. Comprehensive test data for a TC unit operating at a top
speed of 65 krpm serves to validate the model predictions. The static forced performance
of the support FRBs considers lubricant thermal effects, thermal expansion of the shaft
and bearings, and entrance pressure losses due to centrifugal flow effects. The bearing
analysis also yields linearized rotordynamic force coefficients for the inner and outer
lubricant films. These coefficients are used with the rotor model to predict the synchro-
nous response to imbalance and the system natural frequencies and stability. A method
renders an accurate estimation of the test rotor imbalance by using the actual vibration
measurements and influence coefficients derived from predictions using linearized bear-
ing force coefficients. Predicted ring rotational speeds, operating radial clearances, and
lubricant viscosities for the inner and outer films are the main input to the nonlinear time
transient analysis. The nonlinear response model predicts the total shaft motion, with fast
Fourier transforms showing the synchronous response, and amplitudes and whirl fre-
quencies of subsynchronous motions. The predicted synchronous amplitudes are in good
agreement with the measurements, in particular at high shaft speeds. The nonlinear
analysis predicts multiple frequency subsynchronous motions for speeds ranging from
10 krpm to 55 krpm (maximum speed 70 krpm), with amplitudes and frequencies that
correlate well with the test data. The comparisons validate the comprehensive rotor-
bearings model whose ultimate aim is to save TC design time and accelerate product
development. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2436573�

Introduction
In a turbocharger �TC�, hot exhaust gases from the internal

combustion �IC� engine spin a turbine wheel connected through a
shaft to a compressor wheel, thus providing additional air for the
combustion process. TCs are common in diesel engines for auto-
mobiles, trucks and marine applications. Diesel engines have
lower power-to-weight ratio compared to gasoline engines; thus,
turbocharging becomes the most suitable way to improve their
performance �1�.

Figure 1 shows an assembly cut of a typical TC unit. Due to
low production costs and ease of machining, TC assemblies are
commonly supported on engine-oil lubricated floating ring bear-
ings �FRBs� or semi-floating ring bearings �SFRBs�, which are
prone to show one or more subsynchronous motions of large am-
plitude over a wide operating speed range �2–8�.

A typical FRB comprises of a cylindrical sleeve between the
rotor and the bearing housing, thus creating two lubricant films. In
operation, the inner and outer film clearances along with the lu-
bricant viscosity within each film largely determine the FRB
forced performance. Viscous shear in the inner oil film causes the
rotation of the floating ring while shear in the outer oil film retards
its motion. The floating ring spins at a fraction of the rotor veloc-
ity, thus showing reduced overall power losses when compared to
a plain journal bearing �1,3�.

The shaft subsynchronous whirl motions, caused by the shear-

ing of the inner and outer oil films within each bearing, generally
reach a limit cycle which enables the continuous operation of the
TC �8�. Linear stability analyses �4–7� show that the threshold
speed of instability of rotors mounted in FRBs is sensitive to
small changes in the outer film clearance. The speed range of
stable operation increases when the outer film clearance is re-
duced, albeit at the expense of larger drag power losses. In a
SFRB configuration the floating ring is locked by a pin that allows
it to precess but not to rotate, i.e. the outer film acts as a squeeze
film damper.

The adoption of an isothermal flow model to predict the rota-
tional speed in a FRB yields poor results with respect to test data.
Isothermal bearing flow predictions agree with test data only at
low shaft speeds, where thermal effects are not of great impor-
tance �8�. As the shaft speed increases, predicted ring speeds are
much higher than measured ones due to significant variations in
FRB film clearances and effective oil viscosities.

Turbocharger rotordynamic design followed, until recently,
costly test stand iteration due to the lack of accurate and efficient
predictive nonlinear tools. Current research aims to develop test
validated rotordynamic models coupled to realistic bearing force
models �9–14�. The software tool emulates a virtual laboratory,
effectively aiding to design better TC products with increased
reliability in a shorter cycle time.

San Andrés and Kerth �9� present a comprehensive thin film
flow model for prediction of FRB forced response, including a
lumped-parameter thermal energy balance determining the effec-
tive lubricant viscosity and thermal growth of the rotor, bearing,
and floating ring. The predictions for ring speed show a reason-
able correlation to test data obtained for a TC operating with a
thin lubricant and for various feed pressures and inlet tempera-
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tures. In Ref. �10�, a nonlinear rotordynamics program integrates
the FRB model and predicts well the frequency content of the
measured response, although the corresponding amplitudes of ro-
tor motion are too large. The nonlinear model and test data dem-
onstrate the persistence of two subsynchronous whirl frequencies
at approximately 50% of the ring speed and 50% of the ring and
shaft speeds.

Kerth �11� reports shaft motions measured in a TC supported on
FRBs and shows detailed comparisons to predictions from the
bearing and rotordynamic models, respectively �9,10�. San Andrés
et al. �12� present predictions for a TC rotor supported on SFRBs
and comparisons to shaft motion test data collected at the com-
pressor end to speeds as high as 240 krpm. The experimental and
predicted results show that the synchronous �1X� motions are but
a small fraction of the total shaft motion, with large subsynchro-
nous motions being persistent throughout the entire operating
speed range. Predictions of synchronous amplitudes, derived from
the linear and nonlinear rotor-bearing models, are slightly smaller
relative to the test amplitudes, the discrepancy being attributed to
the uncertainty in the actual imbalance mass distribution and its
location. The nonlinear predictions for subsynchronous whirl fre-
quencies agree well with measurements, evidencing that the �lin-
early unstable� shaft motions correspond to excitations of the rotor
conical mode and its harmonics. In Ref. �13�, more successful
correlations of nonlinear rotordynamics predictions to test data for
a different unit TC supported on FRBs further validate the models
and open the path for the implementation of the software as a
virtual design tool by a major TC manufacturer.

This paper presents further progress on the validation, against
test data, of the linear and nonlinear rotor-bearing models in Refs.
�9,10�. Significant improvements in predicting TC shaft motions
are due to the proper prediction of the operating �inner and outer�
film clearances, estimation of the test rotor imbalance distribution,
and characterization of the side loads induced by lubricant feed
pressure. The benchmarking lends credence to the validity of the
integrated computational model.

TC Rotor Model and Free–Free Modes
Figure 2 depicts a photograph of the TC rotor supported on

FRBs, and Fig. 3 shows the rotordynamic structural model com-
prising of 42 finite elements for the rotor, and two elements for

each floating ring bearing. Equivalent imbalance masses are noted
at the center of gravity �CG� of the compressor and turbine
wheels.

Figure 4 presents the measured and predicted first two free–free
mode shapes for the TC rotor. The measurements were obtained
with the rotor at ambient conditions. The predicted and measured
first and second natural frequencies equal 688 Hz and 640 Hz, and
2190 Hz and 2016 Hz, respectively. The good correlation between
test and predicted mode shapes is essential to validate the rotor
structural model.

The FRBs are modeled with an updated version of the flow
model advanced in Ref. �9� and that includes centrifugal pressure
losses into the inner films. The program predicts the FRB static
performance parameters based on the equilibrium state for speci-
fied load and shaft speed ranges. The program also calculates FRB
rotordynamic force coefficients for the inner and outer films,
needed for linear stability analysis �eigenvalues� and prediction of
the synchronous �1X� response to imbalance.

Speeds for Floating Ring Bearings
References �9,11� detail the test rig and experimental procedure,

including the measurement of floating ring rotational speed using
a fiber optic sensor. Shaft speed run up and coast down tests were
performed to a top speed of 65 krpm. The lubricant used is com-
mercial ISO VG 10 oil. The test matrix included three lubricant
feed pressures equal to 158 kPa, 206 kPa, and 272 kPa and vari-

Fig. 1 Schematic view of an automotive turbocharger supported on
floating ring bearings

Fig. 2 Automotive turbocharger: rotor assembly and floating
ring bearings „FRBs…
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ous inlet temperatures, 32–46°C. Pairs of orthogonally posi-
tioned eddy current sensors recorded shaft motions at the com-
pressor and turbine ends for TC operation under cold conditions,
i.e., turbine driven by shop compressed air.

Figure 5 depicts the measured and predicted ring speed ratios
�ratio of ring to shaft rotational speed� for the turbine �top� and
compressor �bottom� FRBs for lubricant feed pressures ranging
from 158 kPa to 272 kPa �23–39 psig� and a nominal inlet tem-
perature of 38°C. In the analysis, the shaft and casing are at the
same temperature as the lubricant feed, as is appropriate for cold
air operating conditions. The highest ring speed ratios, for both
compressor and turbine FRBs, are measured and predicted at the
lowest shaft speeds, decreasing in magnitude as the shaft speed
increases. Note that, at the compressor side FRB, the ring speed
ratio drops suddenly from �40% to�30% shaft speed at
30 krpm. The turbine floating ring shows a steadier decline in its

rotational speed. The experimental results show scattered points at
high shaft speeds, not indicative of faulty data acquisition �DAQ�
but most likely evidencing that the floating rings actually stopped
spinning at the highest shaft speeds. A discussion on this issue
follows later. The predicted ring speeds show little dependence on
the lubricant supply pressure or inlet temperature, as is also evi-
dent in the test data. Note that the predicted ring speeds correlate
poorly with the measurements at low shaft speeds.

Lubricant Exit Temperature and Viscosity
Reference �11� details the measurements of inlet lubricant flow

and feed pressure. The lubricant flow splits into the two floating
ring bearings and the thrust bearing. The predictions below are
based on the global thermal energy balance from all components.
Figure 6 shows predicted and measured lubricant exit tempera-

Fig. 3 Structural FE model of turbocharger rotor and floating ring bearings. Locations of shaft
motion measurements and mass imbalance planes noted. „Dimensions in m….

Fig. 4 Free–free mode shapes for turbocharger rotor—predictions and measurements at room tempera-
ture. „Dimensions in m….
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tures for tests with 206 kPa oil feed pressure and 38°C inlet tem-
perature. The measured temperature is that of the lubricant flow-
ing out of the TC, i.e., representative of the thermal mixing of the
inner and outer film flows. The predictions, agreeing well with the
test data, show a rapid increase in exit temperature as shaft speed
increases ��5°C raise at the top speed of 65 krpm�. The actual
temperature at the discharge of the inner film is difficult to mea-
sure; however, the predictions show a larger temperature rise than
that of the lubricant flow exiting the TC, and which affects the
effective viscosity of the inner fluid film.

Figure 7 depicts effective lubricant viscosities for the inner and
outer films of each FRB versus shaft speed. As the drag �shear�
power increases with speed, the lubricant heats while flowing
through the films and the oil viscosity, a function of temperature,
decreases. Both compressor and turbine side FRBs show similar
effective viscosities for the shaft speed range considered. In the
analysis, thermal expansion of the journal, ring, and bearing hous-
ing are accounted for to predict accurate inner and outer film
clearances at each operating point. The change in operating clear-
ances is due to the heating of the lubricant flowing through the
inner and outer films.

Discussion on Measured Shaft Motions
Figure 8 depicts waterfall graphs of TC shaft motion amplitudes

recorded at the turbine and compressor ends. The horizontal axis
shows the frequency content of the motion while the in-plane axis
depicts the shaft speed. The test data correspond to a lubricant
feed pressure of 206 kPa and inlet temperature of 38°C. The hori-
zontal �X� and vertical �Y� shaft motions are similar in magnitude;
thus for brevity only the motion amplitudes along the vertical
direction are displayed.

The test data amplitudes are shown in dimensionless form rela-
tive to the limit of maximum physical motion at the turbine end.
The waterfalls for shaft speeds ranging from
12.5 krpm to 65 krpm show multiple subsynchronous vibration
components. The subsynchronous frequencies track the synchro-
nous motions at a fraction of the shaft speed, characteristic of oil
whirl in plain cylindrical bearings. Post-processing of the col-
lected fast Fourier transform �FFT� data evidences that the largest
subsynchronous amplitudes concentrate at whirl frequencies be-
tween 50% and 60% of shaft speed, thus denoting a characteristic
instability of the inner film in the FRBs. Other subsynchronous

Fig. 5 Floating ring speed ratios at turbine and compressor side bearings—
predictions and measurements for 38°C oil inlet temperature and increasing feed
pressures
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motions of lesser amplitude appear at �20% of shaft speed. The
lower subsynchronous frequency is characteristic of the outer film
instability. The synchronous �1X� motions are dominant in ampli-
tude throughout the operating speed range when compared to the
subsynchronous motions, except at the top speed �65 krpm� where
the largest amplitude with a whirl frequency at 50% of shaft speed
suddenly appears. These large motions prevented operation at
higher shaft speeds. Most importantly, however, is the realization
that at the top shaft speed the FRBs stopped spinning and locked,
thus generating the large amplitude instability, best known as oil
whip.

Comparisons of synchronous �1X� and subsynchronous motions
for various operating conditions show that the shaft motions do

not depend greatly on the lubricant supply pressure or inlet tem-
perature. Similar conclusions were derived for tests in a TC unit
supported on semi-floating ring bearings �see Ref. �12� for
details�.

Predictions of TC Rotor Stability and Synchronous
Shaft Motions

The rotordynamic eigenvalue analysis relies on the specifica-
tion of the stiffness and damping force coefficients for the inner

Fig. 6 Predictions and measurements of lubricant exit temperature: 38°C lubricant inlet tem-
perature and 206 kPa feed pressure

Fig. 7 Predicted effective lubricant viscosity for inner and outer films of FRBs: 38°C lubricant
inlet temperature, 206 kPa supply pressure
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and outer films at the turbine and compressor FRBs. Figure 9
depicts the predicted damped natural frequencies and mode shapes
for operation with lubricant at feed pressure of 206 kPa and inlet
temperature of 38°C.

The first three predicted critical speeds are at 4 krpm, 20 krpm,
and 67.5 krpm, respectively. The lowest forward mode
�60–90 Hz� is rigid body conical; the second mode �330 Hz� is

Fig. 9 Predicted damped natural frequencies and associated mode shapes: 38°C lubricant
inlet temperature, 206 kPa supply pressure

Fig. 8 Waterfall of measured shaft motions at compressor and turbine ends of TC
rotor: tests at 38°C lubricant inlet temperature and 206 kPa supply pressure
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known as cylindrical bending; and the third is the first elastic rotor
mode. The analysis predicts the rotor conical mode to be unstable
�damping ratio �0� from startup, becoming stable as shaft speed
increases�. This mode shows a significant dependence on the lu-
bricant feed pressure, becoming stable at lower shaft speeds
�30 krpm→0 krpm� as the feed pressure increases. The rotor
cylindrical-bending mode is always unstable, irrespective of the
lubricant feed pressure condition.

As in the experiments, shaft motion predictions—linear and
nonlinear—were obtained at the compressor and turbine ends of
the TC rotor. The synchronous �1X� response relies on the speci-
fication of the actual imbalance distribution on the rotor. The TC
rotor assembly imbalance condition, when evaluated indepen-
dently after the tests were completed, resulted in very poor pre-
dictions �see Ref. �11��. The two-plane imbalance was identified at
a low shaft speed, not representative of the actual test conditions.
Rivadeneira �14� details an ingenious method to estimate the TC
rotor imbalance condition, as derived from the measured ampli-

tudes at one of the high shaft speeds, and using the linear rotor-
dynamics model to generate influence coefficients. The method is
akin to a two-plane balance correction method applied to a com-
putational model.

Figure 10 shows the amplitudes of TC synchronous motion at
the turbine and compressor ends versus shaft speed. In the graphs,
diamond markers represent the experimental results, square mark-
ers correspond to results from the nonlinear rotordynamics analy-
sis, and the solid line depicts results from the linear analysis. A
complete description of the predictions obtained from the nonlin-
ear analysis follows later.

Predictions from the linear analysis show good agreement with
the test data, in particular at shaft speeds below 20 krpm and
greater than 40 krpm. The predicted �cylindrical-bending� critical
speed agrees reasonably well with the measurements. The test
data show a steady reduction of the 1X amplitudes as shaft speed
increases. On the other hand, the linear analysis predictions show
a sudden drop of synchronous amplitudes for shaft speeds ranging

Fig. 10 Measured and predicted synchronous „1X… motions at the turbine and compressor
ends of TC rotor: lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions
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from 20 krpm to 30 krpm, underpredicting the measurements.
Note that at the critical speed the linear analysis predictions are

larger than the amplitudes predicted by the nonlinear analysis,
thus evidencing less damping. The amplitudes of synchronous
motion predicted by the nonlinear model do not evidence the criti-
cal speed because at low shaft speeds the total motion includes a
rather large amplitude subsynchronous component that obscures
the synchronous response �see Fig. 11�.

Nonlinear Predictions of Shaft Motion and Comparison
to Test Data

Linear rotordynamic analyses are restricted to predicting the
synchronous �1X� response to imbalance, and not the amplitudes
and multiple �subsynchronous� frequency components of shaft
motion. In the transient response analysis, the equations of motion
of the TC rotor system are numerically integrated with the non-
linear FRB reaction forces being calculated at each time step. The

nonlinear analysis was conducted for shaft speeds ranging from
10 krpm �167 Hz� to 70 krpm �1167 Hz� and lasting a suffi-
ciently “long time” to warrant the prediction of a quasi-steady-
state motion condition. The results that follow were obtained us-
ing a total integration time of 1 s and 12,800 time steps, resulting
in a time step equal to 78 �s. The maximum frequency span
equals 6400 Hz with a minimum frequency step of 12.5 Hz. From
the full set of transient results, only the quasi-steady-state portion
is analyzed �last 1024 points=0.080 s�. Below, shaft motion am-
plitudes along the vertical �Y� direction are presented relative to
the physical limit of conical motion at the turbine side of the TC
rotor.

Figure 11 shows the waterfall of predicted shaft amplitudes of
motion as shaft speed increases. The horizontal and vertical axes
display the frequencies and amplitudes of shaft motion, respec-
tively. The nonlinear analysis predicts subsynchronous motions
for shaft speeds ranging from 10 krpm to 55 krpm. The test data

Fig. 11 Waterfall of predicted vertical shaft motions at the turbine and compressor ends of TC
rotor. Lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions
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on the other hand, shows subsynchronous vibrations along the
entire operating speed range �12.5–65 krpm�. The waterfalls of
shaft motion for the tests and predictions make evident a complex
rotor response, rich in subsynchronous activity. There are large
differences in vibration signature between the compressor and tur-
bine shaft ends since the TC assembly center of mass is very close
to the turbine end FRB, thus determining dissimilar static loads on
the compressor and turbine side bearings.

In a post-processing analysis, total shaft motion �pk–pk� ampli-
tudes are determined from the limit cycle orbits. Figure 12 depicts
the predicted and measured total shaft motion at the turbine and
compressor ends. The largest total motion amplitudes are notori-
ous at the lowest shaft speeds ��20 krpm�. At higher speeds, the
amplitudes of total motion decrease rapidly with increasing shaft
speed, in particular at the compressor end. The slightly smaller
test data that predicted total motion at speeds below 20 krpm may

be attributed to the poorly predicted synchronous �1X� amplitudes.
Note that for shaft speeds above 55 krpm, the predicted response
is purely synchronous �see Fig. 11�. On the other hand, the test
data show large total motion amplitudes �see Fig. 8�. There is
excellent correlation of subsynchronous predictions to test data for
shaft speeds ranging from 25 krpm to 60 krpm. Note that in spite
of the large synchronous �1X� and subsynchronous amplitudes in
the test data and predictions, the amplitudes of total shaft motion
are well below the physical limit.

The test data and predictions are filtered to capture the ampli-
tude and frequency of the peak responses. The threshold ampli-
tude for the analysis is 3% of the physical limit. Figures 13 and 14
display the measured and predicted amplitudes of subsynchronous
motions versus shaft speed and whirl frequency ratio �WFR�, re-
spectively. WFR denotes the ratio of subsynchronous whirl fre-

Fig. 12 Predicted and measured total shaft motion at the turbine and compressor ends of TC
rotor: lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions
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quency to shaft synchronous speed frequency. For brevity, the
results are shown only for the compressor end of the TC rotor. In
the graphs, diamond and square markers denote the test data and
nonlinear predictions, respectively. The test data and predictions
show the largest amplitudes of subsynchronous motions occurring
at low shaft speeds ��20 krpm� for both compressor and turbine
ends of the rotor. Note that the test data show more subsynchro-
nous activity than the predictions. At shaft speeds �20 krpm, the
measured and predicted amplitudes of subsynchronous motion

reach amplitudes equivalent to 10% of the physical limit. Pre-
dicted amplitudes are slightly lower than the measurements at
shaft speeds above 35 krpm. In general, the predictions and test
data show similar trends as shaft speed increases. The measure-
ments indicate that most subsynchronous activity �largest ampli-
tudes� occurs in the range of 90–150 Hz, closely corresponding
with the conical mode of vibration. On the other hand, the predic-
tions show the largest amplitudes at a low WFR, roughly at 50%
of the floating ring rotational speed.

Fig. 13 Amplitude of subsynchronous motions „Y direction… versus shaft speed at the com-
pressor end of TC rotor: lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions

Fig. 14 Amplitude of subsynchronous motions „Y direction… versus whirl frequency ratio at
the compressor end of TC rotor: lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions
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Figure 15 depicts the filtered subsynchronous frequencies of
motion versus shaft speed. The top and bottom graphs correspond
to motions at the turbine and compressor ends of the TC rotor,
respectively. Diamond and square markers denote the experimen-
tal data and nonlinear predictions, respectively. The graphs also
include the predicted damped natural frequencies from the linear
analysis and the measured ring speeds. At low shaft speeds, below
30 krpm, the measured subsynchronous frequencies at the com-
pressor end of the TC rotor are related to the line that tracks 50%
of the ring rotational speed, thus evidencing the instability of the
outer film in the FRB. The nonlinear analysis predicts subsynchro-
nous motions with whirl frequency at 50% of the ring plus shaft
speeds. This motion is evident in the test data only at the com-
pressor end of the rotor and for shaft speeds below 25 krpm and

above 55 krpm. In general, the tests shows the excitation of two
subsynchronous whirl frequencies; the first one with frequencies
ranging from 60 Hz to 200 Hz and the second one with frequen-
cies ranging from 130 Hz to 500 Hz.

Closure
The paper presents progress on the validation, against test data,

of linear and nonlinear rotordynamic models built to predict the
dynamic shaft response of TC rotors supported on FRBs. The
ultimate goal is to develop a virtual tool for optimizing turbo-
charger designs and minimize product development.

The present results show significant improvements in predicting
TC shaft motions, in particular with the implementation of a two-

Fig. 15 Predicted and measured subsynchronous whirl frequencies versus shaft speed „tur-
bine and compressor rotor ends…: lubricant at 38°C and 206 kPa supply conditions
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plane balance method with model derived influence coefficients
that renders accurate estimation of the tested rotor imbalance. The
linear model yields accurate predictions of the synchronous re-
sponse to imbalance, in particular at the highest shaft speeds. As
in the test data, waterfall spectra of the predicted �nonlinear� shaft
motions at the compressor and turbine ends of the TC rotor show
multiple frequency subsynchronous motions along the test shaft
speed range. The predicted amplitudes and frequencies of subsyn-
chronous motions are in good agreement with the measurements
within specific ranges of operating shaft speed.

Further nonlinear predictions using the measured �actual� rota-
tional speeds for the FRBs lead to a much improved correlation
with the test data �see Ref. �14��. The simulations demonstrate that
the floating rings stopped spinning at high shaft speeds and be-
came locked. Hence then the onset of the large amplitude insta-
bility at 50% of shaft speed eached the top shaft speed �see Fig.
8�. These results will be presented in a future publication.
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A New Bump-Type Foil Bearing
Structure Analytical Model
A gas bearing of bump foil type comprises an underlying structure made of one or several
strips of corrugated sheet metal covered by a top foil surface. The fluid film pressure
needs to be coupled with the behavior of the structure for obtaining the whole bearing
characteristics. Unlike in classical elasto-aerodynamic models, a foil bearing (FB) struc-
ture has a very particular behavior due to friction interfaces, bump interactions, and
nonisotropic stiffness. Some authors have studied this complex behavior with the help of
three-dimensional finite element simulations. These simulations evidenced a lack of reli-
able analytical models that can be easily implemented in a FB prediction code. The
models found in the literature tend to overestimate the foil flexibility because most of
them do not consider the interactions between bumps that are highly important. The
present work then develops a model that describes the FB structure as a multidegree of
freedom system of interacting bumps. Each bump includes three degrees of freedom
linked with elementary springs. The stiffnesses of these springs are analytically expressed
so that the model can be adjusted for any dimensions and material properties. Once the
stiffness matrix of the whole FB structure is obtained, the entire static system is solved
taking friction into account. Despite its relative simplicity, comparisons with finite ele-
ments simulations for various static load distributions and friction coefficients show a
good correlation. This analytical model has been integrated into a foil bearing prediction
code. The load capacity of a first generation foil bearing was then calculated using this
structure model as well as other simplified theoretical approaches. Significant differences
were observed, revealing the paramount influence of the structure on the static and
dynamic characteristics of the foil bearing. Some experimental investigations of the static
stiffness of the structure were also realized for complete foil bearings. The structure
reaction force was calculated for a shaft displacement with zero rotation speed, using
either the multidegree of freedom model or the usual stiffness formulas. The comparisons
between theoretical and experimental results also tend to confirm the importance of
taking into account the bump interactions in determining the response of the structure.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2747638�

Introduction
A bump-type foil bearing is a gas bearing constituted of one or

several corrugated sheets covered by one or several smooth
sheets. Over the past 20 years considerable advancements have
been achieved in the solution of the compressible Reynolds equa-
tion. However the lack of knowledge of the structure static and
dynamic behavior constitutes the main problem in foil bearings
prediction codes. Due to the strong coupling that exists between
the fluid film and the structure, numerical predictions of the per-
formance of such bearings can still be inaccurate.

Numerous authors attempted to study this structure either ex-
perimentally or theoretically. Static experimental investigations
were made by Ku and Heshmat �1� on a flat bump strip. The static
load deflection characteristics of a complete foil bearing consti-
tuted of a multistage bump layer were measured by Heshmat �2�.
More recently Rubio and San Andres conducted the most com-
plete analysis of a foil bearing static structural stiffness and de-
veloped an analytical model of the structural foil bearing response
�3�.

The first theoretical model of a single bump static stiffness was
given by Wallowit and Anno �4� and used by Heshmat et al. as-
suming a zero friction coefficient �5�. The model is still attractive
and was recently used by Peng and Khonsari �6,7�. A more elabo-
rate structural deflection model of a complete bump strip using the

shell theory and considering friction was then presented by Ku
and Heshmat �8�. Carpino et al. studied the effects of membrane
stresses in the prediction of foil bearing performance �9� and de-
veloped a finite element formulation for foil bearings with Peng
and Talmage supported by an elastic foundation �10–12�. A sec-
ond formulation for the single bump static stiffness was given by
Iordanoff considering friction between the corrugated sheet and
the shell housing and using different boundary conditions for the
welded and nonwelded bumps �13�. Finite element structural cal-
culations were also used by some authors either to couple the
structural deflections to a gas thrust bearing prediction code �14�
or to study more accurately the static behavior of the bump strip
layer �15,16�.

All these different approaches are of great interest for improv-
ing the understanding of the bump type foil structure behavior and
for rendering more accurate foil bearing prediction codes. How-
ever, the analytical formulas found in the literature tend to over-
estimate the foil flexibility because most of them do not consider
the interactions between bumps that are highly important. In this
paper, a new static structural model considering the structure as a
multidegree of freedom model is presented. Finite element simu-
lations and experimental tests data are then used to validate this
model.

Theoretical Analysis

Foil Bearing Structure Discretization. In order to simplify the
presentation, a strip constituted of two bumps is first considered
�Fig. 1�. The height of the bump strip layer is supposed to be small
compared to the radius of the bearing so that the curvature effects
can be neglected. The main idea of the model is to consider the
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continuous structure as a discrete one with a restricted number of
nodes. The nodes are linked by springs whose stiffness will be
analytically expressed �Fig. 2�. The model depicted in Fig. 2 has
6 degrees of freedom, namely two vertical displacements �v1 ,v3�
and four horizontal displacements �u1–u4�. This is the minimum
required for enlightening the coupling between two successive
bumps. The elementary characteristics of the bump strip model
are the stiffnesses ki and the transmission force angle �d.

The elementary stiffnesses ki can be calculated by energetic
methods for imposed boundary conditions. These boundary con-
ditions have a non-negligible impact on the static response of the
structure. Two kinds of boundary conditions will be used for the

extremity nodes of the arcs: free rotation or no rotation �Fig. 3�.
When the actual structure is subjected to a static load, neither of
these conditions is fully respected. Nevertheless, it is possible to
differentiate in the actual continuous structure the regions of slight
and important rotations. As presented in Fig. 3, finite element
simulations were used to identify these zones. It clearly appears
that the last bump of the strip, i.e., the bump located at the free
end, must be considered separately. For all the other ones, the
elementary stiffnesses are calculated with the boundary conditions
depicted in Figs. 4–7. The calculation of the stiffnesses k1 and k3
of the last bump uses different boundary conditions shown in Figs.
8 and 9. Their analytical expressions are then different and to
distinguish them they will be noted as k1bis and k3bis in the
following.

As depicted in Fig. 3, the nodes located at the interface between
two bumps �Node 2� have no rotation. The forces transmit from
one bump to another through these nodes. Definitions of the trans-
mission force angles are given in Figs. 10 and 11, as well as the
boundary conditions used in their calculation. The transmission
force angle of the last bump will be treated separately and will be
noted �dbis. Theoretically the last bump should have two different
transmission force angles because one extremity node should be
considered with no rotation and the other one should be consid-
ered with free rotation. However these conditions complicate the
calculations and the authors have verified that they do not affect
significantly the results of the model.

Calculation of Elementary Characteristics. The elementary
stiffnesses and transmission force angles are determined by using
the energetic method. First the bending moments and normal

Fig. 1 Two bumps strip

Fig. 2 The six DOF model

Fig. 3 Boundary conditions for calculating the elementary
stiffness

Fig. 4 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k1

Fig. 5 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k2
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loads are calculated in all regions of the elementary structures as
shown in Figs. 4–11. Then the elastic deformation energy is cal-
culated �17,18�

U =�
0

l � M2

2DL
+

N2

2SE
�dl �1�

Once the expression of the elastic deformation energy is ob-
tained, Castigliano’s theorem is used to calculate the expressions
either of the elementary spring stiffnesses or of the transmission
force angles. These calculations, which are classical strength of
materials problems, are quite long and they are not fully detailed

in this paper. It is worthwhile to note that this effort of analytical
calculation has to be done only once for a given type of corru-
gated bump sheet �here with circular cylinders�. Indeed the el-
ementary characteristics obtained are valid for any dimensions
�arc length, bump angle, etc.� and materials used.

The expressions of the elementary characteristics are given
hereafter. For more clarity f i and Ci stand for f i��0� and Ci��0�.
These functions are detailed in Appendices A and B

k1 = � R

2DL
�2f1��0/2� + f2C1� +

R

2SE
�2f4��0/2��	−1

�2�

k1bis = �Rf1��0/2�
DL

+
Rf4��0/2�

SE
	−1

�3�

k2 = �Rf1

DL
+

Rf4

SE
	−1

�4�

k3 = � R

DL
�2f6 + f7C2� +

R

SE
�f4� +

1

2DL
�2f8 + f9C2� +

ls

SE
	−1

�5�

k3bis = � 1

2DL
�4Rf6 + Rf10C3 + Rf15C3 + 2f8 + f13C3�

+
1

SE
�Rf4 + ls�	−1

�6�

k4 = � R

2DL
�2f6 −

f7
2

2�0
� +

Rf4

2SE
	−1

�7�

�d = tan−1�− � R

DL
�2f17 −

f19
2

2�0
� +

Rf4

SE
	
� R

DL
� f18 −

f19f20

2�0
�

−
Rf12

SE
	� �8�

�dbis = tan−1�− �R3f21

DL
+

Rf4

SE
	
�R3f22

DL
−

Rf12

SE
	� �9�

Stiffness Matrix of the Whole Structure. The global stiffness
matrix of the whole structure is derived from the expression of the
potential energy. To determine this potential energy, the elonga-
tion of the elementary springs needs to be expressed. For more
clarity these elongations will be first expressed for the strip con-

Fig. 6 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k3

Fig. 7 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k4

Fig. 8 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k1bis

Fig. 9 Calculation of the elementary stiffness k3bis
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stituted of two bumps having the same elementary characteristics
ki and �d shown in Fig. 2. Then the results will be extended to the
general case of n bumps with the last bump having different el-
ementary characteristics kibis and �dbis.

The elongations of the eight springs are depicted in Fig. 2. The
model is considered to be linear, i.e., the final configuration is
close from the initial configuration. Hence the eight elongations
are

�l1 = u1 �l5 = u3 − u1

�l2 = u1c − v1s �l6 = u3c − v3s − u2c

�l3 = u2c − u1c − v1s �l7 = u4c − u3c − v3s

�l4 = u2 �l8 = u4 − u2 �10�

where c stands for cos��d� and s stands for sin��d�. The potential
energy is then calculated

Epot = 1
2 �k1��l2

2 + �l3
2 + �l6

2 + �l7
2� + k2��l4

2 + �l8
2� + k3�l5

2 + k4�l1
2�

�11�
This leads to

Epot = 1
2 �k1�2u1

2c2 + 2v1
2s2 + 2u2

2c2 + 2u3
2c2 + 2v3

2s2 + u4
2c2 − 2u1u2c2

− 2v1u2cs − 2u2u3c2 + 2u2v3cs − 2u3u4c2 − 2v3u4cs�

+ k2�2u2
2 + u4

2 − 2u2u4� + k3�u1
2 − 2u1u3 + u3

2� + k4u1
2� �12�

For a linear system, the potential energy is a quadratic form of
the stiffness matrix �19�. The static behavior of the system is
depicted by the equation KX=F. For the sample case of two iden-
tical bumps, this system can be expressed

Fig. 10 Calculation of the transmission force angle �d

Fig. 11 Calculation of the transmission force angle �dbis
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2c2k1 + k3 + k4 0 − c2k1 − k3 0 0

0 2s2k1 − csk1 0 0 0

− c2k1 − csk1 2c2k1 + 2k2 − c2k1 csk1 − k2

− k3 0 − c2k1 2c2k1 + k3 0 − c2k1

0 0 csk1 0 2s2k1 − csk1

0 0 − k2 − c2k1 − csk1 c2k1 + k2

� · 
u1

v1

u2

u3

v3

u4

� = F �13�

For the general case of n bumps, the vector of generalized
coordinates is defined as

X = �u1 v1 u2 ¯ u2n−1 v2n−1 u2n�T �14�
The global stiffness matrix can be seen as the sum of two ma-

trices. The first one represents the stiffness of the bumps taken
individually, and the second one represents the coupling between
the bumps

K = KIND + KCOUP �15�

These matrices are given in Fig. 12 for the general case of n
bumps. The last blocks of the matrices are different from the
others due to the different transmission force angle �dbis and stiff-
nesses k1bis, k3bis of the last bump.

Integration of Friction—Numerical Procedure. Friction is
taken into account by imposing external loads opposed to the
horizontal displacements ui of the bumps. The magnitude of these
loads is given by Coulomb’s law. The normal loads at the bottom
of the bumps are calculated by static equilibrium with the simpli-
fying assumption of no friction, which does not affect signifi-
cantly the results of the model.

At the beginning of the procedure all the horizontal displace-

ments are supposed to be oriented from the fixed end to the free
end of the strip as shown in Fig. 2. The initial external load vector
can then be expressed for the general case of n bumps

F = �− �F1 F1 − ��F1/2 + F2/2� ¯ − �Fn Fn − ��Fn/2��T

�16�
In the actual foil bearing structure, horizontal displacements of

the bumps can be oriented either toward the free end, the fixed
end, or they can be zero �stick condition� depending on the pres-
sure load profile. To test the stick condition and to find the actual
direction of the horizontal displacements, an algorithm constituted
of five steps is used:

�1� Initial conditions: all the horizontal displacements ui are
considered to be positives �oriented towards the free end�;

�2� System resolution: the matrix system KX=F is solved using
a rapid direct method �K is symmetric�;

�3� Check of the direction of the horizontal displacements:
from the fixed end, every direction of horizontal displace-
ment of the nodes is checked. When a node is found to have
changed displacement direction, the sign of the friction re-
action force is modified in the load vector F, the checking

Fig. 12 Stiffness matrices
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process is stopped, and the algorithm goes to Step 4. If
there is no change found, this means that a convenient load
vector F was imposed and the algorithm stops and exits the
loop.

�4� System resolution: the matrix system KX=F is solved
again; and

�5� Check of stick condition: if the node whose friction force
has just been modified in the Step 3 change of direction of
displacement again, this means that the friction force im-
posed at this node is definitely greater than the springs re-
action force acting at this node. In this case this node is
considered to be stuck and the system loses 1 degree of
freedom �modification of K and F�. If this stick condition is
encountered the algorithm goes to Step 1 and the process is
repeated for a system with n−1 degrees of freedom. If not,
the algorithm goes back to Step 3 and the check of the
directions of displacement continues from the last modified
node toward the free end.

Integration of the Model in a Foil Bearing Prediction Code.
An existing gas bearing prediction code has been adapted to in-
clude the structural deformation of foil air bearings. This code
allows the numerical solution of the compressible Reynolds equa-
tion in the frame of the finite volumes method of discretization.
An original aspect of the numerical solution is a new upwind
procedure borrowed from aerodynamics �20�.

The coupling between the fluid film and the deformable struc-
ture takes place in the expression of the film thickness. Most of
the results present in the literature use a bump static stiffness KS to
calculate this film thickness

hi = C0 − C0� cos��i − �� +
Pi − Pref

KS
�17�

Frequently this static stiffness is determined for a single bump
without taking into account the interactions between the bumps.
To express this static stiffness, formulas of Heshmat �5� �Eq. �18��
and of Iordanoff �13� �Eq. �19�� are widely used

KS =
Et3

2s0�1 − �2�l0
3 �18�

KS
fw =

Et3 sin3��0�
12l0

3s0J��,�0��1 − ��2 , KS
ff =

Et3 sin3��0�
6l0

3s0I��,���1 − ��2

�19�

KS
fw and KS

ff are, respectively, the bump stiffness per unit area
for the fixed-free end bump and for the free-free end bumps �see
Ref. �13� for the definition of the I and J geometrical functions�.

In contrast to these approaches, the present model doesn’t en-
able the use of a constant stiffness. As it will be shown in the
second part of the paper, some combinations of dry friction values
and load distributions can lead to upward displacements near the
fixed end of the structure. Consequently, the use of a constant
stiffness is not really adapted to describe the behavior of such a
structure.

Since the model developed in this paper directly gives the dis-
placements of the top of the bumps, its integration in the foil
bearing code is relatively simple. The average pressure on a bump
is calculated for each iteration step in the resolution of the Rey-
nolds equation. These loads are then applied to the structural
model which gives in return the vertical �or radial� displacements
of the top of the bumps �vi�. The deflections of the structure �i can
then be expressed in the center of the mesh cells by linear inter-
polation. The expression of the film thickness follows

hi = C0 − C0� cos��i − �� + �i �20�

�i can be either positive �downward displacements� or in some
cases negative �upward displacements�.

Theoretical Results

Comparisons With Finite Elements Results. Finite element
simulations have been performed for a structure made of ten
bumps and of a deformable top foil. The finite element model is
fully described in Ref. �16�. The values of the geometrical char-
acteristics and of the elastic properties of the material are the same
as in Refs. �6,21� and are given in Table 1. Four load distributions
have been considered: uniform, decreasing, increasing and
increasing/decreasing as shown in Fig. 13. For all cases, the total
equivalent force is the same as the one generated by a uniform
pressure of 2 ·105 Pa. Outputs of the finite element model are the
vertical displacements of the top of the bumps.

These results are represented in Fig. 13 and are compared to the
displacements obtained either with the “NDOF model” or with
formulas from Refs. �5,13�. Bump number 1 is located at the fixed
end of the strip, whereas bump number 10 is located at the free
end. The vertical axis represents the vertical displacements of the
top of the bumps. A downward displacement, i.e., following the
load direction, is positive and an upward displacement is negative.
The case with a uniform pressure distribution is purely theoretical
and cannot occur in a real loaded foil bearing. The most represen-
tative case of pressure distribution on a single strip foil bearing is
likely to be the increasing/decreasing one �Fig. 13�d��.

A good correlation is obtained between finite element results
and the structural NDOF model for various load distributions.
This tends to validate the above presented theoretical analysis.
Moreover the need of considering the bump interactions in the
structural response is clearly evidenced in these figures. The stiff-
ness formulas, which seem much more adapted than the NDOF
model to describe the behavior of a single bump, give results very
far from the finite element simulations when a complete strip is
considered. By neglecting the bumps interactions they render a
much more deformable structure which will influence the whole
foil bearing response as presented in the following.

It is important to note that the top foil effects are not considered
in the NDOF model. Although this top foil is modeled as a de-
formable shell in the finite element simulation, its effect does not
appear clearly in Fig. 13. Indeed the top foil mainly affects the
structural deflections between the bumps which are not repre-
sented in the figures. In the following, the structural deflection
between two adjacent bumps is considered to be linear. However,
in a real foil bearing structure as well as in the finite element
simulations, the top foil evidences a wavy shape between the
bumps. This shape can affect the pressure distribution and thus the
static and dynamic performances of the bearing. To obtain more
accurate predictions of the entire foil bearing performances the
top foil should be considered by using either an analytical model
or a finite element formulation. The top foil could also be inte-
grated directly to the NDOF model by adding some more nodes
and elementary springs between the tops of the bumps.

Influence on a Foil Bearing Load Capacity. The load capac-
ity of the air foil bearing described in Table 1 has been calculated
for a rotating speed of 30,000 rpm. The fixed end of the bump foil
strip was located at the opposite of the shaft radial displacement.

The load versus eccentricity curves are plotted in Fig. 14 for the
three models. The load capacity of a rigid bearing of 31.8 �m
clearance �infinite structural stiffness� is also represented. It can
be seen that the load capacity of the foil bearing is greatly affected
by the choice of the structural model. This was clearly explained
by Kim and San Andres �21,22� based on the fact that the gas foil
bearing combines in series the gas film and structural stiffnesses.
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Thus when the gas film stiffness increases, i.e., at extremely high
speeds, the structural stiffness is the only commanding one in the
actual operation of foil bearings

1

KFB
=

1

Kf
+

1

KS
⇒ KFB

Kf→	
= KS �21�

For low structural stiffness values, as the ones given by the
single bump formulas, the eccentricity necessary for balancing the
static load is more important than the one obtained with the

NDOF model. At high eccentricities, the difference between the
results issued from the stiffness formulas and the NDOF model
can reach 100%. It is also interesting to note that the influence of
the structure becomes significant only for relative eccentricity val-
ues larger than 0.5.

Experimental Validation

Experimental Procedure. Static load tests have been con-
ducted on four foil bearings of first generation �see Ref. �23� for
the definition of FB generations� �Fig. 15�. The dimensions of

Table 1 Dimensions and materials of the bump type foil
bearing

L �mm� 38.1
DFB �mm� 19.05
C0 ��m� 31.8
Number of strips 1
Number of bumps 26
t ��m� 102
s0 �mm� 4.572
l0 �mm� 1.778
ls �mm� 1.016
h0 �mm� 0.508
�0 �deg� 31.9
E �GPa� 214
� 0.29
� 0.1

Fig. 13 Bumps deflection for various load distributions

Fig. 14 The influence of the structure on the foil bearing load
capacity
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these bearings have been measured and are the same as depicted
in Table 1. Proximity probes of 0.08 �m resolution were mounted
on the bearing housing, facing the shaft. These two sensors were
equally spaced from the midplane of the bearing and allowed to
get a mean displacement value independent of the bearing mis-
alignment. A static load was imposed on the floating bearing with
a screw/nut system.

The coordinate system of the bearing and the angular location
of the spot weld are shown in Fig. 16. Two spot welds location
have been tested, the first one at 180 deg �upward as in Fig. 16�
and the second one at 270 deg. The static loading was horizontal,
i.e., at 90 deg and 270 deg, without dismounting the probes. The
load versus displacement curves evidenced an interval with low or
zero stiffness. This interval was considered to be approximately
twice the nominal clearance of the bearing �24�. Clearance is a
term which is unsuitable to describe the geometry of a foil bearing
since there is often a preload between the foil structure and the
shaft. However this notion of clearance is still helpful to compute
the foil bearing static or dynamic response.

The maximum tested load was approximately 200 N which cor-
responds to a reasonable value given by the manufacturer, not to
be exceeded in further experiments with a rotating shaft �specific
pressure 20 psi�. The load incremental variation was roughly 10 N
�less for the softer region�. Due to the presence of dry friction and
adhesion phenomena in the foil bearing structure, loading and
unloading curves were not really identical. To obtain a single
curve which can be compared to numerical results, mean displace-
ment values were calculated from the loading and unloading
curves.

Code Modification. The foil bearing prediction code can com-
pute the top bumps displacement from the pressure profile of the
aerodynamic film. The contact problem between a shaft at rest and
the structure is more delicate to deal with. Two solutions can be
envisaged: to impose a static load to the shaft or to impose a
displacement to the shaft. If the stiffness of each bump is known
�formulas from Refs. �5,13� for instance�, the solution of the im-
posed load problem is conceivable. However with the NDOF
structural model, the stiffness of the bumps is unknown and de-
pends on the bumps interactions and friction direction. Therefore
the determination of the load distribution on each bump is a dif-
ficult problem and the contact problem will be treated with the
imposed displacement formulation.

Heshmat Formula. Using the Heshmat formula �5�, each dis-
crete cell of the mesh has the same static stiffness KS. The relative
eccentricities of the shaft �X and �Y, as well as the initial radial
clearance C0 are inputs data. For every angle �i �see Fig. 16�, the
foil deflection is given by

���i� = C0�x cos��i� + C0�y sin��i� − C0 �22�
A negative deflection means that there is no contact between the

foil and the shaft. In this case the actual deflection of the foil has
to be zero. The actual deflection is thus defined as

���i� = max�C0��x cos��i� + �y sin��i� − 1�,0� �23�
Calculation of the reaction forces of the structure is then imme-

diate

FX = �
i

KS���i�cos��i�Si �24�

FY = �
i

KS���i�sin��i�Si �25�

The assumption of an identical stiffness for the whole structure
renders an isotropic bearing. Hence there will be no cross-
coupling stiffness of the structure with this model.

Iordanoff Formula. The Iordanoff formula �13� model was
studied by Rubio and San Andres �3�. The only differences be-
tween this model and the Heshmat model are that the stiffness is
not the same for the first bump and the other ones and can be a
function of the actual height of the bumps

h0
*��i� = h0 − ���i� �26�

where ���i� is defined in Eq. �23�.
Reaction forces of the structure are then

FX = �
i

KS��i����i�cos��i�Si �27�

FY = �
i

KS��i����i�sin��i�Si �28�

If the first bump is not in contact with the shaft there will be no
cross coupling stiffness of the structure for this model too.

NDOF Model. Contrary to the two other models, the NDOF
approach does not give a direct link between the foil deflection
and the structure restoring force. With this model it is necessary to
find the loads on each bump that will cause the foil to take the
exact shape of the shaft. An iterative procedure is thus needed.

The initial deflections of the bumps due to the shaft displace-
ment are given by

v��b� = max�C0��x cos��b� + �y sin��b� − 1�,0� �29�

where �b is the angular position of the tops of the bumps and
v��b� correspond to v1 and v3 in Fig. 2. At this stage the horizon-
tal displacements ui are neglected.

Then the elongations of the k1 springs, which are the only ones
that will give a vertical reaction force, are calculated. For each

Fig. 15 Experimental static load tests

Fig. 16 Coordinate system of the foil bearing
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bump, these elongations are noted �lb1 for the left spring k1 and
�lb2 for the other one. Hence, the radial reaction force of a bump
is

Fb = k1 sin��d���lb1 + �lb2� �30�
These loads can be used as inputs in the NDOF model. Once

the resolution of the model is performed, the angular position of
the top of the bumps has changed due to nonzero horizontal dis-
placements ui. The above procedure is then repeated taking into
account the horizontal displacements in the calculation of the
springs elongations. These successive iterations continue until the
convergence of the reaction forces. As an example, the load dis-
tribution on the bumps is presented in Fig. 17 for the bearing
described in Table 1.

Reaction forces of the whole bearing structure are then easily
calculated

FX = �
b

Fb cos��b� �31�

FY = �
b

Fb sin��b� �32�

Contrary to the two previous models a cross-coupling stiffness
of the structure can be obtained with this model.

Comparisons Between Experimental and Theoretical
Results. Experimental and theoretical results of the static loading
of one foil bearing are given in Figs. 18 and 19. From a qualitative
point of view these curves can be related to those obtained by
Rubio and San Andres �3�. However their bearing was a second
generation bearing constituted of a single top foil but with five
bump strips around the bearing sleeve �each strip had five bumps
making a total of 25 bumps�. With several short strips, it is likely
to get more sliding bumps than with a single strip of 26 bumps.
Their structure was then softer than the one considered in this
paper which renders a quantitative comparison not possible.

When the shaft does not move toward the welding point of the
bump foil �Fig. 18� a good correlation between experiments and

the NDOF model is obtained. As stated before, the formulas from
Refs. �5,13� seem to underestimate the structure stiffness by ne-
glecting the bumps interactions. The same tendency is also de-
picted in Fig. 19 when the shaft moves toward the opposite side of
the weld spot.

An interesting point is that all bearings tested were softer when
the weld spot was loaded. Contrary to the results obtained with the
models using formulas from Refs. �5,13�, this characteristic also
appears, in a less significant way, with the NDOF model. Indeed
even if the first bumps of the strip are really stiff, the last ones are
really soft �see Fig. 17�.

Summary and Conclusions
An analytical model of the whole corrugated sheet has been

presented in this paper. Unlike most of the analytical formulas
found in the literature, this model takes into account the interac-
tions between the bumps which leads to a stiffer foil bearing struc-
ture. Depending on the load distribution and on the friction coef-
ficient, the tangential displacements can be either oriented toward
the free end or toward the fixed end of the strip. In the case of
stick conditions, the tangential displacements can also be zero. In
the same way, the vertical �radial� displacement of the top of the
bumps can be either oriented upward or downward. An upward
displacement can occur in some conditions even if the bump is
�lightly� loaded. The definition of a stiffness formula independent
of the load distribution seems then to be inappropriate to correctly
describe the static behavior of the structure.

The results of the analytical model have been compared with
finite element simulations for a corrugated sheet constituted of ten
bumps. Four load distributions have been evaluated analytically
assuming a friction coefficient of 0.1. In all the cases the results of
the NDOF model agreed well with the FE simulations. The single
stiffness formulas tend to underestimate the structure rigidity by
neglecting the load distribution and the interactions between the
bumps. The structural effects on the foil bearing load capacity
were also presented. As expected, the characteristics of the bear-
ing are greatly affected by the structural model.

Finally an experimental procedure has been used to validate
these theoretical results. The numerical code has also been modi-
fied to compute the whole bearing structure reaction force in re-
sponse to a nonrotating shaft displacement and the theoretical and
experimental results correlate.

Apart from taking into account the interactions between bumps
the present model can be easily applied to other types of corru-
gated sheets by determining new analytical elementary character-
istics ki and �d. It is also intended that the formulation in terms of
stiffness matrix should be extended to a dynamic structural model
able to deal with dissipative effects.

Fig. 17 Load distribution on the bumps

Fig. 18 Bearing structure static loading—spot weld location:
180 deg

Fig. 19 Bearing structure static loading—spot weld location:
270 deg
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Nomenclature
c 
 cosine of the transmission force angle

�=cos��d��
cbis 
 cosine of the last bump transmission force

angle �=cos��dbis��
Ci 
 functions defined in Appendix B
C0 
 initial bearing clearance �m�
D 
 flexural rigidity of a shell �=Et3 /12�1−�2��

�N m�
DFB 
 foil bearing diameter �m�

E 
 bump foils Young’s modulus �Pa�
Epot 
 potential energy �N m�

f i 
 functions defined in Appendix A
F 
 External load vector �N�

Fb 
 load applied on the bump b �N�
FX,Y 
 structure reaction force in direction X, Y �N�

FB 
 foil bearing
hi 
 film thickness in mesh cell i �m�
h0 
 initial bump height �m�
h0

* 
 actual bump height �m�
ki 
 elementary springs stiffness �N m−1�

kibis 
 last bump elementary springs stiffness �N m−1�
K 
 global stiffness matrix �N m−1�

KCOUP 
 coupling stiffness matrix �N m−1�
Kf 
 static stiffness of the gas film �N m−3�

KFB 
 static stiffness of the foil bearing �N m−3�
KIND 
 individual bumps stiffness matrix �N m−1�

KS 
 static structural stiffness �N m−3�
ls 
 length of the segment between the bumps �m�
l0 
 bump half length �m�
L 
 foil width–length of the bearing �m�

M 
 bending moment �N m�
N 
 normal load �N�
Pi 
 pressure on mesh cell i �Pa�

Pref 
 reference pressure �Pa�
R 
 bump radius �m�
s 
 sine of the transmission force angle �=sin��d��

sbis 
 sine of the last bump transmission force angle
�=sin��dbis��

s0 
 bump pitch �m�
S 
 section area of the foil �=tL� �m2�
Si 
 area of a discrete cell �m2�
t 
 foils thickness �m�

ui 
 horizontal displacements of the structure nodes
�m�

U 
 elastic deformation energy �N m�
vi 
 vertical displacements of the structure nodes

�m�
X 
 general coordinates vector �m�

�li 
 elementary springs elongation �m�
�i 
 foil deflection in mesh cell i �m�
� 
 relative eccentricity

�X,Y 
 relative eccentricity in direction X, Y
� 
 attitude angle �rad�
� 
 friction coefficient
� 
 bump foils Poisson’s ratio

�0 
 half bump angle �rad�
�b 
 angular position of the top bump b �rad�
�d 
 transmission force angle �rad�

�dbis 
 last bump transmission force angle �rad�
�i 
 angular position of the mesh cell i �rad�

Appendix A—Functions fi„x…

f1�x� = 2R2x −
3R2

2
sin�2x� + R2x cos�2x�

f2�x� = 4R2 x

2
cos�x/2�sin�x/2� − 4R2 sin2�x/2�

f3�x� = 2R2 x

2
sin2�x/2� − R2 cos�x/2�sin�x/2� + R2 x

2

f4�x� = x +
1

2
sin�2x�

f5�x� = x − cos�x�sin�x�

f6�x� =
R2

2
cos�x�sin�x� +

3R2x

2
− 2R2 sin�x�

f7�x� = − 2R sin�x� + 2Rx

f8�x� = R2�1 − cos�x��2ls

f9�x� = 2R�1 − cos�x��ls

f10�x� = R2 + R2 cos2�x� − 2R2 cos�x�

f11�x� = −
R2

2
cos�x�sin�x� +

R2x

2

f12�x� = − sin2�x�

f13�x� = R�1 − cos�x��ls
2 + 2R2 sin�x��1 − cos�x��ls

f14�x� =
ls
3

3
+ R sin�x�ls

2 + R2 sin2�x�ls

f15�x� = − R2 + 4R2x sin�x� + 2R2 cos�x� + 2Rlsx − R2 cos2�x�

− 2Rls sin�x� − 4R2 sin2�x�

f16�x� = ls
2x − 2Rls − 4R2 sin�x� + 2Rls cos�x� + 4Rlsx sin�x� +

R2x

2

+
7

2
R2 cos�x�sin�x� + 4R2x sin2�x�

f17�x� = R2 cos2�x�x −
3R2

2
cos�x�sin�x� +

R2x

2

f18�x� = R2 − 2R2 sin2�x� − 2R2 cos�x� + R2 cos2�x�

+ 2R2x cos�x�sin�x�

f19�x� = 2R sin�x� − 2Rx cos�x�

f20�x� = 2R − 2R cos�x� − 2Rx sin�x�

f21�x� = 3x −
3

2
sin�2x� − 2x sin2�x�

f22�x� = − 3 sin2�x� + 4 sin2� x

2
� + x sin�2x�
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Appendix B—Functions Ci„x…

C1�x� =
− f2�x�/DL

2f3�x�/DL + 2f5�x/2�/SE

C2�x� =
− Rf7�x� − f9�x�/2

2Rx + ls

C3�x� =

−
1

2DL
�Rf10�x� + Rf15�x� + f13�x�� −

R

2SE
�f12�x� + f8�x��

1

DL
�Rf11�x� + Rf16�x� + f14�x�� +

Rf5�x�
SE
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Dynamics of Multistage Bladed
Disks Systems
This paper presents a new and original method for dynamical analysis of multistage
cyclic structures such as turbomachinery compressors or turbines. Each stage is modeled
cyclically by its elementary sector and the interstage coupling is achieved through a
cyclic recombination of the interface degrees of freedom. This method is quite simple to
set up; it allows us to handle the finite element models of each stage’s sector directly and,
as in classical cyclic symmetry analysis, to study the nodal diameter problems separately.
The method is first validated on a simple case study which shows good agreements with
a complete 360 deg reference calculation. An industrial example involving two HP com-
pressor stages is then presented. Then the forced response application is presented in
which synchronous engine order type excitations are considered.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2747641�

1 Introduction
The mechanical design of gas turbine rotors is traditionally ful-

filled through stage by stage analysis. However, in modern en-
gines, dynamical phenomena involving multiple stages �adjoining
or not� of bladed disks tend to appear and can then be of primary
interest for gas turbine professionals. On the other hand, the tra-
ditional �single stage� analysis of bladed disks dynamics is usually
performed using the cyclic symmetry reduction which allows us
to analyze a complete rotationally periodic structure by consider-
ing only one of its elementary sectors. Examples in the literature
are numerous on this subject, from the early developments of
cyclic symmetry method �1,2� to specific researches on bladed
disks dynamics �3,4�. Withal, in such analysis, the interstage cou-
pling is necessarily neglected, its eventual effects cannot be ac-
counted for, and this can lead to significant deviations from the
real �multistage� system. For example, Bladh et al. �5� have show
that the interstage coupling can significantly affect the dynamics
of the multistage assembly and that the traditional single stage
analysis can, in some cases, lead to an underestimation of vibra-
tory levels.

Few strategies exist to answer the challenge of multistage mod-
eling and a major issue is that, since a multistage assembly of
cyclic structures is a priori no longer cyclic, the cyclic symmetry
reduction cannot be used straightforward. Some �6� have used full
360 deg models to study the �free and forced� dynamics of mul-
tistage systems. However, such techniques often yield prohibitive
computational costs. Component mode synthesis methods �with
multilevel reductions� have also been used �7,8� but these strate-
gies can be somewhat difficult to use in a design process.

In the present paper, we put forward a new strategy to study the
dynamics of multistage assemblies using a cyclic symmetry re-
duction. This method handles the sector finite element modeling
directly and involves a realistic interstage coupling based on a
cyclic recombination of the interface on the chosen nodal diam-
eter. Following a brief review of the cyclic symmetry method
�Sec. 2�, the proposed method will be detailed in Sec. 3. Then,

some numerical examples and results will be presented in Sec. 4
to validate the method and highlight the importance of such mul-
tistage calculations in the design of turbomachinery components.

2 Cyclic Symmetry for Single Stages
In this section, a brief review of the classical cyclic symmetry

modeling is done which mainly aims at defining some notations.
A cyclic structure composed of N sectors is considered. Its dis-
placement vector can be split as

x = �x0, x1, . . . , xN−1�T �1�

where x j is the displacement vector of the jth sector.
As a consequence of the rotational periodicity, the mode shapes

are such that each sector has the same deflection and a constant
phase difference from the adjacent sectors. This intersector phase
angle is �n=2�n /N and the harmonic index n=0,1 , . . . ,N−1 is
called the nodal diameter number.

As a result, any dynamical problem on the complete cyclic
structure

Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = fe �2�
can be transformed �exactly� into reduced problems on the refer-
ence sector �corresponding to each nodal diameter number n�

Mnẍ̃n + Cnẋ̃n + Knx̃n = f̃e,n �3�

The displacement vector in the cyclic base x̃n is obtained from the
reference sector’s displacement vector in which the left intersector
degrees of freedom, lx0, have been eliminated using the relation to
the right intersector degrees of freedom, rx0, for each n nodal
diameter

lx0 = e−�2i�n/N�rx0 �4�

The reduced matrices Mn, Cn, and Kn are obtained by applied this
periodicity conditions on the reference sector’s structural matri-
ces.

As the structures considered have symmetric structural matri-
ces, x̃n and x̃N−n contain the same relevant information and thus
among the N possible values of the nodal diameter index n only
Ns of these are to be calculated

Ns = �N/2 + 1 if N is even

�N + 1�/2 if N is odd
� �5�
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Each reduced problem Eq. �3� is solved in cyclic coordinates x̃n
�for the reference sector� and the transformation in physical coor-
dinates �complete structure� is given by

x = en � x̃n with en = �1 e2j�n/N e4j�n/N . . . e�2�N−1�j�n/N��T

�6�

where � is the Kronecker product.
For further readings, see Refs. �1,2,9�.

3 A Multistage Cyclic Symmetry Method
We suggest a new strategy to analyze the dynamics of multi-

stage cyclic structures. This method was originally proposed by
the authors in Ref. �10�. It is called multistage cyclic symmetry
since the cyclic symmetry strategy is used to model each stage.
The interstage coupling is ensured through a cyclic expansion of
the interface degrees of freedom of each stage. The method will
be detailed based on the example of two stages, respectively, com-
posed of N1 and N2 sectors �N1�N2�. This method is applicable
for any dynamical problems in free and forced responses. In this
paper, we focused on linear applications for modal analysis and
forced steady-state response. Extension to nonlinear steady-state
response calculations can easily be considered by combining the
cyclic symmetry approach with Fourier methods �11,12�.

3.1 Equations of the Motion. We consider the general dy-
namical problem involving several coupled stages, each having a
second-order equation of the motion of the form

M�s�ẍ�s� + C�s�ẋ�s� + K�s�x�s� = fe
�s� �s = 1 or 2� �7�

in which M�s�, C�s�, and K�s� are mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices; x�s� is the displacement vector; and fe

�s� is the external
forces on the full stage s.

Since each stage is rotationally periodic, it can be represented
by its elementary sector in its own cyclic base by the following
uncoupled nodal diameters equations

Mn
�s�ẍ̃n

�s� + Cn
�s�ẋ̃n

�s� + Kn
�s�x̃n

�s� = f̃e,n
�s� , for n � �0 . . . Ns

�s� − 1� �8�

The proposed method aims at coupling the models of each stage
in their own cyclic components.

3.2 Interstage Coupling. At the interface between stages 1
and 2, the coupling is achieved by enforcing continuity of dis-
placements �or other variables� on the interstage boundary in the
common physical base

�bx = Abx�1� − bx�2� = 0 �9�

where the left superscript b refers the restrictions to the interstage
boundary degrees of freedom and A is a constraint matrix which
makes the two interstage meshes compatible �multipoint
constraints�.

Equation �9� can be rewritten, using each stage’s cyclic base, as

A �
n=0

N1−1

eN1,n �
bx̃i,n

�1� + �
p=0

N2−1

eN2,p �
bx̃i,p

�2� = 0 �10�

Then, we can project Eq. �10� on any nodal diameter vector of the
stage 2 cyclic base �p� �0. . .N2−1�� and obtain

�eN2,p
*

� Ib2
�A �

n=0

N1−1

eN1,n �
bx̃i,n

�1� + bx̃i,p
�2� = 0 �11�

where the identity matrices Ibs
�s=1,2� ensure the compatibility

of the interstage interface.
In Eq. �11�, the coupling terms between nodal diameters n and

p of each stage’s base are

C�p,n� = �eN2,p
*

� Ib2
�A�eN1,n � Ib1

� �12�

The cornerstone of the proposed method is to neglect the coupling
between “distinct” nodal diameters of each stage’s base. Here, we
can define the correspondence of nodal diameter indexes between
the two stage’s bases �which may not be obvious since the stages
have different number of sectors�. For any nodal diameter index
p� �0. . .N2� of stage 2, we can define the corresponding “equiva-
lent” nodal diameter index of stage 1 n�p� as

n�p� = �p if p � N1

N1 − �p�mod N1� if N1 is odd

p�mod N1� if N1 is even
� if p � N1 	

�13�
This correspond to the aliasing of the discrete Fourier transform.
The “nodal diameter equivalence” is illustrated by Fig. 1, with the
even �Fig. 1�a�� and odd �Fig. 1�b�� cases. Finally, the restriction
of the interstage projection given by Eq. �11� to “equivalent”
nodal diameters leads to

�eN2,p
*

� Ib2 �A�eN1,n�p� � Ib1
�bx̃i,n�p�

�1� + bx̃i,p
�2� = 0 �14�

This assumption will next be referred as the one-to-one nodal
diameter coupling assumption.

Fig. 1 “Nodal diameter equivalence” rule; „a… N1=12 and N2
=20, „b… N1=13 and N2=20
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3.3 Multistage Cyclic Symmetry Reduction. The one-to-
one nodal diameter coupling assumption makes possible the mul-
tistage coupling in the cyclic bases for each nodal diameter sepa-
rately. We can append two stage models in their own cyclic base
and according to the previously defined nodal diameter correspon-
dence relation �13� as


Mn�p�
�1� 0

0 Mp
�2� �� ẍ̃n�p�

�1�

ẍ̃p
�2�
 + 
Cn�p�

�1� 0

0 Cp
�2� �� ẋ̃n�p�

�1�

ẋ̃p
�2�
 + 
Kn�p�

�1� 0

0 Kp
�2� �

��x̃n�p�
�1�

x̃p
�2�  = � f̃e,n�p�

�1�

f̃e,p
�2�  �15�

Next, if each stage displacements vector is split as

x̃n�p�
�1� = �bx̃n�p�

�1� , ix̃n�p�
�1� �T and x̃p

�2� = �bx̃p
�2�, ix̃p

�2��T

Eq. �14� can be used to eliminate the cyclic components of the
interstage boundary of stage 2

�x̃n�p�
�1�

x̃p
�2�  = Tpx̃p

�1,2� �16�

with

Tp =�
Ib1

0 0

0 Ii1 0

Bp 0 0

0 0 Ii2

�, Bp = �eN2,p
*

� Ib2
�A�eN1,n�p� � Ib1

�

and

x̃p
�1,2� = �bx̃n�p�

�1� ix̃n�p�
�2� ix̃p

�2��T

The final multistage one-to-one nodal diameter dynamical prob-
lem can be defined as

Mp
�1,2�ẍ̃p

�1,2� + Cp
�1,2�ẋ̃p

�1,2� + Kp
�1,2�x̃p

�1,2� = f̃e,p
�1,2� �17�

with

Mp
�1,2� = Tp

T
Mn�p�
�1� 0

0 Mp
�2� �Tp

Cp
�1,2� = Tp

T
Cn�p�
�1� 0

0 Cp
�2� �Tp

Kp
�1,2� = Tp

T
Kn�p�
�1� 0

0 Kp
�2� �Tp �18�

This method allows the study of nodal diameter modes sepa-
rately as for individual stages, each being modeled with its own
elementary sector. The size of problem �17� is close to the sum of
the two individual stages problem sizes. The accuracy of this
method in modal analysis and particularly the validity of the one-
to-one nodal diameter coupling will be demonstrated by numerical
examples in Sec. 4.1.

3.4 Superposition. The multistage cyclic symmetry formal-
ism allows us to isolate the nodal diameter contributions of the
response. However, in some cases and particularly in forced re-
sponse, the dynamics of the multistage system can feature simul-
taneous contributions of different nodal diameters. To handle such
problems, two strategies can be used. The first is to use the “su-
perposition principle” as in typical single stage cyclic symmetry
analysis; that is to say, the external forcing distribution on each

Fig. 2 Finite element model of two cyclic structures—N1=24,
N2=45

Fig. 3 Eigenfrequency correlation „�…/multistage cyclic sym-
metry „�…
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stage is first decomposed into elementary cyclic forces corre-
sponding to nodal diameter contributions of each stage and then
with each uncoupled, nodal diameter projected, the equation can
be solved individually. The global response is then obtained by
summing all contributions. The second is to consider all harmonic
components of the excitation �or response� in the projection step
of the multistage cyclic symmetry method. As an example, if two
harmonics �or nodal diameter numbers� p and q are considered,
the projection Eq. �14� becomes

Bp,q�x̃i,n�p�
�1�

x̃i,n�q�
�1�  + �x̃i,p

�2�

x̃i,q
�2�  = 0 �19a�

with

Bp,q = ��eN2,p,eN2,q�*
� Ib2

�A��eN1,n�p�,eN1,n�q�� � Ib1
� �19b�

4 Numerical Results
The rest of the paper is dedicated to numerical applications.

First, a validation example will be used to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the proposed method in modal analysis. Then, an in-
dustrial application based on two HP compressor rotating stages
will be presented in both modal and forced responses. The impor-
tance of multistage dynamic analysis will also be discussed.

4.1 Validation Example. In this part we evaluate the perfor-
mance of the multistage cyclic symmetry method on a numerical
example. We consider two stages of cyclic structures with simple
geometry: the first being composed of 24 elementary sectors and
the second of 45 elementary sectors. Figure 2 shows the finite
elements meshes of the two elementary sectors and of the whole
structure. The results on the multistage cyclic symmetry method
are compared to a full 360 deg analysis taken as a reference.

4.1.1 Correlation on Modal Data. Figure 3 gathers the eigen-
frequencies calculated by the two methods plotted versus their
nodal diameter index. The correlation appears to be correct. This

Fig. 4 One nodal diameter mode at 4824 Hz

Fig. 5 Five nodal diameter mode at 6147 Hz
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attests to the quality of the prediction of the multistage cyclic
symmetry method and the validity of the one-to-one nodal diam-
eter projection assumption.

Next, we show and compare �in a qualitative way� the modal
deformed shapes. Figures 4 and 5 show results from: �a� the ref-
erence analysis, and �b� the multistage cyclic symmetry for various
nodal diameter numbers. In these examples we can distinguish
some modes localized in only one stage �Fig. 5� and some others
with a clear multistage behavior �Fig. 4�. Here again, the correla-
tion is correct.

4.1.2 Correlation on Frequency Responses. We now investi-
gate the forced response of the two stages model of Fig. 2. We
consider two distributions of forces on each blade of each stage
with a spatial periodicity of n �n nodal diameters�, such that the
force of the jth blade of stage s is

f j
�s� = F0 cos

2n�

Ns
�j − 1�cos �t, s = 1 or 2 �20�

For a wave number of n=2, the frequency responses are displayed
in Fig. 6 for the first blade of each stage. The correlation appears
to be globally correct. The resonances �frequency and levels� are
correctly represented by the multistage cyclic symmetry. There
only appears to be small shifts on the antiresonances between the
two calculations. This might be related to the one-to-one approxi-
mation of the multistage cyclic symmetry method described in

Sec. 3. This is quite similar to a truncation effect in modal analy-
sis. However, the global dynamics remains well approximated.

4.2 Industrial Case Study. Next, an industrial application of
the multistage cyclic symmetry method is presented. Figure 7
shows the finite element models �sectors� of two HP compressor
blisks which have 36 and 60 sectors, respectively. The computa-
tion times of a traditional multistage analysis �with 360 deg mod-
els� are clearly prohibitive and thus useless during a realistic de-
sign process; in contrast, multistage cyclic symmetry analysis can
provide satisfying results with reasonable computational times.

4.2.1 Modal Analysis. For this representative model, we found
it interesting to show the influence of the interstage coupling by
comparing the results of single stage analysis to the multistage
case on a modal analysis. For the single stage analysis we applied
a fixed boundary condition on the interstage interface. Figure 8

Fig. 6 FRF correlation; „---… reference, „—… multistage cyclic
symmetry; „a… Blade 1, „b… Blade 2

Fig. 7 Finite element models of two HP compressor blisks; „a…
1st stage – 36 sectors, „b… 2nd stage – 60 sectors

Fig. 8 Influence of interstage coupling, eigenfrequency/nodal
diameter „ND… map „from 0 to 10 ND…, stage 1 alone „�…, stage 2
alone „�…, coupled stages „�…
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gathers the �normalized� eigenfrequencies of these three calcula-
tions. The influence of the interstage coupling is noticeable and
new modes appear that could not be predicted by a single stage
analysis. This is particularly observable in small nodal diameter
numbers. In effect, in these cases, the blade/disk coupling is gen-
erally more important than for higher nodal diameter numbers
where the disk’s participation is usually smaller. In addition, we
provide some examples of modal deformed shapes from the mul-
tistage computation in Fig. 9. Some modes show a weak interstage
coupling, such as the ones represented in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, and

feature nearly a single stage behavior. On the other hand, Fig. 9�c�
displays a strongly �interstage� coupled behavior and can obvi-
ously not be represented in traditional single stage analysis. This
comparison clearly shows the influence of the multistage coupling
in the design of multistage blade disks systems.

4.2.2 Forced Response. The case of steady-state response to a
periodic excitation is now addressed. We again consider the two
HP blisks system and we apply synchronous excitations on each
stage with distinct engine orders. The excitation on stage 1 �36
sectors� is of engine order 7 and the excitation on stage 2 �60
sectors� is of engine order 3. The distributions of forces are har-
monic and rotating and the excitation frequencies are multiples of
the rotation speed and of the engine order. Figure 10, the response
curves of the two stages �Fig. 10�a� for stage 1 and Fig. 10�b� for
stage 2� are plotted versus the rotation speed. We compare the
response of each stage alone �with fixed interstage interface� to
the two stages coupled. These response were calculated using a
modal superposition and a nodal diameter superposition as ex-
plained in Sec. 3.

The first remark would be that the multistage responses have a
higher frequency content than the single-stage responses and that
some peaks appear due to the interstage coupling. This is a major
remark for the designer. In effect, as the bladed disks are usually
designed by avoiding any coincidence of the modal response to
the engine excitation, the possible transfer of vibratory energy

Fig. 9 Examples of modal deformed shapes; „a… 5th mode at 0
ND, 68 UF, „b… 7th mode at 9 ND, 124 UF, „c… 5th mode at 3 ND,
76 UF

Fig. 10 Frequency responses with and without interstage cou-
pling; „a… Blisk 1, „b… Blisk 2
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between stages �adjacent or not� can, with the present method, be
predicted. Another important point relates to the vibration levels
which significantly differ between the two computations; in effect,
even when the peaks location �frequency� seems to be correctly
evaluated by the single stage analysis, the resonant levels are gen-
erally lower in the multistage case. Because of the interstage cou-
pling, the vibratory energy seems to spread over the two stages
and this tends to reduce the vibratory levels in individual stages.

5 Conclusions
A new strategy to study the dynamics of multistage cyclic struc-

tures, such as turbine engine bladed disks, has been proposed. It is
based on a cyclic symmetry modeling of individual stages �in their
respective cyclic base� and an accurate interstage coupling in the
common physical base. This method appears quite simple to carry
out since the sector models of each stage are handled directly and
the coupling involves few additional difficulties. The results from
numerical simulations show the accuracy of this method. Also, an
industrial application highlight the importance of such calcula-
tions for the designer.
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Supersonic Virtual Valve Design
for Numerical Simulation of a
Large-Bore Natural Gas Engine
In many applications of supersonic injection devices, three-dimensional computation that
can model a complex supersonic jet has become critical. However, in spite of its increas-
ing necessity, it is computationally costly to capture the details of supersonic structures in
intricate three-dimensional geometries with moving boundaries. In large-bore stationary
natural gas fueled engine research, one of the most promising mixing enhancement tech-
nologies currently used for natural gas engines is high-pressure fuel injection. Conse-
quently, this creates considerable interest in three-dimensional computational simulations
that can examine the entire injection and mixing process in engines using high-pressure
injection and can determine the impact of injector design on engine performance. How-
ever, the cost of three-dimensional engine simulations—including a moving piston and
the kinetics of combustion and pollutant production—quickly becomes considerable in
terms of simulation time requirements. One limiting factor is the modeling of the small
length scales of the poppet valve flow. Such length scales can be three orders of magni-
tude smaller than cylinder length scales. The objective of this paper is to describe the
development of a methodology for the design of a simple geometry supersonic virtual
valve that can be substituted in three-dimensional numerical models for the complex
shrouded poppet valve injection system actually installed in the engine to be simulated.
Downstream flow characteristics of the jets from an actual valve and various virtual
valves are compared. Relevant mixing parameters, such as local equivalent ratio and
turbulence kinetic energy, are evaluated in full-scale moving piston simulations that
include the effect of the jet-piston interaction. A comparison of the results has indicated
that it is possible to design a simple converging-diverging fuel nozzle that will produce
the same jet and, subsequently, the same large-scale and turbulent-scale mixing patterns
in the engine cylinder as a real poppet valve. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2747251�

Introduction
Natural gas fueled engines have been used for many years in

stationary applications, such as gas compression and electric
power generation. In the United States alone, there are over 8000
large bore �bore �30 cm� slow speed �speed �500 rpm� natural
gas engines in use. The most common configuration is a two-
stroke cycle with direct injection of natural gas into the cylinder.
With the enactment of air emission regulations, reducing exhaust
emission levels from pipeline engines has become increasingly
important. Poor in-cylinder mixing due to ineffective fuel delivery
is believed to be problematic in these natural gas engines. In ad-
dition, poor combustion stability, including high misfire rates and
variation in cycle-to-cycle peak pressure, can result from insuffi-
cient fuel-air mixing. Observed high levels of combustion vari-
ability and documented engine performance improvements due to
mixing enhancements support this relationship.

One of the most promising mixing enhancement technologies
currently used is high-pressure fuel injection. Natural gas is typi-
cally injected at low pressures, 1–3 bar above manifold pressure.
Since natural gas pipelines operate at pressures of the order of
35 bar, it is of interest to explore the use of pipeline gas at high
pressure as the source for injected fuel. Consequently, this creates
considerable interest in three-dimensional computational simula-
tions that can examine the entire injection and mixing process in
engines using high-pressure injection and can determine the im-
pact of injector design on engine performance. However, the cost

of three-dimensional engine simulations—including a moving pis-
ton and the kinetics of combustion and pollutant production—
quickly becomes considerable in terms of simulation time require-
ments. This cost is particularly high if the computational model
has to capture the details of the complex supersonic flow struc-
tures in and near the intricate geometry of the injection valve.
However, for an overall simulation designed to examine engine
features, such as the extent of fuel-air mixing, combustion, power
production, and pollutant generation, the details of these super-
sonic flow structures may not be critical. Indeed, it is probable
that only the downstream jet characteristics are of crucial impor-
tance in these macroscopic engine performance studies.

The objective of this paper is to describe the development of a
methodology for the design of a simple geometry virtual valve
that can be substituted in three-dimensional numerical models for
the complex shrouded poppet valve injection system actually in-
stalled in the engine. Downstream flow characteristics of the jets
passing through an actual valve and various virtual valves were
compared. In addition, parameters assessing the extent and effec-
tiveness of mixing were evaluated in full-scale cylinder moving
piston simulations that considered the effect of the jet-piston in-
teraction.

As an example of computation of local fuel injection flow
fields, Kim et al. �1� examined the injection of natural gas from
the two typical types of poppet valves: an unshrouded low-
pressure �4 bar� injection valve and a shrouded high-pressure
�35 bar� injection valve. The results showed that large stagnation
pressure losses occurred as the fuel passes through the poppet
valve in both cases. In the low-pressure injection case, the losses
were sufficient to cause the downstream fuel jet to be completely
subsonic. In contrast, the supply pressure was sufficiently high in
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the high-pressure injection case that, in spite of large stagnation
pressure losses, the jet was still supersonic downstream.

Many researchers computing overall engine performance have
used a virtual nozzle as an alternative to modeling the exact ge-
ometry of the gas injector. Numerical models of engine perfor-
mance incorporating subsonic natural gas injection from a simple
orifice into an engine cylinder are presented by Gaillard �2�, Han
et al. �3�, and Gundappa et al. �4�. Hill and Ouellette �5� and
Mather and Reitz �6� developed the concept of a virtual nozzle
sized proportionally to the diameter of the Mach disk, which ap-
pears in high-pressure jets from simple orifices, in order to model
the subsonic flow downstream of the jet. However, the experimen-
tal measurements of Olsen and Wilson �7� indicate that a signifi-
cant portion of the injected fuel jet penetration distance is in the
supersonic flow regime. Studies of sonic and supersonic gas in-
jection with a poppet valve are much more limited. Of particular
note is the pioneering work of Boyer et al. �8� who used schlieren
photography to study the injection and scavenging processes in a
Cooper GMV engine.

There are a number of methods used to quantify the mixing
performance of a fuel injector. In this paper, two parameters, mix-
ture mass fraction and fuel mass fraction, are used. The mass
fractions are divided into lean, flammable, and rich categories.
Papageorgakis and Assanis �9� used the mixture mass fraction as a
basis of comparison, while Abraham and Magi �10� used the fuel
mass fraction. The nonflammable �rich or lean� mixture mass frac-
tion is related to the emissions performance because it indicates
the relative volume of the combustion chamber that may be sus-
ceptible to pollutant formation resulting from incomplete combus-
tion. The flammable fuel mass fraction is related to the combus-
tion efficiency because it indicates the relative mass of fuel that is
combustible.

Virtual Valve Design
A converging-diverging nozzle with a conical diverging section

was adopted as the simplified virtual injection valve in this study
because of its geometrical simplicity. An actual poppet valve in
use for 35 bar high-pressure fuel injection is presented in Fig. 1�a�
and a converging-diverging nozzle type virtual valve in Fig. 1�b�.
Several combinations of throat area and supply pressure for this
virtual valve were tested. In each case, these parameters were
determined by matching the downstream jet characteristic Mach
number and the fuel mass injection rate, with the values for the
actual poppet valve.

Quasi-one-dimensional isentropic flow relations and ideal gas
relations were used to determine the required injection pressure

and the dimensions of the virtual nozzle. Figure 2 is a schematic
showing the nozzle parameters: tank �supply� pressure p0, throat
radius r*, and nozzle exit radius re.

The injection stagnation pressure for the virtual valve can be
determined from given downstream conditions using Eq. �1�,
which assumes isentropic flow occurs through the virtual nozzle
and a constant value for �

p0

pe
= �1 +

� − 1

2
Mae

2 ��/�−1

�1�

Under the same assumptions, the nozzle throat area A* and its
corresponding radius can be determined from Eq. �2� for a given
fuel mass flow rate ṁf.

A* =
ṁf

p0
�RT0

�
�� + 1

2
��+1/�2��−1��

�2�

Similarly, the nozzle exit area and its corresponding radius were
calculated using the area-Mach number relation given by

�Ae

A*�2

=
1

Mae
2� 2

� + 1
�1 +

� − 1

2
Mae

2�	��+1�/��−1�

�3�

where Ae is the nozzle exit area required to expand the fuel jet to
the cylinder pressure at exit.

Comparison of Downstream Characteristics of Fuel Jet
Detailed axisymmetric numerical simulations for the fuel gas

injections using the actual and virtual valves were carried out to
compare the injection performance of the valves. Methane was
injected through each valve into an open cylinder, which was kept
at a constant pressure of 1 bar. The cylinder pressure varies
slowly with a mean value close to 1 bar during injection in actual
engines. The computational domain in this set of calculations in-
cluded the valve geometries and the piston top but not the cylinder
wall. The near valve region and entire domain grids used for these
numerical simulations are shown at Fig. 3. Since the poppet valve
operates electronically with a top hat profile, the computational
simulation assumed a fully open valve. At valve opening, the
valve moves very quickly to its maximum height, and it stays still
for most of the valve open duration; then it closes again quickly.
Since the maximum valve height is very small �only 0.635 mm,

1/1000 of the cylinder length scale� and the valve is stationary
for major duration of fuel gas injection, the valve motion was not
incorporated in the simulations. Instead, an imaginary membrane
was introduced inside the valve to simulate valve opening and
closing. The computational domain was discretized by using a
variable-size grid axisymmetric mesh in the computations. Grid
adaptation was used to refine the mesh and locate the rapidly
varying expansion and compression structures. Because of its grid
adaptation capability, FLUENT was used as the computational fluid
dynamics �CFD� solver. The computations were carried out on
PCs and Linux machines.

Fig. 1 Schematics of an actual valve currently in use for high-
pressure natural gas injection on a large-bore engine „a… and
schematics of a simple converging-diverging type virtual valve
designed for 3D computations „b…

Fig. 2 Design parameters and conditions for virtual valves
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Three different virtual valves used in the computations are pre-
sented here for comparison to the conventional actual valve. De-
sign Mach numbers at the nozzle exit, Mae=1.53 for virtual-1 and
Mae=1.95 for virtual-2, were determined from the downstream
Mach number profile of the jet issuing from actual poppet valve as
shown in Fig. 4. The virtual-3 design is midway between the
virtual-1 and virtual-2 designs and will be discussed later in con-
nection with the flammable mixture fraction. Table 1 shows the
design parameters and the resulting jet characteristics of these
valves. Note that the virtual valve injection pressures are only
10–20 % of the actual poppet valve injection pressure.

Each axial momentum flow rate ṗx was calculated with Eq. �4�
at 18 cm downstream of the valve exit and at 11 ms after start of
injection,

ṗx =�
0

�

�vx
22�rdr �4�

Because the injection jet flow approaches a local steady state
within 2 ms and the fuel injection duration of these engines is

11 ms, most the of comparisons for validation of the virtual
valves were carried out at 11 ms after start of injection. Figure
5�a� shows the distribution of Mach number along the jet center-
line axis. The axial distance was measured from the nozzle exit
plane in each case. The actual valve flow profile had a largely

annular character. The resulting repeating structures of expansion
and compression were eventually damped away downstream, with
some losses in stagnation pressure accompanying this process.
Downstream of the oscillations, the Mach number of the fuel jet
that issued from the conventional poppet valve increased slightly
before it started to decrease. This is due to the initial jet profile. As
discussed in Kim et al. �1�, the jet emanating from this type of
poppet valve exhibits an initial jet profile with an annular radial
profile. The maximum speed for this type of jet occurs well off the
axis. The small and gradual increase of Mach number for the real
valve can thus be traced to momentum transfer to the axis from
the higher velocity regions off the axis.

The main goal of the virtual valve design is to replicate the
actual fuel jet after the flow structures resulting from the poppet
geometry have died down. In both of the virtual valves, virtual-1
and virtual-2, the Mach number of the supersonic fuel jet oscil-
lated just downstream of the nozzle exit, as shown in Fig. 5�a�.
These oscillations were due to the fact that neither of the nozzle
designs resulted in perfect expansion through the nozzle. Because
of the simple conical shape of the diverging section in our virtual
valves, the injection jet is not a one-dimensional parallel flow at
the nozzle exit. The one-dimensional isentropic formulas used to
calculate the exit area are thus not entirely accurate and cause the
nozzles based on these formulas to have a slightly overexpanded
flow from the nozzle exit. The core Mach number of the fuel jets
issuing from the virtual valves reached a constant value 
8 cm
downstream and remained constant until the momentum of the
jet’s core started to diffuse outward in the radial direction. In
contrast to the real shrouded valve, the virtual valve converging-
diverging nozzles produced essentially one-dimensional flows at
the exit. The jet was further slowed as it eventually entered the
region influenced by the existence of the piston top located 30 cm
downstream. Comparing the axis Mach number profiles, virtual-1
showed better agreement with the actual valve in the initial jet
region, and virtual-2 followed the real profile more closely as the
piston surface was approached.

Radial distributions of axial velocity and axial momentum flux
at this location are compared in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�, respectively.
At the axial location 18 cm from the nozzle exit, all the jets pre-
sented here had developed typical bell-shaped profiles and were
still free from the effect of the piston top. As can be seen from
Fig. 5, virtual-2 profiles for velocity and axial momentum flux
were very similar to those of the real valve except near the axis.
This dissimilarity of near axis profiles is relatively unimportant in
designing a virtual nozzle, since the relative amount of mass flow
is small near the axis. This is because the cross-sectional flow area
is proportional to the square of the radial distance from the axis.

The axial momentum flux, shown in Fig. 5�c�, was integrated
over the jet cross section in order to get the numerical values of
axial momentum flow rate presented in Table 1. The profiles of
Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� strongly imply that virtual nozzles can produce
satisfactory approximations of the downstream fuel jet issuing
from a real poppet valve in spite of the quite different geometries
and supply conditions, as well as significant differences in up-
stream jet structures.

Because interaction of the fuel jet with the piston top is be-

Table 1 Virtual valve design parameters and the characteris-
tics of jets issued from the tested valves

Actual Virtual-1 Virtual-2 Virtual-3

ṁf �kg/s� 0.131 0.130 0.129 0.132

ṗx �N� 98.9 79.3 91.9 87.2

Mae
1.53 1.95 1.74

p0 �bar� 35 3.73 7.16 5.13
r* �mm� 8.14 5.88 6.91
re �mm� 8.95 7.65 8.22

Fig. 3 Computational grids used in axisymmetric computa-
tions for an actual-valve injection „a… and for a virtual valve
injection „b…

Fig. 4 Mach number profile of the jet issuing from conven-
tional poppet valve at 18 cm downstream from shroud nozzle
exit. Design exit Mach numbers of virtual-1 and virtual-2 are
marked on the graph.
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lieved to play a significant role in fuel-air mixing, the jet penetra-
tion rate could be of importance. Penetration depth comparisons
among the actual and the virtual valves are presented by showing
the velocity magnitude contours at increasing times from the start
of injection in Fig. 6. The actual valve and virtual-1 valve con-
tours show good agreement, while the jet issuing from the
virtual-2 valve penetrates slightly faster than the others. The dif-
ference in penetration depths comes from the fact that the maxi-
mum velocity of virtual-2 is larger than those of the others, as
shown in Fig. 5�b�. It should be observed that since the penetra-
tion time to the piston top is of the order of 1 ms, while the total
injection period is 
11 ms, small differences in penetration rate
are unlikely to have any substantial impact on overall mixing
behavior.

Comparison of Mixing Statistics in Full-Scale Engine
Cylinder

Moving piston simulations in a 35 cm bore and stroke engine
cylinder for the conventional shrouded poppet valve and for the
virtual valves were carried out in order to compare the overall
mixing characteristics. Figure 7 shows the grid systems designed
to investigate the interaction between the fuel jets and the moving
piston top in the cylinder. The computations were axisymmetric,
and the effects of scavenging were not included. In this set of
computations, the piston moves from bottom dead center �BDC�
to top dead center �TDC�. Injection started at 115 deg before
TDC, and the injection duration was 20 deg of crank angle. The
total amount of fuel injected into the cylinder was the same for all
valves, and the overall equivalence ratio was fixed as 0.68 in each
simulation. For these numerical experiments, the CFD solver
STARCD was used using its moving mesh capabilities. The compu-
tations were carried out on a SUN Ultra Sparc workstation and
Linux machines.

The effectiveness of fuel-air mixing was examined by calculat-
ing flammable fuel fractions and flammable mixture fractions dur-
ing the injection. The flammable mixture fraction is defined as the
ratio of the flammable mass of mixture to the total mass in the
cylinder at any instant. Similarly, the flammable fuel fraction is
defined as the ratio of the mass of flammable fuel to the total fuel
mass in the cylinder. Note that the flammable mixture fraction
considers those fractions of the mass where only air is present,
while the flammable fuel fraction does not. The mixture and fuel
fractions are computed by integrating over all of the computa-
tional cells in the cylinder volume with

fm =
flammable mass of mixture

total mass of mixture
�5�

f f =
mass of fuel included in flammable mixture

total mass of fuel
�6�

A nonflammable lean mixture in a cell is defined as one with an
equivalence ratio of 0.5; a flammable mixture has an equivalence
ratio between 0.5 and 2.0; and a nonflammable rich mixture has
an equivalence ratio of �2.0. These definitions of nonflammable
lean, nonflammable rich, and flammable mixtures are based on
laminar flame propagation limits at atmospheric pressure and
nominal atmospheric temperature. Since the lean limit is generally
observed not to be strongly affected by temperature and pressure,
and since this is the limit of consequence in lean burning engines,
predictions based on these limits should still be useful.

Equivalence ratio contours during and after injection are shown
in Fig. 8. The contours for each valve are presented from 72 deg
before TDC to TDC in increments of 18 crank angle degrees. In
the absence of scavenging flows, mixing appeared to be domi-
nated by jet impingement on the piston and fuel flow redirection
along the surface of piston top and cylinder wall. In an overall
sense, fuel-air mixing occurred in a similar way in the virtual and
the real valve cases. Note that in each frame, the dark region

Fig. 5 Comparisons of centerline Mach number profiles
among the tested valves „a…, axial velocity „in m/s… distribution
at 18 cm downstream jets „b…, and axial momentum flux „in bar…
at 18 cm downstream jets „c…
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represents the chamber volume that is below the lean flammability
limit. In spite of the differences of the injection geometries and
the supplied pressure, the size and the strength of the induced
vortex in each valve system, as well as the spatial distribution of
fuel, showed good agreement.

Figure 9 shows how the flammable mixture fraction changes
with time. The relative amount of flammable mixture can be in-
terpreted as indicative of the extent of mixing. As can be seen in
Fig. 9, the two virtual valves already discussed produced flam-
mable mixture fraction curves that bracketed the results for the
real valve. In response to this prediction, an additional virtual
valve with design variables bracketed by the other two was devel-
oped.

This valve, denoted as virtual-3, had a throat radius of 6.91 mm
and a supplied injection pressure of 5.13 bar. These values result
from applying the virtual nozzle design procedure described ear-

lier when the exit Mach number was specified as 1.74, midway
between the values for virtual-1 and virtual-2. The corresponding
flammable mixture fraction prediction for virtual-3 can be seen to
be very close to that of the real valve at all crank angles.

Mass-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at the time of ignition,
corresponding to 9 deg before TDC, was calculated using Eq. �7�.
Results for the four examined valves are compared in Fig. 10. The
turbulent kinetic energy is of interest since minimization of the
combustion duration in an engine requires a high turbulent inten-
sity. Consistent with the flammable mass fraction predictions, the
predictions of turbulent kinetic energy for virtual-3 simulate the
actual valve very closely and lie between the predictions for
virtual-1 and virtual-2. Figure 10 shows that the virtual-3 valve

Fig. 6 Velocity magnitude contours „in m/s… at 0.3 ms, 0.6 ms, and 0.9 ms for
comparison of penetration rates of actual valve „a… virtual-1 „b…, and virtual-2
„c….

Fig. 7 Grid systems used for in-cylinder mixing simulations
with moving piston top: „a… is for the real valve and „b… is for
virtual nozzles

Fig. 8 Equivalence ratio contour sequences from 108 deg of
crank angle before TDC to TDC in intervals of 27 deg of crank
angle for actual valve injection „a…, for virtual-1 „b…, and for
virtual-2 „c….

Fig. 9 Flammable mixture fraction changes with crank angle
„degrees in BTDC…
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properly reproduces the turbulent kinetic energy in mean value in
the cylinder as an initial condition for the combustion processes
that follow,

k̄ =

� k�dV

� �dV

�7�

Statistical distributions of mixture and fuel mass over the range
of equivalence ratios of the mixture were investigated in order to
evaluate how well virtual-3 reproduced the performance of the
real valve. Distributions at 9 deg before TDC for mixture mass
and fuel mass are presented in Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�, respectively.
These figures show the distributions of the total mixture mass
�Fig. 11�a�� and total fuel mass �Fig. 11�b�� bounded with specific
spans of equivalence ratio. The distributions predicted for the real
valve and virtual-3 are generally identical throughout the range of
observed equivalence ratios. Achieving the similarity of these dis-
tributions is important in three-dimensional engine simulations,
for instance, in the case of nitrogen oxide production, where the
local flame temperature is critical.

Verification of reproducibility for the spatial distributions of
mixing extent and turbulence quantities over a cylinder volume
are important for the combustion and pollutant production calcu-
lations that follow in engine simulations. Equivalence ratio con-
tours in the engine cylinder at 9 deg before TDC for both the
actual valve and the virtual-3 valve are compared in Fig. 12. The
comparisons of the turbulent kinetic energy contours for these
valves are shown in Fig. 13 at the same crank angle. The magni-
tudes and patterns of these distributions for both the real valve and
the virtual-3 valve match each other quite closely. This implies
that using the proposed virtual valve to model the actual poppet

valve in a three-dimensional engine CFD simulation will provide
an accurate representation of engine conditions at ignition while
alleviating computational difficulties significantly. Interestingly
the virtual-3 valve produced nearly identical mixing and turbu-
lence levels in the engine while requiring only 15% of the injec-
tion pressure compared to the real valve injection. This is direct
evidence of the very poor efficiency of standard poppet valve
designs for delivering injection momentum compared to ideal ex-
pansion nozzles. The results seem to indicate that a virtual valve
can be successful in simulating not only the average mixing char-
acteristics of a real valve but also many of the detailed mixing
characteristics.

Conclusions
A virtual valve was developed that can be used in a complex

three-dimensional CFD computation to simulate an actual poppet
valve with supersonic gas injection. An axisymmetric two-
dimensional CFD analysis was carried out with an actual poppet
valve geometry and injection condition. The jet characteristics
downstream were evaluated and reproduced using a virtual valve.
In this study, a simple converging-diverging nozzle was chosen as
the virtual valve design. Lower �for virtual-1� and upper �for

Fig. 10 Comparison of mass averaged turbulent kinetic en-
ergy at nine crank angle degrees before TDC for each tested
valve

Fig. 11 Mass distribution with equivalence ratio for the mix-
ture gas „a… and for the fuel gas „b…

Fig. 12 Comparison of spatial distribution of fuel at nine crank angle degrees
before TDC by showing the equivalence ratio contours for actual and for
virtual-3 valve
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virtual-2� bounds of Mach numbers downstream were selected to
determine the virtual injection pressures required to simulate the
real valve. A third virtual valve �virtual-3� was then designed for a
Mach number midway between those of the first two and proved
to provide the best simulation of the real valve. The nozzle throat
area in each design was chosen to match the mass injection rate.
The exit area of the nozzle was calculated using one-dimensional
isentropic relationships. Fuel mixing characteristics in a full-scale
engine cylinder were compared to verify the performance of the
virtual nozzles through additional axisymmetric moving boundary
calculations.

The results have indicated that a simple converging-diverging
virtual valve, which is designed by the procedure described here,
can produce a good approximation of the downstream fuel jet
issuing from a real poppet valve. Finally, with the proper design a
virtual valve can be used successfully in many three-dimensional
numerical studies that might be practically impossible if the com-
plex flow structures in the real valve had to be captured in com-
putational simulations.

Nomenclature
A* � area of nozzle throat
Ae � area of nozzle exit

Mae � Mach number at nozzle exit
R � gas constant

T0 � stagnation temperature of injection gas
f f � flammable fuel fraction
fm � flammable mixture fraction
k � turbulent kinetic energy

ṁf � mass flow rate of fuel
ṗx � axial momentum flow rate

p0 � stagnation pressure of injection gas
pe � static pressure at nozzle exit
r* � radius of nozzle throat
re � radius of nozzle exit
� � equivalence ratio
� � specific heat ratio
� � density of mixture
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A Study on Fluidized Bed-Type
Particulate Filter for Diesel
Engines
A fluidized bed-type diesel particulate filter (DPF) was applied to filter particulate matter
(PM) in diesel engine exhaust gas. The effects of the fluidized bed design parameters,
such as gas velocity, bed particle size, and height, on PM and smoke filtration efficien-
cies, and pressure drop were experimentally investigated using a single-cylinder direct
injection (DI) diesel engine. High PM filtration efficiency and low pressure drop were
achieved with the DPF, especially at a lower gas velocity. The PM filtration efficiency
was higher with a smaller bed particle size at the lower gas velocity; however, it dras-
tically decreased with an increase in gas velocity due to excessive fluidization of the bed
particles. Increase in bed height led to higher PM filtration efficiency while causing an
increase in pressure drop. The theoretical work was also conducted for further investi-
gation of the effects of the above-mentioned parameters on PM filtration. These results
indicated that diffusion filtration was the dominant mechanism for PM filtration under the
conditions of this study and that the decrease in PM filtration efficiency at high gas
velocity was caused by a deterioration in the diffusion filtration. The bed particle diam-
eter and the bed height should be optimized in order to obtain a high filtration efficiency
without increasing the DPF size. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2747255�

Introduction
Distributed power systems, such as on-site electric generators

and co-generation plants, have recently received attention. These
systems allow simultaneous generation of heat and electricity
without any power-line loss, and thus, they have higher energy
efficiency compared to conventional centralized power plants �1�.
Gas turbines, gas engines, and diesel engines have been used as
prime movers in these systems. Among these engines, diesel en-
gines have the advantage of generating electricity with high effi-
ciency �2,3�. However, emission of nitrogen oxides �NOx� and
particulate matter �PM� is a barrier for wider application of diesel
engines, especially in urban areas.

In order to reduce NOx and PM emissions, several combustion
technologies that suppress in-cylinder formation of harmful mat-
ters, such as high-pressure fuel injection, injection rate control �2�,
and exhaust gas recirculation �EGR� �4�, have been investigated
by other researchers. Combined with these technologies, the use
of after-treatment devices is crucial to preserving quality of the
atmosphere. For NOx reduction, the selective catalytic reduction
�SCR� system is an established technology for stationary engines.
On the other hand, highly efficient low-cost PM reduction meth-
ods are not yet developed. Appropriation of recently developed
diesel particulate filters �DPFs� for automobile engines �5,6� may
be attractive because of their high performance. However, many
stationary diesel engines use high sulfur content heavy oil, which
obstructs the use of catalyst-combined DPF because the sulfur
deteriorates PM filtration and filter durability �7,8�. Even though
noncatalyzed DPFs, such as wall-flow monolith, ceramic foam,
wire mesh, etc., were used, the accumulation of ash, which is the
noncombustible residue of the heavy oil or lubrication, inside the
DPF causes an increase of exhaust back pressure and results in
increased fuel consumption �9�. Therefore, a different type of DPF
is needed for stationary engines. As a new type, the DPF made of
ceramic felt combined with metal mesh was recently proposed �8�.

The test results demonstrated high filtration efficiency even for
high-sulfur fuel with the injection of potassium carbonate aqueous
solution. However, further research is needed to develop a DPF
with high filtration efficiency, high durability, and low cost.

Fluidized beds have been widely applied to remove aerosols
from product gases in coal combustion, coal gasification, biomass
treatment, and many other applications �10–12�. When using the
fluidized bed for the PM filtration, PM is captured by the fluidized
bed particles when the exhaust gases pass through. Since the bed
particles move freely, there should be a lower increase in engine
back pressure due to PM accumulation, thereby enhancing the
engine performance. Furthermore, relatively simple design and
operation of the fluidized bed should allow low manufacturing
and maintenance costs.

Water-cooled fluidized beds and electrostatic systems have al-
ready been investigated for PM filtration in diesel engines �13,14�.
Improvements in the PM filtration efficiency and reduction in en-
gine back pressure were reported in these studies. However, the
effects of design parameters in the fluidized bed have not yet been
investigated systematically.

This study aimed to develop a fluidized bed-type DPF dedi-
cated to stationary diesel engines while focusing on low manufac-
turing and maintenance costs. The potential of the DPF to filtrate
the PM from diesel engines and the effects of the fluidized bed
design parameters, such as gas velocity, bed particle size, and bed
height on PM filtration efficiency and filter pressure drop, were
investigated. Experiments were carried out using a single-cylinder
test engine. Furthermore, the theoretical work was conducted to
understand measured effects of these parameters in order to de-
velop a strategy for the optimization of the filter system.

Filtration Mechanisms and Calculation of Filtration Ef-
ficiency in Fluidized Bed

To explain the trend of measured filter efficiency, PM filtration
efficiency in a fluidized bed was calculated based on the work of
Clift et al. �15�. Explaining their work in brief, four mechanisms
are recognized in aerosol filtration by a fluidized bed, namely,
diffusion, inertial, gravity, and interception filtrations. First, the
diffusion filtration is due to the contact of an aerosol particle with
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a bed particle caused by the Brownian motion. Second, the inertial
filtration occurs when an aerosol particle deviates from a curved
gas stream line and collides with a bed particle due to the inertia.
Third, the gravitational settling filtration is the capture of an aero-
sol particle that drops out of the gas stream due to the gravita-
tional force. Finally, direct interception filtration, which is direct
blocking of an aerosol particle by a bed particle, is also consid-
ered. The filtration efficiency of a single bed particle E is ex-
pressed by the ratio of the number of captured aerosol particles to
the number of particles approaching a bed particle. The filtration
efficiency E is determined as the sum of the filtration efficiencies
�E=ED+EI+EG+EDI� for each mechanism mentioned above. The
filtration efficiencies of each mechanism are shown in Table 1.

The diffusion filtration efficiency in Table 1 is valid when the
Schmidt number Sc is in the range of 165�Sc�70,600. The
Stokes number St and Reynolds number Re of bed particles
should be in the range of 0.002�St�0.02,Re�130, respectively,
for the calculation of the inertial filtration. The Reynolds number
of bed particles should be in the range of 0.05�Re�30 for the
calculation of the gravitational settling filtration efficiency. The
filtration efficiencies listed in Table 1 are applicable to the calcu-
lation of the PM filtration efficiency because Sc, St, and Re satisfy
the above conditions, assuming that the PM is spherical and has a
density of 1.25 g/cm3 �16� and a diameter of 100 nm �17�.

The superficial gas velocity U affects the filtration efficiency
because it influences flow regime inside a bed. Gas velocity at
which the pressure drop balances with the bed weight is called the
minimum fluidization velocity Umf. When the velocity U is below
Umf, the bed is stationary in a macroscopic sense and this state is
called “fixed bed.” When U is slightly increased above Umf, then
the flow of bed particles is observed to be convectional with the
bubbles flowing out of the bed. This state is called “fluidized bed.”
Further increase in U causes severe entrainment of bed particles
into the gas flow, and they begin to escape from the bed chamber.

For calculation of Umf, the Galileo number Ga is defined as

Ga =
�g��c − �g�gdc

3

�
�1�

After setting the void fraction at the minimum fluidization veloc-
ity �mf to 0.4, which is a typical value for spherical particles, the
Reynolds number Remf is given by the following empirical equa-
tion:

Remf = 25.7��1 + 5.53 � 10−5Ga − 1� �2�

The Umf is then derived by the following equation:

Umf =
Remf�

dc�g
�3�

The overall performance of the fluidized bed is usually described
by the overall penetration efficiency PE, which is the ratio of the
aerosol concentration in exit gas to the concentration in gas enter-
ing the fluidized bed. And the overall filtration efficiency f of the
fluidized bed is described by f =1−PE.

For the fixed bed state, f is expressed by

f = 1 − exp�− �H� �4�

Here, � is a rate constant for filtration, which is related to the
filtration efficiency of a single bed particle E.

� =
3E�1 − ��

2dc
�5�

In Eq. �4�, exp�−�H� is a probability of the aerosol particles being
penetrated on passing through the fluidized bed height H.

For the fluidized bed state, the filtration efficiency f is defined
by the following equation considering the penetrations through jet
region PEj and bed region PEb.

f = 1 − �PEb � PEj� �6�

PEb =
X�m2e−m1 − m1e−m2� − �1 − ��m1m2�m2e−m1 − m1e−m2�

X�m2 − m1�

PEj = 1 − � Nor

Nor + 0.078
�3

when Nor � 0.8

To determine m1 and m2, filtration rate constant j should be de-
termined. j is calculated by the following equation using E:

j = ��H − Hj� =
3E�1 − �mf��H − Hj�

2dc
�7�

The detail of above explanation can be found in Ref. �15�.

Experimental Apparatus
The cross section of a fluidized bed DPF used in this study is

shown in Fig. 1. The DPF, which had a cylindrical shape with an
inner diameter of 139.8 mm, consisted of a distributor, a free
board, an anti-scattering plate, and bed particles. The distance
from the distributor to the anti-scattering plate was 400 mm. The
distributor was made up of a 2 mm thick stainless steel plate with
large numbers of small orifices to generate uniform gas flow and
to suppress the pulsation of inlet flow. Each orifice had a diameter
of 0.318 mm and a pitch of 2.4 mm with an opening area 1.38%
of the total cross-sectional area. The anti-scattering plate was in-
stalled to prevent runaway of the bed particles from the fluidized
bed. It had many holes of 0.2 mm dia and 0.45 mm pitch, making
up a total opening area of 15.5%. The bed particles were made of
alumina. The standard particles had diameters dc ranging from
0.5 mm to 1.0 mm, whereas smaller particles with dc
=0.3–0.5 mm were also used to evaluate the effect of particle
size. The standard bed height H at quiescent state was set to
100 mm and was increased up to 200 mm in the experiments for

Table 1 Filtration efficiency of each individual mechanism

Mechanism Efficiency

Diffusion filtration ED= �4.36/���D /Udc�2/3

Inertia filtration EI= �St/ �St+0.062���3

Gravity filtration EG=0.0375�NG�1/2

Interception filtration EDI=6.3NDI
2 �−2.4

Fig. 1 Structure of a fluidized bed-type DPF
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investigating the effect of H. The superficial gas velocity in the
fluidized bed, which is defined as volumetric flow rate divided by
cross-sectional area of the bed, was varied in the range of U
=0.2–0.8 m/s. The capacity of the fluidized bed was designed so
that the bed particles reach the minimum fluidized bed velocity
Umf when approximately half of exhaust gases from the engine
flow into the bed under the standard conditions of dc and H. The
DPF inlet temperature T1, inside temperatures T2, T3, T4, and
outlet temperature T5 were measured using thermocouples �K-
type, o.d. 3.2 mm�. The pressure difference �pressure drop� be-
tween the inlet of the distributor and the exit of the anti-scattering
plate was measured using a digital differential pressure gauge
�NAGANO GC62�. The time histories of the temperatures and the
pressure drop were recorded by a digital data recorder
�YOKOGAWA MV200�.

The experimental system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.
The engine used a single-cylinder DI diesel engine �YANMAR
NFD170� with a common-rail high-pressure injection system
�DENSO ECD-U2�. The engine specifications are given in Table
2. The fuel used was JIS No. 2 diesel fuel �LHV 43.7 MJ/kg,
Cetane index 57�, which was injected using an injection nozzle
with six 0.18 mm holes. All measurements were conducted at
thermally steady states of the engine at a fixed speed of 1800 rpm,
under a break mean effective pressure �BMEP� of 0.64 MPa, an
inlet cooling water temperature of 80°C, and a lubricating oil
temperature of 90°C. The engine was operated using pilot injec-
tion to achieve a smoke level of 1 BSU at the inlet of the DPF.
The main injection was fixed at to dead center �TDC�, and the
pilot injection timing was adjusted to obtain a constant smoke
level with an injection pressure of 100 MPa. The flow rate of
exhaust gas through the DPF was regulated by a valve V1 and
measured with an orifice flow meter installed downstream of the
DPF.

Smoke and total hydrocarbons �THC� emissions were measured
using a Bosch smoke meter and a flame ionization detector �FID�

�F-TECHO, EXL-311�, respectively. The PM was collected on a
Teflon filter �47 mm dia, 0.5 �m pore� at a dilution ratio from 15
to 20, and measured using a minidilution tunnel �i.d. 70 mm,
throat diameter 14 mm�. The PM concentration was expressed as
mass per volume of exhaust gas. PM consists of a solid fraction
�soot� and a soluble organic fraction �SOF�. In this experiment,
the PM is mainly composed of solid fraction because of the high
engine load �18�.

Experimental Results

Observation of Flow Condition Inside a Fluidized Bed. The
effect of gas velocity on flow condition in the DPF was first in-
vestigated with standard bed particles and bed height. The gas
velocity was varied in the range of U=0.5–1.14 m/s, thus chang-
ing the engine speed under motoring operation. The upper cover
of the DPF was removed to observe the state of bed particles.
When the gas velocity U was lower than 0.52 m/s, the bed par-
ticles slowly moved up and down. Increasing U up to 0.62 m/s,
the bed particles showed intense movement; therefore, this veloc-
ity was considered as the minimum fluidized bed velocity Umf.
With an increase in the gas velocity to U=0.72 m/s, many
bubbles were observed to flow through the bed. With further in-
crease in gas velocity to U=0.84 m/s, the bed particles occasion-
ally jumped up over the anti-scattering plate. Further increases in
U caused jumping away of a large number of particles. Therefore,
the gas velocity was controlled below 0.8 m/s in this study.

Effects of Gas Velocity. Next, the effects of the gas velocity on
PM and smoke filtrations were investigated. The gas velocity U
was varied in the range of 0.2–0.8 m/s using the standard bed
particles and bed height. In each condition of U, new bed particles
were used and the distributor and the anti-scattering plate were
cleaned to make the same condition. Figure 3 shows temperatures
in the DPF T1–T5, pressure drop 	p, brake thermal efficiency 
e,
smoke, and THC concentrations at the downstream and upstream
of the DPF against time t. The time histories of 	p and T1–T5 are
the results during an hour from the inlet temperature T1 reached
quasi-steady state after a few hours of the exhaust gas introduction
into the DPF. The smoke and THC measurements were also con-
ducted several times after T1 reached quasi-steady state. The range
of PM concentration in the upstream of the DPF was
70–80 mg/m3. The temperatures T2, T3, T4, and T5 increased
with increasing U. 	p also increased with increasing U; however,
it reaches nearly a constant value at 4 kPa for U above 0.65 m/s.

e was hardly affected by gas velocity. As U increases, the smoke

Fig. 2 Experimental setup

Table 2 Engine specifications

Engine type DI diesel engine, single-cylinder
Four-stroke-cycle, naturally aspirated

Bore�stroke 102 mm�105 mm
Compression ratio 17.8:1
Swirl ratio 2.6
Combustion chamber Toroidal type
Injection system Common-rail

Fig. 3 Variation of exhaust emissions and bed temperature at
inlet and outlet of fluidized bed-type DPF
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concentration downstream the DPF increased, while THC concen-
tration scarcely changed. The PM filtration ratio fPM and smoke
filtration ratio fsmoke were calculated by the following equations.

The mean values of fPM, fsmoke, and 	p in the condition of Fig.
3 against the gas velocity U are shown in Fig. 4. Here, the solid
symbols represent 	p �solid triangles� and fsmoke �solid squares� in
the case of no bed particles,

fPM = �1 −
PMout

PMin
� � 100 �%� �8�

fsmoke = �1 −
smokeout

smokein
� � 100 �%� �9�

As shown, while fsmoke was higher than that of fPM at each gas
velocity, both fPM and fsmoke increased with decreasing gas veloc-
ity. A comparison of pressure drop between the cases with and
without bed particles indicated that a large part of the pressure
drop came from the distributor and the anti-scattering plate in the
DPF. The pressure drop through the bed particles was not much
influenced by the change in the gas velocity. There was a slight
fsmoke increase by the distributor and the anti-scattering plate at a
lower gas velocity of U=0.2 m/s; however, it was negligible for
U�0.4 m/s.

Effects of Bed Particle Diameter and Bed Height. The effects
of the diameter of the bed particles and the bed height on the
filtration efficiency were investigated. Figure 5 compares fPM and
fsmoke and 	p between different bed particle diameters ranging
from dc=0.5–1.0 mm and dc=0.3–0.5 mm. The use of smaller
bed particles improved fPM and fsmoke at a gas velocity of U
=0.2 m/s. Increasing U to 0.4 m/s, the smaller bed particles gave
a rapid decrease of fPM, which shows negative values, although
fsmoke was similar to that of the larger particles. In this case, bed
particles collided with the anti-scattering plate and many pieces of
broken bed particles were found on both the upper and lower
surfaces of the plate after the experiments. The fragments of bed
particles flowed downstream the DPF and were collected on the
Teflon® filter at the time of PM measurement, thus causing nega-

tive fPM. These fragments also stuck on the smoke filter paper.
However, since the particle is whitish, the blackness did not in-
crease, resulting in no considerable decrease in fsmoke. Figure 5
also shows that the smaller particles lead to higher 	p at each gas
velocity and that its value reaches about 16 kPa at U=0.6 m/s.
This higher pressure drop is probably again due to the clogging of
the anti-scattering plate by broken bed particles at higher gas
velocity.

The results of the effects of bed height H on the performance
of the DPF are presented in Fig. 6. H was increased from

Fig. 4 Effects of gas velocity on PM and smoke filtrations and
pressure drop

Fig. 5 Effects of bed particle diameter on PM and smoke filtra-
tions and pressure drop

Fig. 6 Effects of bed height on PM and smoke filtrations and
pressure drop
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100 mm to 150 mm and 200 mm using standard bed particles
�dc=0.5–1.0 mm� at U=0.4 m/s. The increased bed height re-
sulted in an increase in fPM and fsmoke by probably promoting
contact of PM particles with the bed particles, while it caused an
increase in the pressure drop. The filtration efficiencies of PM and
smoke were 76% and 98%, respectively, and at H=200 mm the
pressure drop 	p was 6 kPa.

Theoretical Analysis. Theoretical work was conducted in order
to better understand the experimental results and to find ways to
improve the filtration efficiency. First, to determine flow condition
in the DPF, the minimum fluidization velocity Umf was calculated
from Eqs. �1�–�3�. The results for several bed particle diameters
are shown in Table 3. In this study, the calculations were simpli-
fied by assuming that the fluidized bed consists of monodisperse
particles with a harmonic mean diameter dh �19�, which was de-
rived from measured size distribution of the bed particles used
in the experiments. For the standard bed particles �dc
=0.5–1.0 mm�, dh was 0.84 mm, which gave Umf close to the
previously mentioned observation result �Umf =0.62 m/s� as
shown in Table 3.

The effects of superficial gas velocity on PM filtration effi-
ciency were evaluated. Table 4 shows the input data for the cal-
culation. Here, the bed temperature and the density of bed particle
were assigned based on our measurements. And, a fraction of
bubble phase and an average bubble size were assigned based on
the literature �13�. Figure 7 shows PM filtration efficiencies f at
superficial gas velocities U=0.1–1.0 m/s and bed heights H
=100–200 mm. The bed particle diameter and PM diameter were
set at dh=0.84 mm and dp=100 nm, respectively. Void fractions
of �=0.3 and �mf =0.4 �15� were applied. The solid symbols in
Fig. 7 indicate the experimental data at each bed height. The dot-

ted vertical line denotes Umf. The PM filtration efficiency f was
calculated using Eq. �6� in the cases where U was higher than Umf
�fluidized bed regime�, and using Eq. �4� in the cases with U
lower than Umf �fixed bed regime�. f decreased with increasing U
regardless of H, with larger H giving higher f . In the fluidized bed
condition, f was lower and the influence of H was weaker com-
pared to the fixed bed condition. As shown in Fig. 7, these trends
correlate well with the experimental results. Some discrepancies
were observed between the theoretical and experimental results in
cases with H=200 mm at lower U and H=100 mm at U
=0.8 m/s. Further study is needed on the effects of spatially het-
erogeneous flow, void size and fraction, and the size distribution
of bed particles to understand these anomalies.

Next, to reveal the predominant phenomenon in PM filtration,
the contribution of each filtration mechanism was analyzed. Fig-
ure 8 shows the total filtration efficiency of a single bed particle E
and the individual filtration efficiencies of ED, EI, EG, and EDI
against the superficial gas velocity U at the bed height of H
=100 mm. The total filtration efficiency E decreased with increas-
ing U. It is clear that diffusion filtration efficiency ED had the
most significant effect on E. Although the inertial filtration effi-
ciency EI increased with the increase in U, this increase was much
smaller compared to ED. Thus, the diffusion filtration is the domi-
nant mechanism in the fluidized bed-type DPF. The lower PM
filtration efficiency at higher gas velocity is caused by the de-
crease in diffusion filtration efficiency, which is inversely propor-
tional to U2/3 as shown in Table 1. To obtain higher ED at a fixed
U, reducing bed particle diameter dh would be effective according
to the equation given in Table 1. Therefore, the effect of bed
particle size was evaluated.

PM filtration efficiencies were calculated in the diameter range
of dh=0.4–1.0 mm under conditions of the bed height of H
=100 mm and PM diameter of dp=100 nm. The calculated PM
filtration efficiencies f are plotted against the superficial gas ve-
locity U in Fig. 9. The dotted vertical lines denote Umf in each dh,
respectively. When U was below Umf, the smaller bed particle
gave a higher f . As expected from the results above, the smaller
bed particle diameter promoted diffusion filtration, leading to a
significant increase in PM filtration efficiency. On the other hand,
in a fluidized bed, f decreased rapidly with an increase in U.
These trends correlated well with the experimental results shown
in Fig. 5. Thus, the use of smaller bed particles requires low
superficial velocities, which may be attained with a DPF with
larger inner diameter at a fixed exhaust gas flow rate. Increase in
DPF size can be avoided with the use of larger bed particles. In
this case, a larger bed height is necessary to maintain the filtration
efficiency.

Figure 10 shows results of a strategy to decide bed particle
diameter dh and bed height H. Here, C	p is a pressure drop ratio,
	p divided by the reference pressure drop at dh=0.84 mm and

Table 3 Minimum fluidization velocity at different bed particle
diameter

dc �mm� 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2
Umf �m/s� 0.04 0.15 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.78 1.0

Table 4 Input data for calculation

Bed temperature �°C� 250
Density of bed particle �g/cm3� 3.95
Fraction of bubble phase �%� 10
Average bubble size �cm� 3

Fig. 7 Effects of gas velocity on PM filtration efficiecy against
bed height

Fig. 8 Filtration efficiency of individual mechanisms against
gas velocity
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H=100 mm. 	p was calculated using Ergun’s equation �20�. The
fixed-bed-state filtration efficiency f and C	p were plotted against
dh changing H from 100 mm to 700 mm for a constant superficial
velocity U of 0.3 m/s. Based on the target values of f and C	p as
70% and 1.5, respectively, various combinations of dh and H were
selected as indicated by the vertical lines with arrows. The re-
quirement for f was fulfilled in all cases by selecting larger H in
accordance with the increase in dh. C	p was approximately con-
stant as long as f was fixed. However, in practical use, H is re-
stricted due to the limitation of space for the installation of the
DPF. Therefore, both H and dh must be optimized simultaneously.

Conclusions
The effects of gas velocity, bed particle size, and bed height in

a fluidized bed on PM and smoke filtration efficiencies, and pres-
sure drop were experimentally investigated using a single-cylinder
DI diesel engine. The theoretical work was also conducted for

further investigation on the effects of the mentioned parameters on
the PM filtration efficiency. The following conclusions are derived
from the results.

Experimental Results. 1. In the fluidized bed-type DPF, PM
and smoke filtration efficiencies increased with decreasing gas
velocity. The smoke filtration ratio was higher than PM at any
given gas velocity.

2. Smaller bed particles led to better PM and smoke filtration
efficiencies at a low gas velocity; however, the PM filtration effi-
ciency drastically decreased with an increase in gas velocity due
to excessive fluidization of the bed particles.

3. Increasing the bed height gave higher PM and smoke filtra-
tion efficiencies, while causing an increase in pressure drop.

Theoretical Results. 1. In the fluidized bed-type DPF, diffusion
filtration was found to be the dominant mechanism, and the de-
crease in the PM filtration efficiency at a high gas velocity ob-
served in experimental results was caused by deterioration in the
diffusion filtration.

2. Smaller bed particles gave a higher PM filtration efficiency
under a fixed bed condition; however, a larger inner diameter of
the DPF was required to maintain a fixed exhaust gas flow rate.
The increase in DPF size can be avoided by employing larger bed
particles and a larger bed height in order to maintain high filtration
efficiency.
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Nomenclature
C	p � pressure drop ratio

D � Brownian diffusivity, m2/s �=FkBT /3��dp�
dp � diameter of an aerosol particle, m
dc � diameter of a bed particle, m
dh � harmonic mean diameter of bed particle, m

�=1/ ��Mi / �dc�i��
do � distributor orifice diameter, m
E � single particle filtration efficiency
F � Stokes-Cunningham slip correction factor
f � overall filtration efficiency

fPM � PM filtration ratio
fsmoke � smoke filtration ratio

g � gravitational acceleration, m/s2

Ga � Galileo number
H � total bed height, m

Hj � gas jet height above distributor
�=5.2do��ggdo�0.3�1.3�Uor /gdo�0.2−1��

j � filtration rate constant
K � interphase transfer coefficient per unit vol-

ume of bubble phase
kB � Boltzmann’s constant

�=1.380622�10−23 J /K�
Mi � mass fraction of material

m1, m2 � roots of the equation below ��1−�� m2− �X
+ �1−��k� m+kX�1−�e−Y�=0�

NG � gravitational settling parameter �=Fgdp
2��p

−�g� /18�U�
NDI � interception parameter �=dp /dc�
Nor � �=Stor�Nuc�1/3�
Nuc � terminal velocity of a bed particle �Nuc

1/3

= �3�g
2 /4�cg��1/3utc�

PE � overall penetration efficiency

Fig. 9 Effects of bed particle diameter on PM filtration
efficiency

Fig. 10 PM filtration efficiency and relative pressure drop for
various bed particle diameters and bed heights
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PEb � penetration of aerosol particles through
bubbling part of fluidized bed

PEj � penetration of aerosol particles through jet
Remf � Reynolds number at minimum fluidization

Sc � Schmidt number �=� /�pD�
St � Stokes number �=F�pdpU /9�dc�

Stor � Stokes number in distributor orifice, m2/s
U � superficial velocity of gas through a fluid-

ized bed, m/s
Umf � minimum fluidization velocity, m/s
Uor � mean gas velocity through a distributor ori-

fice, m/s
utc � terminal velocity of a bed particle, m/s
X � cross-flow factor �=�H−Hj�K�B /�U�
Y � �=dcK�B /�U�
T � gas temperature, K

Greek Symbols
 � filter depth associated with a single layer of

bed particles �=� /6�1−�mf�1/3�
B � fraction of fluidizing gas passing through a

bed in bubble phase
� � void fraction

�B � time-averaged fraction of the cross-sectional
area occupied by bubble phase

�mf � void fraction at minimum fluidization

e � brake thermal efficiency
� � rate constant for filtration, 1/m
� � gas viscosity, Ns/m2

�p � density of an aerosol particle, kg/m3

�c � density of a bed particle, kg/m3

�g � density of gas, kg/m3
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Study of Multimode Combustion
System With Gasoline Direct
Injection
In this paper, a multimode combustion system was developed in a gasoline direct injec-
tion engine. A two-stage fuel-injection strategy, including flexible injection timings and
flexible fuel quantity, is adopted as a main means to form desired mixture in the cylinder.
The combustion system can realize five combustion modes. The homogeneous charge
spark ignition (HCSI) mode was used at high load to achieve high-power output density;
stratified charge spark ignition (SCSI) was adopted at intermediate load to get optimum
fuel economy; stratified charge compression ignition (SCCI) was introduced at transient
operation between SI and CI mode. Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI)
was utilized at part load to obtain ultralow emissions. Reformed charge compression
ignition (RCCI) was imposed at low load to extend the HCCI operation range. In SI
mode, the stratified concentration is formed by introducing a second fuel injection in the
compression stroke. This kind of stratified mixture has a faster heat release than the
homogeneous mixture and is primarily optimized to reduce the fuel consumption. In CI
mode, the cam phase configurations are switched from positive valve overlap to negative
valve overlap (NVO). The test results reveal that the CI combustion is featured with a
high gradient pressure after ignition and has advantages in high thermal efficiency and
low NOx emissions over SI combustion at part load. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2718221�

Introduction
Homogeneous charge compression ignition �HCCI� has advan-

tages in high thermal efficiency and low emissions and will pos-
sibly become a promising combustion mode for internal combus-
tion engines. However, HCCI engine can only run well within a
narrow range of speed and load. One of the key technologies for
the HCCI engine is to widen the operating range over the whole
map. Unfortunately, even though HCCI operation at high load
may be obtained, the NOx reduction benefit is very small com-
pared to conventional gasoline engine with three-way catalyst.
Meanwhile, the fuel-consumption advantage of gasoline HCCI
over SI combustion is reduced at high load due to the reduced
level of throttling. For high-load operation, the engine should be
again switched to traditional SI or CI operation. Therefore, the
multimode combustion is a practical operation strategy for the
HCCI engine application �1�.

Nowadays, the gasoline HCCI research that existed can be di-
vided into two categories as follows according to compression
ratio �CR�.

Ultralean Mixture With High CR. The relative air/fuel ratio of
these gasoline HCCI engine varies from 3 to 5 and the range of
CR varies from 16 to 21, like conventional diesel engines. For
instance, GM �2�, Sandia �3�, and KTH �4�, investigated gasoline
HCCI combustion on gasoline direct injection engines that were
modified from heavy-duty diesel engines. The high-CR gasoline
HCCI engine can realize ultralow NOx emission �1 ppm� and high
thermal efficiency �43%� at fixed operation points �5�. Therefore,
high-CR gasoline HCCI is suitable for stationary operation.

Slight-Lean Mixture With Low CR. The relative air/fuel ratio of
these gasoline HCCI engines varies from 1 to 2, and the range of
CR varies from 10 to 13 like conventional gasoline engines. High-

octane fuel cannot be ignited by compression under the conditions
of the slight-lean mixture with low CR. The method of realizing
the HCCI in such a case is to trap a certain amount of hot exhaust
gas to increase the temperature in the cylinder. For instance, Volvo
�6� adopted Lotus’ VVT mechanism to realize negative valve
overlap �NVO� for various exhaust gas recirculation �EGR� ratios.
Subaru �7� realized gasoline HCCI based on three camshafts with
a different NVO configuration. AVL �8,9� CSI engine realized
gasoline HCCI by adopting second exhaust valve opening to re-
breathe the hot EGR. Low CR gasoline HCCI engine results in an
maximum fuel economy improvement compared to conventional
SI operation of maximum 26%, NOx emissions vary from
0 to 200 ppm �8�.

Low CR gasoline HCCI engines can be conveniently switched
to conventional SI mode at high load, which makes them more
practical in the near future. In this paper, we shall concentrate on
the application of low CR gasoline HCCI engines.

For gasoline fuels the homogeneous charge is normally formed
by the port injection with a conventional injector. However, recent
researches �1,10,11� show that gasoline-fueled HCCI engine with
direct fuel multistage injection makes it possible to extend the
range of HCCI operation. Both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
mixtures can be achieved through direct injection �DI� strategy,
which provides more flexibility to control HCCI combustion.

In SI mode, the stratified concentration can be formed by intro-
ducing a second fuel injection in the compression stroke �12�. But
in HCCI mode, the cam phase has to be switched from conven-
tional valve overlap to NVO so that a large amount of hot residual
is trapped in the cylinder. The hot residual is used as a means of
controlling the charge temperature necessary for HCCI combus-
tion �13�.

This paper describes a gasoline direct injection engine with a
multimode combustion system. Two-stage direct injection was
used to optimize combustion in SCSI mode at medium load and to
control ignition timing in HCCI mode at part load. The objective
of the work is to study ignition and combustion characteristics in
a gasoline direct injection engine with a multimode combustion
system.

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Division of ASME for publication in the
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received April 1,
2006; final manuscript received October 2, 2006. Review conducted by Margaret
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Multimode Combution system

Engine Operation Strategies. Figure 1 gives the operation re-
gions of the different combustion modes in the gasoline HCCI
engine. During the cold-start operation, a stratified local rich fuel/
air mixture near the spark plug is formed by a late injection in the
compression stroke and then ignited by the spark. It is called
stratified charge spark ignition �SCSI� combustion mode. After the
warmup running, the engine goes into the HCCI combustion re-
gion using internal EGR to have a high thermal efficiency and
very low engine-out NOx emission. At medium load, the engine
runs on a lean SCSI combustion for fuel economy. At high load,
the engine operates in the stoichiometric homogeneous charge
spark ignition �HCSI� for high power output. Since the problem of
emission and fuel economy at high load are already solved suc-
cessfully using three-way catalyst �TWC� and wide-open throttle
�WOT� strategy in conventional gasoline engines, this paper will
concentrate on the SCSI, HCCI and quasi-HCCI, combustion
modes.

Fuel Injection Strategies
Figure 2�a� shows injection strategy in SI mode. Intake top

dead center �TDC� and combustion TDC are defined as 0 deg and
360 deg, respectively, in this paper. Gasoline direct injection tim-
ing can vary in a wide range, from intake to compression stroke.
Two-stage injection strategy is more flexible than one injection
and controls the distribution of mixture concentration in the cyl-
inder more effectively since it can optimize two injection timings
and the ratio of two injection quantities to control the mixture
formation and combustion. In the multimode combustion system,
homogeneous charge can be realized by the first fuel injection in
intake stroke and stratification charge can be obtained by the sec-
ond fuel injection in compression stroke. Therefore, a robust SCSI
combustion under the medium load condition can be realized.

For transient operation of SI/HCCI switch process, injection
parameters should be changed in next cycle, simultaneously, in-
cluding valve lift curves, throttle opening percentage, injection
strategies, as well as spark timings. Figure 2�b� shows injection
strategy in CI mode. Gasoline direct injection timing can vary in a
wide range from exhaust stroke to compression stroke. Negative
valve overlap �NVO� is a practical approach to obtain internal
EGR. This makes it possible to utilize thermal atmosphere for fuel
evaporation and reforming. Therefore, HCCI ignition timing can
be controlled and the low load range can be extended by introduc-
ing the first fuel injection in NVO period for reform. When NVO
combines with multiple direct injection strategies, three CI com-
bustion modes, such as SCCI, HCCI, and RCCI, can be achieved.

The injection in the compression process �IS� can form stratified
charge. The so-called stratified charge compression ignition
�SCCI� has capabilities to suppress knocking �14�, to reduce HC

emission, to extend the high load limit and is suitable for the
transient operation. Early fuel injection in intake stroke �IH� can
obtain HCCI due to sufficient mixing time available to form ho-
mogeneous charge �15,16�.

In the period of NVO, part of the exhaust gas is trapped in the
cylinder and recompressed. In NVO period, the direct-injected
fuel �IR� will be reformed due to internal EGR atmosphere with
the high temperature and pressure, and an amount of active spe-
cies occurs, which improves the ignition property �11�. This com-
bustion mode is called RCCI in this paper.

By combining above three injection strategies and adjusting
fuel quantity and injection timing of each pulse, the temperature,
concentration, and species of the mixture distributed in cylinder
can be controlled flexible. As a result, the HCCI ignition timing
and combustion rate can be controlled.

Experimental Setup
The investigation was carried out on a dual-cylinder four-stroke

test engine. The engine specifications are listed in Table 1. The
properties of the test fuel are listed in Table 2.

The HCCI combustion system is described in the previous lit-
erature �17�. Using NVO to trap mass of internal EGR is an ef-
fective method to realize gasoline HCCI combustion. The rapid
and stable SI/HCCI mode switch demands a rapid response vari-
able cam phaser to change the intake-exhaust cam phase signifi-
cantly in one engine cycle. As a result, the SI/HCCI mode switch
can be achieved in the next engine cycle.

A two-stage variable valve timing �TS-VVT� mechanism was
designed and used in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 3. The
TS-VVT mechanism is a practical cam unit for a two-valve engine
with low cost and rapid response, since variable cam timing
�VCT� equipment is not needed. Both the cam phase and the lift
can be changed in one engine cycle by the TS-VVT. Meanwhile,

Fig. 1 Combustion modes and corresponding operation re-
gions of gasoline engine

Fig. 2 Injection strategies of GDI engine at different combus-
tion mode: „a… SI mode and „b… CI mode
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both intake and exhaust cam profiles can be switched simulta-
neously due to the same main oil passage in the cylinder head
with a single overhead cam shaft �SOHC�. Therefore, the desired
residual gas is trapped by switching cam profiles in next engine
cycle. As a result, the SI mode and HCCI mode can be stably and
rapidly switched.

A combustion mode switch process from SI to HCCI is shown
in Fig. 4. The cylinder pressure traces, NOx, IMEP, intake, and
exhaust valve timing, as well as throttle opening are indicated at
every continuous engine cycle. Before the switch, the engine was
running at SI mode with POT �part open throttle� and PVO �posi-
tive valve overlap�. NOx emission is more than 2000 ppm. After
the last SI cycle, the intake cam and exhaust cam profiles were
switched simultaneously by the TS-VVT. As the cam profile was
switched to NVO, a great amount of exhaust gas was trapped at
the end of last SI cycle. The high in-cylinder temperature due to
heavy hot internal EGR made the mixture successfully self-ignited
in the next engine cycle �first HCCI cycle�. After several cycles of
stabilization, the throttle was smoothly opened to WOT. The
IMEP reaches to the same level as SI mode before the switch. The
peak cylinder pressure increased dramatically. The NOx emission
decreases significantly and rapidly to near zero. The whole switch
process is within ten engine cycles, �1 s in 1000 rpm engine
speed. Furthermore, in the SI-HCCI transient period, the engine
ran robustly without any abnormal combustion �misfire or knock-
ing� occurrence. SI/HCCI combustion modes with different cam
phases can be obtained by replacing cams on the SOHC. The
cam-phase configurations in the experiments are listed in Table 3.

Table 1 Engine specifications

Type
Two-cylinder in-line,
four-stroke, DI

Number of Valves 2 per cylinder
Bore 95 mm
Stroke 115 mm
Connecting rod 210 mm
Compression ratio 13
Throttle position WOT at CI mode

POT at SCCI and SCSI mode
EGR Internal EGR at CI mode

without EGR at SI mode
Intake temp. Ambient
Fuel Gasoline �RON93�
Injector High-pressure swirl injector
Injection pressure 5 MPa
Head bottom Flat
Intake port Helical

Table 2 Properties of the test fuel

Marketing Gasoline 93#
RON 94.4
MON 83.0
Oxygen content �wt� 0.21
Density �20°C��g/cm3� 0.7487
C/H 6.42
Stoichiometric A/F ratio 14.6

Fig. 3 Two-stage variable valve timing mechanism: „a… SOHC with CPS, „b… multiple cam profiles with synchro switch, and „c…
measured cylinder pressure traces in continuous engine cycles at motoring case
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Experimental Results and Discussion

SCSI. A different stratified charge can been formed by adjust-
ing the ratio of the first fuel injection to the second at the same
total fuel mass per cycle. The spark timing at 1400 rpm and
1800 rpm are 24°CA BTDC and 20°CA BTDC, respectively, ac-
cording the engine calibration. Figure 5 shows the effects of the
ratio of gb2 /gb1 on the engine’s performance, fuel economy, emis-
sion, and combustion stability. As can be seen from the Fig. 5, the
ratio is in the range of 1:4–1:3 and can result in a higher BMEP,
a higher fuel economy �lower BSFC�, and lower COV. The en-
gine’s performances will be worse when the ratio is out of the
range. When the ratio is in this range, CO and HC emissions are
much lower than those when the ratio is not in this range, mean-
while, NOx will be comparably higher. The phenomenon is mainly
due to the different roles of gb2 and gb1. The first injected fuel is
used to form a homogeneous charge in the combustion chamber,
whereas the second is to form a rich stratified charge around the
spark plug. When the ratio is in the range, the mixture around the
spark plug is easy to be ignited, which can lead to a stable igni-
tion; whereas the mixture at other places of the chamber is not too
lean, which can make the flame propagate very quickly and pro-
duce less HC and CO. When the second injection fuel quantity is
too little, the mixture around the spark plug is not rich enough,
which will lead to a unstable initial flame kernel and a high cycle
variation. HC and CO emission will increase due to the unstable
combustion. When the second injection fuel quantity is too large
while the first injection is too small, the mixture gradient will
increase, which will lead to a large CO and HC formation in the
too rich mixture due to the incomplete combustion, while the NOx
is lower due to the lower combustion temperature. The engine’s
performance is worse either way.

Figure 6 presents the effects of the ratio on the combustion
indicator diagrams and the heat release curves at same total fuel
mass per cycle. The indictor diagrams show that a higher combus-
tion pressure and a high rate of pressure increase in the chamber
when the ratio is 1:4; the heat release curves also show that the
rate of heat release is higher and the combustion period is shorter

when the ratio is 1:4. When the ratio is 0, which means a lean
homogeneous charge in the chamber, the maximum heat release
rate is retarded and the combustion speed is obviously slower.
When the second fuel injection is large �the ratio of gb2 /gb1 is
increasing�, mixture concentration changes rapidly, which can re-
sult in a same quick increase of initial heat release as in the case
of the ratio being 1:4 but a slower heat release and longer com-
bustion due to the too lean mixture at the moment.

Fig. 4 Transient SI-HCCI switch process

Table 3 Cam-phase configuration „°CA…

SI
�Cam0�

HCCI
�Cam1�

HCCI
�Cam2�

HCCI
�Cam3�

EVO BBDC 56 44 52 45
EVC ATDC 10 −58 −66 −75
IVO BTDC 10 −64 −80 −75
IVC ABDC 50 24 40 45 Fig. 5 Effects of gb2 /gb1 on combustion and emission perfor-

mance at same total fuel mass per cycle
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RCCI, HCCI, and SCCI. In order to investigate the effect of
properties of mixture on CI combustion, combustion and emission
data were measured with varying start of single injection �SOI�
from the NVO period to compression stroke. Figure 7�a� shows
the combustion and emission characteristics with single-stage in-
jection from −20°CA to 180°CA ATDC. The total injected fuel
mass, gb=18 mg, cam1.

From Fig. 7�a�, it can be seen that, with the retarding injection
timing, the exhaust temperature increases gradually. When fuel
injection occurs at an early paint of the intake stroke, low ambient
pressure leads to long spray penetration. Meanwhile, the piston is
very close to the injector. Spray will impinge directly on the bot-
tom of the piston bowl. Oil film on the piston bowl results in
slightly higher CO emission.

When fuel injection occurs at the middle of the intake stroke
�SOI=100°CA�, the interaction between intake air motion and
spray evaporation reaches optimum utilization �18�. CO2 emis-
sions reach to the maximum while O2, HC, CO, and NOx emis-
sions reach the minimum, simultaneously. That means the more
homogeneous mixture was formed and more complete combus-
tion was achieved.

When injection occurs at late of intake stroke, spray will im-
pinge directly on the cylinder wall �18�. Oil film on the cylinder
wall results in higher HC and CO emissions. With retarding SOI
after 140°CA, it leads to uncompleted combustion gradually. CO2
emissions decrease greatly, CO and HC emissions increase. Mean-
while, NOx emission increases rapidly. With retarding SOI after
140°CA, SCCI combustion characteristics appeared. Concentra-
tion distributes as a rich mixture located at the exhaust side of
cylinder and a lean mixture near the intake side of cylinder �18�.
SCCI leads to NOx and CO emissions increase due to the local
high temperature and fuel-rich zone, while HC emissions decrease
due to less wall quench. Combustion duration becomes longer and

the exhaust temperature increase. With retarding SOI after
180°CA, misfire occurs and the engine cannot be run. Therefore,
there is an optimal value of the first injection timing �100°CA�,
which results in better engine performance and more homoge-
neous charge.

Figure 7�b� shows three typical indicted diagrams and ROHR

Fig. 6 Effects of gb2 /gb1 on indicated diagram and the corre-
sponding rate of heat release at same total fuel mass per cycle

Fig. 7 Effect of injection timing on combustion and emission
characteristics at CI combustion mode: „a… Emissions and „b…
indicator diagram and ROHR
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abstracted from Fig. 7�a�. The significant effect of the start of
injection timing on CI combustion can be seen. When the fuel
injection occurs at −20°CA �NVO period�, RCCI combustion was
achieved. The ignition timing is early �355°CA, before the TDC�,
RCCI is likely to lead to knocking. When the fuel injection occurs
at 100°CA, HCCI combustion was achieved with low NOx emis-
sion and higher thermal efficiency. When the fuel injection occurs
at 180°CA, SCCI combustion was achieved. At the low load op-
eration case under the test conditions of single injection, SCCI
combustion leads to the late ignition timing �364°CA, after the
TDC�, longer combustion duration, higher CO emissions and
higher exhaust temperature.

Comparison of Combustion Modes
Figure 8 shows the comparison of typical indicated diagrams

and ROHR at typical operation points with different combustion
modes shown in Fig. 1. Table 4 shows the comparison of the
corresponding injection strategies and emission data at different
modes.

From Fig. 8, it reveals the CI combustion features as a high-
pressure gradient after ignition. From the Table 4, it reveals that
CI has advantages in high thermal efficiency and low NOx emis-
sions over SI combustion at part load.

In HCCI mode, the homogeneous mixture was compression
ignited, simultaneously, after TDC. Since the ignition timing is
after TDC, the peak of the cylinder pressure and temperature are

low. Meanwhile, heat transfer is low. As a result, both low NOx
emissions and low fuel consumption were obtained.

In RCCI mode, the homogeneous mixture was compression ig-
nited, simultaneously, near TDC. Reformed fuel in the NVO pe-
riod improves ignition property of the mixture, which leads to
earlier ignition. However, heat release due partly to oxidization in
NVO leads to higher temperature in the cylinder. Meanwhile, a
little backflow from the cylinder to the intake port may occur
when the intake valve opens �17�. The mass of fresh intake air
decreases, and the pumping loss increases in spite of WTO. As
a result, RCCI leads to higher fuel consumption with earlier
ignition.

In SCCI mode, the two-stage injection strategy �IH+ IS� was
used to form a stratified charge before ignition. The stratified mix-
ture was compression ignited sequentially before TDC. The mix-
ture at periphery of the fuel-rich zone ignited first �14�. This leads
to local higher temperature and corresponding higher NOx emis-
sions �342 ppm�. Although the NOx emissions are slightly higher
at SCSI mode, the total NOx emissions are still much less than
that of SCSI combustion mode �2500 ppm�. NOx emissions in
three of the CI modes decrease significantly compare to that of the
conventional SI mode.

It is found that SCCI is likely to lead to late ignition of misfire
at low load with single injection, as shown in Fig. 7�b�, while
SCCI leads to earlier ignition at higher load with two-stage injec-
tion as shown in Fig. 8. This can be explained by the fact of
internal EGR. For the high-octane-number fuel, there must be a
mass of active radicals generated before ignition under the test
conditions of normal intake temperature. Partly, fuel injection in
NVO can realize the fuel reformation and enhance ignition capa-
bility �10,17,18�. Therefore, SCCI cannot be run without NVO
injection at low load. While at higher load, the mixture tempera-
ture in the cylinder is higher due to the higher temperature of
internal EGR since the temperature near TDC exceeds the tem-
perature of fuel auto-ignition. The local temperature and concen-
tration are inhomogeneous in the stratified charge. The first auto-
ignition spot is easy to occur at the ignitable spots where both
temperature and concentration are appropriate in the inhomoge-
neous charge. Therefore, SCCI can enhance the ignition property
at the range of HCCI high load limit. As a result, SCCI is easy to
switch to SCSI mode with the same injection strategy and same
throttle position. To avoid misfire at HCCI/SI transient operation
during the process of cam profiles switch the SCCI mode is suit-
able for CI/SI operation.

In SCSI mode, SI Cam profiles �Cam0� were enabled. Cam
phase was switch to conventional phase of the SI engine without
NVO. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the cylinder pressure before
combustion TDC is lower than that of CI mode due to pumping
loss with a part-open throttle. However, pumping loss is much
lower in SCCI mode with NVO due to short intake period and less
fresh air is required at low load. Two-stage injection strategy
�IH+ IS� was used to form a stratified charge before spark ignition
in the SCSI mode. A stratified mixture was ignited by spark and
burned due to flame propagation. The combustion duration is
�40°CA. Therefore, ISFC is higher than that in CI mode and
NOx emissions increases significantly.

HCCI Operation Range
The HCCI operation region of the three NVO phases is shown

in Fig. 9. In the large NVO �Cam3�, the engine can reach the
lowest load with stable combustion. In the whole operation region
of Cam3, COV is �1%. So the Cam3 strategy is suitable for
low-speed, middle-low load operation mode. The small NVO cam
phase �Cam2� traps less internal EGR. The intake fresh air leads
to misfire in low-speed low-load operation region. Since the tem-
perature of mixture at the end of compression stroke cannot reach
the HCCI ignition point, the low-speed region is narrow, the en-
gine cannot even run below 1000 rpm. On the contrary, the high-

Fig. 8 Typical indicator diagrams and the corresponding
ROHRs at different combustion modes

Table 4 Injection strategies and emissions at different com-
bustion modes

Combustion mode RCCI HCCI SCCI SCSI

Injection strategies IR IH IH+ IS IH+ IS
Throttle percentage WOT WOT 12.5% 12.5%
Switchable cam-
phase configuration
SOI

Cam1 Cam1 Cam1 Cam0

−45 100 100 100

�°CA ATDC�
gb �mg� 13 22 18 29
gb1 :gb2

5:1 3:1
�a

1.72 1.52 1.53 1.20
CO �%� 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.50
CO2 �%� 8.4 9.4 9.3 12.4
O2 �%� 8.7 7.3 7.5 3.7
HC �ppm� 119 246 166 320
NOx �ppm� 8 36 342 2500
IMEP �MPa� 0.26 0.46 0.36 0.56
ISFC �g/kW h� 221 212 215 245
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speed region is wide, and this Cam2 configuration is suitable for
high-speed, high-low operation mode. The moderate NVO cam
phase �Cam1� makes the engine reach the highest load �n
=1200 rpm, IMEP=0.53 MPa�; the operation region of this cam
phase is the widest. Therefore, Cam1 is the optimized cam phase
configuration.

Since NOx emissions are very low in CI modes, only HC and
CO emissions need to be after-treated, engine can run at lean burn
conditions with TWC at part load. Unlike conventional PFI gaso-
line engine, � should be fixed to 1 for the requirement of TWC.
Meanwhile, engine load can be controlled by direct-injected fuel
quantities with variable injection strategies at different operation
points like diesel engines.

Two-stage direct injection �TSDI� strategy is a practical ap-
proach to control the HCCI combustion effectively in our previous
study �17�. This study to the injection ratio and injection timing
show that, either earlier or more preinjection in the NVO period
leads to earlier ignition and more rapid combustion. Therefore,
TSDIs are applied to the HCCI engine map.

Figure 10 shows the experiment results of the operation region
for the GDI-HCCI engine. The engine injection strategies MAP
was achieved by the optimization of injection parameters. The
HCSI mode is used in the high load region near stoichiometric
mixture. In the middle-high load region, the SCSI is used at �
=1.1–1.4. In the middle-low load region, the HCCI mode is used

at �=1.4–1.8. Within the HCCI mode, when �a is high, the main
injection in the intake process, assisted with the preinjection in
NVO process, can stabilize the ignition. When �a is low, the main
injection in the intake process assisted by the injection in com-
pression process can control the ignition and avoid knocking. In
the transient process of HCCI and SCSI modes, misfiring is easy
to happen due to a high level of residual gas. The SCCI mode can
stabilize the combustion. Therefore, SCCI is suitable for the
HCCI/SI switch.

HCCI Engine Map
The HCCI test engine fuel consumption MAP is shown in Fig.

11. The middle-low operation area can be covered by the HCCI
combustion mode. In the wide HCCI mode region, the indicated
fuel consumption is �240 g/kW h. The NOx emission MAP of
this engine is shown in Fig. 12. In the wide HCCI mode region,
NOx emission is lower than 40 ppm. HC emission is similar with
the traditional gasoline engine before TWC. CO emission is lower
than that of the traditional gasoline engine before TWC.

The high fuel consumption of traditional gasoline is mainly in
middle-low load region. But this region can be covered with gaso-
line HCCI combustion. The throttle of the HCCI mode is widely
opened, which causes low pump losses. The homogeneous lean
burn has a high specific heat ratio �, which leads to higher in-
cylinder mean temperature and lower local temperature than that
of SI engine. Thus it has high heat efficiency and low NOx emis-
sion, and the indicated fuel consumption reaches that level of
diesel engine. Therefore, a gasoline engine solves the problem of
high fuel consumption in middle-low load region and reduces the
NOx emission at the same time.

Conclusions
In this paper, a multimode combustion system with direct in-

jection was developed on a two-cylinder gasoline engine. Through
the injection strategies combined with switchable cam profiles,
different combustion modes �HCSI, SCSI, SCCI, HCCI, RCCI�
were realized in a four-stroke gasoline direct injection engine. The
effects of injection strategies and cam-phase configurations on
combustion, emission, and operation range were studied. It was
found that:

1. A simplified cylindrical piston combustion chamber and the
helical intake port are designed to assist the stable combus-
tion of the mixture, which reduce the difficulties of the com-
bustion system design.

Fig. 9 HCCI operation region of three NVO phases

Fig. 10 Optimized injection strategies and corresponding
combustion modes

Fig. 11 Fuel consumption „ISFC, g/kW h… of gasoline DI HCCI
engine
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2. The combustion modes can be switched and controlled by
fuel-injection strategies in a GDI engine with a two-stage
variable valve-timing mechanism.

3. In SCSI mode, different fuel quantity ratios of the second
injection to the first have significant effects on the mixture
formations and engine performances. A ratio of 0.25–0.3 can
form an ignitable mixture around the spark plug.

4. In SCCI mode, stratified combustion leads to local higher
temperature and corresponding higher NOx emissions.
Whereas NOx emissions are still much less than that of the
SCSI combustion mode at same load. Sequential ignition
slows the combustion rate at HCCI high load limit.

5. In HCCI mode, ignition timing can be controlled by intro-
ducing part fuel in the NVO period for reforming. HCCI
combustion can be operated from 1 bar to 5 bar IMEP with
different NVO, has the advantages of rapid response, high
stability, low fuel consumption, low emission, and widely
operation region. In the whole stable region, the lowest fuel
consumption is 182 g/ �kW h�, NOx emission is �40 ppm.

6. In RCCI mode, the low load range can be extended to idle
operation by injecting total fuel mass during the NVO
period.

7. The HCCI operation region of three NVO phases shows that
the engine can reach the lowest load with large NVO con-
figuration and the highest speed with small NVO. The mod-
erate NVO cam phase makes the engine reach the highest
load �n=1200 rpm, IMEP=0.53 MPa�. The operation region
of moderate NVO cam phase is the widest.

8. Since NOx emissions are very low in CI modes, the engine
can run at lean burn conditions with TWC at part load.
Meanwhile, load can be controlled by direct injected fuel

quantities with variable injection strategies at different op-
eration points.
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Nomenclature
ATDC � after top dead center

BDC � bottom dead center
BTDC � before top dead center

CAD � crank angle degree
CI � compression ignition

COV � coefficient of variation
CR � compression ratio
DI � direct injection

DOI � duration of injection
dp /d� � rate of pressure rise �MPa/deg�

EGR � exhaust gas recirculation
EVC � exhaust valve close
EVO � exhaust valve open

gb � total fuel mass per cycle
gb1 � fuel mass of the first injection
gb2 � fuel mass of the second injection

GDI � gasoline direction injection
HCCI � homogeneous charge compression ignition
HCSI � homogeneous charge compression ignition

Fig. 12 Emissions of gasoline DI HCCI engine: „a… NOx emission „Ã10−6
…, „b… THC emission „Ã10−6

…, and „c… CO Emission „%…
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IMEP � indicated mean effective pressure
ISFC � indicated specified fuel consumption
IVC � intake valve close
IVO � intake valve open

MON � motor octane number
n � engine speed �rpm�

NOx � nitrogen oxides
NVO � negative valve overlap

PFI � port fuel injection
pin � intake pressure

POT � part open throttle
PVO � positive valve overlap

RCCI � radical charge compression igntion
ROHR � rate of heat release

RON � research octane number
SCCI � stratified charge compression ignition
SCSI � stratified charge spark ignition

SI � spark ignition
SOI � start of injection

TDC � top dead center
TSDI � two-stage direct injection

Tin � intake temperature
Tex � exhaust temperature

TWC � three-way catalyst
VCT � variable cam timing

WOT � wide-open throttle
�i � thermal efficiency
� � fuel/air equivalence ratio

�a � air/fuel equivalence ratio
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Friction Reduction by Piston Ring
Pack Modifications of a
Lean-Burn Four-Stroke Natural
Gas Engine: Experimental Results
A project to reduce frictional losses from natural gas engines is currently being carried
out by a collaborative team from Waukesha Engine Dresser, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), and Colorado State University (CSU). This project is part of the
Advanced Reciprocating Engine System (ARES) program led by the U.S. Department of
Energy. Previous papers have discussed the computational tools used to evaluate piston-
ring/cylinder friction and described the effects of changing various ring pack parameters
on engine friction. These computational tools were used to optimize the ring pack of a
Waukesha VGF 18-liter engine, and this paper presents the experimental results obtained
on the engine test bed. Measured reductions in friction mean effective pressure (FMEP)
were observed with a low tension oil control ring (LTOCR) and a skewed barrel top ring
(SBTR). A negative twist second ring (NTSR) was used to counteract the oil consumption
increase due to the LTOCR. The LTOCR and SBTR each resulted in a �0.50% improve-
ment in mechanical efficiency ��mech�. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719262�

Introduction

Power Cylinder Friction. Mechanical friction consumes
4–15% of the total energy in a modern internal combustion en-
gine. From these mechanical losses, power cylinder friction ac-
counts for the largest part �40–55%� with 30–50% of that from the
rings �1�. Mechanical loading, gas pressure, oil properties, oil im-
purities, piston motion, and other parameters affect the piston ring
friction. Figure 1 illustrates a typical piston ring pack.

Many methods of reducing engine friction have been proposed
and developed. Lubrication effects, mechanical design, and sur-
face modification are some areas that can potentially reduce en-
gine friction.

Mechanical design involves the piston and ring geometry. Tian
�2� described a method for modeling the effects of the combined
ring pack, which Smedley �3� applied extensively to analyze the
different parameters involved in the ring design for low friction
for a natural gas engine. The effects of piston design parameters
and their effect on lubrication and friction have been described by
Moughon �4�. These are only a few of the many papers on the
subject.

Surface modifications to the piston rings and liners have been
shown to have a potential for friction reduction. Etsion �5� used
surface texturing of the piston rings to reduce friction. Sadeghi �6�
used a similar technique to reduce friction by texturing the cylin-
der liner. Jocsak �7� has created a model that predicts the effects of
honing groove cross-hatch angle on friction. These are only few of
the many papers on the subject.

ARES Friction Reduction Group. The Advanced Reciprocat-
ing Engine Systems �ARES� program is a collaborative project

funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. The overall goal of the
ARES program is to develop stationary natural gas engines with
50% brake thermal efficiency. The role of the ARES friction re-
duction group is to provide improved engine technologies to re-
duce mechanical losses and help meet the ARES target. The cur-
rent focus of the study is to reduce friction in the power cylinder
assembly via improvements to mechanical design, lubricants, and
material surface characteristics. Previously, the ring pack was ana-
lyzed numerically and the improved ring pack has now been
tested on a full-scale engine. Analytical results for the lubrication
studies �8� and material studies �7� have already been produced at
MIT, and these results will be tested experimentally on the
Waukesha VGF engine at a later time.

Ring Pack Modifications
Through computer modeling preformed at MIT, a low-friction

ring pack design has been developed. According to the model
results, the modified ring pack design has an overall friction re-
duction potential of 35% compared to the baseline �stock� con-
figuration �9�. The ring pack modifications include a skewed bar-
rel top ring �SBTR�, a negative twist second ring �NTSR�, and a
low tension oil control ring �LTOCR�. The LTOCR model is de-
scribed by Tian in �10�.

According to the model, the largest source of frictional loss is
the oil control ring ��66% � �8�. The LTOCR has a reduced ten-
sion force, causing a decrease in friction. The tension has to be
high for ring/liner conformability. However, decreasing the ring
tension allows more oil past the oil control ring and is expected to
increase the rate of oil consumption. In order to minimize the
adverse effects to the LTOCR, a NTSR can be used. For a nega-
tive twist ring, the force balance is unstable near TDC combus-
tion, which causes flutter to occur there. The flutter lets gases flow
behind the ring and push oil down to the crank case, reducing the
oil consumption �10,11�. A potentially adverse effect of the NTSR
ring is an increase in blow-by flow. However, the model predicts
that the blow-by increase is not significant for the combined low-
friction configuration.

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of ASME for publication
in the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received
July 13, 2006; final manuscript received January 11, 2007. Review conducted by
Thomas W. Ryan III. Paper presented at the 2006 Spring Conference of the ASME
Internal Combustion Engine Division �ICES2006�, May 7–10, 2006, Aachen, Ger-
many.
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The second largest contributor to FMEP is the top ring near top
dead center �TDC� during combustion. To reduce friction on the
top ring, a SBTR profile was selected. Figure 2 illustrates the
basic concept of the skewed barrel design. B1 and B2 are the axial
distances from the ring edge to the widest part of the ring profile.
P1 and P2 are the pressures above and below the ring, respec-
tively. The benefit comes from a force balance in the radial direc-
tion. High gas pressure acts on the back of the ring and on the
front over the length B1. Low gas pressure acts over B2. There-
fore, over the length B1 there is a balance resulting in no net radial
force. There is a net force over B2, B2* �P1− P2�. The value of B1
has no effect on the radial forces; only changing B2 changes the
force balance. The way this affects friction is that if you have a
smaller B2, you will get a smaller net radial force.

In summary, the MIT model predicted that the low-friction ring
pack should result in a 35% reduction in overall friction from the
ring pack, with small changes in oil consumption and blow-by �9�.

Friction Measurements

Experimental Approach. Several approaches have been used
for measuring frictional losses in internal combustion engines,
including custom-built “floating liner” engines �12–14� and en-
gines with instrumented connecting rods �15�. The approach used
in this project was selected because it could be performed in an
unmodified, full-scale, multicylinder engine at full load.

In this study, FMEP was determined by calculating the net �in-
dicated� mean effective pressure �NMEP� from pressure traces
and subtracting the brake mean effective pressure �BMEP�, as
shown in Eq. 1. This method is simple to perform, as long as
NMEP and BMEP can be measured accurately. Although the
FMEP represented the mechanical efficiency of the engine as a
whole, changes in FMEP were assumed to be a result of the
changes in piston rings, as everything else was held constant.

FMEP = NMEP − BMEP �1�
Friction was measured on a Waukesha VGF F18 in-line six

cylinder power generation engine. This engine is rated at 400 bhp
�298 kW� at 1800 rpm and was equipped with extensive instru-
mentation. Measurements were made at 1800 rpm and 70%, 80%,
90%, and 100% of full load.

Cylinder pressure measurements were made with Kistler 6067C
water cooled pressure transducers �donated by the Kistler Corp.�

These transducers were selected for the high level of accuracy
needed in computing mean effective pressures. The pressure sen-
sors output a charge signal that was converted to a 0 to 5 V signal
using Kistler 5010B charge amplifiers. These signals were then
scaled and recorded by a Hi-Techniques Win600 high-speed data
acquisition �DAQ� system. The Hi-Techniques system recorded
the pressure signals in all six cylinders as well as three inter-ring
pressure sensors in cylinder 5 �Figs. 3 and 4�. Kistler 6052A trans-
ducers were selected for installation on the liner due to their com-
pact size. The inter-ring pressure traces were used to verify the
model predictions for the land pressures around TDC and bottom
dead center �BDC�. Figure 3 illustrates a typical pressure trace set
recorded by the four pressure transducers in cylinder 5. The Hi-
Techniques system was used to record raw pressure measurements
as well as calculate values such as IMEP and burn durations.

The location of the cylinder liner pressure transducers installed
on cylinder 5 is shown in Fig. 4.

A BEI brand optical encoder was used to synchronize the pres-
sure measurements to the crankshaft position. Initially, an incre-
ment of 0.25 crank angle degrees �CAD� was used. However, it
was found that this did not provide sufficient resolution to accu-
rately measure the expected friction reduction. An offset of a
single encoder pulse �0.25 CAD� resulted in a change of more
than 1.5 psi �10.3 kPa� in IMEP �or FMEP�. This issue was alle-
viated by using an encoder with a 0.1 CAD resolution. A one
pulse offset with the new encoder �0.1 CAD� resulted in a 0.7 psi
�4.8 kPa� change in IMEP. In order to prevent potential encoder
coupler flexure problems and other synchronization errors, an in-

Fig. 1 Typical piston ring pack

Fig. 2 Illustration of skewed barrel profile design

Fig. 3 Cylinder 5 pressure transducer measurements

Fig. 4 Cylinder 5 pressure transducer locations
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dependent optical pickup was placed on the flywheel as seen in
Fig. 5. This signal was used as a consistent reference to locate the
crankshaft rotational position. Use of the 0.1 CAD resolution en-
coder resulted in a drawback because the Hi-Techniques system
could only sample 500 cycles at that resolution, which was half of
the desired number of samples. This issue was resolved by col-
lecting two consecutive data samples of 500 cycles each at each
desired operating point.

The NMEP values were calculated from the raw pressure output
files of the Hi-Techniques system using Eqs. �2�–�4� �16�. The
independent optical signal was used as the reference to validate
the location of TDC for the encoder.

NMEP = −

�2 · �/360��
−360

360

P dV

Vd
�2�

P, dV, and Vd represent the instantaneous pressure, rate of
change of the volume, and the displacement volume, respectively.
Equation �3� was used to determine the displacement volume.

Vd =
�B2

4
L �3�

B and L represent the cylinder bore and the stroke length, re-
spectively. The final equation needed to determine the NMEP is
Eq. �4�

dV =
�B2

4 �a sin ����1 +
a cos ���

	L2 − a2 sin2 ���

� d� �4�

In the equations above, a is the crank radius and � is the angular
crank position relative to TDC.

The engine was loaded using Midwest Dynamometer model
322 eddy current dynamometer �Fig. 6� and a Dyn-Loc IV Digital
Dynamometer controller. The controller used a load cell as feed-
back in its closed-loop control mode. The speed was monitored
using a magnetic pickup attached to the shaft of the dynamometer.
Calibration on the load cell was performed before every day of
testing. BMEP was calculated from Eq. �5�.

BMEP =
4��

Vd
�5�

� is the brake torque measured by the load cell at the

dynamometer.
The oil consumption of the engine was measured with an AVL

403S automatic oil consumption meter, shown in Fig. 7. This
instrument was selected due to its high accuracy and simplicity.
The meter had a refill accuracy of ±1 g and a level measurement
accuracy of ±2 �m. A constant-volume method was used.

This method involves adding a known quantity of oil and mea-
suring the time required for the oil level to return to its original
level. This was then repeated automatically. A minimum testing
time of 3 h was used to allow the oil consumption measurement to
equilibrate. After each test, the total consumed oil and total time
were used to calculate the rate of oil consumption. Figure 8 shows
a typical output of the oil consumption meter. After a few hours of
measurement, the oil consumption rate was found to stabilize.

The ring blow-by was also of interest in this experiment. A
J-Tech Associates VF563B in-line flow meter specifically de-
signed for blow-by flow measurement was used, as shown in Fig.
9. Its accuracy was ±2% of full scale, which was 16 ACFM for
this meter. This meter uses the principle of vortex shedding to
measure the flow rate of the blow-by gases. A small strut inside
the flow tube created Karman vortices, and the frequency of the
vortices was measured by an ultrasonic beam.

The engine was also equipped with other instrumentation re-
quired to maintain the engine at the desired operating conditions.
A National Instruments™ DAQ system was used to control and
record all parameters of interest on the engine including tempera-
tures, flow rates, pressures, emissions, speed, and load.

Engine Test Procedure. Early in the testing it was found that
variations in combustion stability could affect the FMEP measure-
ments with this technique. In essence, the day-to-day variation in
natural gas composition from the pipeline was affecting the com-
bustion stability at high load and biasing the NMEP measure-

Fig. 5 Optical encoder and optical pickup

Fig. 6 Eddy current dynamometer

Fig. 7 AVL automatic oil consumption meter

Fig. 8 Output from the oil consumption meter „LTOCR & NTSR
at 1800 rpm and 400 bhp „298 kW……
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ments. In order to alleviate this condition, a closed loop air-fuel
ratio controller was installed, and the engine was operated at a
relatively “rich” condition.

An air-fuel ratio sweep was performed to identify the best op-
erating air-fuel ratio for these tests. This desired operating air-fuel
ratio was selected at a point where the coefficients of variation
�COV� of the IMEP of the cylinders were not affected by fuel
composition changes. The COV of the IMEP of cylinder 6 and the
engine average are plotted against exhaust O2 level in Fig. 10.
Cylinder 6 is displayed because it has a tendency to become un-
stable at lower exhaust O2 levels than the other cylinders. All
subsequent tests were performed at 6% O2.

Each day of testing, the engine was brought to the desired op-
erating conditions and allowed to stabilize. Thermal stability was
achieved when the cooling water was maintained at 180°F
�82.2°C� and the oil temperature was maintained at 175°F
�79.4°C�. After these temperatures were reached, they were main-
tained at that level by a closed-loop control system. After the
engine stabilized, all important operating conditions, such as ex-
haust O2, were verified. The DAQ logging system was also
started. This recorded temperatures, pressures, flows, and load.
The conditions were recorded at 1 Hz for a minimum of 5 min
and averaged. The Hi-Techniques also recorded pressure traces
while the DAQ system was running. Five hundred cycles of cyl-
inder pressure were saved twice in order to obtain the desired
1000 cycles of data. The high number of cycles was desired in
order to minimize the effects of cycle-to-cycle variations that
naturally occur in the engine. After all of the data were collected,
the values were averaged and all calculations were made, includ-
ing FMEP.

It should be noted that small changes in brake thermal effi-

ciency �BTE� due to the changes in friction could not be measured
with the existing equipment. The fuel composition was measured
at the beginning of each test point with a gas chromatograph
�GC�. This information was used to calculate the fuel’s energy
content �lower heating value, LHV� and molecular weight. The
molecular weight was used in conjunction with the measured
volumetric flow rate to calculate the fuel mass flow rate. However,
measurement errors in the fuel composition and volumetric flow
rate were found to be greater than the changes in BTE due to the
reductions in engine friction. The BTE was also affected by
changes in fuel composition. It should be noted that the FMEP
measurements were designed to not be effected by fuel
composition.

During oil consumption measurements, the engine operating
conditions, especially temperature, were held constant. The oil
consumption meter was started and allowed to run for a minimum
of 3 h. During the oil consumption measurement, the data logging
procedure described above was performed several times.

Due to the small expected changes in FMEP relative to the
numerous random variations possible in the measurements, sev-
eral tests were performed at each operating condition and then
averaged. The average FMEP value at each operating condition
and the 95% confidence interval were calculated. In order to
verify that the engine baseline friction did not “drift” over time,
repeated baseline engine builds were tested.

Piston Ring Change Procedure. An important element in the
procedure for testing different rings was the process of changing
them. This process usually took between 2 and 3 full days to
complete. The first step was to remove all of the wires, tubing, and
instrumentation that “get in the way” or connect to parts that must
to be removed �Fig. 11�.

All of the coolant systems were drained and sections of the
exhaust and intake were removed. The valve covers, rocker arms,
and push rods were then removed, followed by the fuel regulator
and oil cooler. Jacket water connections were also disconnected.
The head bolts were removed and the heads lifted off of the en-
gine. The pistons were removed using the access openings in the
side of the engine to remove the connecting rod cap screws. Fi-
nally, the pistons were removed from the engine from the top �Fig.
12�. The disassembled engine can be seen in Fig. 13.

The rings were then changed one piston at a time, and the
engine was then reassembled in the reverse order. During this
process, engine parts were cleaned and examined, and gaskets and
seals were replaced as needed. The need to disassemble and re-
build the engine for every configuration of the rings tested had the
potential to introduce additional variability in the measurements.
Although it is unreasonable to expect that the engine condition
was absolutely identical after every rebuild, extreme care was
taken during this procedure. In addition, in order to ensure con-
sistency in the ring exchange procedure, a single person was

Fig. 9 Blow-by flow meter

Fig. 10 COV of IMEP of cylinder 6 and the cylinder average

Fig. 11 Assembled test engine
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tasked with changing the rings every time.
The rings tests were performed in the following order:

1. LTOCR and NTSR 1
2. baseline 1
3. LTOCR
4. baseline 2
5. SBTR
6. LTOCR and NTSR 2
7. baseline 3
8. low-friction configuration �LTOCR, NTSR, SBTR�

A summary of the various actions taken to improve the sensitivity
of the FMEP measurements includes:

• using an encoder with a smaller increment, 0.1 CAD instead
of the 0.25 CAD encoder used initially

• using an independent optical pickup on the flywheel to
verify the location of TDC

• increasing the number of measurements at each operating
condition

• operating the engine at lower exhaust O2 levels in order to
decrease the effects of fuel composition on combustion sta-
bility

• implementing a closed loop controller to maintain exhaust
O2 levels

• changing rings in a way that minimized variation during the
engine rebuilds, and randomize the ring test order

Results and Discussion
The main goal of this study was to determine the effect of the

piston ring design on FMEP. A plot summarizing the different test
sets is shown in Fig. 14. Each ring configuration data set was
averaged and plotted along with the 95% confidence interval �CI�
as the error bars. The CI was calculated from Eq. �6� �17�.

CI = z�/2
�

	n
�6�

where n is the number of samples in the set, z�/2 is the value
obtained from the standard normal distribution, and � is the stan-
dard deviation of data set. For a 95% confidence, z�/2 is 1.96.

The baseline ring pack was tested three times �with different
“builds”� in order to verify that the baseline engine friction was
not changing over time. This also allowed us to investigate
whether the engine tear-down and rebuild process had a signifi-
cant effect on the FMEP measurements. The three baseline engine
tests are shown in Fig. 15. A slight FMEP difference can be seen
between the three baseline tests. However, the friction reduction
trends discussed here are still valid. The data presented in all plots
other than Fig. 15 include all three baseline tests to compute the
average and statistics.

The FMEP results of the various rings were compared with the
baseline configuration to determine the reduction in FMEP. The
friction reductions measured tend to be conservatively predicted
using the MIT model �Fig. 16�. The error bars on the model pre-
dictions show the bounding oil supply conditions used by the
model. The error bars on the experimental differences in Fig. 16
were calculated using Eq. �7� �17�.

Error = z�/2	�1
2

n1
+

�2
2

n2
�7�

Fig. 12 Piston removal

Fig. 13 Disassembled test engine

Fig. 14 FMEP versus BMEP at 1800 rpm „combined baseline
results…

Fig. 15 FMEP vs. BMEP at 1800 rpm „separate baseline
results…
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The mechanical efficiency ��mech� was also calculated using
Eq. �8�:

�mech =
BMEP

NMEP
�8�

These mechanical efficiency results are shown in Figs. 17 and
18. The effects of the rings were not expected to be additive, since
each change affects the other rings.

The measured oil consumption of the engine is shown in Fig.
19. Oil consumption measurements are notoriously variable over
time, and, due to the relatively short tests times used to measure
oil consumption in this study ��3 h�, the measurements are
thought to only be an indication of the general trend of the con-
sumption rate. In general, the oil consumption tended to increase
when the LTOCR was used and then returned to the somewhat
lower value with the NTSR. The SBTR appeared to have a rela-
tively small effect the oil consumption.

The average blow-by measurements and 95% confidence inter-
vals are shown in Fig. 20. As shown, all ring configurations dis-
play a slightly increasing blow-by rate with increasing engine
load. However, blow-by differences between all configurations are
relatively small. The NTSR seemed to have a slightly higher
blow-by than the others, which was expected from the ring pack
design characteristics and numerical predictions. However, the
change does not appear to be very significant and is not cause for
concern.

Summary and Conclusions
A ring pack model developed at MIT was used to design a

low-friction ring pack configuration for a Waukesha VGF 18 liter
engine. The low-friction ring pack features a skewed barrel top
ring, a negative twist second ring, and a low-tension oil control
ring. The MIT model predicted that the low-tension oil control
ring has a potential to decrease ring pack friction by 20–30%, and
the skewed barrel top ring has the potential to reduce ring pack

Fig. 16 Experimental and modeled FMEP results at 1800 rpm
and 400 bhp „298 kW…

Fig. 17 �mech versus BMEP at 1800 rpm

Fig. 18 �mech versus BMEP at 1800 rpm

Fig. 19 Measured oil consumption at 1800 rpm and 400 bhp
„298 kW…

Fig. 20 Blow-by flow versus BMEP at 1800 rpm
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friction by 15–25%. Use of the negative twist second ring can
help offset the adverse effects of the LTOCR on the rate of oil
consumption.

In order to measure the small reductions in FMEP on an un-
modified full-scale engine, it was necessary to improve the instru-
mentation used on the engine and the methodology used for mea-
surements. The experimental results from this study showed that
the SBTR and LTOCR rings can indeed reduce FMEP, and that
the NTSR can help control the oil consumption rate. The results of
combining all three ring designs showed a total engine FMEP
reduction of 7–10% from the baseline configuration without sig-
nificantly increasing oil consumption or blow-by flow. The mea-
sured FMEP reductions displayed good agreement with the model
predictions.
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Nomenclature
a � crank radius

ARES � Advanced Reciprocating Engine System
AUREP � Advanced University Reciprocating Engines

Program
B � cylinder bore

BDC � bottom dead center
BMEP � brake mean effective pressure

BTE � brake thermal efficiency
CAD � crank angle degree

CI � confidence interval
COV � coefficient of variance
DAQ � data acquisition

dV � rate of change of volume
FMEP � friction mean effective pressure

GC � gas chromatograph
IMEP � indicated mean effective pressure

L � stroke length
LTOCR � low tension oil control ring

n � no. of samples in a set
NMEP � net indicated mean effected pressure
NTSR � negative second ring with a static twist

P � instantaneous pressure
SBTR � skewed barrel top ring

TDC � top dead center

Vd � displacement volume
z�/2 � value obtained from the standard normal

distribution
�mech � mechanical efficiency

� � angular crank position relative to TDC
� � standard deviation of a data set
� � measured torque applied to the dynamometer
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Numerical and Experimental
Analysis of the Intake Flow in a
High Performance Four-Stroke
Motorcycle Engine: Influence of
the Two-Equation Turbulence
Models
An experimental and numerical analysis of the intake system of a production high per-
formance four-stroke motorcycle engine was carried out. The aim of the work was to
characterize the fluid dynamic behavior of the engine during the intake phase and to
evaluate the capability of the most commonly used two-equation turbulence models to
reproduce the in-cylinder flow field for a very complex engine head. Pressure and mass
flow rates were measured on a steady-flow rig. Furthermore, velocity measurements were
obtained within the combustion chamber using laser Doppler anemometry (LDA). The
experimental data were compared to the numerical results using four two-equation tur-
bulence models (standard k-�, realizable k-�, Wilcox k-�, and SST k-� models). All the
investigated turbulence models well predicted the global performances of the intake
system and the mean flow structure inside the cylinder. Some differences between mea-
surements and computations were found close to the cylinder head while an improving
agreement was evident moving away from the engine head. Furthermore, the Wilcox k-�
model permitted the flow field inside the combustion chamber of the engine to be repro-
duced and the overall angular momentum of the flux with respect to the cylinder axis to
be quantified more properly. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719265�

Keywords: internal combustion engine, laser Doppler anemometry, computational fluid
dynamics

Introduction
A fluid dynamic analysis in an internal combustion engine

�ICE� is a very complex task due to the variety of phenomena that
take place in the combustion chamber. This is especially true for
production motorcycle engines owing to their high crankshaft ro-
tational speed and their complex geometry. In these engines the
search for high performances makes necessary a profound under-
standing of the intake process.

Several studies on this topic exist in the literature. Most of them
are focused on global experimental and numerical investigations
�1–4�. Few studies, instead, present simultaneously experimental
and numerical investigation for the in-cylinder flow �5,6�. This
depends on the possibility of having both a system that permits
velocity measurements to be acquired and enough computational
resources to analyze the flow in the whole intake system accu-
rately.

In the last few years, a host of experimental investigations have
been carried out adopting dimensionless discharge and flow coef-
ficients with the aim to provide global information on engine head
breathability �7–9�, while laser Doppler anemometry �LDA�
�10,11�, particle image velocimetry �PIV� �12,13�, and hot wire
anemometry �HWA� �14,15� techniques have been used to define
the flow field inside the cylinder of internal combustion engines.
In particular, steady flow testing is a widely adopted procedure in

the ICE research community to study the fundamentals of the
intake process and to evaluate the flow capacity and the in-
cylinder flow field of the actual engines, owing to its relative
simplicity and the proper simulation of the real intake phase
�16–20�.

On the other hand, the study of the ICE by means of numerical
analysis is a widespread technique due to the relevant increase in
the computational power and the availability of commercial codes
able to analyze flow field in complex geometries. Theoretically, all
the turbulent flows can be simulated by solving the Navier-Stokes
equations exactly. However, the direct numerical simulation
�DNS� technique can be used only for low Reynolds number,
owing to the high computational efforts to resolve the whole spec-
trum of turbulent scales. An alternative approach to the DNS tech-
nique is large eddy simulations �LES�. In this case, large eddies
are directly solved while eddies smaller than mesh sizes are mod-
eled. Since phenomena taking place in ICE depend on these main
flow structure, LES is particularly appealing for ICE applications
owing to the moderate Reynolds numbers that characterize the
in-cylinder flow �21,22�. Nevertheless, to capture large and inter-
mediate scale flow structures inside the combustion chamber, a
sub-millimeter mesh spacing, using a second order or higher nu-
merical method, is required �21,23�. This corresponds to 1003

cells at least inside the cylinder. The model turns out to be inap-
plicable when the analysis has to be extended to the whole intake
system. For these reasons three-dimensional models for flow in
ICE are based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
�RANS� �24–27�. In this framework all the turbulence scales are
modeled, with considerable reduction in the computational effort
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but also in the numerical accuracy. The shortcomings of RANS
models for ICE applications have been broadly discussed in the
literature �28–30�. Specifically, Hanjalic �28� showed that in a
reciprocating engine the second moment closure models �Rey-
nolds stress model� with appropriate modifications have the po-
tential to solve complex flow field better than the models based on
the Boussinesq approximation. Although, for steady flow analysis
Bianchi and Fontanesi �1� and Auriemma et al. �31� highlighted
that the two-equation turbulence models well reproduce the in-
cylinder flow with a good agreement between experimental and
numerical results. These single point closure models are widely
used for industrial applications with large and complex computa-
tional domain due to the high robustness and to the lower com-
putational cost. In these cases the reluctance of users to adopt
models with more differential equations �i.e., seven for the Rey-
nolds stress model� and their numerical stiffness long remains the
major deterrent �28�.

The present work aims to analyze the flow field inside the in-
take system of a high performance production motorcycle engine
and to evaluate the capability of two-equation turbulence models
to reproduce properly the flow field in a very complex computa-
tional domain.

To this purpose four two-equation turbulence models were con-
sidered while pressure and mass flow rates measurements were
taken on a steady-flow rig. Furthermore, LDA data were acquired
inside the combustion chamber and a comparison between experi-
mental and numerical results was proposed.

Experimental Apparatus
The experimental investigation focused on the head of a high

performance four-stroke internal combustion engine. The head is
part of an L-twin cylinder motorcycle engine, characterized by
two valves and two spark-plugs per cylinder. Figure 1 shows the
engine head while Table 1 lists its main characteristics.

The experimental analysis was carried out by means of a
steady-flow rig, enabling air to be forced through the intake sys-
tem of the engine head by means of a blower, while the valve lift
is fixed to a selected value. The flow rig can deliver flow rates in
the range 40–600 m3/h for ambient-cylinder pressure drops up to
about 10 kPa at low flow rates and 5 kPa at the highest flow rates.

In addition to global mass flow rate, the facility also enables
local velocity measurements with LDA. To this purpose, optical
access to the cylinder was obtained through a window perpendicu-
lar to the cylinder axis. The LDA system is a one-color system
�i.e., capable of measuring one component of the velocity� in a
backscattering configuration, with a Bragg cell frequency shifter.

The system uses an Argon-Ion Laser as light source �2 W on
the green line, at �=514.5 nm� and optical fibers for both trans-
mitting and collecting optics. The main geometrical data of the
optical system are

• beam spacing 38 mm
• focal length 400 mm
• probe volume width 0.194 mm
• probe volume length 4.09 mm
• number of fringes 35 mm
• fringe spacing 5.42 �m

If a frequency shifter module is used, the number of fringes de-
pends on other parameters, such as record length, center fre-
quency, and band width used by the signal processor. In the case
of the reported measurements, the resulting number of fringes was
48.

The movement of the LDA probe is obtained by using a mi-
crometer x-y traversing system. The probe can also be rotated
around its axis and moved vertically �z axis�. A dedicated signal
processor, which performs fast Fourier transform processing of
the original signal in order to extract the Doppler frequency, is
used for the analysis of the Doppler signal and ensures rejection

of the signal produced by different particles that may be present
within the measuring volume at the same time. The processor is
linked to a computer in order to store and analyze the data.

For the seeding system a fluidized bedlike scheme was em-
ployed. A fraction of the inlet air is first dried and then passed
through a horizontal porous diaphragm on the top of which a layer
of silica “micro-balloons” is deposited. The air stream then carries
the particles and is subsequently mixed with the main intake air at
the engine inlet. Figure 2 shows a scheme and a picture of the
experimental setup; more details have been given in �32–34�.

Fig. 1 Motorcycle engine

Table 1 Characteristics of the engine

Stroke/bore L /B 0.761
Intake valve diameter/bore Dv /B 0.479
Throttle diameter/bore Dt /B 0.479
Compression ratio rc

10
Engine power 69.2 kW @ 8000 rpm
Engine torque 94.2 Nm @ 6000 rpm
Cooling system Air cooled
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Experimental Investigation
A twofold approach was adopted to analyze experimentally the

fluid dynamic behavior of the high performance four-stroke mo-
torcycle engine during the intake phase. The engine head was
examined in terms of global performances and in terms of local
velocity measurements. In particular, the flow coefficient was used
to define the head breathability, while the laser Doppler anemom-
etry �LDA� technique was employed to determine the flow field
inside the combustion chamber.

Flow Coefficient. The usual flow coefficient was used as global
performance indicator �16,35�. It is defined as a ratio of the actual
�measured� mass flow rate to reference mass flow rate:

Cf =
ṁmeas

ṁr

�1�

If p0 and T0 are the ambient pressure and temperature and pC is
the cylinder pressure, and the flow is subsonic, the reference mass
flow rate is given by:

ṁr = Aref
p0

�R · T0

� pC

p0
�1/�� 2 · �

� − 1
	1 − � pC

p0
���−1�/�
�1/2

�2�

If, instead, the flow is choked, the mass flow is formalized as
follows:

ṁr = Aref ·
p0

�R · T0

· �1/2� 2

� + 1
���+1�/2·��−1�

�3�

The reference area is the valve outer seat area:

Aref =
�Dv

2

4
�4�

where Dv is the intake valve diameter.
The ambient-cylinder pressure drop was set at �p=7.3 kPa.

This value makes sure that the intake flow is fully turbulent and
that the dimensionless flow coefficients are independent of the
pressure drop for all the analyzed configurations. In fact, to this
purpose the “port Reynolds number”1 should always exceed
60,000 at low valve lifts and 90,000 at high valve lifts �16� and
this requirement is fully respected in this work.

The overall uncertainty of flow coefficients was always lower
than 3%, and it decreased with valve lift. In particular, for
Lv /Dv�0.074 the uncertainty dropped to a value that was lower
than 2%.

LDA Measurements. The local characterization of the flow
inside the combustion chamber was achieved by the laser Doppler
anemometry �LDA� technique. The measurements were carried
out fixing the valve lift �Lv /Dv=0.178� and the ambient-cylinder

pressure drop ��p=7.3 kPa�. The wide-open throttle �WOT� con-
figuration was considered. Data were collected on three measuring
planes perpendicular to the cylinder axis at different distances
from the engine head. Figure 3�a� shows the measuring planes and
the relative distance from the head �H /B=1/4, H /B=1/2 and
H /B=3/4�.2

Seventeen measuring points, distributed on two equally spaced
diameters �D1 and D2�, were defined on each measuring plane
�Fig. 3�b��. In particular, the D2 diameter is rotated by 5 deg
clockwise with respect to the engine head symmetry axis �y axis�.

At each measuring point two velocity components �along the x
and y directions� were recorded. To verify the previous measure-
ments a third component was acquired and it was compared to the
value calculated from the x and y components, recording a good
agreement. Three thousand samples were collected for each veloc-
ity component. The typical data rate was 0.1–0.3 kHz with
70–95% of the data valid. The relative uncertainty on the LDA
measurements, which is mainly due to the setup of the electronic
system, was lower than 2.2%.

Model Flow Description
Fluent is the flow solver used in the study �37�. The parallel

version of the commercial code allows one to compute big meshes
on several processors. The code uses structured, unstructured, and
hybrid meshes.

Numerical Method. The discretization of the governing equa-
tions is based on a cell-centered finite volume method. The com-
pressible RANS equations were solved with a steady segregated
implicit solver. A second-order accuracy scheme in space for the
diffusive and convective terms of the governing equations was
used to reduce the numerical diffusion. Grid independence was
ensured by refining the grid till no appreciable changes in the
numerical solution were noticed. The convergence was checked
by examining the decay in the residuals and by monitoring the
variations in the mass flow rate between the inlet and the outlet
sections of the computational domain as a function of the itera-
tions. Residuals were defined as the sum of the absolute imbal-
ance of the discrete conservation equation �d.c.e.� for a general
variable, 	, throughout the computational cells.

The iterative calculations process was stopped when the re-
sidual values became constant for several iterations �say, 100 or
more�. Besides, a very low percentage variation between inlet and
outlet mass flow rates was imposed.

Turbulence Modeling. To investigate the single-points closure
influence on the prediction of the flow field in the intake system,

1The port Reynolds number is defined as the Reynolds number calculated at the
intake port. More details are given in �16,36�. 2B is the cylinder bore.

Fig. 2 Experimental setup

Fig. 3 LDA analysis: measurement locations
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the RANS simulations were carried out by using four two-
equation turbulence models.

First, the k-� model was adopted �38�. This is the most widely
used and validated turbulence model in the literature, although it
does not perform properly in mixing layers and jets �39�. Second,
the “realizable” version of the standard k-� model was considered
to account for the influence of these flows on the annular jet
expansion in the cylinder �40�. Following Shi et al., the realizable
version permits the deficiencies of the traditional k-� model �tur-
bulent normal stress less than zero and violation of the Schwarz
inequality� to be overcome. This is obtained by adopting a new
eddy-viscosity formula and a new equation for the dissipation
term, �. Furthermore, two versions of the k-� model �namely
Wilcox and SST models� were selected in order to predict free
shear flows more accurately with the same accuracy in the bound-
ary layer analysis of the k-� models �39�. In particular, the Wilcox
1998 model represents an improvement on the original k-� model
�41� �high sensitivity to freestream boundary conditions for � and
poor predictions of some free shear flows�. The SST k-� model,
instead, modifies the turbulent viscosity definition to account for
the transport of the principal turbulent shear stress �42�. In addi-
tion, a blending function is adopted to ensure that the model equa-
tions behave like the Wilcox model in the near-wall area and like
the k-� standard model in the far-field zones.

Near Wall Treatment. A blended law of wall was used for the
k-� turbulence models. Specifically, the model allows one to
handle fine and coarse mesh regions in the same domain by blend-
ing the laws of the wall for the laminar and turbulent layer �43�.
This is very important in ICE, since the complex in-cylinder flow
often does not satisfy the near-wall dimensioning of the high Rey-
nolds approach �y+=40÷50� �44�. In this way, it was possible to
solve the near-wall flow for intermediate mesh zones that are too
fine for the near-wall cell centroid to lie in the log-layer turbulent
region but also too coarse to properly resolve the viscous sublayer.

Many near-wall first cells in the combustion chamber are in the
viscous sublayer, with the possibility that y+=0, owing to the flow
separation. This problem was overcome by using k-� approaches.
These models, in fact, do not require special near-wall treatment
and their implementation in the code is sufficiently robust so that
it was possible to use them on coarse mesh zones �near-wall first
cell in the log layer� �37�.

Computational Domain. The computational domain coincides
with the geometry of the intake system investigated at the steady
flow rig. It consists of an upper volume representing the intake
plenum, the intake bell mouth, the throttle plate, the intake duct,
and the engine cylinder with the intake valve.

The complex geometry of the motorcycle engine did not allow
the computational domain to be simplified, in order to reduce the
computational effort. The mesh generator Gambit was used to
create the computational grid �45�.

A hybrid mesh was used for the discretization of the domain. It
consists of tetrahedral and wedge cells. The tetrahedral cells were
adopted for the discretization of the engine head and of the duct
that contains the throttle plate. The wedge cells were used for the
discretization of the remaining geometry. The total number of grid
cells was about 2,500,000, with about 800,000 for the valve and
the head region.

Several simulations were performed to obtain a mesh-
independent solution and to define the optimum grid refinement.

Boundary Conditions. Computations were carried out for a
fixed valve lift reproducing the test rig experiments �Lv /Dv
=0.178�. As for the total pressure and temperature values at the
inlet section, the ambient experimental ones were used. Con-
versely, at the exit section, the pressure value, which resulted in a
mass flow rate equal to the experimental one, was selected by
means of an iterative procedure, in order to compare the numeri-
cal data with LDA velocity measurements. Furthermore, the val-

ues of the whole turbulence quantities were set to zero, as the
intake air comes from the rest and no turbulence generator exists
before the trumpet. Besides, the velocity components on the wall
were set to zero �nonslip condition�.

Results

Experimental Analysis. Figure 4 shows the fluid dynamic ef-
ficiency of the engine head in terms of flow coefficient as a func-
tion of the dimensionless valve-lift �Lv /Dv�. The figure refers to
the wide-open throttle �WOT� configuration. A progressive in-
crease in the flow coefficient is observed when the valve-lift in-
creases. This is due to an upsurge in the mass flow rate entering
the combustion chamber until Lv /Dv
0.222. A plateau is reached
for Lv /Dv�0.222 and there are negligible effects on the head
breathability owing to the dimensions of the intake port and of the
valve stem that define the minimum flow area at high valve lifts.

Figure 4 also depicts the presence of three different regions
characterized by decreasing slopes in the flow coefficient curve
that corresponds to different flow regimes, in line with the results
found in the literature �35,46�. In particular, for low valve lift, the
flow remains attached to the valve head and seat due to the high
viscous phenomena. While raising the curtain area, a flow separa-
tion occurs, first of all, at the valve head and, successively, at the
valve seat.

To examine the fluid dynamic behavior of the engine head in
more detail and to characterize the flow field inside the combus-
tion chamber, the laser Doppler anemometry �LDA� technique
was used. Measurements were carried out by fixing the valve lift
ratio at Lv /Dv=0.178 in the WOT configuration and by consider-
ing three measuring planes perpendicular to the cylinder axis, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

The local analysis �Fig. 5� depicts a similar flow field on the
three measuring planes, with the presence of two contrarotating
vortices, whose position tends to remain stable. The comparison
of the LDA data highlighted that, in this engine, the global flow
structure is conserved when one moves away from the engine
head. On each plane, the center of the combustion chamber is
characterized by the largest velocity values, while the lowest ve-
locities are localized near to the cylinder wall �points 10 and 17�
and near to the rotational axes of the two vortices �points 2-3 and
7-8�.

Some differences in the flow orientation are present at points 4
and 6. Here, on the H /B=1/4 plane, the velocity vectors move

Fig. 4 Effect of the valve lift on head breathability. WOT
configuration.
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away from the y direction because of the greatest interaction with
the flow entering the combustion chamber, while there are negli-
gible differences in the vectors’ directions along diameter D2.

Moreover, the flow field comparison shows that the velocity val-
ues increase with the distance from the engine head as the flow
becomes more organized, while the flow symmetry tends to re-
duce slightly moving away from the head.

Numerical Analysis. The experimental mass flow rate through
the intake system was imposed to evaluate the influence of the
different two-equations turbulence models on the numerical solu-
tion of the RANS equations.

The three-dimensional flow structure inside the combustion
chamber is shown in Fig. 6 in terms of path lines. The high speed
flow around the intake valve forms an expanding annular jet that
hits the cylinder walls and flows along it toward the exit. Further-
more, the interaction between the inflow and the cylinder walls
creates a wide recirculating region behind the intake valve �Fig.
6�a�� and two helicoidal contrarotating vortices �Figs. 6�b� and
6�c��. Near to the intake valve the rotation axes of the two vortices
are almost perpendicular to the cylinder axis, while moving away
from the engine head the flow structures rotate and their axis
becomes parallel to the cylinder axis �Fig. 6�d��.

To compare the four models, Fig. 7 depicts the flow field in a
vertical plane that contains the axis of the combustion chamber
and the D2 diameter. The vortices below the intake valve are al-
ways centered under the exhaust valve and their position depends
on the adopted turbulence model. In particular, the k-� model
predicts the lowest distance from the wall and the largest vortex
intensity.

Figure 8 shows the velocity vectors in a vertical plane contain-
ing the axis of the combustion chamber and the D1 diameter. In
this plane the symmetrical flow consists of two wider contra-
rotating vortices in the bulk flow region and of two smaller corner
vortices close to the engine head. Also in this case, the maximum
vortex intensity refers to the k-� model, for which the dimensions
of the corner vortices are smaller than the others.

Fig. 5 Velocity measurements on the three measuring planes

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional in-cylinder flow
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Figures 9–11 illustrate the vector velocity distribution on the
three planes orthogonal to the cylinder axis. The velocity distri-
bution confirms the complex structure and the presence of two
large contra-rotating vortices. The two structures are centered near
the D1 diameter, but the position depends on the turbulence
model. Furthermore, the figures indicate that, with exception of

the k-� model, the vortex intensity increases moving away from
the engine head owing to the different inclination of the vortices
on the three measuring planes �Fig. 6�d��.

Numerical to Experimental Comparison. The comparison
between experimental and numerical results was carried out in
two steps: the assessment of the turbulence models in the predic-
tion of the outlet experimental pressure and the assessment of the

Fig. 7 Numerical in-cylinder flow field: vertical plane with D2
diameter

Fig. 8 Numerical in-cylinder flow field: vertical plane with D1
diameter

Fig. 9 Numerical in-cylinder flow field: horizontal plane H /B
=1/4

Fig. 10 Numerical in-cylinder flow field: horizontal plane H /B
=1/2
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turbulence models in the prediction of the in-cylinder flow.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of numerical and experimental

static pressure values at the exit section of the cylinder, while Fig.
13 depicts the percentage errors for the four turbulence models.

The figures indicate clearly that all the turbulence models re-
produce well the experimental pressure value at the exit section.
In fact, the percentage difference between experimental and nu-
merical values are always lower than 2.5%. In particular, the k-�
Wilcox turbulence model determines a noticeable error reduction
in the estimate of static pressure �percentage error � 0.09%�.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that the SST k-� results are very
similar to the high Reynolds �standard and realizable k-�� data:
this means that the significant improvement in the error reduction
does not depend on the near-wall treatment, adopted for the k-�
models, but on the characteristics of the Wilcox k-� model in the

far-field zones of the flow. In fact, the model is calibrated to
provide spreading rates that are consistent with measurements for
far-wakes, mixing layers, and plane, round, and radial jets �39�.
This characteristic makes the Wilcox k-� results closer to the
experimental one than the k-� family models and it reproduces the
in-cylinder flow field more accurately.

Figures 14 and 15 compare LDA measurements and CFD data
on the three measuring planes for the k-� and k-� turbulence
models, respectively. Specifically, the plots refer to the projection
of the mean velocity on the x-y planes. Figures indicate an overall
good agreement between experimental and numerical results. The
plots highlight, also, that the largest differences are localized close
to the intake valve, plane H /B=1/4 along the D2 direction �Figs.
14�b� and 15�b��. Here the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approxima-
tion may fail due to the presence of nonequilibrium and three-
dimensional effects below the intake valve. As a consequence, the
strong curvature of the streamlines and the recirculating regions
�Fig. 6�a��, localized near to the cylinder walls and valves, could
not account for single-points closures correctly. As observed in
Fig. 6�a�, moving away from the engine head these phenomena
reduce, the flow field becomes more organized, and the numerical
data become significantly closer to the experimental ones �plane
H /B=1/2 and H /B=3/4�.

For a more detailed comparison, the k-� turbulence models will
be first considered �Fig. 14�. On the H /B=1/2 plane along the D1
direction, Fig. 14�c� depicts a good agreement between numerical
and experimental results close to the wall �x � �10 mm while the
differences increase as the distance from the cylinder axis dimin-
ishes �−10 mm
x
10 mm�. On the same plane, on the contrary,
a slight misalignment of the standard k-� results with respect to
LDA data was registered in this region. Some differences were
registered along the D2 direction �Fig. 14�d��. In particular, the
gap between numerical and experimental results raises as the dis-
tance from the cylinder axis diminishes. Besides, near to the cyl-
inder wall the standard k-� data are lower than the experimental
ones, y�40 mm. Moving away from the engine head �H /B
=3/4�, the agreement between realizable k-� data and experimen-
tal measurements improves �Figs. 14�e� and 14�f��. As in the pre-
vious case, the largest differences can be observed along the D2
direction. Moreover, larger differences between experimental and
numerical data were found when the standard k-� model was
used.

In particular, the standard k-� results on the H /B=3/4 plane
�Fig. 14�e�� were very similar to the corresponding ones computed
on the plane closer to the engine head �H /B=1/2, Fig. 14�c�� and
a developed in-cylinder air motion was predicted.

As for the k-� models �Fig. 15�, the comparison between LDA

Fig. 11 Numerical in-cylinder flow field: horizontal plane H /B
=3/4

Fig. 12 Numerical and experimental static pressure at the out-
let section

Fig. 13 Percentage error in the static pressure at the outlet
section
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measurements and k-� numerical results shows that in all the
measuring planes the Wilcox model performs better than the other
models. In particular, on the H /B=1/2 plane the Wilcox veloci-
ties are very close to the experimental ones for the majority of the
measuring points �Figs. 15�c� and 15�d��. Some differences were
registered near to the axis of the combustion chamber, neverthe-
less, the numerical data were perfectly aligned with respect to the
LDA measurements �Fig. 15�c��. Larger differences are present
when the SST k-� model is used. Specifically, a wider recirculat-
ing corner vortex was computed �Fig. 7�d�� and a different veloc-
ity profile in the proximity of the cylinder wall �x−40 mm� was
evaluated. Furthermore, a slight misalignment of the SST results
with respect to LDA data was observed �Fig. 15�c��.

Considering the H /B=3/4 plane, the agreement between LDA
and Wilcox data is very satisfying �Figs. 15�e� and 15�f��: all the
numerical data, in fact, reproduce the experimental measurements
properly, while larger differences and a misalignment between
experimental and numerical data is confirmed when the SST for-
mulation is used.

Furthermore, an index was introduced to quantify the capability
of the four turbulence models in reproducing the in-cylinder flow
field. It was defined as:

� =

�
i=1

N

�vLDA − vCFD�i
2

N
�5�

where N is the total number of measuring points, i is the generic
measuring location, vLDA is the LDA velocity measurement, and
vCFD is the CFD velocity data.

Table 2 shows the values on the two analyzed diameters.
The previous results confirm that the Wilcox turbulence model

more properly reproduces the experimental data and that the larg-
est differences are localized on the D2 diameter.

Finally, the CFD data were used to quantify the overall angular
momentum of the flux with respect to the cylinder axis. To this
purpose, the angular momentum produced by the tangential veloc-
ity vt was combined with the axial mass flow, as �47–49�:

M = 2��
0

B/2

�vavtr
2dr �6�

where va is the axial velocity, vt is the tangential velocity, r is the
distance of the generic measuring point from the cylinder axis,

Fig. 14 k-� numerical results and LDA data comparison
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and � is the air density.
Figure 16 shows the angular momentum computed at the cyl-

inder exit section and the value measured in a previous work
using an impulse swirl meter posed at a dimensionless distance
from the engine head equal to H /B=2 �50�.

Figure 16 shows clearly that the value of the experimental an-
gular momentum is very low and hence it is very difficult to
predict accurately. In fact, the numerical angular momenta are
different, nevertheless the flow fields on the planes perpendicular
to the cylinder axis are very similar. The analysis depicted that the
Wilcox k-� data are in a better agreement with the experimental
value than the others turbulence models.

Fig. 15 k-� numerical results and LDA data comparison

Table 2 Sigma index values for the four turbulence models

� �m/s�

Diameter Standard k-� Realizable k-� Wilcox k-� SST k-�

D1
1.51 1.49 1.31 2.13

D2
2.21 2.41 1.86 2.62 Fig. 16 Numerical and experimental torque at the outlet

section
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Conclusions
The fluid dynamic behavior of a high performance four-stroke

motorcycle engine was examined by means of a numerical and an
experimental analysis.

The experimental investigation was carried out on a steady flow
rig. The global engine head breathability was characterized in
terms of flow coefficient, while the LDA technique was used to
define the flow field inside the combustion chamber.

The measurements were compared to the corresponding nu-
merical results obtained by solving RANS equations for the most
used two-equation turbulence models with the objective to evalu-
ate the accuracy of the different turbulence models in defining the
in-cylinder flow.

The numerical data and the experimental measurements pre-
sented a good agreement. In fact, all the turbulence models well
reproduced the experimental pressure value at the exit section
when the mass flow rate was imposed. The percentage differences
were always lower than 2.50%, with a value lower than 0.10%
obtained with the Wilcox k-� turbulence model.

Furthermore, all the turbulence models characterized well the
mean flow structure and the presence of two contrarotating vorti-
ces. Specifically, the analysis depicted that the two adopted near-
wall treatments well reproduces the flow field near to the cylinder
wall. Non-negligible differences between measurements and com-
putations were found close to the cylinder head, probably due to
the high complexity of the flow at the low valve lift, while an
improving agreement was evident moving away from the engine
head.

The comparison between the four turbulence models showed
that standard k-� model presents the largest numerical diffusivity
with the flow that develops closer to the engine head, whereas the
other models show an increasing vortex intensity with the distance
from the head.

Furthermore, the comparison with the LDA measurements put
in evidence that the Wilcox k-� model permits the flow field
inside the combustion chamber of the engine to be reproduced
more properly and to quantify the overall angular momentum of
the flux with respect to the cylinder axis accurately.
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Nomenclature
Aref � reference area

B � cylinder bore
Cabs � absolute flow coefficient

Cf � flow coefficient
Cs � swirl coefficient
Di � ith-measuring diameter
Dv � valve diameter
Dt � throttle diameter
H � distance of the measuring plane from the head
L � stroke

Lv � valve lift
M � overall angular momentum of the flux
N � total number of measuring points

T0 � ambient temperature
a0 � sound speed

i � generic measuring location
k � turbulent kinetic energy

ṁ � mass flow rate
ṁmeas � measured mass flow rate

ṁr � reference mass flow rate
p0 � ambient pressure
pC � cylinder pressure

r � distance of the generic measuring point from
the cylinder axis

rc � compression ratio
va � axial velocity

vCFD � CFD velocity data
vLDA � LDA velocity measurement

vt � tangential velocity
y+ � dimensionless cell centroid-wall distance

�p � ambient-cylinder pressure drop
� � dissipation term
	 � generic variable
� � adiabatic index
� � wavelength of the laser beam
� � air density
� � LDA-CFD agreement index
� � turbulent specific dissipation rate

CFD � computational fluid dynamics
DNS � direct numerical simulation

HWA � hot wire anemometry
ICE � internal combustion engine

LDA � laser Doppler anemometry
LES � large eddy simulation
PIV � particle image velocimetry

RANS � Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
SST � shear stress transport

WOT � wide open throttle
d.c.e. � discrete conservation equation
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The Maximum Power Operating
Point for a Combustion-Driven
Thermoelectric Converter
With Heat Recirculation
A model is developed for determining the ideal operating point, based on maximum
power output, for a thermoelectric conversion (TEC) element coupled to a combustor. In
the analysis, heat recirculation from the combustor exhaust is included. Results presented
here are relevant to the operating characteristics of small, combustion-driven energy
systems. The model is composed of a TEC element, a combustor, a counterflow heat
exchanger, and a thermal shunt resistance to the surroundings. Including the shunt is
necessary due to the increased importance of this effect in small-scale thermal systems.
From this combination of components, an optimal combustor operating temperature is
found giving maximum power output and efficiency. The model is used to determine ideal
performance figures as a function of system parameters such as the effectiveness of heat
regeneration, loss of heat by conduction, and the parameters describing the thermoelec-
tric conversion element (the so-called ZT parameter). Although a high degree of ideali-
zation is employed, the results show the importance of heat recirculation and the signifi-
cance of thermal losses on system operation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2747261�

Keywords: thermoelectric conversion, TEC, combustion, micro engine

Introduction
Future power-intensive applications in the mesoscale size re-

gime �characteristic sizes from 1 mm to 10 cm� will require an
energy source with higher performance than electrochemical bat-
teries �1–4�. Whether the area of interest is powering handheld,
multifunction electronic devices, remote unattended sensors, or
for miniature autonomous vehicles for ground, air, and marine
operation, both energy density and power density considerations
will strain the capabilities of even the most advanced battery tech-
nology. Exploring the alternatives, liquid fuels appear to be a
source rich in energy density and with potential for high power
output when burned in micro engines. However, current micro
engine development is challenging in the size class of 100 W and
smaller. In this small-scale power regime, engine performance is
poor due to heat loss to the surroundings, incomplete combustion,
frictional effects, pressure drops through small passages, and
problematic mechanical design outside the traditional operating
parameters of current engineering practice �4�. Nevertheless, the
attractive dual features of potential high power and energy densi-
ties continue to motivate researchers to find ways of making prac-
tical small engine operation below the 100 W level. Solid state
heat engines such as those based on thermoelectric conversion
�TEC� would relieve some of the complexity associated with mi-
cro engine development. Several past projects have developed
small-scale systems for study �5–8�. A combustion-driven TEC
would operate with acceptable efficiency if its primary descriptive
parameter, that is the ZT factor, were higher than about 3 �cur-
rently not attainable�. For small-scale operation, the combustion
chamber could be operated continuously and with a catalyst to
ensure near complete combustion. Aside from major practical as-
pects such as balance-of-plant componentry, the basic thermody-
namics of combustion-driven TEC is of practical interest. This

work presents a model for such a system operating at the point of
maximum power output.

There have been many finite rate, finite time analyses of ther-
moelectric conversion �e.g., see �9–13� for a sampling�. The ma-
jority rely on the basic configuration of a high temperature reser-
voir supplying heat to the conversion element through a thermal
resistance. Heat rejected from the TEC can also pass through a
thermal resistance to a low temperature reservoir. Within this class
of problem, many variations have been studied where the heat
transfer expressions take different forms, where the operating
point is either at maximum power or maximum efficiency, and
whether the TEC configuration is single element or multielement.
Less common is an analysis of combustion powered TEC where a
reactant mixture is supplied to a combustor which in turn supplies
heat to the converter �14,15�. In this past work, a novel TEC
configuration was examined having distributed disk-type elements
integrated into the heat recovery process. Reference was also
made to an “idealized” configuration where the TEC elements
were exposed to a single high temperature source at the hot end of
the heat exchanger. However, this past work does not employ the
thermodynamic operating point �maximum power output� and
does not parameterize the problem with the TEC figure-of-merit,
the heat exchanger effectiveness, or other quantities important to
the problem. Recently, a model has been presented �16,17� that
has a combustor operating at a specified temperature �determined
by the maximum power point� where thermal energy recovery
from the exhaust is used to heat the incoming reactants by way of
a counterflow heat exchanger. The combustor supplies heat to a
Carnot engine for generating work. Depending on the effective-
ness of the heat exchanger, and the operating temperature of the
combustor, a fundamental expression can be developed for the
conversion of heat-to-work in the simple Carnot-based model. The
study presented here addresses the case of a TEC element coupled
to a combustor. The salient features in this analysis are: �1� finding
a combustor temperature giving maximum power; �2� determining
efficiency for the conversion process; and �3� a parameterization
of the problem.
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One cannot discuss the performance of small-scale thermal sys-
tems without examining thermal losses to the surroundings
through so-called shunt effects or through insulation. Although the
development here is meant to show the effects of combustor tem-
perature on the TEC process, and to show an optimal temperature
exists, the present model is also capable of assessing the conduc-
tion losses associated with small-scale energy systems. This will
be a critical issue to resolve in the development of combustion
driven micro engines. Our past work in related areas �18–20� has
examined the effects of heat loss on reversible engines, cryocool-
ers, and counterflow heat exchangers �HEX�. Scaling studies of
these technologically useful devices have provided information on
performance degradation upon a reduction in size. In addition,
estimates have been obtained for ultimate size limitations �based
on thermal losses� on the general type of device that relies on a
temperature difference for operation. This development, in part,
continues this work in the area of combustion-driven heat engines.
Although many other factors will impact system efficiency in a
miniaturized engine/combustion system such as pressure losses,
friction, and incomplete combustion, assessing thermal losses
from a small-scale device will be central for determining overall
performance.

Model Development
The TEC/combustor model is shown in Fig. 1. The basic ar-

rangement is a well-stirred combustor operating at a temperature
of Tp. The reactants enter the overall system at T0 and P0. The
counterflow heat exchanger �HEX� increases the temperature of
the reactants by transferring thermal energy from the products.
Heat at Tp is supplied to the TEC element while a shunt loss
allows a portion of the combustor heat to escape to the surround-
ings. The combustor temperature, Tp, also sets the exhaust tem-
perature of the well-stirred combustor. Thus the products enter the
HEX at Tp and cool to some lower temperature dictated by the
effectiveness of the thermal energy transfer. The adiabatic flame
temperature �with reference to T0� is used as a measure of the
heating value supplied to the combustor. This model is similar to
that presented earlier �17� where now the Carnot engine has been
replaced by a TEC element.

The model shown in Fig. 1 would most likely operate at its
maximum power point. This system characteristic is demonstrated
as follows by examining the two operating extremes assuming the
HEX has an effectiveness of zero. If the combustor operates such
that Tp approaches the adiabatic flame temperature, or Taf, then
very little thermal energy is transferred to the TEC element be-
cause the combustion products carry away most of the heating
value of the fuel. Hence, the work output from the overall system
is small even though the TEC element operates at high tempera-

ture with relatively high efficiency. However, if nearly all of the
heating value is directed toward the conversion element, Tp ap-
proaches T0 resulting in very low output efficiency. Between these
two extremes is an optimal Tp yielding the maximum output pos-
sible for the process. It is termed the maximum power point and

requires the condition, �Ẇ /�Tp=0, to be satisfied. If the HEX is
now incorporated into the analysis, superadiabatic conditions can
potentially be reached, but the thermal recovery afforded by the
HEX does not change the character of the problem.

The analysis presented here idealizes all of the processes asso-
ciated with the thermodynamics, heat transfer, TEC operation, and
loss mechanisms. Furthermore, pressure drops are ignored and
property variations due to temperature and/or compositional
changes are assumed negligible. The reactants enter the HEX at T0
and P0. They emerge at a temperature Tx which is governed by the
effectiveness

� =
Tx − T0

Tp − T0
�1�

A thermal shunt resistance is included for modeling thermal losses
to the surroundings. This heat loss mechanism could be associated
with the heat exchanger, or the necessary structural support con-
necting the hot sections of the device to the ambient temperature
sections, or both mechanisms could be present. In any case, the
flow of heat through the thermal shunt can be modeled as

Q̇S = �kA/L��Tp − T0� �2�

where k is an effective thermal conductivity, A is a representative
cross-sectional area for heat flow, and L is a characteristic length
for the heat flow path. Noting that the heating rate of the reactant

mixture entering the combustor can be expressed as Ḣp�Taf , P0�
− Ḣp�T0 , P0�, rewriting this form using an average specific heat
and mass flow rate yields,

HV̇ = ṁc̄p�Taf − T0� �3�

where ṁ and c̄p are the product mass flow rate and specific heat,
respectively, and Taf is the adiabatic flame temperature. This is a
rather strong idealization for describing the heating value �in rate
form�. It does not explicitly take into account dissociation effects,
product mixture composition, variations in c̄p over the stated tem-
perature range, and incomplete combustion. Equation �3�, how-
ever, is meant to provide an idealized measure of the rate of heat-
ing by way of the adiabatic flame temperature in order to arrive at
an analytical solution to the problem. With this qualification, writ-
ing an energy balance for the combustor of Fig. 1, the total heat-
ing rate available to both the TEC element and the thermal shunt
becomes �after simplification�

Q̇tot = ṁc̄p�Taf − T0� + ṁc̄pTx − ṁc̄pTp �4�

where upon using the definition for effectiveness, Eq. �4� can be
rewritten as

Q̇tot = ṁc̄p�Taf − Tp� + ṁc̄p��Tp − T0� �5�

Now observe that the flow of heat to the TEC element is Q̇H

= Q̇tot− Q̇S where Q̇S is given by Eq. �2�, thus

Q̇H = ṁc̄p�Taf − Tp� + ṁc̄p��Tp − T0� −
kA

L
�Tp − T0� �6�

At this juncture, the conversion efficiency of the TEC element can
be introduced. Two choices can be considered for this analysis:
efficiency can be based upon the element operating at its maxi-
mum power point, or its maximum efficiency point �21,22�. The
two conditions yield operating efficiencies that are quantitatively
very similar. For a geometrically optimized converter operating at
its maximum efficiency,

Fig. 1 System model diagram of the TEC element combined
with the combustor having heat recirculation and a thermal
shunt. Combustor operates as a well-stirred system with a tem-
perature of Tp.
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�TEC =
�TH − T0�

TH

�Mopt − 1�
�Mopt + T0/TH�

�7�

where TH is the temperature characterizing the heat input to the
TEC element and Mopt is a simplifying term containing the figure-
of-merit, Z, and takes the form,

Mopt = �1 + Z�TH + T0

2
��1/2

�8�

where Z, which is geometrically optimized for maximum operat-
ing efficiency, is

Z =
��p − �n�2

��kp�p�1/2 + �kn�n�1/2�2 �9�

Note that ZTave is a characteristic parameter of the TEC element
and essentially governs its internal conversion efficiency �23,24�.
It is well known that the value of Z can have strong variations in
temperature �21,25�. In this work, in order to gain insight into
optimal combustor operating temperatures, the value of Z is as-
sumed to be constant. Although this is a strong simplification of
the actual situation, it provides tractable solutions for the combus-
tor temperature and operating efficiency of the TEC element.

Substituting for TH with Tp in Eqs. �7� and �8�, then forming the

overall output power as Ẇ= Q̇H�TEC, the rate of work generated
by the system becomes

Ẇ = ṁc̄p��Taf − Tp� + ��Tp − T0� −
kA

ṁc̄pL
�Tp − T0��

��Tp − T0

Tp
�� Mopt − 1

Mopt + T0/Tp
� �10�

From this expression, the overall system efficiency �defined by the
power output divided by the combustion heating rate� of the con-
version process immediately follows by dividing Eq. �10� by the
heating rate, ṁc̄p�Taf−T0�, or

�sys = � 1

�Taf − T0����Taf − Tp� + ��Tp − T0� −
kA

ṁc̄pL
�Tp − T0���TEC

�11�

Note that the TEC element efficiency has been used in place of the
last two parenthetical terms of Eq. �10�. The resulting expression
has the same functionality as Eq. �10� since �Taf−T0� is invariant
with Tp and therefore achieves its maximum value at the same
combustor temperature. In Eq. �10�, Mopt is also a function of Tp
�after substituting for TH�. In this work we will distinguish two
thermal efficiencies. The first one, as defined immediately above
in Eq. �11�, is the overall system efficiency. The second one is the
isolated TEC element efficiency from Eq. �7� where Tp substitutes
for TH.

Figure 2 shows a typical result for the power output and system
efficiency as Tp is varied from T0 to Taf. The case examined was
for the regenerator effectiveness and conduction parameter both
set to zero. Note that the power output has been normalized to
give relative values since the actual output would depend on ṁc̄p.
The efficiency is directly accessible due to the fact that the mass
flow rate and specific heat cancel out of the efficiency expression.
From the figure, the combustor can be operated either near Taf, or
temperatures approaching T0, both conditions produced little gen-
erated work. As described earlier, Fig. 2 clearly shows a Tp where
a maximum output is generated by the combined system. The
curves shown in the figure represent a broad range of Z values—
the higher ones being far beyond the current state-of-the-art for
TEC materials. At the low end of the range, Z=0.0001 gives low
efficiency for all combustor temperatures where the overall sys-
tem efficiency never exceeds 1%. Successively higher Z values
are used for generating each subsequent curve. For example, the
third curve from the bottom �represented by open triangles� is for

a Z value of 0.01. Using the average temperature between T0 and
the combustor temperature �at maximum output�, a ZTave of 4.8
can be calculated. At the maximum power point, the overall effi-
ciency approaches 16.5% and corresponds to a respectable con-
version efficiency for an advanced TEC element when coupled to
a combustor �although a ZTave=4.8 is not yet attainable�. As
higher Z values are considered, an efficiency limit is approached
which is characterized by an ideal TEC device operating with
Carnot efficiency. This is very closely approximated by the top
curve in Fig. 2 where a Z value of 100 was used to generate the
curve giving a ZTave or 45,300 �use of such unrealistic values is
for determining limiting theoretical cases only�. It is interesting to
distinguish the intrinsic element efficiency at the maximum power
point and the overall system efficiency. For the Z=0.01 case, the
system efficiency is near 16.5%. The intrinsic element efficiency
using Eq. �7� is 26.8% which is significantly higher than the over-
all system value. Thus combustor operating characteristics con-
tribute to a significant decrease in overall conversion efficiency
from the intrinsic TEC element efficiency.

Figure 3 presents a different case where the HEX has an effec-
tiveness of 0.75. As before, the conduction parameter was set to
zero. Although the behavior of each curve is qualitatively similar
to those of Fig. 2, because of heat regeneration, temperatures in
excess of 3200 K are possible. However, combustion tempera-
tures at the maximum power point are considerably lower. They
fall into the range between 1120 K for Z=100 �near Carnot per-
formance� and 1800 K for Z=0.001. As Z decreases, the combus-
tor temperature at the maximum power point increases more so
for this case of higher heat recirculation. This is a direct result of
the wider combustor temperature range afforded by heat recovery,
as evidenced by the curves in Fig. 3.

By invoking the condition for the maximum power output,

�Ẇ /�Tp=0, an expression for Tp is potentially derivable. Even
though the numerical procedure for generating Fig. 2 is straight-
forward, a general closed form solution for Tp has not been found.
This also precludes finding a closed form solution for the overall
system efficiency. With the lack of an analytical solution, it is
instructive to examine the two limiting cases for the system ther-
mal efficiency. For the case of ZT�1, Eq. �7� reduces to �21�

Fig. 2 Plot of the relative power output and overall system
efficiency as a function of combustor temperature where �=0
and �=0. Each curve is generated using Z values that vary from
0.0001 to 100. Using the temperature average between the
maximum power point and the surroundings, ZTave for each
curve is „starting with the lowest ZT value…: 0.0525, 0.507, 4.8,
46.2, 453, and 45,300. The last value listed gives performance
that is essentially Carnot limited in converting combustor heat
to power.
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�ZT�1 = �Carnot = 1 −
T0

TH
�12�

Using this efficiency with TH=Tp in place of the final two terms in
parentheses in Eq. �10�, taking the derivative of the resulting ex-
pression with respect to Tp, and then setting the result to zero
yields the temperature of the combustor at the maximum power
point. Solving this resulting expression for Tp

* and introducing the
conduction parameter

� =
kA

ṁc̄pL
�13�

yields a closed form expression for the combustor temperature.
Note that � has been used in past studies on conduction effects in
heat exchangers �26,27� and heat engines �18�. Before continuing,
it is instructive to clarify the role the conduction parameters play
in describing the amount of energy shunted to the surroundings.
Forming the ratio between the shunt heat transfer and the total
combustor heating rate yields

Q̇S

HV̇
=

kA

ṁc̄pL

�Tp − T0�
�Taf − T0�

= �
�Tp − T0�
�Taf − T0�

�14�

From this it is clear that the fraction of energy shunted to the
surroundings depends on � and Tp. However, Tp also depends on
the value of the conduction parameter and can lie above or below
Taf depending on the value of �. Continuing with the development
for the combustor temperature at the maximum power point, for
the ideal Carnot case, the closed form expression is

Tp
* = �TafT0 − �T0

2 + �T0
2

1 − � + �
�1/2

�15�

By replacing Tp in Eq. �10� with the above derived Tp
*, the maxi-

mum work output is obtained. The TEC element efficiency at this
operating point can be found by setting TH in Eq. �12� to Tp

*

yielding

�ZT�1
* = 1 − � 1 − � + �

Taf/T0 − � + �
�1/2

�16�

This is the same expression derived in previous work �17� where
a combustor coupled to an ideal heat engine was examined. Note
that when � and � are set to zero, the expression is analogous to

the Curzon-Alborn equation where the adiabatic flame tempera-
ture assumes the high temperature value, but also realize that the
combustor is not operating at Taf. That is, Eq. �16� no longer
explicitly contains the combustor temperature—only the tempera-
ture of the surroundings and the adiabatic flame temperature ap-
pear. These two temperatures are the quantities that determine the
combustor operating temperature at the maximum power �and ef-
ficiency� point. The efficiency given in Eq. �16� is to be distin-
guished from the overall system efficiency which is determined by
substituting Tp

* from Eq. �15� into Eq. �11� for Tp and using the
ideal element efficiency given in Eq. �12� for �TEC.

The other TEC efficiency limit is when ZT�1. In this case, the
efficiency is given by �21�

�ZT�1 = �1 −
T0

TH
�� Z�T0 + TH�

4�1 + T0/TH�� �17�

where upon further analytical manipulation reduces to

�ZT�1 =
Z

4
�TH − T0� �18�

For deriving an analytical expression for the optimal operating
temperature for this limiting case, we start by substituting the
above efficiency into Eq. �10� for the last two terms in parenthe-
ses. With Tp replacing TH, the derivative of the resulting expres-
sion is taken with respect to Tp. Finally, setting the derivative to
zero and solving for Tp

* yields

Tp
* =

1

2
�Taf + T0�1 − 2� + 2��

1 − � + �
� �19�

This result can be substituted into Eq. �18� where Tp
* replaces TH

to obtain the TEC element efficiency at the maximum power
point. Again, this result only holds for the case of ZTave�1, i.e.,
for low performing TEC. The resulting expression is

�ZT�1
* =

Z

8
� Taf − T0

1 − � + �
� �20�

The overall system efficiency �TEC plus combustor� can be found
by using Eq. �11� with the efficiency and temperature as given in
Eqs. �18� and �19�, respectively, with the appropriate substitutions.

Results and Discussion
Once the optimal combustor temperature has been identified,

the performance of the TEC element, and overall system, can be
determined through their respective thermal efficiency expres-
sions. In the discussion to follow, results are presented for perfor-
mance values based on system operation at the maximum power
point, hence maximum efficiency point, since this gives optimal
performance for the system. It is also a unique and unambiguous
operating point. It should be noted that parameter variation in the
following discussion is focused on � and �. The adiabatic flame
temperature, Taf, and the surroundings temperature, T0, are held
constant at 1200 K and 300 K, respectively. These can be consid-
ered as representative values characterizing lean combustion in
terms of heating value. A change in Taf will affect the results
numerically, but the overall trends and qualitative behavior of the
results will be similar to those presented here.

Figure 4 shows curves for the combustor temperature at the
maximum power point. Each curve is a function of ZTave and has
a different HEX effectiveness. Note that Tave is determined by
using the sum of T0 and Tp �not Taf� and then dividing by 2. Also
for each curve, the conduction parameter was set to zero. Figure 4
clearly shows the effect of heat recirculation on the optimized
combustor operating temperature. For effectiveness values ap-
proaching zero, little variation in combustor temperature is ob-
served through the range of ZTave going from 0.01 to well over
1000. This does not mean that the efficiency of the conversion
process remains nearly constant �as will be examined later�. It

Fig. 3 Plot of the relative power output and overall system
efficiency as a function of combustor temperature where �
=0.75 and �=0. Each curve is generated using Z values that
vary from 0.0001 to 100. Using the temperature average be-
tween the maximum power point and the surroundings, ZTave
for each curve is „starting with the lowest ZT value…: 0.117, 1.05,
8.51, 73.5, 706, and 70,600. The last value listed gives perfor-
mance that is essentially Carnot limited in converting heat from
the combustor to power.
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only means that for low levels of heat recirculation, moderate
levels of combustor temperature must be maintained to achieve
optimal conversion efficiency. As the heat recirculation increases,
the combustor temperature variation becomes more pronounced.
At low ZTave, the combustor must run hotter to maintain a respect-
able conversion efficiency, and since high HEX effectiveness
opens up the higher temperature regime, the overall device will
run at these elevated temperatures. As the TEC element efficiency
increases with higher ZTave, the combustor temperature can be
reduced thus sending more thermal energy to the TEC element
and hence providing higher overall efficiency. Note that each ex-
treme in ZTave results in a limit in the combustor temperature.

It is instructive to examine the limiting solutions for the high
and low ZTave cases derived in the earlier section. The vehicle for
this is through the efficiency. Figure 5 provides this comparison
by plotting the efficiencies for the limiting cases and the exact
case �found numerically� as a function of ZTave. The conditions

used in generating Fig. 5 are �=0 and �=0. It should be reiterated
that two efficiencies are relevant to this discussion—the thermal
efficiency of the TEC element and the overall system efficiency.
In Fig. 5, the full-range numerical solution for the former is given
as filled circles while the latter is given as open circles. From the
figure, each numerically-derived efficiency smoothly transitions
from near zero at the low range of ZTave to approaching their
limiting high efficiencies as ZTave exceeds 1000. For the case
examined, it is clear the TEC element efficiency is significantly
higher than the overall system efficiency with the former being
nearly twenty percentage points higher. The high ZTave limit is
well predicted by the closed form solutions given by Eqs. �14� and
�15�. However, this high limit is only good for ZTave exceeding
approximately 1000. This is far too high to be useful for current
technology in the TEC field. In fact, the most useful ZTave range is
between 1 and 10. As shown in Fig. 5, neither the high nor low
ZTave limiting solutions have utility in this mid-range regime. The
low ZTave solution appears to be useful from about ZTave=0.3 and
below. The conclusion here is that although the high and low
ZTave cases provide interesting theoretical results for efficiencies,
they provide little utility in the most relevant regime for current
technology application. All further results presented here are from
the full-range numerical solution. Although some relaxation in the
simplifying assumptions could be made at this point �e.g., in as-
suming a constant specific heat�, little utility is gained from this as
opposed to using an appropriately averaged value. More important
would be to relax the assumption of constant Z�T�. However, this
would preclude any use of the common equations used for mod-
eling the TEC effect �Eqs. �7�–�9��. From these considerations, the
simplifying approximations made earlier will be retained.

Figure 6 shows two graphs for the TEC element efficiency �a�
and the overall system efficiency �b�. The two graphs are best
considered together in order to form an accurate picture of the
effects of ZTave and HEX effectiveness on efficiency. The curves
in each graph represent a HEX effectiveness ranging from 0 to
0.85. The latter value is probably not the ultimate achievable ef-
fectiveness �at least not by macroscale device standards�, but is
probably realistic of what can be attained with small-scale de-
vices. Also, the effects of thermal shunting of heat to the sur-
roundings are not examined until Fig. 7. Thus, for the set of con-
ditions delineated, the curves provide a picture of how the thermal
efficiency is affected by heat recovery alone. First, there is a
strong general trend toward higher efficiencies with increasing
ZTave. Note that from the data presented in Fig. 4, this increase in
efficiency is also associated with a decrease in operating tempera-
ture. From the behavior of the curves, significant increases in
efficiencies take place in the ZTave range between 1 and 10. This is
the regime where a numerical solution is needed and the limiting
case solutions have little utility. Still further increases in ZTave
from 10 to 100 produce higher efficiencies until the high ZTave
limit is approached beyond 1000. As the HEX effectiveness in-
creases from 0 to 0.85, progressively higher TEC efficiency and
overall system efficiency are achieved. Finally, the two graphs
taken together show the differences between the TEC element
efficiency and the lower overall system efficiency where both are
based on the heating value of the fuel supplied to the combustor.
For the TEC efficiency, taken in the most relevant ZTave range of
from 1 to 10, values in the 20–50% range are typical. Higher HEX
effectiveness leads to higher element efficiency, but for ZTave
ranging from 1 to 4, effectiveness higher than approximately 0.75
is probably not justified for the marginal increase it would bring.
However, heat exchanger performance significantly impacts the
attainable efficiencies and would be an important feature of any
combustion driven TEC device. Overall efficiencies are typically
down by 10–20 percentage points from the TEC element values in
the ZTave range of 1–4. This is due to thermal energy escaping in
the exhaust and not being available to the TEC element for poten-
tial conversion to electrical power. As the heat exchanger effec-
tiveness increases, this loss is reduced although as mentioned ear-

Fig. 4 Combustor temperature at the maximum power point as
a function of ZTave. Curves are distinguished by the degree of
heat regeneration through the HEX effectiveness. The adiabatic
flame temperature and surroundings temperature are held con-
stant at 1200 K and 300 K, respectively.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the three solutions for efficiency. In
each of the three cases, the efficiency of the TEC element and
the overall system efficiency are plotted as a function of ZTave.
The three solutions are: „1… the exact solution, given by filled or
open circles, where a numerical computation is necessary, „2…
the case where ZT™1, and „3… the case where ZTš1. The
curves are generated for the base case of �=0 and �=0.
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lier, � exceeding about 0.75 is not warranted. Finally, even though
the high limiting cases look impressive from an energy conversion
view point, ZTave for present day thermoelectric materials �and
with anticipated advancement� will only fall in the range of 1–3.
From the theoretical view point of this work, there remains con-
siderable irreversibility associated with energy conversion even at
the ZTave level of 3. If breakthroughs in TEC materials occur,
there is considerable up-potential existing in the type of small-
scale power generators considered here.

Finally, Fig. 7 is presented as an example of how thermal con-
duction losses can affect overall system performance. Figure 7�a�
gives the combustor temperature as a function of ZTave for a va-
riety of conduction parameter values, �. In the results presented,
the HEX effectiveness was kept at 0.85. There are two interesting
features displayed in the data. First, there is a marked decrease in
combustor temperature with even small values in the conduction
parameter. In fact, at the low ZTave range, a temperature decrease
of over 1000 K results when � increases from 0 to 0.10. At the
high ZTave range, this temperature decrease is reduced to approxi-
mately 400 K, but still represents a large impact on combustor
temperature. The second feature displayed in the data is the simi-
lar qualitative appearance to Fig. 4 as the conduction parameter is
increased. This can be explained in terms of thermal energy loss
from the combustor and its impact on the combustor operating
conditions. Figure 4 shows how thermal energy recovery from the
exhaust increases combustor temperature, or conversely, having
low values of thermal recovery results in thermal losses from the

combustor. This drives down the optimal temperature at which the
combustor operates. Figure 7�a� shows a similar effect of conduc-
tive heat loss causing a decrease in the operating temperature.
Thus both mechanisms appear to result in the same overall effect
on the combustor. The lowest curve in each of the figures empha-
sizes this in the respect that they have very similar, i.e., flattened,
shapes.

Figure 7�b� presents the curves for overall system efficiency
corresponding to the same conditions as Fig. 7�a�. For a HEX
effectiveness of 0.85 and no thermal shunt to the surroundings, the
top curve �signified by open squares� gives moderate-to-high sys-
tem efficiency starting with a ZTave of about 2. As significant
thermal losses begin to occur, the thermal efficiency also starts to
decrease because of the increased thermal shunting to the sur-
roundings. At the high ZT limit in Fig. 7, as the conduction pa-
rameter varies through its range, the shunt heat loss as a percent of
heating rate takes on values of 0%, 8.7%, 15.9%, 22.8%, and
30.1%. The decrease in thermal efficiency, however, does not ap-
pear to be as precipitous as the drop off in combustor temperature.
That is, the system efficiency does not look as sensitive to thermal
conduction losses as the combustor temperature, but there is still
considerable impact on performance. One reason for this behavior
is the ability of the combustor temperature to “shift” to the value
that produces a maximized power output and efficiency. Thus, if
the conduction losses to the surroundings “shunt” away a quantity
of heat from the TEC element, the combustor temperature can
partially compensate by operating at a slightly higher temperature

Fig. 6 TEC element efficiency „a… and overall system effi-
ciency „b… as a function of ZTave for a range of HEX effective-
ness values. The conduction parameter is set to zero.

Fig. 7 Combustor temperature „a… and overall system effi-
ciency „b… as a function of ZTave for a HEX effectiveness of 0.85.
The conduction parameter varies from 0.0 to 1.0. Conductive
heat loss as a percent of heating rate at the high ZT limit for
each � value is 0%, 8.7%, 15.9%, 22.8%, and 30.1%.
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to improve overall conversion efficiency. With this said, it remains
important to maximize the amount of thermal energy retained by
both recovering thermal energy in the exhaust and minimizing
conduction losses.

Concluding Remarks
A model has been presented for a power generating device

composed of a thermoelectric conversion element coupled to a
combustor. A unique thermodynamic operating point, based on
maximum power output, is used to determine system efficiency
and combustor operating temperature. In the analysis, heat recir-
culation from the combustor exhaust is included as is a thermal
shunt to the surroundings. This study is relevant to the operating
characteristics of small, combustion-driven energy systems. Re-
sults are given in terms of both the TEC element efficiency and
overall system efficiency as a function of ZTave. Even though a
wide range of this parameter is used in the analysis �with a limit-
ing case on the high side being far superior to any TEC material
currently achievable�, the most relevant values are of order unity
based on present technology for thermoelectric materials. For a
device burning a reactant mixture having an adiabatic flame tem-
perature of 1200 K, and with an effectiveness of 0.75 for the heat
recovery, the TEC efficiency is approximately 22% for a ZTave
=1. This drops to 12% for an overall system efficiency when
combustor operation is considered. Higher values of ZTave have
pronounced effects on system performance in the 1–10 ZTave
range. Heat loss also greatly influences the performance of the
system. Based on the nondimensional conduction parameter, �,
significant decreases in system performance occur for even small
values of this quantity. Thus, in the design and development of
small combustion-driven thermoelectric generators, significant
benefits accrue by incorporating a high degree of heat recircula-
tion and taking care to minimize the thermal conduction losses to
the surroundings.

Nomenclature
A 	 representative cross-sectional area for conduc-

tive heat loss, m2

c̄p 	 representative constant pressure specific heat,
J/kg K

Ḣp 	 enthalpy flow of products out of combustor,
W/kg

Ḣr 	 enthalpy flow of reactants into combustor,
W/kg

HV̇ 	 heating value rate, W
k 	 representative thermal conductivity for heat

loss, W/m K
kn 	 thermal conductivity of n-type material,

W/m K
kp 	 thermal conductivity of p-type material,

W/m K
L 	 representative path length for conductive heat

loss, m
Mopt 	 parameter for TEC element efficiency

ṁ 	 mass flow rate of the products, kg/s
P0 	 pressure of the surroundings, N/m2

Q̇H 	 rate of heat flow to the TEC element, W

Q̇S 	 rate of heat loss to the surroundings through
the thermal shunt, W

Q̇tot 	 rate of heat release within the combustor, W
Taf 	 adiabatic flame temperature of the reactants, K

Tave 	 average temperature between surroundings and
combustor, K

TH 	 temperature characterizing the heat input to the
TEC element, K

Tp 	 temperature of the well-stirred combustor and
products, K

Tp
* 	 temperature of the combustor at the maximum

power point, K
Tx 	 temperature of flow emerging from HEX, K
T0 	 temperature of the surroundings, K

Ẇ 	 rate of work by the overall system, W
Z 	 figure-of-merit for thermoelectric conversion,

K−1

Greek Symbols
�n 	 Seebeck coefficient for n-type material, V/K
�p 	 Seebeck coefficient for p-type material, V/K

� 	 heat exchanger effectiveness
�Carnot 	 efficiency of a reversible Carnot heat engine,

1−T0 /TH
�sys 	 efficiency of the overall system

�TEC 	 efficiency of the thermoelectric conversion
element

�* 	 thermal efficiency at the maximum power
point

� 	 conduction parameter, kA / ṁc̄pL
�n 	 electrical resistivity of n-type material, ohm m
�p 	 electrical resistivity of p type material, ohm m

Abbreviations
HEX 	 heat exchanger
TEC 	 thermoelectric conversion
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Natural Gas Decarbonization
Technologies for Advanced
Power Plants
In this paper two options for H2 production, by means of natural gas, are presented and
their performances are evaluated when they are integrated with advanced H2/air cycles.
In this investigation two different schemes have been analyzed: an advanced combined
cycle power plant (CC) and a new advanced mixed cycle power plant (AMC). The two
methods for producing H2 are as follows: (1) steam methane reforming: it is the simplest
and potentially the most economic method for producing hydrogen in the foreseeable
future; and (2) partial oxidation of methane: it could offer an energy advantage because
this method reduces the energy requirement of the reforming process. These hydrogen
production plants require material and energetic integrations with power section and the
best interconnections must be investigated in order to obtain good overall performance.
With reference to thermodynamic and economic performance, significant comparisons
have been made between the above introduced reference plants. An efficiency decrease
and an increase in the cost of electricity has been obtained when power plants are
equipped with a natural gas decarbonization section. The main results of the performed
investigation are quite variable among the different H2 production technologies here
considered: the efficiency decreases in a range of 5.5 percentage points to nearly 10 for
the partial oxidation of the natural gas and in a range of about 9 percentage points to
over 12 for the steam methane reforming. The electricity production cost increases in a
range of about 41–42% for the first option and in a range of about 34–38% for the
second one. The AMC, coupled with partial oxidation, stands out among the other power
plant solutions here analyzed because it exhibits the highest net efficiency and the lowest
final specific CO2 emission. In addition to this, economic impact is favorable when AMC
is equipped with systems for H2 production based on partial oxidation of natural gas.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2719266�

1 Introduction
There are various options to meet world energy demands in the

next years. Conventional oil and gas resources are large and there
are abundant coal resources to meet such a demand. However,
reductions in fossil fuel use may occur as a response to climate
change concerns: in the next years emissions from fossil fuel
would have to be restricted substantially to limit climate change
effects. If global warming concerns remain an issue, substantial
carbon sequestration will be required.

A hydrogen economy will become even more attractive in this
new situation, with sequestration of carbon it could sustain the use
of fossil fuels, and hydrogen could replace oil and gas as heavily
traded resource.

Hydrogen also provides an ideal complement to electricity.
Both are premium quality energy carriers, do not contain carbon
and generate little or non polluting emissions at the point of use.
While electricity is at disadvantage when storage is required, hy-
drogen could be well suited for those applications. Its versatility is
enhanced by the fact that it can be produced from a variety of
fossil resources. For these reasons, on the initial phase of a “hy-
drogen economy,” H2 could be produced from the current com-
petitive fossil fuels.

Therefore, in this paper we want to evaluate overall perfor-
mance of advanced power plants, based on natural gas decarboni-
sation. More precisely, we want to compare two different pro-
cesses, which provide hydrogen �steam reforming and partial

oxidation of natural gas�, and we want to study their integration
with advanced power plants. In this paper a proper thermody-
namic and economic analysis will be performed and the results
will be compared in terms of energy efficiency, emission of CO2
and electricity production cost.

2 Reference Power Plants
In this paper the comparison of performance decrease and elec-

tricity cost increase of two advanced power plants, equipped with
hydrogen production systems, is treated. The reference power
plants, analyzed here, are as follows:

• CC: combined cycle power plant, fed by natural gas,
• AMC: advanced mixed cycle power plant, fed by natural

gas.

In Fig. 1 the CC plant layout is shown. There is a heavy-duty
gas turbine as the topping cycle, and a three pressure level, reheat
steam cycle as the bottoming cycle. In the same figure, heat and
mass balance is displayed, when the working parameters, which
maximize power plant efficiency, are chosen. To show these re-
sults, a numerical investigation has been performed, by using a
proper numerical model, developed by the authors. This model is
based on calculation procedures for conventional components
�turbines, compressors, pumps, heat exchangers, etc.� and uncon-
ventional ones �for example, the water separator, which is a com-
ponent of the second reference power plant�. Moreover, by using a
commercial numerical code �GateCycle�, we have simulated some
power sections and evaluated their performance �especially for the
integrated solutions�.

Table 1 shows the most important output parameters of this first
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reference power plant; in order to compare these results with those
of the second reference power plant, it is important to show the
AMC plant layout �Fig. 2�.

As can be seen in the plant scheme of Fig. 2, the AMC is a
mixed gas-steam cycle in which steam works in a closed cycle
�1,2�. There is an initial steam heating, carried out in a regenera-
tive way, and then steam heating �SH and RH� is carried out partly
in a regenerative way and partly by mixing steam with exhaust
gases from the internal combustion of natural gas and compressed
air in the two combustion chambers �cc1 and cc2�. In the AMC
cycle, water separation and recovery are necessary to operate in a
closed steam cycle mode. In fact, in this plant solution there is a
special water separation unit, consisting of a heat exchanger ar-
rangement, where the mixture �incondensable gases and steam� is
cooled below the condensation temperature of steam �3�.

Waste heat flow is profitably recovered: in this plant layout
there is a full regenerative steam generation. It is also necessary to
point out that the steam recirculation in this cycle allows the re-
duction of the excess air used to limit the turbine inlet tempera-
ture. In Fig. 2, heat and material balance, evaluated by the numeri-

cal model above introduced, is shown, when the working
parameters, which maximize power plant efficiency, are chosen.

Table 2 shows the most important output parameters of this
second reference power plant.

In performance terms, the two reference power plants are very
similar: the net efficiency attains a value of about 56.5%; in layout
terms, they are quite different: while the CC power plant has a
very standard gas turbine and a quite sophisticated bottoming
steam cycle �there is a three pressure level heat recovery steam
generator�, the AMC power plant has an unusual gas turbine be-
cause there is a second combustion chamber �it is a reheat gas
turbine�, but, above all, there is a steam injection in the first com-
bustion chamber. Moreover, while the steam turbine of the AMC
power plant is very conventional �it is a steam turbine where
steam expands from a supercritical condition—300 bars and
565°C—to the pressure of the first combustion chamber� and the

Fig. 1 CC power plant

Table 1 CC mass and energetic balance and overall
performance

Power plant
work balance �kJ/kgair�

Power plant
heat balance �kJ/kgair�

Qa 294.5
WC_GT 401.2 Qfuel �inlet+HHV� 1210
WT_GT 784.7 QCOND 384.5
WT_SC 237.0 QHRSG 486.3
Wp_sc 3.35 QCC 4.77

Qlosses 21.06
Net work output 607.9 QIN−QOUT 607.9

Overall performance

Fuel heat �natural gas LHV, kJ/kgair� 1079
Overall efficiency �%� 56.34

CO2 specific emission �kg/kWh� 0.3513

Fig. 2 AMC power plant

Table 2 AMC mass and energetic balance and overall
performance

Power plant
work balance �kJ/kgair�

Power plant
heat balance �kJ/kgair�

Qa 294.5
WC 574.4 Qfuel �inlet+HHV� 2440
WST 152.7 QSEP 890.4
WHPT 611.1 QHRSG 563.0

WMPT 1071.0 QCC 9.67
Waux 12.60 Qlosses 42.8

Net work output 1229 QIN−QOUT 1229

Overall performance

Fuel heat �natural gas LHV, kJ/kgair� 2176
Overall efficiency �%� 56.48

CO2 specific emission �kg/kWh� 0.3504
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heat recovery steam generator is very simple �only one level, even
if it is supercritical�, there is a particular final section: the separa-
tor. In this component, water recovery must be performed: for this
reason exhaust gases must be cooled to a proper temperature in
order to collect at the bottom of the separator a suitable quantity
of water �equal to the steam flow rate injected in the first combus-
tion chamber� �3�. To ensure this mass balance, an external cool-
ing fluid is used in order to reach the required final temperature of
the exhaust gases.

In spite of these considerations, the overall performance of the
AMC power plant seems very interesting and worthy of further
investigations.

3 Natural Gas Decarbonization Technologies
As stated above, hydrogen is an energy carrier so that it must be

manufactured from other compounds, which are widely available
on earth. The most attractive option is the removing of carbon
from hydrocarbon feedstocks, which is the decarbonization of the
fossil fuels, such as natural gas, coal, and so on.

For the natural gas, two main technologies are available in or-
der to produce hydrogen-rich fuel gas: the steam methane reform-
ing and the methane partial oxidation. The simplest and poten-
tially the most economic method for producing hydrogen in the
foreseeable future is the steam reforming of natural gas �4–6�, but
an unavoidable drawback of this process is its intensive energy
requirement �7�. A possible alternative is the methane partial oxi-
dation, in combination with steam and/or CO2 reforming, which
could offer an advantageous reduced energy requirement of the
reforming process.

Therefore, in this paper we want to examine in detail these two
methodologies. In this paragraph we have reported some informa-
tion about their mass and energy requirements.

Steam Methane Reforming. To produce hydrogen from meth-
ane, several steps have to be performed, they are shown in Fig. 3.

First, methane and steam are introduced into a reformer where
the next chemical reaction takes place:

CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2, �h = 206.4 kJ/mol

This reaction is endothermic and is favored at higher tempera-
tures and lower pressures; another important parameter is the
steam/methane ratio. A proper parametric analysis �8� showed
that, with relatively low operating temperature �about 700°C�, it
is possible to obtain a high conversion rate �over 95%� by adopt-
ing a near-atmospheric reactor and a high steam/methane ratio
�over 3�. External heat, needed to drive the reaction, can be pro-
vided by the combustion between a proper oxidizer and the final
fuel. Heat transfer to the reactants is accomplished indirectly
through a heat exchanger. In order to limit the maximum tempera-
ture of the catalyst bed, it is possible to do some supplementary
firing operations.

After reforming, the syngas is mainly composed of CO and H2.
To avoid carbon dioxide emissions from the power plants, it is
necessary to produce a hydrogen rich fuel gas. Thus, the hydrogen
output is increased via the following water-gas shift reaction:

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2, �h = 41.2 kJ/mol

which converts CO to H2. This reaction is exothermic and is fa-
vored at temperatures of less than about 600°C and can take place
as low as 200°C, with sufficiently active catalysts. For the hydro-
gen production, the shift reaction is often accomplished in two
stages: one at high temperature �350−450°C� accomplishes much
of the conversion, and then another one, at lower temperature
�200–250°C�, brings the CO concentration down to a few percent
by volume. During shift reaction, heat can be usefully recovered
�by means of feed water preheating or low-pressure steam produc-
tion, for example�.

Finally, the gas exiting the shift reactors must be purified; in
fact it contains not only hydrogen but also a rather large quantity
of carbon dioxide, which can be considered as the main impurity,
so, before the combustion in a power plant, the carbon dioxide
must be separated from this fuel gas. As fuel is at atmospheric
pressure, the chemical absorption is the most suitable method for
CO2 separation. Using the CO2 separation process based on
amine-water solution, a recovery factor of 90% of CO2 in fuel gas
is possible. The separation process of carbon dioxide by chemical
absorption consists of two steps �Fig. 4�: absorption of CO2 by
chemical solvents �usually amine-water solution� at low tempera-
ture �40–65°C� and next recovery of CO2 from chemical solvents
by using low-grade heat �temperature in the range of
100–150°C�.

This process needs the two following energy requirements:

• Heat for solvent regeneration �2.75 MJ per kg of recovered
carbon dioxide�: this heat can be provided by low pressure
steam; if the temperature for solvent regeneration is about
140°C, the steam pressure must be about 4 bars. Steam
gives out its latent heat of condensation and leaves the sepa-
ration plant as saturated liquid at the same pressure;

• Energy for fuel compression �in order to overcome pressure
drops through the separation plant� and for amine solution
pumping through the removal plant: this energy requirement
is about 0.11 MJ/kg of recovered carbon dioxide.

After CO2 separation, the removed carbon dioxide must be se-
questrated. The CO2 can be stored as liquid, so carbon dioxide
must be liquefied. The liquefaction is performed �Fig. 5� in vari-
ous steps, by alternately compressing and cooling. For this pro-
cess an amount of energy is necessary: 0.35 MJ per kg of recov-
ered carbon dioxide, when an intercooled compression is chosen
�three steps with equal partial compression ratio until a final pres-
sure of 80 bars, a polytropic efficiency of 0.85, and a mechanical
efficiency of 0.98�. No consideration has been made with regard
to heat for intercooling because it is supposed that a suitable cool-
ing fluid is easily available.

According to these assumptions, in this paper we have devel-

Fig. 3 Steam methane reforming process

Fig. 4 Separation process of CO2 by chemical absorption
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oped a rather simple numerical model to evaluate mass and com-
position of the main streams in the focal sections of the produc-
tion plant �Table 3�.

Methane Partial Oxidation. Hydrogen production, by means
of methane partial oxidation, consists of several steps, as shown in
Fig. 6.

First, methane, air, and steam are introduced into a catalytic
air-blown partial oxidation reactor where different chemical reac-
tions take place: partial and total oxidation together with steam
and CO2 reforming of methane. The most important operating
parameters of the partial oxidation are the O2/CH4 ratio, the tem-
perature, and the pressure. The optimal O2/CH4 ratio decreases
with increasing temperature �it is 0.5 when temperature is greater
than 800°C�, the syngas yields increase with increasing tempera-
ture but with decreasing pressure, yet high temperature can sup-
press the pressure effect �7�. In this paper, because the optimal
pressure ratio of the combined cycle, analyzed here, is about 15,
we have assumed a pressurized solution with the following quan-
tities of air and steam: 5.165 kgair /kgng �it is equivalent to
O2/CH4 molar ratio by 0.6025� and 1 kgsteam/kgng �ratio between
steam and methane� �9�.

After the partial oxidation, the syngas is composed of CO and
H2 in the presence of nitrogen, steam, and carbon dioxide. To
avoid CO2 emissions from the power plant, it is necessary to
produce a hydrogen-rich fuel gas. Thus the hydrogen output is
increased via the water-gas shift reaction, as in the previous case.

Finally, the gas, leaving the shift reactors, must be purified; in
fact, also in this case it contains a rather large quantity of carbon
dioxide, which can be considered as the largest impurity. If the
syngas is at low pressure �about 15 bars� and the CO2 fraction is
small �about 15% by volume�, the chemical absorption process is
again the most suitable separation process.

As in the previous case, after carbon dioxide separation, CO2

liquefaction is performed.
According to technical works �7,9–11�, and on the basis of

proper assumptions, we have developed a numerical model, able
to evaluate mass and composition of the main streams in the focal
sections of the production plant �Table 4�.

4 Reference Power Plants Integrated With H2 Produc-
tion Plants

The previous paragraph has just shown how complex the hy-
drogen productions are, because there are a lot of energetic and
material requirements and discharges.

For steam methane reforming, it is necessary to have

• a combustion in the reformer: it can take place when a
proper oxidizer is provided together with the final fuel;

• a heating of the steam and methane mixture before its inlet
into the reformer;

• steam for the reforming reaction and for the fuel purifica-
tion;

• some mechanical energy requirements.

But the production process also releases material and energetic
flows, which can be profitably used. For example, the fuel at the
reformer exit is at high temperature �about 700°C�, while the first
shift reaction takes place at lower temperature �about 400°C�.
This heat, at quite high temperature, could be used to heat the
mixture of steam-methane before reformer inlet �this heat can be
enough to reach mixture temperature, if steam is extracted from
steam turbines during the expansion at a proper pressure�. More-
over, the shift reactions are slightly exothermic.

So, it is very important to choose the best integration between
the power plants, analyzed here, and the hydrogen production
plant.

First of all, exhaust gases, at the last gas turbine exit, can be
used in the reformer as an oxidizer: in fact they contain enough
oxygen to do the combustion and they are also rather hot. So, they

Fig. 5 CO2 liquefaction process

Table 3 Mass balance in steam methane reforming section

Stream properties % by volume

Point T �°C� p �bar� m �kg/kgCH4� CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O N2 O2

1 15 40 1.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 15 1.5 3.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0
3 700 1.28 4.10 0.88 16.80 0.0 50.39 31.93 0.0 0.0
4 400 1.22 4.10 0.88 16.80 0.0 50.39 31.93 0.0 0.0
5 200 1.20 4.10 0.88 0.67 16.13 66.52 15.80 0.0 0.0
6 60 1.15 4.10 0.88 0.67 16.13 66.52 15.80 0.0 0.0
7 35 1.09 3.409 1.0 0.76 18.25 74.70 5.29 0.0 0.0
8 35 1.04 1.152 1.19 0.91 2.18 89.06 6.67 0.0 0.0
9 142 80 2.257 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mechanical energy requirements: WCO2_RS+WCO2_LS 1038 kJ/kgng

Thermal energy requirements:
Qng+QSH 12.77 MJ/kgng

QCO2_RS 6.21 MJ/kgng

Thermal energy discharge: Q1+Q2+Q3 7.58 MJ/kgng

Fig. 6 Methane partial oxidation process
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enter into the reformer and then into the HRSG: compared to the
previous schemes, there is a new component before the HRSG.
The fuel, used to drive the reforming reaction, is the hydrogen-
rich fuel gas, obtained at the exit of the hydrogen production
plant; a part of this fuel goes into the combustion chambers of the
power plants and the remaining part goes into the reformer. In
order to limit the maximum temperature of the catalyst bed, we
have assumed to do three supplementary firing operations, and
heat exchange takes place when the combustion products �which
are only a part of the working fluid� cool themselves from 800°C
down to 700°C. During the last cooling, instead, the gaseous
stream cools until a temperature of about 600°C. These combus-
tion products are then mixed with the exhaust gases at the exit of
the last gas turbine and next all exhaust gases enter into the
HRSG.

Steam, used for the reforming, is provided by the steam section
of the CC and AMC: it is extracted at the pressure required by the
CO2 removal plant �we have assumed that there is only one ex-
traction�. This steam for the reforming reaction is then laminated
to the atmospheric pressure and mixed with natural gas. This mix-
ture, after heating, enters into the reformer.

The steam for the solvent stripping is extracted from the power
plant steam sections at about 4 bars. The return condensate goes
into the drum of HRSG together with preheated water, which must
replace the steam used during the reforming. For this reason, heat
released during the second syngas cooling, Q3, is used to heat
water from environmental condition up to return condensate con-
dition.

In Figs. 7 and 8 the CC and AMC plant schemes, integrated
with the H2 production plant, based on steam methane reforming,

are shown. By choosing the working parameters that maximize
the power plant efficiency, it is possible to evaluate the overall
performance of the CC and AMC power plants equipped with
hydrogen production plant. In Figs. 7 and 8 it is possible to note
the quantification of the main mass and energy integrations;
Tables 5 and 6 show the most important output parameters. It is
important to point out that all results are referred to the unitary
mass at the compressor inlet �for both the power plants�.

The good integration between the power plants, analyzed here,
and H2 production plant, based on steam-methane reforming, al-
lows a limited consumption of hydrogen-rich fuel in the reformer.
In the CC and AMC power plants over 20% and 12%, respec-
tively, of produced hydrogen rich fuel are used to provide heat in
the reformer. About CO2 emission, it is 0.0806 and
0.0748 kg/kWh in CC and in AMC, respectively. �We must re-
member that, even if we have assumed a removal efficiency of
90% after the shift reactions, in the hydrogen-rich fuel gas there is
some unconverted CH4 and CO, which become oxidized in the
combustion of the power plant and the reformer.�

When the AMC power plant is integrated with a steam methane
reforming section, its overall performance is very interesting: an
efficiency of over 47% �about 3.5 percentage points higher than
CC efficiency� and a CO2 emission of about 0.0748 kg/kWh. It is
clear that the efficiency drop depends on the mass requirement of
the hydrogen production plant �that is, the steam extracted for the
reactor and the CO2 stripping� as well as on the hydrogen con-
sumption in the reformer. For the first consideration, we have seen
that the hydrogen production requires a large quantity of steam
and this bled steam involves a higher efficiency penalty in CC
than in AMC. The explanation is the following: in the AMC

Table 4 Mass balance in methane partial oxidation section

Stream properties % by volume

Point T �°C� p �bar� m �kg/kgng� CH4 CO CO2 H2 H2O N2 O2

1 15 1.013 5.239 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 79.0 21.0
2 15 40.0 1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
3 980 15.0 7.239 0.05 11.53 3.93 29.44 16.01 39.04 0.0
4 400 14.7 7.239 0.05 11.53 3.93 29.44 16.01 39.04 0.0
5 200 14.4 7.239 0.05 0.57 14.88 40.40 5.06 39.04 0.0
6 90 14.1 7.239 0.05 0.57 14.88 40.40 5.06 39.04 0.0
7 35 13.8 6.925 0.05 0.60 15.62 42.37 0.40 40.96 0.0
8 35 13.6 4.722 0.06 0.70 1.82 49.32 0.47 47.63 0.0
9 145 80 2.203 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mechanical energy requirements: WPOX+WCO2_RS+WCO2_LS 2.45 MJ/kgng
Thermal energy requirements: Qng+QSH 5.18 MJ/kgng

QCO2_RS 6.06 MJ/kgng

Thermal energy discharge: Q1+Q2+Q3 10.25 MJ/kgng

Fig. 7 CC power plant integrated with H2 production plant
„steam methane reforming…

Fig. 8 AMC power plant integrated with H2 production plant
„steam methane reforming…
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power plant the bled steam reduces the work of gas turbine, owing
to the reduction of injected steam, but this work reduction is partly
recovered by a backpressure reduction of the steam turbine �from
30 to about 4-5 bars, related to the pressure of the steam feeding
the stripper reboiler�. In the CC power plant, instead, the bled
steam involves an important work decrease of the low-pressure
steam turbine, which nearly becomes a backpressure steam tur-
bine.

For the methane partial oxidation, we want to show the best
power plant performance, attained when all the possible heat, dis-
charged by the hydrogen production plant, is profitably used. By
studying the temperature profiles of heating and cooling, it is pos-
sible to come to these conclusions:

• All heat loads �Q1, Q2, Q3� of the production plant can be
put in the thermodynamic cycle in order to increase steam
production.

• Steam, for the reactor and the CO2 removal plant, is ex-
tracted at the suitable pressures from the steam turbines.

This analysis �12� was developed by using the calculation
model SuperTarget6, which performs the pinch technology �13�.
This technology, which is based on thermodynamic principles,
especially the second one �13,14�, provides the best design of heat
exchanger networks. In fact, reference power plant performance is
better if heat, discharged by the production plant, is usefully ex-
ploited in the power section for increasing the net work cycle
output. Pinch technology, which is a method able to match hot and
cold streams, was applied in order to define an efficient heat ex-
changer network �12�.

The optimal heat exchanger network designs are shown in Figs.
9 and 10 for the CC and the AMC, respectively. Every horizontal
line is a stream: the hot streams go from left to right, while the
cold ones go from right to left. At the end of every line there are
the initial and final temperatures �target temperatures�. The verti-

Table 5 CC mass and energy balance and overall performance
„steam methane reforming…

CC power plant
work balance �kJ/kg� H2 production plant works �kJ/kg�

WST 161.7 WCO2_RS 5.56
WT 811.7 WCO2_LS 17.71
WC 401.1 Total electric requirement 23.27
Wsyn 47.52

Fuel mass �kg/kg�
Net work output 516.9 mfuel_cc 0.02043

CC power plant mfuel_ref 0.00539
heat balance �kJ/kg� mCH4 0.0224

inlet
Fuel heat �kJ/kg�

Qa 294.5 QCH4 �LHV� �at the global plant inlet� 1121.4
Qfuel�HHV� 1628

outlet CO2 emission �kg/kg�
QHRSG+COND 807.5 mCO2 �produced� 0.06164

QREF 288.9 mCO2 �liquefied� 0.05059
QCO2 255.5 mCO2 �e_CC� 0.01105
Qlosses 53.8

Overall performance
Overall efficiency �%� 44.02

Specific CO2 emission �kg/kWh� 0.0806

Table 6 AMC mass and energy balance and overall perfor-
mance „steam methane reforming…

AMC power plant
work balance �kJ/kg� H2 production plant works �kJ/kg�

WST 190.4 WCO2_RS 8.47
WHPT 668.3 WCO2_LS 26.99
WMPT 671.0 Total electric requirement 35.46
WC 574.3
Wsyn 86.17 Fuel mass �kg/kg�
Waux 10.51 mfuel_cc 0.03447

Net work output 845.8 mfuel_ref 0.00488

AMC power plant mCH4 0.03416
heat balance �kJ/kg�

inlet fuel heat �kJ/kg�
Qa 294.6 QCH4 �LHV� �at the global plant inlet� 1708

Qfuel�HHV� 2482
outlet CO2 emission �kg/kg�

QHRSG+SEP 1076 mCO2 �produced� 0.09394
QREF 440.2 mCO2 �liquefied� 0.07710
QCO2 334.8 mCO2 �e_AMC� 0.01684
Qlosses 79.8

Overall performance
Overall efficiency �%) 47.45

Specific CO2 emission �kg/kWh� 0.0748

Fig. 9 Heat exchanger network „CC…

Fig. 10 Heat exchanger network „AMC…
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cal segments are the heat exchangers: on the upper circle there is
the temperature of the hot stream at the heat exchanger exit, while
on the lower circle there is the temperature of the cold stream at
the heat exchanger exit.

The steam production in the AMC is subdivided in five parts in
order to take into account the real trend of the enthalpy as a
function of the temperature. It is clear that such integration is
quite complex and implies many heat exchangers, but all these
possible schemes must be investigated because they permit us to
use fossil fuel in a very clean mode.

In conclusion, it is possible to show the mass and heat balances
�Figs. 11 and 12� and the overall performance �Tables 7 and 8� of
this new integration.

Also in this case, it is interesting to note that, while the two
power plants, without a H2 production plant, attain similar effi-
ciency levels, the AMC power plant attains an efficiency �about
51%� about 5 points higher than CC �about 46%�, when it is
integrated with the H2 production plant. The total efficiency drop,
due to H2 production, is of about 10 percentage points for CC and
over 5 percentage points for AMC. The causes, as in the previous
case, must be investigated in the energy interaction between the
two power plants and the H2 production plant. Also in this case,
the efficiency drop depends on the mass requirement of the hy-
drogen production plant �that is, the steam extracted for the reac-
tor and the CO2 stripping�. Now the first extraction is at about
18 bars �for the reactor�, while the second one is at about 4 bars
�for the solvent regeneration�.

Therefore, the difference in efficiency drop between the two
power plants is larger: in fact the large quantity of steam extracted
at high pressure penalize the CC performance while for the AMC,
even if there is less steam injected in the first combustion cham-
ber, there is a partial recovery of the work reduction because the
steam for the reactor expands further �from 30 to 18 bars� as well
as the steam for the solvent regeneration �from 30 to 4 bars�.

Moreover, in this case the hydrogen rich fuel produced is used
only in the power sections because partial oxidation is not an
endothermic reaction.

5 Technical and Economic Performance
Table 9 reports the most important performance parameters �net

specific work and overall efficiency�, specific rate of CO2 re-
moved, and the final specific emission rate of carbon dioxide.

When natural gas is decarbonized, before its use in the combus-
tion chambers of the reference power plants, there is a substantial
penalty of overall efficiency; the CC-SMR is the most penalized
scheme: the work output decreases by about 19% and the effi-
ciency is over 12 percentage points lower. Moreover, the CC-
SMR is the power plant with the major CO2 emission. This plant
solution exhibits a substantial decrease in its performance because
the steam methane reforming is an endothermic reaction �that is,

Fig. 11 Heat and mass balances „CC…

Fig. 12 Heat and mass balances „AMC…

Table 7 Overall performance „CC…

Power section
work balance �kJ/kgair�

Production section
required work �kJ/kgair�

WCO2_RS+CO2_LS 10.12
WC−GT 445.2 Wair_compr_POX 68.9
Wsyn−GT 14.2 Waux 79.02
WT−GT 973.9 Fuel heat input �kJ/kgair�

Wp−SC 4.8 Qfuel 1502
WT−SC 269.7 CO2 emission �kg/kgair�

Wpower section 767.8 mCO2 �produced� 0.0834
mCO2 �liquefied� 0.0725

mCO2 �e−CC� 0.0110
Overall performance

Net work �kJ/kgair� 688.8
Overall efficiency �%� 45.86

Specific CO2 emission �kg/kWh� 0.0573
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some of the hydrogen, produced in the H2 production plant, must
be used to drive this reaction� and it requires a large amount of
steam �both for the reforming reaction and for the purification of
the syngas produced in the reformer�. As the AMC-SMR is better
coupled with the hydrogen production plant �the steam extraction
is less penalizing�, its performance is better than the CC-SMR:
even if the net work output decreases by over 30% �we must
remember that the net specific work is referred to the unitary mass
of air at the compressor inlet�, the efficiency is about 9 percentage
points lower �versus 12 percentage points of the previous case�.

For the second natural gas decarbonization technology �POX�,
the penalizations are less significant: the net specific work in-
creases because there is additional heat �Q1, Q2, Q3� that can be
profitably used in the cycle, while the net efficiency is reduced
between 5.5 and 10.5 percentage points. On the whole, the AMC-
POX stands out because it exhibits the highest net efficiency and
the lowest final specific CO2 emission. This performance is pos-
sible because this scheme can be suitably integrated with natural
gas decarbonization technology, based on methane partial oxida-
tion, as explained above.

Finally, Figs. 13 and 14 show the penalization in efficiency
level and the corresponding reduction of the CO2 in all the power
plants, analyzed here, as function of the decarbonization technolo-
gies.

To complete the evaluation of these power plants, a preliminary
economic analysis has been carried out. Investment costs have
been estimated by following the indications and trends reported in
the literature �8,15–20�.

More precisely, the CC investment cost has been elaborated by
following these indications. Also the AMC investment cost has
been elaborated in accordance with the same data, but with some
additional hypotheses; in the AMC we have a gas reheat turbine
with a high steam injection and for this reason its cost is assumed
to be 50% higher than the cost of a standard turbine. The “steam
cycle” �that is, high pressure steam turbine and a simple HRSG at
one pressure level and RH� has also been considered as a conven-
tional bottoming cycle: in fact, in this plant configuration, steam
condensation from a gas/steam mixture is absolutely necessary,

but involves some plant layout implications. Therefore, the steam
cycle in the AMC is simpler than the one in the CC, but the same
investment costs have been taken into consideration because of
the presence of an unconventional component �the separator�.

For the additional components for the natural gas decarboniza-
tion, we have adopted very rough hypotheses because technical
works do not offer the same data, especially regarding the re-
former. However, we have considered the two reactors �for the
steam methane reforming and for the partial oxidation of the
methane�, the shift reactors, and the components for the syngas
cooling, and finally the CO2 removal section and CO2 liquefaction
section with all their equipment. When hydrogen-rich fuel is used
in the combustion chambers, the syngas compressors must be
taken into account.

Total investment costs were then obtained by a 30-fold increase
in the component costs; this percentage considers the following
aliquots: the balance of the plant 12%, engineering costs 8%, and
contingencies 10%.

After defining investment costs, it is possible to estimate the
cost of the electricity produced. In this cost, three aliquots have
been envisaged:

• depreciation,
• fuel,
• operation and maintenance.

Table 8 Overview performance „AMC…

Power section
work balance �kJ/kgair�

Production section
required work �kJ/kgair�

WCO2_RP+CO2_LS 22.62
WST 401.3 Wair_compr �POX� 153.1
WHPT 626.7 Waux 175.7
WMPT 1542 Fuel heat input �kJ /kgair�
WC 574.4 Qfuel 3357
Waux 79.8 CO2 emission �kg/kgair�

Wpower section 1887 mCO2 �produced� 0.1864
mCO2 �liquefied� 0.1619

mCO2 �e−CC� 0.0245
Overall performance

Net work �kJ/kgair� 1711
Overall efficiency �%� 50.98

Specific CO2 emission �kg/kWh� 0.0515

Table 9 Overall performance „AMC…

W
�kJ/kg�

�
%

CO2 removed
�kg/kWh�

CO2 emission
�kg/kWh�

CC 607.9 56.35 0 0.3513
AMC 1229 56.48 0 0.3504
CC - SMR 493.9 44.02 0.3689 0.0806
AMC - SMR 855.8 47.45 0.3407 0.0748
CC - POX 688.9 45.86 0.3787 0.0573
AMC - POX 1711 50.98 0.3406 0.0515

Fig. 13 The overall efficiency

Fig. 14 The CO2 specific emission rate
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For our calculations some assumptions have been made: a dis-
count rate of 12% was taken and depreciation over 25 years to
quantify capital charges of the power plants. With regards to fuel,
an assumed natural gas price of $0.20 per kg was used. These
costs are meant to represent the average trends on the European
market. The operation and maintenance �O&M� costs were set at a
fixed percentage of the investment cost �exactly 4.0�. Finally, all
the power plants analyzed were assumed to operate for 7000 hours
per year.

For the size of the power plants analyzed here, we have chosen
a base size of 240 MW for the gas turbine of the CC, while for the
AMC we have considered the same total size of the CC: we have
taken into account the different size of the reheat gas turbine with
steam injection by adopting a 50% higher cost than the cost of a
standard turbine. When decarbonization technologies are evalu-
ated, we have considered a fuel thermal input �based on natural
gas� of 800 MW. In this case in order to take into account the gas
turbine remakes, we have increased the cost of a standard gas
turbine cost by 20%.

Table 10 shows the results of the economic analysis, but it is
necessary to remember that the absolute values do not inspire
much confidence, considering the uncertainties of our analysis. It
is important, however, to perform comparisons between the power
plants and to evaluate the increase in the cost of electricity by
considering that all these systems with respect to the same eco-
nomic assumptions.

Figure 15 shows the cost of kWh in each scheme, while Fig. 16
reports the percentage increase in the electricity production costs.

For capital costs, we can see that, in the schemes based on CC
power plants, the additional costs for natural gas decarbonization
are a higher fraction in comparison with schemes based on AMC
power plants. In fact, the costs of these unconventional compo-
nents are added to the cost of a conventional plant solution and the
final result is a fraction of about 25–27% of the total capital costs
�more precisely 25% in the SMR and over 27% in the POX�. The
same additional costs have a different influence on the total capital
costs of the AMC power plants: the fraction is about 19% for the
SMR and 20% for the POX.

Fuel costs are higher when the overall efficiencies are lower, so
these aliquots are higher in the SMR than those in the POX. The
CC-SMR shows the highest fuel cost.

Finally, the power plants, coupled with the natural gas decar-
bonization technology based on steam reforming, exhibit the high-
est cost of kWh: this result depends on the high total capital costs
of these solutions as well as on their low technical performance. If
we compare CC-SMR and AMC-SMR with the same schemes but
without the decarbonization section, we find an increase of the
electricity production cost of over 40% �42.2% for the CC and
41.7% for the AMC�.

The natural gas decarbonization, based on partial oxidation,
shows important potentialities also in economic terms: the in-
crease of the electricity production cost is lower than that of the
previous case: 37.4% for the CC and 34.7% for the AMC. This
result depends on the higher overall efficiencies attained. Thus, it
is evident that the power plants coupled with decarbonization
technology based on steam partial oxidation attain an economic
performance higher than that of the same power plants but
coupled with decarbonization technology based on steam methane
reforming.

Although our economic calculations contain many uncertain-
ties, the AMC seems to be the best solution both in technical
performance and in economic aspects. The good energy integra-
tion between the power plant and the hydrogen production section
allows the lowest efficiency decrease and the lowest electricity
cost increase. So, even if the AMC is not a technological reality
compared with the other conventional solution �CC�, its high per-
formance makes this power plant, in our opinion, noteworthy
when it is necessary to reduce CO2 emissions with high conver-
sion efficiency levels and low economic impact on the electricity
production cost.

Table 10 Overview of the costs

CC AMC CC-SMR AMC-SMR CC-POX AMC-POX

Capital costs �$/kW�
Power plant 540 620 690 910 650 870
Syngas production �SMR/POX� 0 0 120 110 140 125
Shift reactors and syngas cooling 0 0 40 40 40 35
Syngas purification section 0 0 60 50 65 58
CO2 liquefaction section 0 0 10 10 2 2
Total capital cost 540 620 920 1120 897 1090

Annualized costs �$/kW*yr�
Capital charges power plant 68.85 79.05 87.98 116.0 82.88 110.9
Capital charges H2 production plant 0 0 29.33 26.78 31.49 28.05
O&M costs power plant 21.60 24.80 27.60 36.40 26.00 34.80
O&M costs H2 production plant 0 0 9.20 8.40 9.88 8.80
Fuel feedstock 178.8 178.4 228.8 212.3 219.7 197.6
Total annualized costs 269.2 282.2 382.9 399.9 369.9 380.2

Electricity production cost �m/kWh� 38.46 40.31 54.71 57.13 52.84 54.31

Fig. 15 Electricity production costs
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6 Conclusions
This paper has analyzed the thermodynamic performance and

the economic aspects of advanced power plants and compared the
results in terms of energy efficiency, emission of CO2, and elec-
tricity production cost. Among the different solutions analyzed
here, there is a new advanced mixed cycle �AMC� proposed by
the authors: it attains interesting performance with respect to the
CO2 emission abatement and to the electricity production cost
when it is integrated with the decarbonization technology based
on partial oxidation of the methane. It is able to achieve very
limited CO2 emissions �0.0515 kg/kWh� by converting thermal
power from natural gas to electric power at an efficiency level of
about 51% and increasing electricity production cost by about
35%. The second reference plant �CC�, coupled with the partial
oxidation of methane, has lower overall performance: a specific
carbon dioxide emission of 0.0573 kg/kWh, a net efficiency of
45.9%, and a kWh cost increase of 37.4%.

With regard to the second decarbonization technology �steam
methane reforming process�, the efficiency penalization is 12.3
percentage points for the CC and 9.0 for the AMC.

The thermodynamic reasons for these results are amply dis-
cussed in the paper.

Regarding economic aspects, although the calculations may
contain many uncertainties, all the power plants analyzed here
respect the same assumptions and hypotheses so that the compari-
sons performed are significant. Results show that the increase of
electricity production cost is variable: the first decarbonization
technology, based on steam methane reforming, shows the highest
increase �42.2% for the CC and 41.7% for the AMC�, while the
second decarbonization technology, based on partial oxidation of
methane, shows a lower increase �37.4% for the CC and 34.7%
for the AMC�.

These results confirm that partial oxidation of natural gas could
have great potential in terms of both high performance and low
atmospheric impact.

Finally, we can conclude that these two power plants can be
coupled to a decarbonization technology in order to reduce the
specific CO2 emissions drastically. The AMC-POX shows the best
thermodynamic and economic performance. Thus, even if the
AMC is not a technological reality compared with the other con-
ventional solution �CC�, its high performance makes this power
plant, in our opinion, noteworthy when it is necessary to reduce

CO2 emissions with high conversion efficiency levels and low
economic impact on the electricity production cost.

Nomenclature
� � efficiency

1LR � one level pressure and reheat
3LR � three level pressure and reheat

a � air
AMC � advanced mixed cycle

aux � auxiliaries
C � compressor

CC � combined cycle
cc � combustion chamber

CO2_LS � CO2 liquefaction section
CO2_RS � CO2 removal section

COND � condenser
GT � gas turbine

HHV � higher heating value
HP � high pressure

HPT � high-pressure turbine
HRSG � heat recovery steam generator

LHV � lower heating value
LP � low pressure

MP � intermediate pressure
MPT � intermediate pressure turbine

ng � natural gas
p � pump

POX � partial oxidation
Q � heat transfer interaction �kJ/kg�

REF � reforming
RH � re-superheating
SC � steam cycle

SEP � separator
SH � superheating

SMR � steam methane reforming
ST � steam turbine
syn � syngas

T � turbine
W � specific work �kJ/kg�
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Supplementary Backward
Equations p„h ,s… for the Critical
and Supercritical Regions
„Region 3…, and Equations for the
Two-Phase Region and Region
Boundaries of the IAPWS
Industrial Formulation 1997 for
the Thermodynamic Properties
of Water and Steam
When steam power cycles are modeled, thermodynamic properties as functions of en-
thalpy and entropy are required in the critical and supercritical regions (region 3 of
IAPWS-IF97). With IAPWS-IF97, these calculations require cumbersome two-
dimensional iteration of temperature T and specific volume v from specific enthalpy h
and specific entropy s. While these calculations are not frequently required, the comput-
ing time can be significant. Therefore, the International Association for the Properties of
Water and Steam (IAPWS) adopted backward equations for p�h ,s� in region 3. For
calculating properties as a function of h and s in the part of the two-phase region that is
important for steam-turbine calculations, a backward equation Tsat�h ,s� is provided. In
order to avoid time-consuming iteration in determining the region for given values of h
and s, equations for the region boundaries were developed. The numerical consistency of
the equations documented here is sufficient for most applications in heat-cycle, boiler,
and steam-turbine calculations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2719267�
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1 Introduction
The International Association for the Properties of Water and

Steam �IAPWS� has adopted the IAPWS Industrial Formulation
1997 for the Thermodynamic Properties of Water and Steam
�IAPWS-IF97� �1,2� as the standard for calculation of thermody-
namic properties of water and steam in the power industry. It
contains basic equations, saturation equations, and equations for
the commonly used “backward” functions T�p ,h� and T�p ,s�
valid in the liquid region 1 and the vapor region 2 �see Fig. 1�.

In 2001, IAPWS-IF97 was supplemented by “Backward Equa-
tions for Pressure as a Function of Enthalpy and Entropy p�h ,s� to
the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997 for the Thermodynamic
Properties of Water and Steam” �3,4�, referred to here as IAPWS-
IF97-S01. These equations are valid in regions 1 and 2 �see Fig.
1�.

An additional supplementary release “Backward Equations for
the Functions T�p ,h�, v�p ,h� and T�p ,s�, v�p ,s� for Region 3 of
the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997 for the Thermodynamic
Properties of Water and Steam” �5,6�, referred to here as IAPWS-
IF97-S03rev, was adopted by IAPWS in 2003 and revised in
2004.

In modeling steam power cycles, thermodynamic properties as
a function of enthalpy and entropy �h ,s� are also required in re-
gion 3. With IAPWS-IF97, these calculations require two-
dimensional iteration of specific volume v and temperature T us-
ing the functions h�v ,T� and s�v ,T� that can be explicitly
calculated from the basic equation of region 3, f�v ,T�. With v and
T, the other properties can be calculated. While these calculations
are not frequently required, the relatively large computing time
required for two-dimensional iteration can be significant. There-
fore, this work provides an explicit calculation of the functions
v�h ,s� and T�h ,s� in region 3. However, test calculations showed
that is it not feasible to set up explicit backward equations for
these functions that meet the IAPWS requirements for numerical
consistency. Therefore, equations for the backward function
p3�h ,s� were developed �see Fig. 1�. With the pressure p, the
temperature can be calculated from the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev

equation T3
03�p ,h�,1 and the specific volume can be calculated

from the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev equation v3
03�p ,s�.2

Thermodynamic properties as a function of h and s are also
required for region 4, the two-phase vapor/liquid region �wet
steam�. These calculations require iteration using the basic equa-
tions of the adjacent single-phase regions and the saturation-
pressure equation. In order to avoid such iteration, we provide an
equation Tsat�h ,s� for the part of the two-phase region that is
important for steam-turbine calculations. With the temperature T,
the pressure p can be calculated from the IAPWS-IF97 saturation-
pressure equation psat

97�T�, and the vapor fraction x can be calcu-
lated explicitly by use of the IAPWS-IF97 basic equations. The
equation Tsat�h ,s� is described in Sec. 4.

Since IAPWS now provides explicit equations for independent
variables �h ,s� in liquid region 1, vapor region 2, critical and
supercritical region 3, and the important part of region 4, these
functions can be calculated efficiently. However, iteration is nec-
essary to find the region for the given �h ,s�. In order to avoid such
iteration, we provide equations for the region boundaries as func-
tions of h and s. These are described in Sec. 3.

The equations described here were adopted by IAPWS in 2004
as “Supplementary Release on Backward Equations p�h ,s� for
Region 3, Equations as a Function of h and s for the Region
Boundaries, and an Equation Tsat�h ,s� for Region 4 of the IAPWS
Industrial Formulation 1997 for the Thermodynamic Properties of
Water and Steam” �7�, referred to here as IAPWS-IF97-S04. The
purpose of this paper is to fully document IAPWS-IF97-S04.

Figure 1 shows additional backward equations v3�p ,T� for re-
gion 3 that were adopted as an additional supplementary release,
referred to here as IAPWS-IF97-S05 �8�. These will be docu-
mented in a future paper. The entire system of supplementary
backward equations adopted by IAPWS is summarized in �9� and
described in detail in �10�.

Submitted to the ASME for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS

TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received October 18, 2006; final manuscript re-
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1The alternative use of the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev backward equation T3
03�p ,s�

leads to worse numerical consistency.
2The alternative use of the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev backward equation v3

03�p ,h�
leads to worse numerical consistency.

Fig. 1 Regions and equations of IAPWS-IF97, IAPWS-IF97-S01, IAPWS-IF97-
S03rev, IAPWS-IF97-S05 and the backward equations p3

04
„h ,s… and Tsat

04
„h ,s… of this

work
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2 Backward Functions p„h ,s…, T„h ,s…, and v„h ,s… for
Region 3

2.1 Consistency Requirements. The maximum permissible
temperature difference between the backward function T3�h ,s�
and the basic equation f3

97�v ,T� was set by IAPWS to ��T�tol
=25 mK and corresponds to that of the backward functions
T3

03�p ,h� and T3
03�p ,s� �11�. The tolerance ��v /v�tol=0.01% for the

backward function v3�h ,s� corresponds to the IAPWS require-
ment for the backward functions v3

03�p ,h� and v3
03�p ,s� �5,6�.

In order to fulfill the required numerical consistency of the
functions T3�h ,s� and v3�h ,s�, the maximum relative deviation
between the pressure calculated from the backward equation
p3�h ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T� must be
smaller than 0.01%.

2.2 Development of the Equations. A major motivation for
the development of IAPWS-IF97 and its supplementary backward
equations was to reduce the time for computing thermodynamic
properties. As shown previously �12�, the following functional
form is effective for this purpose

Z�X,Y�
Z* = �

i

ni� X

X* + a�Ii� Y

Y* + b�Ji

�1�

where the reducing parameters Z*, X*, and Y* are maximum val-
ues of the corresponding property within the range of validity of
the equation. The shifting parameters a and b were determined by
nonlinear optimization. The exponents Ii, Ji, and coefficients ni
were determined from the structure optimization method of Wag-
ner �13� and Setzmann and Wagner �14�, which chooses the opti-
mal terms from a bank of terms with various values of Ii and Ji.
The final equations were developed using the approximation algo-
rithm developed in previous work �15–18�.

In the approximation process, the backward equations were fit-
ted to T-v-p-h or T-v-p-s values, with p, h, and s calculated from
the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T� for values of v and T
distributed over the range of validity. The critical point was set as
a constraint. The computing time is considered in the optimiza-
tion. Details of the fitting processes are given in �15,19�.

2.3 Subregions. The equation set consists of backward equa-
tions p�h ,s� for region 3. Region 3 is defined by

623.15 K � T � 863.15 K and pB23
97 �T� � p � 100 MPa

where pB23
97 represents the B23-equation of IAPWS-IF97. The di-

vision of region 3 into subregions for the backward equations
p3�h ,s� is identical to the division for the previous region 3 back-
ward equations �5,6� �see Fig. 2�.

Table 1 shows the decision path to find the correct subregion for
the function p�h ,s�. For pressures less than the critical pressure
pc=22.064 MPa �20�, the saturation line is the boundary between
subregions 3a and 3b. If the specific enthalpy h is less than or
equal to h3a� �s�, Eq. �5�, calculated from the entropy s on the
saturated-liquid line, then the point to be calculated is located in
subregion 3a. If h is greater than or equal to h2c3b� �s�, Eq. �7�,
calculated on the saturated-vapor line, then the point is located in
subregion 3b. Otherwise, the point is in the two-phase region. In
this case, the saturation-pressure equation psat

97�T� and the basic
equation f3

97�v ,T� of IAPWS-IF97 can be used to calculate the
pressure from the given enthalpy and entropy.

For pressures greater than or equal to pc, the boundary between
subregions 3a and 3b corresponds to the critical isentrope s=sc
�see Fig. 2�. For the function p�h ,s�, input points can be tested
directly to identify the subregion, since the specific entropy is an
independent variable. If the specific entropy s is less than or equal
to

sc = 4.412 021 482 234 76 kJ kg−1 K−1

then the point is located in subregion 3a; otherwise it is in subre-
gion 3b. The critical entropy sc is given with 15 digits to avoid
numerical problems.

2.4 Backward Function p„h ,s…

2.4.1 The Equations p�h ,s�. The backward equation p3a�h ,s�
for subregion 3a has the dimensionless form

p3a�h,s�
p* = ���,�� = �

i=1

33

ni�� − 1.01�Ii�� − 0.750�Ji �2�

where �= p / p*, �=h /h*, and �=s /s*, with p*=99 MPa, h*

=2300 kJ kg−1, and s*=4.4 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and
exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. �2� are listed in Table 2.

p3b�h ,s� for subregion 3b has the dimensionless form

p3b�h,s�
p* = ���,�� = 	�

i=1

35

ni�� − 0.681�Ii�� − 0.792�Ji
−1

�3�

where �= p / p*, �=h /h*, and �=s /s* with p*=16.6 MPa, h*

=2800 kJ kg−1, and s*=5.3 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and
exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. �3� are listed in Table 3.

To assist in computer-program verification of Eqs. �2� and �3�,
Table 4 contains test values for calculated pressures.

2.4.2 Consistency with IAPWS-IF97. The maximum and root-
mean-square relative differences between the calculated pressure
�Eqs. �2� and �3�� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T�,
together with the permissible differences, are listed in Table 5.
The maximum deviations are less than the permissible value. The
critical pressure is met exactly by p3�h ,s�.

2.4.3 Consistency at the Subregion Boundary. The maximum
relative difference between the backward equations p3a�h ,s�, Eq.
�2�, and p3b�h ,s�, Eq. �3�, along the boundary sc, is 0.00074%,

Fig. 2 Division of region 3 into two subregions 3a and 3b for
the backward equations p„h ,s…

Table 1 Criteria for finding the subregion, 3a or 3b, for the
backward function p„h ,s…

Subregion
3a 3b

For p� pc h�h3a� �s� h�h2c3b� �s�
For p� pc s�sc s�sc
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which is smaller than the 0.01% consistency requirement of Eqs.
�2� and �3� with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation.

2.5 Backward Function T„h ,s…

2.5.1 Calculation of T�h ,s�. The p3�h ,s� equations described
in Sec. 2.4.1, together with the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev backward
equation T3

03�p ,h�,3 �5,6� make it possible to determine tempera-
ture T from enthalpy h and entropy s without iteration.

For calculating T�h ,s� in region 3, the following steps should
be taken:

• Use the entropy line sc �see Fig. 2� to identify the subregion
�3a or 3b� for the given values of h and s. Then, calculate
the pressure p with p3a�h ,s�, Eq. �2�, or p3b�h ,s�, Eq. �3�.

• Use the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev boundary equation h3ab
03 �p�

�5,6� to identify the subregion �3a or 3b� for the given value
of h and the previously calculated value of p. Then, calcu-
late T with the backward equation T3a

03�p ,h� or T3b
03�p ,h�.

2.5.2 Consistency with IAPWS-IF97. Table 6 lists the maxi-
mum temperature differences and related root-mean-square differ-
ences between the temperature calculated as described in the pre-
vious section and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T�,
together with the permissible differences. The maximum devia-
tions are less than the tolerances. Therefore, the accuracy of pres-

sure calculated by p3a�h ,s� and p3b�h ,s� �Eqs. �2� and �3�� is
sufficient for calculating temperature using the backward equa-
tions T3a�p ,h� and T3b�p ,h�.

2.5.3 Consistency at the Subregion Boundary. The subregion

3The alternative use of the IAPWS-IF97-S03 backward equation T3
03�p ,s� leads to

worse numerical consistency.

Table 2 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equation
p3a„h ,s…, Eq. „2…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.770 889 828 326 934	101

2 0 1 −0.260 835 009 128 688	102

3 0 5 0.267 416 218 930 389	103

4 1 0 0.172 221 089 496 844	102

5 1 3 −0.293 542 332 145 970	103

6 1 4 0.614 135 601 882 478	103

7 1 8 −0.610 562 757 725 674	105

8 1 14 −0.651 272 251 118 219	108

9 2 6 0.735 919 313 521 937	105

10 2 16 −0.116 646 505 914 191	1011

11 3 0 0.355 267 086 434 461	102

12 3 2 −0.596 144 543 825 955	103

13 3 3 −0.475 842 430 145 708	103

14 4 0 0.696 781 965 359 503	102

15 4 1 0.335 674 250 377 312	103

16 4 4 0.250 526 809 130 882	105

17 4 5 0.146 997 380 630 766	106

18 5 28 0.538 069 315 091 534	1020

19 6 28 0.143 619 827 291 346	1022

20 7 24 0.364 985 866 165 994	1020

21 8 1 −0.254 741 561 156 775	104

22 10 32 0.240 120 197 096 563	1028

23 10 36 −0.393 847 464 679 496	1030

24 14 22 0.147 073 407 024 852	1025

25 18 28 −0.426 391 250 432 059	1032

26 20 36 0.194 509 340 621 077	1039

27 22 16 0.666 212 132 114 896	1024

28 22 28 0.706 777 016 552 858	1034

29 24 36 0.175 563 621 975 576	1042

30 28 16 0.108 408 607 429 124	1029

31 28 36 0.730 872 705 175 151	1044

32 32 10 0.159 145 847 398 870	1025

33 32 28 0.377 121 605 943 324	1041

Table 3 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equation
p3b„h ,s…, Eq. „3…

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 2 0.125 244 360 717 979	10−12

2 −12 10 −0.126 599 322 553 713	10−1

3 −12 12 0.506 878 030 140 626	101

4 −12 14 0.317 847 171 154 202	102

5 −12 20 −0.391 041 161 399 932	106

6 −10 2 −0.975 733 406 392 044	10−10

7 −10 10 −0.186 312 419 488 279	102

8 −10 14 0.510 973 543 414 101	103

9 −10 18 0.373 847 005 822 362	106

10 −8 2 0.299 804 024 666 572	10−7

11 −8 8 0.200 544 393 820 342	102

12 −6 2 −0.498 030 487 662 829	10−5

13 −6 6 −0.102 301 806 360 030	102

14 −6 7 0.552 819 126 990 325	102

15 −6 8 −0.206 211 367 510 878	103

16 −5 10 −0.794 012 232 324 823	104

17 −4 4 0.782 248 472 028 153	101

18 −4 5 −0.586 544 326 902 468	102

19 −4 8 0.355 073 647 696 481	104

20 −3 1 −0.115 303 107 290 162	10−3

21 −3 3 −0.175 092 403 171 802	101

22 −3 5 0.257 981 687 748 160	103

23 −3 6 −0.727 048 374 179 467	103

24 −2 0 0.121 644 822 609 198	10−3

25 −2 1 0.393 137 871 762 692	10−1

26 −1 0 0.704 181 005 909 296	10−2

27 0 3 −0.829 108 200 698 110	102

28 2 0 −0.265 178 818 131 250
29 2 1 0.137 531 682 453 991	102

30 5 0 −0.522 394 090 753 046	102

31 6 1 0.240 556 298 941 048	104

32 8 1 −0.227 361 631 268 929	105

33 10 1 0.890 746 343 932 567	105

34 14 3 −0.239 234 565 822 486	108

35 14 7 0.568 795 808 129 714	1010

Table 4 Selected pressure values calculated from Eqs. „2… and
„3…

Equation h, kJ kg−1 s, kJ kg−1 K−1 p, MPa

1700 3.8 2.555 703 246	101

p3a�h ,s�, Eq. �2� 2000 4.2 4.540 873 468	101

2100 4.3 6.078 123 340	101

2500 5.1 1.720 612 413	101

p3b�h ,s�, Eq. �3� 2400 4.7 6.363 924 887	101

2700 5.0 8.839 043 281	101

Table 5 Maximum and root-mean-square differences between
the pressure calculated from Eqs. „2… and „3… and from the
IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97
„v ,T…, and related permissible

values

Subregion Equation ��p / p�tol ��p / p�max ��p / p�RMS

3a �2� 0.01% 0.0070% 0.0030%
3b �3� 0.01% 0.0084% 0.0036%
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boundary between the backward equations T3a
03�p ,h� and T3b

03�p ,h�
is the boundary equation h3ab

03 �p�. The subregion boundary be-
tween the backward equations p3a�h ,s� and p3b�h ,s� is the critical
isentrope s=sc. These two boundaries are independent but cross
each other at four points in the pressure range from pc to
100 MPa. The greatest temperature difference at these crossings is
0.68 mK, which is considerably smaller than the 25 mK numeri-
cal consistency specified for IAPWS-IF97.

2.6 Backward Function v„h ,s…

2.6.1 Calculation of v�h ,s�. The p3�h ,s� equations described
in Sec. 2.4.1, together with the IAPWS-IF97-S03rev backward
equation v3

03�p ,s�,4 �5,6� make it possible to determine specific
volume v from enthalpy h and entropy s without iteration.

For calculating v�h ,s� in region 3, the following steps should
be taken:

• Use the entropy line sc �see Fig. 2� to identify the subregion
�3a or 3b� for the given values of h and s. Then, calculate
the pressure p with p3a�h ,s�, Eq. �2�, or p3b�h ,s�, Eq. �3�.

• Since sc is the subregion boundary for the backward equa-
tions v3

03�p ,s�, calculate v for the subregion identified pre-
viously with the backward equation v3a

03�p ,s� or v3b
03�p ,s�.

2.6.2 Consistency with IAPWS-IF97. Table 7 lists the maxi-
mum relative deviations and related root-mean-square relative de-
viations between the specific volume calculated as described in
the previous section and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T�,
together with the permissible differences. The maximum relative
deviations are less than the tolerances. Therefore, the accuracy of
pressure calculated by p3a�h ,s� and p3b�h ,s� �Eqs. �2� and �3�� is
sufficient for calculating specific volume using the backward
equations v3a

03�p ,s� and v3b
03�p ,s�.

2.6.3 Consistency at the Subregion Boundary. The maximum
relative specific volume difference between the two backward
equations of the adjacent subregions 3a and 3b along the boundary
sc is 0.00028%, which is considerably smaller than the 0.01%
consistency requirement with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation.

3 Equations of Enthalpy and Entropy for Region
Boundaries

3.1 Introduction. IAPWS now provides �3,7� explicit equa-
tions for functions of the variables �h ,s� in liquid region 1, vapor
region 2, and region 3. Before calculating these equations, it must
be determined in which region the given point is located for the
given enthalpy and entropy. Without explicit equations for region
boundaries in terms of �h ,s�, this involves time-consuming itera-
tive calculations.

We therefore constructed a set of equations that allow direct
determination of the region for independent variables �h ,s�. The
boundary equations h1��s�, h3a� �s�, h2ab� �s�, and h2c3b� �s� �see Fig. 3�
provided here make it possible to determine without iteration

whether a given state point is located in the single-phase regions
1, 2, and 3 or in the two-phase region 4. The equation hB13�s� has
been developed to describe the boundary between regions 1 and 3
�see Fig. 3�. The new equation TB23�h ,s�, in conjunction with the
existing IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equation p2c

01�h ,s�, allows the
determination of the boundary between regions 2 and 3 without
iteration.

3.2 Consistency Requirements. The numerical consistency
requirements on the equations for region boundaries result from
IAPWS requirements on backward functions. These requirements
are given in Table 8. Backward functions of enthalpy and entropy
must meet these requirements when the equations for region
boundaries are used.

3.3 Equations h1�„s… and h3a� „s… for the Saturated Liquid. In
order to meet the requirements for numerical consistency, the
saturated-liquid curve was divided into two sections. Section 1
adjoins region 1 and Section 3a adjoins subregion 3a.

The equation h1��s� describes the saturated-liquid curve from the
triple-point temperature 273.16 to 623.15 K and can be simply
extrapolated to 273.15 K so that it covers the entropy range �see
Fig. 3�

s��273.15 K� � s � s��623.15 K�

where s��273.15 K� = − 1.545 495 919 	 10−4 kJ kg−1 K−1

and s��623.15 K� = 3.778 281 340 kJ kg−1 K−1

The boundary equation h1��s� has the dimensionless form

h1��s�
h* = ���� = �

i=1

27

ni�� − 1.09�Ii�� + 0.366 	 10−4�Ji �4�

where �=h /h* and �=s /s*, with h*=1700 kJ kg−1, and s*

=3.8 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of
Eq. �4� are listed in Table 9.

The equation h3a� �s� describes the saturated-liquid curve in the
entropy range �see Fig. 3�

s��623.15 K� � s � sc

where s��623.15 K� = 3.778 281 340 kJ kg−1 K−1

and sc = 4.412 021 482 234 76 kJ kg−1 K−1

The boundary equation h3a� �s� has the dimensionless form

h3a� �s�
h* = ���� = �

i=1

19

ni�� − 1.09�Ii�� + 0.366 	 10−4�Ji �5�

were �=h /h* and �=s /s* with h*=1700 kJ kg−1 and s*

=3.8 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of
Eq. �5� are listed in Table 10.

If the enthalpy h is greater than h1��s� or h3a� �s� calculated from
the given entropy s, then the point to be calculated is located in
the single-phase regions 1 or 3; otherwise it is in the two-phase
region 4 �see Fig. 3�.

To assist in computer-program verification of Eqs. �4� and �5�,
Table 11 contains test values for calculated enthalpies.

4The alternative use of the IAPWS-IF97-S03 backward equation v3
03�p ,h� leads to

worse numerical consistency.

Table 7 Maximum and root-mean-square relative differences
between calculated specific volume and the IAPWS-IF97 basic
equation f3

97
„v ,T…, and related permissible values

Subregion ��v /v�tol ��v /v�max ��v /v�RMS

3a 0.01% 0.0097% 0.0053%
3b 0.01% 0.0095% 0.0043%

Table 6 Maximum and root-mean-square differences between
calculated temperatures and IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
f3

97
„v ,T… compared with the permissible differences

Subregion ��T�tol ��T�max ��T�RMS

3a 25 mK 23.7 mK 10.5 mK
3b 25 mK 22.4 mK 9.9 mK
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3.4 Equations h2ab� „s… and h2c3b� „s… for the Saturated
Vapor. The saturated-vapor curve was also divided into two sec-
tions. Section 2ab adjoins subregions 2a and 2b. Section 2c3b
adjoins subregion 2c and subregion 3b.

The equation h2ab� �s� describes the saturated-vapor curve from
the triple point to 5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 and can be simply extrapolated
to 273.15 K so that it covers the entropy range �see Fig. 3�

5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 � s � s��273.15 K�

where s��273.15 K� = 9.155759395 kJ kg−1 K−1

h2ab� �s� has the dimensionless form

h2ab� �s�
h* = ���� = exp	�

i=1

30

ni��1
−1 − 0.513�Ii��2 − 0.524�Ji
 �6�

where �=h /h*, �=s /s1
*, and �=s /s2

*, with h*=2800 kJ kg−1, s1
*

=5.21 kJ kg−1 K−1, and s2
*=9.2 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni

and exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. �6� are listed in Table 12.
The equation h2c3b� �s� describes the saturated-vapor curve in the

entropy range �see Fig. 3�

sc � s � 5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1

where sc = 4.412 021 482 234 76 kJ kg−1 K−1

and has the dimensionless form

h2c3b� �s�
h* = ���� = 	�

i=1

16

ni�� − 1.02�Ii�� − 0.726�Ji
4

�7�

where �=h /h* and �=s /s* with h*=2800 kJ kg−1 and s*

=5.9 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of
Eq. �7� are listed in Table 13.

If the enthalpy h is greater than h2ab� �s� or h2c3b� �s� calculated

Table 8 Numerical consistency requirements adopted by
IAPWS for backward equations

Region ��T�tol ��p / p�tol ��v /v�tol

1 25 mK p�2.5 MPa 0.6% —
p�2.5 MPa 15 kPa —

2
s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 10 mK 0.0035% —
s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 25 mK 0.0088% —

3 25 mK 0.01% 0.01%

Table 9 Coefficients and exponents of the boundary equation
h1�„s…, Eq. „4…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 14 0.332 171 191 705 237
2 0 36 0.611 217 706 323 496	10−3

3 1 3 −0.882 092 478 906 822	101

4 1 16 −0.455 628 192 543 250
5 2 0 −0.263 483 840 850 452	10−4

6 2 5 −0.223 949 661 148 062	102

7 3 4 −0.428 398 660 164 013	101

8 3 36 −0.616 679 338 856 916
9 4 4 −0.146 823 031 104 040	102

10 4 16 0.284 523 138 727 299	103

11 4 24 −0.113 398 503 195 444	103

12 5 18 0.115 671 380 760 859	104

13 5 24 0.395 551 267 359 325	103

14 7 1 −0.154 891 257 229 285	101

15 8 4 0.194 486 637 751 291	102

16 12 2 −0.357 915 139 457 043	101

17 12 4 −0.335 369 414 148 819	101

18 14 1 −0.664 426 796 332 460
19 14 22 0.323 321 885 383 934	105

20 16 10 0.331 766 744 667 084	104

21 20 12 −0.223 501 257 931 087	105

22 20 28 0.573 953 875 852 936	107

23 22 8 0.173 226 193 407 919	103

24 24 3 −0.363 968 822 121 321	10−1

25 28 0 0.834 596 332 878 346	10−6

26 32 6 0.503 611 916 682 674	101

27 32 8 0.655 444 787 064 505	102

Fig. 3 Regions of IAPWS-IF97 and boundary equations h1�„s…, h3a� „s…, h2ab� „s…,
h2c3b� „s…, hB13„s…, and TB23„h ,s… of this work
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from the given entropy s, then the point is located in the single-
phase regions 2 or 3; otherwise it is in the two-phase region 4 �see
Fig. 3�.

To assist in computer-program verification of Eqs. �6� and �7�,
Table 11 contains test values for calculated enthalpies.

3.5 Equation hB13„s… for the Boundary between Regions 1
and 3. The equation hB13�s� describes the enthalpy as a function
of entropy for the isotherm T=623.15 K from the saturated liquid
up to 100 MPa �see Fig. 3�. The corresponding entropy range is

s�100 MPa,623.15 K� � s � s��623.15 K� ,

where s��623.15 K� = 3.778 281 340 kJ kg−1 K−1

and s�100 MPa,623.15 K� = 3.397 782 955 kJ kg−1 K−1

calculated from the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation g1
97�p ,T�. hB13�s�

has the dimensionless form

hB13�s�
h* = ���� = �

i=1

6

ni�� − 0.884�Ii�� − 0.864�Ji �8�

where �=h /h* and �=s /s* with h*=1700 kJ kg−1 and s*

=3.8 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of
Eq. �8� are listed in Table 14.

If the enthalpy h is greater than hB13�s� calculated from the
given entropy s, then the point is located in region 3; otherwise it
is in region 1 �see Fig. 3�.

To assist computer-program verification of Eq. �7�, Table 11
contains test values for calculated enthalpies.

Table 10 Coefficients and exponents of the boundary equa-
tion h3a� „s…, Eq. „5…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 1 0.822 673 364 673 336
2 0 4 0.181 977 213 534 479
3 0 10 −0.112 000 260 313 624	10−1

4 0 16 −0.746 778 287 048 033	10−3

5 2 1 −0.179 046 263 257 381
6 3 36 0.424 220 110 836 657	10−1

7 4 3 −0.341 355 823 438 768
8 4 16 −0.209 881 740 853 565	101

9 5 20 −0.822 477 343 323 596	101

10 5 36 −0.499 684 082 076 008	101

11 6 4 0.191 413 958 471 069
12 7 2 0.581 062 241 093 136	10−1

13 7 28 −0.165 505 498 701 029	104

14 7 32 0.158 870 443 421 201	104

15 10 14 −0.850 623 535 172 818	102

16 10 32 −0.317 714 386 511 207	105

17 10 36 −0.945 890 406 632 871	105

18 32 0 −0.139 273 847 088 690	10−5

19 32 6 0.631 052 532 240 980

Table 11 Selected enthalpy values calculated from Eqs.
„4…–„8…

Equation s, kJ kg−1 K−1 h, kJ kg−1

h1��s�, Eq. �4� 1.0 3.085 509 647	102

2.0 7.006 304 472	102

3.0 1.198 359 754	103

h3a� �s�, Eq. �5� 3.8 1.685 025 565	103

4.0 1.816 891 476	103

4.2 1.949 352 563	103

h2ab� �s�, Eq. �6� 7.0 2.723 729 985	103

8.0 2.599 047 210	103

9.0 2.511 861 477	103

h2c3b� �s�, Eq. �7� 5.5 2.687 693 850	103

5.0 2.451 623 609	103

4.5 2.144 360 448	103

hB13�s�, Eq. �8� 3.7 1.632 525 047	103

3.6 1.593 027 214	103

3.5 1.566 104 611	103

Table 12 Coefficients and exponents of the boundary equa-
tion h2ab� „s…, Eq. „6…

i Ii Ji ni

1 1 8 −0.524 581 170 928 788	103

2 1 24 −0.926 947 218 142 218	107

3 2 4 −0.237 385 107 491 666	103

4 2 32 0.210 770 155 812 776	1011

5 4 1 −0.239 494 562 010 986	102

6 4 2 0.221 802 480 294 197	103

7 7 7 −0.510 472 533 393 438	107

8 8 5 0.124 981 396 109 147	107

9 8 12 0.200 008 436 996 201	1010

10 10 1 −0.815 158 509 791 035	103

11 12 0 −0.157 612 685 637 523	103

12 12 7 −0.114 200 422 332 791	1011

13 18 10 0.662 364 680 776 872	1016

14 20 12 −0.227 622 818 296 144	1019

15 24 32 −0.171 048 081 348 406	1032

16 28 8 0.660 788 766 938 091	1016

17 28 12 0.166 320 055 886 021	1023

18 28 20 −0.218 003 784 381 501	1030

19 28 22 −0.787 276 140 295 618	1030

20 28 24 0.151 062 329 700 346	1032

21 32 2 0.795 732 170 300 541	107

22 32 7 0.131 957 647 355 347	1016

23 32 12 −0.325 097 068 299 140	1024

24 32 14 −0.418 600 611 419 248	1026

25 32 24 0.297 478 906 557 467	1035

26 36 10 −0.953 588 761 745 473	1020

27 36 12 0.166 957 699 620 939	1025

28 36 20 −0.175 407 764 869 978	1033

29 36 22 0.347 581 490 626 396	1035

30 36 28 −0.710 971 318 427 851	1039

Table 13 Coefficients and exponents of the boundary equa-
tion h2c3b� „s…, Eq. „7…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.104 351 280 732 769	101

2 0 3 −0.227 807 912 708 513	101

3 0 4 0.180 535 256 723 202	101

4 1 0 0.420 440 834 792 042
5 1 12 −0.105 721 244 834 660	106

6 5 36 0.436 911 607 493 884	1025

7 6 12 −0.328 032 702 839 753	1012

8 7 16 −0.678 686 760 804 270	1016

9 8 2 0.743 957 464 645 363	104

10 8 20 −0.356 896 445 355 761	1020

11 12 32 0.167 590 585 186 801	1032

12 16 36 −0.355 028 625 419 105	1038

13 22 2 0.396 611 982 166 538	1012

14 22 32 −0.414 716 268 484 468	1041

15 24 7 0.359 080 103 867 382	1019

16 36 20 −0.116 994 334 851 995	1041
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3.6 Equation TB23„h ,s… for the Boundary between Regions
2 and 3. The boundary between regions 2 and 3 is defined by the
B23-equation pB23

97 �T� of IAPWS-IF97 �Fig. 1�. Since pB23
97 �T� has

an S-shape in the h-s plane �see Fig. 4�, it is not possible to
develop h�s� or s�h� that meets the numerical consistency require-
ments. Therefore, an equation TB23�h ,s� for this boundary was
developed. TB23�h ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equa-
tion p2c

01�h ,s� simplify the determination of the region for given
variables h and s.

The range of validity of TB23�h ,s� is from the saturated vapor
x=1 calculated by the equation h2c3b� �s�, Eq. �7�, up to 100 MPa.
Figure 4 shows the related entropy range

sB23
min � s � sB23

max

where sB23
min = 5.048 096 828 kJ kg−1 K−1

and sB23
max = 5.260 578 707 kJ kg−1 K−1

and enthalpy range

hB23
min � h � hB23

max

where hB23
min = h��623.15 K� = 2.563 592 004 	 103 kJ kg−1

and hB23
max = h�100 MPa,863.15 K� = 2.812 942 061 	 103 kJ kg−1

The equation TB23�h ,s� has the dimensionless form

Table 15 Coefficients and exponents of the boundary equa-
tion TB23„h ,s…, Eq. „9…

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 10 0.629 096 260 829 810	10−3

2 −10 8 −0.823 453 502 583 165	10−3

3 −8 3 0.515 446 951 519 474	10−7

4 −4 4 −0.117 565 945 784 945	101

5 −3 3 0.348 519 684 726 192	101

6 −2 −6 −0.507 837 382 408 313	10−11

7 −2 2 −0.284 637 670 005 479	101

8 −2 3 −0.236 092 263 939 673	101

9 −2 4 0.601 492 324 973 779	101

10 0 0 0.148 039 650 824 546	101

11 1 −3 0.360 075 182 221 907	10−3

12 1 −2 −0.126 700 045 009 952	10−1

13 1 10 −0.122 184 332 521 413	107

14 3 −2 0.149 276 502 463 272
15 3 −1 0.698 733 471 798 484
16 5 −5 −0.252 207 040 114 321	10−1

17 6 −6 0.147 151 930 985 213	10−1

18 6 −3 −0.108 618 917 681 849	101

19 8 −8 −0.936 875 039 816 322	10−3

20 8 −2 0.819 877 897 570 217	102

21 8 −1 −0.182 041 861 521 835	103

22 12 −12 0.261 907 376 402 688	10−5

23 12 −1 −0.291 626 417 025 961	105

24 14 −12 0.140 660 774 926 165	10−4

25 14 1 0.783 237 062 349 385	107

Table 16 Selected temperature values calculated from Eq. „9…

Equations h, kJ kg−1 s, kJ kg−1 K−1 T, K

2600 5.1 7.135 259 364	102

TB23�h ,s�, Eq. �9� 2700 5.15 7.685 345 532	102

2800 5.2 8.176 202 120	102

Table 14 Coefficients and exponents of the equation hB13„s…,
Eq. „8…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.913 965 547 600 543
2 1 −2 −0.430 944 856 041 991	10−4

3 1 2 0.603 235 694 765 419	102

4 3 −12 0.117 518 273 082 168	10−17

5 5 −4 0.220 000 904 781 292
6 6 −3 −0.690 815 545 851 641	102

Fig. 4 Illustration of the B23-equation pB23
97

„T… of IAPWS-IF97 and the range of
validity of the boundary equation TB23„h ,s… in a h-s diagram
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TB23�h,s�
T* = 
��,�� = �

i=1

25

ni�� − 0.727�Ii�� − 0.864�Ji �9�

where 
=T /T*, �=h /h*, and �=s /s* with T*=900 K, h*

=3000 kJ kg−1, and s*=5.3 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and
exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. �9� are listed in Table 15.

To assist computer-program verification of Eq. �9�, Table 16
contains test values for calculated temperatures.

TB23�h ,s�, Eq. �9�, and the IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equa-
tion p2c

01�h ,s� can be used as follows to determine whether a given
state point �h ,s� is located in region 2 or in region 3.

If the given entropy is less than or equal to sB23
min or the given

enthalpy is less than or equal to hB23
min , then the point is in region 3.

For entropies greater than or equal to sB23
max or for enthalpies greater

than or equal to hB23
max, the point is in region 2.

For entropies sB23
min �s�sB23

max and enthalpies hB23
min �h�hB23

max, the
following steps should be taken:

• Calculate temperature TB23 from the given h and s with
TB23�h ,s� �Eq. �9��.

• Calculate pressure pB23 from the given h and s with the
IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equation p2c

01�h ,s�.
• Calculate pressure pB23

97 with the equation pB23
97 �T� of

IAPWS-IF97, where T=TB23 was previously calculated.

If the pressure pB23 is greater than pB23
97 , then the point is located

in region 3, otherwise it is in region 2 �see Fig. 5�.
TB23�h ,s� should only be used to determine the region for a

given state point at the boundary between regions 2 and 3.

3.7 Consistency of the Backward Equations With IAPWS-
IF97 Along the Region Boundaries. Table 17 lists the maximum
relative pressure differences between the IAPWS-IF97-S01 back-
ward equation p1

01�h ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation

g1
97�p ,T� along the boundary equation h1��s�, Eq. �4�, as well as the

maximum relative pressure difference between the backward
equation p3a�h ,s� �Eq. �2�� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
f3
97�v ,T� along the boundary equation h3a� �s� �Eq. �5��.

Table 17 also shows the maximum temperature difference be-
tween the IAPWS-IF97 backward equation T1

97�p ,h�5 and the
IAPWS-IF97 basic equation g1

97�p ,T� along the boundary equa-
tion h1��s�, Eq. �4�, and the maximum temperature difference be-
tween the IAPWS-IF97-S03 backward equation T3a

03�p ,h�5 and the
IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3

97�v ,T� along the boundary equation
h3a� �s�, Eq. �5�. In addition, Table 17 contains the maximum rela-
tive difference of specific volume between the IAPWS-IF97-S03
backward equation v3a

03�p ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
f3
97�v ,T� along the boundary equation h3a� �s� �Eq. �5��.

Table 17 lists the maximum relative pressure differences be-
tween the IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equations p2

01�h ,s� and the
IAPWS-IF97 basic equation g2

97�p ,T� and between the backward
equation p3b�h ,s�, Eq. �3�, and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation

5The alternative calculation of the temperature on the saturated-liquid line using
the IAPWS-IF97 saturation-temperature equation Tsat

97�p1
01�h1��s� ,s�� or

Tsat
97�p3a�h3a� �s� ,s�� leads to worse numerical consistency.

Table 17 Maximum differences of pressure, temperature and specific volume between the
backward equations and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equations along the region boundary equa-
tions, Eqs. „4…–„7…

Boundary
equation Region/subregion

��T�max,
mK ��p / p�max ��v /v�max

h1��s�, Eq. �4� 1 23.8 p�2.5 MPa 0.59% —

p�2.5 MPa 12.9 kPa —
2

h2ab� �s�, Eq. �6� s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 9.5 0.0027% —

h2c3b� �s�, Eq. �7� s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 24.1 0.0066% —

h3a� �s�, Eq. �5� 3a 4.8 0.0065% 0.0058%

h2c3b� �s�, Eq. �7� 3b 6.2 0.0050% 0.0041%

Fig. 5 Illustration of the B23-equation pB23
97

„T… of IAPWS-IF97 and the range of
validity of the boundary equation TB23„h ,s… in a p-T diagram
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f3
97�v ,T� along the boundary equations h2ab� �s� and p2c3b� �s� �Eqs.

�6� and �7��.
Table 17 shows the maximum temperature differences between

the IAPWS-IF97 backward equations T2
97�p ,h�6 and the IAPWS-

IF97 basic equation g2
97�p ,T�, and between the IAPWS-IF97-S03

backward equation T3b
03�p ,h�6 and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation

f3
97�v ,T�, along the boundary equations h2ab� �s� and h2c3b� �s� �Eqs.

�6� and �7��. Table 17 also contains the maximum relative differ-
ence of specific volume between the IAPWS-IF97-S03 backward
equation v3b

03�p ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation f3
97�v ,T�

along the boundary equation h2c3b� �s� �Eq. �7��.
The maximum pressure difference between the IAPWS-IF97-

S01 backward equation p1
01�h ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equa-

tion g1
97�p ,T� along the boundary equation hB13�s� �Eq. �8�� is

14.4 kPa. The maximum temperature difference between the
IAPWS-IF97 backward equation T1

97�p ,h� and g1
97�p ,T� along

hB13�s� �Eq. �8�� is 24.2 mK.
Thus, the maximum differences in pressure, temperature, and

specific volume are smaller than the permissible values listed in
Table 8. Therefore, the accuracy of enthalpy calculated by the
boundary equations �Eqs. �4�–�8�� is sufficient. The numerical
consistency of these region-boundary equations with the basic
equations of IAPWS-IF97 is described in detail in �7�.

The maximum relative deviation between the calculated pres-
sure p2c

01�h ,s� and the IAPWS-IF97 B23-equation pB23
97 �T� is

0.0045%. Thus, the combination of TB23�h ,s� �Eq. �9�� and
p2c

01�h ,s� reproduces the B23-boundary of IAPWS-IF97 within the
maximum allowed value 0.0088%.

The maximum relative pressure difference between the
IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equation p2c

01�h ,s� and the IAPWS-
IF97 basic equation g2

97�p ,T� along the boundary, calculated as
explained in Sec. 3.6, is 0.0029%. The maximum temperature
difference between the IAPWS-IF97 backward equation T2c

97�p ,h�
and the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation g2

97�p ,T� along the boundary
is 24.1 mK. The maximum relative pressure difference is smaller
than the permissible value of 0.0088% and the maximum tempera-
ture difference is smaller than the permissible value of 25 mK.

Therefore, the combination of the equations TB23�h ,s� �Eq. �9��
and p2c

01�h ,s� of IAPWS-IF97-S01 is sufficiently accurate to deter-
mine the region for a given �h ,s�.

4 Backward Functions Tsat„h ,s…, psat„h ,s…, and x„h ,s…
in the Two-Phase Region

4.1 Calculation of Saturation Properties From Enthalpy
and Entropy. In modeling power cycles and steam turbines, ther-
modynamic properties as functions of the variables �h ,s� are re-
quired in the two-phase �wet steam� region. The important region
for steam turbine calculations is the range s�s��623.15 K� �see
Fig. 6�, where the saturation temperature is less than 623.15 K
and the two-phase region is located between regions 1 and 2. In
this region, the calculation of saturation properties from h and s
requires iteration using the IAPWS-IF97 basic equations g1

97�p ,T�,
g2

97�p ,T�, and the saturation-pressure equation psat
97�T�. In order to

avoid such iteration, IAPWS-IF97-S04 provides an equation
Tsat�h ,s� for this part of the two-phase region.

4.2 Consistency Requirements. For the backward function
Tsat�h ,s�, the IAPWS requirements for the IAPWS-IF97 backward
equations T2

97�p ,h� and T2
97�p ,s� �see Table 8� were adopted.

Therefore, the tolerances for temperature are ��T�tol=10 mK for
specific entropies greater than or equal to 5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 and
��T�tol=25 mK for entropies less than this value.

The numerical consistency requirements for the backward func-
tion psat�h ,s� result from the requirements �Table 8� on the
IAPWS-IF97-S01 backward equation p2

01�h ,s�. The tolerances for
pressure ��p / p�tol are 0.0035% for s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 and
0.0088% for s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1.

4.3 Backward Function Tsat„h ,s…

4.3.1 The Equation Tsat�h ,s�. The range of validity of
Tsat�h ,s� is the two-phase region for s�s��623.15 K�, with
s��623.15 K�=5.210887825 kJ kg−1 K−1 �see Fig. 6�. The corre-
sponding temperature range is 273.15 K�T�623.15 K.

The backward equation Tsat�h ,s� for this range has the dimen-
sionless form

6The alternative calculation of the temperature on the saturated-vapor line using
the saturation-temperature equation Tsat

97�p2
01�h2ab� �s� ,s��, Tsat

97�p2
01�h2c3b� �s� ,s�� or

Tsat
97�p3b�h2c3b� �s� ,s�� of IAPWS-IF97 leads to worse numerical consistency.

Fig. 6 Regions and subregions of IAPWS-IF97 and the backward equation
Tsat„h ,s… of this work
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Tsat�h,s�
T* = 
��,�� = �

i=1

36

ni�� − 0.119�Ii�� − 1.07�Ji �10�

where 
=T /T*, �=h /h*, and �=s /s* with T*=550 K, h*

=2800 kJ kg−1, and s*=9.2 kJ kg−1 K−1. The coefficients ni and
exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. �10� are listed in Table 18. To assist
computer-program verification of Eq. �10�, Table 19 contains test
values for calculated temperatures.

4.3.2 Consistency With the Saturation-Temperature Equation
of IAPWS-IF97. The maximum and root-mean-square differences
between the calculated temperature, Eq. �10�, and the IAPWS-
IF97 saturation equation Tsat

97�p� are listed in Table 20. As can be
seen, the tolerances are met.

4.4 Backward Function psat„h ,s…

4.4.1 Calculation of psat�h ,s�. To calculate the saturation pres-
sure as a function of enthalpy and entropy, the following steps
should be taken:

• Calculate temperature Tsat using Tsat�h ,s� �Eq. �10�� for the
two-phase region.

• Calculate saturation pressure psat using the IAPWS-IF97
saturation equation psat

97�T�, where T=Tsat was previously
calculated.

4.4.2 Consistency With the Saturation-Pressure Equation of
IAPWS-IF97. The maximum and root-mean-square relative devia-
tions between the calculated pressure psat�h ,s� and the IAPWS-
IF97 saturation equation psat

97�T� are listed in Table 21. The maxi-
mum deviations are smaller than the tolerances, so the accuracy of
the temperature calculated by Tsat�h ,s� �Eq. �10�� is sufficient for
calculating pressure as a function of h and s.

4.5 Backward Function x„h ,s…

4.5.1 Calculation of x�h ,s�. To calculate the vapor fraction as
a function of enthalpy and entropy, the following steps should be
taken:

• Calculate temperature Tsat with Tsat�h ,s� �Eq. �10�� for the
two-phase region.

• Calculate saturation pressure psat with the IAPWS-IF97
saturation equation psat

97�T�, where T=Tsat was previously
calculated.

• Calculate the vapor fraction x from x= �h−h�� / �h�−h��,7

where h�=h1
97�psat ,Tsat� and h�=h2

97�psat ,Tsat�.

4.5.2 Consistency With the Basic Equations of IAPWS-IF97.
The maximum and root-mean-square deviations between the va-
por fraction x�h ,s�, calculated as described in the previous sec-
tion, and vapor fractions calculated from the IAPWS-IF97 basic
equations g1

97�p ,T�, g2
97�p ,T�, and psat

97�T�, are listed in Table 22.

7The calculation of the vapor fraction from the saturated-liquid entropy s� and the
saturated-vapor entropy s� leads to worse numerical consistency.

Table 19 Selected temperature values calculated from Eq. „10…

Equation h, kJ kg−1 s, kJ kg−1 K−1 T, K

1800 5.3 3.468 475 498	102

Tsat�h ,s�, Eq. �10� 2400 6.0 4.251 373 305	102

2500 5.5 5.225 579 013	102

Table 20 Maximum and root-mean-square differences be-
tween the temperature calculated from Eq. „10… and from the
IAPWS-IF97 saturation equation Tsat

97
„p…

Entropy range ��T�tol ��T�max ��T�RMS

s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 10 mK 0.67 mK 0.33 mK
s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 25 mK 0.86 mK 0.45 mK

Table 21 Maximum and root-mean-square relative deviations
between the pressure psat„h ,s… and the IAPWS-IF97 saturation
equation psat

97
„T…

Entropy range �
�p

p
�tol �

�p

p
�max �

�p

p
�RMS

s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 0.0035% 0.0029% 0.0012%
s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 0.0088% 0.0034% 0.0013%

Table 22 Maximum differences of vapor fraction x„h ,s… from
the IAPWS-IF97 basic equations g1

97
„p ,T… and g2

97
„p ,T…

Entropy range ��x�max ��x�RMS

s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 0.64	10−6 0.25	10−6

s�5.85 kJ kg−1 K−1 4.40	10−6 0.57	10−6

Table 18 Coefficients and exponents of the equation Tsat„h ,s…,
Eq. „10…

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.179 882 673 606 601
2 0 3 −0.267 507 455 199 603
3 0 12 0.116 276 722 612 600	101

4 1 0 0.147 545 428 713 616
5 1 1 −0.512 871 635 973 248
6 1 2 0.421 333 567 697 984
7 1 5 0.563 749 522 189 870
8 2 0 0.429 274 443 819 153
9 2 5 −0.335 704 552 142 140	101

10 2 8 0.108 890 916 499 278	102

11 3 0 −0.248 483 390 456 012
12 3 2 0.304 153 221 906 390
13 3 3 −0.494 819 763 939 905
14 3 4 0.107 551 674 933 261	101

15 4 0 0.733 888 415 457 688	10−1

16 4 1 0.140 170 545 411 085	10−1

17 5 1 −0.106 110 975 998 808
18 5 2 0.168 324 361 811 875	10−1

19 5 4 0.125 028 363 714 877	101

20 5 16 0.101 316 840 309 509	104

21 6 6 −0.151 791 558 000 712	101

22 6 8 0.524 277 865 990 866	102

23 6 22 0.230 495 545 563 912	105

24 8 1 0.249 459 806 365 456	10−1

25 10 20 0.210 796 467 412 137	107

26 10 36 0.366 836 848 613 065	109

27 12 24 −0.144 814 105 365 163	109

28 14 1 −0.179 276 373 003 590	10−2

29 14 28 0.489 955 602 100 459	1010

30 16 12 0.471 262 212 070 518	103

31 16 32 −0.829 294 390 198 652	1011

32 18 14 −0.171 545 662 263 191	104

33 18 22 0.355 777 682 973 575	107

34 18 36 0.586 062 760 258 436	1012

35 20 24 −0.129 887 635 078 195	108

36 28 36 0.317 247 449 371 057	1011
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The vapor fractions x�h ,s� agree to five significant digits. There-
fore, the accuracy of temperature calculated by Tsat�h ,s� �Eq.
�10�� is sufficient for calculating x�h ,s�.

5 Computing Time Relative to IAPWS-IF97
An important motivation for this work was to reduce the com-

puting time to obtain thermodynamic properties for a given state
point �h ,s�. Using the p3�h ,s� backward equations �Eqs. �1� and
�2�� combined with the equations T3

03�p ,h� and v3
03�p ,s� of

IAPWS-IF97-S03rev, obtaining T and v as a function of h and s is
about ten times faster than that for the two-dimensional Newton
method. The calculation to obtain psat, Tsat, and x from h and s by
use of the Tsat�h ,s� backward equation combined with the
IAPWS-IF97 saturation-pressure equation psat

97�T� and the basic
equations g1

97�p ,T� and g2
97�p ,T� is more than 14 times faster than

the iterative determination from IAPWS-IF97. The region bound-
ary equations �Eqs. �4�–�9�� allow determination of the region
more quickly than iterative processes by factors ranging from 7
for hB13�s� to 128 for h3a� �s�.

6 Application of the Equations
The numerical consistency of the backward equations presented

in Secs. 2 or 4 and of the boundary equations presented in Sec. 3
with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation is sufficient for most appli-
cations in heat-cycle and boiler calculations. For users not satis-
fied with this consistency, these equations are recommended for
generating starting points to reduce the time required for conver-
gence of an iterative process.

The backward and region-boundary equations presented here
can only be used in their ranges of validity described in Secs. 2.3,
3.3–3.6, and 4.1. They should not be used for determining ther-
modynamic derivatives. Derivatives can be determined from the
IAPWS-IF97 basic equations as described in �21�. Iteration should
only be performed from the basic equations of IAPWS-IF97.

In any case, depending on the application, a conscious decision
is required whether to use the backward and boundary equations
or to calculate the corresponding values by iteration from the ba-
sic equation of IAPWS-IF97.

7 Summary
Backward equations p�h ,s� for water in IAPWS-IF97 region 3,

boundary equations as functions of enthalpy and entropy, and an
equation Tsat�h ,s� for the two-phase region have been developed.

The numerical consistency of pressure, temperature and specific
volume calculated from the backward equations p3a�h ,s� and
p3b�h ,s� in conjunction with T3

03�p ,h� and v3
03�p ,s�, with the

IAPWS-IF97 basic equation are sufficient for most applications in
heat-cycle and boiler calculations. The new backward equations
are ten times faster than iterative calculation from IAPWS-IF97.

The numerical consistency of temperature calculated by the
backward equation Tsat�h ,s� with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
is sufficient for calculating pressure and vapor fraction as a func-
tion of h and s. The calculation of these properties with Tsat�h ,s�
is 14 times faster than the iterative calculation.

The consistencies of the region-boundary equations h1��s�,
h3a� �s�, h2c3b� �s�, h2ab� �s�, hB13�s�, and TB23�h ,s� with the IAPWS-
IF97 basic equations are sufficient to determine the region for
given state points �h ,s�. The boundary equations are between 7
and 128 times faster than the iterative calculation that would oth-
erwise be needed.

For applications where the demands on numerical consistency
are extremely high, iteration using the IAPWS-IF97 equations
may still be necessary. In these cases, the equations presented here
can be used for calculating very accurate starting values.

Further details of the numerical consistency of all backward
and region-boundary equations are in the dissertation of Knobloch

�19�. Computer code for the equations presented in this paper may
be obtained from the corresponding author �H.-J. K.�.
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Nomenclature

Quantities
f � specific Helmholtz free energy
h � specific enthalpy
p � pressure
s � specific entropy
T � absolute temperature
v � specific volume
� � difference in any quantity
� � reduced enthalpy, �=h /h*


 � reduced temperature, 
=T /T*

� � reduced pressure, �= p / p*

� � density
� � reduced entropy, �=s /s*

 � reduced volume, =v /v*

x � vapor fraction

Superscripts
97 � quantity or equation of IAPWS-IF97
01 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S01
03 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S03rev
04 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S04
05 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S05

* � reducing quantity
� � saturated-liquid state
� � saturated-vapor state

Subscripts
1 � region 1
2 � region 2

2a � subregion 2a
2b � subregion 2b
2c � subregion 2c
3 � region 3

3a � subregion 3a
3b � subregion 3b

3ab � boundary between subregions 3a and 3b
4 � region 4
5 � region 5

B23 � boundary between regions 2 and 3
B13 � boundary between regions 1 and 3

c � critical point
it � iterated quantity

max � maximum value of a quantity
RMS � root-mean-square value of a quantity: �zRMS

=��1/m��i=1
m ��zi�2, where �zi can be either

the absolute or percentage difference between
the corresponding values of the quantity z; m
is the number of �zi values �108 points well
distributed over the range of validity�

sat � saturation state
tol � tolerance, range of accepted value of a

quantity
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This paper investigates the feasibility benefits of applying fuzzy
logic control (FLC) strategies for use with industrial gas turbines.
Our main objective is to investigate different designs methods,
design implement an FLC strategy, plant simulation in a test en-
vironment optimize the FLC, conduct tests to compare the FLC
with conventional controls in scenarios relevant to the applica-
tion. We have designed, implemented, and tested our simulation to
the exhaust temperature control problem of a gas turbine problem.
The FLC, plant simulation, existing control configuration, and
integrated test environment were developed in Java. Heuristic
methods were used to optimize the FLC, which proved time con-
suming. The paper illustrates that while implementation of the
FLC is feasible, it requires more effort than the conventional con-
trols examined. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2771568�
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1 Introduction
Gas turbines considered in this research provide mechanical

energy to drive generators providing electrical power to an elec-
trical grid system. In such systems, the fuel flow is regulated to
control the turbine power output by modulating control valves in
the fuel supply line to the nozzles.

Fuzzy logic control �FLC� offers an alternative to conventional
control methods �1�. Lee �2� summarizes the benefits of FLC as
being very useful when the processes are too complex for analysis
by conventional quantitative methods. Reznick et al. �3� illustrate
a combination of fuzzy logic with proportional integral differen-

tial �PID� controllers, using fuzzy logic to replace human super-
vision of a PID, and using established PID tuning principles to
tune fuzzy logic parameters. They give possible reasons for the
popularity of PID controllers as being robust and simple to design,
the clear relationship between system response and the controller
tuning parameters, ease of tuning, and advances in tuning and
self-tuning technologies. Problems best suited to FLC applications
are those which are nonlinear or where an adequate model of the
process is difficult to achieve, making conventional methods dif-
ficult to apply.

2 Gas Turbine Control Problems
There are challenges ahead for gas turbine control, particularly

with combustion emissions and stability in which advanced con-
trol systems may provide solutions to emerging and future issues.
Docquier et al. �4� describe challenges faced by the industry in
using lean premixed combustion modes to achieve NOx emissions
reductions and efficiency improvements. The research describes
active combustion control �ACC� methods to improve stability,
emissions, or both. The authors suggest that conventional ap-
proaches with control based on lookup tables not accounting for
degradation are not likely to meet demands of future emissions
regulations �note however that advanced combustion systems are
achieving 9 ppm NOx, 25 ppm CO to meet current US regula-
tions with open-loop controls and off-line tuning�. The required
controls may include multi-input, multioutput controls, controls
with time-variant response due to degradation �of plant and instru-
mentation�, and of uncertainty in measurement signals. These
would be worth considering for fuzzy logic based controls. Cor-
bett �5� describes such a problem where a rule-based supervisory
approach is adopted to minimize combustion instability in high-
pressure ratio turbines.

We have reviewed existing control problems to determine
whether there would be benefits from implementing a fuzzy logic
control solution, investigate the feasibility, and explore designs
and design methods. We considered that exhaust temperature con-
trol would be the best candidate since it is more affected by fac-
tors introducing nonlinear system response than other control
loops. We base our design on the model presented by Rowen �6�.

3 Methods and Experiments
The model presented by Rowen �6� is intended for dynamic

power system studies. However, the representation includes a
model of the temperature control system useful for this research.
Rowen explains that exhaust gas temperature control is the normal
means of limiting the turbine output at the optimum firing tem-
perature. The control system determines an exhaust temperature
setpoint required to achieve the optimum firing temperature based
on prevailing conditions. The existing exhaust gas temperature
control is a proportional plus integral �PI� controller where the
input is the temperature error. The resultant fuel command signal
competes in a low-value select to determine the fuel command to
the valve.

1Corresponding author.
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3.1 Models Simplification. The model given shows a low-
value select function to determine the fuel command signal. Inputs
to the low-value select function are from the speed governor, ac-
celeration control, and from temperature control. For this re-
search, we are interested in temperature control. Exhaust gas tem-
perature control takes effect when the turbine operates at
maximum rated load. In this mode, the fuel command from the
speed governor and from acceleration control will be greater than
from temperature control. These have been omitted from our
model for simplification. Typical applications for turbine genera-
tor sets are to provide power to electrical grids. In this case, the
synchronous generator connects to the grid, and the speed of the
turbine is determined by the system frequency. For this study, the
turbine generator set is assumed to be connected to a grid of
sufficient magnitude that small changes to this gas turbine output
have negligible effect on the system frequency.

3.2 FLC Design. Our design choices for the FLC implemen-
tation and simulation are based on the literature where there is
relevant, computational efficiency, transparency, and ease of
implementation. Choices included the controller input parameters,
the number, shape, distribution, and other characteristics of the
membership functions �MFs�, choice of inference method, aggre-
gation, and defuzzification method.

We have chosen to use temperature error �E� and temperature

error derivative �Ė� as inputs �7–9�. We have segmented the input
domain into five fuzzy sets and chose triangular and half trapezoi-
dal to represent the membership functions �10�. The fuzzy sets
were equally distributed across the input domain with crossover at
0.5 as an initial condition. The Tsukamoto type model �11� was
adopted due to its transparency and simplicity. The fuzzy logic
controller replaces the PI controller. The inputs to the FLC are the

error E and the error derivative Ė. The output of the FLC is an
incremental change to the fuel command. The required fuel com-
mand is achieved by adding the incremental change to the previ-
ous fuel command value.

3.2.1 Fuzzification. The input space is divided into five equal
fuzzy sets called �negative big� �NB�, �negative small� �NS�,
�zero� �ZE�, �positive small� �PS�, and �positive big� �PB�. The
MFs for sets NS, ZE, and PS are triangular with half-trapezoidal
sets for the extremities NB and PB. The sets are arranged with
crossover at 0.5.

Figure 1 illustrates the input spaces for temperature error �E�
and error derivative �Ė�, respectively, showing the fuzzy set MFs.
An advantage of this simple arrangement helps in the manage-
ment of the parameters associated with the input spaces. Each
triangular set is defined by three parameters, with two parameters
defining the half-trapezoidal sets, giving a total of 13 parameters
for each input space. Given the shape of the MFs and the corner

points of the NB and PB functions, we can easily derive the pa-
rameters required to define the five fuzzy sets, thus reducing the
parameter count to two per input.

3.2.2 Inference Engine. The inference engine processes a
complete matrix of rules for the possible combinations of inputs.

The format of the rules is: IF E=FS1 AND Ė=FS2 THEN
output=FS3, where FS1 is a fuzzy set in the error input space,
FS2 is a fuzzy set in the error derivative input space, and FS3 is a
fuzzy set in the output space. The AND operator in the antecedent

�IF E=FS1 AND Ė=FS2� is interpreted as the taking the mini-

mum of the membership values of E in FS1 and Ė in FS2 and
assigning this value to the rule consequent, output=FS3. Table 1
shows a matrix of the rule consequents.

3.2.3 Defuzzification. The output space is defined by five
fuzzy singleton sets, called NB, NS, ZE, PS, and PB. The crisp
output values associated with each fuzzy set are initially deter-
mined based on the selected input MF parameters and on the plant
model given in �6� as follows: An input error corresponding to NB
corner is 5°F. The model shows a steady-state gain of �3.3
+1� /450=0.009556°F−1. According to the matrix of rule conse-
quents, an NB error and ZE error derivative correspond to an
output of NB. Thus, we set the NB singleton on the output set to
correspond to 5�0.0095556=−0.047778°F−1. The remaining
sets are configured similarly, giving an equal distribution of the
output sets. The results of each rule fired are aggregated such that
for each rule with a given consequent fuzzy set the rule anteced-
ents are combined with the OR operator. The combined rule based
on Table 1 for the NB consequent is as follows IF �E=NB AND

Ė=NB� OR �E=NB AND Ė=NS� OR �E=NB AND Ė=ZE� OR

�E=NB AND Ė=PS� OR �E=NS AND Ė=NB� THEN output
=NB The OR operator is interpreted as taking the maximum of
the values resulting from the antecedent combinations and assign-
ing this as the output set membership value. The crisp output is
derived as the weighted sum of the five output consequent values

Fig. 1 Membership functions of temperature error „E… „left panel… and temperature error derivative „Ė… „right panel…

Table 1 Matrix of rule consequents. The cell highlighted de-
picts the rule: IF E=NS AND Ė=PS THEN output=NS.

Error derivative �E�

Error �E�

NB NS ZE PS PB

NB NB NB NS ZE PS
NS NB NS ZE PS PB
ZE NB NS ZE PS PB
PS NB NS ZE PS PB
PB NB ZE PS PB PB
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as follows: ��NB�cNB+�NS�cNS+�ZE�cZE+�PS�cPS+�PB
�cPB� / ��NB+�NS+�ZE+�PS+�PB�, where � is the membership
value as determined from the aggregated rules and c is the crisp
output value determined for each output set.

4 Results

4.1 Optimum FLC Configuration. The first series of tests
are aimed at determining the optimum FLC configuration. Initially
we test with a step change in temperature setpoint. This is an
unrealistic scenario for the control system, however we expected
this would be useful for assessing variations in the FLC configu-
ration. The step was an increase from 1004°F to 1009°F in set-
point. Comparisons are based on the temperature measurement
signal to the controller, TTXM. Comparisons are drawn on over-
shoot, rise time, and settling time. For this series of tests these are
defined as shown in Fig. 2.

The assessment criteria for the test results were based on our
experience as follows: �a� overshoot should be less than 1°F, �b�

the process variable should settle within the test period; and �c�
the optimum configuration meets the above constraints and has
the shortest rise time.

We have carried out various tests to investigate the effect of

variations within the rule matrix, modifying E and Ė data sets,
changing the distribution of membership functions. We compared
the performance of FLC to the existing PI controller defined by
�6�. The test is based on the same +5°F step in the setpoint from
steady-state conditions. Results are shown in Fig. 3. It is apparent
from the above that the FLC configuration achieved thus far does
not match the performance of the PI control, based on the previ-
ously defined criteria.

4.2 Realistic Test Scenarios. In this stage our objective is to
test the response of the FLC configuration to disturbances that the
plant and controls would be subjected to. These results are com-
pared with those of the existing PI controls. The tests chosen were
those situations envisaged to cause the greatest disturbance to the
plant and controls.

Fig. 2 Criteria used in assessment

Fig. 3 Comparison of results of FLC and PI of TTXM response
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4.2.1 Turbine Output Increases Toward Base Load—Manual
Loading Rate. Base load is the condition where the turbine oper-
ates at the nominal maximum output, limited by exhaust gas tem-
perature control. At lower loads, fuel demand is determined by
other control functions such as load control. This test considers
the turbine increasing load until it reaches the nominal maximum
output. Depending on operating mode, the rate at which turbine
output varies under the influence of load control. The maximum
loading rate for a model 7EA turbine is 0.01111 PU/s during
manual load adjustments. This is the loading rate considered for
the test. Recognizing this as the maximum expected loading rate
we can predict the maximum rate of change of exhaust tempera-
ture from the turbine model.

1 PU change in output corresponds to 0.77 PU change in fuel
flow, WF, resulting in an exhaust temperature change of 539°F.
Hence, the maximum anticipated rate of change of temperature is
0.01111�539=5.989°F/s. A comparison of the previous test sug-
gested that the FLC configuration achieved did not offer advan-
tages over the PI control. This provided motivation for revisiting
the configuration. Recognizing the maximum loading rate and cor-
responding rate of temperature rise, this formed the basis of the
configuration change. A large change in output corresponds to the
maximum loading rate, 0.01111 PU/s. This corresponds to a rate
of change of error of 5.989°F/s. NB and PB corners for the output

and Ė are set to 1.5 greater than these rates, allowing temperature
control to increase beyond the loading rate, ensuring that tempera-
ture control does not inadvertently limit the loading rate. To de-
termine E scaling we considered the TTXM value when FSR in-
creased from a low steady-state value to 1.0. This was determined
by setting the simulation to a steady-state value of 0.5 PU FSR by
setting FSRMAN to 0.5 PU with plant simulation initial values set
to corresponding fuel and temperature values. The simulation then
ramps FSRMAN to 1.25 PU at the maximum rate. When FSR-
MAN reaches 1.0 PU TTXM reaches 968.5°F, an error of 1004
−968.5=35.5 °F. 35.5°F is then considered a large error, with NB
and PB corner magnitudes set to 1.5�35.5. Initial experiments
showed that it was necessary to modify the rule matrix to ensure
that if the error is large then output is large, regardless of the error
dot. Otherwise the temperature controller would not increase at a
sufficient rate to achieve the required maximum loading rate. The
tests included variations to the scaling of the NS and PS corners or
the error E and error derivative E inputs. The results show that
TTXM reaches the setpoint quicker with the PI control.

4.2.2 Turbine Output Increases Toward Base Load—Auto
Loading Rate. The loading rate in the previous test is the maxi-
mum loading rate. The normal loading rate is the auto rate, typi-
cally 0.001375 PU/s. This test compares the FLC and PI in a
similar scenario to the previous test except with this reduced load-
ing rate. In this case the PI overshoot is much reduced while the
response time of the FLC is greater than the PI.

4.2.3 Change in Turbine Speed. Frequency changes on the
electrical grid, caused by sudden changes in load or generating
capacity, cause rapid small changes in turbine speed. This test
simulates an instantaneous increase of frequency from
60 Hz to 60.5 Hz, and a decrease from 60 Hz to 59.5 Hz. Results
of these experiments show that the initial error is the same in both
cases, however, the PI controller has a smaller overshoot on re-
covery and settles quicker than the FLC control. The error in the
FLC is negligible after a short period.

4.2.4 Change in Fuel System Gain. The final test simulates a
change in fuel gain. A step change in gain is not a realistic sce-
nario, however the possibility of a valve calibration drift over time
is considered. Assume a fuel gas valve drifts resulting in a 2%
error in fuel flow. This will have negligible effect over time, how-
ever, it would create a disturbance during combustion mode
changes. During normal operation at full load the turbine operates
in a premix mode, where a significant proportion of fuel mixes
with air before reaching the combustion zone. In the event of an
abnormal condition the combustion may revert to a diffusion
mode. The change in mode is achieved in part by varying the fuel
split to different fuel nozzles within the combustion system. The
fuel split is given as a percentage to a specific fuel nozzle, with
fuel to the nozzles regulated by independent valves. With properly
calibrated valves, changing the fuel split results in the same fuel
flow and turbine output. However, if a valve calibration error is
introduced, then a change in split will result in a change in fuel
flow. Fuel splits vary from unit to unit depending on tuning, how-
ever the largest split change during such a mode change would be
from �81.5% to 60%. Assuming a 2% flow error through one
valve, the flow error at 81.5% split is 1.63%, and the error at 60%
split is 1.2%. The maximum rate of change of split is 20%/s,
giving a transfer time of �81.5−60� /20=1.075 s. The rate of
change of flow error is hence �1.63-1.2�/1.075 or 0.4 PU/s. The

Fig. 4 Input space defined in terms of X1 and X2.
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results show that there is a similar overshoot in each case. Again,
the PI control settles quicker, however the error in the FLC is
negligible at this time.

5 Discussion
The FLC configuration involves a large number of configura-

tion parameters compared to the PI control. Each input space re-
quires 13 parameters to define the fuzzy set MFs, there are 25 rule
consequents, and five output set values, giving a total of 56 pa-
rameters. In comparison, the PI controller has two parameters.
The input and output space parameters can be reduced to an extent
at the expense of flexibility. If we assume the fuzzy sets in the
inputs are equally spaced around zero, then we can define the five
fuzzy sets with a single parameter. Allowing for unequal distribu-
tion, but with symmetry about 0 the sets can still be defined by
two parameters, e.g., as represented by X1 and X2 in Fig. 4. The
output space can be defined similarly. Thus, the input and output
spaces for the FLC configuration used in the final tests can be
defined as in Table 2.

The test phase aimed to compare the performance of the FLC
with PI control in scenarios likely in the exhaust gas temperature
control application. The test scenarios were selected from a wider
list of scenarios envisaged, considering those likely to cause the
greatest disturbance.

The first scenario, increasing load toward base load at the
manual loading rate, is possible but highly unlikely. Manual load-
ing is intended to be used for smaller load changes. The normal
methods of increasing to base load follow the slower auto loading
rate.

Rapid changes in grid frequency of the magnitude occur in
practice. Although the test depicted a step change, which is unre-
alistic, the rate at which the frequency could change would be
sufficient that the test scenario is an adequate approximation. The
resultant error in TTXM remained below 1°F.

The scenario for change in fuel system gain due to valve cali-
bration drift showed the error below 1°F for both the FLC and PI
control.

6 Conclusion
The first stage of testing implemented variations in the FLC

configuration. The variations included the scaling and distribution
of the fuzzy sets in the input and output spaces and variations to
the rule consequents. The heuristic methods used to determine the
optimum FLC configuration proved time consuming. In future
work we shall investigate a more systematic way to achieve opti-
mum configuration.

Comparisons between the performance of the FLC and the ex-
isting PI control are discussed in this paper. The comparison in-
cludes scenarios relevant to the application, however further sce-
narios should be considered in our future work.

The results show that the performance of the FLC is adequate,
while the PI controller provides improved response and settling
time in the scenarios tested. However, when the exhaust tempera-
ture is compared rather than the signal from the thermocouple, we
note larger overshoot in temperature with the PI control in some
scenarios.
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Table 2 Definition of FLC input and output space configura-
tion in terms of X1 and X2

Domain X1 X2

Error input 53.25°F 0.25
Error dot input 8.9835°F/s 0.8
FSRTd output 0.016665 PU/s 0.5
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The authors’ predictions that choked flow in an annular gas seal

is likely to produce negative direct stiffness was recently borne
out in tests conducted by the discussers. A smooth seal was tested
in air with supply pressure 18.3 bar and discharge near atmo-
spheric pressure. The seal has dimensions: L=100 mm, D
=100 mm, and radial clearance Cr=0.305 mm. The measured di-
rect static stiffness is negative, K=−1.93 MN/m. The model
available to the discussers is based on the work of Kleynhans and
Childs �1� and would not converge at the full pressure differential.
The direct stiffness predicted by this model becomes negative and
its magnitude increases as the input supply pressure increases
from �10 bars, but the code stops converging above a �P of
�13 bars. What do the authors predict for this seal and the test
conditions provided above? Additional test results are available
for the seal in �2�.
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The authors are grateful for this experimental validation of the
negative direct static stiffness of choked annular seals. For per-
forming our own calculations, the mentioned conditions were
supplemented by some additional assumptions that are somewhat
usual for straight annular seals, namely, an imposed inlet pressure
drop coefficient �inlet and an exit recovery coefficient �exit=1
�complete pressure recovery�. The rotation speed was �=0, and
the flow regime was considered as being nonisothermal with adia-
batic walls and Tinlet=20°C. Moody’s friction factor was used
with the possibility of bridging transition between laminar and
turbulent flow. The employed grid had 16 equally spaced cells in
the axial direction and 32 in the circumferential one �Fig. 1�.

The first set of results was obtained for �inlet=0.1 and zero
roughness. Results show a good prediction of the negative direct
static stiffness at a pressure drop DP=18.3 bar and calculations
could be performed for values of �20 bar. Nevertheless, the flow
in the seal becomes choked at much lower pressure differences
than the 10 bar announced by experiments. It was further recog-
nized that �inlet generally varies with the axial Reynolds number
�triggered by the pressure difference�; thus, a variable inlet pres-

sure drop was used in a second set of calculations, �inlet

=�5.3/ log�Re�−1. The results show a larger negative value for
the direct static stiffness at DP=18.3 bar but no modification of
the predictions at lower pressure differences.

A third set of results was obtained by considering the variable
�inlet and a 5% roughness of the rotor and stator surfaces. The
prediction for DP=18.3 bar is very close to K=−1.93 MN/m, and
the values of the static stiffness obtained for low-pressure drops
corresponding to nonchoked flows show a tendency toward an
improvement. Nevertheless, larger values of the roughness cannot
be predicted by Moody’s law.

Again, the authors are grateful for this discussion that evi-
denced that a choked exit flow of gas annular seals can lead to
negative values of the static stiffness.
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